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ABSTRACT 

This work is a fundamental work on ethics in forestry and is divided into three major 

sections.  

Following/After foreword and introduction, the first chapter takes into consideration 

particualry/specifically the human. Within this framework it concentrates on diffrerent 

areas such as integrity of creation, the utilization of forest by means of a sustainable 

management, genetic engineering in forestry and economic factors. The first chapter 

focusses on the people who are working in the field of forestry. At the same time the social 

question, worker’s rights and the question of ownership (public and private forests) will 

come up for discussion. 

The second chapter discusses ethics, due to the fact that in history it is mostly validated 

/ justified by religion, God’s relationship to creation – evidently in the forest. As such the 

forest is as both forest habitat and cultural heritage, moreover the forest is also man’s 

cultural medium. 

Finally the third chapter represents its ethical conclusion regarding man’s handling of 

forests particularly from the theological point of view. From the already given analysis 

this chapter guides on the basis of the newly established principles of to be on 

secondment (Abgeordnet-Seins) to "what should be in the future", to what is desirable 

and is ethically justifiable. 

Since before this work there is no fundamental study related to the theme "Ethics in 

Forestry" is carried out, it only provides a secondary use of references of a preferable 

status. First and foremost is a scientific representation of what is to be presented as ethos, 

is fully scientifically processed and intended for preparing a comprehensive ethics of 

forestry. Thereby it obtains the status of a fundamental work of ethics for forestry. 

However, with the new explicit eco-social principle of to be on secondment (Abgeordnet-

Seins) it offers not only a new socio-ethical principle, but also the first eco-social priniciple 

in ethics in general. The word "eco" denots both ecologically and economically. Therefore 

it represents in a triplicate ethical principle. 
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C h a p t e r  0  

Prologue 

Right from his childhood, the author of this work has dealt with various issues within the 

forest system. Due to the fact that his family was active for half a century4 in the Forest 

Service in the city of Holzrhode and suburban5 Altstaetten (SG - Switzerland),6 he had, 

despite the fact that he is still a child, gained much insight into the nature of forestry during 

various forest inspections. A purely subjective reason may even be that his own official 

first name GUIDO7 means "forest"8 and his second name HAROLD9 means Army chief; 

this translates almost inevitably into "forest-army chief" or an "army chief for the forest". 

The forestry sector is likely to be one of the areas that will affect most people in the 21st 

century10 as "ecological war"11 has already begun on our planet. A restriction of the subject 

to the German Alpine countries, mainly in Austria appears sensible, for this very region 

can look back upon the longest established experiences without significant interruption. 

Thus, the pressure on world public opinion to act with this region as a model is 

correspondingly large. When people talk about "our part", it is to be understood from this 

perspective. 

 

                                      
4 Since 1954 

5 The Holzrhode city and its suburbs is a "Forestry Cooperative". 

6 His father was ROBERT HANGARTNER 1954 -1965 Actuary (11 Years – taken over by Herrn WALTER DIETRICH), 

from 1965 - 1994 Treasurer (29 Years – taken over by Herrn HANS HASLER), overall 4 decades in the forest 

administration. From 1994 - 2004 (1 decade – taken over from his father ROBERT HANGARTNER) had his brother 

PHILIPP HANGARTNER hold the office as the cashier. 

7 GUIDO is the Romanised form of Old High German WIDO or WITU, which means FOREST. - See Duden T 4; 

p.98, 215, 219; Guido, Wido, Wito, Witold. - Patron: St. Guy of Anderlecht, pilgrims; † 12 September 1012 in 

Anderlecht; Patron of the parish clerk, Hunchback, pilgrims, farmers, servants and merchants; of cattle; against 

animal diseases and dysentery. 

8 Literally: "Wood(land)". 

9 HAROLD is the Low German equivalent of the Old High German Herwald or HEROLD, which means " the 

manager / who prevails in the army." - See Duden T 4; p.103; Harold. - Patron: St . HARALD BLAATTAND 

(BLUE TOOTH ); † (?) 01 November 986 in Denmark. 

10 See. The work: United Nations (Hg.) (1992a). 

11 See. Lipietz, Alain (1993); 77ff. 
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This theme was chosen for several reasons. Some of them that are worthy of mention 

include: 

a) The author has witnessed12 the essence of the forest administration since childhood and 

also, as a trained cabinet maker learnt many aspects of the wood processing industry. 

This fact is important because it establishes a connection between theory and practice. 

b) The author received admission to commence his PhD in Theology in 1995 and in 2009, 

he was admitted to PhD in agriculture, in the specific area of forestry, by passing the 

required entrance exams. 

c) The church is one of the largest private forest owners in the region covered under the 

work and therefore directly affected.13 

d) The Second Vatican Council requests that the economic activity must be such that it 

corresponds to what God's plan is for man.14 

e) The engagement of the Church with economy15 and Creation16 is one of the essential 

components of the theological sciences and therefore would also benefit the area of 

forestry. 

f) An object of this work is to provide responsible arguments from the viewpoint of 

Christian social ethics (focusing on the Catholic tradition), so that we are able to 

develop pioneering concepts, coupled with the social-realist view of things. As 

WOLFGANG TRILLHAAS rightly said: "When things come into the light of social 

reality, it's always too late."17 

It should be admitted that the area has expanded quite unexpectedly in the course of work 

on this, as it is often the case when new ground is broken in advance - and this work is 

breaking new ground. Despite the scope of the present work, it has been kept in mind not 

to let the present work go beyond the fundamentals. Since this work, as mentioned above, 

is breaking new ground, it must be put on record that all contributions do not apply to 

environmental ethics, for too big is their number. Rather, a restriction on positions and 

                                      
12 See above 

13 The fact that the church already in the labor question and the questions of social life until 43 years after the 

publication of the "Communist Manifesto" clearly reacts with the publication of the encyclical "Rerum Novarum" 

""has can not be repeated , because the Church has decades numerous letters to the Environment published as 

this work shows clearly. 

14 See. GS 64. 

15 See. KKK 2426. 

16 See. KKK 282. 

17 Trillhaas, Wolfgang (31970); 30. 
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statements, which have undergone extensive impact in terms of forest and forestry, 

achieve much more. This is not a clear criterion; however it suffices to get a discussion in 

the area of forest ethics going and to get an overview. The basic aim of this work is 

achieved when a fruitful discussion on a forest ethics can be founded or in such case where 

such an approach already exists, in being revived.18 Because of different disciplines 

involved (Agriculture, forestry and theology), an effort was made to keep the jargon to a 

minimum in order to keep the work equally accessible to all areas of science.19 For these 

reasons alone, the final conclusion cannot simply be seen as a "sole conclusion", although 

ethical conclusions can be drawn. All chapters are on par and must be read in the context 

of the other chapters. This may entail that this work must certainly be seen as a challenging 

work and will therefore be most fruitful if its readership increases reading after the first 

work and that it converts itself in terms of a "lecture et relecture". Therefore there is much 

importance rested on the meaningful understanding of the contents, especially that of the 

scripture. 

To non-religious and non-Christian readers, this work may seem strange at first. This 

however is not a work of evangelization in matters of faith. But the fact is that there are 

no explicit ethics for forestry. This leaves just two possibilities. 1. To create something 

completely new, without considering other traditions, which then should be quite 

unrealistic and dry; or 2. To refer back to the existing ethos. However, this is religious and 

Christianity with regard to the area under consideration. 

This fact should not put one off, but instead act as an incentive to scientific colleagues in 

all the continents of the earth, to throw light on this issue from the the point of view of 

their own cultures and thus help to shape the world, more livable in its naturalness and 

sustainable. 

  

                                      
18 See also: Irrgang, Bernhard (1992); 20, 120. 

19 See also: Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); Vorwort (Foreword). 
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0. Introductory Chapter 

0.1. Introduction 

For centuries, one of the biggest concerns of man in the German speaking areas is how 

man can wrest the nature fertile farmland into developable living areas. During this period 

the people attempts to control the virgin forest’s productive areas. Everyone chop down 

trees without any hesitation. Still, this had a pleasant side effect that thereby also accrues 

timber. Gradually, the removal of vegetation was systematized. In many places came into 

being for example., the Rod Association and other "Mass" for the management of 

woodlands. Therefore the woodland obtained great importance for the development of 

human society. The woodland became a place for hunting, grassland, timber production 

and protection from enemies.20 In other words the woodland was suited to the needs of the 

people. In spite of limited technical means, the human satisfaction of needs brought 

extensive damages to the existing virgin forest. However, before the last century, the 

people recognized the importance of woodland protection. To reduce damages huge 

financial commitments were attempted, thereby to enhance economic efficiency. 

Therefore in 1830 the Forestry Scientist FRIEDRICH WILHELM LEOPOLD PFEIL,21 founded 

the Forest Academy in the German Neustadt-Eberswalde.22 In Vienna in 1875 the Forestry 

studies of k.u.k Academy of Forestry in Mariabrunn – concerning to the area of Forest 

Production, Technique and Economy was transferred to the University for Agricultural 

Sciences (BOKU).23 

In the past, the forestry appeared in different types, began with simple farming and living 

area production involving to profit-oriented24 deforestation of woodlands upto genuine 

ecological economies. In all these stages, the people neglects the question concerning 

themselves and the question of God. Even a ecological consciousness sought virutually 

also went in vain. Ethic was not an issue. Even today very little emphasis is given to the 

field of ethics in forester training. Thus, the environmental ethic lecturing is only offered 

in the postgraduate study at BOKU in Vienna in the branch of Technical Engineering.25 

Therefore a thesis in the field of Enviornmental Ethic is not possible.26 This does not mean 

that there is no value for Forestry. These are, however, to a great extent not a goal oriented 

                                      
20 See. Scherzinger, Wolfgang (1996); 11. 

21 PFEIL, FRIEDRICH WILHELM LEOPOLD * Rammselburg am Harz 28. 3. 1783, † Warmbrunn 4. 9. 1859, 

Professor und Oberforstrat in Berlin. 

22 See. Bertelsmann; Pfeil. 

23 See. Zentrale Verwaltung - Universitätsdirektion der Universität für Bodenkultur (Hg.) (1996); 8. 

24 Profit oriented in terms of all sources of earning. 

25 See. Zentrale Verwaltung - Universitätsdirektion der Universität für Bodenkultur (Hg.) (1996); 156. 

26 See. Zentrale Verwaltung - Universitätsdirektion der Universität für Bodenkultur (Hg.) (1996); 154. 
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studies, but still empirically recognized for a long time. Hence, there is a working 

hypothesis, which states that: "Empirical norms emanate from ‘Emergency’, religious 

norms from the ‘Reverence for living’ – Norms from the ‘Emergency’ often come too 

late, Norms from ‘Faith’ rarely too early, they are to be based on the knowledge of the ‘To 

be on Secondment’27 of the people." 

 

0.1.1. Limiting the study to German speaking alphine regions of Europe, 

particulary Austria 

Undoubtedly forest change is one of the most important indicators pertaining to 

transformation of society. This is valid not only for the German speaking Alphine regions 

of Europe, but also for every country on earth. But the German speaking Alphine regions 

of Europe, specifically Austria has to play a special role. Even this continental part can 

retrospect the best ever scientifically examined empirical values. Especially now, in the 

aftermath of forest decline and the time of climate change, the world hopefully looks at 

Europe, because this continent have a special responsibility.28 Its experience in forestry is 

in demand – Ethic is in question. On this account this study is limited to these regions. It 

will be an help to contribute the existing empirical ethics of forestry by means of 

theological ethics and also the emphasis set in 1992 Rio de Janeiro.29 In addition, many 

countries have similar forest area, even also at North Indian Himalayan base. 

 

0.1.2. Method and Procedure (Methodology) and suppositions of the work 

The entire work applies the orthography of English in Indian type. 

The structure of the work is organized according to a scientific staudy which is divided 

into three major chapters, for the reason that it discusses the construction (structure) of the 

line of argumentation. Although the methodological question should not be 

overestimated,30 nevertheless here space is provided for it. 

- After Preface and Introduction, the first chapter is the Man, particularly takes into 

consideration – specifically Forestry, as the "Guardian" (environmentally and 

economically) of creation (of the forest) and the forestry as a social factor (labour 

issues, and social issues / social questions). At the same there are different focal points; 

                                      
27 "To be on Secondment" of man See. Chapter Two and Three of this work. 

28 See. Lipietz, Alain (1993); 110. 

29 See. The work: United Nations (Hg.) (1992a). – See. das Werk: United Nations (Hg.) (1992b). 

30 See. Trillhaas, Wolfgang (31970); 29. 
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such as the integrity of creation, the exploitation of forests during sustainable 

management, the genetic engineering in forestry and the economic factors. The first 

chapter also takes into consideration the role of working people in forestry. Thereby 

arises the social question, the labour issue and the question of ownership (public and 

private. 

- The second chapter deals with "God’s"relationship to creation – specifically forest. As 

such, both woodland and commercial forest are habitat and cultural heritage, moreover 

forest is an cultural institution of the people. This preliminary work is a precondition 

to justify in future the ethical principle of "to be on Secondment". 

- Finally the third chapter should be an ethical conclusion regarding how the caretaker 

manages from the thelogical point of view. From this analysis what is already stated in 

this chapter leads on the basis of a newly established principle of to be on Secondment 

to "what should be in the future", to what is desirable and ethical. 

The work visualizes its structure by the method. This is the formal element of scientific 

work, while the system is a functional unit to units, with both the items among themselves 

and to be mutually dependent.31 The method describes an approach to somewhat, the entity 

on which the device is built and acquired. Generally speaking: which, to an certain extend 

a recording process to achieve a superior objective.32 The executions within this work 

evolve in different directions. It is not only a method in isolation, but different perspectives 

will also be added for the purpose of a convergence reasoning (Method mix)33 to create a 

new focal point on an "ecologically correct method"34 its basis is not least to represent the 

principle of to be on Secondment. As a result, there should be a distinction between 

economically and ecologically appropriate, where in the end (long term thinking, in the 

era of generations) only economically sound, which is also ecologically correct. Whereby 

                                      
31 See. Kleines Philosophisches Wörterbuch; 269; System. 

32 See. See. Kleines Philosophisches Wörterbuch; 174; Methods. – The scientific method is an attachment to the 

advanced draft of a focussed region, that separates the specific richness of the subject only ithe most certain 

existence- and behaviour characteristics as interesting and examining. Thereby also defines the fundamental 

concepts of relevant studies and the totality of procedural requirements. The draft must prove the empirical 

knowledge (= in relation with the phonema of the subject area). Generally differentiate according to Induction 

(analytical [segmenting] method), Deduction (synthetically [constructing] method); scientifical, humanistic, 

mathematical and so on methods. Since the individual method can afford the totality of an object into 

consideration and each science must follow the methods which is valid for it, the purpose of this method is to 

formulate a single authoritative method from the variety of methods (Method monism, science monism), which 

is not for expansion, but for narrowing the possibilities of knowledge. 

33 See. Leisch, Walter (1990); 500. 

34 See. as well: Weiler, Rudolf (Hg.) (1996); 565-572. – "Die menschliche Arbeit als Kriterium für den 

ökologischen richtigen Einsatz des Produktionsfaktors Arbeit." 
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the "Method mix" is disabled, that the work is also restricted. In this manner it opens up 

more approaches in the same way. 

Chapter 1 the historical –description method in conjunction with the empirical method has 

been selected for the purpose of immanent ethics. To demonstrate historical background, 

the the past events are introduced. The present situation is already a precondition owing 

to historical occurances and consequently comprises an "occurance nature35". The 

descriptive element opines the description of historical reality or has intended for a 

tendency according to the events (process). A look at the history of facts is inevitable to 

make a decision concerning a situation of dynamic process or reality.36 The ethical 

statements without empirical basis are not goal oriented, especially in the area this study. 

It is therefore, in particular important in forestry (specifically: economy, ecology and 

human ecology) to engage in dialogue.37 However, the empirical method can not be seen 

in association with the principle of utility, because this results in a utilitarian point of 

view.38 

Chapter 2 is based on a theme oriented inductive method (analytical- segmenting). The 

focus of this chapter will be on the Individual subject matters in the perspective of 

secondary issues. Biblical and ecclesiastical statements are examined by taking into 

account of the hermeneutic method39. It also addresses the "being" of the forest. Therefore 

this is also important, since over one-third of the habitat in Austria is covered by forest.40 

Chapter One and Two clarifies the interdisciplinary selection of subjects that are dealt 

with. 

Chapter 3 is constructed on a synthesis -prescriptive (deductive-[constructive]) method. 

What was formulated in the previous chapters are now validated in the form of prescriptive 

synthesizing. Therefore perspective, due to the fact that – in contrast to descriptive element 

of depiction of historical situation or a tendency, is focused according to the events 

(processes) –especially then followed by standards and new norms are set. The aim of this 

approach is to prepare a new "ecologically correct method" (to demonstrate the principles 

of proper handling of woodland and commercial forest). In this work, however, the 

experiment is mainly undertaken on the principle of "to be on Secondment" based on 

specific individual cases and numerous issues raised, some of which are deliberately left 

                                      
35 Kleines Philosophisches Wörterbuch; 98; Geschichte. 

36 See. Virt, Günter (Hg.) (1993); 7. 

37 See. Leisch, Walter (1990); 497-498. 

38 See. Lexikon der Ethik; 285-287; Utilitarismus. 

39 See. Leisch, Walter (1990); 500. – For theological ethics there lies a spcecial task to reflect the ethical insights 

into a Christian horizon of meaning and to follow the transitions from biblical ethos to a Christian practicsed 

methodological belief. 

40 See. Statistisches Jahrbuch für die Republik Österreich - 1996; 14, 228. 
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open, to induce new avenues and assessment opportunities for criterion classification and 

– to enable findings as well as attitudes of people, that has an option to go beyond the 

environment– and therefore also for the forest and accordingly prepare a profound and 

binding rules and implementation of a given new criteria and in this manner offer related 

attitudes, especially some are already acknowledged in the previous chapter references as 

in the criterion classification. 

To sum up the approach is essentially according to Johannes Messner concerning the 

"Nature of the thing". It is considered to be an ethicist and the empirical evidences are 

specifically enclosed with, so that a criterion of morality exists, thereby results in not 

completely an environmental ideology. Also a biologistic ethics is not effective, because 

the human being has a responsibility concerning forest. The same – likewise the animals 

(and the "dead matter") – it is not equal,41 but it is its "to be on Secondment". Moral action 

does not require similar to as in the utilitarianism, just a "feeling (ordinary moral 

conviction)".42 

This should be clarified with the help of an applied theorietical approaches and derived 

premises. As an approach and starting point for the following accomplishments, it can be 

formulated that forestry has a great responsibility concerning environment. This 

responsibility concerns not only to forest, but certainly also the man, who has been actively 

working in this economic sector. For this work the following approaches were selected. 

The theological starting point of biblical understanding of creation (under certain 

consideration of the antropocentric or the of the anthropological approach43 and aspects of 

biocentric approaches)44 the anthropo-relational approach45 is the first chosen approach. 

From this forth, the foundation of environmental ethical orientation possibilities of 

Christian ethics are defined. The biblical understanding of creation makes a clear 

differentiation between Creator and Creature. The fellow-creature status of man with the 

other created beings evolve the basis for the ethical creation of environmental ethics. In 

                                      
41 See also the Work: Singer, Peter (1994). 

42 See. Lexikon der Ethik; 285-286; Utilitarismus. 

43 See. Sozialhirtenbrief der katholischen Bischöfe Österreichs; 9, 12. – The anthropological approach remains at 

the heart of the Christian social doctrine. 

44 See. Umwelt. Lexikon ökologisches Grundwissen; Ökologische Ethik. – The anthropocentric (subject oriented 

and object oriented) approach establishes the protection of nature with its worthiness for the present and future 

of humanity. Therefore the last reference base is not the nature itself, but the man. The worthiness of nature for 

man relates for example, on economic, cultural hisotric and scientific aspects. The anthropocentric ethics applies 

as characteristic of the philosophical tradition of the West… The biocentric approach emanate from the 

independent value of all living beings, that means plants, animals and people. In addition, the life itself presumes 

values such as beauty, order and diversity of living things. The best known representatives of this trend in 

Germany is certainly ALBERT SCHWEITER, who promoted a "reverence for life". 

45 See. Münk, Hans-Jürgen (1990); 812. 
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the sphere of his fellow creature ,man from its nature occupies a privileged position – the 

image of God.46 On the one hand, the humans are part of nature into which he is integrated 

in the form of his corporeality, on the other, it comes to him as it were in itself. Man is 

responsible due to the gift of spirit and thereby is also liable for accountability. Undeniably 

it is an accountable subject at the centre, but remains strictly rational on ethical standards 

of creation of other aforementioned oriented approaches. On this basis, broadly the 

environmental ethics (moral) become imperative,47 which is formulated by HANS-

JÜRGEN MÜNK as follows:  

 

"It acts in such a way that the consequences of your 

actions does not destroy the reasonable viability and 

integrity (inviolableness) of humanity and the non-human 

nature!48" 

 

From the social ethical approach it is important that the legislative- and regulation levels 

must be keeping pace for the necessary environmental protection networks of social 

subsystems and the actions of groups and individuals. Thus, an efficient environmental 

policy cannot be completely handed over to the self-regulation of market. By various 

means (eg. Sanctions,49 taxation50 and certificates51) this made to be regulatory, that helps 

to achieve the environmental goals. An important means to achieve environmental 

objectives are the environmental taxes, to which nobody can escape. With the introduction 

of these measures the efforts must be to promote the environmental friendly techniques 

and manors as well as to declare the responsible handling of renewable resources. Since 

                                      
46 See. Gen 1,26 "Then God said: Let us mould man like our image, similar to us. Let them have dominion over 

the fish of the sea, over the birds of the sky, over the livestock, over the complete earth and over all the reptiles 

on earth” – See. Gen 1,27 "God created also the man as his image; like the image of God created him. He created 

them as male and female." 

47 See. Kleines Philosophisches Wörterbuch; 140; kategorische Imperativ. – The categorical imperative and its 

basis of comparison: categorical imperative, in Kant’s ethics is purely formal, without any empirical content and 

therefore unconditional, itself as a fact of pure reason, representing inner obligation bound respectively its 

sentence constraint formulation(s). The well known conveyed formulation: "It acts in such a way that the dictum 

of your willing always belong to the principle of universal law".(Kritik der praktischen Vernunft [1788] 1.T., 

1B., 1. Hauptstück § 7). The literal formulation of the categorical imperative is " Act accordingly to that maxim 

whereby you become a universal law" (IKWP; Bd. 4; 421.) In ddition stands the practical imperative: Act so in 

such a way that you need mankind both in your person and in the person of every different one at any time at the 

same time as purpose, the humanity as well as in your own person or in the person of any other, never use just 

as a means.” (IKWP; Bd. 4; 429.) 

48 Münk, Hans-Jürgen (1990); 812. 

49 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997e); 1875. 

50 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997a); 1858. – On Weinstephaner forest days discusses the ecologically – socal 

market economy. 

51 See. Schrader, Jürgen (1998b); 633. – See. Schrader, Jürgen (1998a); 633, 634. 
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environmental protection – especially concerning forest and forestry – due to its cross-

border problem dimension (for eg. Air pollution and climate change) has become an 

international public welfare mission, while the structural measures of the countries are 

claimed to be an answer to this situation (International Environmental policy). However, 

it is not only the countries but also the small groups (in the area of personal-interpersonal). 

This should be judged in the spirit of subsidiarity and consciousness of the content of the 

principle of to be on Secondment. The example of individual forest management operation 

is the keyword referred as the prospects of environment friendly facilities and utilisation 

of their operations. A significiant importance falls on the environment related education 

of the employees.52 In the final analysis every person (individual ethic) needs a change in 

his method and way of thinking. The implementation of environmental regulations are 

only effective, when preferably many people validates the subject matter that emphasizes 

ethical values. With appropriate-not isolated, but in the totality of ethical guiding 

principles – value orientation and motivation, a step from environmental knowledge is to 

perform a environmental conscience (complicity with nature) and environmental action. 

The theological foundations of environmental ethics are integrated in the totality of faith 

of a believer. Solidarity with creation can be something concerned with the aspect of 

ethical virtue, at the same time referred as essential virtue. The cardinal virutes can be 

therefore simplified as environmentally ethical – due to the virtue of masses and the 

temperance as stated in environmental friendly self-restraint, self- denial and 

renunciation.53 In this manner, they are introduced in the theological virtues (faith, hope 

and love), that is in pursuit of life.54 Such a synthesis corresponds to the unity of Order of 

Creation and salvation order and belongs to the nucles of Christian spirituality,55 a pure 

spirituality of Creation. 

                                      
52 See. Klose, Alfred (1988); 69-77. 

53 See. Münk, Hans-Jürgen (1990); 814-815. 

54 See. Ratzinger, Josef (1975); specially 50-59. – RATZINGER lists three examples of the mutual relatedness of 

faith and ethos: "a) The Decalogue, b) the name of Christ, c) The Apostolic opinion". 

55 See. Kreppold, Guido (1986); 17-20. – See. Karrer, Otto (1975); 519. – This spirituality is probably visible in its 

best expression in the "Canticle of the Sun” of holy FRANCIS OF ASSISI. Below qoted the Canticle of the Sun 

based on the translation of OTTO KARRER: You are the highest, most powerful, good Master, you are the songs 

of praise, glory and honor and thanks to all ordained; only you energise them, Highest, and no man is worthy, 

only You are to call, Blessed are You, O Lord, with all beings, you have created, espcially the noble Lord Brother 

Sun, who led us the whole day and light with its rays, the beautiful, donates; even magnificiently in mighty 

splendour; your likeness he is, Blessed One. Praised be You, my Lord, through Sister Moon and the stars. 

Through you, they sparkle and shine in the sky arch delicious and beautiful – Praised be You, my Lord, through 

Brothers Wind and Air, and cloud and weather, direct the gentle or severe, according to your weill, the beings 

through you. – Praised be You, my Lord, through sister Water; How is it useful, humble, precious, and pure like! 

– Praised be You, my Lord through Brother Fire, through whom you shine at night. Nice and friendly he is, most 

comforting her powerful than flaming fire. – Praised be You, my Lord, through our Sister Mother Earth, the kind 

and strong sustains us with colored flowers and mats. – Praised be You, my Lord, through the, so forgive Thy 

love and pain and sorrow patient perserverance. Blessed are those who overcomes in peace; You most high will 

reward them – Blessed are You, Lord through Sister Bodily Death; whom no living man can escape. Woe to 
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those who die in mortal sin! Blessed is that it finds in your most holy will. Because they do not maimed the 

second death. – Praise and bless the Lord. Thanks and serve him with great humility! 
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0.2. Definitions 

This section very briefly explains the terms that are important for this works. These 

definitions are intended to provide a streamlined overview of understanding the meaning 

of the word content and do not explore the concepts right down to the smallest detail, 

thereby restricting the reader to the literature at hand. 

 

0.2.1. Ethic 

Ethics 56 indicate both e'qoj (habituation) and h=qoj (character, habitual way of action). The 

use of the term "ethics" is not only descriptive, but also used to maintain it as normative, 

ie it is to ask57 for the right action.58 Ethics, as part of the philosophy of human practice, 

deals with the "Actuality" and "Shall" and therefore belongs to practical philosophy59 and 

not theoretical philosophy, which deals instead with "Recognition" and "Being".60 

However, this cannot be strictly differentiated in all cases. The ethical and theoretical 

judgment cannot always be told apart.61 Regarding Ethics, it is more about closer 

limitation, determination and explication of its own subject, towards the question of the 

supreme principle (What should I do? What is ultimately morally good?). The other deals 

with the last possible reasoning for the question of "The Why of Should?" (Why should I 

do something? Why am I in the first place? Why an act is ultimately correct, good?).62 

Ethics is referred to as the ethos of its own, irreplaceable empirical basis.63 However, this 

does not give reason to downgrade ethics from the level of normative thinking descriptive-

empirical or historical research. Of importance is the mutually exclusive, but unity 

evoking (disjunctive) distinction between the two types - teleological (determined by 

purpose) and deontological (determined by duty) types of normative ethics.64 Ethic or 

moral philosophy deals with the explanation of the phenomenon of morality. By 

                                      
56 See. Taschenbuch theologischer Fremdwörter; 47; Ethik. – Ethics [from the Greek "ethos" "custom "] that 

"morality is" the moral principles (standards) relevant treatise and scientific discipline. 

57 See. Honecker, Martin (1993); 249-251. 

58 See. Wolbert, Werner (1990b); 165. – See. Wolbert, Werner (1990a); 159. 

59 Ethics therefore poses questions about the changing "Ought.” 

60 See. Wolbert, Werner (1990a); 158. 

61 See. Messner, Johannes (71984); 92. 

62 See. Juros, H. (21980); 590-598. 

63 See. Juros, H. (21980); 593. – Ethics refers to the ethos than its own, irreplaceable empirical basis, going by the 

experience of moral's supposed and continued task in the identification and explication, explanation and 

justification of moral experience, which is evident as objectively given and immediately having become obtrude. 

64 See. Juros, H. (21980); 596-597. 
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morality,65 one can understand it on the one hand as the living form of morality or as also 

a didactic system66 of morality. 

The impression should not arise that this work is capable of addressing ethics only from 

the point of view of a fragment of the whole spectrum (from ethical skepticism/ relativism 

to ethics of duty to the ethics of personality67) Topics of ethics are, among others, just like 

questions such as the distinction between right and wrong, the question of meaning and 

purpose, "good" life, happiness, freedom, autonomy, conscience, etc., from which a range 

                                      
65 See. Taschenbuch theologischer Fremdwörter; 94; Moral. – Morality (from the Latin moris = morals concerning), 

1) the set of behavioral norms and values in a society or era; against the notion of ethics but not clearly defined; 

2) the moral act of an individual or group; 3) a moral doctrine in terms of practical application. Moral Theology 

is the designation of a systematic Catholic doctrine of moral behavior with respect to the people identified in the 

divine plan of salvation into it. 

66 See. Virt, Günter (1990); 522-535 (here 531). – The object of morality is the free human action (actus humanus) 

and the attitude from which the action arises (habitus operativus). Thus, as an object of morality, everything 

merely reflects reflexive behavior as well as fate-prone events that come about man. As moral can only apply to 

what man determines himself in freedom. 

67 See. Coreth, E. (1959); 1126-1129. 
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of perspectives can emerge.68 Similarly, this work cannot be, in a strict sense, based on 

only the "theological ethics",69 the correlation or non-correlation of acting against the "will 

of God".70 However, "God" cannot be left out of consideration. If this were done, one 

would be soon on the path of biological ethics, of utilitarianism, where moral action would 

require a "feeling (ordinary moral conviction)"71 An essential foundation for the "inclusion 

of God" is the law of nature. Ethics can therefore not take a path an absolutely value-free 

representation of facts, but instead should also include their analysis (evaluation). 

This work is essentially based on the Catholic tradition with focus on natural law,72 with 

the question of "right and wrong" whereby the modern question of "good and evil" is not 

to be disregarded. 

 

0.2.2. Ecology 

 The word ecology comes from the Greek term "oi=koj - meaning house and lo,goj - 
meaning "word" and together means "domestic science". This refers to the 

doctrine of the balance of nature74 in the relation of living organisms with each other and 

with their environment.75 

As a scientific term, the word "ecology" exists since the last 

century. The biologist Ernst Haeckel (02/16/1834 - 09/08/1919) 

defined it as follows:  

"Under Oecologie we understand the 

entire science regarding the relations 

of the organism with the surrounding 

external world, where we can expect in 

a broader sense <existence 

                                      
68 See. Honecker, Martin (1993); 249-251. 

69 See. Lexikon der Ethik; 274-275; Theologische Ethik. – See also: Honecker, Martin (1993); 255-257. 

70 See. Lexikon der Ethik; 274-275; Theologische Ethik. 

71 See. Lexikon der Ethik; 285-287; Utilitarismus. – See also: Singer, Peter (1994). 

72 See. Messner, Johannes (71984). – The concept "Natural law" was taken up in the Second Vatican Council in 

IM14 and GS 74. 

73 Picture: Keller, Kurt. 

74 See definition of the word "nature” 

75 See definition of the word "environment” – see also: Environment. Lexikon ökologisches Grundwissen; 

Ökologie. 
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conditions>. These are partly organic, partly inorganic 

in nature...76" 

 

In 1870, Haeckel segregated ecology further from zoology, in which he demonstrated that 

the ecology meant to those all intricate interrelationships, which CHARLES ROBERT 

DARWIN (12/02/1809 - 04/19/1882) identified as the condition of the struggle for 

existence.77 

Ecology is a product obtained from the study of biology,78 that deals with the exchange 

relations / interactions between organisms and the non-living (abiotic (abiotische factors 

such as climate and soil) and living environment (biotic factors).79 In this context, one can 

speaks of ecosystems. Ecosystems according to its nature of their main eco-factors can be 

distinguished (eg.: air , plants) on the basis of its degree of exposure to humans and the 

supply of energy,: 

1. Natural and semi-natural ecosystems (their sustenance is primarily    

dependent on the solar energy). 

1.1. Water- or aquatic ecosystems. 

1.1.1. Marine ecosystems (marine ecosystems such as ocean, coral reef). 

1.1.2. Freshwater ecosystems (freshwater ecosystems such as lakes, ponds, 

rivers). 

1.2. Land or terrestrial ecosystems. 

1.2.1. Half Terrestrial Ecosystems (for example moors). 

1.2.2. Pure Terrestrial ecosystems (for example Forests, Bushes, Tundra). 

2. Urban-industrial ecosystems (urban-industrial ecosystems, their 

sustenance is primarily dependent on additional, exhaustible energy 

sources).80 

                                      
76 Haeckel, Ernst (186611); 286. 

77 See. Weish, Peter (1995); 1. 

78 See. Environment. Lexikon ökologisches Grundwissen; Ökologie. – Although the influence of man on nature in 

the scientific definitions of ecology is involved, the technological and human sciences in the processing of 

environmental problems would at first be almost completely neglected. It is therefore not surprising that the 

ecologists (in the late sixties of the 20th century) were not in a position to address acute environmental problems, 

such as the burning questions to answer about the possible consequences of industrial environmental impacts. . - 

See also: Environment. Lexicon of Ecological Knowledge; Science. - In connection with the need to create a 

second opinion against nuclear power plants, within the ecology movement had arisen such thing as a critical 

ecological scientists movement. In 1977, the Institute was in Freiburg for Applied Ecology (in short "Eco-

Institute") was founded. It has since then been a focal point for many citizens' initiatives in the field of 

environmental protection. Meanwhile, about 80 Ecological Research Institutes, founded in 1980, the Association 

of Ecological Research Institute (AGÖF) have come together. Frequently, these institutions are very small and 

without sufficient means. 

79 See. LROM1; Ökologie. 

80 See. Environment. Lexikon ökologisches Grundwissen; Ökosystem. 
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The concept of environmental perception and environmental awareness have together 

influenced the ecological and ethical values and significantly determine the environmental 

policy. Environmentally ethical values make an effort in turn through environmental 

education to exert influence on the part of environmental policy.81 

The existence of "ecology: as a scientific term doesn’t means that the discipline of ecology 

has succeeded rapidly in universities. Though since the time of Haeckel there had been a 

considerable accumulation of detailed knowledge, ecology as a scientific discipline, 

however, was pursued only by a few. It was only in the 50s of the 20th century that ecology 

began to be taught at universities and the first textbooks appeared.82 Since the 60s , the 

relevance of ecology began to rise, particularly through RACHEL CARSON,83 who 

pointed out the consequences of civilizational interventions in ecosystems. As a result, 

ecology transformed from a biological side discipline of study to a scientific basis for the 

cause of environmental protection.84 AUGUST THIENMANN divided the complex contents 

of ecology – to fit the system teaching – into "Autoecology (treatment of the single 

individual, as a representative of its type and its environment relationship)" and 

"Synecology (community ecology) (treatment of inter-species relationship)." F. 

SCHWERDTFEGER added "Demecology (treatment of the structure and dynamics of 

populations)"85 The ecology - as domestic science – differentiates quantitative and 

qualitative energy flows and biogeochemical cycles in ecosystems. Ecology is a natural 

science, for the reason that it is rooted in biology, yet it is not, because it connects even 

more with the social sciences and humanities.86 

 

                                      
81 See. Environment. Lexikon ökologisches Grundwissen; Ökologische Ethik. 

82 An example is the work of HEINRICH WALTER: "Die Vegetation der Erde in ökophysiologischer Betrachtung" 

(Vegetation of the Earth in Eco-physiological Perspective) from the year 1961. 

83 RACHEL CARSON write the work in 1962: Carson, Rachel (1968). 

84 See. Knötig, Helmut (21980); 1139-1140. – HELMUT KNÖTIG suggests the term "environmental shaping" 

("Umweltgestaltung") instead of "environmental protection"( "Umweltschutz"). This conceptualisation is not 

followed in this work, because it does not appear to be adequate. 

85 See also: Knötig, Helmut (21980); 1133-1134. 

86 See. Weish, Peter (1995); 1-6. 
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0.2.2.1. Human Ecology (Man - Environment) 

"Human Ecology" is a branch of ecology in which one examines the relationships between 

man and the environment.87 According to HELMUT KNÖTIG88 human ecology is to be 

understood as the ecology of the species Homo sapiens.89 

"Human ecology" was brought forth for the first time by sociologists and is now promoted 

particularly by the "International Organization for Human Ecology (I.O.H.E.)".90 

The field of human ecology91 is the special environmental biology of humans in their 

natural habitat and in civilizational milieu. Human ecology can be usefully divided into 

two sections - "Urban Ecology" and "Political Ecology". Urban Ecology deals with the 

pattern of human settlements. More recently, it is also concerned with the reduction of 

global pollution and the simultaneous improvement of the quality of urban life. Political 

Ecology, according to PETER WEISH, is the leading science of postmodernism in the field 

of ecology.92 Political Ecology is both empirical as well as normative, both diagnostically 

and therapeutically oriented. An important area therefore is setting the limit values of 

various kinds. Finally, the normative-therapeutic dimension of political ecology provides 

a reference to ethics.93 It will suffice to mention the ethics of survival, which refers the key 

concepts such as "reverence for life (ALBERT SCHWEITZER)"94, "peace with nature" or 

"ecological humanism".95 

Human ecology, as already stated above, is a branch of ecology that works largely in an 

interdisciplinary manner and integrates other branches of science (human ecology as 

"integrative" science). One must understand the social dimension of man, the Being With 

the person along with Others. From a human perspective, this is only possible with respect 

                                      
87 See. LROM1; Humanökologie. 

88 HELMUT KNÖTIG: Secretary-General of "International Organisation for Human Ecology (I.O.H.E.)" Vienna. 

89 See. Knötig, Helmut (21980); 1131. 

90 See. Knötig, Helmut (21980); 1131-1134. 

91 See. Environment. Lexikon ökologisches Grundwissen; Ökologie. – In the face of the increase in environmental 

degradation and a broad ecological movement, a broader understanding of ecology has developed meanwhile : 

ecology as a new approach to the study of natural phenomena and the relationship between man and nature, 

which made various natural and social sciences its own (Human Ecology). Such a new approach expresses the 

following eco-ethical guiding principle: the goal of ecology is the independent development of current and future 

members of the environmental community in partnership and economical use of all resources (nature). 

92 See. Weish, Peter (1995); 4-6. 

93 See. Weish, Peter (1995); 4-6. 

94 Münk, Hans-Jürgen (1990); 815 

95 See. Weish, Peter (1995); 5-6. – For ecological insights, a new justification of ancient human values of modesty, 

middle, Mass and charity was seen possible. 
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to the "things"96 and the property laws of human life, to realize the "existential purpose"97 

of the people. Therefore the dimensions of the co-created beings belongs to the standard 

term amongst fellow humans in social relations, therefore the normatively expressed 

universal common good and consequent compliance with the social principles are legal 

and social principles.98 Consequently human ecology has the task of not only to create a 

comprehensive system, which analyzes the environmental crisis and describe approaches, 

but also to develop the strategy for social implementation of these results.99 

 

0.2.2.1.1. The co-creatureliness of man – He influences the Environment 

At this point, it is necessary to refer to one aspect of the relationship between man and 

environment. This can be described with the term "co-creatability". Man has the special 

Easter mission of Jesus:100  

"Go ye all into the world and preach the 'good news' to 

every creature 101" 

 

Another message that exhorts all Christians to live the Easter message is: 

                                      
96 See. Definition of the word "nature.” 

97 See. Definition of the word "nature.” 

98 See. dazu: Wagner, Friedrich (21969); 340-341. – Here is done on a worldwide basis, an immeasurable field of 

possibilities of sociology and biology and ecology as a unifying science on which a 'science' that remain truly 

free and real end in itself would be conceivable, because it is not coupled with the interests of the State or the 

economy. The risks to the self of man through his research makes a science possible and necessary, something 

that remains part of a greater whole and is answerable to the mind and the law. It is precisely the human risk from 

nuclear energy today makes man as the highest value as the limit and measure, as the starting and goal of science 

visible again .... The life as the basis of human existence kicks in today's threat produced by nuclear war and 

nuclear energy as a goal and meaning, as the boundary and mass of research and invention of man. - It is pretty 

obvious that the statements on the management of nuclear analogy can be applied to the treatment of the forest. 

- See also: Knötig, Helmut (21980). 1136. - why ... see the I.O.H.E. as a prerequisite for a scientifically sound 

human ecology, while not as science, but rather should be understood as "exact science", building a satisfying, 

logically correct connection between the natural and social sciences, with results and methods from these areas 

basically equal included in these efforts towards integration "- See also: Schnarrer, John Michael (1999a), 49, 

157, 172, 212-213. 

99 See. Weish, Peter (1995); 6. – See also: Knötig, Helmut (21980). 1131-1140; here: 1132-1133. - Helmut Knötig 

argued here as follows: ... In ecology they understand the whole science of relations of the organism to the 

surrounding outside world. From this it is quite clear from that it had not ("Environment in Haeckel's sense") to 

do with human ecology and the people themselves and not with its surrounding outside world, but with the (AC) 

relationships ("System S 1") between these both by the Commission of the terminology IOHE would also referred 

to as "system S 2" and "S 3 System". - See also: Marschütz, Gerhard (2000). 5-96. 

100 See. Evangelium in der Messe am Samstag der Osteroktav (Mk 16,9-15). 

101 Mark 16,15bc (Own translation) - [Poreuqe,ntej eivj to.n ko,smon a[panta khru,xate to. euvagge,lion pa,sh| th/| 
kti,seiÅ] 
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" The anxious expectation of the creature endures to 

that, that the Children of God will become manifested.102" 

 

By the term "co-creatability" denotes everything that is created, is also understood from 

the perspective of humans. This field divided into two sub-group :firstly, the field of 

"environment (flora and fauna as well as the" dead "creation) and on the other hand, the 

field of "contemporaries (With-Man and Society)". Therefore, the term "environment" is 

understood as everything created outside the purview of human species.103 Specifically: 

flora and fauna, but also all creations that are "lifeless".104 Man understood the term 

"contemporaries" in terms of humanity and its manifestations; in concrete terms, others 

and society/s.105 The fellow man can be understood through the meaning of neighbor, as 

seen by the parable of the Good Samaritan.106 

 

                                      
102 Romans 8,19 (Eigene Übersetzung) - [h̀ ga.r avpokaradoki,a th/j kti,sewj th.n avpoka,luyin tw/n uìw/n tou/ qeou/ 

avpekde,cetaiÅ] 

103 See. Auer, Alfons (1984); 16. – ALFONS AUER understands by the term Nature the "Completeness of our life’s 

necessities,” next to the "ungrown Nature” and also "a sphere of life molded by man.” 

104 See also: Environment. Lexikon ökologisches Grundwissen; Umwelt. – The environmental concept should 

never be closely related to an area. Only the interaction of biological, physical, technical, social and cultural 

aspects within a complex relation system allows the setting up of an effective environmental policy. 

105 See also: Environment. Lexikon ökologisches Grundwissen; Umwelt. 

106 Luke 10,25-37 (The example of the Good Samaritan) - "There was a lawyer who stood up to ask Jesus to the 

test, he asked him: Master, what must I do to inherit eternal life, Jesus said unto him, What is written in the law 

do you read it? And he said, then you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and all your soul and with 

all your strength and with all your mind, and your neighbor as you love. Even Jesus said unto him, Thou hast 

answered right, handle it and you will live the teachers of the law wanted to justify himself and said to Jesus. 

And who is my neighbor? Jesus replied: A man went down from Jerusalem to Jericho, and was attacked by 

robbers, who stripped him and beat him; then they went away, leaving him half dead. By chance a priest was 

going down that road; he saw him and went. Likewise a Levite came to the place, he saw and left on. Then a 

Samaritan, who was on the trip. When he saw him, he had compassion and went to him, poured oil and wine on 

his wounds and bandaged them. Then he set him on his own animal, brought him to an inn and took care of him. 

On the next day he took out two pence, gave them to the innkeeper, and said, Take care of him, and when you 

need more for him, I will repay you when I return. What do you think: Which of these three proved neighbor to 

which was attacked by robbers? The teachers of the law replied, the one who had mercy on him. And Jesus said 

unto him, Go, and do thou likewise"! 
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0.2.2.2. Nature 

The term "Nature"107 denotes "natural", probably one of the broadest definition and most 

dangerous possibilities that a word can have.108 There would be a definition in the 

theological field for the philosophical and formal-theological and material-theological.109 

On the other hand, there are the definitions in the environmental field. They have a certain 

priority due to the nature of this work.110 

The German-speaking world uses "nature / natural" in three different meanings: a 

colloquial (colloquially implies "nature" as the extra-human, in-advance biological 

reality111), a statistical (statistical implies "natural" is a common behavior112) and 

philosophical (philosophical implies "nature " as the essential structure113 of an entity and 

describes those characteristics without which something would not be what it is, is mostly 

related to the people with" especially its physicality, spirituality and sociability nature 

"then meant114).115 Substituting the term "nature" with the creation of origin and the order 

of creation in relation, nature reveals as inherent nature and potency, as the peculiarity of 

concrete manifestations of Being in all things. The "nature of things" - A term from the 

philosophy of law, which means determining the basis of a circumstance that has 

                                      
107 See. Wörterbuch Latein; nascor. – Nascor natus sum, nasci (from gnascor) actually first created, produced, born, 

grow up: a) person b) animals c) growth of inanimate things, arise, appear, there are 2) in a broad sense = spring, 

descended; . II transfer take its beginning, arise, arise, go out, resulting to show up, natus, a to I. 1. adjectival 

born, produced, created, developed, grown up, sprung, stems, etc.; 2. specifically a) created transmitted 

congenitally b) determines suitable for or; c) (designed by nature); d) age; II substantively natus son or daughter 

nata (P). nati = "children", and classic in conjunction with parentes; (P) = boy. - Or natura: natura ae, f I. 1. birth; 

2. (male or female) generating member; II. 1. natural texture of Lifeless .: nature, condition, location, "nature"; 

specific (N. Kl.) good texture, beauty; 2. Physical OF LIVE .: a) nature, "nature"; b) = natural desire, feeling, 

instinct; c) = innate mental and moral condition, Nature, temperament, individuality; d) beings acting force; III. 

Appliances and organism in the world, the essence of things; the natural course of things; the rational, planned 

manner Wielding law of nature, world order; IV. "Nature" 1 as the creative force; 2. as the creature; a.) = d space, 

d world of sense. b) = d individual created things. Creature, creature, creature, thing, element, bodily organ. 

108 See also: Schnarrer, Johannes Michael (1999a); 78-82. 

109 See. Metz, J. B. (1962); 805-808. 

110 See. Environment. Lexikon ökologisches Grundwissen; Natur. – What is nature? First of all, it should be noted 

that the meaning of the term has changed throughout history and that it would be used differently in different 

cultures. Nature, from the Latin "natura", covers the whole world, the cosmos with all its materials, forces and 

changes. Nature is, in short, everything there is and what is developing according to its inherent laws and move. 

The set of all atoms and molecules that are found in space and change in time, formed the reality of nature. It 

was initially without human intervention. Man, like the animals, plants and rocks them selves part of nature, took 

this on as anindividual and as a society. Man going up a relationship with nature. This relationship with nature 

expresses itself for example in art. Dealing with nature, whether it is exploitative or full prefer peace and 

harmony, is a key issue for the emergence and resolution of environmental problems (environmental awareness). 

111 See. Lexikon der Ethik; 194-195; Natur. 

112 See. Furger, Franz (1990); 543. 

113 See. Kerber, Walter (21980); 1882-1887. 

114 See. Kleines Philosophisches Wörterbuch; 180-181; Natur. 

115 See. Furger, Franz (1990); 542-543. 
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relevance to the rule of law - including people and things in the same way. Nature is 

characterizes the essence and identifies the active entity of a Being and therein also the 

possibility of development of a fact.116 

The essence of man (MARTIN HEIDEGGER calls it the "in-the-world 117") is given to him, so 

that he should always work to perfect118 his skills (be virtuous);119 man is also a "religious 

Being120". He should work on this perfection, because man, according to Thomas Aquinas 

is not perfect. THOMAS AQUINAS even referred to man as a "lacking Being".121 Man122 

always falls shorts of a certain perfection,123 but by his ability to think, he partly offsets124 

it, in other words, to be "moral125". Ultimately man himself remains "a question and a 

profound mystery126". 

One of the most important personality who defined "nature" - especially in relation to man 

and the essence of morality - is undoubtedly JOHN MESSNER. He expounded this in his 

book "Natural law".127 For him, nature is the foundation of its reasoning. MESSNER speaks 

                                      
116 See. Kerber, Walter; (21980); 1887-1890. 

117 Hirschberger, Johannes (131988); 642-643. 

118 See also: KKT; 391. – God had planted for the created beings right from the beginning, the desire for its own 

sake, so that they would seek the virtue of a certain natural inclination towards their ultimate purpose and desire, 

from which they never, except when an obstacle from the outside popped up, differed ... while this had preserved 

them the rest of irrational beings naturally begotten love ... so has the poor human race not observed the race, but 

... there was also darkening of the instinct of virtue, implanted by the spirit. 

119 See. KKK 409. bzw. GS 37. – Man must always strive to separate the truth. 

120 KKK 28. 

121 See also: Aquin, Thomas von (31985); 393-394. 

122 See. Schnarrer, Johannes Michael (1996a); 20-21. – JOHANNES MICHAEL SCHNARRER defines man as follows: 

"Man is a thinking, questioning, Christians say God-given being, transcending himelf, reflective and full-

contracting, solubilizing for meaning-seeking, equipped with the gifts of the mind, reason and understanding, 

permanent experience in space and time (coined by past, present and future) living on communion and 

communication operations, and to some extent self-sufficient within a system, both independent and 

interdependent beings. "- See also: MM. 219. - "The cardinal point of this doctrine [the Church's social doctrine] 

the man of the carrier, and end of all social institutions namely, the person must be provided that he inherently 

members. Is applied, and raised to an order that exceeds the nature and subdues the same time." 

123 See also: Matt 5,48 – Christus ruft die Menschen zur Vollkommenheit auf: "Ihr sollt also vollkommen sein, wie 

es auch euer himmlischer Vater ist." 

124 See also: Skirbekk, Gunnar (51989); 480, footnote 19. – ... nature itself is not transcendental, but nature acts 

insofar as the transcendental condition when it plays a role in human actions. This is so because transcendental 

conditions "necessary for ..." something had, namely, "for" the prevention of futility, and meaning is always 

social sense. ... 

125 See also: 1Kor 13,2 – 1 Corinthians 13.2 - Only the power of the mind is not enough, it also needs love. "And 

if I have prophetic powers / and understand all mysteries, / and all knowledge; / if I have all faith / and mountains 

could move it, / but do not have love, / I am nothing." 

126 Katholischer Erwachsenenkatechismus - Das Glaubensbekenntnis der Kirche; 14. 

127 See. Messner, Johannes (21980); 1890. – Natural law means a stock of rights accruing to the people by virtue of 

its nature, and secondly, the doctrine of natural law as a science. 
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about the natural being and what is not, is not nature.128 In other words, nature means "life" 

and non-nature means "non-life". As already mentioned above, man works to perfect his 

abilities. In other words : to recognize the existence in connection with its morality. 

According to JOHN MESSNER, morality exists in the integrity of nature. He introduced the 

term for "existential purpose129". The most important goals130 are self-preservation, self-

perfection of man, the extension of the experience, the benevolent sympathy for the 

welfare of others, social connection for the promotion of the common good and the 

knowledge and worship of God and union with Him.131 ALFONS AUER views the 

relationship between man and nature with respect to morality in a slightly differentiated 

manner; he synthesizes his concept based on MESSNER and develops it further.132 However, 

AUER never tries to restrict ethical categories to the field of man.133 

 

0.2.2.2.1. Woodland 

Woodland by itself are part of nature and our environment. The word "wood" comes from 

the Old High German word "Walt" (modern day "Wald") and is akin to the Old High 

German word "wildi" (wild). Both words imply "land upon which nothing has been built 

/cultivated134". Forest is a place of natural cohabitation, where the ecosystem of dense trees 

with special flora and fauna as well as with specific climatic and soil conditions are 

                                      
128 See. Messner, Johannes (71984); 39-55. 

129 See. Weiler, Rudolf (Hg.) (1996); 81. – notes that JOHANNES MESSNER in the concluding period speaks more 

of "modes of action” of the human spirit instead of "existential purpose". - See also: Schnarrer, Johannes Michael 

(1999a). 113-144.. 

130 See in this regard: KKK; Prologue: – "FATHER, ... this is eternal life, that they know you the only true God, 

and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent (John 17.3)." God our Savior, "desires all men to be saved and come to 

knowledge of the truth (1 Tim 2,3-4)." It "is given us no other name under heaven by which we must be saved 

(Acts 4:12)," as the name of JESUS. - See also: Catholic Catechism - Formerly published for the Diocese of 

Basel (1947). 5. - "1. Why are we on earth we are on earth to know God, to serve him, to love him, and once to 

get into heaven? -. All it is, has God for itself . created the whole creation is because the glory of God and honor 

the people did not create God for the earth, but for heaven -.. Our lives should therefore be a journey to heaven 

'We have here no lasting city, but we seek. the future (Heb 13:14) '' You have created us for yourself, o Lord, 

and our heart is restless until it rests in you (AUGUSTINUS, AURELIUS)'." 

131 See. Messner, Johannes (71984); 42. 

132 See. Auer, Alfons (21995); 12. – ... If morality has to do with the development of human freedom and dignity, 

it must be communicable. It was actually communicable, because it is rooted in human reason. For this very 

reason, the reflection must focus autonomously on ethical issues .... The autonomy of morality ... is the only 

sensible approach. 

133 See. Auer, Alfons (1984); 51. – If man is to hear the claim that from his "residence", ie out of totality of the 

reality of life, it requires a radical change of the basic perception through which the current ecological crisis had 

been brought out, namely the dualistic opposition between man and nature as subject and object. This dualism 

has indeed led to the fact that the application of ethical categories was concentrated on man, while nature was 

excluded from the scope of ethical responsibility and thus the arbitrary disposal of the people had been delivered. 

134 Duden 7; 798, 813; Wald, wild. 
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existed. With regard to the origin of forest, a distinction is made between forests which 

have grown without human intervention (natural forest), "primary forests" (250 years 

without structural change), forests growing naturally through human intervention 

(secondary forest) and forests created by the man "Forst"(commercial forest).135 The forest 

in any form can be roughly divided into three groups: the "boreal (northern) forests", the 

forests of the "temperate zones" and the "tropical forests ".136 In this work, due to the 

limitation of scope to German-speaking countries, especially Austria, more emphasis has 

been laid on forests in the temperate zone. With respect to our mountains, the boreal 

forests are also partially included. Tropical forests are not considered for the reason that 

they do not fall under the purview of this work.137 

 

0.2.2.2.2. Forest 

The word "Forst" is an Old High German word and means the forest reserved for the King 

to hunt, in contrast to the Markwald allotted to the peasants for collecting timber and 

clearing forests.138 Today, the word "forest" exclusively means commercial forest land.139 

Thus the focus of this work is concerning "Forst". The word "forst, as noted briefly above, 

what is implied is the commercial forest. For simplicity, within this work, this has been 

divided into several categories: the cleared forests (Raubbauwald), the clearing (recovery 

of agricultural or municipal land), the plantation forest (short-term sustainability of the 

forest), the harvest forest (long-term sustainability of the forest), the hedge forest (single 

tree removal) and the forest reserve (protected forest). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                      
135 See. LROM1; Wald. 

136 See. LUP; Waldzonen der Erde. 

137 The forests of tropical nature in botanical gardens are not considered. 

138 See. Duden 7; 201; Forst. 

139 See. Brockhaus; Bd. 7; 1988; 472-473; Forst. 
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Deforestation 

(exploitation) 

With "Deforestation", it is meant, the forest form in which all 

the trees of the affected area are beaten without exception from 

economic interests. The land is then left to themselves or 

erosion.The affected land is in a way robbed, it is overexploited. 

Clearing Woodland "Clearing Woodland" means the forest form in which all the 

trees of the affected area will be knocked down without 

exception. The utilization of the wood is done not only out of 

economic interests. The land is then used for agricultural or 

urban industrial use. 

Plantation forest (short-

term sustainability of the 

forest) 

"Plantation forest" denotes the forest form in which all the trees 

of the affected area are knocked down because of economic 

interests. The land is then afforested in order to use it again in 

the same manner. The affected land is radical, but "sustainably" 

managed. However, sustainability is not of long duration due to 

the heavy use of the nutrients in the soil. The fertility of the soil 

is quickly exhausted.  

Forest harvesting 

(multifunctional forest 

management) 

With "harvest forest", it is meant the forest form in which only 

certain trees of the affected area knocked down because of 

economic. The resulting gaps are again filled by natural 

regeneration or it will be afforested to re-use them in the same 

manner later. The affected land is gently and sustainably 

managed for the long term. 

Preserved Woodlands / 

Hegewald (single tree 

removal) 

The "Hege woodland" is the forestry form in which only few 

and mostly damaged trees of the affected area is knocked down, 

however, out of economic interests. The resulting gaps are filled 

by natural regeneration again. Thus, they can be used again in 

the same manner. The affected land is completely extremely 

sparing and sustainably managed. 

Reserved Woodland 

(Bannforest) 

The Bannforest is a protected forest before logging. 

 

Within this structure, it is also self evident that the traditional distinction between 

"monoculture" (pure stand), "mixed forest" and "selection forest" are taken into 

consideration. Within the monoculture only one tree species is found. In mixed forests at 

least two tree species are available. Selection woodland is a combination of trees of 
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different ages, whereby it is not specified whether almost all tree species (mixed forest) 

of the region are represented or only one species (monoculture).140 

 

0.2.2.2.3. Forestry 

Forestry141 is a branch of industry, which inevitably combines economics142 and ecology.143 

Forestry144 is often considered as a branch of agriculture that deals with the economic 

exploitation and fostering as well as the cultivation of the woodlands for various 

purposes.145 One of its application is also social: as regeneration and protection of the 

woodlands. The peculiar characteristics of forestry as compared to agriculture demands 

an extensive long term pre-planning, action and effects. For the last 100 years the process 

is same, such as sowing, planting and harvesting.146 The objective of forestry is to make 

the woodland beneficial for the people. The nature is conscious about the intervention of 

man on forestry, which inturn influences the development of woodland ecosystems.147 The 

dealing of commercial forest requires a precise cybernetic behavior. However, the 

mandate of the people, especially in forestry, has only to act in accordance with Gen 2,15: 

"And God, the Lord, took the men and placed him in the 

Eden garden, to cultivate and to preserve it.148" 

 

 

0.3. Conclusion of the Introductory Chapter 

On the following pages the fundamental approach of this work was prepared. This 

approach helps to provide a proper understanding of the following subject matter. As a 

                                      
140 See. The work: LUP. 

141 . Abetz, Karl; (1965); 64-98. – Forestry can be primarily divided into three sections: I. Fundamentals of 

Forestrty, II. Forest Policy, and III. Forest Management. 

142 See. Lexikon der Ethik; 307-310; Wirtschaftsethik. – The word "economy" originates from the greek oi/konomi,a 

"oi=koj – Haus (Home), no,moj - Law" and discusses the economies and the economy. 

143 See. Brockhaus; Bd. 7; 1988; 475; Forstwirtschaft. 

144 See.: Zsifkovits, Valentin; (1990b); 865-866. – The meaning and purpose of economy would lie is closely 

connected with the humans. Specifically in the continuous and guaranteed generation of material conditions that 

facilitates a humane development for each individual and the community. – Also see: GS 63. – "Also the 

economic lifes are the dignity of the human being and their undiminished appeal as well as to respect and promote 

the benefit of society as a whole, is still man’s creator, focal point and goal of all economy." 

145 See. LUP; Forstwirtschaft. – See also: LROM1; Forstwirtschaft. 

146 See. Brockhaus; Bd. 7; 1988; 475; Forstwirtschaft. 

147 See. Steinlin, Hansjürg (71989); 866-867. 

148 Gen 2,15 (translation by the author) - [WhxeNIY:w: ~d'a'h'-ta, ~yhil{a/ hw"hy> xQ;YIw: `Hr'm.v'l.W Hd'b.['l. !d,[e-!g:b.] 
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result, the intended expectations will obtain a dimension that finds in this way a situation 

that satisfies the complex themes. 
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C h a p t e r  1  

THE MAN AND THE CREATION OF FOREST 

 

1. Man and the creation of Forest – The history of man with and in the 

Woodland/Forest – An overview 

In this capital, the question of man specifically in the context of forestry is introduced, as 

the initiator of creation (of the woodlands) and the forestry as a social factor (Worker- and 

social question). Thereby it builds different emphasis, such as the preservation of 

creation,149 the utilisation of woodland for a sustainable management, the genetic 

engineering in forestry and other various economic factors.150 This chapter also takes into 

consideration the people who are working in the area of forestry.151 Thereby it arises the 

social question, the labour question and the question of ownership (public-private 

commercial forests. 

 

1.1. The History of Woodland/Forest in the active zones 

 

                                      
149 Ecological Aspect (Ökologischer Aspekt). 

150 Ecological Aspect (Ökologischer Aspekt). 

151 Eco-social Aspect (Ökosozialer Aspekt). 

152 Picutre: Keller, Kurt. – See the work: LUP. 

 
Period spiral152 
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The woodlands came into being on earth before the existence of man. The first element is 

originated approximately 345 million years ago in the Carboniferous period, in the 

Mesozoic. The nature is very much influenced by natural factors. In this age the birds and 

mammals are came into being. At the end of this age the dinosaurs are disappeared, 

approximately 65 million years ago – before the beginning of Teritary -they came into 

existence.153 Around 50 million years ago the whole earth was covered by woodlands. 

 

The woodlands are the natural vegetation on earth. They are viable, not too cold or not too 

dry. 

 

Around 10,000 years ago, after the last Ice Age, the glacial period156 were approximately 

130 million km2 of land area of earth, apporximately 62 million km2 covered with 

woodlands.157 

                                      
153 See. LUP; Waldzonen der Erde: Entwicklung 1/1. 

154 Picutre: Keller, Kurt. – See the work: LUP. 

155 Picutre: Keller, Kurt. – See the work: LUP. 

156 For the Alphine area of German speaking regions of Europe permits to differentiate four Ice Ages, which is 

named after tributaries of the Danube and Isar: Günz, Mindel, Riss and last glacial period. 

157 See. LUP; Waldzonen der Erde: Verbreitung 1/3. 

 
50 million years ago (50'000'000)154 

 
Woodland area after the last Ice Age155 
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Today only around 41 Million km2 of approximately 130 Mio. km2 were covered with 

woodland.158 The current woodlands of Europe came into existence after the glacial period. 

Therefore, a more detailed observation of history before this period is not significant and 

thus only an overview is proposed. 

The first birch and pinewood trees were "immigrated" from the south and southeast region. 

Today we will find these same vegetation in the Arctic forest boundary.160  

 

1.1.1. The Evolution of Woodlands 

The evolution of first woodlands approximately 350 million years ago has itself again a 

history. The fascinating diversity of form of life is the result of a four billion years old 

evolution, a "biological creation of value161". Thus it is generally accepted the notion that 

around three million years ago the first unicellular organisms came into being. They are 

located in the primodial ocean. Of these, the plants and animals are originated. 

Approximately 570 million years ago the first plants and animals "conquered" the 

mainland/continent. With this "conquest" begins the actual revolution of the woodlands. 

In other words: What man uses of wood today, has already a "bio-technical development" 

period of at least 570 million (570'000'000).162 In order to explore the history of woodlands 

two main methods of research are applied. Until the beginning of the 20th century, the 

people had to dependent mainly on the finding in moors. It has been discovered wood, 

                                      
158 See. LUP; Waldzonen der Erde: Verbreitung 2/3: Heutige Waldverteilung. 

159 Picture: Keller, Kurt. – See the work: LUP. 

160 See. LUP; Gemässigte Wälder: Entwicklung 6/23. 

161 Weish, Peter (1995); 106. 

162 See. Picture: Period spiral. 

 
Woodland area today159 
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pin, fruits and seeds. From 1916 there is a pollen analysis. In the tertiary lignite upto 60 

million years old Pollen are discovered.163 Nowadays, the age of individual findings are 

ascertained mostly by the Radio carbon method, developed by WILLARD FRANK LIBBY; 

calleed: the C-14 methods.164 

1.1.1.1. The Woodland and Biodiversity 

 

The woodslands can be divided with the following woodlots primarily in the three zones: 

tropical woodlands (61.3%), northern (boreal) woodlands (33.2%) and temperate zones 

(5.4%).166 In contrast, the tropical woodlands have a utilisation of woodshare or a supply 

share of 55%, moderate woodlands of 29%, and the boreal woodlands of 16.167 The bio-

diversity of woodland is vast. Thus, in the tropical woodlands alone upto 150 species of 

trees per hectare are grown. In the temperate zone there are at least 10 species of trees.168 

In the boreal zone, there are mainly 6 species: Birch, poplar, fir, larch, pines and spruce.169 

                                      
163 See. Karl, Friedrich (21994b); 15. 

164 See. Karl, Friedrich (21994b); 18. – See also: Mantel, Kurt (1990); 46. 

165 Bild: Keller, Kurt / Hangartner, Adam. – See also the work: LUP. 

166 See. LUP; Waldzonen der Erde: Waldtypen 2/2. 

170 Picture: Hangartner, Guido. 

 

Woodland zones and its supply share165 

 
Comparison chart that displays the numbers listed above170 
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1.1.1.2. The Woodland as Natural landscape 

Consider the biodiversity of the woodlands in Austria, which shows an interesting growth 

of natural landscape. Approximately 17'000 years ago171 there was no woodland areas in 

the country, only steppe-tundra and raw ground vegetation. Around 7,000 years ago172 it 

is mostly the oak and in additiona the spruce dominated the landscape. In addition, the 

regional fir and beech were also found. Today173 it is evident that primarily the spruce 

occupies around 56%. The images of the woodland is, however, seriously relaxed by pine 

(16%), Beech (9%), larch (8%), fir (5%), oak (1%) and other tree species (5%). 

Nevertheless, the coniferous tree (85%) takes over clearly against the deciduous trees 

(15%).174 Ever since the glacial period all these species are immigrated again and reshaped 

in the ice landscape into a primeal woodland landscape.175 Before the intervention of man 

in this natural landscape, the wooded area in Central Europe was around 90%.176 

  

                                      
168 See. Weish, Peter (1995); 106. 

169 See. LUP; Nordische Wälder: Entwicklung 3/4. 

170 Picture: Hangartner, Guido. 

171 Oldest Triassic. 

172 Atlanticum. 

173 Junior Subatlantic. 

174 See. Karl, Friedrich (21994b); 27, 31. 

175 Mantel, Kurt (1990); 46-52. 

176 See. Karl, Friedrich (21994b); 30. – See. LUP; Gemässigte Wälder: Entwicklung 10/23. – Also refer Point 1.1. 
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1.2. The History of Man within the subject matter of Woodland/Commercial 

forest in the active zones 

Approximately 345 million years ago the first woodland was came into being, therefore 

the human development can look back the genus "Homo" only 2 million years ago.177 

Thus, the man is approximately 170 times younger than the woodland. 

 

1.2.1. The Evolution of Man 

The evolution of man, however, begins before the appearance of the Australopithecines 

about 4.5 million years ago.178 The origin of human evolution – the Hominids179 - may have 

begun around 6 million years ago.180 As already stated above, before the evolution of man, 

the whole universe was thickly covered by woodlands. The evolution of man from 

Austraopithecus through Homo erectus to Homo sapiens inevitably connected with the 

woodlands. At the end of the last glacial period results the afforestation of retreating ice 

masses. At the same time the animals also came into being and later the man became the 

hunter and the gatherer of the animals.181 Until this point, all woodlands that existed in the 

concerned area of this work, the virgin forests, because the humans mostly used the dead 

wood, for example, as firewood. The humans mostly utilized the living wood for the 

production of weapons.182 

 

1.2.1.1. The Woodland/Commercial forest as Human habitat 

The woodland is the strongest plant community and represents the extreme and most 

durable ecosystem in the biosphere. As a result of ecological succession the woodland 

takes as a final outcome – when the human developments fail to materialise – all his 

congenial habitats are in demand. Natural evolution such as fire, storm and floods can 

temporarily be hold back by the domination of the woodlands,183 are possibly necessary to 

the survival of the same.184 Thus the Hominids may be originated in such woodland areas 

of Africa. With the help of Pollen analysis it is knwon that the "first human being" lived 

                                      
177 See. Schönbrunner Tiergarten (Hg.) (1998); 10. 

178 See. Schönbrunner Tiergarten (Hg.) (1998); 8. 

179 Vormenschen. 

180 See. Hasenmayer, Herbert (1988); 6-7. – See. LUP; Waldzonen der Erde: Entwicklung 1/1. 

181 See. LUP; Gemässigte Wälder: Entwicklung 6/23. – See. Hasenmayer, Herbert (1988); 8-10. 

182 See. the Work: Spiegel TV / Universität Innsbruck (Hg.) (1998). 

183 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 52. 

184 See. LUP; Nordische Wälder: Ökosystem: Feuer 1-6/6. 
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in the woodlands. It is believed that they climbed on trees despite their upright course to 

stay overnight there and also to fetch food.185 

 

In their search for food they definitely went to the Savannah or the rivers and lakes.187 A 

significant turning point in the life of Hominids were the Ice age, it existed in a period 

approximately 2 million to roughly 12'000 years ago 12 to 15 Ice- and interglacial 

period.188 

Ice Age 189 The most important Ice Ages 

   

Begins around:190   

(in 1000 Years) The Northern Alphine Foreland Northwest Europe 

  North Germany 

70/115 Wuerm Ice Age (Last Glacial Period) Weichselian Glacial period 

130 Riss-Wuerm-Interglazial period Eemian-Interglacial period 

195 Riss Ice Age Saalian Ice Age 

230 Mindel-Riss-Interglacial period Holsteinian-Interglacial period 

300 Mindel Ice Age Elstereiszeit (Magpie Ice Age) 

350 Guenz-Mindel-Interglazial Cromer-Interglacial period 

750 Guenz Ice Age Menapian Ice Age 

900 Danube-Guenz- warm period Waal-warm period 

Praeglacial (first ice advances) 

1300-2500 Danube- & Biber-cold period Eburon- & Brueggen-cold period 

                                      
185 See. Aiello, Leslie (1998); 80. 

186 Picture: Keller, Kurt. 

187 See. Schönbrunner Tiergarten (Hg.) (1998); 9. 

188 See. LUP; Glossar: 36/221. 

189 See. LROM1; Eiszeit. 

190 Depending on the sourse, the dates may vary. – Also refer the table "Prehistoric periods of Central Europe". 

 

Australopithecines woman on a tree186 
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Due to the changes in the availability of food, the glacial period demands a readjustment 

of the living conditions of the Hominids. The woodland areas became reduced and the 

Savanna landscapes were increased. During this period a group of people from the 

Hominids developed stone tools. This development accelerated the possibility of hunting. 

Consequently this increased their intake of flesh, which is considered as a precondition of 

their incipient brain growth. From the tools manufacturing Hominids, there arose another 

speices "Homo", who from now onwards lived in Savanna. They (the Homo habilis) 

already built huts made of branches, which supported by a wooden post in the middle. In 

each hut they built a fire place.192 Based on the above data, it can be assumed that around 

this period the first commercial use of wood was emerged and consequently also the 

woodlands. Certainly this can’t be in a proper senes described as forestry (economy). 

Approximately one million years ago, the Donau- and Biber –glacial period the first 

human species – from the species "Homo erectus"- may have found their way to 

Europe.The most famous of our "ancestor" is probably the Homo sapiens 

neanderthalensis. From the modern man it would be almost indistinguishable. They settled 

the area where they established their work in a most unfriendly period around Riss Ice 

Age approximately 200'000 years ago. But it is also interpreted that that this is not the 

period of their disappearance. The so-called Neandertal utilized the woods to shape their 

brilliant everyday objects and weapons. 

 

                                      
191 Picture: Keller, Kurt. 

192 See. Schönbrunner Tiergarten (Hg.) (1998); 10-12. 

 

Homo habilis in Savannah191 
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The Homo sapiens neanderthalensis was most probably displaced and to become extinct 

approximately 40,000 years ago, during the Würmian Ice Age of the Homo sapiens 

sapiens (Cro Magnon Man). The modern man, on the otherhand, perfected the processing 

of woods and began to push trade with their objects made of wood. This step may be 

technically considered as the beginning of "forestry". 

The following main points of this chapter throws light an outline related to these facts. 

 

                                      
193 Picture: Keller, Kurt. 

194 Picture: Keller, Kurt. 

 

Homo sapiens neanderthalensis193 

 

Homo sapiens sapiens approximately 40'000 Jahren 

 (Cro Magnon-Man)194  
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The Homo sapiens sapiens is the human species to which we belongs. We are no longer 

live in caves, but in prosperity as shown in given picture as contrast.196 

 

Prehistoric periods of Central Europe197 

Main 

periods 

Elementary 

Level 

Climate Period 

before 

Christ 

Important phenomenons  

Stone Age Paleolithic Age  Donau- u. 

Biber-Glacial 

period 

1,000,000 Appearance of early Man (Homo erctus); use 

of polyhedrons, use of fire 

  Günz Ice 

Age 

600,000 Appearance of Heidelberg man, evolution of 

hand axe. 

  Mindel Ice 

Age 

Riss Ice Age 

Würm Ice 

Age 

300,000 

 

200,000 

 

60,000 

Appearance of Altmenschen 

 

(Neandertaler, Steinheim man); 

 

Diverse stone tools 

  Würm Ice 

Age 

40,000 Appearance of now – man (Homo sapiens 

sapiens); sophisticated hunting cultures.  

 Mesolithic Age 

(Middle Stone 

Age) 

Atlantic 

(from 

approximatel

y 10,000) 

8,000 Post Ice Age climate change 

                                      
195 Picture: Keller, Kurt. 

196 See. Aiello, Leslie (1998); 84. – Also refer: Exhibition "4 Millionen Jahre Mensch" in Vienna from 30th May to 

27th September 1998 in the Orangery at Schönbrunn palace, hosted by Schoenbrunn Zoo. 

197 See. LROM1; Vorgeschichte. 

 

Homo sapiens sapiens today (as a contrast)195  
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 Neolithic Age 

(New Stone 

Age) 

 5,000 Settling of man; agriculture and animal 

husbandry; construction of stone buildings 

(Megalithic culture) 

Bronze 

Age 

Early Bronze 

Age 

 1,800 Emergence of tightly structured local 

community with high degree of 

specialisatioon. 

 Middle Bronze 

Age 

 1,500 Burial of the dead v. a. in tumuli. 

 Younger Bronze 

Age 

 1,200 Burial of the dead v. a. in Urns (Urnfield 

culture) 

Iron Age Hallstatt Age   700 Beginning of Iron extraction and – processing. 

 La-Tène-Age  500 Appearance of first town-like settlements in 

Europe, especially in Celtic culture 

 

The most fascinating findings of the above briefly outlined evolution process of the man 

is that any significant progress in his evolution was associated with a cold period or Ice 

Age and any technical progress to a warm period. 
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1.3. The Woodland/Commercial forest and Man in the active zones – A Historical 

Overview 

Approximately 10,000 years ago the life find its way back in the high altitude of alphine 

valley and in the mountain pastures. This was accompanied by the gradual formation of a 

new vegatation cover, where every efforts was made to settle down in the barren moraine 

rubble shaped landscape. The implanting and long persistent mild and humid climatic 

current of the Atlantic caused the formation of a lush vegetation, that includes the high 

alphine area and goes beyond the present treeline. With the trees, the animals came back 

and also the man. For their settlements, the people of that period preferred the regions of 

treeline, also at the protected location between 1'700 m and 2'200 m.198 The man, in a way, 

came out of their "caveman existence" to the first light friendly shelters made of wood.199  

From their original woodland habitat, the primeval forest in a proper sense, a woodland 

structure is emerged in the form of repeated interventions of man, which was on the one 

hand constantly under "dualism200" of nature’s conformity to law and arbitary, on the other, 

even if stands for specific purpose, the human influence. The regionalwise human impact 

on woodlands was different during the centuries, which was directly related to the course 

of events, intensity, time and period. Wood as a raw material indeed for a long time 

considered as the most important and instant economic asset. However, the role of 

woodlands as the guardian of fertility is one of the indirect foundation of human existence. 

In the course of time the change in the handling of woodlands altered the orginal character 

of the landscape.201 

The first major human intervention in woodlands took place in the form of slash and burn 

farming in the Hallstatt period (700 – 600 BC.).202 The varied uses of abundantly available 

woods, among other things, is evident from the findings of the wooden mausoleums dates 

back to 1,000 to 400 BC. Thus, wood was considered as the basis of the human 

economy,203 the basis of of saline, ore smelting and – processing, and thus an important 

resources of that period. Thereby, the main use lies in the application of firewood or also 

                                      
198 See. Aiello, Leslie (1998); 3.11-3.18. 

199 See. Kalchhauser, Wolfgang (1997); 19-22. 

200 Johann, Elisabeth (21994a); 81. – The author defines the term "Dualism" as an interrelationship between natural 

and human influence. 

201 See. Johann, Elisabeth (21994a); 81. 

202 Hallstatt culture is named after the cemetery of Hallstatt. Generally the young stage ‚Hallstatt C" is called 

Hallstatt period (from around 700 BC and ‘Hallstatt D’ – from around 600 BC to the beginning of La-Tène 

period) the old stages ‘Hallstatt A’ and ‘Hallstatt B’ is called as Urnfield period. 

203 See. Johann, Elisabeth (21994a); 82. 
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– in the metallurgical plants, which are specifically assigned commercial forests –for the 

extraction of charcoal.204 However, these early cultures were not aware of the notion of 

permanent settlement and agriculture. Thus, they encroaches entire region of the 

woodland for the extraction of firewood, for making weapon and other everyday objects. 

From the Neolithic period, about 6,000 years ago, they came into contact with the 

sedentariness (farming culture), which resulted to strong interventions, which even led to 

the destruction of woodlands in the vicinity of their settlements.205 Parallel to the farming 

culture the use of woodlands also increased. Now the wood was "economically" used. 

Although, the use of virgin forest increases no significant damage was inflicted.206 

Moderate, but significant deforestation are recorded first in the Germani-Roman period in 

the form of construction of the Limes. Naturally this is only valid for the areas which are 

the affected by this construction work. In the Mediterranean countries, the exploitation of 

woodland began much earlier.207 The actual encroachments in the virgin forest of Central 

Europe take place in the middle Ages. There are two clearing periods. The first took place 

in the 6th and 7th centuries, the second in the 12th and 13th centuries. The period of time 

that these two woodland clearing takes place culminated the emergence of the first Rustic 

Woodland Clearing Cooperative and the manorial-rustic woodland clearing.208 

 

1.3.1. A Historical Outline 

1.3.1.1. What keeps man alive (Wovon lebt der Mensch) (750 - 800) 

The ratio of seed and crop yields were unimaginably low. The "three way grain" stands 

for a rich harvest. Thus, the biblical parable of the sower,209 who wins hundredfold fruit, 

can be understood from this point of view. Sometimes, the farmer harvested as much as 

he can, and it is self evident that famines were common during that period.210 Usually, the 

fields and meadows were small, the fertilisation was rather inadequate and the equipments 

were not sophisticated and mostly made of wood. Altogether, the man was not able to 

sustain with farming alone. In this situation the woodland was considered as an alternative 

                                      
204 See. Johann, Elisabeth (21994a); 95. 

205 See. Karl, Friedrich (21994b); 30. 

206 See. Kalchhauser, Wolfgang (1997); 23-67. 

207 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 56-58. 

208 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 58-61. 

209 See. Mt 13,1-9; Mk 7,1-9; Lk 8,4-8. 

210 See. Wolfram, Herwig (1995); 357. 
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to cover the surface water and the brooks as an alternative for food availability and energy 

requirement.211 

 

1.3.1.2. Woodland and Water 

The woodland and wild were "wasteland" and been subjected to the dominion of Kings 

and Princes. The successors of Roman Emperor practised the ius (h)eremi212 and make use 

of causa regis in (h)eremo.213 When they wanted to reserve their rights, they explained the 

area, which is located outside the general settlement, as "protected forest", as forestis or 

also as silva defensa.214 The oldest commercial forests of the Bavarian Dukes were 

approximately around 730 and before 748.215 The rulers served this "forestrierten" 

woodland areas as extended hunting areas.216 Hunting was considered as one of the 

entertainment of that period217 which was reserved only for the King and those who had 

the forest right and hunting grounds. Actually this was enough to this point, that from the 

woodlands a forest had been made, "a space surrounded by walls in Brühl". The positive 

Forestry Law endorses the natural right of all those who are in the traverse, who lived in 

the forest, and was even so much dependent that they could not survive without it.218 

The "Big Signors" utilised the woodland also for their own economy. The most important 

thing delivered was the usable woodland, which produced fodder for the pig. Thus, Karl 

the Great ordered the farmers to drive the pigs into the woodlands and ordered them to be 

independent farmers and also pay pig tax, if they wanted to use the woodland owned by 

the King.219 The extent of the woodlands were often determined according to the quantity 

of the pigs, which the man wanted to feed with acorns and beechnuts. 

The woodlands also provided important raw materials, such as resin, pitch and of course 

the most easily processing construction materials like the wood itself. Enormous quantities 

of it were used for the construction of houses, fortifications and even castles itself. This 

can be illustrated with the the help of a comparison of its dimensions: for a medium sized 

house needs a dozen of oaks, for the construction of a Jutland Viking camp the 

                                      
211 See. Wolfram, Herwig (1995); 359, 360 

212 The right regarding "Wilderness". 

213 The subject matter of Kings in "Wilderness". 

214 Protected forest (Bannwald) ("verteidigter Wald") 

215 See. Wolfram, Herwig (1995); 360. 

216 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 81,84,153. 

217 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 82. 

218 See. Wolfram, Herwig (1995); 361. 

219 See. Wolfram, Herwig (1995); 362. 
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requirement increased to 8000 large trees.220 Despite its huge material costs, the demand 

for timber stand in not at all proportional to the enormous quantities that were needed for 

domestic fuel. In the monastery Prüm needed annually only 96 cartloads of timber with 

respect to approximately 15,000 cartloads of firewood.221 

The hunters, shepherds and fisherman in the early periods of human apiarist 222 appeared 

as a occupational category, who utilised woodland’s wild bee, its wild honey and the wax 

extracted from it. The natural honey was, untill after the discovery of America, only a 

sweetner, which the man knew223 and a basic ingredient for drinks such as Mead (Met).224 

For centuries the honey harvesting provided a significant contribution to the general 

nutrition and culture of the society. Accordingly, this was a valuable and precious stock, 

which was even accepted as payment for the payment of interests.225 Notwithstanding the 

original and traditional form, the bee pastures were mentioned in the Pertinenzformel of 

the Ostarrichi documents of zidalweidun.226 Initially the woodland beekeeping was free 

and was considered as a common resources for use, but in the course of time it became a 

royal property and later claimed to be the right of the territorial princes. Thus the private 

use was subjected to authorization and tax. For the forestry men this was a considerable 

sources of income, occsionally in the form of honey export to the Netherlands.227 In two 

different regards the woodlands used by Zeidelweiden produced harmful effects. First of 

all the damage caused by the erosion of the soil surface around the grassland, in striving 

towards the thinning of the forest, the other in the form of large complex of man-made 

box trees (Kunst-Beutebäumen).228 

The ownership right of woodlands also includes its resources like water229 and mills 

(Mühlrechte).230 The notation cum aquis aquarumve decursibus231 reckons the solid 

foundation to many types of documents.This is probably based on the late antique 

                                      
220 See. Wolfram, Herwig (1995); 362. 

221 See. Wolfram, Herwig (1995); 362. 

222 Apiculture/Bee keeping (Bienenhaltung, Bienenzucht, Zeidelwesen). The honey harvesting is an old expression 

for the keeping and breeding of honey bees and extraction of honey and wax. 

223 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 85. 

224 Mead (Honey wine) is an alcoholic (upto around 15%) drink made from fermented honey and water seasonings 

(sage, lavender, bay). 

225 See. Wolfram, Herwig (1995); 362. 

226 See. Wolfram, Herwig (1995); 362. 

227 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 87. 

228 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 87. – (Kunst-Beutebäume) Artificial prey trees are the artificial nesting tree for the 

bees – hollowed, treetops and pruned – to attract swarms of bees. This caused an premeature inlet of the trees. 

229 The water of the woodlands is occasionally purer than rainwater. – Also refer: Pitterle, Alfred (1993): 135. 

230 Also refer: Gohl, Heinrich (1973); 145-148. 

231 With water and mill rights. 
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tradition, which provided for the irrigation of fields, meadows and fields. If the right to 

the mill was to be used, certain preliminary work had to be undertaken, which interferes 

the natural course of streams.232 

 

1.3.1.3. Forestry cover and Protective Forest 

According to Roman law, any property that did not come under "house" and 

"yard"counted as a public good. As the successors of the Roman emperors, the Frankish 

Kings also considered unplowed ground, which was mostly woodland, as a royal estate 

over which they had discretionary powers. If there was such a woodland with certain 

prohibitions regarding hunting, land clearing or wood felling, then the result was a 

protected forest or hunting ban.233 Protected forests were first set up by the Merovingian 

kings. Although they originally had a military character and their military limits were 

more or less equal,234 in the course of time it is transformed as a "law" for the protection 

of hunting. To enforce this law, the King imposed severe punishment for those who are 

disregarding it. This law also handled the border security, but later it became limited to 

the protection of hunting. The word "forest" implied at that time a protected forest, in 

which felling of wood was prohibited and the only purpose that served was hunting.235 

With the gradual decline of royal power, the concept of hunting and hunting grounds were 

slowly disappeared and in its place, the concepts of right to forest, mining and forestland 

(Allemendregal236) came into existence. The concept of regalia (sovereignty)237 dates back 

from the time of the investiture controversy in the 11th and 12th centuries. It deals with 

the worldly rights conferred by the Emperor to ecclesiastical princes. At the Diet of 

Roncaglia in Lombardy in 1158, the concept of imperial sovereignty was fixed by the 

Emperor FRIEDRICH I. (BARBAROSSA). These included, inter alia, mining, forestry, fishing 

and hunting rights. Regalia, in the narrower sense, was the right of the Treasury, which 

the King either arrogated to himself as seigniorial property on his own domains or amassed 

                                      
232 See. Wolfram, Herwig (1995); 362-363. 

233 Protected forests (Bannwald) (forest reserve) are forest areas that were under the exclusive hunting one of the 

king or his privileged people. 

234 See. Johann, Elisabeth (21994d); 54. 

235 See. Johann, Elisabeth (21994d); 54. 

236 Allmende [Middle High German: 'what belongs together'] (in Austria :" agricultural community"), land, mostly 

of pasture, woodland and wasteland consisting conferred on members of a community for common use; still 

today it spreads over in Switzerland and South Germany. 

237 Regalia [Lat.], Coined in the late 11th century, term for the droite de regale (sovereignty). The regalia definition 

of Ronkalischen Reichstag (1158) included the disposal of the high offices, on imperial, sovereign rights and 

usable financial rights (such as duties, taxes). The regalia could be granted by the king for the use (especially the 

'lower' regalia in the later Middle Ages, which were awarded to economic benefit. The owner of the regalia had 

in addition of holding it, must also take care of the resulting obligations (eg, the right of coinage was referring 

concerns about a full coin). 
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on private reasons, and they - primarily through declaration of the domain as an 

"appurtenance" allowed the practice of the privileges. In 1156 the Margraves of Austria 

was awarded the forest right by the Emperor Friedrich I., that incldued both the lands that 

were either already owned or which to be acquired in the future by countries. This was 

renewed in 1228 1245, and 1442 and further validated in the form of privileges and 

donations. Therefore, this meant also in the Salzburg Ehehaft- and Landtäding of 1400,238 

that all black forests and all the hunting grounds, excepting the detectable rights of others, 

belonged to the rulers. It was this Ehehaft- and Landtäding, that the Prince-Archhbishop 

MATTHÄUS LANG of Salzburg,239 referred when he called for the clarification of forest 

ownership under the consideration of the Prince transferred from the regalia in the first 

forest rules of 1524. In the forest rules from the 1550, the Archbishop of Salzburg stressed 

the importance of maintaining the royal regalia at high forests and the black forests for the 

operation of the mines and Salzsiederein to Hallein.240 The reign of Emperor 

MAXIMILIAN I. saw the first reforms of the hunting and forestry system. The aim was, on 

one hand, to prevent the preservation of the hunting law and on the other hand to stop the 

increasing exploitation of forests, which he wanted to make implemented in the form of 

an imperial regalia that was applicable throughout all of the High- and Black Forests,241 

directly and without authorization could be realized. Exceptions were only permitted to 

the reigning princes or his vassals, in which the forestry and hunting ground was 

permitted. Thus, MAXIMILIAN I. was aimed to ensure that the nearby iron ore in the 

Salzkammergut Mountains and forests were no longer capable of withstanding the 

growing demand for wood any longer.242 

 

1.3.1.4. The woodland reserves 

The term woodland reserve implied the authority of the Princes to have administrative and 

forest-police restrictions over the forest owner, but at the same time reserving economic 

privileges in relation to the forest owner.243 

                                      
238 See. Johann, Elisabeth (21994d); 55. 

239 See. Heider, Placidus (31997); 638-639. 

240 See. Johann, Elisabeth (21994d); 55. 

241 See. Johann, Elisabeth (21994c); 157. – There is a distinction between the called "forest reserve" that was in 

manorial or ecclesiastical property, sometimes called "Black Forest" or reserved in the mining areas of "high and 

Black Forest" and the "Gemainholz". See also: Lauterwasser, Erwin (1986); 35. – LAUTERWASSER also referred 

to the upland forest as Black Forest. Generally, however, he understands the "Black Forest region" as Black 

Forest. 

242 See. Johann, Elisabeth (21994d); 55. 

243 See. Johann, Elisabeth (21994d); 56. 
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The first local and regional regulations which governed the use of woodlands were the 

awards (of rights) and the Woodland regulations. The Weistümer, the so-called awards 

date way back to the middle ages, while the Woodland regulations date from the late 

middle ages.244 In accordance with the awarding of rights in forests, mountains and 

woodlands, the preservation of the availability of the important energy sources were kept 

in mind.245 The Weistümer were originally transmitted orally, but later recorded in black 

and white on paper. In ecclesiastical holdings, transcripts were made in the 11th century; 

the majority, however, dates to the 14th, 15th and 16th centuries. They regulated among 

others, namely rural terms of concerned interests and thus resemble Court and property 

regulations.246 The woodland regulations are generally date later than the Weistümer, with 

a few exceptions in the 15th and 16th centuries, and were stately orders. For the creation 

of such valuable orders, credit is due to the monasteries and other religious dominations.247 

The local woodland regulations lay particular emphasis on the conservation of the 

woodlands and a gentle treatment of the woodlands. Strike type use for firewood and tribe-

wise dispensing of timber, regulation of pastures and herds, especially those of pig, were 

to be regarded as exemplary. In the 16th century we already find forest systems with 

extensive woodland-farming content.248 Even the Imperial Forestry Act of 1852, which 

was an adaptation and standardization for the various parts of the empire, was seen as a 

legal situation that ensured where the continuity of wood in all aspects of life necessitated. 

We owe much to these regulations, the preservation of protection and welfare schemes, 

although it must also be referred to as a "by-product".249 A working forest organization 

was critical to the implementation of forest systems. In Vienna, the oldest known service 

instruction goes back to the forest personnel of the Vienna Woods in the12th century. In 

the 13th century, imperial woodland offices were established. In the 14th century, the first 

mountain rules (woodland rules) were listed. From1718-1723 a woodland inventory for 

the Vienna woods was conducted (18 forest districts with approximately 46,000 ha). In 

1937, the "Office of Forestry" was created and is divided into the "City Forestry Bureau" 

(Stadtforstamt) and the Source Protection Forests (Quellschutzforste).250 

 

                                      
244 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 156. 

245 See. Tersch, Fritz (21994); 138. 

246 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 157. 

247 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 157. 

248 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 158. 

249 See. Tersch, Fritz (21994); 138. 

250 See. Fischer, Franz (1994); 55. 
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1.3.1.5. The Forest Associations (1770-...) 

The increasing public interest in the forest and the desire of the people for improved forest 

management led to the establishment of a trade associations in the 18th and 19th centuries. 

The history of these associations, with few exceptions, dates back to the associations for 

local culture founded during the reign of Maria Theresa. So in Carinthia and Styria, by 

1765, there was already an agricultural society, which dealt inter alia intensively with 

forestry issues. From this union was the Imperial Austrian Forestry Association born in 

May 1852.251 

 

1.3.2. Woodlands as Culutral space 

Cultural 

period 

Cultural form Climate period Climate form Woodland phase252 

Stone Age Man as hunter 

and gatherer 

Outgoing Iron 

Age 

20'000 - 8'000 

Artic- continental 

climate 

Nordic tundra with dwarf shrubs 

(willow, birch), later it possible birch, 

pine 

Middle 

Stone Age 

Hunter, crossing 

over to 

agriculture 

Warm period 

8'000 - 6'600 

Sub-artic 

continental 

climate 

Pine, birch (Nordic coniferous forest) 

Middle 

Stone Age 

Hunter, crossing 

over to 

agriculture 

Early warm 

period 

6'600 - 5'400 

Dry, warm, 

continental 

climate 

azelnuts, pine, oak mixed forest (spruce 

in the mountains) 

Early 

Stone Age 

Firm settlement 

of Indo-germans, 

agriculture 

Middle warm 

period 

5'400 - 2'500 

Mediterranean 

climate, 

Maximum 

climate 

mixed oak forest (spruce in the 

mountains further mainly) beech, fir 

come into southern Germany 

Bronze 

Age 

Cultural 

development of 

the Teutons and 

Celts, historical 

time 

Late warm 

period 

2'500 - 400 

Warm-humid 

maritime climate 

mixed oak forest (retreat) beech, fir and 

spruce become extensive 

Temperature change (around 700) 

Iron Age Cultural 

development of 

Teutons and Celts 

Post warm 

period from 400 

humid cool 

maritime climate 

beech-fir-spruce-time (displaced mixed 

oak forest) 

 

In the above graph, the culture phases of the woodlands right up to the end of the Roman 

period is once again clarified. It was at this time, unless since the Stone Age, the woodland 

itself had become a cultural space. It should be kept in mind that people of that time lived 

in a forest landscape unlike that of which we know, but in a jungle landscape. However, 

this was certainly not felt by the occupants as romantic, but as dangerous, even 

threatening. Like any natural phenomenon that posed a seemingly constant threat to man, 

                                      
251 See. Johann, Elisabeth (21994b); 417-419. 

252 See. LUP; Gemässigte Wälder: Entwicklung 6.7.8./23. 
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this jungle landscape also brought many mysterious and mystical ideas to fruition.253 - In 

the "wonderful" forests of the middle ages they were wiped out with the imposition of an 

Imperial ban.They were generally referred as Waldgänger (forest goer). A Waldgänger 

was lawless, but due to his crimes, was no longer even to be tracked. At first, no one was 

obliged to kill a Waldgänger. Only in the early modern period, the practice of capturing 

and executing such men spread from Denmark. Children begotten of such Waldgängers 

were also not entitled to inherit. It important to note that a Waldgänger was not executed 

in the Middle Ages, which reflects the fear of the people regarding the forest and its spirits. 

Apparently, the punishment imposed on a Waldgänger must have been so terrible as a 

death sentence. (A Christian hermit in a forest compared the fate of such a criminal to that 

of Christ on the cross.)254 - Even today one can experience some aspect of that "threat". 

One only needs to find in a wooded area such as the Danube floodplains or Helental in 

Baden onself in autumn, when the fog shroudsthe landscape. In such an environment, 

branches suddenly become arms and branch forks morph to faces. Finally, when one 

hearsthe noise of the leaves, it is as though one hears voices. If then an animal in the 

distance scurries by, one is likely to believe it was a ghost or a spirit. Of course our 

discourse here is of modern man with his knowledge and education. A man from ancient 

times right until the Middle Ages is more likely to have been affected by these events 

more, especially since he could not return to an apartment brightly lit by electric lights 

after a few hours of forest stay, but in reality he must return to a dark room that would at 

best be lit up by the light of a tallow candle. At night, the animals remained close to the 

settlements, unlike our cities today. Near his hut, sometimes, a wolf pack howled and 

sometimes scratched even a hungry bear would his hut. This man lived in the jungle or at 

its edge, and he and his wild animals was as it were for better or worse. If we almost 

believe in ghosts today after a few hours of being in the woodland, it does not take much 

imagination to realize that this person was of completely different terms, a mystical being 

shaped by tradition and folk belief about tree and forest, and therefore he built some place 

of worship in the forest. Undoubtedl this concept shaped that of people across the centuries 

and made the forest not only a place for food, but for cult (ure) space.255 

 

                                      
253 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 113-114. – See. Kalchhauser, Wolfgang (1997); 104-107. 

254 See. Strauch, D. (1998); 1111-1113. 

255 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 113-114. – See. Kalchhauser, Wolfgang (1997); 104-107. 
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1.3.2.1. Medieval Economic Growth (900-1350) 

1.3.2.1.1. Contours of Culture 

1.3.2.1.1.1. Woodlands and Tree free areas (Glades) 

With the fall of the Roman Empire, the density of population was sharply declined.256 The 

fields and cropland had declined since the Roman times. In some regions, largely closed 

woodlands rose again. These woodlands were wide and the transitions of the few clearings 

blurred. A distinction was now made between the unkempt jungle257 "silva" and the well 

looked after forest258 "forestum". 

The livestock industry was at the forefront of a mixed economy, which was closely linked 

to not only livestock and crop production, but also to forest use and gathering, and the 

production of consumer goods. The ambivalence between wilderness and civilization was 

true for fields such as fruit trees, for pigs as well as bees. The woodlands hid much 

dangerous things, but also provided much recyclable and utilitarian items such as 

firewood, bushes, honey and wax, nuts, pitch and potash.259 By burning and grazing, raking 

leaves and pollarding,260 litter collection and excavation of forest soil, a transfer of energy 

and nutrients from the woodlands to the fields was enabled, without which agriculture 

would not been able to get along.261 

Written sources and place names,262 palynological investigations and remains in the area 

gives evidence to a large land clearing and settlement activities, which began in 950 and 

lasted until at the end of the13th century - in Tyrol and Vorarlberg even to the 14th 

century.263 The modern palynological survey shows a relatively accurate analysis of the 

condition of forests around the first turn of the millennium, with that result, that the extent 

of the oak and the entire deciduous forest has been greatly overestimated, since the earlier 

research could proceed only from the written and onomastic sources. For general 

reduction of woodlands, there was also the decline in the population of deciduous forests, 

                                      
256 See. Kral, Friedrich (21994a); 44. 

257 Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 15. – SANDGRUBER, ROMAN applies the Latin word "silva" for the word "Urwald". 

258 Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 15. – SANDGRUBER, ROMAN applies the Latin word "forestum" for the word 

"Forst". 

259 Potash is an older term for potassium carbonate (K2CO3). 

260 Release of unnecessary branches and leaves. 

261 See. Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 15. 

262 See. Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 17. – In older place names, the reference to deforestation is rare to find, but 

looking intp the younger set, references to clearing settlements through, fire or shock, blood and swords play an 

important role. 

263 See. Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 17. 
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especially the strong growing slowly oak , and in turn, a relative increase264 in the 

coniferous forests, especially against spruce but also of pine and larch. However, the 

current state of research does not prejudge further and more detailed temporal analysis of 

these developments, which is stretched over a thousand years.265 

 

1.3.2.1.2. The early modern expansion (1350-1600) 

1.3.2.1.2.1. Forest destruction and Emission damages 

The woodlands, due to its ever-expanding 

mining and smelting, was immediately beset 

with ecological limits. It fell more and more 

into the competing interests of farmers and of 

mining entrepreneurs, whose "ecological" 

argument was often not entirely altruistic. The 

lack of wood was asserted to privileges and to 

turn off unwanted competition.267 The claims 

were different in nature: the farmers called for 

more farmland and the preservation of their 

rights to hay gathering, grazing, timber 

harvest, townspeople and traders needed 

firewood and the nobility saw its hunting areas 

at risk. The rulers, who strove for power, saw 

their chance to use the protection of forests as 

a means of power.268 The central importance of 

the forest for the salt- and mining industry 

prompted the rulers to establish districts which 

were dedicated to forests, which were 

established in the same manner of mining 

regalia. In Styria, the Woodland Regulations 

of 1539 established that the woodlands in the 

area located in the catchment area of mines 

                                      
264 See. Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 18. – Shares tree of the forest around 1000 AD and in the present, present-day 

(1990) Austrian federal territory (as a percentage of forest area): Spruce: 38/58;.. Fir: 28/5; Larch 2/8; pine: 4/18; 

Total softwood: 68/85; Book: 20/9; Oak: 8/1; other deciduous trees: 4/5; Total hardwoods 32 / 15. 

265 See. Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 18. 

266 Picture: Keller, Kurt. 

267 See. Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 81. 

268 See. Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 81. 

 
 

Arsenic extraction and blue color generation (with long, 

multi-angled "venom duct"), an oil painting, Salzburg, 

last quarter of the 18th century.266  
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were to be closed to the general timber extraction and the timber would be the sole use of 

mines.269 

In the beginning of the 16th century, the forests around salt, metallurgical and mining 

towns were heavily attacked and almost completely destroyed, with the largest share of 

timber demand falling on the salt pans. Deforestation increasingly promoted the risk of 

flooding, avalanches and mudslides. The winters of the beginning of the 16th century with 

their lack of snow are to be thanked for the fact that no catastrophes occurred.270 From the 

middle of the 16th century, the winters began to become harsh and it increasingly caused 

avalanches and mudslides, which protracted only way into the 18th century and could be 

counteracted only through costly reforestation and artificial avalanche barriers. Not even 

the need for firewood affected the state of the woodlands. The drastic reduction of the yew 

stock was due to the massive trade with yew wood for bows and crossbows. This craft, 

which was declared a monopoly in the 16th century, prompted the princely forest officials 

in the 1550s to step up against the impending extinction of the yew stock.271 

The emission related damage through the silver, copper, arsenic and vitriol (sulphuric 

acid) industries stationed in the area close to the woodlands are in addition to the problem 

of overuse. By 1495, one of the metallurgic industries in Salzburg was required to relocate 

to an uninhabited and unused area and the compensation claim was also increased. 

Although since the Rattenberger Regulation of 1463 and since the Salzburg Mining 

Regulation of 1477 had the "polluter pays" principle enshrined at least theoretically, this 

was met with injured persons’ fundamental unwillingness to pay. The diseases were 

respectively attributed to the unsearchable counsel of God.272 During smelting, arsenic 

trioxide273 - was produced - especially in the area of arsenic smelters - which was popularly 

called "Hüttrauch" or "Hittrach" (revenge of the smelters). This material gave rise to 

considerable health and vegetation damage. Thus, in the conditions of such smelters - 

popularly called "poison smelters" – to be read that the functioning thereof is permitted 

only if the surrounding vegetation was protected by an appropriate blanket of snow.274 This 

                                      
269 See. Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 81. 

270 See. Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 82. 

271 See. Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 82. 

272 See. Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 82. – See also: Butscheck, Felix (1985); 134. 

273 Arsenic [Greek], chemical symbol As, a chemical element in the 5th main group of the periodic table of the 

chemical elements; Atomic number 33, atomic weight 74,92. Most stable form is the gray, metallic, crystalline 

modification (density 5,72 g / cm3, melting point 817ºC under 28 bar pressure, sublimation at 613ºC). There are 

also a volatile yellow, non-metallic and a black, amorphous modification; Arsenic is found in the form of 

sulphides, oxides and Metallarseniden. Arsenic burns in air to arsenic trioxide, As2O3; Arsenic is a heavy blood 

and liver poison. 

274 See. Sandgruber, Roman (1995); 83. 
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demonstrates at least first basic idea of environmental protection, even if they did not 

provide any real impact in the final analysis. 

 

1.3.2.1.3. Woodland und Commercial forest in the Cultural history 

1.3.2.1.3.1. The history of Forest Charter, Forest Laws and Forest ownership 

1.3.2.1.3.1.1.  THE ERA OF LOCAL FOREST ADMINISTRATION  

After the Great Migration 275 with the formation of solid branches of the Teutonic tribes in 

the early middle Ages, the first lasting relationships between forest and man is thought to 

have occurred. Originally contrasted with the relatively small number of people in a large 

area of forest, the free use was naturally the result. With increasing density of population, 

the settler community had to prevent strangers in order to secure their own use. From the 

"free forest" it became a "common forest". Every member of a settler community could 

move about in the most settlement near forest in general, allow his cattle to graze in the 

forest clearing or temporarily remove fire only within the limits set by the Community.276 

While the common woods used continuously exploited, the settlers soon realized the threat 

of a wood shortage and the need to limit the yield in a forest in a subtle way. The large 

secluded forests were removed from being in general use, either in whole or part during 

the French period, by being converted to kingly or princely forest lands. The process of 

forestation was originally chosen by the Merovingian law and the later by the Carolingans. 

This was based in terms of the forest to a royal basis-right of disposal over all unclaimed 

land, including, in particular, the woodlands would be counted as - mainly a regal 

protection law based on the Germanic law - which resorted to the Frankish and Roman 

provincial law.277 With the development of feudalism during the middle Ages, the forests 

of the Kings were transferred to the nobility and the support of the Imperial church 

(bishops, monasteries) and finally through on-lending to other feudal lords (gentry and 

owners of manorial estates). 

 

                                      
275 Great Migration is the name for the wanderings of the Germanic tribes in the 2nd – 6th Century, which can be 

seen in the context of crisis and the fall of the Western Roman Empire and the transition to medieval Europe. 1. 

For the mass migration occurred in 2/3 System. C. (Germanic). The ultimate stage (2nd international migration) 

was only with the collapse of the Huns in Europe reached (375 subjugation of the Ostrogoths). 

276 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 151. 

277 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 153 
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1.3.2.1.3.1.2.  THE LARGE INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY AND ITS TIMBER 

SUPPLY  

Here a brief overview of the economic importance of the woodlands in general and also 

the relationship between woodlands and (large-) business entities of that period are 

discussed. This is not explained in the subject area of a depth and accuracte economic- 

historical and jurisprudential treatise, but depicts a short and concise historical overview 

of its emergence, process of growth and its economic importance in the context of 

emerging industrialization. In addition it also considers the later emerged interconnectivity 

of approaches regarding the regulation of use and also demonstrates the sustainable 

management of woodlands. 

In the end of Middle Ages the whole Europe experienced the intellectual impulses of 

humanism, the renaissance and the economic implications of early capitalism and its 

economy guided form of mercantilism278, which produced subsequent changes in the 

economy, in particular in the economic convction and the economic system.279 While the 

primary agricultural production does not belong to be the part of large commercial 

farmers, the forestry occupies a special case in their dual role. Here one is specificially 

land connected primary production and the other as a manufacturer of raw material for 

commercial application. Thus, with the development of large industries in close spatial, 

economic conditions resulted in the formation of an institutional relationships between 

them. As a result, it is important to highlight by means of following explanations how the 

centuries old economic community of woodlands threaten the existence of the society as 

a whole.280 The following large commercial enterprises speaks in simple terms, even 

though it deals with the entire group of economic commercial operations in the sectors 

listed here – which also comprise the small enterprises. The term large industry plays an 

important role regarding the size of operation. The most enterprises or undertakings, with 

respect to their size, are classified according to their investment and employment of labour 

as well as in terms of production for the market. This includes, in particular, the coal and 

steel industry and the saltworks, but also some enterprises such as glass works and plants 

producing potash, pitch and tar. Strictly speaking, some of these were already mentioned 

branches of production that include small enterprises, but due to their considerable share 

production and its position on the local market (export) they have an corresponding 

economic importance. Therefore, the small enterprises of this economic sector can be 

                                      
278 Economic policy during the period of Absolutism. 

279 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 209. 

280 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 210. 
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counted among the large economic enterprises and will be specified in the broadest 

sense.281 

The emergence of world trade and the rise of political and economic power of the Princes 

in the modern era resulted in the displacement of large commercial activities in the hands 

of the territorial princes or of the states. The mercantilism, which represented the 

economic system of early capitalism concentrated mostly on the precious metals, because 

it promotes the money spinning foreign trade and handles large enterprises. Based on the 

legal rights of the Princely regally the economic monopoly claims or regulations regarding 

prosperity in the industrialized areas were came into being.282 

 

1.3.2.1.3.1.3.  CARBONIZATION 

The history of innovative forms of charcoal burning goes back to the very early period of 

mankind.283 In the middle Ages, there were both independent charcoal makers and also the 

charcoal makers as appointed servile of the rulers or in the local service cooperatives 

existed. At the same time charcoal was also considered as a branch of rural economies. 

The increase of ore processing, expansion of salt works and the glass industry boosted the 

requirement of charcoal dramatically. The majority of the large enterprise businesses have 

their own charcoal burner or like the example of glassworks, where they have a glass 

blower sometimes also carbonizer. They used different carbonisation process such as the 

primitive carbonbising on earth pits, that is skillfully built on vertically cone-shaped, 

charcoal klin284 upto concrete charcoal klin furnace.285 Later with the support of technology 

they introduced wood carbonaisation to obtain small quantities of pure carbon (carbon) 

and the liquid products (acid and methyl alcohol), which finally led to repository and 

retortling.286 

The ratio of forest wood to charcoal (yield) was different depending on the method 

applied. An efficiently functioning kiln delivers approximately 5-6 room meters287 of 

stacked wood and chock wood around 400 kg of charcoal, which corresponds to a ratio of 

                                      
281 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 210. 

282 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 212, 213. 

283 See. Hachenberg, Friedrich (1992): 85-88. 

284 With soil, sod and other covered stack of firewood for the extraction of charcoal in the charcoal burner. 

285 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 215. 

286 Distillation process – Container – (Retort) Charcoal burner (Refer also the Section: "Wood klin charring for 

pine oil, Tar, Pitch and Soot extraction"). 

287 1 room meter = 1 Cubic meter of piled wood. 
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about 10:1.288 The implementation of total carbonisation was regulated by means of 

numerous provisions in the judicial sentences (Weistümern) and regulations related to 

woodland and forest. The most important regulation was the provision of the carbon wood, 

because this was of gretest significance for the wood dependent economy and therefore 

during the sovereign period a special attention of princely care and diligent provision was 

provided. Above all, it was meant thereby regulating the release of carbon and the tree 

branch leasing mostly for 3 years – the deadline period for chop down (1-2 years), 

carbonize and removal of charcoal.289 

The woodland charcoal burning had special significance upto the 19th century, however, 

with the supply of coal for industry and domestic fuel as well as the introduction of coal 

coking 290 for iron ore processing, it lost its importance. This development was coincided 

with the development of railway infrastructure in the remote industrial areas, whereby it 

makes feasible to transport coal instead of wood as a fuel substitute to the industrial areas 

and hence the decoupling of industry and woodland be a source of raw materials.291 

 

1.3.2.1.3.1.4.  THE APPLICATION OF WOOD IN MINING AND METALLURGY  

The early history of central Europe gives ample evidence regarding mankind’s attempt to 

extract mineral resources. Man’s application of metal ores, thus, replacd the prehistoric 

period of Stone Age and marked as the beginning of the inital stages of Metal Age – the 

Bronze Age (around 1'800-800 BC292).293 The extraction of mining sector began with the 

surface digging operation by means of a combination of hand works and the application 

of primitive devices. In due course it is taken over by the heavily equipped large civil 

engineering companies with capital, technology and manpower.294 Besides to the deposits 

of mineral resources, the provision for the necessary wood was another requirement for 

the mining and metal works. This can be traced in the old Harz295 Miner maxim: "It greens 

                                      
288 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 215. 

289 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 216. 

290 Carbonisation is the thermal decomposition of coal, wood, peat and similar hermetical sealing. 

291 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 216. 

292 Based on the findings "Iceman (Oetzi)" must be relocated during the period probably within 1'500 years. 

293 See above: Chapter "The Woodland / Commercial Forest as Human Habitat" the Table "Prehistoric period of 

Central Europe". 

294 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 218. 

295 Harz is the northernmost German low mountain range, about 90 km long, 30 km wide and in the Brocken 114)m 

high. It is divided into upper-, middle- and lower Harz. For the colonization of mining was significant on silver, 

lead, zinc, heavy spar, among other things. In the 16th century the free min ing towns such as Grund, Wildemann 

and Clausthal came into existence. 
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the fir tree, it grows the ore…296" ("Es grüne die Tanne, es wachse das Erz... ") Thus, the 

area covered by large woodland mountains were also considered as the location of wood 

and ore deposits. As compared to the wood deposits, the ore deposits have longer 

sustainability, and the man attempted to bridge the shortage by means of rafts or fetch with 

the help of threading works.297 Due to the presence of precious metals, the mining and 

metallurgy got special significance from its early period. In the meantime, the rulers due 

to their mountain shelf, originally belongs to the King, later to the electoral prince (1356) 

and then to the sovereign state, have enacted an order regarding mining and related 

metallurgy.298 The social structures of these undertakings were in sharp contrast to the 

more family and guild controlled handicraft business. In the mine and metallurgy plants 

existed a strict division between the owners (mine- and metallurgy owners), the technical 

management (the "Hüttengaffer"299) and the greatest multitude of hired workers. In the 

early period of capitalism, the equity owners became more and more powerful real lords 

of the mining industry. This was due to the expansion of plants with simultaneous 

consolidation of shafts and tunnels, which was coincided with the acquisition of necessary 

capital investments.300 

 

1.3.2.1.3.1.5.  THE USE OF WOODS FOR SALT WORKS  

An essential component of human diet ever since the primeval times was the salt extracted 

from the salt mines or from the salt spring by means of boiling as well as Sol salt. The 

subsequent extensive mining of salt in large pans constituted an important source of 

revenue for the owners of mine or other salt extraction rights. The salt mining right was 

initially belonged to the manorial system, but later slowly passed into the hands of city 

territories (Kämmereigut) of the sovereign. The cooperatives were also became the 

responsible body of saline rights. The mode of sovereign owned operation was represented 

particularly in Austria under the rule of Habsburg, like Salts in Aussee, Hallstatt and Hall 

in Tirol.301 

The salt works requires a very large and in some woodland areas very concentrated 

demand for wood. It validates the saying that: "Without wood there is no stock." ("Ohne 

                                      
296 Mantel, Kurt (1990); 218. 

297 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 218. 

298 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 219. 

299 Mountain master (Bergmeister). 

300 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 220. 

301 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 224. 
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Holz kein Sud.")302 - Wood (kale wood) appeared to be not only essential for melting and 

evaporation of brine, but also for the equipments that was for its necessary production. In 

addition, considerable amounts of timber were utilised for plant construction, sol 

management, salt ships etc. The required wood at the beginning was obtained from the 

area of most mines and salines, which was transported in the form of charcoal to the 

furnaces. When these stocks were exhausted, there were two possibilities remind to 

maintain production. Firstly, to bring woods from remote places by means of cattle track303 

for saline or manage the brine at mine site by means of wooden sol management 

(Solleitungen) to the more remote woodlands with the exsting stock furnishing. The 

traditional sol management in the city territories (Kämmereigut) of Hallstatt attributed to 

more than 300 years ago with 40km length.304 

The supply of required quantities of wood from the salines was accepted by the sovereign 

as their greatest endeavour of their duty. Since the period of Middle Ages the sovereign 

saline systems, the woodland- and commercial forest regulations were governed the wood 

supply, which, in turn resulted an early impact on the use of wood and forest 

management.305 

 

1.3.2.1.3.1.6.  THE USE OF WOODS IN GLASS WORKS  

With the development of culture, the demand of glass for windows and object of utility 

also increased. The glassworks, which played an important role from 15th century to 18th 

century, demanded a significant quantity of wood306 in the production process of glass for 

potash mining and natural as well as fuel for glass melting. The producers of these 

products established their plants in the remote and undeveloped woodland areas with an 

objective to reach out the usable wood inventory, which is inaccessible to them due to lack 

of transportation. Therefore, they preferred especially stock of beech trees and the oak 

mature timbers, which directly resulted a sharp demand of fast growing species. Later the 

locations of these glass manufactories were mirgrated to other places, when the stock of 

these preferred types of wood were unavialble. Due to the impact of emissions from these 

                                      
302 Mantel, Kurt (1990); 225. 

303 Stream. 

304 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 225. 

305 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 225. 

306 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 226. – In those days even the small glassworks of MICHAEL OF POSCHINGER in 

Frauenau in the Bayer forest consumed 1'761'585 firewood fathoms (1 fathom = 1,8965 m, therefore 3'340'845.9 

m (3'340,8459 km) firewood), to 1'300 fathoms Asch wood. Potash must be buy in addition. For a wine goblet 

man estimated with a consumption of 3Rm (room meter) wood, the smaller part for the melting process, the 

larger part for the potash extraction. – Thus, for fathom there are different sizes. However, with reference to the 

size indication in the factory: construction chart- A Mannual for Planning. 
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glass manufactories there is a demand to limit its installation and operation. The frequent 

appearance of coniferous wood in Beech forest stock indicates the early periods of glass 

work industry.307 

 

1.3.2.1.3.1.7.  BURING OF ASH  

From its early period, the chemical application of wood in the form of potash was 

established at glass manufactory, which continued to rise with the escalating development 

of glass production. The other sectors of production were also dependent on potash, like 

the soap works, the cloth manufacturer, the dyeing, bleaching and the pottery, to mention 

just a few. Thus, the production requires the extraction of woodland ash by means of 

burning of huge quantities of wood. These forest ashes were leached out, the solution was 

evaporated and ultimately potash was recovered by way of annealing the residues. 

Contrary to the rural methods, where forest ash is exploited from soil extract and barren 

wood, for commercial production the harvested timber was applied due to its high 

potassium content favoured common beech. The following numerical comparison 

illustrates these different dimensions: For the production of one kilogram of potash308 in 

woodland (book ash) needs approximately 2 m3 (cubic meter) of beech wood, this is 

roughly equivalent to a ratio of 1:1'000. According to JÄGERSCHMID309 4'000 pounds of 

coniferous wood ash yields 17 pounds of crude ash and 1 pounds of purified potash. 

Hardwood, as a result of its high potassium content, yields upto five times more potash 

than coniferous wood and thus generates higher output. 

1.3.2.1.3.1.8.  WOOD FURNACE CARBONISATION FOR PINE OIL ,  TAR ,  

PITCH,  AND CARBON BLACK /SOOT PRODUCTION  

Pine and other woods were, on account of their high concentration of pine oil310, utilized 

as a valuable means for fire lighting and illumination. In the later period, the tar distillery 

in the so called "Theeröfen", which were practiced by the "Theerschwelern" until in the 

19th century, made of pinewood tar and pine oil.311 In this way, the furnace charring also 

the tank charring (Retorts-) was familiar in the middle Ages, which also helped to produce 

acetic acid and methyl alchohol during that period. By means of a special method, man 

                                      
307 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 226. 

308 See. Hachenberg, Friedrich (1992); 84-85. 

309 See. Jägerschmid, K.F.V. (1800); 137. 

310 Pinewood (pine), strongly gummy pine; splinters of it (pinewood chip) were once used as torches. 

311 Charring furnace 
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extracts the carbon black smolder from the resin rich pine rootstock soot (finely dispersed 

carbon).312 

 

1.3.2.1.3.1.9.  RESIN USAGE  

The history of resin harvesting in woodlands had a long tradition. For a long time, man 

practiced the primitive scrap resin extraction from the spruce, with which the standing root 

bark strap was removed: the application of the so called blaze or pools method. With the 

development of chemistry, the importance of tree resin usage was withdrawn and finally 

abandoned almost completely in the 19th century.313 

 

1.3.2.1.4. Ecological problems in cultural change 

The focus of the following explanations validate the question, firstly, which practical 

experience and practice interests are acknowledged for understanding nature314 and on the 

other, to what extent the foresty and timber economies are in a position to develop a kind 

of ecological consciousness. 

One may not fix the attention only on the term "nature". A kind of ecological 

consciousness – in whatever methods soever articulated – aboveall one can recognize 

there, where the efforts gave to hold the economic life in a long term harmony with the 

woodland resources and to ensure the regeneration of the woodlands.315 From such 

"environmental consciousness" can be spoken; where the perception of environmental 

degradation already leads to a conscience insight in the equilibrium condition of the 

environment into internal principles of nature; where, therefore, the nature is conceived in 

her peculiarities, even though it is all about the nature for man.316 Such endeavours was 

not absent, even if in the woodland conservation law was closely involves other motives. 

Woodland protection and wood shortages were applied as an argument for many 

purposes.317 Direct damages to the environment by means of commercial enterprises were 

found even in the pre-industrial era; but that remained – limited to some mining areas – 

                                      
312 Carbon black, originating from the incomplete combuston or thermal decomposition of hyrocarbons, from 

highly dispersed carbon and different quantities of hydrogen- and oxygenic carbon compounds consisting 

products. Carbon black is applied as filling material of natural rubber, as black pigment as well as for carbon 

electrodes and dry cell battery. 

313 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 229. 

314 See. Further above, where discussed in detail on the concept and the definition of the term "Nature". 

315 See. Radkau, Joachim (1986); 55. 

316 See. Radkau, Joachim (1986); 53. 

317 See. Radkau, Joachim (1986); 55. 
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only specific to some locality, from which no general consciousness and behavior could 

be evolved.318 However, the late 18th and early 19th century was considered unmistakably 

as a period of transition and rethinking. In the 1790s the alarm calls culminated an 

impending catastrophic wood shortage. As an answer to reforestation efforts, the initiation 

was penetrated on a broader sense. The forest legislation and the reforestation movement 

were in force, rightly or wrongly, as the earlist forms of conscious environmenal policy.319 

At this point, some thought currents of that period will be highlighted, which have 

ultimately leads to a rethinking process. 

From time to time, one finds even a frontal attacks on "nature" by man, like the penned 

by the German Forest Administrators, especially the Bavarian forest commissioner 

JOSEPH HAZZI, an aggressive partisan of economic liberalism. He abused the status of 

woodlands of that period with the claim that there were exceptions "everything merely 

wild and by means of abuses all kind of desolate state of nature"; the woodlands are in 

addition "the chaos from which the culture emerged as a new creation"and the culture 

became "therefore on a higher level, a little of this chaos still remains320". HAZZI moved 

this aggressive debate regarding the lack of wood in the absured – as by no means new, 

but already for centuries emerging wail, behind which he sensed hunting interests.321 His 

position was contrary to the overwhelming opinion of foresters and also not represented 

by his own period, but still reflected the consistent opinion of that period. In this context 

another theory reinforces, which is based on the statements of WOLF LEPENIES is also very 

interesting. Hereby, one can trace the line of thought of JOSEPH HAZZI and somewhat more 

understandable in accordance with the attitude of that time. LEPENIES believes that it was 

in the 18th century and even furthermore in principle, deep-rooted in intellectual history 

and the history of faith that even mere speculation regarding the destruction of nature by 

man is unthinkable. According to the Christian theological view nature as a creation of 

God it is indestructible; still it had an impact on the modern natural science.322 

In France, at the beginning of the 19th century a work, for the first time, viewed the 

cconcept of nature as epitome of a harmonic order and as "foster mother of all beings 323": 

A passionate with a universal perspective, equipped with indictment against the 

destruction of nature by man, and although primarily of the woodlands, a plea for 

reforestation and even the reintegration of man in the harmonies of nature. The work of 

                                      
318 See. Radkau, Joachim (1986); 53. 

319 See. Radkau, Joachim (1986); 54. 

320 Radkau, Joachim (1986); 61. 

321 See. Radkau, Joachim (1986); 61. 

322 See. Radkau, Joachim (1986); 69. 

323 Rauch, F.A. (18181); Introduction. – Also refer: Radkau, Joachim (1986); 63. 
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the engineer F.A. RAUCH324 recevived internationally and in the ruling circles a great 

acclaim, which shows that the time for such concepts was matured. For RAUCH, the 

woodland is more than anything else the realm of nature: An idea that is still very hard to 

accept in the18th century. He started an unusual attack aginst the general cult of 

agriculture of that period; stated the vulnerability of farming and calculated that the people 

can live better, if more and more areas of land were afforested. According to him: "Just 

because the nature is composed of a balanced harmony, which is universal, expanded in 

all directions, human interventions must bring inevitably a chain of destructive 

modifications. Because the nature is perfect, man cannot modify it without reducing its 

perfection.325" 

A 1820 document published by ERNST MORITZ ARNDT "A word regarding maintenance 

and conservation of commercial forests and farmers for the purpose of a highly i.e human 

legislation "326 dealt with the close interplay between man and nature. ARNDT recognizes 

the danger that the earth is "made inhumanly327": "The man and the nature makes each 

other reciprocative328". He stated further that the current reason for the evil is the emerging 

growth of the economy that means the "artificial creation of human plantations and 

factories329". The axe that will be placed on the tree, threaten to become an axe, "which is 

to be placed on the whole people", because "next to the stars… the humans have no 

friendly messengers who mediate between heaven and earth to wobble as the trees330". He 

never believed in the concept of modern forestry, instead the revival of the wisdom of 

nature connected times, where the man is aware of the intimate understanding of nature, 

"where the man chop down the woodlands and where the man should conserve and 

maintain…331". "I thought, it would be possible for the humans, from the experiences of 

the past millennia and from the waves and signs that is given to him every day, finally 

almost to become within, how he go around with his earth and how he manages the earth, 

so that the earth remains to him as a friendly, beautiful and fruitful mother...332". 

                                      
324 Rauch, F.A. (18181); Introduction. – Also refer: Radkau, Joachim (1986); 63. 

325 Rauch, F.A. (18181); Introduction. – Also refer: Radkau, Joachim (1986); 63. 

326 See the work: Arndt, Ernst Moritz (1820). 

327 Arndt, Ernst Moritz (1820); 31. 

328 Arndt, Ernst Moritz (1820); 31. 

329 Arndt, Ernst Moritz (1820); 61. 

330 Arndt, Ernst Moritz (1820); 49. 

331 Arndt, Ernst Moritz (1820); 41. 

332 Arndt, Ernst Moritz (1820); 35-36. 
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ARNDTS small document was only a literary effusion without scientific and direct practical 

validity and still considered as the first basic concept of an ecological approach, which 

remains valid in the modern world. 

 

1.3.2.1.4.1. The concept of Forest in religion and Church history – A selective 

representation 

With the achievement of farming, there emerged the concept of "matriarchy". The trees 

and plants symbolizes the ability of the cosmos to time and again renewed regeneration 

and the "Cosmic Tree", the "Tree of Life" become an icon of life. The man, in a manner 

of speaking, is the orderliness.334 The cult of the trees and the woodlands were always 

became an essential part in the history of worship of natural object. This cult was more 

than a sheer efficacy of the trees and the woodlands far beyond appreciation. The oldest 

forms of worship of trees are connected with its nature. So they are, in contrast, compared 

to a man superiorly great335 and become sometimes thousand years old.336 The fact that in 

each autumn the trees seems to die and in every spring they finds a new life, have become 

the symbol of life. That way the expression Tree of Life respectively World Tree was 

emerged.337 One of the most interesting religious-historical tree is the World Tree "eternal 

Ashvattha", with its branches appear downwards and with its roots upwards (arbor 

                                      
333 Picture: Keller, Kurt. 

334 See. Lanczkowski, G. (31962); 549-550. 

335 See. Lehmann, F.R. (31957); 842-843. 

336 See. Jerusalem IA; Der Garten Getsemani 1/2. – The Olive Trees in the garden of Gethsemane are estimated to 

goes beyond 500 years. – See. Weidinger, Hermann - Josef (1997); 108, 391. – In the Swiss Jura (region) even 

available thousand years old yews and in the high Alphine Mountains of California with annual ring 

measurements of a pine tree beards is ascertained with an age of 4'700 years. 

337 See. Edsman, C.-M. (31962); 1629-1630. 

 
More than 500 years old Olive trees in the Garden of Gethsemane 333 
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inversa).338 It embodies the eternal (Nicht-Tod), in the rest of all worlds. The Bhagavad-

Gita describes this in the 15th Chapter of Verse 1-4 as follows: 

15:1 The supreme personality of God has spoken: It is said that there is an 

indestructable Banyan tree 339 its roots upward and its branches appear downwards 

and whose leaves are the Vedic hymns. Who knows its leaves knows the Vedas. 15:2 

The branches of tree that is nourished by three elements of physical nature, 

extended upward and downward. The branches are objects and senses. The root of 

the tree is directed towards downward, these are linked to the fruitful activity of 

human society. 15:3-4 The real form of this tree cannot be perceived in this world. 

No one knows where it ends, where it begins and where lies its origin. With 

determination the man must chop down these deep rooted tree with the weapon of 

detachment.Then the man must search the place, from which the man, when man 

reaches it, never returns again. There, the man has given the highest personality of 

God, from its inception, from whom everything emanate ever from time 

immemorial.340 

 

With these cases, the disentanglement is meant by aliens. When one reaches the Supreme 

personality of God, it is important to keep that level in tact. Thereby, one never returns at 

this mirrored tree into physically, one must just chop down the tree, which is rooted in the 

Supreme personality of God.341 

In most religions the "Tree of Life", however, pushes its head in the heaven. It connects 

the three cosmic areas (Heaven, Earth and Hades) and stands in the center of the world 

(Hub of the world). It is known as "imago mundi" the symbol of constinuous regeneration 

of sacrality and as such, of immortality. The Tree of Life contains the advanced religious 

value moments of the World Tree mythos.342  

 

1.3.2.1.4.1.1.  MYTHOLOGY  

In many regions of the world – especially in India and in Iran – the people believe(d) that 

the "first human" lived with the fruits of the Tree of Life or attained immortality from it. 

                                      
338 See. Edsman, C.-M. (31962); 1629-1630. 

339 South Asian fig tree. 

340 See. Prabhupada, A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami (Hg.) (1987); 663, 665, 667-668. 

341 See. Prabhupada, A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami (Hg.) (1987); 668-669. 

342 See. Dinkler v. Schubert, Erika (31960); 250-252. 
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In this connection, the paradise (zoological garden343) according to Persian culture, in 

which the man cohabited with flora and fauna, is a harmoniously shaped garden.344 There 

were many interesting myths emerged regarding the World Tree or Tree of Life. This 

appeared both in the ancient Middle East under the name "Kiškanu"and also in the Celtic-

Germanic religion under the title "Yggdrasil". In the "Zohar" (Kabbalah345) the Tree of 

Life, as a matter of fact, is the center of creation, from that the human soul is originated.346 

The afterlife concept of Ojibwa-Indians is based on the idea that the path towards paradise 

is represented by a husked greasy tree trunk. Only the dead, who had lived bravely, does 

not slip on and not fall into the dead river.347 

However, primarily this shall be taken into consideration on the basis of Celtic-Germanic 

mythology. According to this mythology, the tree and consequently the woodland already 

existed in the earlier period had a transcendental meaning with immanent ramifications 

and therefore, the area of study of this work covers even at the time of ancestors, to a 

certain extent an "immanent ethic". 

In the Germanic mythology, the most important, beautiful and sacred tree is the Ash tree 

- Yggdrasil. The Ash (Fraxnius excelsion) is one of the largest and powerful trees of 

Europe and is considered as a symbol of sensible intelligence. The Ash is also considered 

as one among the olive tree family.348 

The World Tree (Yggdrasil) is rooted in the Netherworld (Hades) and firmly adhere this 

with its mighty roots. With her crown she wears the sky (Theotchny). The stemm connects 

the earth (human world) with the Netherworld (root) and the sky (Crown). The Ash Tree 

(World Tree) is at the same the time Life Tree and the Tree of Destiny. The life of man 

and the gods are essentially dependent on it. Lives and /or turns green, which also thrive 

gods and mankind. They withers, be it their enemies, who and others are gnawing at the 

roots or for some other reasons, therewith they announce the Twilight of the Gods and the 

end of the world. Hence, between tree and life remind a fatefull, sympathetic 

relationship.349 Now it is also understandable why the Celtic-germanic people had more 

                                      
343 Taschenbuch theologischer Fremdwörter; 103; Paradies. 

344 Toady, a fruit of this idea of paradise is reflected in the garden tradition of Persian houses. 

345 Taschenbuch theologischer Fremdwörter; 70; Kabbala. – Kabbala (hbr.) "Tradition"; since the 13th century the 

term for a mystical tradition of Judaism that emanated from Spain; the written masterpiece is the "Zohar”: the 

doctrine of Kabbalah is an admixture of Neoplatonic and Gnostic elements; the main themes are the 

unknowability of divinity and the origin of evil; the Kabbalistic system is overgrown with number gadgets and 

letter gadgets and the nature of a secret doctrine. 

346 See. Dinkler v. Schubert, Erika (31960); 250-251. 

347 See. Gfeller, Nicolas (1986); 10. 

348 See. Weidinger, Hermann - Josef (1997); 232-241. 

349 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 114-115. 
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often afraid that "the sky might fall on the head". If the Ash Tree is the wearer of heaven, 

then their protection and preservation is also their end in itself. If the ashes perish, the sky 

is no longer kept; therefore it must fall on the human head. This in turn implies the "Death" 

of theotechny and the death of theotechny inevitably brings the downfall of the world 

itself. – From Ethos accrues "Ethics". The protection of the Ash inevitably involves above 

than "Ethos". The people of that time and the Celtic-Germanic religion and culture, 

especially the Druids, dedicated their time scientifically established with standardization 

and preparation of standards and its necessity with respect to their ethics – which at least 

the Ash and their other sacred trees like the Oak350 and then the growing mistletoes on it, 

which the Druids considered as sacred, respected-apart; at least they are in this sphere 

"Ethicists", there they relate every Ash with Yggdrasil351 and consequently with their 

ethics. The Druids, one can by all means, termed as scientist – as well as theologian and 

natural scientist. The Drui352 (the Oak-Know'er) is a man who can answer literary further 

than learned knowledge.353 

The idea of tree is very closely linked as the Tree of Life is based on the interpretation that 

man is originated from the tree. According to germanic-anthropological concept, the man 

is derived from the Ash and the woman from the Elm tree. In the genealogy the terms are 

not invain till this date such as the use of "descend", "ancestor" family tree. 354 There also 

exists the notion that man and woman came into being respectively from the Ash and the 

Alder. Accordingly the first pair in the Germanic mythology is called as Ask (Ash) and 

Embla (Alder).355 

In many places, after the birth of a child, a birthday tree or tree of life is planted. The child 

was placed on the earth, so that to remain healthy and to conceal the afterbirth in the earth, 

with the intention that she could not use magicians against the child; occasionally the 

umbilical cord was preserved as Talisman.356 The Celts developed a "Trees circle", to 

which the "Animal circle" or "Star circle" (Star sign: for example Gemini 21st May – 21st 

                                      
350 Here specifically remembers Donar-Oak of Geismar, who was dedicated to God Donar, and which made the 

saint BONIFATIUS in the year 724. Even BONIFATIUS himself should have respected the tradition according to 

this Oak tree, however he did not simly burn it, but expanded it, which served as Gods sainthood, a chapel, which 

he dedicated to St.Petrer. – See also: Klein, Diethard H. (Hg.) (61990); 255-258. – The Oaks were considered as 

the favourite Oracle tree of Odin. The case of sacred trees and groves was consequently an effective means of 

overcoming of heathenism. – See: Mantel, Kurt (1990); 115. 

351 No all people have the same tree as the World Tree. With some Siberian people, like the Burjäten, has the World 

Tree not the Ash, but the Birch tree. The reason is simple – there is no Ash tree is in this part of northern regions. 

– See. Eliade, M. (31961); 1387-1388. 

352 The word Druid can also be derived from the Greek word dru/j = Oak / Tree. 

353 See. Hertz, R. (31959); 1240. 

354 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 114-115. 

355 See. Weidinger, Hermann - Josef (1997); 236. 

356 See. Hultkranz, A. (31958); 1240. 
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June ≙ Buckeye 15.5 -24.5, Ash 25.5-3.6, Hornbeam 14.6-13.6 and Flg tree 16.6-23.6) 

which by all means to be understand analogically. The tree intrusted the Celts their 

sorrows and hardships and expected from him a new energie, triumph and salvation. The 

Tree circle is composed of 21 Life trees: 

Apple tree 23.12 - 01.01. / 25.06. - 04.07; Fir Tree 02.01. - 11.01. / 05.07. - 14.07; Elm 

tree 12.01.- 24.01. / 15.07. - 25.07.; Cypress 25.01. - 03.02. / 26.07. - 04.08.; Cottonwood 

04.02. - 08.02. / 01.05. - 14.05. / 05.8. - 13.08.; Cedar 09.02. - 18.02. / 14.08. - 23.08.; 

Pine tree 19.02. - 29.02. / 24.08. - 02.09.; Willow 01.03. - 10.03. / 03.09. - 12.09.; Lime 

tree 11.03. - 20.03. / 13.09. - 22.09.; Oak tree 21.03.; Olive tree 23.09.; Hazelnut tree 

22.03. - 31.03. / 24.09. - 03.10.; Rowan 01.04. - 10.04. / 04.10. - 13.10.; Maple tree 11.04. 

- 20.04. / 14.10. - 23.10.; Walnut tree 21.04. - 30.04. / 24.10. - 11.11.; Buckeye 15.05. - 

24.05. / 12.11. - 21.11.; Ash tree(357) 25.05. - 03.06. / 22.11. - 01.12.; Hornbeam 04.06. - 

13.06. / 02.12. - 11.12.; Fig tree 14.06. - 23.06. / 12.12. - 21.12.; Birch tree 24.06. / 22.12.; 

Beech tree 22.12. 

Each tree in the tree circle are attributed with different characteristics, which also 

influences man, that means, those who born in theses corresponding days. Thus, almost 

every tree was viewed from this mythical perspective. In the course of history, some tree 

or woodland sanctuary will give away to a place of Christian worship, like the Maple 

Sanctuary (Ahornica) the pilgrimage church of "Our Lady" in Maria Laach on the 

Jauerling Mountain.358 

Together with individual trees, the enire groves and woodlands were declared as holy, 

even considered as the seat of gods and other supreme beings – as the Lord of Woodland359 

- In the Germanic language usage the grove or woodland are often identified as sacred. 

Even today this is remembered in the form of Holy Forest (Heiligenforst) and Holy Blaze 

(Heiligenloh) to be the former holiness of the woodlands.360 In these religious consecrated 

regions have their own valid code of conduct. It was not allowed to chop down any tree 

or to broke any branch and also to kill animals. Unquestionably idolatry was also held in 

these areas. Today, these woodlands are often protective woodland361 or accomodate 

churches or chapels.362 For forestry (and an ethics in dealing with the woodlands) it is 

                                      
357 Ash is after the Celtic tree circle the arborvitae of the author of this work, since it was born at 29.05. 

358 See. Weidinger, Hermann - Josef (1997); 21, 61, 292-323. – Also refer: ORF-Nachlese (1998). 

359 The Lord of woodland is like the Lord of Animals is a hybrid creature or mythical creature as Colossus or Dwarf 

and can be understood to be anthropomorphic to zoomorphic. - Also refer: Haekel, J. (31959); 270-271. 

360 See. Vries, J. de (31959); 30-31. 

361 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 115-117. 

362 See. HKG; Bd. II/1; 215, 342. 
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interesting that although it is built on religious backgrounds, still in each case a "Wild 

sanctuary"was established. 

 

1.3.2.1.4.1.2.  TRADITIONS AND FOLKS BELIEFS  

In the tradition, the role of woodlands were accomodated upto a lesser extent, sometimes 

the tree – therefore in many forms – in appearance. Even individually, the different 

"Maien363" like spring-(Carnival tree and May tree), summer, Harvest, winter, Christmas, 

Richt and Bridal May – assumes to have a presentiment as per diverse traditions regarding 

tree. The use and setting up of branches in the end of the year represents primarily joy and 

secondarily gratitude concerning growth and harvests or rather hope for future fertility. 

The woodlands and especially the individual trees were however – even in the Christian 

times – as homestead of demons, indeed even seen by the devil himself.364 

Some customs are particularly distinctive at Christmas season like customs regarding 

Advent wreath, the Fir springs, the Barbara branches and Christmas tree. There are various 

interpretations regarding Advant wreath. This tradition itself is relatively new. Not until 

the 20th century, the wreath among the general public has become well known and popular. 

The candles represented as a symbol of faith and stands for light that illuminates the 

darkness. The Advent wreath was introduced into the Christian tradition in 1833 by the 

socially engaged Hamburg Protestant theologian JOHANN HEINRICH WICHERN (1808-

1881). The first "Advent wreath was" comprised of a Cross, at its end four wax candidles 

were attaced. WICHERN lit these candles in the "Rauhen Home", an asylum for the 

neglected young people at the gates of the Hanseatic city. In the following years he and 

his colleagues began to arrange the colorful wreath-shaped candles to represent pictorially 

the joyous atmosphere before the Christmas celebration. In addition the fir springs were 

later added into it. Similarly, many other customs that are followed here combines the 

Christian and pre-Christian elements. Evergreen branches were already regarded as a 

symbol of life, immortality and victory. The circle represents perfection and eternal 

life.The color of the ribbons also has a symbolic meaning: red is the color of love (Jesus 

incarnated for all) and the purpose is the color of the penance or the repentance (Jesus 

reincarnated for another life). Today, it is one of the most popular Advent symbol of 

Catholic and Protestant churches. At the beginning of the Advent, the branch of pine forest 

is covered with a braid and decorated with a green wreath with red ribbons and four 

candiles. In churches, homes, class rooms and even in the restaurants this is hanged or 

placed in an conspicuous place. – The interpretation of this symbolism is not simple. Many 

                                      
363 Maien (The bunch of wild flowers) are trees, placed differently, even at cultic occasions. The best known is 

certainly the May tree on 1st May. 

364 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 117-139. 
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people think that it represents the old pagan magic ring that is drawn around the habitation 

of man to keep away all evil and repulsive in the form of an invisible barrier. The others 

interpret the Advent wreath exclusively as a Christian symbol of life and hope. Whether 

one can relate this wreath with pre-Christian customs or it must remain undecided. – 

However, the Advent wreath may absolutely well placed with the Advent calendar. The 

calendar attributes to time, then the wreath points out rather goes beyond time factor. The 

life of nature, of man and of human history altogether perhaps runs in measurable annual 

ring. On the other hand, the people also have the opinion that the wreath refers to the 

newly commenced Church year/Ecclesiastical year. However, the time for our experience 

also has another side: it appeared to us because of its mammoth expansion "infinite", as a 

circle which has no beginning and end, as a unified en bloc. This with the circle symbolizes 

the whole history of Creation and the man is already enlightened by the arrival of Jesus 

Christ. The Advent liturgy speaks – above all on the first Sunday – an urging image of the 

completion of history by the second coming of the Son of Man. Only then everyone came 

to know, the real master of history and times – the beginning and end, Alpha and Omega. 

Therefore, the believer can see in the green wreath of theAdvent and in the candiles, the 

symbol of life substances. In the Advent wreath he may be recognized as an equally 

profound symbol of eschatological return of Jesus Christ and the completion of 

contemporary history. – In the days of Advent the year seems to wither. The fir springs 

reminiscent of the dormant life that will wake up again as new after the winter sleep. That 

the fir spring of the Advent wreath and the Christumas tree will canvass our homes, 

therefore it is easy to understand. The green pine forest branches are considered as 

"palpable proof" that the life will also survive without sun, dark time. Similarly, in no 

other occasions, the people convey so much meaning for the living light of burning candles 

as in the Advent. The reason for the Advent pleasure, which is the source of enjoyment of 

the Advent, is the arrival of Jesus.365 The faithful grown ups seen in the candle light of the 

Advent wreath not only as a symbol of our natural sun, but also sees the light through the 

candle, which is indicated as "Light of the World". And when the people get the hopeful, 

fir spring in their homes, then they practice no nature worshipping fruitfulness, but they 

remember Him in principle, as he said to himself: "I am living!366" 

Barbara branches: As a matter of fact, the placing of a branch (cherry tree, blackhorn) at 

St. Barbara Day is not an Advent custom, but is wintrier Losbrauch: the one whose branch 

blooms first, promises good luck. From the richness of the blossoms "be able" to judge 

the blessing of the year to come. The custom dates back to the legend of St. BARBARA: 

                                      
365 The full name for this time as follows: Adventus Domini nostri Jesus Christ – Advent of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

366 John 11,25-26ab " Jesus replied her: I am the resurrection and the life. He that believeth in me will live, even 

though he dies, and everyone, who lives and believes in me shall never die." – John 14,6 " Jesus said unto him, I 

am the way and the truth and the life; no one comes to the Father except through me." 
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BARBARA father let her daughter to throw into imprisonment. There, by means of a mess 

a cheery branch is caught in her dress. BARBARA placed it into a small cup with water. On 

the day on which the branch blossomed, BARBARA was sentenced to death. "You seemed 

to be dead" said BARBARA to the branch. "But you are blossomed to have a more beautiful 

life. Like that it will be with my death. It will blossom towards a new, eternal life."367 

Probably the custom of Christmas tree was originated and spread to other places from the 

north. This was evident from the 1509 copperplate engraving of CRANACH D. Ä. The 

decorated tree with burning candles has a powerful effect, because various symnbols are 

combined into one unit: the evergreen tree, the light, the glittering globes and the symbolic 

jewellery. In the symbolic jewellery, he says: Jesus always lives, is the light of the world 

in power and glory. Originally the Christmas tree might have been probably as a symbol 

of Tree of Life. Its branches were decorated with apples (now glass ball) – a symbol that 

represents the fruit of temptation in paradise – on its branches a "garland" (currently 

glistening string or wool with the name "Angel hair) – symbol of serpent temptation – in 

between hung wafer papers (now replaced by lighted candles) – a symbol of wafer and 

thus Christ, who overcome death and brought the eternal living. Thus He is with a new 

Tree of Life.368 

Another notable use its of branches is doubtlessly the consecration of "palm branches". 

To the Christian customs Gen 8,10-11 and John 12,12-15 that underlines this. 

"Then He waited for another seven days and sent the 

pigeon out of the ark again. By evening, the pigeon came 

back to Him, and behold: In her beak she had a fresh 

olive branch. Now, Noah knew that only a small quantity 

of water remains on earth.369" 

"The next day the crowd heard that they have come to the 

feast, Jesus was coming to Jerusalem. They took palm 

branches, went out to receive him and cried: 

Hosanna!/Blessed is He who comes in the name of the 

Lord,/ the King of Israel! Jesus found a young donkey 

and sat upon it – as it is written: don’t be afraid, 

daughter of Zion! Behold, thy King cometh; He sits on 

the foal of an ass.370" 

                                      
367 These words are preserved in this and other conventions. They are not testified. Still as a legend, they contain 

the wisdom of happenings. 

368 The whole previous sectioon Tradition and Folk belief is based on the joint presentation of THOMAS 

GOTTSCHALL and the Author of this work on this subject: "Advents- und Weihnachtszeit" vom 07.12.1995, 

19:30 Uhr, im kath. Pfarreisääli Trimmis/Says. – Also refer the work: Gweder, Edwin (21984). – Also refer the 

work: Küster, Jürgen (1986). 

369 Gen 8,10-11 

370 John 12,12-15 
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The believers march on the Palm Sunday with branches in their hands in solemn 

procession move into the church. This custom goes back to the church in Jerusalem and 

is established there since the 3rd century. Since the 7th century, the "Palm consecration" 

itself is ascertained. As a custom, the people carry the branches of other trees where the 

palm trees are not available. Even today the people braid at some places, like in the 

municipalities of Switzerland, where the believers arrange massive flower decorations out 

of wood branches. This integration of "Palm branches" in worship remains there from 

time immemorial for the victory of Christ over death or for the life.371 

 

1.3.2.1.4.1.3.  SANCTIONS AGAINST WILFUL DESTRUCTION OF TREES AND 

FOREST CRIME  

The oldest penal provisions regarding forest crime were not enacted for the protection of 

economic interests. They have their origin in the myths of pre-historic period that the tree 

was inhabited by tree spirit, and in the case of its violation they will suffer like every living 

being. Thus, for every tree chop down, sometimes, the offender was beheaded. The tree 

was given the equal status of human.372 One of the first prohibitions "concerning the 

chopping off the Christmas greens" was issued in Salzburg in the year 1525. On the basis 

of vast wildlife by the courtly hunting and the increase in population, the Act of 1525 was 

reviewed on Fr. 27.05.1729 and was acceded in the Forest Regulations of 1755. It was 

only in 1802 that a law was came into being in Weimar that permitted the "controlled" 

trade in surplus or astrophied coniferous wood.373 

 

1.3.2.1.4.2. Woodland in an Industrialised society 

The woodland had and has in the industrialised society – particularly since "Industrial 

Revolutioon"374 - certainly enjoyed a different significance than in religion and folklore. 

                                      
371 See. Küster, Jürgen (1986); 66-70. 

372 This is strongly reminiscent of a "Tripartite division of the soul"( "Dreiteilung der Seele"): "Anima vegetativa, 

Anima sensitiva und Anima intellectiva", according to which the plants has assigned a vegtative sould, the 

animals a sensitive soul (for their part includes the previous soul), the man has a rational soul (for their part 

includes both the previous souls). – Also refer: Ott, Ludwig (101981); 116-118. – Die vorangegangene Aussage 

selbstverständlich verstanden nach den Aussagen des 4. Konzils von Konstantinopel vom 5. Okt. 869 bis 28. 

Feb. 870. – See. DH 657-658. 

373 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 120, 122, 125-126. 

374 See. LROM1; industrielle Revolution. – The industrial revolution begins in the year 1850. The most important 

impact of industrial revolution in Europe is numbers as the elemination of mass poverty, the sudden increase of 
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Already prior to industial revolution the handling of the woodlands was not 

uncomplicated. According to ALFRED PITTERLE any economic system has to deal with 

three basic problems: "What’ is ‘supposed to be’ produced, ‘for whom‘("'Was' soll 'wie', 

'für wen' erzeugt werden?")375 However, in the mercantilist periods of 16th and 17th 

centuries, these problems pertaining to woodland were contrary. The main produces 

became predominantly for landlord’s public finances and strengthening their land 

supremacy. Thus, the woodland clearings were reverted during the Thirty Years War 

(1618-1648) due to the dramatic decline in population. The regenerated population growth 

in the second half of the 17th and 18th centuries gave a new impulse for woodland 

clearing.376 However, the fact remains that the woodland clearnings were not promoted 

like in the Middle Ages by Kings, Lords and Cooperatives, but almost exclusively by the 

rulers. The woodland clearings were mainly carried out by the ironworks; however, the 

enacted princely legislations prohibited the protected woodland clearings from the hands 

of this economic sector.377 In the 18th century, it is valid in general that the natural resources 

were almost unlimited.378 The woodlands, however, were over expoited and the soils were 

also utilised. Only the climatic conditions conserved the German-speaking areas from the 

fate of the Mediterranean region.379 

The last major "Woodland clearing wave "was taken place around 1800. The state sold 

their vast woodland area for woodland clearing. According to KURT MANTEL a major 

reason for this action is that on the basis of this sale they were able to fill the empty state 

coffers, war chests and the property tax revenues could be increased due to the current 

payments of the new owner. The secularised churches and monstries as well as 

muncipality, common land, cooperatives sold their marked woodlands.380 Obviously there 

were critical voices against woodlands by means of its complete extinction.381 The 

woodlands were considered as a factor that is very hard to conquer. Even today, some 

farmers are preserving the woodlands against the hostile attitude from different quarters, 

                                      
real national product in overall and in per capita, the emergence of new, from the industrial-capitalist production 

process ensuing class antagonism, the elimination of traditional values and social systems, long term ultimately 

the stabilization of inconsistent development of industrial sectors as well as the developed countries and the 

developing countries. is industrielle Revolution. 

375 Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 60. 

376 See. Hachenberg, Friedrich (1992): 71-72. – See also: Mantel, Kurt (1990); 65. 

377 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 66. 

378 See. Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 61. 

379 See. LUP; Waldzonen der Erde: gemässigte Wälder: Entwicklung 5/5. 

380 Mark marks a broaderland. Therefore, woodlands are intended as the border. 

381 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 67-68. 
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they have, however, until the invention of steam engine (approximately 200-250 years382 

= 8-10 generations) mastered the woodlands under their "own power".383  

 

1.3.2.1.4.2.1.  HOW NATURAL TODAYS WOODLAND IS? 

This question can be answered with a data published by UNESCO. UNESCO in its forest 

research project "Hemerobie384 österreichischer Waldsysteme - wie naturnah ist 

Österreichs Wald" (Hemerobie came to the conclusion that in the Austrian woodland 

system), 25% of the woodlands are classified under "natural" and "close to nature" as the 

case maybe. 41% are classified as "moderately altered". A remarkable aspect of this study 

is not just the result, but also the fact that Austria is the first country with a comprehensive 

study of this kind worldwide. Of the total area of around 3,88 million hectares of forest, 

about 970'000 ha are classified as either close to nature or natural. Here "Natural" means 

unaffected by man’s intervention. Even if historical influences were to be there, they are 

no longer recognizable. These woodlands are mostly located in the inner areas of alpine. 

The share of natural areas includes sparesely occupied forests with a natural tree species 

composition and low human influence on soil and vegetation silviculture. The largest 

share with approximately 1,6 million ha includes moderately altered forests. These forests 

are consistently subjected to forestry use. Nevertheless, the "potential natural vegetation" 

is at least partially available. This means that the stand structures such as layering or age 

are heavily modified by experience. With about 1,3 million ha, heavily modified or 

artificial forests also occupies a good share. On these areas, intensive use takes place and 

the species composition does not correspond to the original natural conditions. In these 

woodlands, exotic woods are still dominant.385 

 

                                      
382 See. LROM1; Dampfmaschine. – The idea of steam power to exploit motion of a piston was technically realised 

for the first time in 1690 by D. PAPIN. J. WATT received his first patent for the steam engine in the year 1769. 

However, before 1800, the first steam engine was operational in the Ruhr area. 

383 See. Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 108. 

384 Hemerobie is taken from Greek and refers to: 'influence of human culture'. 

385 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1996); 2447. 
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1.3.2.1.4.2.2.  SPECIAL CONTROL MODES (SPEZIELLE 

NUTZUNGSFORMEN)  &  CLIMATE PROTECTION  

Since "industrial revolution", market niches and niche products are increasingly sought 

after in the field of economics. One of these niches is the co- exploitation of natural tree 

resins in forestry. Whoever believed that natural tree resin usage would become obsolete 

with the invention of synthetic resins, they are completely wrong. Natural resins can be 

harvested either from some gymnosperms387 and angiosperms 388 of flowering plants and 

thus, both of some coniferous species as well as certain types of hardwood. In the German-

speaking region, two softwood species are economically interesting: Spruce and Scots 

pine (pine and amber - fossilized resin). Previously, Calabrian pine, the Aleppo pine, 

Bosnian pine, black pine and Balkan pine were still resinated389 If the resin tapping maybe 

even the smallest "niche" in the forestry sector, one can no longer speak of "niche" in the 

field of energy use. These forms of wood are today an economically attractive alternative 

to conventional fossil fuels. Ecologically, as a regenerative CO2-neutral energy source, 

wood is an important contributor to climate protection. More on this topic are explained 

below. 

                                      
386 Picture: See. LROM1; Kohlendioxid. 

387 Gymnosperm plant whose seeds are not enclosed in an ovary. 

388 Angiosperm plant whose seeds are not enclosed in an ovary, flowering plants with an ovary. 

389 See. Lange, Werner; (1996); 2462. 

 

Carbon dioxide: Carbon cycle in encouraged and dead nature. The information of number in the boxes indicates 

the carbon reservoirs, the information of number at the arrows the annual sales in trillions t carbon. 

 

Carbon dioxide386 
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A form of use which should never be left out of consideration is that of the woodlands as 

a forest reserve. In mountainous areas especially, there are numerous forests, whose only 

"economic" purpose is to protect against avalanches and landslides. These forests provide 

no direct, but rather an indirect forestry benefit by being able to serve the forests as a gene 

bank. However, these forests afford a huge economic benefit as their presence already 

obtains huge investment savings for artificial shelters. Subsequent costs for preventing 

natural disasters such as avalanches, landslides and the like are also a significant part of 

this economic benefit.391 

 

1.3.2.1.4.2.2.1. AFFORESTATION OF AGRICULTURAL LAND 

Due to the industrialization of the 19th century, cultivation methods even in agriculture 

were significantly altered. Previously fallow land could now be farmed without time 

penalty and was mostly planted with fodder plants. This meant that the stall-feeding 

gained momentum.392 Land that was previously pasture was therefore free. Due to the 

growing overseas trade, imports of wool, cotton and corn were also increased. 

                                      
390 Picture: Hangartner, Guido. – See thework: LUP. – See: LUP; Waldzonen der Erde / Ökosystem / Funktionen 

2/4 / Klima 2/2. 

391 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999f); 1241. 

392 See. Strittmatter, Werner (1986); 85-86. 

 

Global carbon budget in billion tons per year390 
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Consequently, the area under cereals decreased dramatically. Likewise, the pastures for 

sheep (wool production) became smaller as the local wool was difficult to compete and 

then the sheep disappeared almost entirely. However, industrialization also had the 

consequence that many small and mountain farmers could not compete with these large 

scale productions and therefore had to sell their small farms. Farming areas, those were 

suitable for afforestation and desquamated mostly from government and wealthy 

individuals, especially from industry, were bought and planted. Rising timber prices 

accelerate this development.393 The increase in forest area, however, did not run congruent 

with the decrease of agricultural land. The numbers sometimes attest to the fact that many 

fields were turned into forests. In the German Reich, agriculture from 1883 to 1913 lost 

its ground around 800'000 hectares (8'000 km2), from 1913 to 1935 approximately 

1'000'000 acres (10'000 km2); therefore a total loss of 18'000 km2 is calculated. The 

woodland growth from 1883-1913 was 300'000 hectares (3'000 km2), from 1913 to 1935 

approximately 250'000 acres (2'500 km2); therefore a total of 5'500 km2. The remaining 

12'500 km2 were primarily occupied by residential and commercial buildings, industrial 

and transportation systems, and public purposes.394 This should not obscure the fact that in 

some areas, entire villages were impoverished due to the scarcity of forest nevertheless. 

In Old Prussia and Prussia, with the Prussian land management edict of 1811 existed - 

over 100 years –the right to chop down trees (Rodefreiheit).395 In Hesse-Nassau, recently 

joined to Prussia, the existing laws from 1816 were retained. These laws already included 

in the sustainable economy (Nachhaltswirtschaft), which in turn produces a very positive 

impact on agriculture. Many former heathlands and grasslands on the Western side 

experienced a change with high-yield strong growing coniferous forests. The situation was 

similar on the Lower Rhine. In 1814, a Forest Regulation was adopted, which provided 

the guarantee of a "sustainable forest management unit".396 Sustainability does not 

exclude growth. The idea of "sustainability"397 introduced by HEINRICH VON COTTA,398 

Director of the first academy of forestry in the world in Thrandt, Saxony, always to plant 

more trees to be felled. It is the conscious beginning of the "sustainability revolution"399 - 

probably the most significant revolution by those of agriculture (4'000 -. 6'000 BC.) and 

industry (1'800 [AD.]) that arises from visions, insights, feelings, trials and actions of 

many people - with system-changing characteristics: first, new or novel information, 

                                      
393 See. Hachenberg, Friedrich (1992); 148-154. 

394 See. Mantel, Kurt (1937); 263. 

395 See. Hausrath, Hans (1911); 145. 

396 See. Hachenberg, Friedrich (1992); 117, 120. 

397 The term originates however from the year 1713 from HANS CARL VON CARLOWITZ, * Oberrabenstein (= 

Sachsen) 14. 12. 1645, † Freiberg (= Sachsen) 3. 3. 1714. – See. KWFL; 137; Carlowitz. 

398 HEINRICH VON COTTA, Forest man, * 30. 10. 1763 in Klein-Zillbach bei Meiningen, † 25. 10. 1844 Tharandt; 

one of the founders of forest science. 

399 See. Meadows, Donella H. (71993); 265-271. 
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overcoming the principle, inherent resistance to change to the current state.400 One such 

form of expression is these laws. In Austria, the Forest Act401 of December 3, 1852, which 

came into force on Jan. 1st 1853, brought significant change. However, it took an 

implementing rule until the law could be put into force. This implementing regulation was 

adopted 3 July 1873 by the Ministry of Agriculture, in consultation with the Interior 

Ministry.402 Today, the principle of sustainability has begun to establish itself in the 

tropics.403 However, the newer science of forestry with its laws cannot be simply seen as a 

reaction to the lack of wood in the preceding years. It was not so much to give the forest 

an old "natural" order again as to expunge the assumption of man that the forest is a gift 

of nature, which therefore is actually available free of charge and to all.404 The notion of 

public good would be replaced in favor of an ownership mentality.405 This tendency came 

in the era of industrialization, through the preferred mode of energy production through 

woodlands, ie., coal in close confrontation. The newly invented steam engines and 

furnaces needed energy. The woodlands could not handle and cover this increased energy 

consumption; but the coal could afford it. – Indirectly however, the woodlands covered 

this need very well. Figuratively speaking, one could say that the coal (which is in buried 

in the primeval times) preserved the wood from complete plunder and thus saved it. – If 

in 1800, 170'000 tons of coal was mined, it became 130'000'000 tons in 1914, that is, 765 

times. For the new industries, the calorific value of charcoal as compared to coal was all 

too low.406 

 

  

                                      
400 See. Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 62. 

401 See also: Bobek, Hans Peter (1995); 111-113. 

402 See. Bobek, Hans Peter (21994); 190-192. 

403 See. Müller, Frank B. (1996); 2426-2427. 

404 See further under more paragraphs on property. 

405 See. Radkau, Joachim (1986); 57. 

406 See. Strittmatter, Werner (1986); 82-83. 
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1.4. The Woodland and the Bio-diversity – Artificial Plant variety 

A major share of mankind’s food supply ultimately stems from fewer than a dozen areas 

of extreme genetic diversity contributed by the so-called Wawilowian407 centers. They are 

maininly centers on the Mediterranean, the Near East, Afghanistan, northern India / 

Himalaya, Malaysia / Java, China, Guatemala / Mexico, the Peruvian Andes and Ethiopia. 

With the exception of a narrow strip around the Mediterranean, the industrialized world is 

excluded from these centers of genetic diversity. The reason for this botanical poverty can 

be traced during last periods Ice Age. In the temperate zones, most of these plants are 

frozen and their species have no more life. In the tropical regions an extraordinary 

diversity was achieved. 95% of man’s food is contributed by not more than 30 plant 

species. The needs of the prehistoric man were fulfilled by more than 1500 species of wild 

plants; the old farming civilisations knew at least 500 major food crops. Today, only about 

20 varieties of vegetables are cultivated. Man is solely dependent on the genetic sources 

of the third world to secure our food.408 Species and ecosystems as a biotope resources are 

non-renewable, their loss is irreversible. Genetic diversity makes sense not only in terms 

of food sources, but also in the case of forests. Few years ago, the Southern USA made 

headlines in the wake of leaf blotch disease. The whole maize plantations had to be 

destroyed. There is only one effective countermeasure - crop rotation. The aim is to 

develop plants with another gene structure. However, this is only possible if such an 

"alternative plant" is available. Modern science tries to develop "more perfect" plants with 

the help of genetic engineering and as such. Each plant passes on its genes as efficiently 

as possible. If such a "plant" is now grown worldwide, there is an urgent risk that the same 

will supplant all other species of its kind.409 If this new modified plant is attacked by an 

unpredictable disease, it would lead to a global catastrophe.410 The forests are the treasure 

of genetic diversity. By the example of boreal forests, which are native to the alpine areas 

of our latitude, the situation can be simplified. Given hard conditions, the species survives 

very well, when individuals take advantage of the circumstances of a site as different as 

possible. Instead of biodiversity, this forest type is characterized by a high level of genetic 

diversity. Genetic diversity refers to the differential expression of the genetic material 

within a species.411 The entire species does not adapt to these specific conditions, but the 

individual one does. The genetic material itself expresses differently even within a species. 

                                      
407 NIKOLAI WAWILOW was a great Russian Botanist of the 20-s of the 20th century. 

408 See. Weish, Peter (1995); 115. 

409 At this point in cancer research, one recalls the "HeLa cells", which in the world - despite the greatest precautions 

- contaminated all major research laboratories. HeLa cells are cancer cells and come from the cervix in 1951 

deceased 31 years-old Afro-american HELENE LANG. For not one hundred percent scientifically identifiable 

reasons, HeLa cells proliferate better than other human cell lines under laboratory conditions. 

410 See. Weish, Peter (1995); 115-119. 

411 LUP; Glossar / Genetische Vielfalt / 54/221. 
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The individual spruce trees in one mountain side can vary in such an extent that the 

seedlings of a tree from the valley cannot grow in the upper hillside and vice versa.412 

 

1.4.1. Genetic Engineering in Forestry 

Even forestry research is not escaped from genetic engineering. Already in some places 

the so called high performance clones, mainly of poplars and willows are being grown on 

plantations. The conservation of genetic diversity is threatened by the following 

anthropogenic influences: (a) area-wise infiltration of genetically stable, natural forests 

through unstable, non-natural woods such as spruce forests; (b) Replacement of native 

forest tree populations with non-native imports; (c) biotope fragmentation of a cultural 

landscape hindered by pollination and adaptation strategy of many species through genetic 

exchange between the populations; (d) through reckless use of genetically modified 

forests, locally occurring reduction of genetic diversity can not be excluded; (e) pollution 

can lead to an impairment of reproductive ability for screening and to the loss of more 

sensitive genotypes.413 

Forestry is not a public or private landscaping, but a business that pays. Areas of research 

are, therefore, just as in the food industry, pest and pollution-resistant fast growing and 

climate resistant tree species. Genetic engineering is a branch of biotechnology and also a 

multidisciplinary, scientific and application-oriented technology that uses organisms and 

their metabolic activities.414 There are various techniques involved in the breeding of forest 

trees. Here four main streams are mentioned: 1. The inheritance of genes by natural pollen 

inflow and natural growth in the forest.415 2. The specific pollination of individual trees 

with pollen of a selected another tree.416 3. The invitro culture or Invitro engineering of 

forest trees.417 4. The genetic modification of the genetic material.418 What is ultimately 

biotechnology? The origins are to be found in ancient Egypt. One of the first areas was 

the extension of the shelf life of foods such as meat, fish and fruit. This is achieved by 

                                      
412 Seel. LUP; Nordische Wälder / Ökosystem / Lebensraum 2/4 / Genetische Vielfalt. 

413 Seel. Müller, Ferdinand (1994); 67-70. 

414 Seel. Kaiser, Helmut (1997b); 278. 

415 This "breeding" is the most natural, in any way one can or will talk about breeding. It corresponds to the natural 

evolution. 

416 This variant is associated with considerable effort and less effective, but it concerns only individual trees whose 

continued existence is by no means assured. It is a form of directed evolution. 

417 This method promises much more success, but it is at the same time in as many plants feasible. - See: Gebhardt, 

Karl (1990). 13-56 

418 This technique is the most effective, but it engages directly into the genome of a tree one to win with the clear 

objective to standardize the tree. This form is clearly a re-evolution, because the genetic diversity is not 

encouraged, but consciously unified suited for large areas and is thus reduced. 
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drying, salting, and fermentation. Approximately 4,000 years ago, beer was brewed in 

Egypt and was characteristically durable. Until the 19th century, these techniques went 

through with any significant modifications. However, the beginning of the 19th century 

witnessed many technical innovations aided progress in this field. The founder of genetic 

engineering is undoubtedly GREGOR MENDEL.419 Dem begeisterten Gärtner, Lehrer und 

Naturwissenschaftler gelingt es 1865 als Erstem Gesetzmässigkeiten in der Vererbung 

von Eigenschaften aufzuzeigen.420 Damit setzt er den ersten Meilenstein auf dem Weg der 

Gentechnik. Erst Mitte des 20. Jahrhunderts wurde die Desoxyribonukleinsäure, kurz 

DNS (engl. DNA), als genetisches Material erkannt. 1953 gelingt es JAMES DEWEY 

WATSON und FRANCIS HARRY COMPTON CRICK im englischen Cambridge die Struktur der 

Erbsubstanz zu klären und eine Modellvorstellung von der Weitergabe genetischer 

Information zu entwickeln.421 With the help of genetic engineering, it is possible to change 

specific parts of the genome of an organism of plants, animals and people by transferring 

isolated genes or artificial DNA sequences.422 Modern science certainly wishes to use this 

and the latest findings in genetic research for the benefit of mankind. However, overall, 

massive, environmental damage423 and damage to human health due to genetic engineering 

can never be ruled out in the long term.424 Many hope that a better world can be modeled 

by means of biotechnological solutions. In the context of forestry, some peope anticipate 

a "better" forestry. This means better in terms of increased and faster productivity or a 

pest- or more pollution-resistant tree species. These and other demands in the said 

direction triggered a broad discussion on the "ethical question". As the Lutheran bishop 

STURM would put it, in search of biotechnological solutions for the decisive change, one 

thing is clear - indeed, that humans must become another.425 

 

STURM goes even further, states that, once religion was considered as the "opiate of the 

people", while today the talk is more on bioengineering, a "drug" that distracts from the 

basic issues.426 On the other hand GÜNTER is against the fundamental rejection of the new 

                                      
419 GREGOR MENDEL: Augustinermönch aus Mähren (1822-1884). 

420 His genetic experiments on the pea were amazing. He crossed a white- and red-flowered pea one. The result 

was not pink, but only red. If these red offspring crossed each other more, so come in the second generation more 

red and white flowers and placed somewhere at a certain ratio: ** (white) and ++ (red) = 1st generation * + (red) 

* + (red); * + (Red) & * + (red) = 2nd generation ** (white), + * (red) * + (red), ++ (red). 

421 See. Rützler, Hanni (1996); 11-14. 

422 See. Kaiser, Helmut (1997b); 278. 

423 Of concern are anomalies such as the transgenic beans produced, for example, estrogens, unintentional 

accidental by-product of genetic intervention. – See.: Rützler, Hanni (1996); 45. 

424 See. Rützler, Hanni (1996); 45-46. 

425 See. Sturm, Bischof ev. luth. (1997); 7. 

426 See. Sturm, Bischof ev. luth. (1997); 7-8. 
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technology, but warns against its too farfetched ideas of feasibility.427 However, based on 

the research findings, he urges that the distance between the currently feasible and the 

impact assessment will always greater on a risk research revaluation. Bishop WEBER also 

warns against expansion of substance patents on genetically modified organisms 

(including humans, animals and plants).428 This would not only be a momentous 

engagement in natural laws, but would also bring lot of dependances on the patent owners 

and corporates.429 Genetic engineering has, nevertheless, at least one positive aspect. In 

Switzerland, a gene inventory of spruce was carried out between 1991 and 1995 with the 

help of this technique. It was found that the genetic diversity is manifold and spruce 

migrated not only from the east as previously thought, but possibly also from the 

southwest to Switzerland.430 Whether one tends to accept this or the other statement, it is 

necessary to consider what can be formulated with the sentence: "Do we want trees that 

are pollution-resistant or do we want an environment that is less contaminated with 

pollutants?" 

If we examine this question in a broader sense, it must be indicated in the context of 

genetic engineering, that the trees does not change genetically and thus possibly to be 

made pollutant resistant, but also with the help of the raw material tree paths – among 

others in the biotechnical field – are to be found, to decrease pollutants in as many products 

as possible.431 This would lead to one of the behavioral reversal options. The main ethical 

problems in the application areas of forestry are: 

Targeted interventions in the genes: The novelty of the genetic engineering! Scientists 

such as ALBERTO BONDOLFI often seek to ensure that the genetic engineering constitutes 

nothing new,432 because in nature ongoing genetic material will be recombined. According 

to BONDOLFI: 

We are doing nothing more than the previous generations of mankind. The man has 

always alter himself in accordance with nature, albeit at a lower level. ... Genetic 

engineering was, in fact, a "qualitative revolution, a kind of paradigm shift". ... But 

even such a decisive change does not mean that it needs a whole new ethics and 

morality to deal with genetic engineering.433 

                                      
427 See. Virt, Günter (1992/98); 13. – See. Virt, Günter (1997a); 3-4. – See. Wohlmeyer, Heinrich (1997); 15-27. 

428 See also: Virt, Günter (1997a); 3-4. 

429 As reported by the Kathpress on 12.04.1997. 

430 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997j); 1772. 

431 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997i); 1316. 

432 It is drawn into the field like the comparison with yeast and beer production. 

433 See. Bondolfi, Alberto (1996); 12. 
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HELMUT KAISER434 describes this attitude as fundamentally wrong and a pure trivialization 

of a technique which comprises of (a) representing an excess of barriers between various 

living organisms, (b) realizing a new combination of rules and genes, and (c) allowing the 

installation of synthetic genes into the genome435.436 The question that must be answered 

is: "Whether the genetic modification of trees for the whole nature is - with all its living 

things – good for the present and well into the future?" The ethical consideration must, 

therefore, go particularly to make the point and the risks of often quite inconspicuous 

transition and the envelope of a species-specific quality (ecological balance) visible in the 

reversal into unecological (woodlands in economic terms). 

Transgenic Trees: The theme of transgenic trees are certainly far less clearly defined than 

that of the transgenic animals or even humans. While it is not quite possible from an ethical 

point of view that an animal is merely a tool and not a living being with a particular law, 

the "tree" is in itself a size to which nobody ascribes any right in general, but is referred 

to as a thing. Here the matter to be debated is not whether a tree has inherent rights or not, 

rather it should be as to whether the artificially genetically modified tree has one thing in 

common with all the transgenic organisms whose reproduction cannot be controlled 

strictly: Whether an uncontrolled propagation can take incalculable proportions, or 

whether sterile trees could prevent continuous natural regeneration. Another danger is that 

these creatures could produce unexpected toxins and thus there would be a danger to 

humans, animals and plants.437 

Gene therapy: The forest tree according to measure! This is not thought of a "therapy" to 

a full-grown tree, but to changes in the genome - the genetic material of construction - for 

growing a tree for "Mass". The risks lie in the same range as mentioned above. 

Herbicide and fungicide-resistant plants: inestimable ecological risks! This variant of a 

genetically manipulated plant contains two problem areas in itself. (a) The issue of 

"affordability": can poorer countries afford such productions in order to eventually 

compete with the rich countries or can this not promote a total plunder of the forest 

resources of poor countries? (b) Would not this lead to the eradication of those plants that 

do not possess this resistance? Let us consider a distant day in the future where the 

woodlands are so poisoned by the pesticides and fungicides that even the genetically 

                                      
434 HELMUT KAISER: Habilitierter Sozial- und Wirtschaftsethiker, Privatdozent an der Universität Zürich. 

435 Gene 

436 See. Kaiser, Helmut (1997b); 278-279. 

437 See also: Ruckenbauer, Peter (1997); 18-28. 
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manipulated species have their work cut? The problem lies here in a threatening species 

impoverishment.438 

Patenting of life:439 life as an invention! Here, the ethical question weighs less - but quite 

still - on the question of financial affordability of such forest trees. The burning problem 

is much more subtle. Life becomes an invention, by which a crucial pragmatic step to 

radical technological and economic exploitation of life is taken. The genetic developments 

require a permanent ethical reflection. Experience has shown that a "technological 

imperative440" is formed - "'can do' means 'must do'441" - which includes a forced 

application of technical options. Such pre-arrangement of the technology ethics - what is 

technically possible without ethical reflection on ethically correct - must be overcome in 

the future, in terms of the principle: "The technical feasibility must be completely undone 

in all effects.442" Ethics cannot steal away, just because it either answers in the affirmative 

or refuses genetic engineering. Rather, its claim is based on ethical theories such as: 1. As 

far as problems of a technical or ethical nature are concerned, a step by step critical review 

is needed in all corresponding areas. This test can be applied anyway for every case, 

because we are both responsible for what we do and also for what we do not do it. In the 

overall context the following questions are to be considered: What kind of forestry and 

agricultural policies are required? How we counter the miseries of Third World? How can 

we prevent the ecological damage or even an ecological meltdown? The moratorium must, 

therefore, be an integral part of the technological development. Those who act according 

to the principle "There are market shares", give up on ethical reflection. 2. It is important 

to think about the utilization of living standards in forestry. These include, in particular: 

(a) The reverence for all living beings and preserving the species diversity; (b) the 

conservation of natural resources in terms of environmental quality and safety; (c) there 

shall be no irreversible development; Mistakes and accidents must be under control and 

also be rectifiable; (d) the survival of the individual as well as the long-term survival of 

all humanity and biodiversity. 3. When the different objectives are in conflict, the 

following rules shall apply: (a) safety takes precedence over the economy; (b) the common 

good comes before the individual interest; (c) a constant improvement of the situation; (d) 

a potential risk may only be accepted if the benefit exceeds the public risk. 4. The 

integration of ethics and genetic engineering requires comprehensive and participatory 

structures; that is, it is the "primacy of politics443". The first responsibility lies with the 

company: in terms of training their people, the technique applied and the ethical self-

                                      
438 See. Kaiser, Helmut (1997b); 280. 

439 See. Wohlmeyer, Heinrich (1997); 15-27. 

440 Kaiser, Helmut (1997b); 280. 

441 Kaiser, Helmut (1997b); 280. 

442 Kaiser, Helmut (1997b); 280. 

443 Kaiser, Helmut (1997a); 121-135. 
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control. The second comprises of an independent, interdisciplinary committee of experts 

that assesses risk.444 The third lies with independent institutions and organizations, which 

critically examine the expertise and, if necessary, make counter-assessments. 5. In the 

future, the following considerations must always be reintroduced: (a) Is gene technology, 

as a technology, at all responsible? (B) Is gene technology responsible for its objectives? 

And: (c) Genetic engineering is responsible for its foreseeable and unpredictable 

consequences.445 

 

1.4.2. Ecological awareness 

The ecological awareness has steadily increased in the recent decades, not least due to the 

fact that the woodlands on the earth – above all the temperate and northern woodlands 

rightly, the tropical woodlands are less acceptable – again and again referred as the "Green 

lungs446" on the earth. Without the raw materials of the woodlands, the human beings 

cannot survive; however, there existed the substance of wood around 99.6% of organic 

mass, that is acquired by the tree in the process of assimilation447. Only 0.4% of inorganic 

components are derived from the soil. The tree absorbs carbon dioxide from air with the 

help of its leaves and water from the soil to form the cytoplasm sugar, whereby it produces 

an acceptable "waste product" and releases oxygen into atmosphere. The sugar is needed 

for cell formation or converted into starch and stored in the root. By means of respiration 

of the plants, the reverse process once again consumes approximately one fifth of the sugar 

produced. The green plants with the help of sunlight produce 264g of carbonic acid and 

108 g of water with a consumption of 673 calories (2817.7164 J448) 180g energy dextrose 

and releases 192 g of oxygen. This process can takes place during daytime and the plants 

which has chlorophyll.449 

Another stream of the growing ecological consciousness is the revisit of traditional 

knowledge. Undoubtedly, the ancient "knowledge had less scientific basis than the 

modern; but without doubt this knowledge had significantly observed the nature more 

from inside. Nowadays, this trend is again revived, still many people are increasingly 

looking for "winter wood"450 or even "moon wood"451. This traditional wood classification 

                                      
444 Also refer: Virt, Günter (1992/98a); 1-13. 

445 See. Kaiser, Helmut (1992); 339-361. 

446 Lexikon der Öko-Irrtümer; 425-426; Die Regenwälder sind die 'grüne Lunge' der Erde. 

447 6 CO2+6 H2O Licht C6H12O6+6 O2 

448 1 cal = 4,1868 J bzw. 1 J = 0,2388 cal. 

449 See. Gohl, Heinrich / Krebs, E. (1973); 36-37. – Also refer: Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 134-135. 

450 Felling from 1st October until the end of February. 

451 The moon has disappeared below the horizon, also with the new moon. 
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rules are still followed in many regions of Austria and Bavaria for centuries. This tradition 

never scrutinizes the question that whether these rules are valid before scientific point of 

view?, but it promotes ecological consciousness of the people, which has more impact 

than the scientific treatise. If these rules achieve very less outcome, but still they have to 

achieve a lot. It means that in such rules "The wood classification, which remains solid 

and gleim, is good for the first days after the new moon in December, when an air or fire 

constellation falls on it…. Saw wood should be chopped down in the receptive Aquarus, 

thus the boards are not wormy, similarly the woods. ... For woods that preferably less tears 

up or that shouldn’t split, the moon should have disappeared below the horizon. Man 

observed this particular new moon, where this is not visible in the sky.452" Another form 

of consciousness will also be promoted at all times. Thus, the increase of environmental 

conscious will bought consumers the living Christmas tree in the pot, later which is planted 

in the garden. The other people will give emphasis on native Christmas tree, because these 

are mostly not originated from the plantations, instead chop up from the afforestation 

regions and are not addicted to preservatives or are troubled by long transit.453 Thereby 

they can be supplied as waste wood for trouble free recycling.454 The environmental 

consciousnesses associated with the trees are not something new that we invented. The 

trees, since time immemorial, are the symbol of solidarity of man with the nature. Even 

today, the politicians and the dignitaries happily employ trees to highlight their peaceful 

and nature friendly gestures. This is evident in the case of Olive tree, which is considered 

to be one of the oldest symbol of peace.455 

Based on the ecological problems of our period if anybody initiates the sensitization of 

the world, he must inevitably depend on different available datas. Definitely, one can 

really induce a "Religious war". Nevertheless some basic datas are mentioned here. 

Firstly, there would be a study related to the Club of Rome of 1972 entitled "Grenzen des 

Wachstums (Limits to Growth)", which has exposed the ultimate public consciousness 

regarding environmental crisis.456 As a result, various environmental campaigns were 

establised.457 In 1981, the timber experts disclosed the available huge wood reserves on 

earth. However, this message was not conveyed to the general public due to the fact that 

this will speed up the process of forest decline458.459 This movement reached its climax in 

                                      
452 Reprinted in: Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997b); 303. 

453 See. ARGE Schöpfungsverantwortung (Hg.) (1996a); 4. 

454 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997c); 607. 

455 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997k); 561. 

456 See the work: Meadows, Donella H. (1972). 

457 See also: Adenauer, Lothar (1983); 1-21. 

458 The term "Forest decline" was due to the "new damages to a forest" 1982 – starting from BRD – in a broader 

usage – Also refer: Ökobilanz Wald - 1995; 87. 

459 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999a); 15. 
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1984 and declared the ongoing year as "The Year of Forest Decline". – The cause of all 

forest declines are not considered as a result of anthropogenic intervention, but which also 

includes the cut that is created for taping and retapping.460 - This year’s political as well as 

people’s main concern was centered on the motto that "forest decline as an environmental 

catastrophe 461".462 The decline of forests and forest dieback are not only an issue of 1984, 

but also reflected in various forest damage reports. Even in 1999 the oldest environmental 

protection association of Germany "German Forest Protection Association" reported that 

20% of the trees had visible damages of defoliation or foliage loss of over 25%.463 

However, there is still a different date, which does not provide a large turbulence; but still 

most important is the year 1971. Just one year before the study of the Club of Rome, Pope 

Paul VI has referred in explicit statements, particularly at the Roman Synod of Bishops, 

the issue regarding environmental crisis. In the meantime, together with the catchword 

"Forest decline", yet another slogan such as "acid rain", "greenhouse effect" or "Ozone 

hole" were came into being. Even today, there is much debate concerning whether and 

how acid rain pollute woodlands. The reason for acid rain is influence of Sulfur dioxide 

(SO2), which in turn resulted in the acidification of forest soil. Thus SO2 is considered as 

the main reason behind acid rain, but to view acid rain in the traditional sense it is 

controversial. However, the interaction of SO2 with nitrogen (NOx) and possibly with an 

elevated ozone concentration (O3) is generally accepted as valid.464 Here it is important to 

mention the green house effect. This has very less direct impact on "forest decline "than 

the species existence. As already pointed out by the Swedish physical chemist SVANTE 

AUGUST ARRHENIUS that the turn of the penultimate century is confronted with climate 

threats, if man increases the use of heat-retaining gases on air (Green house gases, 

greenhouse fluids). According to researchers if the carbon dioxide (CO2-content465) 

doubles, then the earth would warm up in the global average by four to six degrees. At 

that time the researchers are not in a position to prove the technicalities of their theory. 

Today, this issue is being widely discussed in the scientific world.466 

Environmental protection also requires spiritual values in the policy framework. CHUNG 

OK LEE467 declared at a conference in Bern that there is a growing willingness of the 

political decision makers to accommodate moral and spiritual values into it. The 

                                      
460 See. Ökobilanz Wald - 1995; 67. 

461 See. Seitz-Weinzierl, Beate (1984); 1. 

462 See. Sauer, Hans Dieter (1997); 1. 

463 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999o); 1933. 

464 See. Lexikon der Öko-Irrtümer; 412-415; Saurer Regen zerstört die Wälder. 

465 CO2 is such a greenhouse gas. 

466 Hauer, Christian (1996); 2-14. 

467 President of the religious groups and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) at the UN in New York. 
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ecological damage can be effectively addressed if we use time to bring politics and 

spirituality together. LEE emphasized that KOFI ANNAN must strongly endorse the 

environmental programmes designed by the NGOs. The establishment of a new social and 

political structure is considered to be the necessity of the hour. Globalization may no 

longer be a unilateral economical operation, but must be promoted as intellectual-cultural 

and spiritual expression. For this purpose, all religious communities are encouraged to 

work together. A particular importance is assigned to the role model effect of religious 

communities handling with the commodities on the earth. 

 

1.4.2.1. The Nation and the ecological awareness 

The history of state organized woodland conservation can be traced back during the 7th 

century AD, when the first protected woodland was highlighted with legal validity. The 

Seigneurs were very less concerned about environmental protection, but on the other hand 

interested more on protecting their hunting rights. This undoubtedly produced a positive 

impact on the woodlands. As mentioned above, soon this flattened the conservation of 

woodlands and became a place for regular plundering of resources. In the 13th century, for 

the first time, a formal government ban on the woodlands clearing was came into force. 

This is introduced not on the basis of environmental protection, but on the hope that it will 

generate rental yield for grazing rights, which produces a disastrous consequences on 

nature. In 1309, the King HEINRICH VII started this movement thanks to the realization 

that the conversion of woodland in cultivated land is contrary to destruction and enacted 

strict woodland conservation laws. To him, the maliciously damaged trees energy should 

be pulled out of the trunk and place on the debarked position of the tree. The decapitated 

head of the wicked person is placed on the damaged tree.468 However, the Bavarian Dukes 

ordered that only the permitted woods could be chopping down, such as regeneration – 

the principle of sustainability became evident and can be find it again in the local 

regulations of 16th century. In Bad Reichenhall, the beneficiaries were compulsorily to 

plant multiple numbers of new trees in the place of every tree removed, but found out to 

be very difficult to implement. The history of the fundamental principles of modern 

environmental policies can be traced back to the Kingdom of Sicily in the year 1231. In 

this environmental policy, the traditional costs-by-cause principle was applied. For 

example, the air quality regulations were ignored during soaking of flax and hemp, the 

product will go to the yard. The rationality of this law was that the cleanliness of the air 

was entrusted in the form of a divine decree of foresightedness of the Emperor. Queen 

ELISABETH I. of England banned this due to the smell and smoke of coal during the period 

of parliamentary sessions in England.469 In the field of woodland protection and soil 

                                      
468 It is the reminiscent of the sacred penalities, which were already mentioned above. 

469 See. Heine, Günter (1986); 116-134. 
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conservation, there were strict regional wise old commercial forest and woodland rules 

from 16th century to the end of the 18th centuries against the harmful and unilateral 

utilisation of woody plants. Especially a Dresden Regulation of 1700 went a step further, 

by which the priests are credited by punishing the forbidden bridal couples, when they 

could not produce an officially certified document that they had planted a certain number 

of saplings. In the 18th century, there was an attempt to implement it in the form of 

economic incentives than regulations on environmental protection. However, all these and 

also the later efforts remain mostly on the "concept" level. Only after the 2nd World War, 

the legislation got more effective orientation with regards to nature conservation 

measures.470 

The ecological consciousness does not also stop the contemporary Governments.471 In 

1952 the German President THEODOR HEUSS announced the planting of a maple tree in 

Bonn courtyard garden on the first "National Tree Day" in Germany.472 In 1985, in 

conformity with the FAO, declared that year as the "Year of Forest".473 As part of the 

reform of the Hessian State Forestry Administration (1990), they envisaged the so called 

30 new "Nature Conservation" functional woman officers and officers.474 In the national 

level also there were changes. In the wake of German reunification, there began the 

widespread state level privatization of forests in the new Federal States.475 In the end of 

1999, the German Environmental Minister TRITTIN even expressed a proposal that set off 

considerable response. He wanted to bring out a supplement draft that should eliminate 

the nature conservation-related areas and moreover, the normally cultivated areas from 

the legally privatised contract. These areas consisting of 100'000 hectors of woodland and 

around 200'000 hectors of agricultural land should be available free of cost for nature 

conservation organizations or be transferred to the public authorities. As a result, the 

organizations of forest owners estimated with a value of 1.4 billion German Mark 

(€ 715,8 Million) escaped from the state exchequer. Unfortunately, these organizations 

are not mentioned, how much profit would be for the state in German Mark/€, if those 

nature areas were preserved as intact, as local recreational area, gene reservoirs, natural 

water treatment regions, and much more. It can be assumed that it would exceed more 

than 1.4 billion German Marks (€ 715.8 Million).476 Moreover, the Federal Government 
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472 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999a); 15. 
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wants to promote the environmental friendly use of timber.477 If one considers the fact that 

the German Federal Foundation for Environment had alone between 1991 to 1997 

sponsored approximately 2,000 environmental projects with a budget of 1 billion German 

Marks (€ 511,3 Million.) and timber was the main funding priority that clearly indicates a 

ray of hope for the future.478 

Another impressive form is the increasing awareness demonstrated by the state authorities 

of Chile. On the Island of Chiloe, there are many wooden churches. It is a striking example 

of the successful use of wood for construction purposes. The oldest is the church of Achao. 

It was built in the early period of 18th century. The church of Acha has now, with other 

eight wooden churches, declared as a national monument. Of these churches of Achao, 

Nercón, Quinchao, Vilpulli (early 18th century); Chonchi (mid of 18th century); Dalcauhe 

(early 19th century) and the San Francisco Cathedral in Castro (beginning of the 20th 

century) were honored as "The Glory of the Great Garden of the Church" by means of 

commemorative stamp series.479 

However, these individual cases should not contradict the fact that forestry and also the 

environmental problems of forestry are not given due consideration in the EU policy. Last, 

but not least, the importance of forestry in the European Union has significantly changed 

by the joining of the woodland states like Finland, Sweden and Austria. Neither the Treaty 

of Rom nor the Treaty of Maastricht makes provisions for a Forest policy. Only the 

product Cork is included in the Annexure II, however, wood never finds a place in it. This 

development has sometimes creates damaging consequences. Thus, the forest policy can 

always solely be effected in connection with other interests. This indication is already 

reveals it. All too often, the other interests determine the forest policy. The woodland is, 

thus, almost a Verinstrumentalisierung (stave instrumentalisation) defenselessly 

surrendered. The foundations are in place in the declarations of the Agen 2'000, but the 

necessary infrastructure has to be built. Hardly any other branch all over Europe finds such 

different conditions like the forestry. It is, therefore, no policy area of EU has so many 

facets enacted like the forestry policy. Therefore, the protections of subsidiary principles 

are considered to be an important driving force for a common forest strategy. The 

environmental protection areas can be nevertheless be missed out.480 At this point, Austria 

has already accomplished important groundwork. With a seven-point program for an 

ecological forest management, they offered new impulses. Thus, the promotion of rare 

                                      
477 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1998c); 1213. 

478 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997l); 1261, 1262. 

479 See. Buff, Joachim (1997); 838. 

480 See. Mannsberger, Gerhard (1997); 1861,1862. 
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and endangered species in the management of Austrian forests, considered as a visible 

part of this strategy to improve the condition of the forests. 

A seven-point program of the Austrian Ministry of Agriculture had the following 

priorities: 

0. Silvicultural promotions with an ecological orientation. 

1. Research focuses on natural forestry. 

2. Education and training with increased ecological components. 

3. Development of Gene Protection and Natural Forest Reserve Programms. 

4. Forest development plans with additional environmental accents. 

5. Extention of Forest Inventory with the evaluation of environmental objectives. 

6. The objective of a global forest convention with sustainable management.481 

 

The focus of this programme is centered on the approximation of a natural forest 

community. This will demand inevitably healthy forests and therefore, long via healthy 

timber market advantages over the countries, in any form whatsoever, weakened 

woodlands. Thus it is promoted particularly by an even stronger afforestation of evergreen 

and deciduous forests in accordance with the background area classification. The Federal 

Research Institute has defined the so-called coniferous wood – excluded areas, in which 

in future they only promote the deciduous wood afforestation by taking into consideration 

of the rare species, such as in the sparsely forested Pannonian East. This support for the 

sparsely indigenous deciduous trees lead the way in few decades for economically viable, 

natural woodland deserves hardly necessary to mention. This is an approach that clearly 

shows that the timely access in the forest market gap is consistently interesting. The 

remaining 7% artificial stocks are to be re-planted very close to nature. New to the 

scientific field is the introduction of a "Forest Pedagogy School" in the land of castles 

(Burgenland).482 

While in Austria, The Austrian government’s active intervention for woodlands recovery 

by means of ecological afforestation and replanting; tempted Switzerland with a targeted 

subsidiary policy. Today’s focus is centered on the promotion of forest management and 

measures to protect against natural disasters. These subsidies will encourage an indirect 

structural change, since the windthrow trees will yield more money thanks to current 

subsidiaries than the healthy wood from natural stocks. Increasing labor costs483 and falling 

wood prices contribute little to make the woodlands profitable. The forestry deficit has 

                                      
481 See. Abdruck in: Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997e); 1875. 

482 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997e); 1875. 

483 A worker of the Austrian Federal Forests earned an average of 3,36 €/h (46,21 ÖS/h) in 1980 and in 1996 

6,25 €/h (86 ÖS/h). – Also refer: Österreichischer Waldbericht 1995; Tabelle 83. 
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increased from 1996 to 1997by 40%.484 These situations will in turn presents a 

development in the forestry sector, in spite of increasing public use of resources, the 

implementation of the forest policy objectives has been hampered. In addition to the 

already existed reasonable compensation for forest planning, forest reserves and forest 

declines only support the individual projects. The canton submits a project before the 

Federal Forest Agency. The Federal Forest Inspector inspects whether it satisfies the 

technical requirements and complies the forest legislations. Finally, the evaluation it turns 

out to be positive and available for necessary federal funding, the approval is given by the 

Swiss Forest Agency. However, those who presumed the view that the project is generally 

handled directly, no matter which area it is submitted is mistaken. A concept from a canton 

is classified as financially week by the Federal Government, receives for an equivalent 

intention much more assistance than one from a financially strong canton. This will mean 

that the projects are proposed and approved for the highest possible Federal contribution 

of grants, where benefits with respect to the objectives of Federal Forestry is not always 

guarantee the desired transparency. Since the beginning of 1997 a "New Financial 

Equalization (NFA)" tried and tested under the Project title "Effor2". The Swiss Forest 

Agency has recognized that it doesn’t work without a paradigm shift towards subsidiary, 

effectiveness and efficiency. The subsidiarity leads to a stronger partnership between 

Federal Government and the cantons. Now the individual projects are no longer supported 

by the Federal Government, but projects in conjunction with other taking into account the 

possibilities of the cantons. Moreover, the issues must have both interests: the interest of 

the Federal Government and the cantons. Efficiency can be achieved by the fact that every 

canon is not allowed to pay their own things from the Federal Government, but the cantons 

must inevitably respect the forest policies of the Federal Government. However, since 

now all cantons must provide a common pursuit of a forest policy objective and support 

not more than 26 canton objectives or demicanton objectives. Efficiency is achieved by 

the fact that no more proven costs will be reimbursed, but the value of a program is 

politically determined and harmonized with the cantons.485 

 

1.4.2.2. Nature conservation and its objectives in relation to Woodland/Commercial 

Forest 

Nature conservation is the result of improper resource management. If the humans would 

not have used the nature for their sustainability, there would be no need of nature 

conservation.486 In the global scenario, the growth of forest area lags behind its destruction. 

                                      
484 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997m); 1770. 

485 See. Salzmann, René (1997); 1766, 1767. 

486 See. Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 65. 
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– In Austria, the Forest inventory share of Federal territory accounts for 44% in 1961/70 

and 46,2% in 1986/90. The proportion of forest in relation to the land area, thus, increased 

by 2,2%.487 - Therefore, there is a necessity to increase the share of woodland universally. 

A comprehensive reforestation programme is implemented in Great Britain and Southern 

Europe, especially in Spain. The designations of nature conservation areas, barrier 

woodlands, protective forests and recreational forests as well as natural forest reserves are 

legal measures to protect and conserve forest areas. Here, the nature is allowed to maintain 

itself. Dry trees are no longer allowed to chop down, fallen down and cut short. This 

development is scientifically observed and compared with those in industrial forests. In 

the nature reserves, a number of endangered species are maintained. The protection of 

forests, along with the protected areas and nature reserves in particular, consists of an 

ecologically sound management of the industrial forest areas.488 

The prime objective of nature friendly forest management is to maintain the forest as to 

suit the local conditions, largely focused on the self-regulating community. Therefore, the 

best prerequisites offered for it is the justification of species-rich mixed forests. 

Deforestations are avoided. The natural regeneration has two possible main concerns prior 

to planting.489 This implies that man must reckon with nature in the long run. The forest 

ecology – which deals with the cohabitation of the woodlands, their relationship with one 

another as well as with the natural and human environment – and the economy to be 

complementary, which has the goal of sensible handling of the resources. The long term 

stable timber yields are provided by the healthy forests and at the same time, ensure the 

ecological efficiency of the forests.490 Thereby, the forest not comes out of the air in the 

truest sense; it must be saved from further air and water pollution.491 However, forest 

protection also means pest control, while the "beneficial creatures "like birds, ants and 

bats are to be protected or allowed to prepare new livelihoods like nesting places for 

them.492 

The necessities of nature conservation are regarded as a well established fact. In spite of 

these urgencies, there is no conclusive formulation of objective in the centers of Central 

Europe till this date that could be used as the basis of a catalogue of measures. This is 

founded on the complexity of politics, economy and education didactics, which is 

ultimately rooted in the ethical-moral value systems of our society. Thus, nature protection 

can be considered as a service to humanity. This view is actually good, but the services as 

                                      
487 See. Umwelt in Österreich - Daten und Trends 1994; 188. 

488 See. LUP; Gemässigte Wälder / Waldschutz / Aufforstung und Schutz 1/1. 

489 See. LUP; Gemässigte Wälder / Waldschutz / Naturgemässer Waldbau 1/2. 

490 See. LUP; Gemässigte Wälder / Waldschutz / Naturgemässer Waldbau 2/2. 

491 See. LUP; Gemässigte Wälder / Waldschutz / Immissionsschutz 1/1. 

492 See. LUP; Gemässigte Wälder / Waldschutz / Schädlingsbekämpfung 1/1. 
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a general rule is only recognized when the maneuverability of this generation and not as 

something far reaching. The idea that a tree could be better than today’s man, reflects the 

conception that the future human beings can have a space to live, to create widespread 

fear.493 Currently, the preservation of the usability of natural assets is assigned directly to 

the economic inventions of man in the ecosystem and maintains far reaching nature 

conservation methods merely for securing of resources within the functioning of 

ecosystems. Sustainability, is therefore, must be primarily understood in economic terms 

and less concerning the contents. The content inevitably includes the protection of 

potential utilization of forest conservation, raw materials, hunting, pharmaceuticals, gene 

reserve, quality of life and cultural heritage in the holistic perspective. Therefore, 

sustainability means more than just economic benefits, namely sustainable protection of 

species diversity of indigenous flora and fauna as a classical nature conservation 

assignment. Nature conservation under this aspect not deals with a classification of more 

valuable and non valuable species, but contributes to conservation capability. Man views 

himself in his nature explicitly confronted with the "forest nature". Hence, an additional 

objective of balanced nature conservation is not to deal jungle in the context of economic 

profitability calculation of the commercial timber, but as a case of reversal. It further 

proposes in the perspective of didactic sense, to make the economy more attentive; that 

they can with the help of money eradicate all kinds – their money will not enough to bring 

back an extinct species in their original character into existence. 

Each species has, therefore, an intrinsic value, which may be seen not only from the 

perspective of people and money, but in fact from the selection of species concerned. The 

reason for this inevitable vision is quite simple: The human being is part of the ecological 

balance from which he lives to a large extent. He destroys this balance; he deprives himself 

of his own living conditions. Since, the man is a part of this system, he must also concern 

from this point of view and the other side, this construct it belongs to, if possible not to 

overlook and ultimately thereby to harm themselves.494 Thus, the primary goal of forest 

protection and nature conservation for a long time is to justify the conservation of forests 

as cohabitation, at the same time the bio-centric importance of habitat conservation, 

species conservation, the conservation of ecological system as well as the anthropocentric 

forest functions such as natural method of timber production and the necessity of 

recreation and building of sustainability. The forest must be conserved on the basis of a 

dynamic ecological system with all its characteristic peculiarities and processes as well as 

of its space-time stages. The previously dominant forest areas such alluvial forest, forest 

mire, moorland forest etc also deserves special protection. Where there will be an 

opportunity to see the necessity of nature conservation, such forest areas must be allowed 

                                      
493 However, as per the above observations there were times and circumstances, where the forest crime were 

punishable by death sentence. Naturally, it is valid to find humane considerations, than the death penalty. 

494 See. Scherzinger, Wolfgang (1996); 285-287. 
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to become indigenous. The same priority of renaturalisation is not needed for forest aisles, 

logging trails, drawing tracks, farm ways and viewed of that kind.495 At this point of natural 

conservation ethics plays an important role. It attempts to make understandable the unique, 

scientific (not) yet easy process and/or concerted effort on "human feelings" and holistic, 

not least oriented to God as Creator, thinking and action.496 The nature conservation 

objectives can be briefly summarized as: 

1. Maintain natural environment in its outer area; 

2. Evaluation of different land usages in the natural area: The forest areas are 

usually classified as ecologically superior as agricultural and respectively the fallow 

land. Wertung unterschiedlicher Bodennutzungsarten; 

3. Systematic conservation of habitats or creation of a "new" plant and animal 

communities; 

4. Landscape conservation according to psychological – sociological 

considerations: Nativeness, rareness, priority ranking according to a survey: 

ecosystem (ecology) 54%, Recreation 28% and landscape 18%.497 

 

1.4.2.2.1. Forest ecosystem 

For years, the Swiss experts seriously call for measures to reduce the emission level of 

hazardous substances. With several decades of continuous "long term Forest ecosystem 

Research (LWF)" studies in Switzerland clarifies the questions like the functioning of the 

cohabitation of forests and how the forest reacts to air pollutants and climate changes. In 

detail it should be clarified that what is the significance of crown condition for the health 

of the trees; how can we alter the tree growth and what kind of impact take up climate 

position on the tree growth; if the nutrient supply of the trees worsened and which 

influences along with acid rain; what causes for the disturbances of an ecosystem; whether 

the biological activity of the topsoil is sound; whether the chemical composition of the 

soil changes; what is extent of air pollution reached on the surface areas and what is impact 

it demonstrates. This study has a significant environmental importance, but still it serves 

as a scientific basis to assess the need and the success of environmental measures.498 For 

the exploration of forest ecosystem, the contribution of natural forest reserve must be 

                                      
495 See. Scherzinger, Wolfgang (1996); 287-289. 

496 See. Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 66. 

497 See. Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 67. 

498 See. Eidg. Forschungsanstalt WSL, Buwal (1997); 1770. 
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taken into account. In these areas, which is uninfluenced by humans the development of 

the local forest community is observed. The natural forest reserve offers the so-called 

"zero level"facility to produce comparative research with cultivated forests and to identify 

possible changes. With regard to the generally changing environmental and climatic 

situation delivers these valuable zero area information.499 In addition, these forests also 

provide refuge area for the endangered species. 

Lushness and browsing, diversity and emptiness, blossoms and beetle grub are all nature, 

although this does not always belongs to our preconception, which classify rather growth, 

fullness and harmony as God given infirmity, desolate and destruction as the "work of the 

devil". It is a mistake made by many woodland valuation methods that the mature "climax" 

stages has higher grade than the younger or older phases, but represents an equally 

important sector of the forest development cycle.500 The following graphic shows how 

these different developmental potentials in various cultivation types are presented: 
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In Switzerland, around 17% of forest plants are entered in the red list. Approximately 34% 

of the bird species, which are found in forests, are endangered or threatened with 

extinction. The fungi and saproxylic502 insects, a strong inventory decline is observed. For 

this decline, two notable factors have been particularly identified: (a) The decline of 

nutrient-low habitats; (b) lack of natural dynamics in the woodlands. Both these causes 

                                      
499 See. Plattner, Gerald (1994); 77-82. 

500 See. Scherzinger, Wolfgang (1994); 17-29. 

501 Picture: See: Scherzinger, Wolfgang (1994); 21. 

502 "wood bound" insects. 
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are mitigated by means of an appropriate management, but unfortunately not be 

eliminated, because forestry, which is close to nature, imperfectly imitate the phases of 

the natural forest development. Thus, the important objective of nature conservation is the 

creation of natural woodlands reserve in sufficient numbers with adequate individual 

areas. The result is the lack of habitats with increased scrap wood and dead wood that can 

be covered by natural forest reserves. Around 8% of total forest area in central part of 

Switzerland is compulsorily dedicated as forest reserve. Even in 1993, this was only 1.5‰ 

(In Austria, the proportion in 1995 was1995 0,08% [= 0,8‰].503) In recent years, a small 

increase was recorded owning to the financial contributions from the federal government. 

The creation of large-scale forest reserves are, howevever, met with skepticism 

particularly from foresters and woodland owners.504 

 

1.4.2.2.2. Protection of Nature versus Commercial forest? 

A key question regarding the definition of objectives is seen from forestry side itself: how 

much the economy can "tolerate" regarding the conservation of woodlands.505 EBERHARD 

SCHÜLE506 is considered as one of the strongest advocates of economic efficiency. For him, 

it is important that forest yields profit and also fills the coffers of the local authorities. He 

is an ardent supporter of foresters and woodland owners. The foresters and the woodland 

owners, according to him, over centuries "survived and promoted it from puny remains 

by means of laborious work and managed woodlands that now cover one third of the 

country and have a supply of wealth as it has never existed before.507" SCHÜLE regards 

these foresters and forest owners as equally responsible for the concept of sustainability 

and says: "Even or especially in commercial forest, the freedom of action should be left 

to the managers and woodland owners.508" THOMAS HENNINGSEN509 asserts to the contrary 

that he does not question the "economy" in itself, while it is the ground for the survival of 

humanity. However, the economy has clear boundaries: The long term management is 

                                      
503 See. Ökobilanz Wald - 1995; 39. – The number of forest greater protection areas not only concerned as a whole 

according to the 1993 survey as follows: Germany: 504 protected areas, with an area of 91'957 km2, equivalent 

to 25.8% of the national territory; Austria: 170 protected areas, with an area of 20'055 km2, equivalent to 23.9% 

of the national territory; Switzerland: 109 protected areas covering an area of 7'307 km2, equivalent to 17.7% of 

the national territory. - Source: Statistisches Jahrbuch für die Republik Österreich - 1996; 476. – The Austrian 

Federal Environment Agency has made 592 areas with an area of 20.160 km2 for 1993. In addition, more than 

1,067 km2 National Park in planning – See also: Umwelt in Österreich - Daten und Trends 1994; 201-202. 

504 See. Tester, Urs (1994); 10-16. 

505 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999m); 1877. 

506 EBERHARD SCHÜLE: Vice President of the Community Woodland Owners Association. 

507 Hölzel, Markus (1997b); 1403, 1409. 

508 Hölzel, Markus (1997b); 1403, 1409. 

509 Functionary of Greenpeace and leader of the woodland campaign Greenpeace Germany. 
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only possible if the environmental conditions are respected ... To follow Nature does not 

mean 'back to the trees', but to safeguard the natural foundations of life.510" HENNINGSEN 

believes that the notion of timber-related sustainability should be upgraded to a holistic 

ecosystem-based sustainability. In addition, it is to be observed, what serves as a model 

for forestry worldwide. The ecological forestry concepts that are developed by the large 

environmental organizations working on woodlands are necessary to be incorportated into 

the forestry sector.511 It also should be mentioned that it is possible for economy and 

ecology to live interdependently. The global environmental problems have drastically 

turned the urgent conversion to the pristinely way of utilisation. 

 

1.4.2.2.3. Sustainable Forestry 

Sustainable forestry is not a new concept that invented during our period and is evident 

from the activates of HEINRICH VON COTTA. In 1897, the United States ordered the 

formulation of a sustainable forestry to counter the protest of the timber industry in state 

forest regions, but this was not fully implemented.512 The realization of this arrangement 

took another 63 years to came into effect. It was not until 1960 that this regulation was 

enforced.513 In their report "Our Common Future514 the WCED515 put forwarded the term 

"sustainable516 development"517 to worldwide attention.518 Now sustainable forestry is a 

field where the whole world is more concentred. The 1997 "Ligna"519 in Hannover can be 

described as a milestone in creating the awareness among the entrepreneurs. During this 

programme, the first International "Wood Congress" held on the 5th and 6th of May, dealt 

with the concept of sustainable forestry,. Thus, the sustainably produced wood is the only 

renewable building material; as raw material and the renewable wood has got a prominent 

position. At the same time, it denotes that by unsustainable use of wood, there occurs a 

huge irreversible destruction of environment and nature.520 In Europe, over 12 million 

owners manage their forests sustainably. In the EU, at least 36% of the area, the 116 mio. 

                                      
510 Hölzel, Markus (1997b); 1403, 1409. 

511 See. Hölzel, Markus (1997b); 1403, 1409. 

512 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999a); 15. 

513 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999a); 15. 

514 "Our common future" 

515 World Commision for Environment and Development 

516 In the context of reliability – inclusive of quality, environmental and social performance. 

517 The term "Nachhaltige Entwicklung is translated as: "sustainable development" in English". 

518 See. Weish, Peter (1995); 121. 

519 Yearly Wood science conference in Hannover. 

520 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997f); 1245. 
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ha, covered with forest. - In Germany 30% [10,2 mio ha] (34% are state forests, 20% 

corporate forests and 46% private forests);521 in Switzerland 28% [1,2 mio. ha]522 (73% are 

owned by the public sector and 27% of private forests);523 in Austria 38% [3,88 Mio. ha]524 

(20,5% and 79,5% are state forest private forests)525 - Of these, 116 mio. ha, 66% 

(76,56 mio. ha) are privately owned. The private forests, which are managed hereditarily, 

have to play a major role in the sustainable management form.526 This utilization was also 

honored by the EU Parliament especially emphasizing it in the "Decision regarding 

Climate Change", their contribution in terms of carbon reservoirs. The parliament also 

promoted the increased use of wood as a substitute for non-renewable raw materials such 

as plastic and metal.527 

Since 1992, the FAO528 has assisted 32 countries to upgrade their forestry and conservation 

laws to modern standards. If possible, local, long-term concession contracts are provided 

to the largest possible areas, such that with felling cycles of at least 25 to 30 years of 

consistently relatively high quantities of wood and thus allow the possibility of 

depreciation of large investments. The analysis has shown that in these countries the 

controlled and responsible forestry produces no more overhead cost. Higher material and 

timber harvesting plan costs will significantly counterbalance the damage to the floor and 

standing stock as well as rational and time-saving methods.529 A substantial assistance in 

promoting sustainable management of tropical forests is considered as certification. 

However, it is effective only when the credibility of the certificate is guaranteed and the 

                                      
521 More under the table: Übersicht der Waldeigentumsarten in den einzelnen Ländern (gerundete Zahlen). 

(Overview of native trees of the forests in individual countries (rounded figures)) –  See also: Drabarczyk, 

Liselotte (1999a); 15. 

522 See. more under the table: Übersicht der Waldeigentumsarten in den einzelnen Ländern (gerundete Zahlen). 

(Overview of native trees of the forests in individual countries (rounded figures)) –  See also: Vallorbe, J. Combe 

(1987); 6. - (1 a (Are) = 100 m2 / 1 ha (Hektare) = 10'000 m2= 100 a / 1 Cent = 40,4686 m2 = 435,6 ft2 / 100 Cent 

= 1 Acre = 4046,8564224 m2 (40,468564224 a = 0,40468564224 ha) / 1 km2 = 100 ha = 10'000 a = 1'000'000 m2 

= 10'763'910,4167 ft2)) 

523 See. more under the table: Übersicht der Waldeigentumsarten in den einzelnen Ländern (gerundete Zahlen).( 

Overview of native trees of the forests in individual countries (rounded figures)) – This information is based on 

a request to the Federal Statistical Office in Bern, which was answered me personally via e-mail at 24.4.1997. 

524 See. Statistisches Jahrbuch für die Republik Österreich - 1996; 14, 228. (Statistical Yearbook for the Austrian 

Republic) 

525 more under the table: Übersicht der Waldeigentumsarten in den einzelnen Ländern (gerundete 

Zahlen).(Overview of native trees of the forests in individual countries (rounded figures)) –  See also: 

Statistisches Handbuch für die Republik Österreich - 1980; 92. 

526 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1998a); 1071. 

527 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999p); 2041. 

528 Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN 

529 See. Schminke, Karl Hermann (1997a); 1431, 1434. 
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corresponding controls are carried out according to international guidelines.530 So far, very 

few forestry companies have been certified in the tropical natural forest, pertaining to their 

operating systems and their processes of sustainability. On the other hand, sustainability 

is nothing new in the tropics, around 140 years ago DIETRICH BRANDIS put forwarded the 

idea of socially responsible sustainability in the teak forests of Burma. However, this was 

implemented by the forestry departments around 40 Years in the pristine tropical 

rainforests of Malaya, Sabah, Sarawak and Mindanao Uganda with good initial success. 

Today, this obviously seems impossible; but the development in tropical countries also 

took a path that turned out much different than what is intended. These examples and 

experiences from the past 50 years show that a sustainable and environmentally sound 

forest management in the tropics is quite possible, despite the doomsayers.531 There are 

evidences that also show that sustainability reduces the loss of forest area.532 Thus, 

sustainability with profitability can certainly be combined together, which was known in 

German forestry for a long period. The remaining, a balance between benefit and 

protection of forests can lead to its permanent conservation for the benefit of people living 

by it and its income. Sustainable forestry means: Protection through responsible use.533 

The society considered to be sustainable if it is so structured and behaves in such a manner 

that it remains viable for all generations. In other words, society has to be far-sighted, 

versatile that it does not undermine its own material and social livelihoods.534 The UN 

gives a clear definition in this aspect: a company is measured as sustainable if it "meets 

the needs of the present appropriately without restricting the ability of future generations 

to meet their own needs535". - " The state of equilibrium would decrease the burden of 

resources in our environment, but calls for much stronger human moral faculties.536" 

1.4.2.2.4. Environmental Management System in the EU countries (Eco-Audit) 

The protection of nature and also the environment by involving its stakeholders should 

never be an economic obstacle in an institution in any way. Studies conducted at the 

Institute of Forest Utilization and Work Science at the University of Freiburg testifies the 

importance of employee participation in environmental protection that is undertaken in an 

institution. It applies not only to ecological but also opens up socio-economic potentials 

in particular.537 

                                      
530 See. Bruenig, Eberhard F. (1998b); 745, 747. 

531 See. Bruenig, Eberhard F. (1998a); 705, 706, 707. 

532 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999b); 393. 

533 See. Schminke, Karl Hermann (1997b); 1441, 1446. 

534 See. Meadows, Donella H. (71993); 250-259. 

535 WCED (1987); 102. 

536 Harte, John (1971); 237. 

537 See. Pinker, Wolfram (1999); 1299. 
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The successful implementation of an environmental management and control system 

(EMAS538) consistently offers various advantages for the forestry business. In the EU, 

since 1995 exist an EMAS Regulation,539 which permits this form of self-monitoring of 

EU rules and regulations. All companies within the EU can, in principle, be part of the 

EMAS.540 The goal of EMAS is to promote a continuous improvement of environmental 

performance in the context of industrial activities: 

 Definition and implementation of location-based environmental policies, programs 

and management systems by companies; 

 systematic, objective and periodic evaluation of the performance of these organs; 

 Providing information regarding the environmental performance to the public.541 

To become an EMAS-institution, there are a few points to consider SIEGFRIED PRAAST542 

points out the following management practices in this context: 

1. The workers will promote a sense of responsibility for the environment at all 

levels. 

2. The environmental impact of each new activity, each new product and each new 

process would be assessed in advance. 

3. The impact of current activities on the local environment would be assessed 

and monitored, and any significant environmental effects of these activities in 

general would be tested. 

4. It would implement the necessary measures to prevent environmental pollution 

and to eliminate and, where this is not feasible, reduce pollutant emissions and 

waste generation to a minimum and conserve resources; this account must be 

taken of possible clean technologies. 

5. Necessary measures to be taken to prevent accidental emissions of materials or 

energy. 

6. A procedure for monitoring in compliance with the environmental policy shall 

be laid down and enforced; provides the facilities like recording and updating 

the results wherever these procedures require measurement and testing. 

                                      
538 Environmental Management- and Audit-System = Umwelt-Management- und Kontrollsystem. - Stands in 

conjecture with DIN EN ISO 10011. 

539 EMAS-Verordnung (EWG) Nr. 1836/93, applicable since 11. April 1995. In: Amtsblatt EG Nr. L 186 of 10. 

Juli 1993. 

540 See. dazu: Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1998b); 105, 108. 

541 See. Praast, Siegfried (1997a); 2305. 

542 Dipl.-Ing. Dipl.-Des. Eur Ing SIEGFRIED PRAAST: business consultant and auditor for the accreditation of 

verifiers for all commercial areas of the timber industry (including furniture manufacturing), vehicle construction 

and mechanical engineering in Germany. 
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7. There shall be procedures and measures for the cases established and kept up 

to date in which it stated that a company did not comply with its environmental 

policy and environmental objectives. 

8. Together with the authorities special procedures shall be drawn up and kept up 

to date in order to minimize the impact of any accidental discharges. 

9. The public shall get all the information that would be needed to understand the 

environmental impact of the company's activities, and an open dialogue with 

the public should be pursued. 

10. The customer would be given advice on the environmental aspects related to the 

handling, use and disposal of the company's products in an appropriate manner. 

11. There would be taken previous reversals, is guaranteed by the that working on 

the same premises contract partners of the company the same environmental 

standards apply as this itself.543 

 

Therefore, the company is obliged to hold its environmental goals in writing and be 

precise. Incomplete formulations are not accepted. Not later than every three years, the 

institutions are inspected.544 The people who conduct the environmental verification must 

be impartial and if necessary points out the beneficial dropout accounts to the senior 

management. The company must submit this report by the possibility of an entry in the 

list of competent to the Chamber of Commerce and Industry. If there are no objections 

from the concerned authorities, the institution is entered into the register of EMAS 

businesses. Any violations on the part of the institution will cause their temporary removal 

from the chamber directory until the cause of this entry waiver is resolved.545 As mentioned 

in the beginning of this section, the EMAS certification brings many advantages to the 

company. The first advantage is in the form of savings in financial terms. So the cost of 

supply and disposal, energy, transport, production materials and the packaging cost are 

saved. Legal validity for the environment and product-related liability under criminal law 

is significantly improved, which is often unknown and its importance is underestimated 

continuously. If an institution is sued for environmental offenses, it is their responsibility 

to prove that there was no organizational failure from their part. This proof can usually be 

assisted and lead only by successful participation in EMAS. The validity of claims of a 

claimant against a location is stipulated within 30 years. The greater transparency of a 

company leads to a reduction of credit risk and thus often resulted in cheaper lending rates. 

The insurance companies also offer a reduced premium.546 At present, there is a lack of 

general awareness regarding the EMAS system (also erroneously called eco audit). 

                                      
543 See. Praast, Siegfried (1997a); 2308. 

544 See. Praast, Siegfried (1997b); 2344, 2345. 

545 See. Praast, Siegfried (1998a); 37, 46. 

546 See. Praast, Siegfried (1998b); 140, 142. 
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Establishments should, therefore, be encouraged to give more publicity regarding the 

framework of EMAS.547 

 

1.4.2.2.5. Certification 

The assessment of an environmentally oriented certification of forest products from 

sustainably managed forests is based on the UN Conference on Environment and 

Development548 held in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992, and also its follow-up conferences.549 

The certification of wood is a much debated topic. Some occasional manifestations of this 

discussion shall be noted here. This topic can be viewed from different perspectives. 

European forestry is to be regarded, in some ways, as a universal model, in view of the 

certification of wood but not otherwise. Therefore, attention is directed to Canada at this 

juncture. Canada, with exports accounting for 80% of its forest and wood products, 

follows the requirements of its export markets very closely and consistently takes this 

issue seriously. Recently, Canada has in the past few years, developed a certification 

system and essentially meets the following standards: 

 Voluntary; 

 Including economic, social, economic and ecological values; 

 Credibility (open-minded approach and interest-verifying, scientifically proven, 

reviewed by independent monitors [audit]); 

 Flexibility (applicable in all types of forests and forest ownerships); 

 Fairness to all producers and responsive to all producers; 

 No distortion of trade 

The Canadian process consists of two core documents: the guide to sustainable forestry 550 

and the Audit Guidelines for systems of sustainable forestry.551 There shall be 

consultations with non-governmental organizations, examinations by the public and 

monitoring by Probeautits. This certificate does not constitute an eco-label; rather it is a 

                                      
547 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999i); 685. 

548 UNCED = UN-Conference on Environment and Development 

549 See. KWFL; 861-862; Zertifizierung. (Certification) 

550 Document: Z 808 

551 Document: Z 809 
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forestry standard552 developed on the basis of environmental management system.553 The 

Canadian process of certification is, therefore, a good beginning, but lags behind the 

provisions of the European EMAS supported operations. ISO554 14001 is measured 

numerically in institutions and must be recognized as common as EMAS. In Canada, 

therefore, it is not necessarily distinguishable whether the wood comes from natural areas 

or cleared areas,555 which have been reforested.556 Consumer-oriented companies, such as 

the graphical industry, are increasingly focusing on environmental certification, since in 

the medium term they are facing considerable disadvantages for the European industry.557 

In 1987, for the first time, the Federal Association of German Timber Trade (BD Holz) in 

connection with the Tropical Timber for certification has raised this issue regarding 

certification.558 

PHILIPP PRINZ ZU SALM559 pointed out that the expected cost of 60 DM / ha (€ 30.68 / ha) 

for achieving certification is too high for most forest owners. The vast majority of forest 

owners in this country are small proprietors with an area of less than 50 ha, which is not 

permanently cultivated and partly also found to be deficient. A certification of individual 

institution is, therefore, rejected in favor of source labeling, especially that the 

environmental concerns would be regulated and monitored by law.560 The view of MARIAN 

FREIHERR VON GRAVENREUTH also supports this view.561 He prefers a label with the 

description "wood from sustainable forestry. Grown in Germany's forests."562 However, 

THOMAS NEISS563 contradicts this view violently. He sees the danger that this could flood 

the domestic market with foreign companies having partly dubious labels, because the 

customers will demand more timber with a label.564 As part of establishing a role model in 

Europe, certification is likely to be useful. However, this must have other criteria than 

tropical countries. If a certificate declares that it is sustainable in these countries, this may 

not be enough, as is the case in Europe anyway. Rather, such a label must include eco-

                                      
552 DIN EN ISO 14001 - This does not cover the claims of EMAS. 

553 See. Schron, Brigit (1996); 2439. 

554 International Standard Organisation (ISO). 

555 See above Definition: Plantation forest (short-term sustainability of the forest) 

556 See. Becker, Michel (1997); 653, 654. 

557 See. Schron, Brigit (1996); 2439. 

558 See. Schrader, Jürgen (1998b); 633. 

559 Chairman of the Woodland Farmers' Association in Nordrhein Westfalen. 

560 See. Schron, Brigit (1996); 2439. 

561 Representatives of the group of German Woodland Owners Associations (AGDW). 

562 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997f); 1250. 

563 Head of Forestry, Conservation, Planning and Agriculture of Nordrhein-Westfalen. 

564 See. Schron, Brigit (1996); 2439, 2440. 
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social control objectives. This opinion is also supported565 by STEFAN SCHARDT566 to a great 

extent. The sustainability in forestry was seen in new light after the Earth Summit in Rio 

in 1992 and since the beginning of the IPF567 in 1995, it has been taken more seriously.568 

BARON FÜRSTENBERG569 however, refuses to discuss the question of certification. PRINCE 

WALDECK570 also criticized the pressure that is produced by a certification. JAN-DIRK 

SCHULZE OSTHOF571 says: "This certification brings us apart, makes the market corrupt and 

does not provide for a rising demand.572" HELMUT KLEIN573 however says that the vast 

knowledge must finally being implemented. He also said: "In ten years, the dice will be 

cast but the direction is still unclear. If it falls in the wrong direction, Forestry and Nature 

Conservation in Germany will be ruined.574" Certified wood on the construction market of 

private clients, however, has only one real opportunity, when this wood is no more 

expensive than others. If a client gets offered a wooden ceiling of € 5,000 and one from a 

certified forestry, which is however 3% more expensive and will cost € 5'150.-, he will 

take the cheaper one. Few clients are willing to spend € 150 for the ecology of the forests. 

- further-interpreted.575  

 

1.4.2.2.5.1. Certificates 

First of all, regarding the certificates and the organizations that certify, it is necessary to 

mention the "FSC576". The Forest Stewardship Council (Weltforstrat) was founded in 

Toronto in 1993. It is an international, non-governmental organization with more than 250 

voting members, headquarters in Oaxaca / Mexico. It includes representatives of the 

timber industry, environmental organizations, certification institutes and experts from 25 

countries. The German FSC working group was established on 01.10.1997 in Bonn.577 

With the certification of forestry operations in accordance with FSC guidelines, 

                                      
565 See. Schron, Brigit (1996); 2439, 2440. 

566 Managing Director of the Tropical Forest Initiative (ITW) Germany. 

567 Intergovernmental Panel on Forests 

568 See. Schminke, Karl Hermann (1997b); 1441, 1446. 

569 Owner of a lot of woodlands. 

570 Owner of a lot of woodlands. 

571 Member of the Woodland farmer’s Co-operation of Nordrhein-Westfalen. 

572 Hölzel, Markus (1997b); 1409. 

573 HELMUT KLEIN: Woodland – political speaker of the BUND. 

574 Hölzel, Markus (1997b); 1409. 

575 See. Schrader, Jürgen (1998a); 633, 634. 

576 Forest Stewardship Council – Signet See.: Forest Stewardship Council (2000). 

577 See. KWFL; 245; Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). 
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independent experts shall certify that certain economic standards are met in the 

management of forests. Ever since the rapid destruction of forests through the techniques 

of slash and burn and clearings, there has been public pressure to make forestry more 

nature-friendly. Consumer demands have led to an increased trade in certified wood 

products. However, most certificates are not credible because they are issued by the 

forestry and timber industry itself. The consumer does not know whether sustainable 

ecological and social economical methods are behind it. The FSC is a global 

certification.578 

 

 

The principles and criteria of the Forest Stewardship Council as prepared by Greenpeace 

can represented as follows: 

1. Coherence with laws and FSC Principles The management of forests of 

country shall respect all applicable laws of the country, as well as all 

international treaties and agreements to which the country has undertaken 

and comply with all FSC Principles & Criteria. 

2. Lease, Rights of use and liabilities Long-term lease and use rights to land 

and forest resources shall be clearly defined, documented and legally 

established. 

3. Rights of indigenous (natives) The legal rights and customary rights of 

indigenous peoples to use own their lands, territories and resources and to 

manage should be recognized and respected. 

4. Community relations and labor law The forestry should maintain or enhance 

the long-term, economic and social conditions of forest workers and local 

communities. 

5. Use of the forest Forestry shall promote efficient use of the various forest 

products to give impetus to the economy and secure large number of 

environmental and social benefits. 

6. Impact on the environment The forestry shall strive to conserve biological 

diversity and its associated values, water resources, soils, and unique and 

threatened ecosystems and landscapes, and thereby maintain the ecological 

functions and unity of the forest. 

7. Plan to economize An appropriate management plan to the size and intensity 

of forest management operations plan should be established, implemented and 

maintained up to date. The long-term objectives of forest management and the 

means to achieve them should be clearly defined. 

                                      
578 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999c); 698. 
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8. Monitoring and evaluation Monitoring that is appropriate to the size and 

intensity of forest should be carried out to assess the condition of forests, yields 

of forest products, chain, management measures and their social and economic 

impact.  

9. Conservation of natural forests primary forests (forests), well-developed 

secondary forests and areas of particular social / cultural significance are to 

be maintained. Such places are not to be replaced by plantations or other forms 

of forestry. 

10. Plantations Plantations shall be planned and managed in accordance with the 

principles 1-9 and criteria and Principle 10 and its criteria. While plantations 

can provide a wide range of social and economic benefits, and can contribute 

to meet the worldwide needs of forest products, they should support the 

management of natural forests, reduce pressure on natural forests and promote 

the restoration and protection of natural forests.579 

 

 

The FSC will helps to establish a clear cut policy by judging and accrediting the certifier 

according to international guidelines and standards which are recognized by 

environmental and social organizations.580 

The following contents represent the core elements of the German FSC Standards: 

 Nature friendly Forestry 

o Clearings (larger 0.3 ha) are on principle not considered;581 the use is 

from single tree to a group. Full-tree methods are not undertaken. 

o The tree species selection is based on the natural forest communities. 

Natural regeneration takes precedence. 

o Chemical biocides (herbicides, pesticides) and dung material shall not 

in principal, be replaced 582. 

o The wild stocks are regulated so that regeneration of tree species of 

natural forest communities without additional help is possible.  

o Artificial even aged single species stands are not entertained. Stocks 

with location specific more adverse tillering are converted into long 

term natural forests. 

                                      
579 See. Abdruck in: Greenpeace (2000). 

580 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999h); 677. 

581 In exceptional case the chop size upto 1 hectar are permitted in the small forest estates (that means more than 5 

hectares. 

582 Exceptions are those pest-control measures officially ordered. 
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o Avoid the use of genetically modified organisms. 

o Reference areas are set up in public forests of over 1'000 hectares. 

 Careful harvesting 

o When harvesting and forestry felling and skidding damage as well as 

damage to the felled trunk can be minimized. 

o Vehicles are restricted to forest roads and skid trails. The forest floor 

is not used for extensive travelling. 

 

 Socially oriented Forestry 

o Forestry considers proposals from local workers and entrepreneurs. 

o Forestry staff and entrepreneurs who are employed in forestry are 

appropriately qualified. 

o The staff is engaged, if possible, in the whole year. 

o The work in the forest is organized and executed so that protection 

against comprehensive accident and health are guaranteed.583 

 

The yearlong discussion by the European Forest Owners culminated the drafting of a 

"European label"584 in 1998. Forest owners have laid a stronger emphasis on the 

sustainability label within the existing legal framework that is graded nationally. With 

such a move, an attempt is made to connect the place of origin with a distinguishing quality 

of sustainability. An ecological character is however not visible. However, the individual 

differences in the forestry economies of Europe do not interfere the aspects of market 

economy. The buyers of wood do not set preferences, because maybe in the forests of 

Vienna, the method of silviculture slightly differs from that applied in the Vosges. Since 

1996, the "Febo585" has dealt with the question of European sustainability label and came 

to the following conclusion: 

 A sustainability label should include a language-independent, unified brand 

image as a base. 

 The Text Messages must be either in one of the major languages or written 

in the local language. 

 The picture should be depicted in such a manner that it symbolizes the 

environmental certificate.586 

 

                                      
583 See Imprint in: Forest Stewardship Council Arbeitsgruppe Deutschland e.V. (Hg.) (1996). 

584 Signete See.: Schrader, Jürgen (1998b); 633-634. 

585 European Federation of Wood Trade - Europäischer Holzhandelsverband - Federation Europénne du Négoce de 

Bois, Febo 

586 See. Impression in: Schrader, Jürgen (1998a); 634. 
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It is also proposed that the sustainability label must communicate additional information 

and in turn the sustainability label can be linked with a certification mark. The proposal 

submitted by Febo do not count as the actual recommendation, but only serve as items 

that will in turn designed into such proposals.587 

Yet another certificate, which is, however, strongly opposed by environmental groups, is 

the PEFC588. The environmental organizations never considered this as a label, neither in 

terms of ecology nor with in the context of its credibility, as an alternative to the already 

functioning globally applicable hallmark of FSC (Forest Stewardship Council).589 The 

PEFC was launched by the European forest owners and their organizations. This label was 

introduced to the public in Würzburg on 20th April 1999. - The DFWR590 resolved the 

founding of the German Forest Certification Council at its annual meeting on 1st and 2nd 

June 1999 at Potsdam.591 The National Forestry Certification Board for the PEFC label 

was founded on 21st July 1999 in Bonn.592 The German system of certification of 

sustainable forest management is based on the guidelines of the "Pan European Forest 

Certification Framework - Common Elements and Requirements - Technical Document", 

which was adopted and amended by the 1st General Assembly of the Pan Forest 

Certification Council (PEFC Council) on 30 June 1999 in Paris.593 - This certificate was 

hitherto not been completed with content. However, the foundation for these pan-

European criteria is the indicator and guidelines for sustainable forest management, 

adopted by the Ministerial Conference on the Protection of Forests in Helsinki in 1993 

and in Lisbon 1998.594 It wraps all interested parties to discuss about the issue regarding 

wood. It is certain that it refers to the sustainability and serves as a marketing tool. The 

structures should be similar to that of the Forest Stewardship Council. There is an umbrella 

organization, which recognizes, approves and checks the company. Even with this sign, 

there are countries or regional coordination of policies. The crucial difference is visible in 

the FSC group certification595 The FSC plans only in such exceptional cases while it is the 

norm of PEFC. 

PEFC is essentially established on the recommendations of international decisions 

adopted by the 37 nations of the Pan-European process (Helsinki, 1993, Lisbon 1998). 

                                      
587 See. Schrader, Jürgen (1998a); 633, 634. 

588 Pan-European-Forest-Certification. – Signet See.: Pan European Forest Certification (2000). 

589 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999d); 1153. – See also: Lehnhausen, Hubertus (1997b); 2052-2053. 

590 German Forestry Advice Council (Deutsche Forstwirtschaftsrat). 

591 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999g); 1045. 

592 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999e); 1241. 

593 See. Pan European Forest Certification (2000). 

594 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999k); 1165. 

595 A diversity of forest owners. 
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PEFC takes over these international agreements on the respective national or regional 

level and develops the certification criteria with the greatest available consensus amongst 

all stakeholders. As on November 2000, no significant substantive changes have taken 

effect from the side of the PEFC. Mainly the "Helsinki Criteria" is spearheaded. 

The six "Helsinki criteria" can be represented as follows:  

1. Maintenance and appropriate enhancement of forest resources and their 

contribution to global carbon cycles. 

2. Maintaining the health and vitality of forest ecosystems. 

3. Preservation and promotion of the productive function of forests (wood and 

non-wood products). 

4. Maintenance, conservation and appropriate enhancement of biodiversity in 

forest ecosystems. 

5. Conservation, protection and appropriate enhancement of protective 

functions in forest management (notably soil and water). 

6. Maintenance of other socio-economic functions and conditions.596 
 

This produced the following objectives in PEFC: 

 PEFC ensures and promotes the economic, ecological and social functions 

of forests in accordance with the objectives of the Helsinki criteria. 

 PEFC is an independent testing that guarantees customers and market 

partners that the forests are managed according to high standards. 

 PEFC is suitable for all forests and all forest owners, taking into account in 

particular the interests of the typical European family forest enterprises. 

 PEFC is an open platform for mutual recognition with other forest 

certification systems within and outside Europe, as long as they are also 

credible, transparent and non-discriminatory, voluntary and forest 

owners.597 

In addition to these, there are other certificates which will be discussed here in a great 

extent, because the afore mentioned consistently provide a representative overview of the 

issues involved in certification. 

 

  

                                      
596 See Imprint in: Pan European Forest Certification (2000). 

597 See. Imprint in: Pan European Forest Certification (2000). 
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1.4.2.2.6. Biomass 

 

 Organic waste or raw materials 

chemical energy 

 

 

dry material 

Wood, straw, dry manure, 

among others 

wet material 

Manure, green waste, 

wet waste 

Lignocellulosic 

substrates, starch 

substrates, sugary 

substrates 

oily 

substrates 

 

direct 

combustion 

Gasification 

or degassing 

anaerobic 

fermentation 

(digestion) 

biological 

oxidation 

fermentation Extraction 

or 

squeezing 

 

heating gas carbonization biogas heat alcohol vegetable 

oils 

 

(Power) 

heat 

Power, heat, 

chemicals 

Power, heat, 

chemicals 

heat (Heat) energy, 

chemistry 

(Heat) 

energy, 

chemistry 

Biomasse598 

 

 

Biomass can be defined as the totality of all living, dead and decomposed organisms and 

derived from them substance (mainly within a particular habitat). Worldwide, about 200 

billion tons of biomass came into being on the mainland each year (99% of vegetable 

origin). Annually around 2% of the biomass is newly formed, which in turn serves as food 

and fodder and around 1% is made into paper and fibers. The forests of Europe (excluding 

those of Russia) have a share of only about 5% worldwide. However, through their 

intensive use, they contribute more than usual to wood supply. The combustion of fossil 

fuels and deforestation will increase the CO2 content in the atmosphere, which is at 

present estimated annually by 0.4 to 0.5%. Four cubic meters of wood contains a ton of 

carbon. In the German-speaking countries currently only 2/3 of the timber growth is used. 

This means that the forests are more bounded with CO2, as this may be exposed by their 

biomass. Fuel wood production also creates jobs. In some places, it is experimented, 

whether the use of long-term unemployment would be appropriate to promote the fuel 

                                      
598 See. LROM1; Biomasse. 
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wood production. Wood residues could be collected in tandem with the field owners599 in 

question and worked up into wood chips and transported to the consumers. This activity 

alone, according experts, expects an employment opportunity for 20,000 to 50,000 places 

in Germany alone. Thus, not only the environment would be served, but there would also 

be relief regarding the unemployment funds.600 The promotion of biomass, on the other 

hand, the state lagged behind the promotion of other, non-environmentally friendly energy 

sources.601 From the renewable resource more biomass benefits can be significantly 

obtained, as it is noted now.602 In Austria in 1991 over 20% of homes were heated with 

wood, almost as much as heating oil.603 Most of the biomass and wood utilization is 

presently belongs to the firewood use in households. In Austria, the biomass as a domestic 

energy source is on par with hydropower. The wood energy itself offers numerous 

possibilities to the customers: 

1. The stove: Through the proper exegesis or explanation of the combustion chamber 

and the exhaust flues and as well as through the proper operation of the furnace at 

high efficiency and comparably low emissions can be reached. 

2. Firewood boiler fan: The efficiency of modern machines, in the meantime, are more 

ecologically resourceful constitute about 80% to 90%.  

3. Automatic biomass combustion (wood chip and pellet): New, technically advanced 

equipment fall below the exhaust emissions of conventional oil heaters. 

4. Distant heating / House facilities: Through large biomass heating systems, houses 

shall be supplied with hot water.604 

Besides these options, there are other applications such as biomass, small power stations 

or a coupling of biomass and solar energy. With this combination, up to 50% of the basic 

requirement of energy can be met at reasonable cost. If the untapped potential of wood in 

Austria is fully exploited while conserving, 200,000 tons of fuel oil can be saved annually. 

Not counted are the other sectors of the biomass, which are currently not used. HANS 

KRONBERGER605 estimates the bandwidth for additional applyable wood energy potential606 

                                      
599 See also more under the section about ‘Klaubrecht’. 

600 See. Valet, Klaus (1998); 8. 

601 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999j); 685. 

602 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999l); 1165. 

603 See. Ökobilanz Wald - 1995; 92. 

604 See. Kronberger, Hans (21997); 143-159. 

605 Member of the European Parliament and University lecturer in Eco-publicity at the University of Salzburg. 

606 In "moderate expansion" 10,9 PJ; in "dedicated expansion" 41,3 PJ; in "forciertem expansion" 53,1 PJ. 
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depending on the intensity of use (but always sustainable use) annually between 11 PJ607 

and 53 PJ.608 

 

1.4.2.2.7. Growth trends 

In 1993, a research project titled "change of growth in the forests of Europe" was initiated 

by the European Forest Institute (EFI) and was successfully completed in 1996. So far the 

only research of this kind was limited to local, regional and national levels. However, this 

study tried to cover the development in the last 50 to 100 years at European level. 

According to the findings of the study, an increasing growth in the southern regions of 

northern Europe, in most regions of Central Europe as well as in some regions of Southern 

Europe is recorded. No trend can be discerned in the northern regions of northern Europe. 

In few cases, a declining growth trend has been calculated, based on the extreme climatic 

conditions and unique industrial emissions such as from the Russian Kola Peninsula. 

Another study of EFI came to the conclusion that from 1950 to 1990, the total volume of 

European forests has increased by 43%. - In Switzerland alone the forest area between 

1986 and 1996 is increased by 4%.610 - The increases have exceeded the usage to a great 

extent in the recent past. This has, according to the director of the study, HEINRICH 

                                      
607 PJ = Petajoule (Peta = 1015) (1 kWh = 3'600 kJ = 3,6 MJ) 

608 See. Kronberger, Hans (21997); 143-159. 

609 Picture: Keller, Kurt; by: Makkonen-Spiecker, Kaisu (1996); 2474. 

610 This information is based on a personal request to the Federal Statistical Office in Bern, which was given to me 

on 24.4.1997 by e-mail. 

Growth trends in European forests 

 

growth trends609 
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SPIECKER,611 not only advantages. The forests, having reached such a higher average age 

is more prone to natural and artificial load. If, according to SPIECKER, non single-site 

adjusted net balances are left to themselves and pollution is not reduced, the death of 

forests612 would have to be termed as pre-programmed.613 

 

1.4.2.3. Ecological crisis and its reason 

It would be wrong to say that the (spruce forest-) monocultures of the last century were 

utilized for economic interests. In this soil, which had been exploited for centuries, is not 

suitable for any other species. In many deciduous forests, the forest soil was condensed 

by graze, so that it can no longer tapered and had to be planted with spruce. It should also 

taken into consideration that an excessive tendency towards general standard be adequate 

to stop the slection forest in some places. Many selection forests and mixed forests were 

simply looted.614 However, the greatest evils were the areas of unreforested and then 

deserted former forest lands. Consequently in the end there were only two young forests, 

over 90 years old, in the Nuremberg Reich Forest in 1790. Strong forest interventions 

were carried out in the 2nd half of the 18th and beginning of the 19th century, while the 

growing population needs more and more wood for various purposes. For artificial 

regeneration, little or nothing was done and the natural regeneration was not successful, 

because the young plants were eaten up by the grazing of goats, sheep and cattles and the 

young forests were literally devastated.615 However, forest grazing exists even today in a 

much reduced form.616 

Another reason is the changing demands of wood based requirements. In the beginning of 

the 19th century, 80% of the requirements were based on fuel and carbon, the increasing 

hardwood (deciduous forests). Later this demand was changed with the increasing 

promotion of coal and peat. This resulted a completely new demand profile. The 

combustion and coal demand for wood came down. On the other hand softwood (pine 

wood), was used for: 1. Urban Design (timber), 2. Industrial (timber) 3. tunneling for the 

rapidly growing coal mining, 4. papermaking (in Germany per year: 1800 to 1910 15'000 

tons to 1'790'000 tons), and 5. telegraph and electricity poles. The timber industry 

                                      
611 Prof. HEINRICH SPIECKER: working at the Institut für Waldwachstum (Institute of Forest Growth) at the 

University of Freiburg. 

612 Refer the above section: Forest ecosystem. Graphics: The different forest communities in the different 

management types 

613 See. Makkonen-Spiecker, Kaisu (1996); 2474. 

614 See. Strittmatter, Werner (1986); 86-87. 

615 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 423-426. 

616 See. Ökobilanz Wald - 1995; 74b. 
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responded by clearing selection cutting forests and simultaneous reforestation of pure 

spruce stands. Ecological and economic disadvantages caused by the change of the species 

were not immediately known. - In addition, there is a fact that should not be ignored - 

according to STRITTMATTER only half of the wood which is generated currently in 

Germany is actually consumed.617 If we cannot afford the import of foreign raw materials 

any longer, the forest could again be a highly sought-after resource very quickly - maybe 

too sought after. 

From the 18th century onwards, one can notice the proliferation of coniferous forests. The 

"young forestry" has changed the structure and composition during the developement of 

the forest. The forest industry in the late 20th century does not have much in common with 

the forest of the early 18th century. At the beginning of this change, in 1750, there was a 

heavily devastated mixed forest. Around 1950, there stood the "neat" and cared for forests, 

usually consisting of coniferous forest. In many cases they were the same age of "pure 

stands." (The term monoculture referred to the facts that are consistently adequate, but is 

less common in forestry circles.) The fact that, the forests which are existed today is 

considered as the hard work of the foresters of the last 250 years. Another important point 

is the devastated soils, where no new forests were grown, as they had higher demands on 

their surface. It can be formulated that: "Thanks to the artificial coniferous forests, our 

forests regrow today." Thus, these monocultures had a positive impact on the formation 

of closed high forest stands; the sector of commerically used wood was the most profited. 

The only negative side was the long period of monoculture that was important and 

necessary for the state of stability. In addition to this stability, there were dangers lurking 

mainly due to soil degradation, insect (the most common is the bark beetle), fire, storm 

damage and other risks. Due to land conditions and the state of water resources, the general 

environmental conditions have also deteriorated. Originally a stocking with softwood was 

intended as "Vorwald" (pre-forest). After this phase, the healthy mixed forest should come 

up. This crop rotation - not completed - initially applied due to excellent yields of softwood 

and the progressive techniques available for softwood regeneration.618 

Another crucial motive, which led to the promotion of fast-growing conifer monoculture, 

was the economic condition of the early 19th century. This period witnessed a massive 

demand for wood; one for the big commercial sector, and the other as an energy source 

for the growing population. Thus began the concept of "planned forestry"619 In the middle 

of the 19th century, when the struggle for profit maximization became decisive, a 

corresponding promotion of fast-growing tree species (including newly introduced 

exotics) were came into existemce. The principle was: whichever wood that provides the 

                                      
617 See. Strittmatter, Werner (1986); 88-89. 

618 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 423-428. 

619 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999q); 1917. 
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greatest benefit in poor soil, is unquestionably the finest. The economic direction of 

forestry620 was influenced in particular by the doctrine of net ground yield (Bodenreintrag). 

This had greatly influenced the woodland shaping of the 19th and 20th centuries.621 Only 

in the last decades, not least, due to the rise of many environmental organizations, a change 

of attitude regarding forests more close to nature has taken place.The extent to which the 

decline in timber prices had a positive impact on this development would become the basis 

of a separate study. 

 

1.4.2.3.1. Semi-natural Woodlands / Selection cutting - "Nature based selection forest" 

In the last section, the discussion was centered on the question of semi-natural woodland 

and selection cutting. Contrary to general belief, the selection cutting is not a combination 

of forest species, but simply classes. Here, one in conformity with location species 

composition and a combination of all classes and stages of development. This is referred 

as semi-natural woodland, where the age may be weighted perfectly. Natural woodland is 

subject to the stages of life, from its existence to decay. The selection cutting is 

characterized by the extent of human intervention in this natural ecosystem, while it 

ensures that the forest is not for destruction and wants to demonstrate the planting of trees. 

The human intervention prevents by means of advocacy of climax, decay- and ruining 

                                      
620 An "uneconomic direction" is the extent to which economic factors are not dominant, but other factors. It should 

set an example: The forest owner, who tends to his forest primarily for the sake of leisure and looks for the 

financial benefits as only a secondary outcome should not to be counted on just the economic direction, although 

it also is economical but to another direction as to leisurely - or another direction it pointed to tell a "uneconomic 

direction". 

621 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 428-429. 

622 Picture: Keller, Kurt. – See also: Mantel, Kurt (1990); 448. 
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phase. Dying trees are removed and replaced by natural or artificial greening. It emerges 

a more spacious, healthy and well maintained forest. However, selection cutting is only 

possible with trees, which suffers penumbra such as fir, spruce, beech and arolla pine. 

There are opinions from an economic standpoint, they think that these cultivations are 

relatively limited, however with deciduous tree a selection cutting is possible, but the trees 

would rather have short stem, that are economically less viable than a tree from a high 

forest. A semi-natural selection cutting should, therefore, probably with very few areas, 

where the mentioned trees are entirely indigenous, will remain as an illusion. The selection 

cutting includes a well in advance connected means of its individual tree stem- or group 

abstraction.623 On the other hand, there are opinions which never categorically denies the 

possibility of such formation and by no means regard spruce as the main tree in selection 

cutting, but instead assume that this could be available to a certain extent randomly. In 

this manner occasionally it is understood that in every natural forest ecosystem with all its 

own tree species can be planned.624 According to scientific studies, the surrounding light 

conditions at the grassroots level of old forests are sufficient to make the possible 

emergence of seedling of the same tree species.In these studies there is a parallelism 

between the decreasing shade tolearnace of light demanding species in their early life and 

their increasing light grainy image with the increasing age. Subsequently, all the tree 

species can be naturally rejuvenated within the forest ecosystem. Thus, all the tree species 

within their forest ecosystem are selectionable, while a multi-layered multi storied forest 

structure is a priori at the outset of a adequate clearing up of the upper layer. The high 

light demand of a tree species stores lesser and is more exposed itself to parent stand. This 

is visible in the form of a number of trees belong to similar species standing in groups, 

like often noticeable in the jungles.625 

 

1.4.2.3.2. Agenda 21 - Rio 1992 

The "Outcome" of the Rio Conference was the slogan "For the interest of life, rather than 

the capital". However, environmental protection cannot be viewed independently from the 

economic and social conditions. The Action Plan for the 21st century, which was adopted 

at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro in 

1992, participated by more than 170 nations, banks on these questions with special 

emphasis on the implementation of a universally, environmentally compatible sustainable 

development. The motto, which is derived during the Rio conference, was as mentioned 

earlier: "For the interest of life, rather than the capital". Hereby the vision of a universal 

                                      
623 See. KWFL; 557-558; Plenterwald. 

624 See. Reininger, Heinrich (51992); 7-158 (especially 73-75). 

625 See. Reininger, Heinrich (51992); 7-158 (especially 73-75). 
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well being is demonstrated, which is achieved in the form of conservation of natural 

resources, environmental protection and social security.626 The Advisory as well as the 

Concluding document of the Conferencewas titled as "Agenda 21".627 It conforms with the 

Action programmes of the outgoing 20th century and above all in the 21st century equally 

to both developed and developing countries to solve the world’s most urgent problems. 

The Agenda dealt with the major environmental issues, which again recognizes that these 

problems are still valid in the modern world. This means that the ecological, economical 

and social objectives are to be harmonized without curtailing the livelihood of the future 

genearations. The Agenda 21, which was ultimately signed by 179 countries, is still not a 

legally binding international document.628 

In the Rio Summit, the FAO had presented a draft version of the Forest Convention. This 

first attempt, on the other hand, was rejected by many countries.629 Nevertheless, several 

items mentioned in the Action programme of the Rio Declaration of Rio Earth Summit is 

important to mention at this point. In the preamble of the proposition to Forest Principles 

under the item "e", special importance was laid on the principles which are applicable for 

all types of forests, both natural and artificial, in all geographical regions and climate 

zones, regardless of whether it is a matter of austral-, northern-, sub-temperature-, 

temperature-, semitropical-, or tropical regions.630 In Principles, under title "First" point 

"a", the details are become concrete. Accordingly, the countries have equal responsibility 

to ensure the activities within their jurisdiction or introduce control measures to reduce 

environmental damages in other countries or in the areas beyond their limits of national 

juridisction.631 One aspect, which is indirectly related to the sustainability of forests and 

had given prominence in the Rio is the reference of women and the corresponding place 

of indigenous peoples – in all aspects the guidance, conservation and sustainable 

development of forests.632 Although these sentences convey the green impact of the 

conference, but later this is reduced to few sentences with respect to sustainability, which 

is less ecological, but more on economic note. For the purpose of sustainability, the 

potential contribution of plantations, both indigenous as well as the introduced species to 

be accepted as the source of both fuel and industrial wood.633 Accordance with the 

Conference, the efforts should be taken towards greening the world. All countries, 

                                      
626 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997l); 1261. 

627 The word Agenda originated from the Latin Agere means set something in motion. The number 21 refers the 

21st century. 

628 See. KWFL; 17; Agenda 21. 

629 See. Schminke, Karl Hermann (1997b); 1446. 

630 See. United Nations (Hg.) (1992c); 291. 

631 See. United Nations (Hg.) (1992c); 291. 

632 See. United Nations (Hg.) (1992c); 292. 

633 See. United Nations (Hg.) (1992c); 292. 
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especially the developed countries should take a positive, transparent and appropriate 

action regarding replantation, reforestation634 and the conservation of forest. Here the 

access of know-how should be also provided to the developing countries also.635 With 

these statements the coinference proposal explicitly reveals the environmental point of 

view. To preserve the ecological balance and sustainable productivity forest management 

should be coordinated on the basis of neighbouring areas. The national policies and/or 

laws are aimed at managing the conservation and sustainable development of forests, 

should consists of the protection of ecologically feasible, typical or unique examples of 

forests and other unique and valued forests of national, cultural, spiritual, historical and 

religious importance. Moreover, the citizens should be empowered in accordance with the 

regional and international institutional capabilities in eduction, training, science, 

technology, economics, anthropology and social aspects of forests, forestry and its 

sustatinable development. The area of sharing international information concerning forest-

, forest management research and development should be improved and expanded. In this 

process the educational- and training institutions, which include the private sector, are to 

be completely utilized and integrated.636 The demands of the Conference are very clearly 

stated at the end of the document. For the integration of environmental costs and its 

benefits to the market forces and its mechanisms are to be encouraged to achieve forest 

conservation and sustainable development both locally and internationally. The pollutants, 

that are harmful to the forest ecosystem’s wholesomeness, particularly air pollutants 

including those responsible for acid rain, should be controlled locally, nationally, 

regionally and globally.637 Eseentially, the document concerning to forest discusses the 

following points: multiple functions and mode of forests utilization; the protection and 

sustainable forest management and the greening of degraded areas; an efficient utilization 

and coverage of entire timber and other forest products, and the systematic study regarding 

forest conditions.638 

In Rio, all the participating countries affirm the goal to formulate a common criteria and 

indicators for a sustainable forest management – the temperature and northern zone –to 

accommodate the member countries of the Helsinki processes639, respectively of the 

Montreal process640 and therefore they have in the meantime worked out also as criteria 

                                      
634 According to Forest report of 1990, in 1989 an estimated 28,256 hectares of reforested area in Austria. 1,796 

hectares (6%) carried in non forest area, a total of 45,511 facilities. For these stockings 58,836,000 forest plants 

were used. – Also see: Land- und Forstwirtschaftliche Betriebszählung 1990; 13, 14, 23. 

635 See. United Nations (Hg.) (1992c); 292. 

636 See. United Nations (Hg.) (1992c); 293. 

637 See. United Nations (Hg.) (1992c); 294. 

638 See. Österreichischer Informationsdienst für Entwicklungspolitik (Hg.) (1992); 31-32. 

639 European Forestry Ministerial Conference. 

640 USA, Canada, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Russia, Mexico and Chile. 
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and indicators. In Helsinki (1993) and in Lisbon (1998 ) all the European industrialized 

nations passed the "General Guidelines for a Sustainable Management of Forests" and 

General Guidelines for the Conservation of Biological Diversity". However, sustainability 

as well as from the point of view of timber production, the diversity of forest nature and 

the utilization of forests are discussed in economic and social terms.641 After the Rio, there 

is no wide spread environmental euphoria, but rather a line of "caution" and negotiation 

takes place within the Third World. The problem of environment expressed by the 

Western side was in a few words, seen as a problem of slash-and-burn method in the 

countries of tropical rainforests.642 

The general condition had dramatically changed after five years of Rio conference. In the 

meantime, there evolved a growing awareness regarding the necessity of forest conervaion 

in the form of controlled management. The other conventions such as the Convention on 

International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES 1973), the 

UN Framwork Convention on Climate Change (FCCC), the Convention on Biodiversity 

(CBD) and the Convention on Combat against Desertification (CCD) are came into force 

and become increasingly legally binding. That is correct for "Cites", the consequence 

being the control of utilization and commercialization of specific type of woods. Further 

these type of woods are covered by "Cites Control", if the sustainable forest management 

are not quickly and permanently introduced. Today the countries like Malaysia, Indonesia, 

Philippines, China, Canada and most European countries consider the forest convention 

in a positive framework. The adversaries are still the USA, Australia and New Zealand, 

while the other countries such as Japan and Brazil does not have a clear position in this 

regard.643 This raises the question which region wiil seize the opportunity to reach a new 

hegemony, but this time it is not in political and economic terms, but in the field of 

environment. In any case, Europe seems the medium – although with different paces and 

partly with different approaches, even before Rio- use their technological and economical 

advantages towards USA to produce a new "Socio-economic-democratic" method. 

However, each country is responsible for our common future and our common planet. 

This task can dodge neither Europe or USA nor India. In their politics and trade, Europe’s 

approach is more and more based on the principle that: "the development is only feasible, 

when they are acceptable for the biosphere as long lasting as well as solidarity with the 

people."644 This is a principle that can be definitely followed by all countries on the earth. 

 

                                      
641 See. KWFL; 861-862; Zertifizierung. 

642 See. Lipietz, Alain (1993); 84, 88. 

643 See. Schminke, Karl Hermann (1997b); 1446. 

644 See. Lipietz, Alain (1993); 91-110. 
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1.4.3. Forest exploitation – Economic consciousness 

1.4.3.1. Woodland as an economic element 

In forestry, the economic 645 elements have to be inevitably recognised. The woodlands has 

a maximal area of use, wherein the tree is both product and means of production itself. 

Through this unique symbiosis of means of production and product-being, the woodland 

contributes significantly to the life and prosperity of human society. The use of nature is 

a part of human life - without use of nature there is no life! From this perspective, the 

primary interest of forestry is the production of wood. The secondary interest is the social 

aspect, which gains more and more importance. The woodland includes not only wood, 

but also the climate specific to the forest, typical forest ground that foster flora and fauna 

in the forest. These components, in turn, contribute significantly to the quality of life. 

Sometimes, it even determines the existence of the entire regions. Lack of settlements will 

expose the woodlands and the surrounding areas to all kinds of dangers of the tides - soil 

erosion, wind drifts and floods are often the consequences, new deserts are formed - and 

make these areas hostile to life. The woodlands can, therefore, be observed not from a 

purely private economical point of view, but should be viewed in the social, (socio-) 

cultural, infrastructural and national economic context. Forest management, as stated 

above, is multifunctional. The products and services of forests are: the wood yield 

potential (utility function including various secondary uses such as that from mushrooms, 

berries, hunting and forest honey), the protection potential (protection function), the 

potential for recovery (recovery function), the climate and water regeneration potential 

(welfare function646) and the conservation potential (species and ecosystem protection 

function). The total-commercial acceptance of all forest services, especially on the 

(macro) –economical front, is currently not allowed for.647 The forestry aspect, however, 

has been well taken care of in the context of sustainable timber production . As the 

subsidiary structures of the system, woodland as indicted above "pure forestry" is not 

sufficient to meet the the multifunctional basics. Much more is needed, namely forestry. 

The forest owner has not only the responsibility for timber production, but also for all 

areas of the structure of the forest. It seems appropriate here to point out that the ethos of 

"sustainable forest management" has to make room for an ethic of "multifunctional forest 

management", in which it is necessary to consider not only the current needs of the people, 

but rather the needs of humanity for all time, which means that species are protected, 

appreciated and cherished. The sustainability of woodland’s vitality and stability is an 

                                      
645 Economic means to achieve the greatest benefit with the limited resources. - Economic principle ≙ external 

costs must be taken in the costs into who pays the environmental damage [eg Smoke, soil damage, 

reforestation, etc. ...] - Ecological damage must be perceived as economic damage first. - Socio-economic cost 

issue - awareness Responsibility - Who pays the Forest Research - globalization, or mondialisation - How 

humanity to come to an eco-social market economy [holistic view]. 

646 See. Tersch, Fritz (21994); 138. 

647 See. Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 139-142. 
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absolute premise. A management is considered to be sustainable if the vitality and / or 

stability are not affected by it.648 

 

1.4.3.2. Ensuring Forest Management 

A focal point of forestry is the conservation of forest, which is necessary to protect it. 

Forestry is also about ensuring the productivity of the forest. Although the ratio of wood 

sales are in fact satisfactory649, but the continued low prices 650 of forestry makes the 

prospect very complex. The increase in the wood supply is also marked by the fall in 

prices, according to the laws of the market economy.651 Economic considerations of the 

consumer market contributed to this development, as in the case of Germany652 in 1990, 

800‘713 m3 softwood lumber was exported and 3'991'658 m3 was imported. In 1995, the 

export amounted to 1'343'444 m3 of softwood lumber and the import 5'043'230 m3. 

Exports recorded an increase of 1.7 times and imports by only the 1,26 times. 

Nevertheless, in 1990 3'190'945 m3 was exported, exceeding the import and in 1995, more 

than 3'699'786 m3. Exports rose in real terms by 1’12 times.653 Many foresters are not in a 

position to handle this situation, wherein they can deal with forest management with the 

ever-declining financial returns. Adding to these declining yields, there is also a decline 

in the state funding in the form of austerity measures. If a private forest owner with an 

area of 200 ha has to survive economically, a similar infrastructure similar to that of the 

big private forest owners are required. For example: In Baden-Württemberg 

approximately 330'000 ha of private forest is spread over approximately 220'000 forest 

owners, which makes an average area of about 1,5 ha per private forest owners. 25% of 

these private forest land have a farm size of 200 ha; thus remains the average land left for 

small-scale private forest owners are approximately 0,5 ha. If an owner such a tree, he can 

be sure that the top of this tree is already on the neighboring estate. This inefficiency also 

has advantages, while these forests can be considered close to natural forests. However, 

the younger stocks (up to 40 years) consist up to 80% of pure softwood. These stocks are 

now at a stage that is most susceptible to storm damage, as hurricanes Vivian, Wiebke and 

                                      
648 See. Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 142-158. 

649 Productivity can be raised by about .25% without endangering the sustainability aspect. 

650 See.: Mantel, Kurt (1990); 256-266. 

651 See. Makkonen-Spiecker, Kaisu (1996); 2474. 

652 As regards to trade relations, the following countries support import – Sweden, Finland, Lithuania, former 

CSFR, Poland, Austria, former USSR/ Latvia, Norway and Canada.Supporting export are: Italy, France, 

Netherlands, Austria, Belguim/ Luxerbourg, Switzerland, UK, Denmark and Japan. 

653 See. Heider, Gerhard (1996); 2492. – in 1993 Austria imported 5,6 Mio. fm and at the same time, exported 0,9 

Mio. fm. The imports exceeded the exports by around 4,7 Mio. fm. - See. Ökobilanz Wald - 1995; 107. 
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Lothar. A recipe to counter this eventuality would be: forestry and natural forest 

management with locally appropriate, stable mixed stocks.654 

 

1.4.3.3. Socio-Economic question of cost- Awareness - Responsibility 

MARTIN WENTZ, President of the Forest Chamber of Baden-Württemberg in 

1997, has stated this in the following words: 

The forest is a service business without consideration. In this respect it differs from 

other economic sectors. For no other sector economises so strictly on the principle 

of sustainability, no company within the market economy has a production period 

of over 100 years and no company of the market economy delivers free services to 

the Company, without being paid.656 

Here the main concern is the eco-social cost issue. How the economic and social costs will 

be charged and/or at all included; the extent to which the true costs are taken into 

consideration. This means that the environmental costs will come under five phases of a 

production cycle - from raw material production (primary production) to disposal - and 

the need is to make it clear, namely: the primary production, production, distribution, 

consumption and disposal. However, the costs arising from the nature damages may not 

be outsourced and saddled on the public like what was done previously. This research 

throws light to another problem. The States are gradually enters in the area of forest 

research with funding. On the other hand, the question regarding support or subsidy for 

forest research is not insignificant and is relevant to an industry that wants to show its 

competitiveness with an energy carrier. Thus, the question will be how and what amount 

the State should spend for conducting wood research for its adequate management. Thus, 

                                      
654 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997g); 507, 508. 

655 Picture: See. Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 56. 

656 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997g); 507. 
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some responsibility can assigned to the people by means of low costs, while the State 

funds the major part of research. In the field of environment protection, there have been 

voices since concerning green energy sources, the so-called alternative energy. Others see 

a better promotion when no support would be brought forth from the side of the State. The 

question regarding whether the nuclear power producers should collect all basic research 

and follow-up costs for these fuels on the price of electricity; this current would not be 

marketable and would have to be caplitulate alone on the question of price against solar 

power.657 Such changed economic conditions imply that forward-compatible alternatives 

that could previously be described as inefficient such as solar energy (and thus recovered 

hydrogen, wind or biomass from sustainable production) reflects a positive impact and 

presently, the so called cheap products (such as nuclear power) would be suddenly be 

"priceless". The follow-up costs must be paid one way or another, either by the 

producers, so from us or from the effects of the sufferer, our children and 

grandchildren.658 Relating to forests, this reassessment necessarily means a rebalancing 

of the overall performance potential of a forest. This is made according to current 

knowledge of not "readily available" and even lessser "free" goods together: Power 

(Leistung, L), Woodland (W) utility function (Nutzfunktion NF), protection function 

(Schutzfunktion SF), recreational function (Erholungsfunktion EF), welfare function 

(WF) & crop species and eco-function (Arten- bzw. Ökofunktion AÖF). Thus, the 

following equations can be established: LW = LNF + LSF + LEF + LWF + LAÖF. (After this 

review, the annual value of a tree amounts to around DM 5'300.- (€ 2'709,85). A forest 

owner had up to this point given up an income in the range of 400% to 2,000% of the 

possible wood proceeds; in Switzerland even to 2500%.659 So far, in forestry the 

woodland products were seen in the following order: LNF  LSF  LEF  LWF  LAÖF. 

Man measures the individual forest power in relationship with each other, in 

accordance with their "sustainable significance" for man (as part of the natural system 

as a whole), then obtains a changing order of the forest-individual performances with 

a authoritative validity: LAÖF  LWF  LSF  LEF  LNF.
660

 

                                      
657 See. Kronberger, Hans (21997); 7-247. 

658 See. Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 55-57. 

659 See. Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 177-180. 

660 See. Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 159-166. 
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1.4.3.4. Management methods – Existing solutions and Undesiraable developments 

In the above discussion, the issues such as the deficiencies of forestry production have 

been pointed out in detail. Specifically, the types of stocks in forestry history were also 

identified. Here a comprehensive analysis is presented to show which harvest areas prevail 

in the area of forest management.661 

 

1.4.3.4.1. Deforested area (Over-exploitation) 

Clear-cutting is not identical to deforestation. An assessment of forest is only possible by 

taking into account the various causes and conditions of this manifestation. Man has not 

over exploited the resources available on earth, including forest, as there was no sudden 

disappearance of forest or no more exploitation where the degree of "healthy crop" is 

exceeded. There are basically three important forms of clear cutting:  

1. "Clear cutting" is created in the vicinity of natural forests by means of storms, fire 

and subsequent "pest generation" like the example of the bark beetle reproduction. 

This can be considered as natural form and will normally results in the natural 

rejuvenation of the forest, which does not harm a larger part of forest area, but 

                                      
661 See also: Mantel, Kurt (1990); 321-377. 
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sometimes even lends a new "quality of life". Fauna and flora which can not survive 

in the highest layer of the forest, usually grows in the new habitat acquired by this 

circumstance, in accordiance with ecological harmony.662 

2. In forestry, "clear cutting" means chopping down of all trees of the affected area 

without taking into account of its economic interests. The land is then left to its 

natural habitat or to soil erosion. The affected area is, in a manner of speaking, 

mugged, it will be over exploited. This is the most radical form of forestry 

"harvest". This activity is drastic for the landscape, as opposed to the "clear cutting" 

by natural disasters (as stated under point 1), the same area is filled with the trees 

strewn across or indeed charred, but having more trees. The soil is left at the 

defenceless mercy of erosion. The fertile soil, in the best case, is freely worn out by 

rain and wind or quilted. However, regrowth on such battered ground is tedious, 

costly and time-consuming. Thus, these battered floors, as mentioned earlier, do not 

offer much, but protect very few species.663 

3. This "harmless" form of forestry clear cutting represents itself to direct restocking. 

In this case, soil erosion can be prevented to a large extent, but does not guarantee 

that the soil does not experience further significant damages.664 Here, the the 

clearcutting not only triggers environmental concerns, but also has its own 

consequences: This system leads to same aged forest resources as well for the 

reduction of biodiversity and to a number of anthropogenic damages (such as by 

artificial planting or thinning).665 The rejuvenation procedures such as the seam 

hitting (on the edge of the herd, a strip with a width of 1 to 1½ tree lengths for the 

rejuvenation of the stock hit) are not meant for deforestation.666 

1.4.3.4.2. Removal of vegetation / Logging (Tree felling) 

"Clearing / felling" means the forest form, in which all the trees of the affected area will 

be chop down without exception. The utilization of the wood is not only for economic 

consideration. The land is then used for agricultural or urban industrial utilisation.667 

 

                                      
662 See. Ökobilanz Wald - 1995; 68. 

663 See. KWFL; 390-391; Kahlschlag. 

664 This shall be touched upon again in "plantation forests." 

665 See. Ökobilanz Wald (Ecobalance woodlands)- 1995; 68. 

666 See. KWFL; 756-757; Verjüngungsverfahren. 

667 See. KWFL; 599, 601; Rodung. 
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1.4.3.4.3. Woodland Plantation (short term sustainability woodland) 

"Plantation forest" means the forest form in which usually all the trees of an affected area 

are invariably struck down due to economic consideration.668 The land is then replanted to 

use it again in the same way. The affected land is cultivated thoroughly and efficently. 

However, sustainability has no "long"669 life, beause of heavy use of the nutrients in the 

soil. This will in turn exhaust the fertility of the soil. At the beginning of the 19th century, 

economists proposed a much cheaper and more profitable variant of forestry within the 

crop yield. Monocultures of this kind had to be compared to each of the single tree 

removal, corresponding to each tree type, so that the foresters could double their profit. 

This system got acknowledgment within a short period of time and is still observed on a 

large scale up to 100 km2 size in Kahlbielen in Scandinavia. Similarly, the comparable 

conifer monocultures were created in Scotland. Basically, this system supplements, on the 

basis that it was not for ecology. The sudden denudation- in the truest sense of the word 

of the forest floor - as with extreme natural disasters - causes an unhindered beating down 

of sunlight heats up the ground, causing an almost total destruction of the forest soil flora 

and fauna. The loss of nutrients leached from the soil additionally weakens this 

considerably.670 This principle, for some time, was adopted for managing the "Christmas 

tree farms". Since these trees can often be offered at lower prices than other trees through 

clearance, this system affects not only the ecosystem of the plantation area, but also the 

cherished or semi-natural forests through the financial loss suffered thereby.671 

 

1.4.3.4.4. Harvesting Woodland (multifunctional Forestry) ("Naturalist" Forestry) 

What is meant by "forest harvesting "? This can be defined as forestry, wherein only 

certain trees of the affected area are chop down due of economic considerations. This 

system corresponds to the above-mentioned sustained-multifunctional forest 

management.672 The resulting gaps are again filled by natural regeneration or restocked 

again for later use in the same way. The affected land is gently and sustainably managed 

for the long term. This system could be compared to a fruit plant, where its fruits do not 

ripe all at once. The "fruit (in our case trees)," which are "riped (ready for harvest)" shall, 

individually and collected in appropriate quantities. These are performed consistently not 

only to the trees of a certain age, but also for a mixed age group. The resulting gaps are 

                                      
668 See. The third form of clearcutting. 

669 Take into account that the forest has a growth time of 60 to 90 years, and this form is performed, for example, 

three or four times, it seems long for a man; in the context of humanity and Earth's but it is very short. 

670 See. Scherzinger, Wolfgang (1996); 352-359. 

671 See also: Scherzinger, Wolfgang (1996); 376-378. 

672 See the Work: Pitterle, Alfred (1993). 
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planted again at several times and will accommodate a considerable share of Christmas 

trees demands. Since these trees will frequently offer more favourable conditions than by 

the tree limited forest management damages this system. This form corresponds more with 

that of a natural forest, as far as it is planted and diverse.673 

 

1.4.3.4.4.1. Cable logging 

In the past, the fallen trees had to be brought from steep slopes to the valley by using 

manpower or horses with great effort. However, cable logging is considered as an active 

way of conservation. In the 60s and 70s the numerous forest roads developed in the steep 

slopes were considered as a "reasonable" passage for the harvested trees, but nowadays 

more and more foresters explore the possibility of cable logging. The cable logging is an 

extremely environmentally friendly process. The individual manufactures quickly 

establish and prefer small analogue ropeways. The stems are kept as single or in small 

groups with the help of a roller device into the valley. Steel structures or stable standing 

trees will function as poles. Here, the question regarding distance is less important; if there 

are only a few hundred meters or even to two kilometers.674 

 

1.4.3.4.5. Colony ("Pristine" Forest Management und "Natural" Forest Management) 

The foster forest is a type of forestry form in which only few and mostly damaged trees 

of the affected area are chop down due to economic interests. The resulting gaps are filled 

by natural regeneration, often by replanting. Thus, they can be used again in the same way. 

The affected land is farmed in a sustainable manner as far as possible. This form is that of 

a natural forest, and can even go beyond that, as long as it is well planted and diverse. 

However, since damaged trees (eg. because of acid rain) are removed, these forests do not 

offer the same image as a jungle or a forest in a nature reserve. This means that living 

things that depend on weakened trees here do not have the same distribution as is possible 

in a conservation area.675 

 

1.4.3.4.6. Protected Forest 

Protected forests are forests that are protected from felling. Protected forests are Total 

reserves in which any forest exploitation is not allowed. Everything is left to itself, so that 

                                      
673 See. Scherzinger, Wolfgang (1996); 367-368. 

674 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1997d); 133. 

675 See. Scherzinger, Wolfgang (1996); 368-376. 
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the forest vegetation can develop undisturbed. Protected forests mainly protect the 

inhabitants against avalanches and mudflows in vulnerable zones or from science as 

outdoor laboratories. They should also give visitors an idea of the primitive nature, 

uninfluenced by human intervention.676 The forest has also has a significant economic 

benefit as already mentioned under "Socio-economic cost issue". If any tree fell down in 

the protected forest area due to constant threat of avalanches or landslides, it replaces the 

trees as protective structures. This means that the yield of wood would cover the cost of 

the barriers in any way. In addition, the barriers are to be replaced regularly, while the 

forest renews itself mostly.677 

 

  

                                      
676 See. KWFL; 54-55; Bannwald. 

677 See: Pitterle, Alfred (1993); 56. 
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1.5. Forestry as a social variable (labour- and social questions) 

Forestry is not just an industry that works with the natural product called wood, but is also 

an economic structure which - like any other – has people employed in service. It is not 

just machines that are put to use in the forest, but there are people who work with machines 

and with sheer muscle power in the forest. Until the 18th century, the work in the forest 

covered primarily on the use of timber, the logging. This "timber logging" began as soon 

as the first stems for house construction, for which technical equipment or energy purposes 

were preferred. Work for timber production in the narrow sense, that is: for rejuvenation 

and maintenance of the forest, was rare throughout the centuries and was mostly left to 

nature. Only when the forests were damaged by overuse and exploitation and it was 

understood that the forest's own regenerative powers were no longer sufficient, that man 

started artificial regeneration practices in forest growth and started to regard forestry as an 

"economic" concept. This should not obscure the fact that today the majority of the work 

in the forest is timber production. Forestry also thus inevitably includes dealing with the 

people in general with the people who perceive the forest as a large entity – of society - 

and especially with the people who work in the forest: who are the ones immediately and 

directly concerned by the sector.678 

In earlier centuries the interplay between forest owners corresponded (employer) and the 

Holzhauer (employee / labor performers) by no means always a classic wage relationship. 

The Forest Service was mostly self-advertising or peasant drudgery.679 From modern 

times, the forest work is developed more and more into a real profession, so that one could 

speak of highly specialized forest workers in the future. Forest workers often enjoyed 

special rights, especially they are free woodcutters. In many areas they formed forest 

workers villages.680 The forest workers were mostly belongs to the employees of glass or 

smelting works and mines. The forest workers of that period were not permanently 

employed as woodcutters. When there was no longer enough wood for the designated 

industries, these workers will mostly stay in their village and henceforth practises 

agriculture.681 

From 19th century onwards there is an increasing tendency to intensify forest work. This 

is associated with the increased use of contract workers, which in turn paved the way for 

the formation of permanent forestry workers. In the 20th century more and more skilled 

workers are emerged in this field and introduced different types of machinery into forestry. 

The development of technology created a greater demand for more speicialised forest 

                                      
678 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 295-296. 

679 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 296-298. 

680 Comparable with later gold mining villages in North America. 

681 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 298-302. 
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workers than before. In the early period, the technique used for forest related activities are 

less advanced, for example chopping of trees. However, with the advent of time, man 

developed new methods such as the comprehensive measures of forest cultures (artificial 

regeneration and new stocking), the construction of pathways through woodlands, the drift 

protection, cable logging and other innovations.682 

 

1.5.1. Social sense – Individual sense 

Before 1800, the labor contributions were assigned specifically to the manorial serf duties, 

based on the general rights and obligations of this system. The economic situation of the 

new profession of forester, particularly the permanent skilled workers, has been generally 

satisfactory. However, an analysis of these detailed ratios points out that it is not similar 

in nature and varies according to regions. Due to the above-average grades of forest 

workers, there was a scarcity of workers. In 1616 a temporary ban was issued in Bavaria 

to rescue the collapsing agriculture sector, while more and more workers were converted 

their profession from agriculture to forest workers. From very early period, a areawise 

social institutions were came into being for the forestry workers. The first "social security" 

for foresters is reported in 1590 in Freiburg in the area of Breisgau. The financial 

assistance from the "box" is distributed to those who are in need, physically injured or 

diseased. For this 'box' – which had two keys, one person had - to fill, was filled by 

deducting one Kreuzer from every Gulden that was earned. Similar funds were reported 

from the Hanoverian Harz (Clausthal). This was formed in 1718 under the influence of 

mining miners' association and also by those working in the the forests of the Sovereign. 

At the beginning of the 19th century there were noticeable improvement were reported in 

some territories, where the social situation of forest workers was secured by provident 

funds, miners' banks and other measures.683 The social and economic changes of the 19th 

century684 have significantly altered the life of forest working class and generally produced 

an unfavorable impact. Many un-skilled wage workers were found it difficult to survive 

in this sector. This trend was consistently reinforced by rationalizing redundant workers 

in agriculture, because these workers in greater strength were more concentrated in 

forestry. In the middle of the 19th century this trend was changed again due to with the 

general exodus of the working population in the urban industry. This was mainly due to 

the higher wages, which the industry paid in relation to the physical effort exerted. The 

remuneration of the forest workers were insufficient till the first decades of the 20th 

century. Here it is important to mention the contributions made by forestry and mining 

economy regarding social protection that is inititated long before the other sectors. Today, 

                                      
682 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 302-307. 

683 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 307-309. 

684 Industrial Revolution. 
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this initiative stands well ahead of the initial period; but in some countries the present 

incidental wage costs accounts more than 100% of the employee wages.685 

In the following sections, the subjects related to present day forestry and its labor problems 

will be discussed in terms of a reference framework. The succeeding summary of this 

section serves to highlight the efforts of forestry for better working conditions. This is 

evident from the activities of Organisation for Worker’s protection. Their main emphasis 

was on the "humanization of work in the forest." This term was originated in the 60s of 

the 20th century,686 where all the areas of society encompasses the notion of never-ending 

economic growth based on the idea of humanization,687 to make them more humane. In 

1927, a major scientific research work was conducted in forestry, apart from the minor 

approach initiated by HUBERT HUGO HILF.688 The key objective was to shape the hitherto 

neglected labor factor and the main thrust area was to improve the economy not only the 

enterprises, but also the energy used for work. The initial studies were based on the 

improvement of existing or the introduction of appropriate tools and equipment, their 

purposeful handling and care, the development of appropriate work processes and increase 

security. Thereby, the energy consumption was already taken into account in the initial 

work.689 Meanwhile, it stresses to develop more humane workplaces and to identify the 

current and future problems. In the year 1974 in Germany the political term "humanization 

of work" was included in the action program "Research for the humanization of work". 

This program was more concerned with the real working conditions with which man is 

confronted with his day today work. It is also an attempt to reduce the burden of heavy 

work such as working at heat conditions, cold, rain, snow, dust - or handling of hazardous 

substances degrade -to an acceptable level. W. JEITER690 in his introductory notes on the 

humanisation of work on 2nd October 1984 in Dortmund states that numerous research 

findings were not taken into account the view of different masses and consequently the 

research practice must be more concretised. Thus, the government not only could helps to 

improve the situation, but every action must be directed for this purpose. Job security must 

be assured on the part part of the company. A good working relationship can be developed 

by means of works councils, professional associations and other relevant institutions.691 

                                      
685 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 309-319. 

686 The term "humanization" was coined in the policy statement of the German Federal Government on 18.01.1973 

and since then it became common. – See. Eisenhauer, G. (1985); 25. 

687 Humanisation of the penal system, the health system etc as well as the professional life. 

688 Prof. Dr. Dr. h. c. HUBERT HUGO HILF was the director of the Forestry High School in Eberswalde. He founded 

and headed the renamed Institute for forestry labour science (Institut für forstliche Arbeitswissenschaft (IffA)). 

689 See. Eisenhauer, G. (1985); 26-27. 

690 W. JEITER: 1984 President and Professor at the Government Insititute for Labour Protection, Dortmund. 

691 See. Jeiter, W. (1985); 7-14. 
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Another important aspect is regarding the workspace of a forester. In terms of weather 

conditions and fields of activity the workspace of a forester is very diverse. The field of 

activity can be divided as follows: Harvesting 55% (of which skidding 10%), 10% of 

crops, forest protection and 10% other 15%.692 However, this work structure is also not 

uniform. Some areas are flat and relatively easy to access, but most of the forests, 

especially in Austria and Switzerland, are located on the hilly area and are therefore mostly 

rocky, often slippery, sometimes hard, sometimes soft or overgrown and littered with tree 

branches and blocks.693 In this area, sometimes trees with length up to 40 meters and 

weighing up to 10 tons precisely to make or establish in an impenetrable thicket below or 

small timber. Here, the forestry workers must aware of the the enormous capital entrusted 

to them. Most of the work units, such as a hardwood culture as well as an oak veneer 

embody have need of a value of more € 10'000. For the small forest owners, who invests 

in their own forests faces aother issue - that of practice. Many forest owners work 20 hours 

per year in the forest or all roughly five years up to two weeks. Experience shows, 

however, that the exercise threshold will go beyond only after 10 days. All of these 

"private foresters" are also burdened with a big handicap that they always have very little 

practice and thereby will endanger themselves.694 

 

1.5.1.1. The Employer 

On economic grounds the employer or the forest owner is keen to carry its operations 

efficiently. This, in turn, demands a diverse technical know how. Technically, forestry is 

now in a position without a human hand having to touch the tree or a hand-held machine 

to delimb, to peel, to chop a tree in a certain area on the spot and within a short period into 

any number of long pieces and transport it into a vehicle,695 In order to use this machine 

only one expertise is needed- or rather, a computer operator – is necessary. However, the 

following should be checked required before this: 1. To what extent the ergonomic 

requirements of the operator are met; 2. how the mechanization will affect the labor 

market, as job insecurity is one of the heaviest burdens of an employee; 3. how far 

mechanization, job security, ecology and economy can rely on each other.696 Here it is also 

important to mention the conflicting situations faced by the employer and the employee. 

This type of issues are arised by means of financial reasons, when it came to the adaptation 

                                      
692 Fröhlich, H. J. (1985); 15. 

693 The ancient Scandinavians assumed, not least, for these reasons that anywhere in the forest trolls the man can 

place their foot. 

694 See. Fröhlich, H. J. (1985); 15-16. 

695 With Bündelfällern (or harvesters) a tree can be chop down, debranched and to cut into pieces in a minute. – 

See.: LUP; Nordische Wälder / Gefahren für den Wald / Kahlschlag 7/9 / Kanada 3/3. 

696 See. Fröhlich, H. J. (1985); 21. 
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of work systems to the working people or when the desires and needs of the workers were 

taken into account. In these issues, a mutual benevolence is essential, while to consider 

the social partners as enemies would be counter-productive in every case. Humanization 

provides the company chiefs a double-sided advantage: Work to be convinced. A healthy 

and motivated workers are always more economical than a set of de-motivated workers, 

which involves accident risks and then found on the leave register. In order to achieve 

productive goals a constant training to increase appropriate knowledge and insights are 

needed. In this way, the employer as well as the employee participation is important, so 

that they recognize useful innovations and are not excluded from any conveniences. S. 

WODARZ697 sums it up this way: "humanisation of work can not be 'commanded' ... It 

should come up with something more than all punitive sanctions.698" 

The forest owner evaluates his forestry on the basis of specific economic goal, provided 

that the forest land is large enough to satisfy it.699 For him, the forests play an subordinate-

, minor role while comparing with his other interests. The forest owners are not much 

concerned about the aspect of humanization. This can be analysed on the baiss of 

following reasons: humanisation of work is depended more on the monetary aspects and 

does nothing; Humanization of work hinders the optimisation of maximum output; It also 

hinders the achievement of high accord merits; enforcement of a humanisation of work 

takes additional effort, as well as the continuous and annoying controls. This setting with 

unwillingness of forest owners and employers are inadequate to establish. The problem is 

mainly due to the lack of knowledge, education and advisory jurisdiction.The forest owner 

cannot comprehend a situation wherein a humanisation of work pays off on monetary 

terms. The cause of this "ignorance" is based on the fact that many forest owners are native 

to other professions in the rural areas. On the other they are less educated due to the fact 

that they never visited the special schools in the urban areas. They are even unaware about 

these types of educational opportunities due to insufficient communicative system. Such 

educational courses should be offered at appropriate hours for professionals in the country 

and avoids "jargon". Still, these issues can be solved in the form of active media coverage 

in these regions. Seminars are considered as a propaganda to spread forestry. However, 

these seminars are successful only when the distributed materials are readable to the forest 

owners and at the same time they are also willing to read it, which is not least on the other 

hand environmental protection measures. The distributed informations must be closely 

related to the concermed subject and must avoid the irrevant informations in this regard.700 

                                      
697 Dr. WODARZ, S.: 1984 Forestry director and Chief of the Teaching Institute for Forestry in Bad Segeberg. 

698 Wodarz, S. (1985); 148-149. 

699 If the forest ownership is too small, then these incentives are scarce. 

700 See. Wodarz, S. (1985); 149-150. 
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The subjects such as Occupational Safety and Ergonomics701 does not, time and again, 

produce the desired results, since these areas do not occupy an important place, and often 

seems to be very impractical. In many cases, it is also assumed that the manufacturers 

along with the supply of machinery and equipment provide all the necessary information 

regarding its application. However, when it comes to the safety and well-being of the 

workforce, to achieve this constraint a positive economic operating results should not be 

above the people. Here it is important to mention the viewpoints of K. HEIL. According to 

him "the man must be the measure of all things".702 

At this point, it should be once again noted that,703 the employer- in concrete terms- the 

forest owners, have to negoitate many costs, which not only benefits them, but rather the 

society as a whole, while these services does not always bear financial support. 

Specifically, a well-developed road networks with additionally guaranteed waysides 

offers the forestry workers, in addition, their indispensable occupational activity and also 

serves them as their local recreational areas704 for hiking, horseback riding, skiing, jogging 

and biking. However, due to traffic safety obligation the owner takes over these waysides. 

Therefore, landlords demand a "privatization" of these assets, which means that the forest 

owners can provide it to other public uses and thereby account the overhead expenses 

associated.705 

 

1.5.1.2. The Employee 

For a larger perspective of forestry, the employees must be integrated into the issues 

concerning it. A few decades ago, the forestry work was less attractive, but later this 

situation has changed drastically. With the development of technological innovations the 

physical efforts of forestry staff are reduced considerably. Above all, the profession has 

evolved from an occasionally employed woodcutters to the forest workers and later right 

up to a forester employed year long recognized occupation. The profession has very 

closely adapted to the environmental, technical and economic requirements and the 

adaptation is a continuous process. In the past, the occupation woodcutter706 was 

                                      
701 The term "ergonomics" dates back to the year 1949 in England. It includes all related research work related to 

the fields of anatomy, physiology, psychology and technology. The term is understood today widely so. - See 

Eisenhauer, G. (1985). 26. 

702 See. Heil, K. (1985); 151-158. – Dipl.-Ing. K. HEIL: Belongs to the State Forestry Department, Bovenden. 

703 See above. 

704 See. Umwelt in Österreich - Daten und Trends 1994; 187. (Environment in Austria – Dates and Trends 1994) 

705 See. Hölzel, Markus (1997); 497, 498. 

706 See above. 
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represented by the entire willage, but today707 the foresters divided their work into groups 

consisting of two or threes and formed their own workplaces. It is generally expected by 

them, that they decide it in accordance with competent circumstances. In this context it is 

important to mention their independence. As compared to other professions, the increasing 

number of accidents708 illustrate the disparity between the actual value and the index value. 

In order to reduce the number of accidents, it is inevitable for the individual forester 

manager to respect the experience of the foresters and preferably the skilled forest workers 

s and this knowledge and appropriate behavior will helps to reduce their won risks. 

Without having negative harming themselves. "The ‘empiricism’ of ‘others’ must lead to 

the one’s ‘ethics’.709" A positive aspect of current forest work is that it essentially takes 

into account both occupational safety and ergonomics. It should be noted that the learning 

objectives not only helps improve the "knowledge" but also the "behavior" and also have 

an effect on the "skill". Conversely, if the apprentice takes the training advice from the 

school into his/her daily work, the success is usually materialised in the long run.710 

The introduction of progressive mechanization in forestry, like all other occupations, 

created a new method of specialization like chainsaw leaders, crane operators, cable 

operators or operators of the planters. Each specialization inevitably causes a narrowing 

of the field of activity, which can, in turn, produce communication problems among the 

individual workers. This difficulty can be neutralized by creating a good working 

environment. Another important issue in forestry is reagarding the health of forest 

workers. Health problems, which affect an individual forestry worker, can be counteracted 

most effectively by means of change in their job pattern. As a result the permanent, 

ongoing exceedances as vibration, noise or stress on the back can be reduced. For 

increasing productivity the methods like self-initiative is important. Self-initiative is often 

required when it comes into the introduction of organizational planning as the temporal 

and spatial sequence of works, defining the work process in the selection of trees to be 

removed or the organization of new stocks. This introduction brings a higher motivation 

for forestry workers, as testified by experience.711 The suggestions such as the introduction 

of a performance bonus for proposals concerning environmentally sustainable economic 

                                      
707 In Austria a total of 13'000 non-family forestry workers were documented in 1990. In this, 5'000 were 

continuosly employed and the other 8'000 were only occasionally engaged in forestry. - See: Land- und 

Forstwirtschaftliche Betriebszählung 1990; 12, 21. – In 1995 around 8'800 employees were employed in forestry 

in Austria and (in January) 2'816 unemployed. Employed forestry personnel, there were 3'493 (911 forestry 

graduates, 1'617 foresters and 965 forest wardens). . - See. Statistisches Jahrbuch für die Republik Österreich - 

1996; 123, 136, 243. – 5'869 forestry workers found employment in 1995. - See: Österreichischer Waldbericht 

1995; Table 79. 

708 See also: Österreichischer Waldbericht 1995; Tabelle 84. 

709 See. Fröhlich, H. J. (1985); 15-21. 

710 See. Heil, K. (1985); 151-158. 

711 See. Eisenhauer, G. (1985); 25-33. 
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management and at the same time within the wage system - possibly in place of an accord 

salary should be considered. It is also important to consider the formulation of a flexing 

working environment. The allowable chop rates have risen significantly in recent years, 

but its impact is concentrated on forest protection – care needs and further into the winter 

months. Due to progressive "biological rationalization" the working hours in the summer 

months have been reduced. The hours of work during summer is more than halved in just 

over the last decade and all actions are intended for this purpose. Therefore, the employers 

are rescheduling their work assignment from summer to winter accordingly to protect the 

working hours. HELM-ECKHART HINK712 considered this method as a feasible solution, 

because nobody is interested to invest in the summer period to utilise their money 

unproductively. On other hand, the forest owners are facing difficulties to hire forest 

workers from the neighbouring regions due to their increased labor cost. HELM-ECKHART 

HINK suggested that along with five hours of work in the other five days, Saturdy must be 

converted as a working day. The accumulated hours are compensated according to this 

model in the summer, for which no tax disadvantages should arise over the year. MEINRAD 

SCHWEIKART713 contradicts this approach and does not want to convert 'Saturday as a 

regular working day', but he recommended flexibility in reactions, machine operations and 

at longer working hours on Friday -eight hours. However, Saturday work must remain the 

exception. He points out that an extension of working would create problems for the 

workers, like declining performance and thereby production and loss of earnings and due 

to increased physical stress the risk of accidents would be high. He opines that he can 

currently see no advantage to the employee and therefore the security of existing and 

creation of new jobs would be needed to overcome the work. In private companies 

however, flexible working hours714 a provided. According to JOSEF KEES715 the past history 

of the private sector shows that flexible working hours could also lead to the loss of jobs.716 

Therefore, a detailed study is required on the issue of flexible working hours. Here it is 

important ot mention that the employers and employees must approach each other in an 

morally responsible way and do not spar on every side of the page.717 

 

1.5.1.3. The Labor relations 

In the matters concerning labor process the social partners have to play a key function - 

from wages and benefits right up to the recovery times for the humanization of working 

                                      
712 HELM-ECKHART HINK: Forest director and Forest Office Chief at the Forest Office, Backnang. 

713 MEINRAD SCHWIKART: Forestry expert and Personel chairman for the city Woodland of Freudenstadt. 

714 5- day week with a 11 hour day. 

715 JOSEF KEES: Chairperson of the Advisory Council of Forests. 

716 See. Häberle, Siegfried (1997); 574. 

717 See. Häberle, Siegfried (1997); 574. 
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life.718 A notable contribution is the efforts for a bonus wage system. The working 

mechanisms are designed by means of mutual consultations to make it more humane and 

economical and at the same time to remain in the private forests without reservation. 

Generally, the small forest owners are not included in the efforts of social partners. More 

often they are considered as self promoters and doing for themselves and supposedly on 

the basis of financial reasons they never sticks to the given standards, which they must 

follow, if they are employed workers.719 Further objectives of the social partners are the 

continuous training of forestry workers. However, in this area also the small forest owners 

lag behind the aspirations of the social partners not only in economic but also in 

environmental matters.720 

One of the important contributions of modern time to forestry is the establishment of 

workers' organizations. In this period in areas such as Bavaria, Tyrol and the Baden Black 

Forest arised the "wood shafts", woodmasters with servants, and in addition hired 

woodcutters, who survived until the 19th century under the woodmaster system.721 

The social partners in their role encouraged, according to K. HEIL, to implement the 

ergonomic working methods in the factories as early as possible. He also demanded to 

consider the reduction of incentive wages, due to the existence of conflict of interests 

between economy and ergonomics. The social partners are responsible for occupational 

safety and ergonomics. This responsibility weighs particularly difficult, because it directly 

concerns health and life.722 Interestingly, there are no significant statements to the contrary 

and yet does not seem to be addressed in the manner as it would be opportune to be 

obviously recognizing the problem. 

In turn, the workers' organizations must evaluate the aspects such as professional 

qualification and improving workers protection. The professional qualification begins not 

least in the intellectual capabilities of a professional prospects. According to G. NÄCKEL723 

the statement "for the forest's enough" has never been overhauled as today when it comes 

to the mental faculties. For him, the forest work is developed in harmony with the body 

and soul. In this context he questions the rationality of physicians to judge it. He also blasts 

the traineeships, at the same time he proposes a number of reapproaches, while they would 

not give apprentices care to the appropriate persons, but often allocate to the apprentice 

gangs, in order to increase their income. Generally, the private forest owners refuse to 

                                      
718 See. Eisenhauer, G. (1985); 29. 

719 See. Fröhlich, H. J. (1985); 21-22. 

720 See. Fröhlich, H. J. (1985); 22. 

721 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 300. 

722 See. Heil, K. (1985); 153-154. 

723 G. NÄCKEL: 1984 Member of the der Trade Union, Gartenbau, Agriculture and forestry in Frankfurt. 
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employ forestry masters, who are only responsible for the training and would even employ 

non-professional workers for piecework in the forest. Piecework, especially the full 

accord, has significantly higher accident rate than the time-wage labor. The peacework 

will even create health problems and only the youngsters are suitable for it. Especially the 

young and old workers, whose age brackets slacken their performance, are most prone to 

accidents. For preventing accidents and optimizating healthy working environments, the 

social partners are required to observe greatest interest and must issue appropriate 

regulations and monitoring to ensure the same. Wherever possible to perform this task, 

the experienced practitioners must make use of it, even if the practical experience and 

skills are not readily available to assess the operations and if necessary to improve. Näckel 

insists that occupational physicians should be occupational doctors and possibly should 

complete an internship in the field. He further states that one employment period in a gang 

would be enough to mature the understanding of forest work with all its problems.724 

 

1.5.2. The "Inhabitants" of the Woodlands/Forests 

As already mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the human history was closely 

associated with forest in the forms livelihood and foodstuffs. Principally man was part of 

the ecosystem called the primate forest. Even today one can find out the last remnants of 

such populations as part of the Pygmies in Africa, Papua New Guinea and the Indians in 

the Amazon and Orinoco basin. Thus, the forest provides these people what they need for 

their sparse survival. Conversely, these people exert themselves only in a vanishingly 

small impact on the forest ecosystem. In other cultures, the people's attitude towards 

woodlands has drastically changed, mostly due to agriculture and animal husbandry, 

which mostly developed at the edges of the closed forests at the transition to the plains 

and arid areas. In the initial stages forest was thus far the livelihood of the people and 

occupied with wild animals, but gradually become a source of an improved quality of life, 

as man was using the savanna as pasture for domesticated animals and also for energy, 

building materials and material supplies. Here it is important to mention the area of the 

hunt, which has not been specifically addressed in this thesis. The man changed his 

livelihood from being a hunter-gatherer to the role of farmer and agriculturist. Even in the 

earlier period man was a hunter with other hunters in the forest, ie. predators, from there 

now he became a cowman. The predators, who were previously less enemy, but rather 

unwelcome competitors, were now became partly hated enemies. The forest was no longer 

the home to accommodate the people, but to a great extent, the new home of the enemy 

predator. Here one is tempted to define that the image of enemy predator is transfeerred 

in our latitudes parallel to his homeland, the forest. 

                                      
724 See. Näckel, G. (1985); 159-161. 
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The role of forest is not limited to this concept, but it had a different role to play. This is 

evident from the forest cover in Europe. For example, if anyone recollects the forest cover 

in Europe after the last ice age725, it is uncomplicated to see that the proportion of forest 

compared with the savanna was soon very high. The forest was, therefore, an obligatory 

reserve land for the increasing population. The forest, and thus, the country stock seemed 

unlimited. 

Man’s fight with nature was not always ended with a positive note. In times of declining 

population – due to pestilence or war - or where man was clearing less suitable soils for 

agricultural purposes, the forest was expanded again. After the 30 Years War, where many 

abandoned villages and fields were not utilised, these were gradually converted as forest 

again and still remained as forested areas. This trend is observed not only in Central 

Europe but also in the tropics, where the abandoned ruins, cities and temples of the Mayas, 

the Incas or the Khmers became part of forest after a very short time. In climatically 

favorable areas, man was apparently considered as the "winner" and like in the 

Mediterranean, the Middle East and parts of the subtropics. These territories were not 

reclaimed by the forest. Thus, these regions gradually became wastelands and deserts.726 

Conversely, considering forest in a degraded framework such as "enemy", land reserve or 

raw material supplier would not fair, though this view had prevailed for thousands of years 

amongst the majority of our ancestors. As mentioned above, the forest has not only an 

economic component, but also acquired a cultural and emotional significance in the 

cultural map of many countries. In different religions, forest occupies an extraordinary 

role, such as as the seat of gods and spirits or carrier or connecting element of the sky; it 

was often feared and revered. With the decline of religious worship - since the early 

Middle Ages to the present day -its importance reduced to the level of recreation and 

entertainment, at least for the small minority among the highest social classes.727 

Today, forest is no longer considered as the habitat of human being. This statement reflects 

the majority image of human population in Central Europe. It impossible for the man to 

deviate the path of the masses. Some individuals still lead this life and are generally 

referred to as "dropouts". Whoever wants to live from the forest only needs relatively large 

areas, so this form of life in Europe - not least because of forest ownership - has become 

extremely rare. A few have led this life in America until today as trappers. A closer 

examination, however, shows that in the modern times, there is not only socially versatile 

structured and differentiated groups, but also certain individuals or social groups do not 

justify a generalization. Most visibly, this combination is probably applicable to hunters, 

                                      
725 See. Above. 

726 See. Steinlin, Hansjürg (1985); 34-35. 

727 See. Steinlin, Hansjürg (1985); 38, 40. 
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mushroom pickers, berrypickers, photographers, animal or plant observers. This relatively 

small group of the population, though, has a relatively close, but not professionally, has a 

relationship with the forest and often quite good knowledge. For them forestry is 

politically relevant and every group, none of the aforementioned is immune to one side 

and to be judged in favor of self-interest. According HANSJÜRG STEINLIN728, countless 

people today dream of a home - or at least primary residence holiday or weekend home - 

on the edge of the forest, back to the forest and its security, to face the open landscape 

with its openness and clarity.729 The edge of the forest areas and forests are open or 

resolved because even today considered as the most popular destinations and whereabouts 

in the recreation area. These areas are on the edge of the forest or in open place, ie, cleared 

woodlands, are the most sought after destinations in the relaxation and tourism field. The 

same principles in which we, who live mostly in big cities today, instinctively seek 

relaxation and many campsites and caravan sites - the strip in the transition area between 

loose forest, water, marsh and wet meadows – are the same searched for by our Stone and 

Bronze Age ancestors in the foothills of the Alps to build their settlements. The continuing 

appeal of these landscapes could also be interpreted as a evolutionary heritage. Through 

the course of history, there has been by no means a uniform setting and a uniform behavior 

towards the forest and different attitudes and behaviors are coexisted.730 

  

                                      
728 Prof. Dr. HANSJÜRG STEINLIN: Director of the Institutes für Landespflege (Institute for Landscape 

Conservation) at the Albert-Ludwigs-University, Freiburg. 

729 See. Steinlin, Hansjürg (1985); 39. 

730 See. Steinlin, Hansjürg (1985); 39-46. 
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1.6. The Woodland/Commercial Forest as an asset (Property) 

Forest ownership is not an irrelevant question. Currently731 approximately 4.18 billion 

hectares (about 1/3) of the land surface of the earth are densely forested. An annual forest 

decline of about 15.4 million ha was recorded, which is slightly more than the total forest 

area of Germany in 1990 (about 10.19 million ha732), Austria (ca. 3,878,000 ha.) And 

Switzerland (1.2 million ha) of about 15.27 million ha. the EU has a share of 

approximately 128.8 million hectares of forested area split to 10.3 million owners 

(including 66.1% are private owners) and proves a gross domestic product of 1%733 

(without taking into account the environmental and social market economy).734  

The table below does not shows the exact figure, but only the rounded figures. This is 

partly due to the fact that the forests owned by the church have also been considered, based 

on some older statistics, and on the other hand due to various survey methods735 However, 

the table should serves to provide a broad overview to get information specifically on the 

relationship of public and private forests. It is noteworthy that in Austria alone the majority 

of the forests are private; in Germany the ratio is almost balanced, taking into account that 

the forests owned by church are counted as "public". In Switzerland, the majority forests 

are part of the State. Thus all these three countries show a three completely different 

ownership priorities. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                      
731 See. Statistisches Jahrbuch für die Republik Österreich - 1996; 486. – See also: KWFL; 778; Waldfläche 

(Inquiry of CEF 'Europäische Forstkommission' of 1990.). 

732 Stand 1996. 

733 In Austria, the gross domestic product of agriculture and forestry in 1983 was still 44.14%, by 1995 only 1.6%– 

See also: Statistisches Jahrbuch für die Republik Österreich - 1996; 212. – Environmental protection expenditure 

in 1991 amounted to € 3'656 million (ATS 50'310 million) 2.63% of the gross domestic product (GDP). 1986 

amounted to € 2,486 million (ATS 34'210 million), or 2.4% of GDP. – See also: Umwelt in Österreich - Daten 

und Trends 1994; 257. 

734 See. KWFL; 775, 778; Waldeigentum, Waldfläche. 

735 There are essentially two survey methods: raster as inventory sampling and minimum area of 0.2 ha 

consideration. – See. Umwelt in Österreich - Daten und Trends 1994; 187-188. 
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Overview of forest properties in individual countries 

(in rounded figures) 

 Private woodlands Public woodlands  

Staat Unit of 

measurem

-ent 

Private 

woodlands 

Church Bodies Staat Land/Canton Total736 

Germany 737 

46,2 / 53,5 % 

Hectares 

(ha) 

4'707'780 

ha 

There is no 

separate 

marking for 

the forests 

owned by 

the 

church.738 

2'017'620 

ha 

305'700 

ha 

3'158'900 ha 10'190'000 ha 

Percentage 

(%) 

46,2 % 19,8 % 3 % 31 % 100 % 

Austria 739 

79,5 / 20,5 % 

Hectares 

(ha) 

2'961'400 

ha 

121'570 

ha740 

135'730 

ha 

574'000 

ha 

85'300 ha 3'878'000 ha 

Percentage 

(%) 

76,4 % 3,1 % 3,5 % 14,8 % 2,2 % 100 % 

Switzerland 741 

27,0 / 73,0 % 

Hectares 

(ha) 

322'220 ha 6'580 ha742 807'500 

ha 

12'000 ha 51'700 ha 1'200'000 ha 

Percentage 

(%) 

26,5 % 0,5 % 67,5 % 1 % 4,5 % 100 % 

 

In Austria, around 1990 214'464 country and forestry holdings (from one hectare of total 

area onwards) were counted as natural forest and 99.4% less than 200 ha. The number of 

farms has decreased by 6% since the 1980 census.743 The distribution by size groups of the 

natural forest area shows that considerably more than half were allocated for farms of 200 

acres or more. The proportion of forests from farms under 2 ha was only 2%. This results 

                                      
736 See. KWFL; 778; Waldfläche. – See also: Umwelt in Österreich - Daten und Trends 1994; 187. 

737 See. KWFL; 426, 775; Körperschaftswald, Waldeigentum. 

738 This statement is based on a request to the Federal Statistical Office in Berlin, which was answered by fax on 

23.4.1997. 

739 See. KWFL; 426, 775; Körperschaftswald, Waldeigentum. – See also: Statistisches Handbuch für die Republik 

Österreich - 1980; 92. 

740 See. Statistisches Handbuch für die Republik Österreich - 1980; 92. 

741 See. Gesamte Waldfläche nach Eigentümern 1995. 

742 This figure supports an e-mail response, 24 April 1997 at 10:22 the Federal Statistical Office of the Swiss 

Confederation, which is present to me. 

743 See. Österreichischer Waldbericht 1995; 47. 
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shows that in 1990 in Austria there was an average natural forest area of 15.1 hectares.744 

The largest decrease is comparable regarding the companies with less than 5 ha of natural 

forest area, while companies with 20 ha increased to 200 ha. The acquisition mode, 

according to 1990 official sensus shows that 33% (1980 42%) of the farmers are full-time 

farmers, 8% (1980, 6%) commercial farmers, 57% (1980 51%) as part-time farmers and 

2% (1980, 1%) are from legal entitities. The changes can be attributed to the decreasing 

monetary aspect.745 

 

1.6.1. Forms ownership – Types of ownership 

This section deals with the following question – What kind of "properties" and what types 

of properties with regard to forest applicable under legal framework. 

The concept of "Ownership" is primarily divided into two types: ownership and 

possession. Property can be defined as the actual rule of one person over a thing and is 

distinct from ownership, which is the most comprehensive legal protection over an 

article.746 Here the word property denotes the absolute material right over a property 

within the framework freely defined by legal system. It provides a comprehensive 

sovereign rights, entitles the holder to possess and factual influence effect on the objects 

as well as on legal transactions at his will. In the 20th century, there was a departure 

from the liberal individualistic concept of ownership towards the greater consideration 

of social consequences of the distribution of property by means of a socially committed 

ownership of property. Accordingly, the Basic Law (constitution) provides a ownership 

guarantee and explains the concept property at the same time affirms the essential well-

being of the society. This social committment also signifies property ownership 

limitation, a property restriction which allows the interference by means of private 

property in public interest right up to expropriation. The estate differs from the term 

property, because, as mentioned above, it merely permits a comprehensive legal property 

rule and not an definite physical control decree as in property. Property is recognized by 

law as actual rule of a natural or legal person over a object. The term characterises: 1. 

the actual physical control, "which is externally manifested", that does not depend on 

the legal relationship question; 2. a legally social aspect, where the ownership must be 

considered (acknowledged) as possession. On account of actual ownership related legal 

effects, the property stands an equal subjective right. It is transferable and inheritable. 

Different types of ownership are: 1. Sole or Joint ownership; 2. Full- and partial 

ownership (in definable objects, eg. in a rented apartment); 3. Proprietary possession and 

                                      
744 See. Land- und Forstwirtschaftliche Betriebszählung 1990; 11-12. 

745 See. Österreichischer Waldbericht 1995; 47. 

746 See. Bertelsmann; Eigentum / Besitz. 
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non-proprietary possession, depending on whether the owner possesses the property as 

his own or belongs to others; 4. Actual- and indirect ownership. The indirect ownership 

has one or more stages (grades), for example, in the relationship: Owner (two-level 

indirect owner) - tenant (first level indirect owner) - lodger (direct owner); 5. ownership 

free from defects and Erroneous ownership (by means of unlawful interference); 6. 

lawful and unlawful ownership; 7. Bona fide and mala fide owners (an owner’s illegal 

ownership, which is not in good faith with regards to owner’s right).747 Thus, the forest 

owner is the possessor of the forest and also the beneficial owner, provided that he is the 

immediate custodian of the forest. According to the legal provisions748 the forest property 

belongs to a forest owner only when he actually possessed it. In these cases, legal 

provisions are aimed partly at forest owners and partly to forest ownerships.749 In the 

addition to this act there is, however, no specific distinction between forest owners and 

forest ownerships, but the concept of forest ownership / property is generally understood 

as ethical principles, which is achieved with in forestry, specificically valid for both 

these concepts. 

Now the main focus will be centered around the properties in terms of woodlands. 

Basically Ttere are three legally acknowledged forests: Private forests, Forest owned by 

the State and Corporate forest. In the current legal framework another type of ownership 

is not directly mentioned: the primary type of ownership; in this context the main 

attention is given to this forest type. 

 

1.6.1.1. Primary ownership-The forest "belongs" primarily to human race 

The notion – ownership - can be analysed and explained according to different 

perspectives. If it is assumed that the property "ownership itself originated by means of 

labour"750 then the human has little ownership law, in view of the fact that each person has 

only a limited productive energy. If property –"self-directed economic ownership by 

labor"751 - is regarded as a comprehensive rule of law of a person’s right about "articles" 

the possibility of increasing ownership widens, while this right can be acquired to have 

made without the article itself, for example, by way of acquisition or inheritance. If the 

term "articles" implies the other performance on the job, which is compensated otherwise, 

develops the possibility of ownership even more. This denotes the employer and worker 

                                      
747 See. LROM1; Eigentum / Recht. 

748 In Bavaria. 

749 See. KWFL; 771; Waldbesitzer. 

750  See also: Schnarrer, Johannes Michael (1996a); 87-92. 

751  See also: Schnarrer, Johannes Michael (1996a); 87-92. 
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ratio, where the product of the latter always belongs to the property of the former.752 

Property is, thus, connected with sovereign rights. The aforementioned examples deal 

primarily with matters that were created from the "raw materials". The subsequent forest 

questions such as whether a property relationship is possible or it is only a ownership 

status, whether the forest is still the producer of primary, secondary raw materials and the 

basis and only tertiary product.753 The forest raw materials form the basis for industries 

such as wood and construction, tourism and other economic activities. At the same time 

as the produer of raw materials and its base, "it multiplies itself and remains the source for 

other raw materials such as honey, mushrooms, game and oxygen production. In the third 

place, the forest is also the source of timber and tree products754 and its above-mentioned 

byproducts.755 Due to its ownership rights, if no ethically significant problem arises with 

regard to the forest as a product, the discussion is concentrated on both raw material and 

commodity producer. The question of ownership inevitably includes commodity products 

produced within a forest itself. A raw material produced by the forest is oxygen.756 The air 

we breathe can never belong to a single individual, not even to the whole of humanity. It 

belongs, in the true sense of the word, to all creatures on the planet earth who need air to 

live. None of these creatures can deny each others right to air. The necessity for breathing 

air is a condition stipulated by nature on most of the creatures and therefore it is a natural 

right. The concept of ownership of the forest and the people with respect is, therefore, 

necessarily limited and would have to replaced by other terms such as: accountability, 

stewardship, or rightly "to be on Secondment"757 Therefore, there is no comprehensive 

sovereign rights to rule a person or society over the forest, but in this case "property" 

implies a all-inclusive mandatory duty of every fellow creature, each according to their 

ability and responsibility to ensure equal justice for the good of all. It implies not only an 

ethos of forestry, but by means of inherent standard ethics, which understands forest not 

primarily as property, but as gift.758 This view of property does not include commercial 

forestry, but it is one of the inherent necessities that man needs the resource forest for 

                                      
752 See. Müller, J. H. (21980); 502-504. 

753 See above. 

754 Resin, foliage, fruits etc. 

755 See. oben. 

756 Oxygen is mostly released by the oceans, but excludes the importance of "CO2 catalysts" not characterized by 

forest. 

757 See. Chapter Two. 

758 See also: Auer, Alfons (1984); 200-203. 
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living.759 The utilization, however, based on the guidelines of ethic, which the human race 

and the fellow creatures shall be judged on the basis of responsibility.760 

 

1.6.1.2. Appropriation and Responsibility – Social security 

In the Judeo-Christian tradition, the institution – ownership - is assumed to be valid and 

placed under the protection of the moral law.761 However, regarding earthly goods, the 

God reserves a kind of supremacy.762 The humans are entrusted with goods which are 

essential for life and not the given property.763 Those who have excess need and oversized 

possession endanger the person, who is obligated by God for the responsible use of his 

"property".764 This tradition includes the ethical principles of human responsibility 

concerning the environment, ie both for all creatures and especially for the whole human 

race. Ownership or one’s own property implies an adequate liability over the assets and 

ownership in their interaction with the partnership. In view of the fact that humanity in 

general and forest owners in particular – the artificial "creator" of the forest – by means 

of individual and economic application on the basis of common utilisation principle, the 

above mentioned responsibility must be counted as inevitable among the social and 

individual burdens. Responsibility concerning the forest is not something absolute, but 

relatively delegatable. The management of the individually "entrusted" forest areas are 

fully delegated to its owner and at the same it is a passive, in the sense of societies legal 

responsibility. This will become active, only when the "owner" acts in an irresponsible 

manner.765 

 

                                      
759 Energy carrier and building material for housing. 

760 See also: Müller, J. H. (21980); 504-510. – See also: Kerber, Walter (1993); 216-225. – See also: Messner, 

Johannes (71984); 1173. 

761 Ex 20,15.17 "Thou shalt not steal. You shall not covet your neighbor's house. You shall not covet your neighbor 

for the woman, according to his slave or his slave, his ox, nor his ass, nor anything that is your neighbor ". - 

Deuteronomy 5,19.21 "Thou shalt not steal, You shall not covet your neighbor for the woman, and you shall not 

covet your neighbor's house, not his field, his slave or his slave, his ox, or his ass, nothing that your neighbor's." 

762 Ps 47,8a.9 "God is the King, who rules all over the earth. God reigns over the nations, / God sits on his holy 

throne" 

763 Lev 25,23 "The land must not be sold permanently, because the land is mine and you are strangers and sojourners 

with me." 

764 See. Sir 4,31-5,8; Am 6,1-14; Mk 10,19. 

765 Also Refer: Zsifkovits, Valentin (1990a); 124-128. 
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1.6.1.3. The Ownership theory of THOMAS and the (new) Scholasticism:Every 

matter has always been a destiny, which the man must discover – Giving 

priority to common good 

In the moral order property appears as good as life and health, as a mortal goods from the 

hands of God, which is entrusted to man, that he must use properly. The right application 

of all material goods aare arranged for the fulfillment of human demands. The goods 

which are not complying this must be considered as a violation and therefore 

immoral.Thus, the inner essence of ownership is this moral obligation, particularly eco-

social commitment.766 The property theory of SAINT THOMAS can be interpreted in such a 

manner that thes moral obligation of the owner is to demonstrate the legal definition of 

ownership, which clearly states that with its non-compliance, the abuse of property will 

lead to suspension or irrecoverable loss of ownerhip right.767 In "Quadragesimo anno (from 

15/05/1931)", this view of Pope PIUS XI. is explicitly rejected.768 The major issue of 

Thomistic view lies in the fact that the details of ownership would be under the control of 

a "private" decision of a "Forum" and would often leads to legal uncertainties. - Here it is 

interesting to mention the heavenly-communist community type of ownership, where the 

man is above the original sin, while such a state of discord and greed would be absent.769 

- If the concept of ownership is considered in relation to a tree or a mass of trees, then the 

statement of PIUS XI. which represents an "article" can be accepted without a doubt. 

However, if the forest is understood according to the above description, the issue has a 

different perspective. It is no longer merely the property in the sense of a thing, but "a" 

living being or a common livelihood.770 Without doubt, the community will implement the 

duty and the right of the "owner" in relation to environmental and social obligations 

associated with forest legally. The silvicultural use of forest should also, at the same time, 

utilised in service of common good and should also adequately support the partnership 

owner. Thus, the notion that the suspension or cancellation of ownweship right is based 

on the non-fulfillment of obligation or misuse of rights, which is valid under certain 

situations. In such considerations, which of course cannot be concluded without restraint, 

it would also integrated to behave like an "owner", even when the partnership fails to 

comply with its "duty to assist", that makes the forest owner once again guilty, for the 

                                      
766 See. Hilgenreiner, K. (1931); 593. 

767 See. Horváth, Alexander (1929); 1-240 (besonders 82-85 und 152-154). – See. Summa Theologiae IIa IIae 12 2: 

(Utrum propter apostasiam a fide subditi absolvantur a domino praesidentium apostatarum.) 

768 See. QA 46, 113-114. 

769 See also: Zsifkovits, Valentin (1990a); 125. 

770 It may sound to be strange, in the possession of a herd of cattle can get only a certain number of people, and in 

a direct manner, as the Good beef as the Good Wood "easy" on, can be locked and allocated. However, the 

product oxygen of a forest can not be "easy" to allocate as it its structure can not be separated without considerable 

effort. 
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reason that the common good of the individual well-being always comes first, but there 

can be no right without obligation and without any obligatory law.771 Legal obligation 

without duty is sometimes privileging (preference, "On-emption") and duty without legal 

is enslavement (discrimination, "disenfranchisement"). 

 

1.6.1.3.1. Ius carpendi / rodendi commune populi (Allgemeines Klaubrecht des Volkes) 

As mentioned earlier, the forest is not only a "private property", but in a certain manner, 

"public property" and that counts the products and the services of the forest, the logging 

capability (the utitlity function includes various secondary products such as mushrooms, 

berries) and the forest is both commodity producer as well raw material product, because 

it multiples "itself" and forms the basis for further raw materials such as forest honey, 

mushrooms, game and oxygen production. In the history of any active zone a "general 

clearing right (Klaubrecht) of the people"772 has existed in a limited way.773 Municipality 

or local laws facilitate location-wise clearing rights (Klaubrechte) in forest areas and is 

applicable only to the citizens, household owners or even to the landlords.774 In addition - 

even today – exists other forms of public forest prerogatives of state forests such as the 

receipt of batchs of wood and a fixed clearing right, which is usually not in written form 

(Timber harvest rights). The - mostly unwritten – right attitude/gnaw (ius carpendi / 

rodendi) includes the right to remove the dead and fallen branches on the ground of public 

forests.775 The idea that most poor people have a kind of general clearing rights is not new 

concept. Above all, the Bible mentions the gleaning law in Lev 19,9 to 10776, Lev 23,22777 

& Deut 24,20-22.778 In extreme situtations, when survival is in question, the old principle 

                                      
771 See. Hilgenreiner, K. (1931); 593-598. 

772 ius carpendi / rodendi commune populi 

773 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 202-203. 

774 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 241-242. 

775 See. Knöppel, V. (1998); 1117-1120. 

776 Lev 19,9-10 "And when ye reap the harvest of your land, you shall not reap to the very edge of the box. Thou 

shalt gleanings of thy harvest. In thy vineyard, thou shalt not gleanings and collect the fallen grapes. You shall 

be left to the poor and the stranger. I am the Lord your God." 

777 Lev 23,22 " And when ye reap the harvest of your land, thou shalt not reap your field up to the edge and gleanings 

of thy harvest. You shall be left to the poor and the stranger that. I am the Lord your God." 

778 Deut 24,20-22 "If you've knocked off an olive tree, thou shalt not even search the branches. What else depends, 

to the stranger, the fatherless and widows are. If you have harvested the grapes in your vineyard, thou shalt 

gleanings. You should the stranger, the fatherless and widows are. Remember: You have been a slave in Egypt. 

That is why I do it command you to comply with this provision." 
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has to be applied, which clearly states that: "In extreme necessity everybody is need, that 

is, it is to be shared."779 

Today this question is no longer valid as before. In principle, the forests are publicly 

accessible. Strictly speaking, a "right attitude/gnaw (ius carpendi / rodendi)" is not 

objectively defined in writing to till this day, but it is a customary law. However, the 

clearing rights were mainly granted in consultation with the appropriate foresters. On the 

basis of the above mentioned reasons, a common ownership of the people corresponding 

the size of forest and its by-product resources - such as clearing woods (forest wood), 

honey, berries, mushrooms and recreation780 - can be exploited. Therefore, what is refered 

as public forest (national, provincial and municipal forest) is thus a legitimate utilisation 

of the forest wood and other non-wood forest products, particularly for the impoverished 

population,781 based on the right of abode. The state residents support the preservation of 

public forests and any forestry deficits without these by their taxes. In private forests, it is 

impossible to have such laws, because a private forest owner could not have similar state 

financial security like the "public forest owners". If the private forest owners advocate for 

compensation,782 such a claim, in principle, cannot be completetly ruled out. However, due 

to practical reasons a proper compensation for the commodities are not possible, because 

general procurement pattern of the people are not based on collecting mushroom, berry, 

which makes available the recreation area and the like could be compensated in situ. As a 

result, a compensation rather than lump sum – probably, corresponding to the forest area 

and its quality– has more acceptances in public than one of its "benefactors". Such a 

relevant scheme would have, nevertheless, locally regulated by the state law.783 

 

1.6.1.4. State-owned Forests 

The state woodlands, also called state forest, is an essential part of the forest area. In 

Germany, it accounts 34% of approximately 10,19 million hectors of forest (where around 

31% is controlled by the provinces and the other 3% by the city-states). In Austria, this is 

17% of around € 3,88 million hecters (2,2% belong to other states and 14,8% to the State 

                                      
779 See. KKK 2408 – See. GS 69 – See. Zsifkovits, Valentin (1990a); 125. – See. Summa Theologiae IIa IIae 66 7 – 

Cardinal JOSEF FRINGS (* Neuss 6.2. 1887, † Cologne 17.12.1978, Cardinal (ab 1946) 1942-69 Archbishop of 

Cologne) counts among the most popular of advocates of this principle, but he exclaimed this principle after 

the 2nd World War in Cologne. This resulted in the term "Fringsen" as a new expression for petty theft. 

780 Oxygen and water are termed "public goods" without any discussion. 

781 See also: Constitution of Switzerland (Bundesverfassung der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft) 

(1. Jan. 2000); Art. 54 § 2. 

782 See above. 

783 See also: QA 44-46, 113-114. 
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Austria) and in Switzerland around 5,5% of 1,2 million hecters (in this 4,5% is Canton 

property and the other 1% is owned by the Swiss Confederation).784 

Although the social service activities in the State Forests demonstrates a higher priority 

than in the private forests, the average timber production in the state forests are higher 

than the private forests.785 However, the state forests are also under high economic pressure 

as shown by the example of the Saarland forests. More than 70% of Saarland’s forest 

expenditure of is utilised as labor costs, which the ministry would like to reduce by means 

of reforms. On the other hand, the workers viewed these reforms with skepticism and 

based on the available records, they argue that the number of forest staffs declined by one 

third from 1985 to 1997. HUBERTUS LEHNHAUSEN786 in his article argues that each level of 

management now wants to strengthen their respective level at the expense of the other. 

Such restructuring is only possible by taking into account the interest of the forest 

stakeholders, so that the forestry business can improve their market opportunities in the 

existing production area - in other words it open up new areas to wood marketing - 

possibly areas outside the roundwood production. Partially this reform stands contrary to 

the objectives of nature conservation organizations. At the same time, these reforms will 

create new opportunities to these organizations to increase their influence. However, these 

reforms are also countered by the workers' organizations, they, on the otherhand, seriously 

concerned about the reduction of their membership throughtout Germany due to its 

economic issues. The above mentioned objections come under criticism of individuals, 

while they perceived this as a threat to private interests. Saarland, on the other hand, has 

adopted the following "measures" in this discussion: Forestry should be organized in such 

a manner that a near-natural forest ecosystem must be created or maintained and a 

multifunctional utilisation is guranteed or even enhanced. Thus, forest management 

should: a) preserve the forest ecosystem as a natural habitat for all fauna and flora of 

indigenous forests, b) make possible all forest functions on available spaces and make 

restrictions only possible in certain exceptional cases in favor of a function, c) protect the 

production of regenerative resource of wood preferably in broader variety and diversity 

for future generations and execute it in accordance with the economic principle, d) 

implement the maintenance and management by utilizing all biological rationalization 

oppotunities so natural- and human friendly as possible.787 

When point "a" is considered as the first point and the main objective, it is questionable, 

to what extent point "b" remains attainable. In each forest area, regardless of its size, to be 

                                      
784 See. KWFL; 690; Staatswald. 

785 See. KWFL; 690; Staatswald. 

786 Forestry director Dr. HUBERTUS LEHNHAUSEN: Staff in the Ministry for Environment, Energy and Traffic in 

Saarland. 

787 See. Lehnhausen, Hubertus (1997a); 1821, 1826. 
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close to nature and at the same time all functions of forest – the forest function includes, 

in the context of forestry, inevitably the management functions - comprise alone space 

limits. Joins solely from surface reasons limits. Point "c" questionably contradictory, 

especially counterpart to the point "a".To support the diverse range of goods for economic 

demand requires a drastic reduction of biodiversity. Such a forest is ipso facto a non 

natural habitat and clearly contradicts point "a". On the other hand, point "d" refers for the 

commitment of genetically modified forest plants and brings forward a pristine natural 

evolutionary biodiversity to an artificial Re-evolution and thereby an perverse species 

depletion by dominant "Alpha plants". In the past past few years, however, the 

environmental objectives are better implemented than the economic objectives, like in 

ecology where very clear guidelines were postulated. In the economic arena, the concrete 

targets such as the expansion of the service sector are missing. 

A successful change of state is only possible if the problems and solutions are widely 

recognised. In this respect, Lehnhausen proposes two views to distinguish this problem: 

a) The wood buyers not paid enough money for the wood supplied, this in turn produce 

losses. ... [In parenthesis he cite the "global markets" and the "world market prices" as a 

new buzzword for the externalization of the problem.] ... In addition, the forest provides 

operational services to the general public, only when they were paid, the losses would be 

compromised. b) We live in a dynamic system, to which forestry business must constantly 

adapt. The businesses that do not have sufficient flexibility measures will struggle for its 

survival. The statement that the government forestry organization788 permanently 'earning' 

losses, implies that it has less flexibility in its affairs.789 LEHNHAUSEN analsysis this 

problem on the basis of point "b" and holds the view represented by "a": in the long run 

also for the employees as a harmful diversionary tactic.790 However, the author of this work 

could not agree with the opinion of LEHNHAUSEN because these purposeful moral and 

ethical principles lacks and presupposes a priori adaptation to all market events concerning 

ecology. LEHNHAUSEN agrees the underpayment of local forest products aforementioned 

under point ‘a’, where the products are undefferenziated without taking into account the 

damage caused to the ‘environment’ by the exploitative large firms in the tropics and in 

any case the humanity is answerable and therefore, the slogan will be at one point is not 

gloabalizing the economy, but greening or in any case regionalizing the economy. It seems 

illusory for the author to believe that globally the adequate economic and environmental 

conditions would be dominated. The empirical illustrations also shows that due to market-

oriented behavior the forestry has been well afforested in the last 200 years; however, 

thereby came into being the fir and spruce monocultures, which do not account much for 

                                      
788 What is meant is the Forest administration of the state, which carries out the fiscal task of economizing the state 

forests. 

789 See. Lehnhausen, Hubertus (1997a); 1826. 

790 See. Lehnhausen, Hubertus (1997a); 1826. 
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the benefit of forestry. The solution for this problem is not fully based on ecology. 

However, the solution is only possible in an ecologically oriented economy, where a 

balance between globalization and regionalization must be realised. LEHNHAUSEN 

recognizes - and this flexibility is certainly appropriate - that the distribution of the main 

product of the forest enterprise, the roundwood to be made archaic. The red tapism 

regarding sale, that involves too many persons responsible for small areas is also time 

consuming and necessitates long period of time, whereby the already increasing handling 

costs can only result in low prices.791 For the future state forests, a dichotomy of the 

economic sectors must be distinguished: The primary area covers all activities of forest 

management in the state forests, which is closely connected with forestry measures792 and 

should largely carry the products such as timber harvesting, sale of hunting - and non 

forest products. The second area covers all activities outside the timber, hunting and non 

forest product activities in the state forest. This part should be financed by special 

individual contractual services. Among them, the facilities and infrastructure services are 

to be understood as active services rendered and marketable products of the forest 

enterprises, which with its production provides capital793 and its staff794. If this arrangement 

is utilised, it would add up to a third of today's sales from the second area.795 The Saarland 

reform model also provides additional measures. Thus, it is noted that the State Forests 

employ more engineers and university graduates and utilizes less forest wardens. Thus,the 

Forest Service system does not keep pace with this development, but strongly adheres to 

the forest manager qualification. The considerations include the creation of a "flat 

hierarchy796" Specifically mentioned here is the change from several local wood outlets to 

a centralised location, the loss of jobs and the creation of a fully equipped computer 

workstation with mobile data collection in a central data network and extensive 

communication capability. 

This is not enough for the profitable maintenance of the state forests. On the other hand, 

the forester must lay down conceivable development opportunities to manage the state 

forests ecologically and economically beneficial. Lehnhausen promotes the new idea of 

the "state" foresters to give up their independent thinking and to be aware of the fact that 

they belonged to an economic enterprise. Here it is important to mention that this is only 

possible when the foresters self-evidently accept the application of economic 

instruments797 they could behave in a more responsible manner to shape their own future. 

                                      
791 See. Lehnhausen, Hubertus (1997a); 1826. 

792 Frequently described as fiscal activity. 

793 Parts of woodlands and usage of other forest areas in the state forests. 

794 Know-how und Qualifikation. 

795 See. Lehnhausen, Hubertus (1997b); 2052-2053. 

796 Lehnhausen, Hubertus (1997b); 2052-2053. – shortfall of atleast a leadership level. 

797 Company goals, balances and profit and loss calculations, investations and writing offs. 
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Thus, a drastic structural reform of forest administration means that their fate is in their 

own hands and not imposed externally.798 

KARL DÖHRER799 suggests a somewhat different approach. For substantiating his claim, he 

proposes the example of the Bavarian State Forestry Administration for the conversion of 

State Forests into public limited companies. Basically, he considered this transformation 

as a path towards optimizing timber marketing and also administrative reforms. DÖHRER 

further extends this idea to the formation of a forest plant communitiy ranging from 60'000 

ha to 100'000 ha - commercially it is very important – here all forest owners who have an 

area of 500 ha could become the Member of the State Forests. For the small forest owners 

and forest farmers he envisaged the formation of forest management associations. In this 

model, he perceives the possibility of all types of forest ownership and ensures the sharing 

of technical and economic progress without having any abrupt system failure.800 This 

model is similar to that of forestry cooperative society. However, one of the newly 

designed forest plant community, in a certain manner, is very similar to the management 

form implemented in Austria by the Federal Forests. 

In Austria, the state forest is managed by the "Austrian Federal Forests" without having 

any administrative tasks. They are the federal institution, but at the same time not a legal 

entity and its financial expenditure is allocated in the annual federal budget by the 

authority of the National Council. The Austrian Federal Forests are managed by the 

Directorate-General and its jurisdiction spread over to 96 forest districts, which are 

distributed according to the available federal forests areas all over Austria. In addition, a 

wood centre (Waldbauhof)801 consisting of six civil and mechanical centres as well as a 

technical base in Hopfgarten and five larger sawmills802.803 In 1995, the Austrian Federal 

Forests employed 112 academic experts for dealing Forestry, 415 foresters and 29 forest 

wardens. For the cause of provincially owned forestry, there are 22 forestry academics, 51 

foresters and 32 forest wardens are employed.804 

 

                                      
798 See. Lehnhausen, Hubertus (1997b); 2052-2053. 

799 Forestry director KARL DÖHRER: Head of the Forestry Office of Hesse in Diemelstadt and of the Teaching 

institution for Forestry work and technique. He was the business head of the Wood office for two decades, late 

of the wood company of the Forestry Assoication in the Waldbeck circle. 

800 See. Döhrer, Karl (1998); 1497, 1503,1504. 

801 In Wieselburg. 

802 In Amstetten, Blühnbach in Tinneck, Gusswerk by Mariazell, Neuberg an der Mürz and Kramsach in Tirol. 

803 See. KWFL; 534-535; Österreichische Bundesforste. 

804 See. Österreichischer Waldbericht 1995; Tabelle 80. 
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1.6.1.5. Public-owned Forests 

Public owned forests or corporate forests can be defined as the forest owned by cities, 

municipalities, community organizations, other entities, institutions and charitable 

foundations under public law. In Germany, the exemptions are granted to the forests 

belong to the religious communities and their institutions such as 

Haubergsgenossenschaften, Gehöfterschaften and similar communities. Around 19,8% of 

total forest area will come under the purview of public owned forest (which includes about 

23% municipalities) is counted.805 

In Switzerland, more than half of the public forests are possed by the owners who have 

more than 200 ha of land. The latest studies show that in the recent years around 2/3 of the 

wood utilization is originated from public forest and around 1/3 came from private forests, 

which to some extent corresponds to ownership. Unlike in Austria, where the public forest 

is mostly under "state-hands", a vast majority of forests in Switzerland are possessed by 

the municipalities.806  

In 1995, for the preservation of Austrian community forests 3 forestry academics, 34 

foresters and 310 forest wardens were employed.807 

1.6.1.6. Privately owned Forests 

At the beginning of the 19th century, this form of ownership was less developed. From this 

point onwards, there existed the present three properties. The private forest is divided into 

two forms: a) the large private forest and b) the small private forests. 

a) The majority of private forests are often previously maintained property, 

family estate, entailed estate808 or forest cover.809 

                                      
805 See. KWFL; 426; Körperschaftswald. 

806 See. KWFL; 666; Schweizer Wald. 

807 See. Österreichischer Waldbericht 1995; Tabelle 80. 

808 Inalienable and heritable only as a whole estate, the owner can have only their income. Fideikommiss is partially 

resistant continued only in Switzerland by canton limits for assets that were established before 1912 as 

Fideikommiss. Synonymous with Fideikommiss are family goods (stock goods). Big importance came the 

Fideikommisswälder because they were always able to keep up economically with the state forests. – See. 

KWFL; 231-232; Fideikommiss. 

809 The protective forests have emerged from the former woodland holding which were bound by fideikommiss. 

This transfers the former entails should protect the large private forest before fragmentation. – See. KWFL; 659; 

Protected forest (Schutzforst). 
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b) The small private forests, mostly consisting of forest woodlands less than 

100 ha, are the youngest member of the forest ownership, whereas 100 

hecters are already a good deal.810 

The forest owner associations, in contrast to European-political aspirations 811 still reject a 

common European forestry policy, because within the EU, there are over 12'000'000 forest 

owners, represented by the Confederation of European Forest Owners (CEPF). In the 

individual EU countries, there are CEPF affiliated forest owners associations. Many of 

these organizations will work effectively together with the guidelines of the EU in Europe 

in cooperation with the Confederation of European Agriculture (CEA). The European 

forestry by its very nature is designed as decentralized and works more on subsidiary than 

solidary. According to KARL GIESEN812 Europe’s subsidiary principle to forestry is applied 

in a very special way. Based on these facts, he rejects wood market organizations, as this 

would only encourage the substitution of wood by competing materials. Even though 

forestry is not centralized, one the oneside, it should not exclude the fact that these 

associations are pure interest groups representing primarily their economic interests, but 

on the other looking for contacts with other organizations such as environmental 

organizations or government agencies. A special role assigned to the forest owner 

organizations in the Causa is the "privatization of the so-called People's Forest". This 

return emphatically promotes and demands the ownership associations, especially the 

Woodland Ownership Association of Brandenburg. The private forests annexed by 

socialist dictatorship of the GDR was gradually refunded. During that period a total area 

of 774'000 ha of forest was transferred or sold by the state.813 

The other activities of forest ownership associations such as the promotion of product 

lebel of origin and at the same time the backlash against rejection of eco certificates and 

also the efforts to promote the sales that have been discussed above. 

In Austria, according to the available data of 1995 shows that in the private forests there 

were 162 forestry academics, 617 foresters and 255 forest wardens employed.814 

 

 

                                      
810 See above. 

811 See above. 

812 Forestry director KARL GIESEN; Business head of the worker cooperation of the German Woodland owners 

(Geschäftsführer der Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher Waldbesitzer (AGDW)), Bonn. 

813 See. Giesen, Karl (1996); 2488, 2489, 2490. 

814 See. Österreichischer Waldbericht 1995; Tabelle 80. 
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1.7. Summary of the chapter 

In this chapter, the relationship of man and the creation of forest has been taken into 

account in detail. Along these lines, a few theoretical aspects of the subject were important 

than the practical approach to demonstrate how the relationship is concretely refelcted 

even today. Throughout history, it is evident that man treats this segment of creation in a 

very different manner. Here more importance is, however, given to the exceptional 

intellectual vision for the creation of forest, where humans and animals has been the main 

driving force for this approach, rather than applying the term "profit". The present forest 

system of Central Europe is preserved by the existence of a more favourable climatic 

conditions in as much as the vision of the human race.815 Today the forestry research is 

primarily concerned with the short and medium-term economies of scale - with all its 

scientific related areas816 in the foreground, than the ecological- economic survival of an 

irreplaceable ecosystem and economic support, which our children and grandchildren will 

be largely dependant. However, the formulation of moral standards in dealing with the 

well managed forest, which will be respected for generations and perhaps attract attention, 

regrettably could not be really identified as part of forestry. Not even a serious effort to 

deal with the ethics of forestry is noticeable. This subject area "Forest train ..." could be 

endeavoured only by very few professors.817 It is necessary, not only to have ethics, but 

also to consider the knowledge and the possibilities of our time lay down by the Druids 

(the oak learning)818 with a responsible forestry for our environment and the living planet. 

In the following chapter, Creator’s relationship with the forest will be highlighted and 

subsequently in the third chapter the ethical conclusions shall be drawn. 

  

                                      
815 See. The problems of the Mediterranean countries. 

816 Ranging from the Stream weirs on the forestry technical aids through to genetic engineering. 

817 Stated by PETER WEISH, the Ethics at BoKu in Vienna lecture. 

818 See above. 
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C h a p t e r  2  

THE CREATOR AND THE CREATION OF WOODLAND 

2. The Creator and the Woodland – Church and Theology in the 

responsibility of Creation 

In this chapter, the question concerning Creator - specifically the Creator as lender of 

Creation (the forest) – will be introduced. The areas covered under this concept are the 

integrity of creation, the forest as a cultural medium, the relation of God to His creation, 

the forest and the church, as the caretaker of divine standards. Also, this chapter have in 

mind the human beings in respect to their responsibility to forest. Some questions that go 

beyond the limits of human (forestry) experience (transcendental ethics) have also been 

discussed. 

 

2.1. Culture 

In the first chapter, the question regarding forest as a cultural space has been introduced. 

This will, in turn, open up a space, where the forest is discussed under cultural medium 

and cultural landscape.819 The term "culture/plantation" is widely applied, due to the 

different understanding as will be shown hereafter, in a wide variety of meaningful 

contents. This seems confusing at first glance, but ultimately creates a new perspective, 

while forestry and theological-philosophical thinking and reasoning do not always behave 

congruently. 

As already pointed out in detail in the first chapter, plantation/culture or silviculture means 

the natural stages in the form of age, artificial regeneration (seeds or planting), planted 

saplings (young stand), and regeneration.820 The cultural/plantation forest, in contrast to 

the natural forest (or even the jungle), is a forest which is subjected to more or less 

developed anthropogenic and ongoing operational forestry management.821 From the 

perspective of forestry, man is, therefore cultivates the forest, ie artificially rejuvenates the 

forest. Human plantation activity "limits" itself to the artificial "rejuvenation" of the forest, 

so that man can retain woodland as an economic proposition for a longer period. Thus, the 

                                      
819 About culture in general. See. Scherer, Robert (61960); 164-178. – See. Rassem, Mohammed (71987); 746-757. 

820 KWFL; 438; Kultur. 

821 KWFL; 438; Kulturwald. 
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definitions of plantations/cultures are not congruent with theological interpretation that 

plantation is a "socio-historical form of unfolding the life of the people as a whole, based 

on the personal development of its members by means of participation in the development 

of life on every sphere of life.822" - " Culture is the realisation of values, also a reflection 

of the living being, order and task; in all these three spheres the moral references are 

recognizable.823" According to this view, human cultural activity should mean something 

complementary to the woodland. Cultural activities at the forest cannot mean only 

rejuvenation of forests, but at the same time must contributes the unfolding of social-

historical form of life of the people as a whole in terms of development of values. 

The cultural activity of man has an impact(s) on the evolution824 of the forest and on the 

people(s).825 For the forest (s), this produces an biological impact; primarily in the 

composition of forests - mixed crops and monocultures826 - secondarily, only recently to a 

significant extent, genetically, since forest plants are created with genetically modified 

DNA. For humans (e) this cultural activity is particularly noticeable in the values of 

achievement, as far as due to the artificial genetic variation in trees of "biological value" 

of evolution can change in a re-evolution and thereby emerges a forest landscape, of which 

we still do not know and therefore the development of values in terms of the forest does 

not have to be continuous. This means that in the future a sudden change of plantation is 

possible due to the lagging conditions for the development of values, due to the cultural 

activities of man within the forest cultures with the basics such as breeding827 and 

numerable genetic engineering. 

                                      
822 Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 343. – See. Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 336-344. – See. Messner, 

Johannes (1955); 149-230. – See. Messner, Johannes (71984); 244-245. 

823 Messner, Johannes (1955); 152. 

824 Evolution can be understood in two ways. First as a humanist term, according to the free changes of human 

society as opposed to revolution. (See also : Duden T 23; 97, 176; Evolution, Revolution.). Secondly, also as a 

biological term in accordance with the step by step development of species (Phylogeny) of life forms from simple 

and uncomplicated to highly developed forms (Evolution Theory). – See. LROM1; Evolution. 

825 See also. First chapter of this work. 

826 See also. First chapter of this work. 

827 There are various techniques in the breeding of forest trees. Here we mention four main branches: 1. The 

inheritance of genes by natural and pollen-free growth in the forest. (This "cultivar" is the most natural, as far a 

one speaks of breeding. It corresponds to the natural evolution.) 2. The selective pollination of individual trees 

with pollen of a selected another tree. (This variant is associated with considerable effort and less effective, but 

it concerns only individual trees whose continued existence is by no means assured. It is a form of directed 

evolution.) 3. The Invitroculture or Invitrotechnique of forest trees. (This method promises the company much 

more success as it can be induced simultaneously in as many plants as feasible - See:.... Gebhardt, Karl (1990) 

13-56 - 4. The genetic modification of the genome (This technique is the most effective, it takes it directly into 

the genome of a tree with the clear objective to standardize the tree. This form is clearly a re evolution, because 

the genetic diversity is not encouraged, but consciously unified suited for large areas and thus decreases.) 
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In addition, the term "culture", apart from its use as a forestry technical term,828 is generally 

understood in two ways: Philosophic-anthropological and theologically and 

missiologically. 

Implicitly, according to the former and the older sense, culture829 includes agriculture and 

cultivation, and occupation and admiration of land. The admiration of land is also 

synonymous with all that is not given by nature but created by man. The word has a triple 

reference: the earth, the Spirit, and the Holy. Throughout history, the term culture has a 

number of other additional meaning, such as contrast to the natural,830 the epitome of the 

higher and social existence,831 a moral element,832 an aesthetic component,833 a historical 

element,834 transcendence of nature in the sense of a universal progress835 and language as 

foundation of culture.836 Today's "world culture" is a culture of communication, 

technology and the economy, although which tends towards universal values; however, 

particular cultural tendencies will act centrifugally. By the differentiation of society, 

culture has become an institutionalized and administered subsystem of society. This 

creates a tension with creative and individual cultural performance.837 

In other words, the relationship between religion and culture is interpreted according to 

the different anthropological assumptions in their own manner. Religion is regarded as the 

craddle of culture. In its perfection, religion is also a negation of culture, namely because 

of its desire for absolutely everything that soars above, leaving behind everything else. 

Religion and culture determine each other and so are diversly intertwined. The Christian 

messages cannot be identified with any particular culture, but there are cultural elements 

that are inextricably connected with its origin in the already partially Hellenistic Judaism, 

with its first distribution in the Mediterranean and also with its development in Europe. 

That is why the Christian messages can never be taught in a "culture free" form. This 

mediation happens particularly in the liturgy by means of an intercultural dialogue. The 

fruit of this dialogue is certainly in addition to the existing palm branch integration, the 

                                      
828 See also : First chapter of this work. 

829 cultura ae, f (from cultura): Reworking, Care, Land work, Ennobling, Honour. 

830 Renaissance und Humanism (ERASMUS VON ROTTERDAM, THOMAS MORE, FRANCIS BACON). 

831 SAMUEL FREIHERR VON PUFENDORF. 

832 IMMANUEL KANT, FRIEDRICH DANIEL ERNST SCHLEIERMACHER. 

833 JOHANN CHRISTOPH FRIEDRICH VON SCHILLER. 

834 JOHANN GOTTFRIED HERDER, GEORG WILHELM FRIEDRICH HEGEL. 

835 During Enlightenment and the German Idealism. 

836 WILHELM FREIHERR VON HUMBOLDT, WILHELM DILTHEY. 

837 See. Türk, Hans Joachim (31997); 514-515. – See. Huter, Alois (1990); 407-413. 
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inculturation838 of customs such as Advent, crib, Luziensaat, Barbara branch, Christmas, 

May, Easter tree, Easter fire, Easter bunny and Easter eggs in the liturgy and customs of 

the Church.839 

In the missionary history, for example, the Apostolic Council, KYRILLOS and 

METHODIUS840 and the Rites Controversy show that the relationship between culture and 

Christian evangelization is problematic not only in the postmodern era.841 The designated 

relationship does, however, neither prove that a "culture-poor" people know no valuable 

distinction of moral action nor that to call "high culture" automatically includes one’s own 

high moral consciousness as evidenced in this regard by everyday undesiratble 

developments.842 

JOHANNES MESSNER refers to culture as "(that) in which man finds their complete 

development of truly humane843". This complete development does not depend on the size 

of the libraries, the number of useful technical achievements, the wealth of museums, or 

appreciation of all the above. Rather it lies in the reality of family values, mutual love and 

fidelity844. Family culture is, therefore, at the forefront of development of the complete 

human being. Thus, the social essence of culture is so far not fully appreciated. The views 

and attitudes of the people from its tradition and thus, the ordained social way of life are 

in a superior position. Culture is, therefore, according to MESSNER - as has already been 

stated in this chapter - "socio-historical form of unfolding the life of the people as a whole 

based on the personal development of its members by means of participation in the 

development of life on every sphere of life.845" - "Culture is the realization of values, thus, 

way of life, order and task; in all three moral references are recognizable.846" Ethics has, 

therefore, identifies the morally right thing in different socio-cultural life areas with the 

help of ascertained ans compiled by the specialized sciences such as forestry technical 

rules - even for forestry - in the application of its principles, because everything that is 

                                      
838 Inculturation sees itself as a "with the various forms of culture enter into a unit, to the enrichment of both the 

Church of the different cultures, so she goes far beyond a mere adaptation beyond." - Rotter, Hans (1990); 361 

(inculturation). - See GS 58. - See also: AG 10. 

839 See also the corresponding portion about customs and common beliefs in the first chapter of this work. 

840 KYRILLOS and METHODIOS (CYRILLUS and METHODIUS) are founders of the christian-slavic culture. 

841 See. Roset, Crollius, Arij, A. (31997); 515-516. 

842 See. Messner, Johannes (1955); 87. 

843 Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 336. 

844 Fidelty (Treue) means: strong, and anchored like a tree (oak) – See. Duden 7; 756; treu. 

845 Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 343. 

846 Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 343. – See. Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 336-344. – See. Messner, 

Johannes (1955); 149-230. – See. Messner, Johannes (71984); 244-245. 
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related to the fulfillment of the essential tasks of life of the people belongs to the realm of 

human culture.847 

Forestry understands culture as something primarily very specific and rather biological as 

we have already discussed. The term culture refers to the planted saplings in the form of 

the art of rejuvenation, in which no distinctions are made between sowing or planting. In 

general, "rejuvenation" is recognized.848 The landscape, influenced by man and his works, 

and by natural landscape factors and elements, and its specific development and structure, 

interactions and its image is described as the cultural landscape in the forestry sector. 

Depending on the degree of influence, one speaks of natural and unnatural landscapes, the 

latter being that with the strongest deviations from the natural state of nature.849 

Consequently, the cultivated forest is a forest, in contrast to the natural forest, which is 

more or less anthropogenic developed and is subjected to continuous forestry 

economisation.850 

The term "culture" is used almost exclusively in the said areas within forestry . Another 

meaning of the concept of culture in forestry has so far been isolated, recognized as 

secondary so to say and is not used consistently. A clear definition of the term outside its 

purview of forestry technical term is to be sought in vain, as the mutually 

interchangeable851 sub-terms such as "cultural work" culture periods "," Cultural 

Destruction (culture of destruction) "," Culture Forest "," cultural work "," Culture women 

"," environmental culture "," leisure culture "and" national culture "will be given below.852 

From the readership of forestry texts, which deal with "culture "in a broader sense, it is 

assumed that they can distinguish in which tendency and coloration the term "culture" can 

be appled more accurately.853 

In the recent times, however, there is a tendency to find a new definition for the term 

"culture" - outside the purview of the defined use as a technical term. FRANZ 

                                      
847 See. Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 336-344. – See. Messner, Johannes (1955); 178, 407. – According to 

Messner, cultural ethics work systematically according to natural laws.– See.also: Messner, Johannes (71984); 

36 (Fn 3). 

848 See. KWFL; 438; Kultur (Culture). 

849 See. KWFL; 438; Kulturlandschaft (Cultural landscape). 

850 See. KWFL; 438; Kulturwald (Cultivated forest). 

851 In actual sense, these terms should be based on the human intervention in the form of the forest, but they involve 

more frequent meanings. 

852  See also: Mantel, Kurt (1990); 42-43, 80, 297, 303, 430. 

853 It is not the aim and purpose of this work, this understanding of the term limit diversity "culture" or new or 

redefine, since this task to the forestry disciplines is itself prey. Task in this work can only be to show that in this 

regard, particularly in terms of ethics on the part of the forestry disciplines, an action is hereby also what should 

be done. 
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SCHMITHÜSEN854 considered forest conservation and forest management as a cultural 

development processes. The intensity of the forest vegetation is influenced by the people 

and the distribution of forests are the result of cultural development processes855 and also 

natural conditions. Above all, this is valid for forests which have been used constantly for 

centuries till this time, but also valid for the forest areas that are not much exploited by the 

humans. The reasons for these are special appreciation or lack of interest in exploitation. 

The distinction between intensively managed forests and those with little or under 

exploited are determined by the social values and needs, economic potential and political 

arrangements. From such a perspective, all the forests, including those that are considered 

as natural forests are shaped by its cultural landscape and manmade framework.Within 

this culture, it is clear that a sustainable and careful forest management is linked to very 

specific economic and technological conditions and that it requires basic human insights 

and social norms. In this cultural context, what is meant by sustainable is defined as that 

which the people and the social and political community recognize over periods longer 

than worth preserving and make responsible. In order to assess the current forest 

management, users knowledge requirements are imperative, which is binding on their 

values and the consequences. This will, in turn, forces them to consider their behavior 

consequences as an essential component. Consequently, the forest are for the residents of 

cities as a place primarily for recreational purpose and for the mountain populations, it 

protects from the effect of natural hazards or a resource for tourism; for the forest owner, 

commerce and industry, as well as those living in rural areas it is the primary source of 

wood supply. Thus, forests occupy a comprehensive perspective of physical and social 

spaces created by the humans - now transformed as cultural space. The natural potential 

of the forest and its utilisation by the mankind opens new economic and cultural 

developments, which, in turn, have reshaped the value woods to a great extent. Forests, 

therefore, also belong to the culture of the people, because they are not only a testimony 

of historical processes, but also a possibility for the sustainable development of present 

and future generations.856 

Human cultural activity in connection with the environment, particularly with the forest, 

is fundamentally inseparable from a naturally understood culture. Based on an epitome of 

beliefs and attitudes towards life and the world, which is assimilated by man from his early 

childhood - so to speak as part of its environment – shaped his spiritual framework. The 

life of man, in turn, includes the development of his nature as a whole range of their 

facilities and forces driven by the inherent physical and mental instincts and related needs, 

aiming at the progressive fulfillment of life. The final self-fulfillment of man includes the 

                                      
854 Prof. Dr. FRANZ SCHMITHÜSEN the Head of the Chair of Forest Policy and Forest Economics of the Federal 

Institute of Technology Zurich (ETH). 

855 See also below. 

856 See. Schmithüsen, Franz (1998); 1-3. 
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moral values, as they are based on the intrinsic purpose of life. Therefore, man is the aim 

and object of all culture.857 Culture is, thus, inevitably linked to human existence. Without 

it, man does not attain his full reality, which does not, however, mean that a person 

"without culture" is not "real." JOHANNES MESSNER tries to illustrate the full reality of man 

with following comparative approach that seems particularly appropriate in this work: 

"Also from the plant, we say it is not their real selves 

when they are in a very unfavorable environment, for 

example, under stones, it has stunted shape, color and 

expression of life being, although we do not deny its 

reality in the sense of being.858" 

 

The man, who lives 'uncultured', so far as is at all possibilites, cut himself from his self-

fulfillment. Accordingly, culture plays an important role. Human culture and nature let 

themselves be justified not just "that man is a being who created the environment 

according to the environment859 ", but "man compromised only the biologically being in 

the so created environment, through culture860". Not only does man "form" culture, but 

also he is even "shaped" by the culture". 

 

2.1.1.  Cultural "Evolution" 

The historicism of our "contemporary culture" creates new problems, which throw light 

upon historically to weigh philosophically, in which evolutionary variations, which 

formerly threw up the relevant questions and was then replied: The self historicisation of 

our culture increases. The probability of learning from history is limited; especially when 

considering environmental problems in the context of cultural change, which by no means 

excluded in the isolated cases. The conditions outlined under which the ecological 

problems that we are facing are mostly incomparable with those under which the ancient 

societies solve their problems. Nevertheless, it is not pointless to address such historical 

questions, as repeated points of contact are raised. The pre-industrial cultural activities 

caused temporary culture- hazardous natural repercussions - ecological crises as culturally 

related burglaries in natural conditions of human culture. Therefore, it is not only the 

reflection, but rather to use the historical empiricism for today's purposes. For 

understanding our ecological crises-ridden civilization, the assumption that preindustrial 

                                      
857 See. Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 332-334. 

858 Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 152. 

859 Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 592. 

860 Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 592. 
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civilizations have been in the steady state of a harmonic balance between culture and 

nature has significant consequences. 

The historical study of environmental problems in the context of cultural change clarifies 

the fact that the prospective self-endangerment of civilizations is basically not a "problem 

of time", but it is a permanent human problem. This insight is not appeasement, but a 

decoy for attention. Due to the increasing mechanization, we are able to distinguish the 

possibility in detail and within a short deadline brings the comprehensive civilizational 

collapses. 

This development confront two perspectives: one which delegitimizes our civilization 

based on the suppostition that it was advisable concerning the undeniable difficulties in 

the consequence of losing their natural morality. In addition, the integrity of our moral and 

practical judgments regarding why we have to be good scientific and technical instruments 

of our life in the postmodern civilization?. They registered rapidly growing costs of 

civilizational progresses and experience its diminishing marginal utility.861 

Now it is legitimate to state that the scope of linking of past with the productive future. 

However, when our present problems are less as a result of denatured morality, but on the 

contrary the liminal experiences of civilizational expansion, such mature answers do not 

have the structure of a cultural revolutionary reversal of the moral foundations of our 

civilization, but relatively the structure of the self-limitation in the use of civilized means, 

which are not morally disavowed. If one of these two hypotheses are formulated, yet 

remains to state that life would not be possible to live under an imperative, which would 

point the life extension of all other purposes in life prefix not livable. However, it is 

remarked that the aesthetic treatment862 of forest actually is modern in appearance. The 

artistic "celebration" of reconciled nature came in those decades as one of its flowers, 

whereby the railway began to change the landscape and society. At the same time, the 

historicity of nature was also discovered for the historicity of culture. The history of nature 

conservation movements, such as the cultural parks can also be seen in the context of this 

background of modern civilization.863 

Since the 18th century, two currents of cultural understanding can be distinguished. First 

predominantes the view of culture as development, fulfillment and elevation of nature till 

MARIE-JOSEPH PIERRE TEILHARD DE CHARDIN'S "unity of nature tendencies of cultural 

                                      
861 See. Lübbe, Hermann (1986); 9-12. 

862 See. Lübbe, Hermann (1986); 13. 

863 See. Lübbe, Hermann (1986); 12-14. 
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evolution and Christology." On the other hand, culture is increasingly seen as a waste of 

nature, as destruction and hubris, partly shares today's ecology concepts.864 

Accordingly, the word "culture" has given within a reference framework, an extremely 

broad base that if not synchronized, then in any case be valid to understand and approach 

it. This, on one hand demands a broad division of the concept of culture and on the other 

in turn a reunion of the same. The concept can be divided into four: a.) In respect of 

forestry in the technical sense (culture with regards to forestry in technical perspective 

means young stands regenerated by artificial regeneration. In this sector not only takes 

into account the planting aspect - Planting means an incorporation of a forest plant in the 

soil - but also its creation.865); b) forestry according to economic sense (values in achieving 

economic concerns); c) forestry with respect to cological sense (value realization in the 

environment protected interests); d) forestry in the anthropological sense (realization of 

value in the field of human, specifically forest owners, the employer and employee 

matters, but also those who are visiting the forest). 

A connection requires the fact that forestry inevitably combines all these four areas. It is 

valid to operate "forest culture" with "culture", because the totality of nature is one and 

only and only the human beings are subjected to natural mechanisms. This can be based 

on existential purposes866 - The nature of the human being is predestined intentions: self-

preservation, self-improvement, welfare, diversification of experience, increasing 

knowledge, reproduction, maintaining peace, security, knowledge of God.867 - in addition, 

develop values or even create culture. 

One of th significant aspect of culture is the free wiil of man to the "liberation" of the 

people from "nature" and man’s domination over the same. This suggests –the Kantian 

and Hegelian philosophies are synthesized on this basis - to conclude that the ultimate 

purpose of man as a natural being is the culture and in this process realized the liberation 

of the actual meaning of humanization, because man, contrary to the animal, which is 

simply living from day to day, must lead the life.868 To intensify man’s this "Living life" 

and let him live for the day would means to restrict his freedom.869 Man will, therefore, 

                                      
864 See. Türk, Hans Joachim (31997); 514. 

865 The production of forest plants was already in the first chapter deals with the inclusion of natural breeding and 

genetic engineering possibilities. 

866 See. Messner, Johannes (71984); 42. – See. Weiler, Rudolf (1996); 81-88 (esp 85-86). – (The existential purpose 

can serve as a criterion for moral correctness of human action. This does not mean that "within nature culture" 

the ultimate purpose is, but this is the human reason for their purposes, the target information.) 

867 See. Messner, Johannes (71984); 42. – See. Weiler, Rudolf (1996); 81-88 (besonders 85-86). 

868 As far as it must go that an animal does not lead a life, but simply lives. 

869 However, the man of faith in God, out of free will, largely forgo a life itself "lead" in order to get this done by 

God have shown numerous anchorites (See. Mt 6,34: " So do not worry about tomorrow; for tomorrow will 

worry about itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own.") What are the anchorites refrain is not to keep a 
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always exploit nature for his survival. From this perspective, man by nature from the 

culture inherited and dependent and he is a cultural being. Thus, the utilization of nature 

for human ends, consequently means that they became an integral part of the culture. This 

view includes only the fact that the ultimate purpose within nature is culture. However, 

this does not imply on the other hand that the ultimate purpose of nature is culture.870 

Ultimately, culture has only limited value and therefore the final but not ultimate 

objective.The culture makes man civilized, but not good. Sometimes the culture also 

moulds man with bad behaviour, because he may assume that this would confers them 

honour and dignity. 

However, the cultural achievements are continuously measured in the context of absolute 

postulation of moral existence – making it more accountable. Nature can preserve its final 

definition by means of existence, which has the meaning of its own existence, and from 

that the whole nature can impart its meaning. This existence, in turn, may not be purely 

natural, but must be supernatural. Their unconditional objective, in this respect, preserves 

only nature, than the man "understand it and have its will871", as well as the nature itself 

gives " such a purposive relation, which could be the ultimate objective independent of 

the nature itself872". According to Kant, the unconditional ultimate objective of nature is, 

therefore, the human being as "noumenon873" as "moral being874". Morality as an absolute 

determination for good will qualifies man as the ultimate objective of nature. 

Thus, the ultimate destiny of man is rest with the fulfillment of meaning of the world. On 

the basis of this clause, the man should never be viewed solely as means, but at the same 

time must always be considered as an end in himself.875 If the culture does not civilise 

people automatically, then the culture repossess it itself and that is why it is culture; for 

culture, the realization of value is "the social-historical form of unfolding the development 

of life of people as a whole876" The basic goal will be centered around the personal 

development of its members by means of their participation in the development of life on 

                                      
mental-spiritual life; which does not mean that there are people who turn voluntarily waive largely, but not to 

live the life of an anchorite. 

870 See. IKWP (Bd. 5); 430, 431, 434. – See. IKWL (Bd. 6); 331-332, 336-337 (KU 83, 84). – See. Schlitt, Michael 

(1992); 46-48. 

871 IKWP (Bd. 5); 431. – IKWL (Bd. 6); 332. 

872 IKWP (Bd. 5); 431. – IKWL (Bd. 6); 332. 

873 IKWP (Bd. 5); 435. – IKWL (Bd. 6); 338. – Noumenon: [gr.; " the thought"]; (Philosophy) 1. That which is 

known by the spirit in contrast to that which is seen by the eyes (Plato). 2. The plain thought, objective not the 

Truth, Term without object (Kant). 

874 IKWP (Bd. 5); 435. – IKWL (Bd. 6); 338. 

875 See. IKWP (Bd. 5); 431, 435-436. – See. IKWL (Bd. 6); 332-333, 337-338 (KU 83, 84). – See. Schlitt, Michael 

(1992); 48-49. 

876 Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 343. 
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every sphere of life, and therefore, way of life, order and task. In all three moral relations 

are essential recognizable.877 

The traditional and living (tradition-bound) morality of the society, in turn, forms their 

culture as a way of life underlying ethos.878 In this context, ethics in Forestry, is to be found 

as part of society and tradition-bound morality within the forestry sector. This has, as 

mentioned in the first chapter, greatly changed in the past. And this change in turn 

necessitates a change in the "Forest / Forest Economic Culture". Thus, the "culture" 

evolves in accordance with the woodlands and forestry. Here it is important to mention 

the cultural history of those who are living inside the forest, , to a certain extent this can 

be named as an cultural "evolution".879 Thus, the morals within the people concerned, 

affects the moral nature of the cultural life of the people, which has an impact on the forest. 

Whereby, the ethos comes together with moral responsibility, the formation of 

conscience.880 

 

2.1.2. Historico-cultural aspects regarding Woodland 

To highlight forest in the historic-cultural perspective implies to expose the aspects which 

serve the human cultural phases. The branches of cultural history and cultural environment 

of the forests, which were discussed in the first chapter, are more and more connected to 

each other and are difficult to separate. Therefore, at this point also there is no intended 

actual separation, but rather a differentiated approach.881 In many ways forest represents 

the realization of human values. Roughly speaking, three areas can be pointed out: 

commercial timberland, protective forest and recreational forest. The commercial 

timberland, for logical reasons, can be divided into commercial timberland (Nährwald), 

Plünderwald and Planted forest (Kulturwald). 

 

2.1.2.1. Commercial Timberland 

The commercial timberlands, since the dawn of humanity, became the main source of 

forest fruits supply. In the Book Genesis, we read as follows: "And God said,.., I give you 

                                      
877 See. Messner, Johannes (1955); 152. 

878 See. Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 355. 

879 In the biological as well as the humane sense of the term. 

880 See. Messner, Johannes (1955); 157-158, 168. 

881 In the first chapter , it is stated that there is a biological and geological history of the forest. With the history of 

forests, the humans have only its own temporal occurrence. 
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... every tree with seed-bearing fruit. They shall serve as your food.882" These faithful 

words are valid in all times as well as in many countries and became the part of human 

diet and now they are part of the food culture. In our region, the forest brought forth fruits 

such as beech nuts, nuts, edible chestnuts, wild fruit, rose hips, pine forest Tannzipfel and 

juniper berries that complement the human diet. There are also fruits of isolated trees, such 

as apples, pears, plums, damsons, elderberries, cherries and other pomaceous and stone 

fruits. Even the acorns were formerly added directly to the diet with the help of a special 

debittering procedure, which is similar to the California Indians, who proved it with the 

local acorns. Since the beginning of well oragnised agriculture, the forest has served the 

human diet indirectly by way of the pig feeding,to the Pasture, in addition to the 

production of food for animals and bedding or the temporary provision of forest land for 

grain crops and that sort of things.883 

The "looting forest" ("Plünderwald") serves as commercial timberland for the wood 

supply to the domestic economy or industry and also utilized for occupation. These forms 

of forest use were practiced from the Middle Ages to the 18th century; in underdeveloped 

countries, these forms are still followed and lead to total forest devastation. This is 

understood in a certain manner as a kind of "extermination of cultivation in terms of 

destruction of plantation884".885 

The term "Planted forest" denotes the commercially well-maintained forest, that is utilized 

for the purpose of regulated forest management and replantation. This economic system 

is further developed and materialised from 18th century onwards. Later on this value 

realization finds more and more acceptance in other countries and evolved a form of 

"cultural activities",886 while these forests are maintained by human efficiency.887 These 

sovereign and stately forests were used by the humble peasants, who on therhand 

compromise with the collect up- and grazing rights. 888 The culture conservation of 19th 

century changed and facilitated an increase in pure spruce mono cultures. The new forest 

preservation concept requires less man power. These "new" works were thus often carried 

                                      
882 Gen 1,29ac. 

883 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 80. 

884 Destruction of culture in terms of cultural destruction means the opposite of what is meant by the term "culture" 

as a technical term, namely artificial regeneration (here in the sense of tillering), so decimation of the trees within 

a forest up to complete the same destruction. The word implies destruction of culture but in a sense, an 

understanding that "destruction" would be cultural. This apparently arises because it is still perceived in certain 

areas of forest destruction from acquiring reasons or for reasons of "cultural landscape profit" (agricultural land), 

even if the acquisition doubtful and the bottom is agriculturally used today as a "cultural power". 

885 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 80. 

886 Cultural work denotes work on forest cultures. 

887 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 80. 

888 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 297-298. 
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out by women and children, who were in the Middle Ages primarily come together to 

collect firewood. At the beginning of the 20th century, around 1/3 forest workforce of 

Germany were occupied by women workers. This number did not influence production, 

because the women works shorter time period and less competitive than men.889 These 

workers are called "cultivation women"890 From economic point of view, they were very 

popular due to their low salaries. 891 

 

2.1.2.2. Protection Forest and Recreational Forest 

From 19th century onwards, Europe recognized the importance of "protective forests" and 

exclusively became part of the landscape or to a great extent the protects the natural 

environment and safeguards natural influences. The complete absence of human 

interferences, including cultivation, denotes that these forests are dedicated to 

environmental protection. These forests could be referred to as "environmental protection 

culture", provided that they must perfom cultural activities.892 

The "recreational forest" is subject to the balance of health effects that occurred in the 

wake of industrialization and mechanization of the 20th century. It is used for recreation 

and edification of the people under the intellectual and social environment. In this respect, 

this forest is utilized for recreational purposes of the population and underlines their 

leisure time subject to silvicultural changes. In other words, it may be referred as 

"recreation culture" or "leisure culture"893.894 

 

2.1.2.3. Significance of Woodlands 

At all times, the economic importance of the forest has been recognized in contrast to its 

welfare effect. The welfare effect was validated much later and gradually accepted in its 

entirety more or less only in recent times. The services of the forest, such as the protection 

                                      
889 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 303. 

890 The expression "Cultivation-Women" denotes the women who work in the forest culture. 

891 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 430. 

892 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 80. 

893 Recreation Culture and leisure culture in the forestry sense includes only the maintenance services of forests 

with specific provision for recreation and leisure activities of people as in recreational areas of cities. In a 

figurative sense, the term is an aspect of leisure activities of people whose totality has recently been referred to 

more often as "leisure culture". 

894 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 80. 
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of the natural environment, the "rural management"895 and the contribution to human 

health are very difficult to evaluate. This came into the public attention in the 19th and 20th 

centuries. The ideological influences of forest evaded yet even more from actual 

documentation, while these relationships between the forest and the cultural life of the 

people extend from the earliest times to the present day. These influences get in the way 

over different areas, which are on not comparable levels of intangible transmission: in the 

cult of the earlier period, in the art of different periods and in the socio-ecological and 

political attitudes of the present. Thus, forest can be viewed not only as an object of 

forestry and forest science. If it were to be considered only in this way, that would be to 

deprive it of its greatest "magic" from which much force emanates, which can neither be 

expressed either in economic formulas nor in scientific laws.896 From prehistoric times to 

the early Middle Ages, cultic-mythical influences can be recorded. From the Middle Ages 

to the 19th century, the nutritional and benefits from timber products have their optimum 

importance. In the 19th century, the cultivation aspects had been recognized and 

appreciated. The social, ethical and hygienic quality of the forest performs a supporting 

role only during the 20th century – except for skill, which already continued for a long 

time and fostered through many periods of an intense relationship with the forest.897 

 

2.1.2.4. Welfare effects 

In the last 200 years, the overall effects, that was excercised by the forest with its natural 

existence and by means of its natural influences is categorised under various names such 

as "influences/impacts" as "benevolent effects" or "welfare effects".898 Welfare effects are 

also treated on a par with protective effects. This includes, in general, the protection from 

natural forces, nature conservation, landscape conservation and recreation.899 MAX 

ENDERS900 defined welfare effect in the following manner: "Under forest welfare effect 

one can understand the influence which the forest on air, water and soil, to avoid the 

meteoric disaster hazards and the exercises of hygienic and ethical side on the well-being 

                                      
895 The term "land/national culture" is ambiguous. On the one hand, we understand this in terms of the arable land, 

ie agricultural land to livestock, grains and vegetables and the other is the fertile soil in general. However, the 

term also shows the "relationship" of fertile soil and socio-historical form of the unfolding of life of a people as 

a whole. – See.: Mantel, Kurt (1990); 144-147. 

896 See. Schmidt-Vogt, H. (1955); 235. 

897 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 111-112. 

898 See also the work: Zwierlein, Karl Anton (1806). 

899 See. Schmider, P. (1988); 18-21. 

900 MAX ENDERS, Grosshabersdorf in Mittelfranken *3.4.1860, † München 9.11.1940, Privy Councillor, Professor 

of Business Administration and Forestry Policy at the University of Munich (1895). He is considered the founder 

of modern forestry policy. His most important work was probably the "Handbuch der Forstpolitik". [Enders, Max 

(21922).] 
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of people.901" For the first time, ENDERS also internationally highlighted the importance of 

welfare effects. In his lecture in Rome at the International Forestry Congress, 1926, he 

stated that: "The realization of these non agricultural welfare effects of the forest will 

enhance the forest industry above the purely material question regarding daily bread into 

the sphere of non-material judgements.902" Today, the aesthetic and physical 

(environmental) value of forests and trees, in addition to the economic value, are 

recognized worldwide. On 24.11.1951, the FAO called for an international "Arbour Day 

"and asserted that the conference finds it indispensable to create people’s awaremess on 

both aesthetic and physical as well as the economic value of the tree. Therefore, the FAO 

recommended that all member countries celebrate a so-called World Arbour Day Festival 

every year.903 1952 President THEODOR HEUSS proclaimed the first " Arbour Daya" in 

Germany.904 with the planting a maple in the Hofgarten in Bonn. In 1985, the FAO doubled 

this by declaring the "Year of the Forest".905 

 

2.1.2.5. Folk literature 

The history of civilisation presents the forest in the folk poetry in a very aesthetic manner. 

In this folk tales and fairy tales are to be distinguished. The legend has regional historical 

character and was originally distinguished by elements of truth. Moreover, the myth is 

primarily concerned with characters and has a concrete reference to the presence of the 

narrator. The sagas are mostly pessimistic; the man is always depicted as a loser. The fairy 

tales are actions oriented and follow artistic principles, so they are applicable as supra-

regional and independent of time; they are mostly optimistic.906 The sagas, that deal with 

forest, are "demonological" in nature: The man come across another world. Moreover, for 

these sagas there are, in general, no heroes similar to fairy tale, but only ordinary people. 

In the sagas, man encounters with otherworldly people on both sides are often as fateful, 

because there prevails a two-dimensional nature. However, in fairy tales, it is different, 

since here the man naturally associates with the otherworld and this is of course marvelous 

and takes place a "One-dimensioning".907 

                                      
901 Enders, Max (21922); 102. 

902 Enders, Max (1926); 447. 

903 See. Mantel, Kurt (1990); 112-113. 

904 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999a); 15. 

905 See. Drabarczyk, Liselotte (1999a); 15. 

906 See. Lüthi, M. (51974); 7. – See. Röhrich, L. (1958); 664, 1971. 

907 See. Röhrich, L. (21971); 15. – See. Lüthi, M. (31975); 22-30. 
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The fairy tales are primarily comprised of perceptions that have already been addressed 

under section "Mythology" of the first chapter: The heors of Tree of Life and the Tree of 

Destiny are important fairy-tale motifs. Some of the motives shall be mentioned here : 

"The Two Brothers" : in this fairy tale when two separated brothers making incisions in a 

tree, one of them get into difficulties and that in turn caused bleeding;908 then from the 

grave of deceased relative grows a tree from which the deceased speaks or fulfuills his 

desires similar to "Cinderella" of the hazel tree;909 variants are avaible in the fairy tale "The 

girl without Hands"910 which shows the magical healing power of the girl by embracing 

the tree’s regrowth; the hollow tree, in turn, conceded escape and set out to fairy tale 

heroes assistance and also protection from persecutors and wild animals similar to 

"Marie's Child"911 and "Allerleirauh"912 or even holds treasures as in "The Old Woman in 

the Wood"913; in other places, the tree serves as a prison for evil spirits, like "The Spirit in 

the Bottle".914 

The trees are not only represented in the fairy tale, but it has integrated into the forest 

itself. The fairy tale forest is mostly a closed and large, almost impenetrable dark forest. 

It is not inhabited by humans and as a consequence, the humans lose their way when they 

enter it. In the modern sense, this forest is no wonder forest for children, but almost a 

fearful magical forest, inhabited by spirits, wild men and -women, giants, witches, ghosts 

and other evil characters. In these woods, robbers and murderers ( those who expelled by 

the kingdom were also called as Waldgänger [forest walkers through]915) who carried out 

nefarious deeds and there were always dangerous predators waiting to plunder. Peaceful 

creatures like fairies or gnomes are very rarely found. In past centuries, forest was, in 

general, perceived as a boundary, a boundary, in popular belief, separates human world 

from the wonderworld. Thus, forest expedition is considered as one of the major tasks that 

the hero has to solve.916 All these tales clearly demonstrates the kind of cultural relationship 

that man had with the forest in earlier times. These fairy tales narrate about hunting 

peasants and kings, berry pickers as well as wood cutters and wood choppers.917 The 

brothers JACOB and WILHELM GRIMM alone collected around 48 traditional "tree fairy 

                                      
908 See. Grimm, Jacob (18121); Nr. 60. 

909 See. Grimm, Jacob (18121); Nr. 21. 

910 See also: Grimm, Jacob (18121); Nr. 31. 

911 See. Grimm, Jacob (18121); Nr. 3. 

912 See. Grimm, Jacob (18121); Nr. 65. 

913 See. Grimm, Jacob (18152); Nr. 37. 

914 See. Grimm, Jacob (18152); Nr. 9. 

915 See. Strauch, D. (1998); 1111-1113. 

916 See. Rebholz, D. (1944); 113. 

917 See. Rebholz, D. (1944); 113. 
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tales", which can be divided into four groups:918 a) pure forest fairy tales, which consist 

almost entirely of a forest plot,919 b) composite forest fairy tales, where the forest plot is 

the nucleus,920 c) Combination of forest fairy tales, where the action related to forest occurs 

as a single part, but is not the center or nucleus,921 d) specific types of forest fairy tales and 

worst instances.922 

In the folk tales, the forest is paid far less attention than in the fairy tales, but it is usually 

mentioned in the sagas as a place where the otherworldly spiritual realm exists. When 

people try to take advantage of the spirits, they comes across difficult situations . In 

general, it can be stated that the ghosts in the sagas have placed great importance on proper 

and good manners. The so-called "Warnsagen (Warning sagas)" also fulfills the function 

to ensure the compliance with standards.923 The Nature sagas, on the other hand, try to 

portray the etiological legends related to the emergence of tree species, to reveal the tree 

names in conjunction with a specific event taken place in earlier times.924 

For the modern people, trees and woodlands in fairy tales and legends or sagas appear to 

be strange. Our children no longer draw so much knowledge from them as previous 

generations. Television, freetime activities and computers are currently in greater demand. 

Proverbs are still used happily, though perhaps not as frequently used as in the past. They 

are well-known compact embossed sentences that express a rule of life or wisdom or our 

behavior a question or request access to a specific behavior in short, concise form. 

Proverbs voice for precise, but rarely refer to the signified, but stand in a figurative sense. 

The same applies to the proverbial phrase, which when introduced into a pictorial idiom, 

brings forth general thoughts expressed often in dramatic image. The date of origin of 

these "words" is often unknown, but for many, the content open up the old age.925 The 

                                      
918 See. Baumgart, W. (1936); 36-37. 

919 Hansel and Gretel; The poor miller's boy and the cat; The Old Woman in the Wood; Snow White and Rose Red; 

The Glass Coffin; The Woodhouse & The Boots of Buffalo Leather. 

920 The twelve brothers; Brother and sister; The Three Little Men in the Wood; The Brave Little Tailor; The 

mystery; The Singing Bone; The Robber Bridegroom; The Six Swans; The knapsack, the hat, and the horn; The 

golden goose; Jorinde and Joringel; The Singing, Springing Lark; The Raven; The spirit in the glass; The trained 

hunters; The blue light; Simeliberg; The iron stove; Iron John; Strong Hans & The Goose-Girl at the Well. 

921 The Devil with the Three Golden Hairs; The two brothers; The gold-children; Donkey Cabbages; The devil and 

his grandmother; The Crystal & The Wanderer. 

922 Marie‘s child; Little Red Riding Hood; The Bremen Town Musicians; The girl without hands; Fitchers bird; 

Snow White; Rumpelstiltskin; The Golden Bird; Allerleihrauh; The Devil's sooty brother; The Lazy Spinner; St. 

Joseph in the forest; The Twelve Apostles & The three green twigs. 

923 See. Petzold, L. (1970); 187 (Nr. 300, 307). 

924 See. Röhrich, L. (21971); 33-34. 

925 See. Röhrich, L. (1977); 2-3, 52, 54-55. 
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tree926 is a symbol of strength,927 stability and tied to place928 or other subject matters.929 The 

real area usually needs no explanation, but is readily visible. And most of the significances 

are based on human beings.930 

Different from the myths and fairy tales, the forest appears in the folk songs mostly as a 

friendly place where the man is happy with themselves, lighthearted and, if necessary, can 

be lustful delight, as expressed931 in many works. 

 

2.1.2.6. Art 

A significant part of the culture of a country is expressed in the form of art. The forest is 

also represented in the arts, because it has an undeniable influence on the mental and 

spiritual life of the people. Poetry, painting and music, on the other hand, depicted the 

treasure troves of woodland themes in each of their individual epochs. Conversely, art has 

never appreciably influenced man’s relationship with forest. In poetry, the forest has often 

served as a backdrop for heroic- and divine myth.932 In the Middle High German poetry of 

the Middle Ages, the forest appeared more often as in the epic Nibelungenlied or 

WALTHER VON DER VOGELWEIDE'S poetry and WOLFRAM VON ESCHENBACH'S Parzival. 

Parzival. The minstrel songs portrayed an increasingly romantic image of a sparse forest.933 

                                      
926 Mostly also the woodlands and the wood. 

927 "He's a guy like a tree "or" tree strong". 

928 "An old tree can not move it." - An old man, which is rooted exactly as deep with its environment like an old 

tree that should not be forced to leave home to. 

929 "The strongest tree was once a rice."; "Old trees can not bend."; "Tall trees catch much wind."; "The higher the 

tree, the more severe the case."; "The tree of which one has the shadow, is one to cherish."; "He who plants a 

tree, rarely enjoys the fruits."; "The forest for the trees (see said: sheer Details lose the connection; standing right 

in front something and still not see it)."; "He grew up in the woods (a rough woodsman unlike a civilized city 

people)."; "What goes into the woods, comes around."; . "Are on the wrong track (on a bad, not clearly 

recognizable Walk in the Woods [Forest] one can easily go astray.)" - "Wood and damage grows every day." & 

"Wood and unhappiness grows overnight." (In earlier times, it was estimated due to the seemingly endless forests 

the value of the timber low. These two proverbs lost its importance as the scarcity of forests was generally 

appreciated.) 

930 See also: Berg, E. (1869); 240-242. – See also the work: Lexikon der sprichwörtlichen Redensarten. 

931 "Who made you, you beautiful forest ..."; "In the Woods In the Woods In the fresh green forest, where's echo 

resounds ...!"; "Under the linden ..."; "The avid hunter ... (A hunter from the Palatinate ...)"; "It rode a hunter 

wohlgemuht in the early bird ..."; "Will ye hunt in the green forest with his horse and dog ..."; "When he came 

on as green Heid, he found his heart's content and Freud ..."; "The hunter was a fine game, fine nimbly and 

quickly ..."; "It was a nice wench that let himself allda find ..."; "Weekend and sunshine in green forest alone 

with you ...". (A valuable aid offered at this point the music collection of the music library of the monastery of 

Einsiedeln.) 

932 The Edda (collection of Old Norse poems) shows the old tree in its cult heroes and legends of the gods. 

933 "Under the linden ..."; "Heath and Walt ..."; "Verhowen (basting in the sense of normal use) Alst the Walt ...". 
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In the period of the Enlightenment.934 there emerged a new sense of human interest on 

understanding nature, however, this can never be equated as understood today. Literary 

works with forest references are rare at this time 935 It was not until Romantic Epoch.936 that 

the forest and forest life became the center of many a lyrical and epic literary works937 In 

the following period of Poetic Realism has witnesed an attempt by the poets to showcase 

the forest in a realistic manner.938 In recent years, the subjects related to forests are emerged 

in poems, short stories and novels.939 

                                      
934 "Under the linden ..."; "Heath and Walt ..."; "Verhowen (basting in the sense of normal use) Alst the Walt...". 

935 Between the end of the 17th and the end of the 18th century. 

936 An exception is JOHANN WOLFGANG VON GOETHES poem "A parable (Above all summits is peace)," in which 

he looks similar to the end of human life in the deliberations experienced peace and quiet of the forest. - Likewise, 

the work "A Midsummer Night's Dream" from the early modern period of WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 

(Shakespeare, William (Shakespeare, Shakespeare),born Stratford upon Avon 26. 4. 1564 ibid † 23. 4. 1616 

English poet and playwright) is an exception. This piece has advised its sphere of action in an enchanted forest 

in Athens, where people in erotic entanglements. – See Sämtliche Werke; Bd. 1; 309-377. 

937 Between 1790 and 1830. 

938 JOSEF FREIHERR VON EICHENDORFF (* Schloss Lubowitz bei Ratibor 10. 3. 1788, † Neisse 26. 11. 1857), 

LUDWIG TIECK (* Berlin 31. 5. 1773, † Berlin 28. 4. 1853), Zu nennen sind noch die Romantiker und 

Nachromantiker FRIEDRICH VON SCHLEGEL (seit 1815), * Hannover 10. 3. 1772, † Dresden 12. 1. 1829; 

CLEMENS VON BRENTANO, * Ehrenbreitstein (= Koblenz) 8. 9. 1778, † Aschaffenburg 28. 7. 1842; EDUARD 

MÖRIKE, * Ludwigsburg 8. 9. 1804, † Stuttgart 4. 6. 1875; LUDWIG UHLAND, * Tübingen 26. 4. 1787, 

† Tübingen 13. 11. 1862 & NIKOLAUS LENAU, eigtl. NIKOLAUS FRANZ NIEMBSCH, EDLER VON STREHLENAU, 

* Csatád (Ungarn; = Lenauheim, Rumänien) 13. 8. 1802, † Oberdöbling (= Wien) 22. 8. 1850 and others. 

939 WALDEMAR BONSELS, * Ahrensburg 21. 2. 1880, † Holzhausen am Starnberger See 31. 7. 1952; GUIDO 

HANGARTNER, * Altstätten 29. 5. 1967; ERNST JÜNGER, * Heidelberg 29. 3. 1895; HANS LEIFHELM, 

* Mönchengladbach 2. 2. 1891, † Riva am Gardasee 1. 3. 1947 & HANS WATZLICK, * Unterhaid, Böhmen 

16. 12. 1879, † Gut Tremmelhausen bei Regensburg 24. 11. 1948 and others. 
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In the churches and Central European hall 

houses, there are substance-related external 

and internal aesthetic harmony between the 

forest and the tree columns exhibited. In 

Nordic Holzkirche (Wooden churches), 

although the stone based cathedrals are 

constructed, their pillars represent 

woodlands and tree tops. The Gothic 

cathedrals often reveal the image of a 

petrified forest. The Cologne Cathedral at 

Buchan and the Münster Cathedral are 

considered to be the reminiscent of an oak 

forest. Also the patrician houses and 

medieval legal bowers of the Gothic epoch 

show many memories of the forest. Not to be 

forgotten are the wood carvings941 of that 

period, most of which were made of linden 

wood.942 

                                      
940 Picture: Keller, Kurt. – A Stave Church is a common form of Wooden churches from 11th century, its load-

bearing elements are extended upto the roof of the main chamber reaching pole (rods and poles). The exterior 

walls are made of vertical planks, the roofs are arranged steeply and cascade, sometimes the gables and doors are 

decorated with rich carvings. 

941 TILMAN (TILL, DILL) RIEMENSCHNEIDER, * Heiligenstadt (?) um 1460, † Würzburg 7. 7. 1531, German 

engraver of the Late Gothic period & ROBERT HANGARTNER, * Altstätten 26. 6. 1959, contemporary engraver 

– are to be remembered, and others. 

942 See. Hornsmann, Erich (1958); 195. 

 
Stave Church 940 
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From time to time, the representation of forest 

in paintings also underwent drastic changes. 

Until the 15th century, forest was depicted only 

as scenary or on the background. From this 

point, artists944 increasingly placed forest as the 

centrepiece of their paintings, especially in the 

second half of the 15th and the first half of the 

16th century and again in the Romantic period - 

especially woodcuts, watercolors, drawings and 

oil paintings. In recent times, with the varied 

expression of the Fine Arts, many trends and 

movements are visible, however, these aspects 

are not investigated at this point. As an 

exception, it should be noted that earlier 

photography was considered as an additional 

medium of representation. Above all, 

photography depicts forest no longer 

predominantly reproduced as a carrier of 

beautiful spiritual and aesthetic values. Rather 

serves this new form of art and culture of 

creating clarity and awareness about ecological 

damage, similar to looking at photographs of 

relevant newspapers. 

The forest has been the topic of attention of 

musci composers945 both in simple songs and 

                                      
943 Pcture: Keller, Kurt; according to: Oil painiting of ALBRECHT ALTDORFER. 

944 ALBRECHT DÜRER, * Nürnberg 21. 5. 1471, † Nürnberg 6. 4. 1528; LUCAS CRANACH, D. Ä., * Kronach 

1472 (?), † Weimar 16. 10. 1553; ALBRECHT ALTDORFER, * Regensburg (?) um 1480, † Regensburg 

12. 2. 1538; PHILIPP OTTO RUNGE, * Wolgast 23. 7. 1777, † Hamburg 2. 12. 1810; CASPAR DAVID 

FRIEDRICH, * Greifswald 5. 9. 1774, † Dresden 7. 5. 1840; LUDWIG RICHTER, * Dresden 28. 9. 1803, 

† Dresden. 19. 6. 1884 & CARL SPITZWEG, * München 5. 2. 1808, † München 23. 9. 1885 a.o.m. 

945 FRANZ SCHUBERT, * Lichtental (= Wien) 31. 1. 1797, † Wien 19. 11. 1828; FELIX MENDELSSOHN 

BARTHOLDY, * Hamburg 3. 2. 1809, † Leipzig 4. 11. 1847; ROBERT SCHUMANN, * Zwickau 8. 6. 1810, 

† Endenich (= Bonn) 29. 7. 1856; JOHANNES BRAHMS, * Hamburg 7. 5. 1833, † Wien 3. 4. 1897; HUGO 

WOLF, * Windischgraz (heute Slovenj Gradec, Slowenien) 13. 3. 1860, † Wien 22. 2. 1903; OTHMAR 

SCHOECK, * Brunnen bei Schwyz 1. 9. 1886, † Zürich 8. 3. 1957; JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH, * Eisenach 

21. 3. 1685, † Leipzig 28. 7. 1750; GEORG FRIEDRICH HÄNDEL, * Halle / Saale 23. 2. 1685, † London 

14. 4. 1759; JOSEPH HAYDN, * Rohrau bei Bruck an der Leitha 31. 3. (?) 1732,  1. 4. 1732, † Wien 

31. 5. 1809; HANS PFITZNER, * Moskau 5. 5. 1869, † Salzburg 22. 5. 1949; ANTON BRUCKNER, * Ansfelden 

4. 9. 1824, † Wien 11. 10. 1896; JOHANN STRAUSS (SOHN), * Wien 25. 10. 1825, Wien 3. 6. 1899 & 

ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK, * Siegburg 1. 9. 1854, † Neustrelitz 27. 9. 1921 a.o.m. 

 
 

Albrecht Altdorfer: Danube Landscape with Castle 

Wörth near Regensburg; 1520-25 (Munich, Alte 

Pinakothek) 

 

Forest Landscape943 
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great musical works. In this respect "Der Freischütz" (1821).946 can be interpreted as a 

work that closely connceted to this concept. This is a forest opera par excellence and the 

concept of forest most closely involved in the form of musical and dramatic content.947 On 

the other hand, the Waldweben ("Forest Murmurs") of "Siegfried"948 can be considered as 

an example of musical representation of forest. In "Pastorale",949 Forest Symphony"950 and 

the opera "König Hirsch"951 depict a close relationship with forest.952 

 

2.1.2.7. Aesthetic effect of Woodlands 

It was not until the 16th century that the effect of the forest on the human senses was 

recognized – by means of beautiful shapes, colors, scents, sounds and other influences. 

During this time, the aesthetic effect of forest is also reflected in literature as mentioned 

above. Among the nobility, the bosquet became fashionable and mutlipled, often make 

available for hunting. In the Baroque period and particularly in the Rococo, the bosquet 

transformed into an artificially decked up and artfully trimmed gardens. Obviously, these 

forms are alienated from nature. However, the movements like "Back to Nature" and 

"Education for Nature" spearheaded by ROUSSEAU began to turn , this aberration for the 

better. The breakthrough was achieved towards the end of the 18th century with the 

increased popularity of the "English Gardens". Around 1730 arose the English garden as 

a landscape garden with natural groups of trees, winding paths, large lawns and other small 

medieval (Gothic), Greek and Chinese houses built for leisure. An important contribution 

in this aspect is the English garden, which was later paved way for the creation of public 

parks953 The way to the natural landscape was thus free, but not in the sense of real natural 

forest. In the 19th century arose the desire to open up the forest to the populace as open air 

recreation area. The Munich University Professor WILHELM HEINRICH VON RIEHL stressed 

the importance of forests in socio-political terms.954 As early as the beginning of the 18th 

century HANS CARL VON CARLOWITZ called for non-wood related, intangible economic 

                                      
946 In popular belief, a shooter, the infallible hits with six bullets that were cast by the devil; the seventh ball deflects 

the devil; then the Opera of CARL MARIA VON WEBER, * Eutin 18. oder 19. 11. 1786, † London 5. 6. 1826. 

947 See. Hornsmann, Erich (1958); 201. 

948 Of RICHARD WAGNER, * Leipzig 22. 5. 1813, † Venedig 13. 2. 1883 

949 Of LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN,  Bonn 17. 12. 1770, † Wien 26. 3. 1827 (Beethoven’s Sixth) 

950 Of ANTON BRUCKNER, * Ansfelden 4. 9. 1824, † Wien 11. 10. 1896 (Bruckner’s Fourth) 

951 Of HANS WERNER HENZE, * Gütersloh 1. 7. 1926. In the opera "König Hirsch" an eintire act is played in the 

forest, which is the home of magical world. 

952 See. Köstler, Josef Nikolaus (1941); 15. 

953 English Garden in Munich, from 1789 (Founded by the american physicist BENJAMIN THOMPSON COUNT OF 

RUMFORD, * North Woburn 26. 3. 1753, † Auteuil bei Paris 21. 8. 1814); Bois de Boulogne in Paris, 1853; 

Central Park in New York, ab 1858. 

954 See. Riehl, Wilhelm Heinrich von (1935); 76-79. 
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functions of the forests and pointed over the aesthetic functions of the forests;955 in 1713, 

for the first time, he also coined the term "sustainable forest management956". Hence, in 

these cultural and historical areas "Aesthetics in the forest" is a common theme for the 

next century, but found no influence on the practice of forestry as explained in the first 

chapter.957 However, only in the 20th century the former got attention. 

Today, "Aesthetics in the Forest" became an essential part of forestry. As already 

described in the section on genetic engineering, today there is less danger in neglecting 

aesthetics in the forest than the overall structure, rather than bringing "aesthetics" in the 

individual plant, also under aspects of compassion whereby men, who needs better" 

resources for survival, market and competitive basis. Eugen Drewermann sums up a spirit 

of the time in terms of "Aesthetics for individual living things"958 in this sense as individual 

plants:  

For us,959 at the end of the 20th century, there must be sufficient for the distinct 

possibility, yes, in a sense, even obvious visions of a biologically highly stylized 

world of tomorrow to learn that something cannot be true, if we have one of our 

course noblest motives: the human compassion, absolutely and put in the middle of 

the finiteness, always vulnerable to all kinds of exposed suffering people, as far as 

it strives to be any shield for nature. The risk is great that we would end up not 

human, but inhuman. A result of human selection you find today in a variety of 

examples.960 

 

2.1.3. "The question of Generation" 

The generation question - at this point it is not concerning the generations of the forest, 

but about the people and the "faith-generations"961 in the past and present, is based on their 

behavior in terms of the environment and especially of the forest - and therefore often 

connected with generational conflicts about succession within a social group or society. 

Significant events such as war, social upheavals, economic hardships, calamities, and 

regional or global environmental changes are very important in shaping the relationship 

between these generations. The dynamic process of dissemination of cultural goods, 

                                      
955 HEINRICH VON COTTA (See. Chapter 1) did not refer to it yet. 

956 KWFL; 137; Carlowitz. 

957 See also: Vietinghoff-Riesch, A. (1940); 188-189. 

958 It is for that contextual expression the term "biologically designed world" is applied. 

959 By "us" denotes the people of the present time. 

960 See. Drewermann, Eugen (71997); 388-389. 

961 The term "good faith generations" will indicate that different "beliefs" in several generations "face" each other". 
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norms, values, truths of faith and knowledge of the older generation to the younger is, 

therefore, either quiet or lively. Sometimes this process is even regressive, ie from the 

younger to the older generation.962 The issue of generational question cannot be limited to 

the ratio of two directly go together, consecutive age groups; rather generations are seen 

as past and present as well as the responsibility of earlier and present day ones for future 

generations, according to the precautionary principle, which states that future generations 

has a present right to a healthy environment - intact forests ,as a raw material supplier.963 

In this context, the handling of comparison of each Christian and non-Christian 

generations with respect to the handling of the environment must be considered, especially 

in our times with the accusation garnering much attention – from the theologian964 EUGEN 

DREWERMANN, historian965 LYNN WHITE JR. and the writer966 CARL AMERY - nature 

enemity and destruction of nature necessarily belong to the essence of Christianity. This 

would be taken to its logical end that these churches have still not realized its essence on 

this point, after almost 2'000 years. 

These allegations do not take into consideration the formation and acceleration of 

ecological crisis, where those very subsystems of modern industrial civilization are 

involved in an extremely high quantity and in modern times they develop a momentum of 

its own and automatically controlled under the dynamics of universal guiding principle of 

progress, in accordance with their own laws and accountability. The proportion of the 

major areas of state, economy, technology and science to Christianity should at least have 

been clarified in principle. The tenor towards the secularization problem was not borne in 

mind. The "debt percentage" of Christianity cannot be precisely estimated without an 

answer to the question implied in the concept of secularization. What influence 

Christianity has exercised on the autonomous secularization related majority areas, is 

probably not easy to define logically, since internal dynamics, autonomy and self-control 

implies the same and also the individual responsibility. The collection of evidence of a 

major Christian debt is, therefore, not provided.  

                                      
962 See. Bleistein, Roman (31995); 451-452. 

963 See. Knorring, Ekkehard (1997); 19. – See also: Rahmeyer, Fritz (1997); 36, 48. 

964 See also: Drewermann, Eugen (71997); 71-76, 79-81. 

965 See also: White, Lynn jr. (19991); 24-30 (hier 24). – The ecological crisis is the result of a high-handed 

manipulation of nature with the efficient means of technology and science. Both the birth of modern science and 

technology and the spirit in which they were carried out, could be attributed to characteristic peculiarities of 

Christian doctrine. 

966 See also: Amery, Carl (1972); 10-11, 15-18. 
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One justification lies, on the contrary, in the human instinct for technology967 and its 

biological impulse968 - connected with mythical paradigms,969 concepts and feasibility 

concepts and therein implied ideas of immanent salvation - to gain power and dominion 

over the course of nature. This urge develops a normative force, which manifests 

particularly in the modern art forms - in the secularization. If this now assumes a 

progressive secularization and a further displacement of Christian influences, it should 

strengthen the development in the direction in which it was begun. But if these forces 

dominate nature such a long time in a moderate and restrained manner, inevitably there 

araises the question of these moderating forces. After all, these forces were curbed quite 

intensively up to modern times. In modern times this, in turn, gives rise to the consquence 

of waning influence of Christianity, which in past centuries able to incoropate the the 

relevant human energies into larger contexts, the strengthening of that massive 

civilizational greatness which used all of the famous excesses beneficiary to its results and 

counts in the present day environmental crisis. Christianity, consequently did not further, 

but moderately, influenced the development of the ecological crisis. 

This view is also matched with the biblical foundations and explains why Christianity for 

more than 1'000 years, let this allegedly nature destroying component remain in its 

structure without much ado and why it is too late, as Christianity’s culture and civilization 

changing forces are on its wane, to come to the given changes.970 The Biblical order from 

God to man971 which has always led to confrontation, is also not tenable as an accusation 

against Christianity, because this job binds God, man and the world together. The man, 

who is created in the image of God, has aligned his actions after the action of God, because 

of this fact and because of this order. The imperative to subdue the earth is, thus, even 

under the divine maxim- Live and let live. The work that is given to man,972 is not a license 

for exploitation of nature - and thus not meant to imply overexploitation of forest - but 

                                      
967Here one can think of the operating economic justification of the art of Arnold Gehlen. The driving component 

of the technique, however, for the industrial technology and is active non-rational motives only limited value. – 

See. Gehlen, Arnold; Anthropologische Forschung; Reinbek 1961; 18. – See. Gehlen, Arnold (1955); 21. 

968 It is the "superior knowledge" which is meant, which is next to the religious and metaphysical knowledge . 

According to MAX SCHELER there is a third form of higher types of knowledge and is rooted in a biological drive 

(in power and domination pursuit of the course of nature, in the drive for domination and power). – See. Scheler, 

Max (21960); 66-67, 93. 

969 See. Rapp, Friedrich (1979); 110-129 (esp 119). 

970 See also: Münk, Hans-Jürgen (1987); 198-205. 

971 See. Gen 1,26.28 "Then God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness and let them rule over the 

fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, over the livestock, over all the earth and over all the creatures that crawl 

on the land God blessed them.. and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue 

it and have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves 

upon the earth." 

972 Gen 3,19 "In the sweat of thy face / shalt thou eat bread, / until you return to the ground;.. / From it you were 

taken / you are dust, and to dust you shall return." 
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rather implies existential determination of human existence, under the vision of God and 

love of neighbor even a means to cooperate with the Kingdom of God.973 The reduction of 

labor productivity occurs only at the end of the 17th century, that too timidly, with JOHN 

LOCKE, one of the founders of empiricism. Until then, the study of nature is operated 

primarily for the sake of knowledge of God 974. 

Likewise, the historical viewpoint of Christianity is also not suitable to explain the 

development of modern ideals of progress in forestry, which rapidly developed in the last 

two centuries - as already pointed out in the first chapter.975 This ideal combines an 

uncritical euphoria about the achievements of science and technology. From the stand 

point of Christian understanding of history, the identified pathos of progress is different 

from the belief in a self-manageable forestry ethos by humans, which is always better for 

the future, in that the former sees the history as an event of God with His creation. This 

has come a full circle in Jesus Christ and the end of which is expected with His return in 

glory. From the image of God in man and its order for rule cannot be concluded within 

the doctrine of Creation to Christinity’s own despotic anthropocentrism.976 God in 

Christianity is the Creator and the whole thing is creation. Man and nature are not placed 

against each other but are God's co-creations. The perception of the Other, reason, the 

reflection of co-creatability of man and nature are an integral component of Christianity977 

in the respect for life as God's good creation.978 

 

                                      
973 See. Mk 12,28-34 " And one of the scribes came, and having heard them reasoning together, and perceiving that 

he had answered them well, asked him, Which is the first commandment of all? And Jesus answered him, The 

first of all the commandments is, Hear, O Israel; The Lord our God is one Lord: And thou shalt love the Lord 

thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy strength: this is the first 

commandment. And the second is like, namely this, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. There is none other 

commandment greater than these. And the scribe said unto him, Well, Master, thou hast said the truth: for there 

is one God; and there is none other but he: And to love him with all the heart, and with all the understanding, and 

with all the soul, and with all the strength, and to love his neighbour as himself, is more than all whole burnt 

offerings and sacrifices. And when Jesus saw that he answered discreetly, he said unto him, Thou art not far from 

the kingdom of God. And no man after that durst ask him any question." 

974 See. Creation is the first book of the Revelation of God; 1. 

975 See. also the Introduction to the first chapter of this work. 

976 For illustration, also said that the popes since NIKOLAUS III. (1277-1280) maintain their gardens in the Vatican 

sustainably, where it has since also always trees and groups - ie forest –  See also: Ring-Eifel, Ludwig (2001); 2. 

977 Gen 1,31 "God saw everything that he had made, and it was very good there was evening and there was morning.. 

The sixth day." 

978 See. Rappel, Simone (1996); 403-407. 
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2.1.3.1. Whether the values of the woodlands are recognised by man? 

The determination of "monetary value of the woodlands"979 is an extremely difficult task 

and at this point shall not be discussed further as this is beyond the scope of this work. 

However, references regarding computational models have been presented in the first 

chapter. In this place, the topic related to the practical knowledge of different values of 

forest and the perception of theory are introduced.  

To identify or to determine a value is always a question of perception of importance. When 

a being perceives an importance980 in something, then this something forms the 

corresponding character value. This can be demonstrated with the help of CO2 and the 

trees. If the tree perceives CO2 importance to be real, then the CO2 has a value for the tree. 

If the tree fails to perceive the importance, that CO2 has no value although it is vitally 

important,981 because without CO2, a substantial basis for growth - and thus a livelihood - 

would be impossible. Although the CO2 serves a purpose for the tree, but this does not 

always be recoginsed. The concept of value is, however, an ordination applied to a 

purpose. That the tree does not perceive the purpose of CO2, then it does not imply the 

worthlessness of CO2 in terms of the tree, but only for the tree (as a value in itself). 

However, since man has the capacity of perceiving, he can perceive the importance of 

something, a purpose out of something and perceive something as important, and thus 

recognizes a value that is not only for thimself but also for other people and 

creatures/beings like the tree. Man can perceive not only what is earthly, but in a sense, 

he is also given the ability to perceive the supernatural elements. Hence man can realise 

the purpose of CO2 for the trees and also recognizes the value in CO2 for the trees. Man 

recognises that CO2 in its being is something good for the tree, in this respect the 

administered measure is harmonious. Man, due to his fundamental ability, can recognise 

and perceive the importance of these values (and uses). The value, to some extent, is 

perceived as good being.982 

                                      
979 See. also the work: Schramm, Michael (1994). – SCHRAMM addresses the problem of determination of value 

primarily from the point of view of Aisthetik. (in this case: Schramm, Michael (1994); 17. – The word "Aisthetik" 

leite off etymologically from the Greek ai'sqhsij: The perception Aisthetik therefore go there a thematization of 

perception ... The aisthetic is characterized by.. the structure of an abductive pragmatics Both dimensions of 

perception, the abductive structure and pragmatic -. is not necessarily ethical - character, were formally of 

fundamental importance.) 

980 In whichever art. 

981 This is not intended to clarify whether the tree has the ability to perceive something and recognize its importance 

or not, because this work is not concerned on the responsibility of tree for the environment, but the forest for the 

environment. At this point it is assumed in principle that the tree has no ability of perception and associated 

awareness in this sense our own. 

982 See. Winkler, Ulrich (1997); 63, 37-40, 45-52. – The warnings that were grown from the epistemological 

discussion of the value statement of reasons are important to consider what the value of finding out of being no 

linear circuit on the ought is possible – See. Winkler, Ulrich (1997); 52. 
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The forest is not only a direct economic source of wood supply, in addition the already 

identified modes of action for water, air, soil, and other things, like the mode of action as 

a "medicine supplier." - also indirectly helps in avoidingf follow-up costs of many kinds.983 

Speicifically, it is again pointed out that the woodland has a protective function vis a vis 

mudflows, avalanches and also acts as a water purifier. Such costs that would be incurred 

within the local area without forest, can very well be calculated as follows: location-based 

compensation measures, building bunds, avalanche protection, water treatment plants or 

re-creation costs of devastated settlements and cultural areas as well as limited additional 

costs in the health sector due to any possible lack of water quality.984 In this regard, an 

evaluation of the forest on account of a potential financial figures is quite possible. Even 

the questions concerning socio-economic cost consist of realistic computational models. 

People are becoming increasingly aware of these values of the forest, including the global 

ecological value in recent decades.985 

In the meantime, the forest comes across as a cultural value - as mentioned at the beginning 

of this chapter. If the ecological values 986 are displayed, at least, in the coarsest masses in 

monetarily substaintial numbers, then the cultural values need no longer be expressed in 

balance sheets. The above examples of cultural relations of forest nevertheless show an 

appreciation of the forest by the people. Man apparently also recognized the value of the 

forest in this field. 

Under this context another arises whether the humans can recognize an intrinsic value of 

the forest or whether they recognize or whether the forest has value only as a means for 

human purposes. If the nature is understood as pure ordination to the people, the forest 

then only a mere thing without intrinsic value. If it is generally understood to be given to 

man, this still does not imply a lack of value in nature. But if a principle of ordination of 

nature to man is assumed, this implies a connection between man and nature, a kind of 

dependence of the superior executed by the associated nature. Thus, the nature would also 

exist without man, but not man without nature. In this relationship, as experience shows, 

man sees - for the reasons mentioned above, needs the secularized human - nature as 

mainly functional and he interprets them mainly on the basis of his needs. He, thus, 

gradually proceeds in the destruction of the part given to him, because he always 

considered handling this dilemma as a problem of tradeoff and acts. Such a functionalist 

action will finally destroy man himself, because he destroys his foundation, the nature in 

doing so. 

                                      
983 See. also esp. The corresponding paragraph in the introduction to the first chapter of this work. 

984 The nationwide calculation of individual costs are very difficult. 

985 See. also esp. The corresponding paragraph in the introduction to the first chapter of this work. 

986 The ecological and economic values can be viewed in accordance with their reciprocal action. 
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If man sees himself as a coordinative element to every creature in nature, then he must act 

in accordance with this view. Therefore, it would be designed to take advantage of the 

livelihoods of the creatures in an adequate manner. Thus, the utilisation of natural 

resources, beyond his survival, is not appropriate. It would deny every other purpose, 

especially in the higher cultural way of life. That contradicts such a lifestyle oriented 

nature of man, thus, hardly needs to be emphasized. If the same absolutely superior-being 

leads to the destruction of people and an equal superior-being leads to a human nature 

conflicting stagnation,987 equally an animal, thus it requires a different ratio between man 

and nature. For this reason, man must find a different approach, if he does not wants to be 

equal to an animal. But, at the same time, he need not deprive himself of his livelihood; 

he must become to be on Secondmen to nature, stepping down from his superior position. 

A superior person will never take the "concerns" of fellow creatures seriously, but will 

primarily be selfish. A to be on Secondment man perceives neither those concerns which 

correspond to him and his inner nature nor the concerns of fellow creatures and therefore 

helps neither himself nor the creatures. What is left is only what is described as "to be on 

Secondment" (abgeordnet). 

The man exercises a quasi-parliamentary subordinates responsibility for fellow creatures 

and cultivate him more practical, consequently gives meaning to himself and to the nature 

and this meaning brought him eventually reach themselves. The man is not only given the 

ability to interfere with the versatile interplay in the ecological balance of sustainable 

nature, but also – is the only creature on earth – who has the responsibility to accept it. 

This ability to take responsibility is only assigned to man. No living creature, except man, 

can really represent itself, not to speak of others. In that respect, man not only represents 

himself, but also other organisms, in this uniqueness it implies the task of representing the 

creatures; it is his responsibility to all living things and their livelihoods, therefore 

relinquish everything for all creation. The purpose of human life, thus, involves not only 

for him, but for the whole extra-human nature, who is concerned in this sense. For the 

humans, the sphere of activity of ethics extends not only quantitatively but also 

qualitatively. If man perceives this inherent responsibility as not just true, but consciously 

- responsibly, there is no risk of an arrogant attitude towards nature, but rather it allows a 

"symbiosis" with nature. In this symbiotic attitude of man, does not seek to humanize 

nature nor seek to dehumanize himself, as he very well distinguishes between ‚Mitwelt‘, 

ie, the social world and ‚Umwelt‘, the environment. 

The social world consists of his fellow men, is represented by man, since this relationship 

is not symbiotic; the environment, which consists of the non-human nature, should be 

represented as a person or man because this relationship is symbiotic. Human action must 

be governed by rationality and responsibility and not by arbitrary orders because human 

                                      
987 The change in the sense of biological evolution quite involved. 
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ethos are not allowed to build up from a biological facts, but only of man as a moral 

standpoint of the subject. The nature and thus the forest, which is not an insignificant part 

of nature, comes to an intrinsic value that must be recognized not only by man, but also 

by that which man himself and the environment represents and his actions must exercise 

responsibility. In other words, man is in a fiduciary relationship with nature and thus also 

with the forest.988 

 

2.1.3.2. It belongs to religion, humans can not merely view the Woodland 

economically 

It is the duty of religion to recognize the full value of the forest to act accordingly and not 

considering it only as an economic proposition. - In the course of secularization, it is 

increasingly obvious that the religious justifications, whatsoever, for seemingly mundane 

things, this is precisely nature/earth may be the case, have been more and more displaced. 

Especially with the nature, specifically about intrinsic value or intrinsic right of nature989, 

this reasoning is by no means obsolete. For thousands of years, it was customary, what is 

incomprehensible or was not manmade referred as nature, religious and approached them 

with awe, reverence or as sacred990, as it apparently points out a higher essentiality.991 These 

religious views certainly do not always correspond with modern standards, nor based 

                                      
988 See also: Auer, Alfons (1984); 54-56. 

989 See. Wolkinger, Alois (1997); 170-173. 

990 The Old High German adjective "heilag" (holy) comes either from the Germanic noun "Haila" meaning as: 

"Spell / favorable omen / happiness", or from Old High German adjective "healing", which means "healthy / 

intact / saved" , The term "HOLY" refers religious, mainly cultic isolation and distance (holiness) with respect 

to the profane (secular). "PROFAN" is originally a cultic term that the front (lat. Pro) St. District (lat. Fanum), 

i.e., outside consecrated lying areas designated and then the opposite of the saints in general. Today, the word 

"profane" as much as "secular / everyday". The origin of our meaning of the word "holy", however, is to be 

sought in Hebrew. 

 ddq (kadad) = cut off 

 vAdq'  (kadosch) = be holy (set apart from the mundane,  positively interpreted from the 

impure, such as: to be exclusive to be something Extras, be different, be apart, be individual, not belonging to 

the general, not be "common" = be an average citizen, have culture, etc. to be fancy) - (not meaning the negative 

interpretation such as: being eccentric, being lonely, being isolated, be excluded, be separated, being cut off, his 

sectarian etc.) 

 vd,qo  (kodäsch) = holiness (the separateness) 

 vD'q.mi (mikdasch) = sanctuary (the segregated area) 

 Holy (Heilig) - Profane 

 God is totally other, incomprehensible and inaccessible; he is, as the angels before his throne confess, "holy" 

(Isaiah 6.3 "They shouted to each other: Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts / From his glory, the whole earth is 

full.."). The space of man lies in front of (pro) the sanctuary (fanum), he is "profane". But God gave the people 

in worship its proximity, are individual (the priest) Access to the sanctuary, they can also be sacred. 

991 See above. 
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mostly on Christian foundations. But they avoid justifications of a intrinsic value / intrinsic 

right of nature by virtue of evolution, ecology or taboos. Religious views - in relation to 

such higher essentiality - build as stated already, on awe, reverence and holiness. These 

are all concepts of friendship and are to be interpreted consistently positive, as they are all 

just opposite of fear, contempt and profanation. They see the friendship not as a pure 

mutual benefit relationship, but as a relationship which one wants to take care for his own 

sake. This friendship does not exclude the available; however, this is not at the beginning, 

not in the middle and even at the end of friendship; it is nice, but casual. Thus, the will to 

this friendship exists even without a specific purpose: so it is holy. 

Such a friendship extends, whereas it exists for its own sake and therefore, all other, what 

the others concerned will have to share everything, from all areas of friends - in that case 

the higher essentiality, whose friends we have the opportunity992 to be - also on the nature. 

It is necessary for this "extended" friendship to know the nature as it is, if man does not 

intervene. What is known, it is easier to love and what one loves, one is also willing to 

protect, defend, heal, to represent - to be on Secondment/subordinated. What man loves, 

he admits, in this respect love is made for its own sake, to own an intrinsic value / intrinsic 

right. This, in turn, precludes not a mutual presence of benefit A friendship with nature 

can be understood as one that nourishes itself, nature protection is not as something that 

makes a superior to be allocated, but rather as a protector in the representative sense, 

within a real friendship with regard to the threatened friends. Friends with nature is, 

therefore, truly human, according to which it is be worshiped inscrutably / silently. What 

is unsearchable has, thus, a higher essentiality, on which it is based.993 Nature is to be 

considered not only as holy994 because it is held sacred by people, but as nature - is 

sanctified by God - even if endorsed by the people or not. There is a direct relationship 

between her and God; God is the sustainer of creation and at the same time mover and 

finisher and thus, the nucleus and goal of evolution. The intrinsic value of creation can, 

therefore, be justified by her creativeness of God, in which He himself incarnated in Jesus 

Christ, but not least, as a creature in order to save it.995 This fact does not count so much 

from the point of view of humanity, but holds an intrinsic value of nature specifically for 

the Christians, who believe in this Creation-spirit in the Incarnation. This view implies 

                                      
992 See. Joh 15,15 " I [Christ] no longer call you servants, for the servant knoweth not what his lord doeth: but I 

have called you friends,. Because I have made known to you everything I have heard from my Father." 

993 See also: Löw, Reinhard (19992); 85-88. 

994 See. further down on the paragraph on "The Goodness of the Deeds"("Die Güte des Geschaffenen".) 

995 This also relates to the economy of salvation, for in it, forces of sin and redemption. Injustice and unjust 

structures are a counterpart to the equitable economic progress in the service of man. - See. Weiler, Rudolf 

(1993); 135-137. 
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even more so for Christians the above-described to be on Secondment-Being 

(Subordinate-Being).996 

The creation of man997 with all his skills can alone be considered to identify his position, 

but it need not necessarily reveal something about a special relationship with the Creator 

of this creature. However, the biblical statement that man is God's image998 shows a clear 

higher relationship quality highlighted against other creatures. It is also understandable 

that the whole creation is created by the Creator.999 With the incarnation of the Creator in 

His word1000, this relationship was again gifted a different note. God is no longer merely 

God and man, but his image. God is also rather human and the human is worshiped as 

God.1001 This, of course, brings not only the dignity of this deification, but also the 

responsibility to protect creation, in one in which heavenly people suitably ground to 

nurture and foster.1002 The man, who as opposed to subhuman world, lives in an intimate 

relationship characterized by an excellent incarnation of God. He has his relationship 

confirmed with the subordination with the Creator God. Man is called the "crown of 

creation", due to his special relationship with the Creator and his resulting task. This crown 

of creation, however, the man is always in honour, ie to praise the glory of God.1003 

Therefore, man is said to be equipped with a "sacred duty". Every obligation also demands 

the need for accountability. This raises the question as to whom humans are accountable?. 

There can basically be three ways to determine this: a) nature, b) man himself, and c) the 

Creator God. 

a) Whether man can be held accountable to nature? Is it possible that man be 

accountable for environment protection, especially deforestation? Whether that 

                                      
996 See also: Daecke, Sigurd Martin (19992); 81-83. 

997 "Creation of Man", in the evolutionary sense of human development.  

998 Gen 1,26a " Then God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness." 

999 The creation is made for God and not to a state before creation, not a "state of nothingness". The creation is, 

therefore, also not go out in a "nothing", but to a being in God. In other words, the creation that is newly created 

in Christ, is new. - Lake. Matthew 19:28 "And Jesus said unto them, Verily I say unto you, If the world is created 

anew and the Son of Man sits on the throne of glory, ye that ye which have followed me, sit on twelve thrones, 

judging the twelve tribes of Israel judge. "- Lake. Gal 6:15 "For it does not matter whether a circumcised or 

uncircumcised, but the fact that he is a new creation." - Lake. 2 Corinthians 5:17 "Therefore, if anyone is in 

Christ, he is a new creation; the old has gone, the new has come." - Lake. 1 Corinthians 7:19 "It does not matter, 

circumcision nor uncircumcision, but on keeping the commandments of God." 

1000 Joh 1,1.14: "In the beginning was the Word, / and the Word was with God, / and the Word was God. And the 

Word was made flesh, / and dwelt among us / and we have seen his glory, / the glory of the only begotten of the 

Father , / full of grace and truth." 

1001 Joh 10,34: "Jesus answered them, Is it not written in your law, 'I said, Ye are gods?'" - Lake. Ps 82.6 "Well I 

said. You are gods, / you are all sons of the Most High." 

1002 Gen 2,15: "The Lord God, took the man and put him into the garden of Eden to till it and keep [preserve]." 

1003 See. Schlitt, Michael (1992); 156-160. 
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falls under the purview of this work? It is quite possible for a single person to justify 

himself to a single tree or justifies his actions in the form of a monologue to the 

forest?. Sometimes man naturally knows his responsibility and his "smallness" with 

respect to a tree, which is perhaps a couple of times older than himself. This is 

always sufficient? All humanity would possibly retreat even before creating trees 

or forests.... A creature or even a species could be to a certain extent accountable in 

this idea; but still there remain all other living beings, life forms ....To further extend 

this utopian idea is not worth it at this point, while the impracticality of such an 

undertaking is already established. 

b) Whether the man himself is accountable? It should be determined whether the 

individual himself or the humanity is accountable. The question regarding self 

accountability denotes that it is possible only in a paradisiacal state, since in such a 

state, one would be honest enough and consistent in his own actions. Since we are 

not in paradise and it is not necessary to continue these thoughts. Thus, the issue of 

accountability is completely left to the mankind: This method is handled with more 

or less success due to the general laws and limits for pollutants.1004 This system is 

far from perfect, even impractical in some ways, when viewed from the present. 

However, if we look into the past or future, we will soon realize that this system is 

only valid for limited purpose. Who was considered accountable for the elimination 

of Mediterranean forests? What good is a punishment of the guilty after a meltdown 

of a nuclear power plant, if this area is uninhabitable for countless generations of 

living things? In such a case, the individual human does not live long, even can 

come approximately to making amends. The people of such an area must assume 

this reparation for every extend. However, this means that the descendants must 

atone suffer for the crimes of their ancestors. Such a right even goes far beyond the 

well-known family adhesion; it is extended indefinitely to generations or is an 

international liability. The descendants atone, even if innocent, responsible for the 

offenses of their ancestors.1005 

c) If the Creator is still alive, man may owe accountability. In that situation, it is 

assumed that the creature, in principle, belongs to the Creator. Man, like the tree, 

has been created and as a result, he belongs to the Creator God. Therefore, this view 

denotes that, man needs the inter-dependence of subhuman creations for his 

survival. Whether the man owe responsibility to the tree, which he needs to build 

                                      
1004 Here it is important to respect the legal texts of the countries that are not always congruent. But can work out 

these differences not the task of this work. 

1005 See. Ex 20.5-6. "Thou shalt not bow down to other gods and not commit you to serve them: for I the Lord thy 

God am a jealous God. For those who are my enemy, I follow the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the 

third and fourth generation, to those who love me and keep my commandments I pay thousands of my grace." – 

This is probably idolatry, but we have not come to at his best with the punitive element on generations? 
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his apartment for his survival, or does he just give over this justice or debt to the 

one who can grow the tree? Now, if there is no God,1006 then it lets the "nature", 

which will rise it again;1007 thus, man would be accountable according to point a), 

however, this is not as effective as we have already explained above. If God created 

nature,1008 man owes Him the accountability regarding his relationship with nature. 

This accountability can only be detected if the man believes in God - it is subject to 

its own course, even if he does not believe. If God created nature, which is assumed 

in this work, then it belongs to faith to enquire this accountability. On the other 

hand, this knowledge is meant for the recognition of the value of basic premise, 

because if he who is obliged to be accountable does not recognize it, he cannot 

recognize the associated value. Hence, it is the responsibility of the religion to 

recognize the value of the forest. 

The above statements have made it clear that man is in a different position - a higher 

(responsibility), as compared to the subhuman nature. Therefore, it cannot be treated 

equally. Thus, a reference to PETER SINGER is no longer appropriate, while the equality of 

all "sentient living creatures "1009 are to be expressed.1010 

  

                                      
1006 This question is not to be debated here. 

1007 In the evolutionary sense. 

1008 Also through the evolution. 

1009 SINGER usually assumed that "sentient beings" are in addition to the people only animals (non-human animals). 

However, if the perception of, in any manner whatsoever, condition is also sentience, then are also plants - few 

different ways - sentient. There are several plant species, at least "recognize" the lay of the Attacked-being, at 

least in the sense of not only " becoming prey", but defense mechanisms developed by immediately store toxins 

in the leaves and beyond alert the neighboring plants of the same type by messengers which then act as equals in 

advance. (If such a plant anesthetized using anesthetic gas, they will not migrate toxins in the leaves off and it 

won’t be shared by others also.) Also seen that at least several plants are sentient beings and also need to be 

treated by SINGER. 

1010 See especially: Singer, Peter (21994); 82-88, 155-158. 
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2.2. God and his Creation 

The word "creation" has rarely been as popular and much used as in our days. It finds 

particular expression in the phrases: "Responsibility for Creation", "Creation 

conservation", "Integrity of Creation" or "Destruction of Creation". The word "creation" 

cannot be simultaneously linked to an inner approximation to the Christian doctrine of 

Creation, as the current usage often lacks a believer‘s background. The much-applied 

sense of the "work" implied the word "creation" is, thus, based essentially on man and his 

work in the world, his change of what is given and re-combining the appropriate 

precursors. On the contrary, the priestly "work1011" refers only to "divine creation". 

The worldly existence is not be indebted to itself. The whole nature is originated to its 

present state of being before creation. Christian belief means to "find oneself as put into 

being" as a being created by God as a creature. Belief in Creation is understood as the faith 

in the Creator and thus explained. The Christian faith in Creation is, thus, directed 

primarily to the Creator, to God as the "origin of all things," as the "Creator of the visible 

and invisible, physical and spiritual" beings.1012 The focus moves from the Creator to the 

creatures with the intention of recognizing that the Creator "is perceived as invisible reality 

at the works of creation with the reason" and "his eternal power and Godhead".1013 This 

view of faith makes an effort to think about Creation not only as a utilitarian consideration, 

but also as an awareness of the beauty of creation, its grandeur and its divine splendor.1014 

 

2.2.1. The Creation as God’s revelation 

The revelation of God is generally postponed until visible and tangible history, in the 

history of God's dealings with His people. The Church sees the creation process 

nevertheless as a revelation of God,1015 since God, not in order to acquire perfection, but 

has created perfection through his goods, which he granted the creatures to reveal 

creations both in spiritual and the physical forms.1016 In the biblical account of creation, it 

means the first work of creation: "Let there be light.1017" In this light, God can not only get 

hold of the world, but also reveals himself "visible" in itself, reveals himself in a kind of 

                                      
1011 ar'B' bara (to create) 

1012 See. DH 800. 

1013 See. Rom 1,20 " For creation of the world His invisible clearly perceived in the works of creation with reason, 

his eternal power and divine nature. Therefore, they are without excuse." 

1014 See. Scheffczyk, Leo (1994); 13-15. 

1015 See also: Creation is the first book of the Revelation of God; 1. 

1016 See. DH 3002. 

1017 Gen 1,3 "God said, Let there be light: and there was light." 
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original epiphany.1018 – The climax of the revelation reaches this epiphany in a lively 

personal nature in Jesus Christ. – The divine act of creation is the first source of the 

revelation of God1019 and as such should not be underestimated.1020 It can, thus, speak of 

"original revelation". 

In the so-called primitive revelation, which is rest with creation, an introduction to the 

divine revelation is laid by means of reason. In addition to the knowledge of human reason, 

which can attain the Creator by its very nature, there is an insight which is peculiar to 

faith. This insight reflects a truth that is based on the fact that God reveals himself and is 

right to truth, because God is neither deceives nor wants to deceive. The reason, which 

seeks to understand every secret, is also visible in the revelation of existing symbols. They 

serve to carry out a more thorough search for truth and allow the mind to undertake 

independent investigations, which includes within the mystery. These symbols give more 

weight to reason, because they allow it to figure out the secret from within itself with its 

own means; on the other hand, these symbols are also going beyond its symbolic reality, 

in order to grasp the deeper meaning which they conceived. In them, a hidden truth is 

already existed, from which the mind is directed and from which the mind cannot leave 

without destroying the proffered symbols. The man can return to the Creator by rational 

thinking about nature: "Because the magnitude and beauty of things so created connect 

them to their Creator.1021" A first stage of divine revelation is hereby recognized, which 

exists from the wonderful "book of nature"1022; if man reads this book by means of his own 

reason, he can come to the knowledge of the Creator. If man cannot see God, the Creator 

of all, with his mind, it is not so much the lack of a suitable means as it is the obstacle 

which he was accused of by his free will and his sin in the way.1023 

 

2.2.2. Fundamentals of God’s revelation of Creation 

Christian thought is essentially based on the unforgettable greatness of the Creator and 

His omnipotence,1024 this was the first expression for the basic concept called the 

"divinity". Creation, as a result, is the revelation of God's omnipotence, because this has 

                                      
1018 See. James 1,17 "Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, from the Father of lights [Father of all 

lights], in which there is no change or shadow." 

1019 See Creation is the first book of the Revelation of God; 1. 

1020 See. Scheffczyk, Leo (1994); 15-20. 

1021 Weish 13,5 

1022 See. Die Schöpfung ist das erste Buch der Offenbarung Gottes; 1. 

1023 See. FR 8, 13, 19. 

1024 See. Wis 13,5 "Because of the greatness and beauty of created things their Creator." - Romans 1:20 "For 

creation of the world His invisible clearly perceived in the works of creation with reason, his eternal power and 

Godhead Therefore, they are inexcusable." 
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been created from "nothing"1025 at the same time it is the "beginning of the story of 

salvation, the beginning of the history of salvation, which culminates in Christ1026". God 

does not dissociate himself from the creation of these things, instead grows closer to them, 

by providing the creature his matchless power and greatness.1027 God is not nature itself, 

but its master.1028 If physics sets forth the Big Bang theory, it assumes that if energy or 

something different was present, then this will create the impression that it is the Creator 

and the Creation not just out of nothing. Therefore, the person who believes in this Creator 

is with the Creation "saved", because the "journey" through the Created-being does not 

end in the dark, but at the Creator himself, provided that a childlike faith in the Creator is 

cherished.1029 This is visible to man only by means of revelation of the Creator. Without it, 

the purpose of creation would be hidden from human knowledge. The revelation shows 

that the rationale of God does not situated outside creation, but with which he wants to 

determine the freedom of creation and give away his love freely to the creatures created 

by God himself.1030 The motive of creation by God is not selfish, but love. God allows the 

creature to partake in His glory, and the creature needs not to be wonderful. God is the 

source and the goal of creation, thus the goal of man. The creation, especially the 

incarnation of God is not a necessity, in which God comes to himself, but a way in which 

the creature man can reach God. The people in need of love are alone acting for the 

fulfillment of Love of God. The Love of God, in turn, due to its perfection, is free that it 

does not make itself dependent on man; but, this can be communicated. On the other hand, 

                                      
1025 See. DH 800. – See toCreatio ex nihilo: Lexikon der katholischen Dogmatik; Beinert, Wolfgang (Hg.), Freiburg 

1987; 78-80. – In the biblical sense creatio ex nihilo means created from "nonexistent": 2 Macc 7,28 "I beg you, 

my child, look at the sky and the earth; see everything there is, and know that God has made created of nothing 

[non-being] and so do the people arise." (avxiw/ se te,knon avnable,yanta eivj to.n ouvrano.n kai. th.n gh/n kai. ta. 
evn auvtoi/j pa,nta ivdo,nta gnw/nai o[ti ouvk evx o;ntwn evpoi,hsen auvta. ò qeo,j kai. to. tw/n avnqrw,pwn ge,noj ou[tw 
gi,netai); Rom 4,17 " After the scripture: I have appointed thee a father of many nations, he is father of us all 

before God, whom he believed, God, who quickeneth the dead, and what is not, calls into existence." (kaqw.j 
ge,graptai o[ti Pate,ra pollw/n evqnw/n te,qeika, se( kate,nanti ou- evpi,steusen qeou/ tou/ zw|opoiou/ntoj tou.j 
nekrou.j kai. kalou/ntoj ta. mh. o;nta ẁj o;nta\) – to divine work of creation is not only that God created the earth 

and its inhabitants at the beginning of time, but also that he created so that a beginning of time has that lasts 

("creatio continua"). 

1026 KKK 280. 

1027 Everything created contains "traces" of God, God is so similar even with greater dissimilarity. – See. DH 806. 

1028 See. Gen 1,5.8.10 "And God called the light as Day, and the darkness he called Night And there was evening 

and there was morning, the first day God called the vault heaven and there was evening and there was morning.. 

The second day. God called the dry land and he called the accumulated water sea. and God saw that it was good. 

"- God is the primary things of creation its name, the "habitat". The secondary things, what the habitat fulfilled, 

God is through His image, the human name. -. Cf. Gen 2:19 "And the Lord God, formed from the soil all the 

beasts of the field and every bird of the air, and brought them unto Adam to see what he would call them: and 

every living creature as man. named, that was its name." 

1029 See. Mt. 18,3 "[Jesus] said, Verily I say unto you, Except ye be converted and become like children, you will 

never enter the kingdom of heaven." 

1030 See. Isa 48,11-12 "Just for my own sake I act now, / because otherwise my name would be profaned. / I'll leave 

the honor that is due to me, no other Jacob, listen to me, / hear me, O Israel, whom I called : / I am: I am the first 

and the Last." – See. DH 3002 
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this love of God is not only for the people but for the whole of creation, hence for the tree 

- the forest.  

However, man is consciously able to spot this love and to let be felt in its own way across 

each species boundary - to be the image of God. Moreover, in all different forms of love, 

man seeks the fulfillment of his happiness in that which he believes is good, a good that 

has a value in itself. Love is the basic instinct of human nature.1031 This image-being is not 

only desired by God and so declared, but only disclosed1032 in full clarity in its descent in 

the Son of God into the world. This is because incarnation is not an impressive 

confirmation of the given state creation, but rather a re-creation of creation,1033 an act of 

"absolutely free, loving help of God" - grace. Thus creation become a model of 

redemption, the creator himself the archetype of the Redeemer, as the gift of creation is 

already a preliminary draft of the much higher standing grace. 

The question, therefore, is why re-creation of creation has become necessary?. This is an 

unsuccessful attempt to find out its reason. However, this is not the failure of the Creator, 

rather the creature man who exploited his likeness by the abuse of his free will and thus 

corrupted creation.1034 God does not just simply restore the old state of existence through 

his re-creation of creation- then it would be called as a restoration of creation - but He 

gave the man an opportunity to use his free will for righteousness and assisting God in 

creation and redemption1035.1036 The concept paradise should not be established on earth, 

because creation is not pointed at man, but in God. Man, on the other hand, is to work 

over the plight of the world in the power of redemption.1037 It will not be possible to 

eliminate any distress, especially in view of the fact that creation is not addressed to itself, 

but refers to God. Why God did not give man an invulnerable, inviolable freedom to the 

                                      
1031 See. Messner, Johannes (71984); 70-71. 

1032 See. Gen 1,26a " Then God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness." 

1033 See. 2 Cor 5,17 "Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has gone, the new has come." -

. See. Gal 6:15 "For it does not matter whether a circumcised or uncircumcised, but the fact that he is a new 

creation." 

1034 See. Gen 2,16-17.3,6-7 "Then God commanded, the Lord, the people of every tree of the garden thou mayest 

freely eat: but of the tree of knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for as soon as you eat of it, will you 

die when the woman saw that it would be delicious to eat from the tree that the tree was a feast for the eyes and 

this tempted to make sense you took of its fruit and ate;.. she gave some to her husband, who at it was, and he 

ate. Then the eyes of both were opened and they recognized that they were naked. they sewed fig leaves together 

and made themselves a dress." 

1035 Through Christus Jesus. 

1036 See. 1 Cor 3,9 " For we are laborers together with God: ye are God's field, God's building." 

1037 See. Mk 16,15 "Then [after the resurrection] he said to them, Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to 

every creature!" 
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first creation?; because a gracious blessing will be only shown to the people who had the 

vision of God.1038 

 

2.2.3. "Evolution" in Creation 

Creation is not a completed process, but a process that continues and ends only when the 

higher anticipated goal is achieved: to God, who is the objective. God wants to carry out 

as much as possible in the form of creatures. Creation is still in progress.1039 due to the fact 

that creatures can themselves "create" (multiply). It cannot mean: "Creation or Evolution", 

instead it must read as: "Creation and Development".1040 An organism can reproduce itself; 

it can renew and pass on the method, which it itself is. It is by the propagation not 

becoming in constant change, but there is a resistant. Every organism is bound by a strict 

pattern, by which method it has to transmit what is within the genome more accurately 

using its genes1041. Nature, thereby, is apparently aimed to preserve it. It is apparently 

"fixed" in the safe keep that they retained a random mistake in a gene, and transferred. 

However, the creatures are not just creatures of chance and error, but they refer to creative 

reason, they show the creative spirit. What happened naturally1042 is "scheme" of God. To 

devise this overall scheme of nature requires the strength and greatness of the Spirit of the 

Creator.1043 Neither man nor the other creations are the fruit of a mistake, but they are 

instead the desired fruit of the love of God. The forest (plants), animals and human beings 

are the "designs" of God, with which man has to deal and God has set us this deal through 

his incarnation.1044 

If the topic of discussion is the system, then this should not be understood in accordance 

with GALILEO'S Platonic view: God sets in motion the geometry. This would mean that 

geometry would operate at the same time mean to touch God's footprints. The knowledge 

of God would be transformed into knowledge of the mathematical structures of nature. 

Therefore, the concept of nature in the sense of the object of natural science would replace 

the concept of creation. Thus, the whole cognition occurs at the schematic of subject and 

                                      
1038 See. Scheffczyk, Leo (1994); 20-38. 

1039 See. Auer, Alfons (1984); 197. 

1040 See. Ratzinger, Josef (1996); 53. 

1041 The human genome has apparently "only" about 30'000 genes, instead of 90'000. as previously thought. From 

person to person only to about 1'000 genes within the genome vary as seen from recent news reports - eg Radio 

DRS, So. 11.02.2001 18:00 clock - can be found. 

1042 Man is today in a position to break into genetic manipulation through naturalness artificial. The project of God 

takes place over millions of years, the projects of the people are not as far-sighted. 

1043 Wherever man disturbs the balance created by God, dying out species where humans perceive to keep his job, 

they are retained. 

1044 See. Ratzinger, Josef (1996); 56-57. 
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object: What is not objective is subjective. The objective is, thus, only what is in the sense 

of science becomes an object, which can be objectively demonstrated and verified and 

calculated. The Subjective, thus, represents the arbitrary; the private, which is outside the 

realm of scientific and is known as the arbitrary value without knowledge. God, as a result, 

shrinks into the formal mathematical structures1045 In this respect, God is ultimately, 

insofar as it ever, is still relevant, only case, cause, primary cause, which has become a 

purely natural effect. Such a "causa prima1046", has never been shown to the people since 

it is only a purely natural effect, which man must, outside his action space must leave 

alone, there is a marginal scientific hypothesis, but there is no God. In this manner God 

would be rarely God, if he had nothing to do with the rationality of creation and would 

apply only within the piety. This "God" would be without reality and meaningless. Thus, 

God is God, by being not only the Creator of creation, but also by having a covenant with 

the creature. This covenant is not aimed exclusively at men, but to the whole creation as 

is showed above.1047 

 

2.2.4. Aspects of Creation concept 

The contents regarding the concept of creation are obviously not clear and in some 

respects are easy to misinterpret. On the one hand, there is the scientific concept of nature 

prior to the concept of creation. This concept of nature understands nature exclusively for 

the purpose of being the object of science. And any other purpose of the word can, 

therefore, be seen as non-sense. Here, the idea of creation is put forwarded on the 

theological argument from natural justice, the nature of man is unimportant and therefore, 

rejected. From a scientific point of view, in the physical and chemical composition of man 

or of a tree, no statements within the meaning of the traditional moral theology or ethics 

are to be established. The unique manifestations are, thus, the boundaries of feasibility. 

From this perspective, the moral is identical with the feasible. Secondly, the human being 

is perceived as the malady of nature. The human nature emerges from the exact objectivity 

and implicitness of nature and consequently the real disturbance of the balance of nature. 

When the man and the world were from the same human race - and the spirit and freedom 

– it would exempt the person who would be "cured", and the world "redeemed". In 

addition, due to the sake of grace the nature is denigrated. The nature is retracted before 

                                      
1045 God must be "platonic". 

1046 Mere "causa prima" does not express the idea of creation, she thinks causa at the level of scientific causality 

thought. Such causa is no God, but rather a "causa", a hypothetical action postulated carrier and that the order of 

that which can be scientifically postulated. 

1047 See also: Ratzinger, Josef (1996); 79-88. 
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grace, which fundamentally contradicts the New Testament.1048 There is a sequence of 

measures that cannot be absorbed into a mercy-oriented metaphysical and theological 

view. It is always the first step to take before the second: first the psychic, then the 

Pneumatic. If this sequence is not followed, then creation is denied and as a result the 

grace is deprived of its reason.1049 

 

2.2.5. Man in Creation 

Man, as pointed out above, is understood as a being because of his special relationship 

with the Creator –that extends beyond the creatural - the image of God and its redeemed-

incarnation in Christ, as Chosen by God's own representative on earth. The biblical texts 

related to creation reveal the special status of man over the other creatures assigned by 

God in a number of ways. The special position of man can be understood in a much more 

secure way than from the self-contained ideals of the Old Testament. According to this 

commandment of God and his entitlement is applicable to man in unique ways. It meets 

only the Divine Revelation, however, he is responsible for his decisions and can be either 

sinner or judicious.1050 This special status is significant, but still ther is no evidence of a 

strict anthropocentrism as Job 38 & 39 and other passages1051 show clearly. It is made clear 

in these passages that the God is omnipotent and not man. Here the criticism is based on 

the mindset that wants every part of creation subdued in order to enable the understanding 

of man and his control. God presents an order, which is an order in his eyes, but to man, 

this seems to be disorder.1052 God demonstrates the wilderness, which man wants to 

dominate, because it seems uncanny to him and he still seeks to find his own "narrowing" 

                                      
1048 1 Corinthians 15:46 "But first comes not the supernatural, first comes the earthly life, then the supernatural." 

Other translations are closer to the original text "is not the first pneumatic, but first is the psychic, then the 

Pneumatic." (avllV ouv prw/ton to. pneumatiko.n avlla. to. yuciko,n( e;peita to. pneumatiko,nÅ) 

1049 Ratzinger, Josef (1996); 88-91. 

1050 See. Auer, Alfons (1984); 211-212. 

1051 Koh 3.19 "Every person is subject to his skill and the animals are subject to fate. You have one and the same 

fate. As they die, so die that. They both have one and the same breath. One advantage of the humans to the 

animals there not there. Both are a breath of wind. " - Ps 104,11.14 24.31 "every beast on the field contributes 

[the sources] potion / the wild donkeys quench their thirst from it ... You make grass grow for the cattle, / also 

plant for the people who grow it so. he wins bread from the earth / and wine that gladdens the heart of man so 

that shines from oil / bread and his face strengthen the human heart. The trees of the Lord drink their fill, / the 

cedars of Lebanon that he planted. In you build the birds nest, / on the cypress nest of stork. The high mountains 

are for the wild goats, / the coney offer the rock shelter. You have the moon taken as a measure of the time, / the 

sun knows when she goes down. You send the darkness and the night, / then all the beasts of the forest. The 

young lions roar for prey, / they ask their food from God. When the sun rises, so they sneak home / and are 

deposited in their hiding places. Man goes forth to his work, / to his labor until the evening. Lord, how manifold 

are thy works! / In wisdom you have made them all, / the earth is full of your creatures. ... The glory of the Lord 

endure forever; / The Lord rejoice in his works." 

1052 See also: 1 Cor 1.23 to 24 "We preach Christ crucified. For Jews a stumbling block and folly to Gentiles, but 

to those who are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God." 
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recovery .The Bible references are to some extend is an appeal: if the man is more godlike, 

then more likely he is to leave space for subhuman creatures.1053 

ALFONS AUER referred these points as "self-disclosure of the Creator," "likeness of man," 

"Divine mandate to rule the people", "designating the animals" and "goodness of the 

world" as crucial aspects, which explain the special status of the human being together. 

These points will be addressed here.1054 

The self-resolution of the Creator: All works related to creation are created by God in 

Genesis after the introductory commanding form "And God said,". However, a deeper 

relationship is evident in the creation of man. God goes with himself to "advice" and 

proclaims so to say his secret by declaring his will:" Let us make man... .1055" As mentioned 

earlier, God’s works of creation are by means of command statements, here on the other 

hand, the creation of man is completed in the form of fulfilling his desire from inside, in 

a manner of speaking, from his immeasurable inner involvement.1056 

Man’s Image of God: it is not necessary to explicitly define wherein the likeness be in in 

existence, as the Scripture already quotes two basic testimonials. Genesis identifies man 

as created from the "image of God1057" and brings him into direct contact with the 

"Superior".1058 The Book of Wisdom describes man in his immortality as an "image of God's 

own being1059". Man stands in a fourfold relationship: the relation of man to God, to his 

fellow human beings, with the rest of creation and to himself. And no-one else within this 

network of relationships, different answers for the likeness can be given:. man is 

distinguished by his honest path, by the physical shape of the other creatures and he can 

reign over animals by using their capabilities not only in individual cases. Man also differs 

by his soulfulness, spirituality, personality and freedom. All these answers contain 

something quite real, but these may not be enough to justify the image, because ultimately 

they characterise the relation between man and the other creatures. The image, in reality, 

be the result of the relation to God as they describe the above –mentioned two biblical 

passages1060 in its unity. Man and no other creatures created by God is held responsible for 

                                      
1053 See. Keel, Othmar (1987); 221-222. 

1054 See. Auer, Alfons (1984); 212-221. – See also: Krätzl, Helmut (1995); 235-249. 

1055 Gen 1,26 

1056 See. Rad, Gerhard von (1976); 37-44. 

1057 Gen 1,26 "And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness and let them have dominion over 

the fish of the sea, over the birds of the skies, over the livestock, over all the earth and over all the creatures that 

crawl on the land." 

1058 The ruling referred to in Gen 2:15 "And the Lord God, took the man and put him into the garden of Eden to till 

it and keep." 

1059 Wis 2,23 "God created man for incorruption, / and made him the image of his own nature." 

1060 Gen 1,26 und Weish 2,23. 
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the cultivation and safeguarding of the garden of Eden1061.1062 He alone is created as an 

representative,1063 as an envoy of God on earth. Man has a dialogue with God and is the 

only creature that is able to come into direct contact with God. This gives man an 

unparallel self-esteem that no other creature possessed, but this also inevitably creates an 

associated burden. 

The Divine Order to Man to Rule: The divine order to rule, the doctrine of "Dominum 

terrae" is undoubtably based on the saying: "God blessed them [the people] and God said 

unto them, Be fruitful and multiply, inhabit the earth and subdue; and have dominates over 

the fishes of the sea, over the birds of the sky and over every living thing that moves upon 

the earth.1064" In the past decades, no sentence, which is associated with the Judeo-Christian 

tradition and its interconnected belief, is likely have had more discussed topic than this. 

This sentence was for a long time isolated from the rest of creation myth and in many 

ways, as the legitimately developed technical and scientific understanding of the world.1065 

However, this should not obscure the fact that environmental problems are global 

problems and not just Jewish-Christian or Muslim issue. This sentence can be only viewed 

in the context of the whole creation narrative - both of Priestly and the Yahwistic – where 

every truthful scientist must have clarity about it. At least, he is not guided without reading 

the phrase "the God, the Lord, brought the man and put him into the garden of Eden in 

order to plow and guard it1066". Under no circumstances, this is a carte blanche for a 

technical and civilizational exploitation of the world.1067 The word "and subdued it1068" 

means to the extent to settle down, but can also be understood as trample, crush, oppress, 

subjugate, overwhelm and subdue. Here it seems to be particularly important to define the 

meaning "overwhelm", since it is specifically this sense of responsibility in the content of 

the text, as man did not kill the animals.1069 In addition, the nature of sin is defined as an 

act of violence.1070 The word "and subdue" rather signifies the involvement on it, they 

                                      
1061 The Garden of Eden can be viewed as a metaphor for earth. 

1062 See Gen 2,15 "And the Lord God, took the man and put him into the garden of Eden to till it and guard it." 

1063 See here the leads on "subordination/to be on Secondment" ( "Abgeordnet-Sein".) 

1064 Gen 1,28. 

1065 See. Lehmann, Karl (1981); 74. – Literally: "There is certainly a connection between the biblical mandate to 

rule over the earth and the intense technical and scientific pursuit of superiority of man over nature." 

1066 Gen 2,15. 

1067 See above on the Generation Question. 

1068 h'vub.kiw> wkibschu (von Xbk kabasch) 

1069 See Gen 1,29-30 "Then God said, I have given you every herb all over the world, yielding seed and every tree 

that has fruit with seed you they shall be for food to every beast of the field, every bird of the heavens and 

everything on the.. stimulates earth what has breath of life, I give every green plant for food. And so it happened." 

1070 See. Gen 6,11 "The earth was corrupt in God's eyes, she was filled with violence." 
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"Take Ownership",1071 not as a tyrant who violently demonstrates his strength, but as a real 

ruler who exercises his power for the good of his subjects.1072 This is also reflected in the 

narrative concerned with Noah, where not God saves the animals directly, but gives Noah 

the duty to save them, that also includes his family, by means of an ark.1073 When the image 

of God is replicated on man, in particular ever since the incarnation of God, God as his 

sons – especially in His creation man was already blessed by God as the only creature on 

His behalf1074 - to represent, i.e., the love that man himself experiences from God to makes 

known to the rest of creation in his care.1075 

Naming of Animals: God Himself is one who gently introduces the human beings into his 

task of wellbeing, in which He equips man to feed the animals, also makes the human 

beings to encounter animals in order to name them.1076 Naming does not mean only "assign 

a name", but to characterize, describe something sententiously in its essence. However, 

what is described is known, assessble, indeed to a great extend predictable. But what is 

"predictable", can be manipulated, be ruled. The one who knows the name of a being, has, 

in a way, power over it. This means, unless otherwise, God purposely associated man in 

the feeding of animals and was responsible for the nature of naming the living beings, to 

assign man’s own meaning to it. However, afterall at this point, God allows man to feel 

that he can treat the animals like themselves; he should not humanize them, because "a 

guidance that man must comply, he does not found to be not agreeing1077". Having said 

thas, God reveals to man that only man really identical to Him. What the man validated 

with the words: "Finally, the bone of my bones / and flesh of my flesh / the Woman1078 

should be called as she, / because she was created from man1079.1080" What is essential is 

                                      
1071 See. Num 32,29 "He said unto them, If the children of Gad and the children of Reuben, armed for battle, cross 

the Jordan before the eyes of the Lord with you and if you have subjected the country, then give them the land 

of Gilead for a possession" - See Jos 18.1 "The whole congregation of the Israelites gathered at Shiloh, where 

they beat the tabernacle on; the whole country was subjected before them." 

1072 See. Arenhoevel, Diego (51988); 38. 

1073 See. Gen 6-9 (Esp. Gen 6,13.17-19.21.7,2-3) 

1074 See. Gen 1,28 "God blessed them [the people] and God said unto them, Be fruitful and multiply, fill the earth, 

subdue it and have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air and over every living thing that 

moves on land." 

1075 See. Röm 8,19 " For the creation waits with eager longing for the revealing of the sons of God." 

1076 See. Gen 2,19-20 "And the Lord God formed, out of the ground all the beasts of the field and all the birds of 

the air and brought them unto Adam to see what he would call them. And as the man called every living creature, 

that was its name. the man gave names to all cattle, the birds of the air and to every beast of the field. But an help 

meet for the man, he did not find." 

1077 Gen 2,20b. 

1078 hV'ai (Ischh) 

1079 vyaime (Me'isch) 

1080 Gen 2,23. 
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that man is also identifies himself with men and thus recognizes the first naming of man1081 

by God. Man acknowledged that the essential nature, which God gave to him, is true.1082 

Goodness of the world: After each act of creation, this is portrayed in Genesis 1 states: 

"And God perceives that it was good.1083" In Genesis 1,311084 this notion became "good" to 

"very good". Here "very good" refers not only to all creation and the "just" created man, 

but rather refers to what is created as the last creature, man. Thus, the whole structure 

refers the creation of man as "very good". Before the creation of man, everything was 

"good", but after the creation of man everything became "very good". This denotes that 

only after the existence of man in the form of heavenly creation, all other creations were 

recognized as 'very good'. It can be validated only with the help of a reliable reference 

point1085 However, the creation does not simply consider God as the reference point, 

because He does not need creation as an end in itself. This has not only consider man as 

reference point, since he himself is part of creation. This would, thus, qualify to be quasi 

independent of God. For the Creator, the image of God is the reference point, who in the 

form of his own image is present in the Creation of man. The Creation seems to be created 

for man in paradise, which is the immaculate image of the Creator. The fall, in this case, 

would question the meaning of creation and in any case, downgrade the creation of "good" 

to the predicate. As a result, the Creator has become man in his creative word1086 the 

creation reacquired not just the old connections, but a much more intensive reference, in 

which the man is not only the image of God, but on the contrary the the God himself 

became man! God himself confirms and underlines the predicate "very good" and thereby 

gives man a profound faith in God, putting himself in a renewed dominion position based 

on the Gospel.1087 

                                      
1081 See. Gen 1,27 " So God created man [Adam - ~d'a'h'] in his own image, in the image of God he created him, 

male and female he created them." 

1082 This does not mean that man lived according to this provision, as the fall shows.– See Gen 3,1-24. 

1083 Gen 1,1.10.12.18.21.25 

1084 Gen 1,31 "God saw everything that he had made, and it was very good. And there was evening and there was 

morning. The sixth day." 

1085 A model railway in the attic, which was built just to stand there, makes no sense, because it has no reference 

point. Only when the builder takes this model railway in operation or anyone for whom it was built, it has a 

reference point, the builder or the one for which it was built, possibly both. 

1086 See. John 1,1.14 "In the beginning was the Word, / and the Word was with God, / and the Word was God. And 

the Word became flesh / and dwelt among us / and we have seen his glory, / the glory of only Son from the father, 

/ full of grace and truth." 

1087 See. Mc 16,14-18 "Later Jesus appeared to the eleven as they were at table, he rebuked their unbelief and 

hardness of heart because they had not believed those who had seen him after his resurrection He said to them: 

Go ye. ! in the whole world, and preach the gospel to every creature who believes and is baptized will be saved; 

but he that believeth not shall be damned and by those who have come to believe, these signs will happen. in my 

name they cast out demons; they will speak with new tongues; if they take up serpents or drink deadly poison, it 

shall not hurt them; and the sick, where they lay their hands will recover." 
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2.2.6. The relationship between Man, Animal and Tree 

In the creation myth, the relationship between man and animal is represented as bloodless. 

In the paradisiacal state, man may not kill animal and eat it and likewise, the animal also 

does not have the tendency to kill.1088 Instead, the plants satisfy the food requirements of 

Humans and animals. However, there is a demarcation in this regard. The grass and herbs 

are allocated to the animals, while, for man cereals and tree fruits are specified. In case of 

uncertainity, the man in a paradisical manner ruled over the animals, had the final say in 

this regard. In practice, this authority effected in the form of "run on the field"1089 of 

animals by humans in taking care of leadership.1090 Man also had a God-stipulated 

limitation. This means that man has no unlimited power of disposition over the resources 

which he was entrusted with. This is very clearly shown in Gensis 2,16 to 171091 regarding 

man’s area of action the God sets clear guidelines and also warned him its dare 

consequences: death. Here the threat is not an instantaneous death, but it is the result that 

immediately swings into action after the transgression of the limits of the permissible area 

of action, the man escapes in paradise by the fruit of arbor vitae (Tree of Life), while an 

inevitable fate hangs above him.1092 

However, death affects not only the people, but also due of his responsibility, those for 

whom he is responsible. Thus, according to Genesis 6,11-121093 death is not only a 

transition from life to non-life, but rather a process of conversion from the state of healing 

into a debauched one. Only after the Deluge, the people were given the blessing of 

renovation and extended the bond on all living beings.1094 However, for every living 

creation food is his right, but even now to the human beings a limit is set, the blood.1095 

                                      
1088 See. Gen 1,29-30 "Then God said, I have given you every herb all over the world, yielding seed and every tree 

that has fruit with seed you they shall be for food to every beast of the field, every bird of the heavens and 

everything on the stimulates earth what has breath of life, I give every green plant for food. And so it happened." 

1089 Here is intended to both the lead into the fields to eat, but also to "work" in the sense of domestication. 

1090 See. Lohfink, Norbert (1974a); 439. 

1091 Gen 2,16-17 "Then God commanded, the Lord, the people of every tree of the garden thou mayest freely eat, 

but of the tree of knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for when you eat of it you shall die." 

1092 See. Junker, Hubert (1949); 16. 

1093 Gen 6,11-12 "The earth was corrupt in God's eyes, she was filled with violence God saw the earth:.. She was 

spoiled, because all beings of flesh on Earth lived depraved." 

1094 See. Gen 9,9-10.16-17 "I hereby establish my covenant with you and with your descendants and with all living 

things with you, the birds, the cattle, and every beast of the field, with all the animals of the earth, who have 

come to you out of the ark. If the arc in the clouds, I will see to it and remember the everlasting covenant between 

God and all living creatures, all flesh on the earth and God said unto Noah, this is the token of the covenant which 

I made between me and all beings meat have closed on the earth." 

1095 See. Gen 9,2-4 "fear and dread of you shall be put on all the animals of the earth, to every bird of the sky, to 

everything that creeps on the earth, and on all fishes of the sea; you have them handed over all. living thing that 
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The killing of animals for human dietary purpose is, therefore, allowed and later 

acknowledged by the expressioon which become flesh, even with the incorporation of 

blood into it.1096 On the other hand, the prevailing special position of man not lies in the 

ability in justifying killing, conversely the guiding principles predetermined by God. Now, 

with justification, man slaughters animals, so not the animal itself, and certainly not to the 

humans.1097 However, even toay the man has a limit: the man himself.1098 God considered 

man as a creature without borders. At all times, even tody, the God expects the fulfillment 

of at least one principle with the corresponding segments from man.1099 

The relationship of God to its creatures, as revealed in the Bible, is primarily consolidated 

between God and the living beings of flesh. Here the plant-based objectivity seems to be 

secondary or even trivial. This statement, in general, correlated to plants, while the 

creation statements raise the impression that they served only on the basis of food resource 

– which the human beings mostly with regards to the trees.1100 The tree are not only a 

source of food, but something lot more, as this parable demonstrates. At the same time 

food is the most important source of life. Thus, the tree represents the people of paradise 

at JAHWIST for these reasons alone, an important role than the animals. If the animals are 

assigned to man to find help1101 - which he could not find among them, because they did 

                                      
moves will be food for you. All I commend you like the green plants. Only flesh in which is still blood, you shall 

not eat." 

1096 See. Mc 7,19 "For it [the food] does not come indeed in his heart but into the stomach and is excreted. Thus he 

declared all foods clean." - See also: Acts 10.13 to 15 "A voice called out to him: Arise, Peter, kill and eat Peter 

answered: Never, Lord I have never eaten anything unholy and unclean As taught the!. voice a second time to 

him, What God made clean, you do not call unclean"! - These two verses, however, apply only in a figurative 

sense on food. 

1097 See. Ex 21,28-32 "If a cow encounters a man or a woman so that the person dies, then you have the beef stony 

and his flesh shall not be eaten;. The owner of the beef but remains unpunished Has the beef but encountered 

earlier and has the owner , although it has made to his attention, not paying attention to the animal, so that it has 

killed a man or a woman, then you shall kill the bull stony and also its owner is to be killed. But If you want to 

him an expiation impose, he is as give a ransom for his life as much as is demanded of him Knocks cattle a son 

or daughter, you proceed according to the same principle Knocks cattle a slave or a slave, shall pay to the Lord 

for thirty pieces of silver to the owner; the ox but shall be stoned. " - See Gen 9.5 to 6 "However, if your blood 

is poured out, I will demand an accounting, specifically for the blood of every one of you from each animal I will 

demand an accounting and from man for the life of man I will demand an accounting from every.. . Whoever 

sheds man's blood of his brothers, whose blood will be shed by man because:. the image of God he made man." 

1098 See. Gen 9,5 "But if your blood is poured out, I will demand an accounting, specifically for the blood of any of 

you. I will demand an accounting from each animal and the people. For the life of man I will demand an 

accounting from each of his brothers." 

1099 See. John 13,34 "A new commandment I give you: Love one another as I have loved you, that you also love 

one another." 

1100 See. Gen 2,16 " Then God commanded, the Lord, the people of every tree of the garden thou mayest freely 

eat..." 

1101 See. Gen 2,20 "The man gave names to all cattle, the birds of the air and to every beast of the field. But an help 

meet for the man, he did not find." 
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not meet his requirements – consequently, the tree represented as their livelihood.1102 Thus, 

it is not surprising to state that the center of the paradise of human or animal symbolizes 

not one, but two trees: The Tree of Life and The Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil.1103 

Of course, it can be argued that these trees are only representative metaphors.1104 That is 

certainly be correct, but for the nucleus of human life, the life and its realization, the 

Yahwist will have hardly been an most insignificant image. Hence, the tree occupies the 

central position; apparently a more important position than an animal or a stone altar on 

which an animal -"the seat of life", - would have sacrificed. The blood sacrifice emerged 

only after the paradise on Abel.1105 If the altar of animal sacrifice was made of earth or 

stone, then the man is created from the same material,1106 in that case, the altar of salvation, 

the Cross of Christ, the heavenly reference to the Tree of Life itself is restored, where the 

cross embodies the divine power.1107 

The absolute admiration of creation by God can be learnt in the abeyance of God. God 

does not keep away from it, but acknowledged the abeyance as "very good". The abeyance 

can bring the implied fruit, the experience of God's presence in the freedom of 

creatureliness. 

 

                                      
1102 See. Gen 2,16-17 "Then God the Lord commanded, the people of every tree of the garden thou mayest freely 

eat, but of the tree of knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for when you eat of it you shall die." 

1103 See. Gen 2,9 "And the Lord God caused to grow out of the ground every tree that is pleasant to the sight and 

good for food, in the middle of the garden, but the tree of life and the tree of knowledge of good and evil." 

1104 See. Philberth, Karl (1990); 11-14. 

1105 See. Gen 4,3-5 "After some time Cain brought to the Lord an offering of the fruit of the group; and Abel brought 

of the firstlings of his flock and of the fat thereof the Lord looked on Abel and his offering, but on Cain. and he 

did not look his victim. As it ran through Cain was very hot and his countenance fell." 

1106 See. Ex 20,24-25 "You shall build me an altar of earth and it kill your sheep, goats and cattle as a burnt offering 

and peace offerings. In every place where I record my name a memory, I will come to you and bless you . if you 

build me an altar of stone, thou shalt not build it of hewn blocks. you profane it when you're working with a 

chisel on it." 

1107 See. 1 Kor 1,18 "For the word of the cross is to them that perish foolishness; but to us who are being saved it 

is the power of God." - At this point might be mentioned that Christ tree and wood had a close relationship itself, 

he was himself craftsmen. However (See Mc 6.3A "Is not this the carpenter, the son of Mary ....") This too shall 

derive "theology of wood" would probably be a bit far-fetched, and is also not the meaning and purpose of this 

work. 
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2.3. Man and Creation 

2.3.1. Special role/position of Man 

The Man, to whom the God entrusted with very specific tasks, has not only the above-

mentioned potentialities to recognize the value of creation, but also the religious activities 

as having specifically pointed out. The followers of Christianity the basic source of 

knowledge is the Holy Scripture. This Scripture outlines, especially on account of 

Creation, the graded values that man has to realize in their life. The special position, which 

is integrated in the creation of man, also holds its consequences. 

 

2.3.1.1. The goodness of Creation 

The concept of goodness is to be found in the credentials established by God himself: 

"And God saw that it was good.1108" or in the holistic acknowledgment of God: "It was 

very good.1109". God evaluates his creature as magna cum laude (very good). This is evident 

from the fact that even after the creatures fails to comply with his instructions; the God 

without any hesitation intervenes to purify it. This means that, He also continues to 

endorse his creation and designate the human beings with his blessing1110 as in the 

creation.1111 In addition, right now He refers to all creatures as being in his covenant. On 

behalf of all creatures, God speaks only to man, so to speak, as to be on 

Secondment/deputies.1112 God is true even after the Fall of the World, not only during and 

by His already unreserved consent on "the seventh day of creation", in which he completed 

his creation (s). An important feature of His consent is the affirmation of the multiplication 

of creatures. God affirmed the capability of the creature. The goodness of God-made 

creation does not let itself be verified or checked by man, because human beings can never 

have the same overall view of the work as the Creator himself. What the human beings 

                                      
1108 See. Gen 1,4.10.12.18.21.25. 

1109 See. Gen 1,31. 

1110 See. Gen 9,1 " Then God blessed Noah and his sons, and said unto them, Be fruitful and multiply and replenish 

the earth!" 

1111 See. Gen 1,22.28 "God blessed them, saying, Be fruitful and multiply and fill the waters in the seas, and let 

fowl multiply on the earth, God blessed them and God said to them. Be fruitful and multiply, fill the earth, and 

subdue it and have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air and over every living thing that rain 

down on the land." 

1112 See. Gen 9,9-10.16-17 "I hereby establish my covenant with you and with your descendants and with all living 

things with you, the birds, the cattle, and every beast of the field, with all the animals of the earth, who have 

come to you out of the ark. If the arc in the clouds, I will see to it and remember the everlasting covenant between 

God and all living creatures, all flesh on the earth and God said unto Noah, this is the token of the covenant which 

I made between me and all beings meat have closed on the earth." 
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can examine, are only the fragments of the whole creation structure and consequently his 

judgment is always imperfect.1113 

Nature, the Creation possesses goodness and accordingly value. These goodness and value 

are also partly possessed by the created things, since the Creator has devised the creation 

and made them willingly. In this creation, this impressiveness is already existed by the 

will of creation, which is the creative will of God present in all his creations. The God has 

already entered into the creatures solely by the will to their existence. The nature is, if not 

sacred per se, sanctified by the goodness status at the moment of creation. Had nature been 

sacred, the creatures within nature would have to be perfected in principle. But to this 

perfection, every creature has to come to on its own, not in the sense of deification of 

evolution, but in the knowledge that God has not withdrawn from the creation and not 

simply left them to themselves. The transcendence of God is not something unrealistic, 

extraterrestrial, but, at the same time, is in its existential ontological worldliness and an 

absolute immanence.1114  

The nature is neither god nor something absolute nor mere neutral framework of human 

existence, but a gift of God which is sanctified.1115 In dealing with this gift, man 

experiences his own createdness and discovers the essential orientations and value 

judgments essential for his interactions with the world. According to ALFONS AUER the 

experience of the world is expressed in the form of amazement, self-restraint and the 

grateful praise of God. Man is amazed by the fact that there is a world, in which he does 

not have to perform, but really be there and its main focus is man himself. This amazement 

should not only be directed to the past, but also includes the future. It signifies that man is 

request to mould his future with the intention of an amazement in the good sense. As a 

result, man must become aware his limits and possibilities and be modest according to 

biblical-Christian sense, cultivate the virtue of humility;1116 in the Benedictine point of 

view moderation and praise the God for his excellence in creation. If the creation 

conceived in her by God and thoughtfully bring quality into being, proved that all the 

created beings has a definite meaning and purpose. This necessitates significant 

consequences. Accordingly, there may be life not worth living either for humans or 

animals or even for the plants. Even what may appear to man as miserable is proposed by 

God and for that reason, worthy of all praise. What has been called into existence by God 

is, in principle, worthy of praise, not of destruction. The man is not allowed to destroy 

nature and its regions. Where the involvement of excellence of creation and the 

                                      
1113 See. 1 Cor 13,9-10 " For piecemeal is our knowledge, / piecemeal we prophesy, but when comes the finished, 

/ passes everything piecemeal." 

1114 "Immanence "refers to those being conferring foundation of selfhood of the creatures that can only give God. 

1115 Hallowed because the term "Holy" would only be true if not all created an intrinsic quality is meant by it, but 

a quality that all creation because of his relationship with God. (See. Thomas von Aquin, Sth. III 60, 2 ad 1). 

1116 See. Auer, Alfons (1984); 200-203. 
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transcendent connectedness of God is forgotten, the reverence before the created 

diminishes and this in turn inevitably causes an irreverent approach, which ultimately can 

only leads to complete destruction. Where respect is absent, the contempt for life is not 

far. Where life is perceived with contempt, there life is viewed only as material.1117 

However, material has to be available arbitrarily in certain form of the character. What is 

available "off-handedly"for man, is thereby can apparently create, what and how he 

desires. Therefore, man must always consider something new; that he has not only an 

unlimited creativity, but more than that –absolutely in the Christian conception1118 - is 

committed by the God. 

 

2.3.1.2. Responsibility of Man to Nature 

As stated above, the Scriptures have given the human beings a new freedom, which also 

includes with new conditions or restrictions.1119 The first condition was violated due to the 

temptation of the serpent.1120 This temptation story involves much more deeper wisdom 

and valid even today. Like the tree of knowledge of good and evil, the snake also serves 

as a metaphor. Here the snake is to be understood from the time of origin of the text. 

However, at the time of writing of this part of Genesis, the people of Israel were much 

threatened by the surrounding fertility rites and related religions. The risk that the people 

of Israel would deviate from their faith in the mysterious Creator and the covenant of God 

and to immerse into the religio-historical context of the time was enormous. 

The snake was the symbol of wisdom, that commands the world and the fertility on the 

other hand, is the one which the human beings are immersed in the divine power of life 

and knows himself for a few moments with whose power it is merged. Obviously, this 

attitude made an enormously attractive impression on Israel. Especially as they seemed 

harmless, since they did not deny their God, but only questioned the views of him 

                                      
1117 Here it is worth recalling the worst word from the military language "human material". The battle of material 

thus relates to people as any replaceable with a little. 

1118 See. Ratzinger, Josef (1996); 31-32. 

1119 Freedom of all tree fruits, limit the fruit of the tree of life; Freedom of the meat supply, limit the blood; Freedom 

of the blood as food, limit the commandment of love of Christ. 

1120 See. Gen 3,1-7 "The serpent was more subtle than any beast of the field, the God who had made Lord, you said 

to the woman:. Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden, the woman said unto the serpent? 

From the fruits of trees in the garden we may eat; But of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the garden, 

God hath said, Ye shall not eat these, and because you must not touch it, lest ye die But the serpent said to the 

woman. No, you will not die God knows that when you eat of it your eyes; you will be like God, knowing good 

and evil when the woman saw that it would be delicious to eat from the tree that the.. Tree was a feast for the 

eyes and this tempted to make sense you took of its fruit and ate;. she gave some to her husband, who was with 

her, and he ate Then came forth two eyes and they realized that they were naked. . They sewed fig leaves together 

and made themselves a dress." 
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"something".1121 The snake actually requests this question, by means of apparent 

information, only to see life in a worldlier manner. This, in turn, will deviate people from 

the faith of God and lands them into distrust. The snake suspects the covenant with God, 

through which the man comes in the way, where he no longer accepts God's created world 

as it is, but builds his own world. The advice from the snake is based on the idea that man 

should not to accept the limit of his nature, that he does not consider the border between 

good and evil, the boundary of morality as a limit or border, but should simply "free up" 

and able to omit them. 

The findings provide the scripture with yet another metaphor. The human being, despite 

all wishful thinking, knows that he is naked. He recognizes that the creative work of God 

is good, he himself is the work of God, but literally cannot hold a candle, leading to the 

misery, brings death and is just evil. He has recognized good and evil, indeed, he has the 

need to realize, but it is too late. Man cannot save himself; only God can save him. 

Therefore God leads the man towards the difficult path of salvation. Yet, this does not 

mean that man will stay on this path, but whoever follows this new way of salvation to 

God, will acquire healing in the new creation of God,1122 provided he has already on the 

new way of salvation righteously.1123 However, the fall of man is not just something 

historical, but it is an humdrum occurrence, even in our age. 

Even in forestry, this fall is a constant companion, since the temptation is now essentially 

from the point of view of what is possible, from the technology and its possibilities. 

Technology comes from "Techne1124", to German "art" and which in turn from "to be able 

to". What is meant by art today is that it could do or encompass everything that can be 

done artistically and this is referred to as "Artistic freedom". Thus, the principle is the 

artistic skills and fundamental error of malpractice, ie., the inability. As a result, there is 

no good and bad technique, but only technology that produces good or bad. It never counts 

the good, morality, but the skill that counts. The technological measurement is no longer 

the being, not what is good or evil, but the skill; what one can do, that one must. It concerns 

only what is technically possible, that may also want skill and to perform. The outcome 

on a unsuccessful technical test is no longer a test, whose an action was poor, because that 

the technician (the artist) did not performed it skillfully; there is only one malpractice, the 

unmanageable technique: human error. Consequently, penalized is no longer an evil act, 

                                      
1121 The serpent did not deny God, but questioned "only" his arrangement. 

1122 See. Mt 19,28 "And Jesus said to them, Verily I say to you, that ye who have followed me in the regeneration, 

when the Son of man shall sit on the throne of his glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve 

tribes of Israel." 

1123 See. 2 Corr, 5,17 "Therefore, if any man is in Christ, he is a new creature: old things have passed away; behold, 

all things have become new." – Gal 6,15 "For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth any thing, nor 

uncircumcision, but a new creature." 

1124 tecnh 
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but the lack of skill. It is valid to recognize the consequences of this principle of the serpent 

(Satan) again and again. It is a deception, which destroys nature with man. Humans do 

everything that he does. In him resides the yardstick of good and evil - he has to recognize 

good and evil not by an action, but realize it before any action1125 - which he can 

acknowledge or reject. If he reject it, he deceives himself and does not free himself, will 

becomes a slave1126 to the "snake", he opposes the truth1127 and destroys himself and the 

world. Man must realize that he is the creature of God, beholden like a animal to God and 

not to the "snake".1128 

 

2.3.1.3. Human Nature 

Since the Natura humana, human nature, natura naturata, the created nature, and not a self 

natura naturans, creative nature - is the creator god - it is justified by the creature-being 

and not on a self-evoked Being. Even the state of sin evokes the rejection of the 

"naturalness". God has created man as unharmed, without sin1129 and empowered with a 

free will1130 and with the power to love, to think and to act in a befitting manner - morally 

right and good1131 - and as a social being,1132 which is bounded,1133 created and gave him 

immortality.1134 Human nature exists through God's creation, which to some extent also be 

present from the spirit1135 or from a rational soul and the body.1136 A "holistic" man consists 

of body and soul, heart and conscience, spirit and will.1137 These basic characteristic traits 

                                      
1125 More of this under "Conscience". 

1126 See. Rom 6,16 "You know, if ye bound as slaves to obey, then you are slaves of him to whom you must obey; 

you are either slaves of sin that leads to death, or of obedience [to God], the leads to justice." 

1127 See. Joh 14,6 "Jesus said unto him, I am the way and the truth and the life; no one comes to the Father except 

through me." 

1128 See. Ratzinger, Josef (1996); 66-71. – See. Kessler, Hans (1998); 51-76. 

1129 See. DH 239, 389, 621. 

1130 See. DH 239, 621, 3955. 

1131 See. DH 396, 400. 

1132 See. DH 4312, 4324. 

1133 See. DH 606. 

1134 See. DH 222. 

1135 See. DH 250, 800, 3002, 4314 

1136 See. DH 250, 272, 900, 4314. 

1137 See. DH 4303. 
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of humans are still today unique. Even the sinlessness and immortality is not a 

contradiction in the new man - Jesus Christ, of whom we partake1138. 

The basic instinct of human nature is, therefore, to discover the above mentioned 

characteristics. A creature in its original integrity is sinless, having a free will, the power 

to love, to believe and act in befitting manner - morally right and good - also to give it 

companionship and immortality and not to require this creature to be without a boundary 

- this must be indeed described as absolute love; love not only in the sense of the giver, 

but also in terms of the recipient. The first principle of this healing creature can only be 

love. Hence, the humans must search for the fulfillment of his luck, in which he sees a 

good, a good that has a value in itself, in all the different forms of love. Thus, love forms 

the basic instinct - the law - of human nature. This natural law is working towards the 

alignment of human behavior, towards the right order of love. It shall endeavor to ensure 

that the subjective purposes correspond to the objective existential purposes. In this 

realization, human nature reaches its full consciousness. But if love is basic instinct, law 

of man, it is a law of nature and as such the human nature.1139 That love is the fulfillment 

of law, which is reflected in the statement of the apostle (PAUL): "No one is guilty of 

anything; always love each other. Who loves his neighbor fulfills the law.1140" Love is not 

love, if it is not voluntarily expressed. Thus, love and the related fundamental instincts for 

goodness have its place in the will. Active love is virtue. Virtue manifests itself most 

characteristically in the cardinal virtues1141 as the focal point of the moral life: self-control, 

wisdom, righteousness and courageousness. 

Self-control is a moral virtue, which is mentioned in the New Testament as "prudence or 

sobriety"1142 This virtue helps the human being to control his greed and allows for the 

rational utilisation of available natural resources. This wisdom ensures the control over 

the will, the seat of love, about the greed and cannot exceed the limits of what is 

                                      
1138 See. 2 Petr 1,4 "Through them (the divine power) the exceeding great and precious promises have been given 

to us so that the corruption that desire that prevails in the world, escapes and gain share in the divine nature." - 

See. Rom 6,8 to 9 "if we have died with Christ, we believe that we shall also live with him, we know that Christ 

being raised from the dead, dies no more. Death no longer has dominion over him. "– See. 2 Tim 2,11"This is a 

faithful saying: If we have died with Christ, / we shall also live with him."– See. Heb 3,12.14 "Take heed, 

brothers, that none of you has an evil, unbelieving heart that no one falls from the living God, (...) because in 

Christ we share only if we cling to the optimism by the end, we at the beginning had." 

1139 See. Messner, Johannes (21980); 70-72. 

1140 Rom 13,8. – See. Mt 22,37-40 "He (Christ) said to him: Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, 

with all your soul and with all your mind. This is the first and great commandment. Equally important is the 

second, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself On these two commandments hang all the law and the prophets.." 

– See. Mt 7,12 " All things whatsoever ye would that do them well! This is the law and the prophets." 

1141 See. Wis 8,7 "If anyone loves righteousness, / in their labors are virtues. For she teaches moderation and 

prudence, / justice and bravery, / the virtues that are more useful in people's lives than anything else." 

1142 See. Tit 2,12 "[The grace of God] teaching us that, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live 

soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world." 
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honorable.1143 Wisdom is a virtue, which due to practical reasons able to recognize our true 

good, to capture and choose the right means to achieve this good. Wisdom requires 

diplomacy in the original sense of the word: Creditability (Urkundlichkeit), which means 

honesty and a credible approach.1144 The judgment of conscience is drawn directly from 

the "auriga virtutum", the charioteer of the virtues of wisdom.1145 The righteousness as a 

moral virtue is constant and firm, which will render what is rightfully due. Righteousness 

is directed to respect others. It establishes harmony that promotes justice and reduces 

human beings partisan behavior.1146 Righteousness is a virtue that not only refers to man, 

but resonates with the rest of nature.1147 Courageousness is the virtue that withstands 

difficulties and can persevere for striving towards good. It also withstands temptations and 

overcome obstacles in the moral sphere of life. It gives courage to conquer worldly 

thoughts and actions and, if necessary, to give up one's life for a cause.1148 This allows him 

to overcome the unpleasant fear.1149 

2.3.1.4. The nature of trees (Biblical interpretation) 

The human nature, in a nutshell, is love. On the other hand, the nature of the trees cannot 

be judged in the same way, while the trees are not given the same prerequisites as 

compared to man. If the humans have a free will, then at least this implies that he can 

move freely and can determine his place of residence, insofar as he does not prevent 

himself from it. The tree can not decide its own position or change its location. It remains 

to be there where it is rooted, unless a natural or man-made phenomenon shifts its root 

space, still it carries no power to relocate voluntarily. The human beings are equipped with 

the strength and power to love, to believe and to act according to situations. The trees, on 

the other hand, also "possess" this force, but not in the same manner. However, the word 

must "possess", which is already placed in inverted commas, is seen very mitigated. 

The power to love: if we assume that pure self-preservation is egocentrism or even egoism, 

then self-preservation is not love in the true sense, since it is not addressed to you. Pure 

love is always addressed by you. If we again assume that everything is directed in any 

way towards an you with love, then one can see the concept of "love" in the trees. Now 

                                      
1143 See. KKK 1809. 

1144 See. Duden 7; 129; Diplomat. 

1145 See. KKK 1806 

1146 See. KKK 1807. 

1147 See. Deut 25,4 "Thou shalt not muzzle the ox for threshing "- See also: 1 Tim 5,18 " For the scripture saith: 

Thou shalt not muzzle the ox for threshing, and: he who works has a right to his reward." 

1148 See. Joh 16,33 "These things I have spoken unto you, that ye might have peace in me In the world you have 

tribulation; but be of good cheer.. I have overcome the world." – See. Joh 15,13 "There is no greater love than to 

lay down his life for his friends." 

1149 KKK 1808. 
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how can the tree is directed towards you? In their life cycle the trees will have a symbiotic 

relationship. The best known symbiotic relationship is probably between tree and fungi, 

which is rooted in the ground.1150 However, this relationship is mutually give and take. 

Here the life is facilitated by twosome or only made possible by their mutual cooperation. 

Consequently, it is possible partially to speak for the end in itself, rather than of love. But 

if some trees are attacked at its foliage more by a beast, there are species that alert the 

neighboring trees by sending chemical messengers that toxins must be stored immediately 

in the leaves and thereby transforming it unpalatable to potential attackers. This alert is no 

longer just an end in itself, but much more aimed at the neighboring (you) tree. Here one 

could now speak of "love", at least in a much attenuated form. 

The power to believe: Even if "faith" in a marginal way is assigned to the tree, provided 

that the faith of worship, in whatever form, is sufficient.1151 

The power to act as it befits: What action pertain to the trees? It is first and foremost not 

the grown and the grown up, but those trees which have fruit, the good fruit.1152 The 

apparent basic nature of the tree is to bring forth good fruits ; this also shows the attitude 

of Christ with respect to those trees that did not conform to this nature. "When He [Jesus] 

returned to the city in the morning, He was hungry. When He saw a fig tree on the way 

and walked towards it, He found only leaves on it . And He said toit: May no fruit grow 

on thee in all eternity. And the fig tree withered on the spot. When the disciples saw this, 

they asked in astonishment: How could the fig tree wither so suddenly?1153" The best fruit 

                                      
1150 See. Bertelsmann; Mykorrhiza. 

1151 See. Dan 3,57 "Praise the Lord, all you works of the Lord; / praise and exalt him above all forever" - See Tob 

8,5 "And he began to pray: Blessed be God of our fathers, blessed be your holy and glorious name for ever and 

ever, the sky, and all thy creatures must praise you..." -. See Ps 150,6 "Everything that breathes, / praise the Lord, 

Alleluia!" - See Revelation 5,13 "And every creature in heaven and on earth, under the earth and on the sea, all 

that is in the world, I heard saying, To him who sits on the throne and to the Lamb /. blessing and honor and glory 

and power for ever and ever." 

1152 See. Gen 1,11-12 "And God said, let the land grow green young, wearing all kinds of plants, seeds, and trees 

that bring on earth fruit with its seed in it. And so it happened. The earth brought forth tender grass, all kinds of 

plants that bear seeds, all kinds of trees bearing fruit with their seed in it. God saw that it was good. "- Gen 2,8-

9 Lake." Then put the Lord God, in Eden, in the east, a garden, and there he put the man whom he had formed. 

And the Lord God caused to grow out of the ground every tree that is pleasant to the sight and good for food, in 

the middle of the garden, but the tree of life and the tree of knowledge of good and evil." 

1153 Mt 21,18-20 – In Mk 11,12-14.20-21 this event is described somewhat differently. "When they left the next 

day Bethany, he was hungry because he saw from a distance a fig tree with leaves and went to look for fruit, but 

he found the tree nothing but leaves;.. Because it was not the season for figs harvest . And he said to him:.. In 

eternity no one should eat fruit of thee And his disciples heard it as they passed by in the morning to the fig tree, 

they saw that it was withered to the roots And Peter remembered. and said to Jesus: Rabbi, Look, the fig tree 

which You cursed has withered." However, the point at Mt 21,18 to 20 seem to be the more authentic, since the 

miracle in the sudden drying up of a "useless" tree and not wither overnight a "useful" tree there. This also shows 

the following instruction about the power of faith that can move mountains immediately, rather than overnight. 

This view is also supported by the parable of Lk 13,6 to 9: "And he told them this parable: A man had in his 

vineyard a fig tree; and when he came and watched, he bore fruit, since he could not find. he said to his 

vinedresser? Now I'm coming for three years and am looking at on this fig tree bears fruit, and find nothing Hau 

him to what he is to continue the ground to take his force the gardener replied: Lord, let him this year still stand, 
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of the tree is Christ himself, who has brought salvation and peace as the fruit of the wooden 

cross.1154 Even before Christ, the fruit-bearing trees have been specially treated: "Only the 

trees which thou knowest that they are not fruit trees, you may damage it. You may allow 

it to fall and build siege works against the city, that you wants to fight, until it finally 

falls.1155" 

The texture, the essence, the fundamental principle concerning motion and action of the 

organism of the tree, its nature is, therefore, due to the "You-ordered-ness" of the trees, 

bearing fruit, in this respect it is meant not only the edible fruits for humans, but any type 

of useful creatures bearing fruit. Since human nature is based on love, it can, therefore 

meet the nature of the tree only in love and the tree can only meet the human being by 

nature with fruitfulness. 

 

2.3.2. Woodland in other religions 

Here the concept of forest or the tree is briefly explained in other religions, the focus is 

not primarily based on the behaviour of the individual, or the followers of a particular 

religious community, but rather the fundamental view that is intrinsically expressed in 

each religion, or at least would, even if it is not necessarily, possibly not at all, followed 

by its members. 

 

2.3.2.1. Judaism 

In Judaism, the physical organic world under no circumstances is meant for human 

slavery. The rabbinic reasoning follows two legal principles in terms of environment: 1) 

"Thou shalt inflict no pain on animals," and 2) "Thou shalt not destroy". The first principle 

is less relevant with respect to this work. The second follows the generalization of the 

mitzvah: "When you besiege a city for a long time, to attack and conquer, then you shall 

cause no harm to its trees by means of axe. From the trees you may freely eat, but they 

may not be felled with thoughts, the trees on the field are man himself, so that they would 

be besieged by you.1156" All unsubstantiated destruction of nature represents a violation of 

                                      
and I will dig up the ground around it and fertilize Maybe he still bears fruit;.. if not, then let him cut down " Also 

Mt 3,10 tends in this direction: "Even now the ax is laid unto the root of the trees: therefore every tree which 

bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire." 

1154 See. Col 1,19-20 "For God was pleased to dwell with all its fullness in him (Christ), / to reconcile all things 

through him. Everything in heaven and on earth he wanted to lead them to Christ, / making peace through his 

blood on the cross." 

1155 Deut 20,20. 

1156 Deut 20,19. 
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this principle in rabbinic thinking. The fruit trees are especially valued as the New Year 

of the trees fixed by the HILLEL school 1157 on the 15th of Shevat (transition January-

February), which is a holiday in modern Israel. Rabbi JOCHANAN BEN ZAKKAI (1st century 

AD) supposed to have stated: "If you keep a plant in hand and say: '! The Messiah is here', 

then plant it first and then go to greet him.1158" - This is reminiscent of the saying of MARTIN 

LUTHER which the Austrian action artist ANDRÉ HELLER formulated as follows:"If it is 

aired on the radio that tomorrow is the end of the world, then I would still plant a tree.1159" 

- However, this did not prevent further felling of trees for economic reasons. 

In addition, some rabbinic instructions are also deal with water and air pollution. The title-

holder, according to this view, were not free in their actions, because there was no legal 

claim to things that caused the damage. Rather, they were obligated to follow the ‚polluter 

pays/costs-by-cause‘ principle to refrain from environmental damage. Environment was a 

legally protected right, whereas from the religious action orientation it became a social 

norm and as a result subjected to the administration of justice.1160 In the Jewish tradition 

probably the tree had a significant role, because in contrast to the carnal nature, it survived 

in the Flood without Ark, as if it were spared by the judgement of God.1161 The tree is even 

a sign of new liveability; the dove brings an olive tree leaf.1162 Obviously, the trees (plants) 

will make a mountain out of a molehill by themselves again. In other Jewish portrayals, 

the vegetable and marine worlds are involved in the destruction by the deluge, since they 

think God created everything for the people created on earth and without that it is 

inconsequential. This means that when a person commits an outrage, he threatens the 

whole of nature, not just himself.1163 

 

2.3.2.2. Islam 

In Islam, creation serves as a central source of revelation and the knowledge of God - 

similar to the Christian tradition, in which the creation is considered to be the book of 

                                      
1157 HILLEL, with the honorary title "The Old Man" * in Babylonia around 60 BC., † in Palestine around 10 AD., 

President (Nazis) of the Sanhedrin. The great rabbinic Teachers of of Law. 

1158 Printed in: Loth, Heinz-Jürgen (19991); 258. 

1159 Gut Zitiert!; Thema/Baum. 

1160 See. Loth, Heinz-Jürgen (19991); 257-259. 

1161 See. Gen 6,7 "Der Herr sagte: Ich will den Menschen, den ich erschaffen habe, vom Erdboden vertilgen, mit 

ihm auch das Vieh, die Kriechtiere und die Vögel des Himmels, denn es reut mich, sie gemacht zu haben." 

1162 See. Gen 8,11 "In the evening the dove came back to him, and behold, in her beak she had a fresh olive branch. 

Now Noah knew that only a little water up on the earth "Literally translated:". A leaf from the olive tree, a fresh 

(zayit-leh tarap @r'j' tyIz:-hle[])" 

1163 See. Thoma, Clemens (1992); 46-49. 
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nature.1164 In the sacred text Koran, the creation serves to safeguard human existence and 

"to seek the face of God" in them",1165 to help people by giving them alms.1166 Man has to 

be the Servant of God on Earth.1167 Man is the sovereign on earth and thus also responsible 

for dealing with creation.1168 However, it is entrusted to man only for a period of time, not 

his own property, on which he could have arbitrarily done what he wanted.1169 In Creation, 

particularly the trees are the symbols for those who know to remember God.1170 The trees 

according to Surah 95 are an additionally divine oath character - even God seems to swear 

by trees.1171 Election and responsibility, which the Koran conveys, also have an obvious 

eschatological dimension.1172 

 

2.3.2.3. Hinduism 

The understanding of creation in Hinduism differs considerably from that of the Judeo-

Christian tradition. The connection between God and creation (transcendence and 

immanence) is seen much closer, more holistic than in the West and is crystallized in the 

word "Atman" (inner motivation - Antaryamin). Nowadays in Hinduism there are two 

different thought patterns: First, the thought patterns of detachment from the world, a 

renunciation of the world. The visual and tangible such as the trees are only understood as 

an outer form of a reality that lies behind it and thus essentially more than the tangible, 

that is just an expression of or is a derived appearance of reality. Secondly, a sacramental 

vision of reality that presumes reality towards all that exists- from the smallest particle of 

an atom, to the tree, up to the entire pantheon - is nothing more than a condensation of 

spirit. This view is particularly condensed in the Tantric movements. According to Tantra 

                                      
1164 See. Thoma, Clemens (1992); 53-54, 57. 

1165 See. Koran 45,3 " In the creation of heavens and earth are signs for the believers." 

1166 See. Koran 2,272 "It's not your job to guide them (the atheists) (to believe) right. Rather, God guides whom He 

wills. If you spend a good thing, it comes yourselves benefit. But you have, if you give contributions, only the 

God in your mind. If you spend for a good thing, it will be repaid unto (in the reckoning in the Hereafter). And 

you will (this) not wronged." 

1167 See. Koran 51,56 " And I have only created the jinn and men, that they may serve me." – See. Koran 19,93 " 

There is no one in heaven and on earth, who would one day not come as a servant to the Merciful." 

1168 See. Koran 6,165a & 35,39a " And he is the one you as successors (governors) has used previous generations 

on earth." 

1169 See. Koran 2,36c " And ye shall have on the earth and stay usufruct on a limited time." 

1170 See. Koran 16,11.13 "He makes you thereby the corn growing and the olive trees, palm trees and grapevines 

and other fruit of every kind. And to all this is added what else he at various types (colors) has made you grow. 

It is a sign for people who are can warn (it concerns)." 

1171 See. Koran 95,1-4 " The fig and olive trees, at Mount Sinai and in this safe place (Mecca)! We have but at that 

time created man in the best form." – See alao: Koran 68,1 " In the writing pipe and in what so that one writes 

down!" 

1172 See. Abdullah, Muhammed Salim (19991); 265-268. 
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everything that exists, good and evil, is nothing but the divine spirit. The material world 

is, therefore, not devalued, but it is immersed in it, as this is expression of divine power. 

These two viewpoints seem absolute contrary, but are image of harmony and therefore of 

the unity for the Hindu. The world appears as a unity of creation and destruction. In its 

original nature all beings are the manifestation of this unity. Thus, in every being there is 

an "Atman" to behold and to behave towards every other being as one would behave 

towards God. Now since "Atman" is the essence of all creation, the other is the self in a 

different form - we will be employing not only the word "being", but also the term 

"person" in the following text of this section. Whoever hurts others, thus hurts themselves 

in others. In the multiplicity of beings the One will always be experienced. The 

transcendent is entirely immanent and the immanent is not without the transcendent, 

because the nature of the immanent is the transcendent. A tree is, therefore, only one 

aspect, that of the essence, as different, but in essence it is the same nature as its opposite, 

who or what this might be.1173 Being in the other beings of the same nature contains just 

enough to have another being. So man has an exceptional position compared to the rest of 

the world in Hinduism - because of the gift of the Spirit, the religious knowledge and 

moral act that allows him for` striving towards the Hindu values of purity, self-control and 

non-violence.1174 

 

2.3.2.4. Buddhism 

In Buddhism, the world is not the creation of an omnipotent God, but it has existed since 

"time immemorial". The existence in the world is also not a single instance, but a 

continuous - sometimes not eternal, when one treads the Buddhist way of salvation - be 

reborn as a human being or in another form of existence, but not as a plant, because plants 

are generally not counted as living being. Existence, just because of its transience and 

mutability, is not perceived as something to aim for, but as something deeply unsatisfying 

and in this ontological sense, suffering. Thus, the aim is to overcome this misery afflicted 

condition in the entirety goes beyond any worldly existence in its complete 

extinguishment (nirvana). Since nature is characterized on the basis of its perishability and 

variability of existence, there is no place for her in nirvana, as a condition of radical being 

of transcience of all ephemeral and painful existence. Especially the trees, due to its 

seasonal shedding of leaves, are the sign of change. It is, therefore, likely to be utilized as 

a object of reflection to the change and to become aware of the transience of earthly things. 

                                      
1173 See. Brück, Michael von (1992); 82-86. 

1174 See. Balasubramanian, Rajangam (19991); 272-274. 
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Thus, the disappearance of large natural habitats is mostly accepted with equanimity, since 

it confirms the universal transience.1175 

This equanimity does not mean that Buddhism treats nature indifferently. The goal of 

Buddhism is the realization of Nirvana. This will, however, be achieved only if the person 

feels no evil impulse towards all beings, both in action and in thought and in words. This 

denotes the principles of Ahimsa commandment ("non-injury"), which due to the 

influence of Hinduism has entered into Buddhist ideology. This commandment primarily 

concerns itself in dealing with the living organisms. Plants are, however, not usually 

considered, as already mentioned, as living beings. Nevertheless Buddhism avoids the 

destruction of germs and plant life, as these are basis of life of other organisms. Damage 

and destruction of plants indicate jeopardising the basis of life of lower living beings and 

thus to themselves. Planting trees is, therefore, an act of showing mercy to the creatures 

and a testimony of love, thereby, improving the karma. Buddhism is then a unique in its 

pity ethos. In Jainism1176, the non-violence commandment is also extended to the plant 

world, which may result, that the Jainas will swear and accomplish the renounciation of 

food intake – since this represents the infringement at basic food resource like plants - and 

therefore leads to death by starvation.1177 

 

2.3.2.5. Eastern Religions 

Taoism has an intuitive, mystical approach towards life. The first virtue comprises of 

creative quiescence.1178 This means that the human being can act by the Tao1179, by virtue 

of the fact that the Taoist can fall into the rhythm of nature, which in turn put in order by 

the Tao. Thus, Taoism opposes all types of machines, because they exploit the wonders 

of nature. Technical equipments and machinery are perceived as crafty devices, which in 

turn cause cunning behavior and consequently give a crafty heart. Nature - the world - 

according to Taoist understanding, is a sacred vessel and as such is not made to be changed 

by man. This does not mean that man remains lethargic in the nature. Rather, he is proud 

of himself to be distinguished from nature through its targeted actions, and to reach 

purposeful creative quiescence. Ultimately, it is a matter in the Tao, to immerse into the 

divinity by means of conventional values systems, the concepts of time, space, reason, 

reality and causation and detachments are created. The civilization is never seen as a 

irreparable destruction of an ideal creative unity. Thus, taoism believes that one must 

                                      
1175 See. Schmithausen, Lambert (19991); 275-278. 

1176 Jainism originated around the same time as Buddhism from the Ascetic Movement. 

1177 See. Bischofberger, Otto (19991); 278-282. 

1178 Creative quiescence is the description of "wu-wei" = "to act without acting". 

1179 Tao means the "way" and is seen as a deity. 
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essentially understand the nature as natural and never exert the destructive influence on 

nature, because Taoism life is not based on the "I", but it is the Tao that lives in him, and 

he lives in the Tao and moves in him and thus has his existence.1180 

A view that is absolutely contrary to Taoist principle is Confucianism. In Confucianism, 

nature is perceived as alien or even hostile. If Taoism believes man’s unity with nature, 

then the man in Confucianism emphasizes radical difference from the animal and plant 

world and the world of the elements. The elements like fire, water, air and earth have 

power, but no life; Grasses and trees have energy and life, but no knowledge; the animals 

have energy, life and knowledge, but no justice; however, man has energy, life, knowledge 

and justice, but not perfection. Man must acquire his skills laboriously through careful 

training and will never be perfect, because his whole life is a learning process. He is an 

imperfect being,1181 "damned" to the state-organized culture, to the extent that he does not 

want to perish. Thus Confucianism believes in a social context, in which man is able to 

submit to the things of nature as its object and has control over the material world. Nature 

is not seen as something that could be ultimately disturbed by humans or a divine power, 

it has seen a solid invariance over time. This immutability, which can be seen in the 

fullness of time, does not mean that instantaneous changes will not take place. Falling 

meteors or "howling" trees are not a phenomenon something mankind is to be afraid of, 

but must be seen only as a change of Yin and Yang1182. Since yin and yang are balanced, 

and this is what is already expressed in the corresponding symbol -  - the "leaf" will 

sooner or later change. In this change, we can now begin to assert. Man wants to utilise 

nature, so he has to "correspond" to it by Confucianism.1183 Nature is object of man. This 

does not mean that the modern "Homo economicus" corresponds to the Confucian image, 

he is nothing, but the personification of natural growth itself, that is to say a roughly self-

interest.1184 

 

2.3.2.6. Nature Worship 

The nature worship is often equated to an intrinsic animistic understanding of nature1185. 

Nature is seen as sacred or it adheres itself to something sacred. The indigenous beliefs 

                                      
1180 See. Yong-Xiang Liau, Timothy (1996); 170-173. 

1181 This corresponds entirely to the occidental "Natura noverca motif". 

1182 Cosmological concepts of Chinese philosophy since around 400 BC; "Yin" is the feminine, submissive, the 

earth; "Yang" masculinity, the strength, the sky; both have their common origin in an absolute. 

1183 Here you can already see a dialectical thought which later developed in the West in particular FRANCIS BACON 

and GEORG WILHELM FRIEDRICH HEGEL. 

1184 See. Roetz, Heiner (1996); 156-160, 162. 

1185 Sanctity of nature. 
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are, therefore, often characterized by the principles of harmony and of the reverence for 

the wealth of nature. Perhaps the absolute expression of this thinking can be found in the 

speech of Chief SEATTLE1186, whose speech indeed seems to be only a literary fiction1187 but 

nonetheless allows conscience insight into the actions according to the Law of 

Reconciliation and thinking cycles. A particular image of these cycles is the tree, which is 

incorporated in its constant change within nature itself and marked in its tree rings itself. 

The cycle - the ring - the (North) Indian world outlook has nothing cybernetic per se, 

nothing technical, but what is found in nature, is "Religion". In this "ring", man is not the 

focal point, but he enters into this focal point.1188 

In the Indian environment, the vision of reality within their "natural piety" that is 

holistically incorporated and the integration of man in this context mainly reduce 

environmental degradation. The basic feature of Indian culture is its sacredness for every 

thing and a prerequisite, which must not be violated. Hence, there arises the concern for 

peace, harmony and balanced life, which attempts the welfare of all living beings. The 

world is seen as "family" and the relationship with the universe is in the form of a 

kinsmanlike nature. Therefore, the humans surrounded by this culture and natural piety 

find himself as an element within the "natural element", nevertheless he has his existence 

in the element of air. Earth and nature are also not something inanimate, but they appear 

as an entity in their own right, as a spirit. Since they are interwoven spirit, they are 

miraculous and sacred. On the other hand, man himself knows he is involved in a system 

and structure, which embraces all existence. It is not difficult to recognize a world view 

which is holistically organized in this religious path. The transition between both material 

and spiritual, in this respect it exists at all, is very fluent. Thus, what is viewed in the 

Western understanding at all events as spiritual relationship,1189 is experienced in the Indian 

thought as real-life relationship. The tree is the brother of man, since both have the same 

mother, the earth, which is unique.1190 

Now the objective is not to bring together the indigenous people basically in special 

inclination towards nature conservation. As a matter of fact that they usually have a 

different world view than the rest of the world. If the Western thought differentiated 

between extensionless, immeasurable, spiritual being inside the human consciousness (res 

cogitans) and absolute, measurable external being of material objects (res extensa), the 

                                      
1186 SEATTLE, Chief of the Duwamish Indians (1790-1866). The speech ("My words are like the stars: they will 

never go down"), which is attributed to him to have addressed to FRANKLIN PIERCE, 14th President of the United 

States. 

1187 About the authenticity of this speech, there are different views. It is not the purpose and objective to decide in 

this work or to settle this dispute. 

1188 See. Drewermann, Eugen (71997); 115, 117-119, 120-121. 

1189 See. Sun-Canticle of SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI. 

1190 See. Kaiser, Rudolf (1992); 257-258, 260-226. 
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analysis shows the mythical cosmologies that in myth, in our contemporay sense gives no 

nature, which could sharply be separated from the human world. The mythical ontology 

knows no distinction in our sense of the domains of natural & cultural or sacred & profane. 

It only knows different ways of divine efficacy. Thus, everything has been sacred, for the 

reason that it is subjected to be inevitable divine effectiveness. But what is holy is not 

simply make use of, is taboo. For their survival, each primitive inhabitants have, however, 

abolished certain taboos for exploiting the nature.1191 Thus, what is commonly attributed 

as conservation to the primitive people‘s understanding mostly applies to their own 

survival and protection. For example, the centuries of "harmony" of the Balinese people 

with nature is referred by their famous irrigation based rice growing terraces. This 

cultivation is not just intended to protect nature in our sense, but it is planned primarily to 

secure permanent human survival in accordance with the divine commandments. On the 

other hand, and frankly acknowledged, a good example for this kind of economic activity 

secondarily also includs the positive side effect of culture-related environmental 

protection.1192 

 

2.3.3. The Woodland in Christanity and Church 

The subject matter forest or the trees in Christianity and in the Church can only be 

addressed from the perspective of Bible; however the Holy Scripture is fundamentally the 

work of the Judeo-Christian tradition. Specifically, the New Testament, which culminates 

in the incarnation of God, belongs to the tradition of Christianity and the church, where 

"church", in this context, can be understood only implicitly confessional. A fundamental 

feature of the Christian perspective of life is that of reconciliation.1193 This attitude, in short, 

can be described as a reconciliation- and peace work on the whole of creation – that 

includes on tree, forest and man. Here, no one should shy away from this reconciliation 

path, instead it should be made known effectively and put into practice.1194 Reconciliation 

also means salvation, because otherwise it would not be reconciliation, but only a certain 

rapprochement between God and man and of creation. The message of reconciliation, the 

                                      
1191 Exception are individuals who do not want to use the natural and starvation as the Jains mentioned above. Even 

these Jaina took the nature by wrestled to their radical step before it. 

1192 See. Bargatzky, Thomas (1992); 876-886. 

1193 See. 2 Cor 5,18-20 " Everything comes from God, who reconciled us to himself in the form of Christ and given 

us to the ministry of reconciliation. Yes, it was God who in Christ reconciling the world to himself by not counting 

their trespasses against them and us the word of reconciliation (to preach) entrusted so we are ambassadors for 

Christ, God making his appeal through us We ask in Christ's stead. Be reconciled to Christ!" 

1194 See. Mt 28,19-20 "Go therefore and teach all nations and make all people, baptizing them in the name of the 

Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you . and 

lo, I am with you always, until the end of the world." – See. Mk 16,15 " Then he said (Christ) unto them, Go ye 

into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature!" 
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Good News (Gospel) is - in compliance with the incarnation of God,1195 the incarnation in 

Jesus Christ the Nazarene and the biblical story of salvation with the salvation affiliated 

to fact - a universal message of salvation. This message of salvation is, thereby, bound by 

its basis to a particularistic, historical and cultural reality. Only in its concreteness can it 

be articulated adequately. Actually and because of the deep self realisation itself is the 

Christian faith, by virtue of the Incarnation, already an incultured faith.1196 Since this belief 

is unique, salvation lies as the inherent basis in the Holy Scriptures, the acceptance of 

biblical teachings in their contextual meaning to reason is an inherent part of the 

inculturation, insofar as it will be complete. The Gospel names these quite a few times 

while dealing with trees or the same mentioned. Such places and statements of the Church 

shall be weighed in the following second. 

 

2.3.3.1. The Woodland in Bible 

As already acknowledged, the Bible not only chronicles the accounts of creation. Similarly 

in our times one can find little environmental statements. The ecologically interested 

exegesis confirms this appreciably and recognizes ecological destruction in biblical times 

with their struggle for an effective answer. Things appear differently than in the 

contemporary story, when it comes to the history of God with men.1197 Even frequenly the 

concepts related to nature are symbolically used, such as "woodland (forest)" is by no 

means be simply assigned to nature but represents a cultural achievement for tiller, 

harvesting, wood selection, cultivation and / or grubbing. Even when the forest is 

considered as an secondary nature, observationations are necessary to award an intrinsic 

value. 

At this point, it is valid to give the possible overview of terms, by which the Holy 

Scriptures and the forests are more closely associated with. There are given according to 

the book- and chapter ranking of the German unity translation of the Bible1214 portions, 

a verse can contain several portions, which containes the terms more closely associated 

with the forest or tree, whereby that single term may also be in an analogous relationship. 

The Bible is divided into 73 books, of which 46 belong to the Old Testament and 27 to 

the New Testament. 

                                      
1195 See. Joh 1,1.14 "In the beginning was the Word, / and the Word was with God, / and the Word was God. And 

the Word became flesh / and dwelt among us / and we have seen his glory, / the glory of the only Son from the 

Father, / full of grace and truth." 

1196 See. Gabriel, Ingeborg (1993); 135-136. 

1197 See. Winkler, Ulrich (1997); 63, 66-67. 
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The above named 1214 portions are spread over 57 books - 43 Old Testament and 14 New 

Testament books. In the 57 books - 78.1% of all books - can be found in the following 

number of relevant portions: Ezekiel: 129, Isaiah: 109, Kings 1: 64, Jeremiah 62, Exodus 

58, Genesis 57, Ecclesiastes: 45, Song of Songs: 40, Psalms 36, Deuteronomy 35, 

Leviticus 33, Chronicles 2: 33, Matthew 33, Daniel: 26 Numbers: 25, Judge: 25, Luke 25, 

Romans 24, Revelation : 24, Chronicles 1: 23, Nehemiah: 23 Job: 21, Zechariah 21, Mark: 

20, Kings 2: 19, Samuel 2: 18 Wisdom: 17, Proverbs 16, Baruch: 14 , Joshua, 13, Hosea: 

12, First Book of Samuel: 11, Maccabees 1: 11, Maccabees 2: 10, Joel: 10, Amos, 10, 

Ezra: 6 Ecclesiastes: 6, John 6, Judit : 5, Micah 5, Habakkuk: 4, Haggai: 4, James 4, Ester: 

3 Lamentations: 3, Acts: 3, Jonah 2, Nahum: 2, Malachi: 2, Zephaniah: 1, Corinthians 1: 

1, Timothy 1: 1, Second Letter to Timothy: 1, Hebrews 1, Peter 1: 1, Judas. 1. 

The relevant portions are included in this overview1198 and are arranged in accordance with 

the book- and chapter order of unity translation. In the first column, the books of the Bible 

are given in the corresponding row order, the second column indicates the biblical passage, 

the third column contains the occurring words (possibly the numbers in parentheses 

indicate the number of times this search term recurrs within the single verse), the fourth 

row specifies the number of occurrences of the individual term and the fifth column briefly 

describes the text with the keyword in the context. 

 

Bu-

ch 

Bibelstelle Wort in der Einheits-

übersetzung 

Wort-

an-

zahl 

Titel des Textabschnittes oder Bezug des Wortes. 

01 Gen 01,111 Trees 26 God lets the trees grow. 

01 Gen 01,122 Trees 26 The trees are grown. 

01 Gen 01,293 Trees 63 The Fruits of seed bearing trees are for the nourishment 

of human beings. 

01 Gen 02,04-05 

(05)4 

Field shrubs 1 At the beginning of creation there were no shrubs. 

01 Gen 02,09 Trees 63 Every tree in the paradise having delicious fruits. 

01 Gen 02,095 Tree (2 X) 78 The Tree of Life and the Tree of Knowledge of Good 

and Evil in the center of paradise. 

01 Gen 02,126 Bdellium 2 There is bdellium in paradise. 

01 Gen 02,16 Trees 26 The trees are the source of nourishment for the human 

beings. 

01 Gen 02,16-17 

(17)7 

Tree 78 Prohibition of tasting the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge. 

01 Gen 03,018 Tree 78 Temptation in the form of snake. 

01 Gen 03,029 Trees 63 Eve and the snake. 

                                      
1198 This overview does not claim to be complete, since the assignments of various terms can be unique and 

therefore are not always difficult to separate. As an example, the mustard seed is mentioned. In the Bible, it is 

obviously seen as a seed of a tree. In our latitudes, one would classify it more as a seed of a shrub or bush. 
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01 Gen 03,0310 Tree 4 Prohibition of eating the fruit of the tree in the middle of 

the garden. 

01 Gen 03,0611 Tree (2 X) 78 The sin of Eve. 

01 Gen 03,0712 Fig leaves 1 Adam and Eve make clothes out of fig leaves. 

01 Gen 03,0813 Trees 26 Adam and his wife cower away from God under the 

trees. 

01 Gen 03,1114 Tree 78 God's question to Adam. 

01 Gen 03,1215 Tree 78 Adam's confession. 

01 Gen 03,1716 Tree 78 God's curse on the farmland. 

01 Gen 03,2217 Tree 78 God "fears" for the Tree of Life. 

01 Gen 03,2418 Tree 78 God lets the Tree of Life be guarded by the cherubim. 

01 Gen 06,1419 Cypress Wood 8 Noah's Ark is made out of cypress wood. 

01 Gen 08,1120 Olive branch 1 The dove brings the olive branch to Noah. 

01 Gen 12,0621 Oracle oak 1 Abram went to the oracle oak at Shechem. 

01 Gen 13,1822 Oak trees 13 Abram built the altar to the Lord using the Oaks of 

Mamre in Hebron. 

01 Gen 14,1323 Oak trees 13 Abram resides with the oaks of Mamre the Amorite. 

01 Gen 18,0124 Oak trees 13 The Lord Appeared to Abraham by the oaks of Mamre. 

01 Gen 18,0425 Tree 78 Abraham offers a resting place to the Messenger under 

the tree. 

01 Gen 18,0826 Tree 78 Abraham waits under the tree for the Messengers. 

01 Gen 21,3327 Tamarisk 3 Abraham planted a tamarisk tree and invoked the name 

of the Lord there. 

01 Gen 22,0328 Wood 115 Abraham splits - fire victims. 

01 Gen 22,0629 Wood 115 Abraham - Burnt offering - Issac. 

01 Gen 22,0730 Wood 115 Abraham - Burnt offering - Issac. 

01 Gen 22,0931 Wood (2 X) 115 Abraham - Burnt offering - Issac. 

01 Gen 23,17-18 

(17)32 

Trees 26 Abraham buys a plot of land with trees. 

01 Gen 30,37 Sycamores 3 Jacob’s cunningness towards Laban. - Partly peeled rods 

obtain multicolored lambs. 

01 Gen 30,37 White poplars 1 Jacob’s cunningness towards Laban. - Partly peeled rods 

obtain multicolored lambs. 

01 Gen 30,3733 Almond trees 1 Jacob’s cunningness towards Laban. - Partly peeled rods 

obtain multicolored lambs. 

01 Gen 35,0434 Oak 18 Jacob buried all strange gods of his house under the oak 

at Shechem. 

01 Gen 35,08 Oak of Tears 1 Jacob refers oak tree, under which he buried Debora, the 

Tears of Oak. 

01 Gen 35,0835 Oak 18 Debora is buried under the oak at Bethel. 

01 Gen 37,25 Mastic 3 The Caravan, which met the brothers (Joseph), carried 

along the aromatic tree resins. 

01 Gen 37,25 Tragacanth 2 The Caravan, which met the brothers (Joseph), carried 

along the aromatic tree resins. 

01 Gen 37,2536 Ladanum 2 The Caravan, which met the brothers (Joseph), carried 

along the aromatic tree resins. 

01 Gen 40,1937 Tree 78 Oneiromancy of Joseph over the hanging of the chief 

baker of Pharaoh. 

01 Gen 43,11 Almonds 2 The brothers bring Joseph the products of the former 

caravan: resins, .... as gift. 
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01 Gen 43,11 Mastic 3 The brothers bring Joseph the products of the former 

caravan: resins, .... as gift. 

01 Gen 43,11 Pistachios 1 The brothers bring Joseph the products of the former 

caravan: resins, .... as gift. 

01 Gen 43,11 Tragacanth 2 The brothers bring Joseph the products of the former 

caravan: resins, .... as gift. 

01 Gen 43,1138 Ladanum 2 The brothers bring Joseph the products of the former 

caravan: resins, .... as gift. 

01 Gen 49,22 Branch 8 Joseph is described as a fruitful bough. 

01 Gen 49,2239 Fruit Tree (2 X) 3 Joseph is described as a fruitful bough. 

01 Gen 50,0240 embalmed 

(Balsam1199) 

1 Embalming of Israel (Jacob). 

01 Gen 50,2641 embalmed 1 Death of Joseph. 

02 Ex 07,1942 Wood 115 Plagues in Egypt - blood. 

02 Ex 09,2543 Field Trees 1 The hail (Moses - Pharaoh) broke the trees of the field 

..... 

02 Ex 10,0544 Trees 63 Plague of locusts (Egypt) 

02 Ex 10,15 Tree fruits 3 Locust plague in Egypt (Genesis). 

02 Ex 10,1545 Trees 26 Locust plague in Egypt (Genesis). 

02 Ex 15,2546 Wood 115 A piece of wood transforms the bitter waters of Marah 

into sweet. 

02 Ex 15,2747 Palms 15 On the way to Sinai. 

02 Ex 25,03-07 

(05)48 

Acacia Wood 24 Levy for the Temple and its vessels. 

02 Ex 25,06 Balms 1 Utensils for the Temple. 

02 Ex 25,10-1149 Acacia Wood 24 Raw material of the Ark of Covenant. 

02 Ex 25,1350 Acacia Wood 24 Hanger bars for the Ark of Covenant. 

02 Ex 25,23-2451 Acacia Wood 24 Table for the showbread. 

02 Ex 25,2852 Acacia Wood 24 Handle bars for the table of shewbread. 

02 Ex 25,3353 almond-like blossoms 

(2 X) 

6 The "seven-branched" candlesticks. 

02 Ex 25,3454 almond-like blossoms 6 The "seven-branched" candlesticks. 

02 Ex 26,1555 Acacia Wood 24 Planks for the habitat of the Ark of Covenant. 

02 Ex 26,2656 Acacia Wood 24 Crossbars for the planks of the habitat of the Ark of 

Covenant. 

02 Ex 26,3257 Acacia pillars 3 Four pillars for the curtain of the sanctuary before the 

Ark of Covenant. 

02 Ex 26,3758 Akaziensäulen 3 Five pillars for the entrance of tabernacle. 

02 Ex 27,0159 Acacia Wood 24 Altar made of acacia wood. 

02 Ex 27,0660 Acacia Wood 24 Handle bars for the altar. 

02 Ex 27,2061 Olives 9 Oil for the lampstand. 

02 Ex 28,33 Pomegranates 12 The priestly robe of Aaron is decorated with the images 

of pomegranates. 

02 Ex 28,33-34 

(34)62 

Pomegranates 2 The priestly robe of Aaron is decorated with the images 

of pomegranates. 

02 Ex 29,39-40 

(40)63 

Olives 9 Sacrificial commandment. 

                                      
1199 See. Bertelsmann; Balsam (Chemie). – Balm is a mixture of vegetal secretions, especially of trees. 
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02 Ex 30,0164 Acacia Wood 24 Incense altar. 

02 Ex 30,0565 Acacia Wood 24 Hanger bars for incense altar. 

02 Ex 30,23 Drops Myrrh 1 Combination ofMixture of vegetable secretions, 

especially by trees. 

02 Ex 30,23 Cinnamon 6 Combination ofMixture of vegetable secretions, 

especially by trees. 

02 Ex 30,23-25 

(23)66 

Balm 26 Combination ofMixture of vegetable secretions, 

especially by trees. 

02 Ex 30,23-25 

(24) 

Olive oil 1 Combination ofMixture of vegetable secretions, 

especially by trees. 

02 Ex 30,23-25 

(24) 

Cloves cinnamon 1 Combination ofMixture of vegetable secretions, 

especially by trees. 

02 Ex 30,34-35 

(34)67 

Incense 39 Ritual conventions. 

02 Ex 31,01-05 

(05)68 

Wood 115 Woodcarving skill given by God. 

02 Ex 35,04-09 

(07)69 

Acacia Wood 24 Donations for the Temple. 

02 Ex 35,08 Balm 26 Levy for the Temple. 

02 Ex 35,2470 Acacia Wood 24 Bringing donations for the Temple. 

02 Ex 35,2871 Balm 26 Levy for the Temple. 

02 Ex 35,30-33 

(33)72 

Wood 115 The mission, the ability of carving, which is given by 

God, is usable within the meaning of Lord. 

02 Ex 36,2073 Acacia Wood 24 The tabernacle of acacia wood. 

02 Ex 36,3174 Acacia Wood 24 Crossbars of acacia wood for the tabernacle of the Ark 

of Covenant. 

02 Ex 36,36-3875 Acacia pillars 3 Preparation of four or five pillars of the sanctuary and 

the tabernacle. 

02 Ex 37,0176 Acacia Wood 24 The preparation of the Ark of Covenant. 

02 Ex 37,0477 Acacia Wood 24 The preparation of the supporting bars for the Ark of 

Covenant. 

02 Ex 37,1078 Acacia Wood 24 The preparation of the supporting bars for the Ark of 

Covenant. 

02 Ex 37,1579 Acacia Wood 24 Preparation of the supporting bars for the table of the Ark 

of Covenant. 

02 Ex 37,1980 almond-like blossoms 

(2 X) 

6 The "seven-branched" candlesticks. 

02 Ex 37,2081 almond-like blossoms 6 The "seven-branched" candlesticks. 

02 Ex 37,2582 Acacia Wood 24 Preparation of incense altars made of acacia wood. 

02 Ex 37,2883 Acacia Wood 24 Preparation of the supporting bars for the incense altar. 

02 Ex 38,0184 Acacia Wood 24 Preparation of the altar of victim of the fire of acacia 

wood. 

02 Ex 38,0685 Acacia Wood 24 Preparation of the supporting bars for the altar of victim 

of the fire. 

02 Ex 39,2486 Pomegranates 12 The priestly robe of Aaron is decorated with images of 

pomegranates. 

02 Ex 39,25-26 

(25)87 

Pomegranates (2 X) 4 The priestly robe of Aaron is decorated with images of 

pomegranates. 

02 Ex 39,25-26 

(26) 

Pomegranate 2 The priestly robe of Aaron is decorated with images of 

pomegranates. 

03 Lev 01,0788 Wood 115 Wood for the "sacrificial fire". 
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03 Lev 01,0889 Wood 115 Wood for the "sacrificial fire". 

03 Lev 01,1290 Wood 115 Wood for the "sacrificial fire". 

03 Lev 01,1791 Wood 115 Wood for the "sacrificial fire". 

03 Lev 02,0192 Incense 39 Ritual conventions. 

03 Lev 02,0293 Incense 39 Ritual conventions. 

03 Lev 02,1594 Incense 39 Ritual conventions. 

03 Lev 02,1695 Incense 39 Ritual conventions orschriften. 

03 Lev 03,0596 Holz 115 Wood for the "sacrificial fire". 

03 Lev 04,11-12 

(12)97 

Wood fires 1 Sin offering. 

03 Lev 05,1198 Incense 39 Ritual conventions. 

03 Lev 06,0599 Wood 115 Wood for the sacrificial fire. 

03 Lev 06,07-08 

(08) 100 

Incense 39 Ritual conventions. 

03 Lev 11,32101 Wood equipment 2 The unclean objects become once again clean. 

03 Lev 14,04102 Cedar Wood 21 Rite of Purification for curing leprosy. 

03 Lev 14,06103 Cedar Wood 21 Rite of Purification for curing leprosy. 

03 Lev 14,49104 Cedar Wood 21 Rite of Purification for curing leprosy. 

03 Lev 14,51105 Cedar Wood 21 Rite of Purification for curing leprosy. 

03 Lev 14,52106 Cedar Wood 21 Rite of Purification for curing leprosy. 

03 Lev 15,12107 Wood equipment 2 The unclean objects become once again clean. 

03 Lev 19,23-25 

(23)108 

Fruit Tree 3 A fruitful bough must be used as soon as it brings fruit 

for three years. In the 4th year, the fruits belong to the 

Lord, and the 5th year onwards it belongs to man. 

03 Lev 23,33-34 

(34)109 

Feast of Tabernacles 12 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

03 Lev 23,40 Trees 26 Feast of Tabernacles. 

03 Lev 23,40 leafy 1 Feast of Tabernacles. 

03 Lev 23,40 Palm Frond 1 Feast of Tabernacles. 

03 Lev 23,40 Branches 40 Feast of Tabernacles. 

03 Lev 23,40 Willow 1 Feast of Tabernacles. 

03 Lev 23,40110 Tree fruits 3 Feast of Tabernacles 

03 Lev 24,02111 Olives 9 Oil for the lampstand. 

03 Lev 26,04112 Tree 78 Benediction promise for obedience - trees will give fruit. 

03 Lev 26,20113 Trees 63 Trees will offer no more fruit. - Punishments and curses 

for disobedience. 

03 Lev 26,36114 Leaves 14 Already the rustling of the leaves scares. - Punishments 

and curses for disobedience. 

03 Lev 27,30115 Tree fruits 1 The tithe belongs to the Lord. 

04 Num 05,15116 Incense 39 Ritual conventions. 

04 Num 11,07117 Bdellium 2 The manna looked like bdellium. 

04 Num 13,20118 Trees 63 Sending the missionary spies into the Promised Land. 

04 Num 13,23 Pomegranates 12 Report of the spies. 

04 Num 13,23119 Figs 18 Report of the spies. 

04 Num 15,32120 Wood 115 Collecting of wood from Sabbath is prohibited. 

04 Num 15,33121 Wood gathering 1 Breaking the Sabbath prohibition by collecting wood. 

04 Num 16,06-07 

(07)122 

Incense 39 The rebellion of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram. 
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04 Num 16,17123 Incense 39 Ritual conventions. - The rebellion of Korah, Dathan, 

and Abiram. 

04 Num 16,18124 Incense 39 Ritual conventions. - The rebellion of Korah, Dathan, 

and Abiram. 

04 Num 16,35125 Incense 39 Ritual conventions. - The rebellion of Korah, Dathan, 

and Abiram. 

04 Num 17,05126 Incense 39 Ritual conventions. 

04 Num 17,10-11 

(11)127 

Incense 39 Ritual conventions. 

04 Num 17,12128 Incense 39 Ritual conventions. 

04 Num 17,20129 Leaves 14 Aaron's rod got leaves. 

04 Num 17,23 Branches 40 Aaron's rod drives leaves and bore almonds. 

04 Num 17,23130 Almonds 2 Aaron's rod drives leaves and bore almonds. 

04 Num 19,06131 Cedar Wood 21 Cedar Wood as an addition in the fire, where the red 

heifer is burned. - The cleaning water. 

04 Num 20,05 Pomegranates 12 The people missed pomegranates ... - The water from the 

rock. 

04 Num 20,05132 Figs 18 The people missed figs ... - The water from the rock. 

04 Num 24,05-06 

(06) 

Cedars 31 Jacob's tents are beautiful as the cedars. 

04 Num 24,05-06 

(06)133 

Oak trees 13 Jacob's tents are beautiful as oaks. 

04 Num 31,20134 Wood equipment 1 Utensils cleanse. 

04 Num 33,09135 Palms 15 From Mara to Oasis Elim. 

04 Num 35,18136 wooden 7 Whoever who kills someone is a murderer. 

05 Deut 04,28137 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

05 Deut 06,10-12 

(11)138 

Olive trees 14 The people should not forget God, who freed it from 

Egypt. 

05 Deut 08,07-08 

(08) 

Pomegranate 3 Promise of a magnificent country. - Israel and the 

wealth. 

05 Deut 08,07-08 

(08) 

Olive tree 19 Promise of a magnificent country. - Israel and the 

wealth. 

05 Deut 08,07-08 

(08)139 

Fig tree 37 Promise of a magnificent country. - Israel and the 

wealth. 

05 Deut 10,01140 wooden 4 Moses made a wooden ark. 

05 Deut 10,03141 Acacia Wood 24 Moses made a ark for the commandment tablets. 

05 Deut 11,30142 Oracle-oaks 1 Blessing and cursing for the country. 

05 Deut 12,02143 Tree 78 Pagan worship destruction even under the trees. 

05 Deut 16,13144 Feast of Tabernacles 12 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

05 Deut 16,16145 Feast of Tabernacles 12 Commitment to pilgrimages. 

05 Deut 16,21146 Wood 115 Ban pagan ritual symbols. 

05 Deut 19,04-05 

(05) 

Trees 63 Three cities of refuge for the guilty in the event of a fatal 

accident forestry. 

05 Deut 19,04-05 

(05) 

Forest 25 Three cities of refuge for the guilty in the event of a fatal 

accident forestry. 

05 Deut 19,04-05 

(05)147 

Tree 78 Three cities of refuge for the guilty in the event of a fatal 

accident forestry. 

05 Deut 20,19 Trees 63 Preservation of the tree population in case of war. 

05 Deut 20,19 Trees 26 Preservation of the tree population in case of war. 

05 Deut 20,19148 Tree population 2 Preservation of the tree population in case of war. 
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05 Deut 20,20 Fruit trees 2 Preservation of the tree population in case of war. 

05 Deut 20,20149 Trees 26 Preservation of the tree population in case of war. 

05 Deut 22,06150 Tree 78 Protection provision for birds' nests in trees. 

05 Deut 24,20 Branches 40 Right to gleaning for strangers. 

05 Deut 24,20151 Olive tree 19 Right to gleaning for strangers. 

05 Deut 28,36152 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

05 Deut 28,40 Olive tree 14 No harvest. - Curse for disobedience. 

05 Deut 28,40 Olives 9 No harvest. - Curse for disobedience. 

05 Deut 28,40153 Olive tree 19 No harvest. - Curse for disobedience. 

05 Deut 28,42154 Trees 63 Bugs take over the trees in possession. - Curse for 

disobedience. 

05 Deut 28,64155 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

05 Deut 29,09-10 

(10)156 

Wood Workers 1 Allies with God. 

05 Deut 29,16157 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

05 Deut 29,17158 Root 32 No "root" to produce poison (idolatry). 

05 Deut 31,10-11 

(10)159 

Feast of Tabernacles 12 Reading of the law in the Sabbatical year. 

05 Deut 33,10160 Incense 39 The blessing on the tribes. 

05 Deut 34,01-03 

(03)161 

Palm City 4 God shows Moses the Promised Land from Nebo. 

06 Jos 08,29162 Tree (2 X) 78 Joshua let the king of Ai be hanged on a tree. 

06 Jos 09,21163 Woodcutter 2 The Gibeonites were slaves of Israel, for the house of 

God. 

06 Jos 09,23164 Woodcutter 2 The Gibeonites were slaves of Israel, for the house of 

God. 

06 Jos 09,26-27 

(27)165 

Woodcutter 1 The Gibeonites were slaves of Israel, for the house of 

God. 

06 Jos 10,26166 Trees 26 Joshua leaves five slain kings hung on trees. 

06 Jos 10,27167 Trees 26 Joshua leaves five slain kings, whom he had hung on 

trees. 

06 Jos 17,15 Forest area 1 Land allocation to the house of Joseph, Ephraim and 

Manasseh. 

06 Jos 17,15168 grubbed 1 Land allocation to the house of Joseph, Ephraim and 

Manasseh. 

06 Jos 17,17-18 

(18) 

grubbed up 1 Land allocation to the house of Joseph, Ephraim and 

Manasseh. 

06 Jos 17,17-18 

(18)169 

forested 1 Land allocation to the house of Joseph, Ephraim and 

Manasseh. 

06 Jos 19,33170 Oak 18 Oak as a border mark for the Naphtali and its clans. 

06 Jos 24,26171 Oak 18 The oak in the sanctuary at Shechem. 

07 Judg 01,16172 Palm City 4 Place of residence. 

07 Judg 03,13173 Palm City 4 The Palm City lost for Israel. - Punishment for 

disobedience.. 

07 Judg 04,04-05 

(05)174 

Palm tree of Deborah 1 Under this palm, the prophetess Deborah had her judge’s 

seat. 

07 Judg 04,11175 Oak 18 The tent of the Kenite Heber at the oak of Zaanannim. 

07 Judg 06,11176 Oak 18 The angel of Lord shall be under the oak in Ophrah. 

07 Judg 06,19177 Oak 18 The angel receives superior food under the oak. - He 

brings it as "burnt offering". 
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07 Judg 06,26178 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

07 Judg 09,06179 Oak 18 Abimelech is made the Shechem King in the vicinity of 

the oak. 

07 Judg 09,08 Olive tree 19 Olive tree is supposed to be the king - fable of the king 

of trees. 

07 Judg 09,08180 Trees 63 Olive tree is supposed to be the king - fable of the king 

of trees. 

07 Judg 09,09 Olive tree 19 Olive tree is supposed to be the king - fable of the king 

of trees. 

07 Judg 09,09181 Trees 26 Olive tree is supposed to be the king - fable of the king 

of trees. 

07 Judg 09,10 Fig tree 37 Fig tree to be the king - fable of the king of trees. 

07 Judg 09,10182 Trees 63 Olive tree is supposed to be the king - fable of the king 

of trees. 

07 Judg 09,11 Fig tree 37 Fig tree to be the king - fable of the king of trees. 

07 Judg 09,11183 Trees 26 Fig tree to be the king - fable of the king of trees. 

07 Judg 09,12184 Trees 63 Vine tree to be the king - fable of the king of trees. 

07 Judg 09,13185 Trees 26 Vine tree to be the king - fable of the king of trees. 

07 Judg 09,14186 Trees 63 Briar tree should be the king - fable of the king of trees. 

07 Judg 09,15 Cedars 31 Briar tree should be the king - fable of the king of trees. 

07 Judg 09,15187 Trees 26 Briar tree should be the king - fable of the king of trees. 

07 Judg 09,37188 Oracle-oak 1 Leute kommen von der Eiche her. - Kampf um Sichem. 

07 Judg 09,49189 Branches 40 Fumigate by fire of twigs enemies. - Struggle to 

Shechem. 

07 Judg 15,05190 Olive trees 14 Samson destroyed crops. 

07 Judg 21,06191 Tribe1200 9 A whole tribe of Israel was reduced. 

09 1 Sam 

06,14192 

Wood 115 The Wood of the chariot as a burnt offering to the Lord. 

09 1 Sam 

08,14193 

Olive trees 14 The King will claim the best for himself. - Demand for a 

king. 

09 1 Sam 

10,03194 

Tabor oak 1 Saul goes to the Tabor oak. 

09 1 Sam 

14,02195 

Pomegranate 1 Saul was sitting under a tree. 

09 1 Sam 

17,02196 

The valley of 

Terebinthe 

3 Saul encamped in the valley. - David and Goliath. 

09 1 Sam 

17,07197 

Weberbaum 4 Goliath’s spear was as thick as a weaver's beam. 

09 1 Sam 

17,19198 

The valley of 

Terebinthe 

3 Saul fighting in the valley against the Philistines. - David 

and Goliath. 

09 1 Sam 

21,10199 

The valley of 

Terebinthe 

3 David triumphed over Goliath in the valley, and took his 

sword. 

09 1 Sam 

22,06200 

Tamarisk 3 Saul was sitting under a tamarisk. - Saul's revenge on the 

priests of Nob. 

09 1 Sam 30,11-

12 (12)201 

Figs 18 An Egyptian gets pressed figs from the men of David... 

- campaign against the Amalekites. 

09 1 Sam 

31,13202 

Tamarisk 3 The bones of Saul are buried under a tamarisk. 

                                      
1200 The word "tribe" occurs much more frequently, as set out below, but is used mostly for the purposes of Deriving. 
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10 2 Sam 

05,11203 

Cedar Wood 21 Gifts for David. 

10 2 Sam 05,23-

24 (23)204 

Baka-trees 2 God reveals himself to David by the Baka trees. 

10 2 Sam 05,23-

24 (24) 

Baka-trees 2 God reveals himself to David by the Baka trees. 

10 2 Sam 05,23-

24 (24) 

Tops 2 God reveals himself to David by the Baka trees. 

10 2 Sam 

06,05205 

Cypress wood 1 David danced with all his house cypress wood "with 

complete dedication". 

10 2 Sam 07,01-

02 (02)206 

Cedar Wood 21 The king has a house of cedar, the Lord a tent. 

10 2 Sam 

07,07207 

Cedar Wood 21 God wants no house of cedar wood of David. 

10 2 Sam 

15,30208 

Mount of Olives 15 David flees from Jerusalem. 

10 2 Sam 

18,06209 

Forest 25 Battle in the forest of Ephraim. - Absalom's death. 

10 2 Sam 

18,08210 

Forest 25 The forest swallowed up more warriors than the sword. - 

Absalom's death. 

10 2 Sam 18,09 Oak (2 X) 18 The hair of Absalom is caught in an oak. 

10 2 Sam 

18,09211 

Boughs 4 The hair of Absalom is caught in an oak. 

10 2 Sam 

18,10212 

Oak 18 Absalom hanging in an oak tree. 

10 2 Sam 

18,14213 

Oak 18 Joab kills Absalom, whose body is hanging in an oak tree 

with his hair. 

10 2 Sam 

18,17214 

Forest 25 Absalom was "buried" within the forest in a pit. - 

Absalom's death. 

10 2 Sam 

21,19215 

Weaver 4 Goliath’s (brother) spear was as thick as a weaver's 

beam. 

10 2 Sam 

24,22216 

Burning Wood 8 Arauna offers David firewood for his sacrifice. 

11 1 Kings 

05,05217 

Fig tree 37 Under Solomon, every one had his fig tree (= sign of 

good fortune). 

11 1 Kings 05,13 Cedar 19 Wisdom of Solomon - Solomon represents the also tree 

Lore. 

11 1 Kings 

05,13218 

Trees 63 Wisdom of Solomon - Solomon represents the also tree 

Lore. 

11 1 Kings 05,20 Cedars 31 The people from Sidon are the best woodcutters. 

11 1 Kings 

05,20219 

Wood 115 The people from Sidon are the best woodcutters. 

11 1 Kings 05,22 Cypress Wood 8 Preparations for the temple. 

11 1 Kings 

05,22220 

Cedars 31 Preparations for the temple. 

11 1 Kings 05,24 Cypress Wood 8 Preparations for the temple. 

11 1 Kings 

05,24221 

Cedars 31 Preparations for the temple. 

11 1 Kings 

05,32222 

Wood 115 Processing of wood for the temple. 

11 1 Kings 

06,09223 

Cedar Wood 21 The temple construction. 
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11 1 Kings 

06,10224 

Cedar beams 5 The temple construction. 

11 1 Kings 06,15 Cedar Wood 21 The temple construction. 

11 1 Kings 06,15 Cypress Wood 8 The temple construction. 

11 1 Kings 

06,15225 

Tabling of wood 1 The interior of the temple. 

11 1 Kings 

06,16226 

Cedar Wood 21 The temple construction. 

11 1 Kings 06,18 Cedar lining 1 The temple construction. 

11 1 Kings 

06,18227 

Cedar Wood 21 The temple construction. 

11 1 Kings 

06,20228 

Cedar Wood 21 The temple construction. 

11 1 Kings 

06,23229 

Olive Wood 4 Cherubim in God's abode is made of olive wood. 

11 1 Kings 

06,29230 

Palms 15 The depiction of palm as ornamentation of the temple. 

11 1 Kings 

06,31231 

Olive Wood 4 The door leafes for God's abode are made of olive wood. 

11 1 Kings 06,32 Palms (2 X) 15 Depiction of palm as ornamentation of the temple. 

11 1 Kings 

06,32232 

Olive Wood 4 The carved door for God's abode is made of olive wood. 

11 1 Kings 06,33 Olive Wood 4 Doorposts of the main room for God's dwelling is made 

of olive wood. 

11 1 Kings 

06,33-34 

(34)233 

Cypress Wood 8 The temple construction. 

11 1 Kings 

06,35234 

Palms 15 Depiction of palm as ornamentation of the temple. 

11 1 Kings 

06,36235 

Cedar beams 5 The temple construction. 

11 1 Kings 07,02 Cedar beams 5 Palace building of Solomon. - Isaiah's time it served as 

an arsenal. It was greater than the Temple. 

11 1 Kings 07,02 Cedar pillars 1 Palace building of Solomon. - Isaiah's time it served as 

an arsenal. It was greater than the Temple. 

11 1 Kings 

07,02236 

Lebanon woodhouse 3 Palace building of Solomon. - Isaiah's time it served as 

an arsenal. It was greater than the Temple. 

11 1 Kings 

07,03237 

Cedar Wood 21 The palace building. 

11 1 Kings 

07,07238 

Cedar Wood 21 The temple construction. 

11 1 Kings 

07,11239 

Cedar beams 5 Palace building of Solomon. 

11 1 Kings 

07,12240 

Cedar beams 5 Palace building of Solomon. 

11 1 Kings 

07,18241 

Pomegranates 12 In the capitals of the Temple pomegranates are 

displayed. 

11 1 Kings 

07,36242 

Palms 15 Depiction of palm as ornamentation of the temple. 

11 1 Kings 

07,42243 

Pomegranates 12 400 pomegranates replicas of temple decoration. 
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11 1 Kings 

08,65244 

Tabernacles 6 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

11 1 Kings 09,11 Cypress Wood 8 Wood for the temple and the palace. 

11 1 Kings 

09,11245 

Cedars 31 Wood for the temple and the palace. 

11 1 Kings 

09,13246 

Wood 115 Country "Kabul" signifies "as dry wood" 

11 1 Kings 

10,02247 

Balm 26 Gifts of the Queen of Sheba. 

11 1 Kings 

10,10248 

Balm (2 X) 26 Gifts of the Queen of Sheba 

11 1 Kings 

10,11249 

AlmuggimWood 3 Wood for temple facilities 

11 1 Kings 

10,12250 

AlmuggimWood (2 X) 3 Wood for temple facilities 

11 1 Kings 

10,17251 

Lebanon Woodhouse 3 Palace building of Solomon. - Isaiah's time it served as 

an arsenal. It was greater than the Temple. 

11 1 Kings 

10,21252 

Lebanon Woodhouse 2 Solomon's wealth. 

11 1 Kings 

10,25253 

Balm 26 Duties for Solomon. 

11 1 Kings 10,27 Cedars 31 Solomon's wealth. 

11 1 Kings 

10,27254 

Sycamore trees 4 Salomos Reichtum. 

11 1 Kings 

13,13-14 

(14)255 

Oak 18 The divine is sitting under an oak. 

11 1 Kings 

14,23256 

Tree 78 Against the will of God Judah built cult piles under every 

green tree. 

11 1 Kings 

17,10257 

Wood 115 Widow of Zarephath read on before the gate of Wood. 

11 1 Kings 

17,12258 

Wood 115 Widow of Zarephath read on before the gate of Wood. 

11 1 Kings 

18,23259 

Wood (2 X) 115 The sacrifice of Elijah and the prophets of Baal. 

11 1 Kings 

18,33260 

Wood (2 X) 115 The sacrifice of Elijah and the prophets of Baal. 

11 1 Kings 

18,34261 

Wood 115 The sacrifice of Elijah and the prophets of Baal. 

11 1 Kings 

18,38262 

Wood 115 The sacrifice of Elijah and the prophets of Baal. 

12 2 Kings 

02,24263 

Forest 25 The bears came out of the woods. - Elisha cursed his 

mockers. 

12 2 Kings 

03,19264 

Trees 63 Fall of valuable trees as war deeds. 

12 2 Kings 

03,25265 

Trees 63 Fall of valuable trees as war deeds. 

12 2 Kings 

05,26266 

Olive groves 2 It is not the time to take olive groves. The curing of 

Naaman the Syrian. 

12 2 Kings 

06,04267 

Trees 63 Felling trees for housing. 
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12 2 Kings 

06,06268 

Wood 115 Elisha brings Wood, iron to swim. 

12 2 Kings 

12,11-13 

(13)269 

Wood 115 Wood procured for the repair of the temple. 

12 2 Kings 

14,09270 

Cedar 19 Israel as cedar, Judah as bramble. - Israel against Judah. 

12 2 Kings 

16,04271 

Tree 78 Under every green tree Ahaz offers sacrifice and burnt 

offerings. 

12 2 Kings 

17,10272 

Tree 78 Under every green tree, the Israelites build cult piles. 

12 2 Kings 

18,31273 

Fig tree 37 The king of Assyria promises happiness when to have an 

agreement. 

12 2 Kings 

19,17-18 

(18)274 

Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

12 2 Kings 19,23 Cedars 31 Sennacherib mocked God. - Isaiah promises help. 

12 2 Kings 19,23 Cypresses 9 Sennacherib mocked God. - Isaiah promises help. 

12 2 Kings 

19,23275 

Forests 8 Sennacherib mocked God. - Isaiah promises help. 

12 2 Kings 

19,30276 

Roots 28 The holy remnant will again take root and bear fruit. 

12 2 Kings 

20,13277 

Balm 26 The Treasury of Hezekiah. 

12 2 Kings 

22,05-06 

(06)278 

Wood 115 Wood procurement for the repair of the temple. 

12 2 Kings 

25,17279 

Pomegranates 12 The bronze pomegranates of the temple were among 

others looted by the king of Babylon. 

13 1 Chr 09,29 Incense 39 Supervision of vessels of the Temple. 

13 1 Chr 09,29280 Balm 26 Supervision of vessels of the Temple. 

13 1 Chr 09,30281 Balm 26 Preparation of ointments. 

13 1 Chr 10,11-

12 (12)282 

Terebinthe 3 Saul, we buried them under the Terebinthe in Jabesh. 

13 1 Chr 11,23283 Weaver 4 An Egyptian spear was as thick as a weaver's beam. 

13 1 Chr 12,41284 Fig (cake) 1 The King David’s assumption of office marked solid 

additions. 

13 1 Chr 14,01285 Cedar Wood 21 Gifts for David. 

13 1 Chr 14,14286 Baka-trees 2 God reveals himself to David by means of Baka trees. 

13 1 Chr 14,15 Wipfeln 2 God reveals himself to David by means of Baka trees. 

13 1 Chr 14,15287 Baka-trees 2 God reveals himself to David by means of Baka trees. 

13 1 Chr 16,33 Forest 11 The trees should rejoice, when the Lord comes to judge 

the earth. 

13 1 Chr 16,33288 Trees 63 The trees should rejoice, when the Lord comes to judge 

the earth. 

13 1 Chr 17,01289 Cedar Wood 21 The king has a house of cedar, God a tent. 

13 1 Chr 17,06290 Cedar Wood 21 God wants of David, no Cedarhaus. 

13 1 Chr 20,05291 Weaver 4 Goliath brother spear was as thick as a weaver's beam. 

13 1 Chr 21,23292 Burning Wood 8 Arauna offers David wood for his sacrifice. 

13 1 Chr 22,03-

04 (04) 

Cedar trees 2 Preparations for temple construction. 
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13 1 Chr 22,03-

04 (04)293 

Cedar Wood 21 Preparations for temple construction. 

13 1 Chr 22,14-

15 (14)294 

Wood 115 Preparations for temple construction. 

13 1 Chr 27,28 Olive trees 14 Trustee of the king over the trees. 

13 1 Chr 27,28295 Sycamore trees 4 Trustee of the king over the trees. 

13 1 Chr 29,02 wooden 7 Donations for the temple. 

13 1 Chr 29,02296 Wood 115 Donations for the temple. 

14 2 Chr 01,15 Cedars 31 Solomon's wealth. 

14 2 Chr 01,15297 Sycamore trees 4 Solomon's wealth. 

14 2 Chr 02,02298 Cedars 31 Trees are chopped down for the temple. 

14 2 Chr 02,07 Trees 63 Trees are chopped down for the temple. 

14 2 Chr 02,07 Cedars 31 Trees are chopped down for the temple. 

14 2 Chr 02,07 Cypresses 9 Trees are chopped down for the temple. 

14 2 Chr 02,07299 AlgummimWood 2 Trees are chopped down for the temple. 

14 2 Chr 02,08300 Wood 115 Trees are chopped down for the temple. 

14 2 Chr 02,09301 Wood 115 Trees are chopped down for the temple. 

14 2 Chr 02,12-

13 (13)302 

Wood 115 Trees are chopped down for the temple. 

14 2 Chr 02,15303 Trees 63 Trees are chopped down in Lebanon for the temple in 

Jerusalem. 

14 2 Chr 03,05 Cypress Wood 8 The sanctum sanctorum of the temple is paneled with 

cypress wood. 

14 2 Chr 03,05304 Palms 15 Depiction of palm as ornamentation of the temple. 

14 2 Chr 03,16305 Pomegranates 12 100 pomegranates replicas for the temple. 

14 2 Chr 04,13306 Pomegranates 12 400 pomegranates replicas for temple decoration. 

14 2 Chr 07,08307 Tabernacles 6 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

14 2 Chr 08,13308 Feast of Tabernacles 12 Solomon offered a burnt sacrifice. 

14 2 Chr 09,01309 Balm 26 Gifts of the Queen of Sheba. 

14 2 Chr 09,09310 Balm (2 X) 26 Gifts of the Queen of Sheba. 

14 2 Chr 09,10-

11311 

AlgummimWood 2 Preparation of four or five pillars for the sanctuary and 

the tabernacle. 

14 2 Chr 09,16312 Lebanon Forest house 3 Palace building of Solomon. – For the time being Isaiah 

served it as arsenal. It was larger than the Temple. 

14 2 Chr 09,20313 Lebanon Forest house 2 Solomon's wealth. 

14 2 Chr 09,24314 Balm 26 Duties for Solomon. 

14 2 Chr 09,27 Cedars 31 Solomon's wealth. 

14 2 Chr 09,27315 Sycamore trees 4 Solomon's wealth. 

14 2 Chr 16,14316 

(2 Chr 

24,12317) 

Balm 

(Carpenters) 

26 

(7) 

Death of Asa. 

(Renovation of the temple) 

14 2 Chr 25,18318 Cedar 19 Israel as cedar, Judah as bramble. - Israel against Judah. 

14 2 Chr 27,04319 Forest areas 1 Jotham built towers in the woodlands. 

14 2 Chr 28,04320 Tree 78 Ahaz brings sacrifices and incense is under every green 

tree. 

14 2 Chr 28,15321 Palm City 4 The Palm-City Jericho. 

14 2 Chr 32,27322 Balm 26 The wealth of Hezekiah. 

14 2 Chr 34,11323 Wood 115 Wood procured for the repair of the temple. 

15 Esra 03,04324 Feast of Tabernacles 12 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 
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15 Esra 03,07325 Cedar trees 2 The beginning of worship and the temple construction. 

15 Esra 05,03326 Wood work 2 Resumption of construction work on the temple. 

15 Esra 05,08327 Wood 115 Resumption of construction work on the temple. 

15 Esra 05,09328 Wood work 2 Resumption of construction work on the temple. 

15 Esra 06,04329 Wood 115 The continued construction of the temple. 

16 Neh 02,07-08 

(08) 

Forests 8 Timber for the gates of the Temple fortress. 

16 Neh 02,07-08 

(08)330 

Timber 1 Timber for the gates of the Temple fortress. 

16 Neh 05,11331 Olive groves 2 Debt forgiveness. - Strife within his own ranks. 

16 Neh 08,04332 Wood 115 Ezra finishes the studies from a pulpit. 

16 Neh 08,14333 Tabernacles 6 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

16 Neh 08,15 Tabernacles 6 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

16 Neh 08,15 Myrtles 3 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

16 Neh 08,15 Palms 15 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

16 Neh 08,15 Branches (2 X) 40 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

16 Neh 08,15334 Deciduous trees 1 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

16 Neh 08,16 Branches 40 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

16 Neh 08,16335 Tabernacles 6 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

16 Neh 08,17336 Tabernacles 6 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

16 Neh 09,25 Olive trees 14 The people lived satisfactorily at the conquered country. 

16 Neh 09,25337 Fruit Trees 1 The people lived satisfactorily at the conquered country. 

16 Neh 10,35338 Burning Wood 1 Assignment of focal Wood suppliers under the priests. 

16 Neh 10,36339 Tree fruits 3 The first tree fruits of the year for the house of the Lord. 

16 Neh 10,38340 Trees 63 First fruits for the priests. 

16 Neh 13,04-05 

(05)341 

Incense 39 Storage facility for the incense. 

16 Neh 13,09342 Incense 39 Storage facility for the incense. 

16 Neh 13,15343 Figs 18 Nehemiah warned people, who sold food on the 

Sabbath. 

16 Neh 13,31344 Burning Wood 8 Firewood regulation. 

18 Jdt 03,08345 God’s groves 1 Holofernes can cut down the groves of god. 

18 Jdt 10,05346 Figs 18 Provisions. - Judit's transition into the enemy camp. 

18 Jdt 15,12 Branches 40 The jubilation over Judit. 

18 Jdt 15,12347 Leafs 1 The jubilation over Judit. 

18 Jdt 15,13348 Olive branches 1 The jubilation over Judit. 

19 Est 02,07349 Myrthe 1 Hadassa (= myrtle [Heb. Name]), the adopted daughter 

of Mordecai, is also esters (= star [babyl. Name]). 

19 Est 02,12 Myrrh oil 1 Care for the girl Artaxerxes. 

19 Est 02,12350 Balm 26 Care for the girl Artaxerxes. 

20 1 Macc 

01,55351 

Incense 39 Idol incense. 

20 1 Macc 

04,38352 

Forest 25 Weeds grew in the devastated temple like in a forest. 

20 1 Macc 

06,34353 

Mulberries 1 The juice provoked the elephant to fight. 

20 1 Macc 

06,37354 

Wood 115 Towers to battle elephants. 
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20 1 Macc 

10,21355 

Feast of Tabernacles 12 The appointment of Jonathan as the high priest by 

Alexander. 

20 1 Macc 

10,30356 

Trees 63 " Tax waiver". 

20 1 Macc 

11,34357 

Trees 63 Tax waiver by exchange of land. 

20 1 Macc 

13,37358 

Palm branche 4 Palm branch as a peace offering. 

20 1 Macc 

13,51359 

Palm branches 4 Cheers characters. - The liberation of Israel. 

20 1 Macc 

14,08360 

Trees 63 Income in the peacetime of Simeon. 

20 1 Macc 

14,12361 

Fig tree 37 Simeon brought fortunes to the country. 

21 2 Macc 

01,09362 

Feast of Tabernacles 3 The feast of Dedication. 

21 2 Macc 

01,18363 

Feast of Tabernacles 3 The feast of Dedication. 

21 2 Macc 

01,21364 

Burning Wood 8 Affusion of focal Woodes with water. 

21 2 Macc 10,06 Feast of Tabernacles 3 The purification of the desecrated temple. 

21 2 Macc 

10,06365 

Feast of Tabernacles 12 The purification of the desecrated temple. 

21 2 Macc 10,07 Leafy branches 1 The purification of the desecrated temple. 

21 2 Macc 10,07 Palm branches 4 The sign of celebration - The purification of the 

desecrated temple. 

21 2 Macc 

10,07366 

Browse 2 The purification of the desecrated temple. 

21 2 Macc 14,04 Palm branches 4 Palm branch as a peace offering. 

21 2 Macc 

14,04367 

Olive Branches 1 Olive branches as a peace offering. 

22 Job 05,03368 Root 32 The gates acquire "roots". - The responsibility of man. 

22 Job 08,16-17 

(16) 

Branches 40 The roots hold on the screes and between the stones. 

22 Job 08,16-17 

(17)369 

Roots 28 The roots hold on the screes and between the stones. 

22 Job 13,25370 Leaves 10 Job defends his own innocence. 

22 Job 14,07371 Tree 78 Job's hopelessness is greater than that of a felled tree, 

which will sprout again. 

22 Job 14,08-09 

(08)372 

Root 32 Job's hopelessness is greater than that of a felled tree, 

which will sprout again. 

22 Job 14,08-09 

(09) 

Branches 40 Job's hopelessness is greater than that of a felled tree, 

which will sprout again. 

22 Job 15,32373 Palm Branches 4 The wicked shall not be green as the "palm branch". 

22 Job 15,33374 Olive tree 19 The wicked shall not be green as the "palm branch". 

22 Job 18,16 Branches 40 Dried up beneath the roots as the branches wither 

above. - The fate of the wicked. 

22 Job 18,16375 Roots 28 Dried up beneath the roots as the branches wither 

above. - The fate of the wicked. 
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22 Job 18,19376 Tribe1201 9 No branch, no trunk remains for his people, at the place 

of his stay no one who survives him. 

22 Job 19,10377 Tree 78 Job feels similar to a tree uprooted by God. 

22 Job 24,20378 Wood 115 Outrage is shattered like Wood. 

22 Job 29,19 Branches 16 The root stretched to the water. - The Blessed past. 

22 Job 29,19379 Root 32 The root stretched to the water. - The Blessed past. 

22 Job 36,30380 Roots 28 God covers the sea to roots. - On the greatness of God. 

22 Job 40,17381 Cedar 19 The shape of the hippopotamus. 

22 Job 40,22382 Poplars 2 Hiding place for the hippo. 

22 Job 41,19383 Wood 115 The power of the crocodile keep an eye on the bronze 

like the wood becomes rotten. 

22 Job 42,14384 Cinnamon flower 

(Kezia) 

1 Name of a daughter of Job. – Job’s new luck. 

23 Ps 001,03 Leavs 14 The righteous man is like a tree near the streams of 

water. 

23 Ps 001,03385 Tree 78 The righteous man is like a tree near the streams of 

water. 

23 Ps 029,05386 Cedars (2 X) 31 The voice of God breaks the cedars. - The glory of God 

in the storm. 

23 Ps 029,09 Forests 8 The voice of God tears the whole forests. - The glory of 

God in the storm. 

23 Ps 029,09387 Oaks 13 The voice of God whirls up oaks. - The glory of God in 

the storm. 

23 Ps 037,35388 Cedar 19 The wicked stretched up like a cedar. 

23 Ps 038,01389 Incense 2 A Psalm for incense. 

23 Ps 045,09390 Myrrh 11 Song for the wedding of the king. 

23 Ps 050,10391 Forest 11 Everything belongs to the Lord, even the beasts of the 

forest. 

23 Ps 052,10392 Olive tree 19 But I am in God's house like a green olive tree; on God's 

grace I trust forever. 

23 Ps 070,01393 Incense 2 A Psalm for incense. 

23 Ps 072,16394 Trees 63 In the realm of the King of peace, the country bears fruit 

resembles the trees of Lebanon. 

23 Ps 074,05-06 

(05)395 

Forest 11 Destruction of the Temple like the sub woods in the 

forest with an ax. - Complaint about the devastation of 

the Temple. 

23 Ps 078,47396 Mulberry trees 2 Hail destroyed the trees. – Plague torments in Egypt. 

23 Ps 080,10397 Roots 28 The "Grapevine" (the people) has taken root and filled 

the land. 

23 Ps 080,11 Branches 40 The "Grapevine" (the people) has taken root and filled 

the land. 

23 Ps 080,11398 Cedars 31 The "Grapevine" (the people) has taken root and filled 

the land. 

23 Ps 080,14399 Forest 25 "The Boar out of the woods" eat the "vine of God" from. 

23 Ps 083,15-16 

(15)400 

Forests 8 As fire burns the whole forests, they chase it. - Request 

for help against enemies of the people. 

23 Ps 092,13 Cedars 31 The righteous flourish like the palm tree, it will grow like 

the cedars of Lebanon. 
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23 Ps 092,13401 Palm 11 The righteous flourish like the palm tree, it will grow like 

the cedars of Lebanon. 

23 Ps 096,12-13 

(12) 

Forest 11 The trees should rejoice when the Lord comes to judge 

the earth. 

23 Ps 096,12-13 

(12)402 

Trees 63 The trees should rejoice when the Lord comes to judge 

the earth. 

23 Ps 104,12403 Branches 16 From the branches on the banks heard the sound of birds 

singing. 

23 Ps 104,16 Trees 63 The trees are watered abundantly. - Praises to the 

Creator. 

23 Ps 104,16 Cedars 31 The trees are watered abundantly. - Praises to the 

Creator. 

23 Ps 104,16-17 

(17) 404 

Cypresses 9 The trees are watered abundantly. In them birds erect 

nests. - Praises to the Creator. 

23 Ps 104,20405 Forest 11 During the night, the movements of the animals of the 

forest. 

23 Ps 105,33 Fig tree 37 God smashed the fig tree in Egypt and crumpled to the 

trees. - He took them forturne. 

23 Ps 105,33406 Trees 63 The might of the Lord, can bend the trees. - Praises to 

the Creator. 

23 Ps 118,27407 Branches 16 With branches in your hands for a round dance. - A 

Thanksgiving liturgy. 

23 Ps 128,03408 Olive trees 14 Like a fruitful vine your wife, indoors in your house.Like 

olive shoots are your children around your table. 

23 Ps 144,12409 Trees 63 The sons are like tall young trees. – Thanksgiving liturgy 

on the happiness of God's people. - Danklied auf das 

Glück des Gottesvolkes. 

23 Ps 148,07.09 

(09) 

Cedars 31 The cedars are to praise the Lord. 

23 Ps 148,07.09 

(09)410 

Fruit trees 2 The fruit trees are to praise the Lord. 

24 Prov 03,18411 Tree of Life 4 Wisdom is a tree of life. 

24 Prov 07,16-17 

(17) 

Cinnamon 6 "Perfume" for the bed. - The marital fidelity. 

24 Prov 07,16-17 

(17)412 

Myrrh 11 " Perfume" for the bed. - The marital fidelity. 

24 Prov 11,28413 Leaves 10 Righteous flourish like green leaves. 

24 Prov 11,30414 Tree of Life 4 The fruit of righteousness is a tree of life. 

24 Prov 12,03415 Root 32 The root of the righteous is stuck. 

24 Prov 12,12416 Root 32 The root of the righteous has firm ground. 

24 Prov 13,12417 Tree of Life 4 Satisfied desire is a tree of life. 

24 Prov 15,04418 Tree of Life 4 A gentle tongue is a tree of life. 

24 Prov 25,11419 Apples 1 Right word at the right time. 

24 Prov 25,20420 Wood 115 The grief gnaws at people like a worm in the Wood. 

24 Prov 26,20421 Wood 115 Without Wood, no fire. Without detractors no dispute. 

24 Prov 26,21422 Wood 115 Wood feeds the fire, a quarrelsome fellow the dispute. 

24 Prov 27,09 Incense 39 The warmth of a man enjoys more than fragrant incense. 

24 Prov 27,09423 Wood 115 The warmth of a man enjoys more than fragrant wood. 

24 Prov 27,18424 Fig tree 37 Who cares a fig tree, will enjoy its fruit, who is his 

master carer, will be honored. 
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25 Qoh 02,05425 Trees 26 Creating gardens and parks. - Human happiness in the 

form of seminal world. 

25 Qoh 02,06426 Tree population 2 Watering the tree population - Human happiness in the 

form of seminal world. 

25 Qoh 10, 08-09 

(09)427 

Wood 115 Chopping wood holds many dangers. 

25 Qoh 11,03428 Tree (2 X) 78 The felled tree remains lying - predictability and 

unpredictability of the future. 

25 Qoh 12,05429 Almond 1 Happiness in youth in the view of age and death. 

26 Cant 01,13430 Myrrh 11 Love song. 

26 Cant 01,17 Cypresses 9 Love song. 

26 Cant 01,17431 Cedars 31 Love song. 

26 Cant 02,03 Forest trees 1 Love song. 

26 Cant 02,03432 Apple tree 3 Apple Tree stands over woodlands - love song. 

26 Cant 02,05433 Apples 1 Love song. 

26 Cant 02,13434 Fig tree 37 Love song. 

26 Cant 02,17435 Balm Mountains 2 Place name. 

26 Cant 03,06 Incense 39 Love song. 

26 Cant 03,06436 Myrrh 11 Love song. 

26 Cant 03,09-10 

(09)437 

Wood 115 Solomon had a palanquin made of wood. 

26 Cant 03.09-10 

(10) 

Wood 115 The love of wood (Text correction for NRSV that 

"stones" used). 

26 Cant 04,03438 Pomegranate 2 Love song. 

26 Cant 04,06 Hill of frankincense 1 Love song. 

26 Cant 04,06439 Myrrh Mountain 1 Love song. 

26 Cant 04,10440 Balm Fragrances 2 Love song. 

26 Cant 04,13 Pomegranates 3 Love song. 

26 Cant 04,13-14 

(14)441 

Myrrh 11 Love song. 

26 Cant 04,14 Balm 26 Description of bride. 

26 Cant 04,14 Frankincense trees 1 Description of bride. 

26 Cant 04,14 Cinnamon 6 Love song. 

26 Cant 04,16442 Balm Fragrances 2 Love song. 

26 Cant 05,01 Myrrh 11 Love song. 

26 Cant 05,01443 Balm 26 Love song. 

26 Cant 05,13 Myrrh 11 Love song. 

26 Cant 05,13444 Balm beds 1 Love song. 

26 Cant 05,15445 Cedars 31 Love song. 

26 Cant 06,07446 Pomegranate 2 Love song. 

26 Cant 06,11 Nut Garden 1 Love song. 

26 Cant 06,11 Palm 11 Love song. 

26 Cant 06,11447 Pomegranate 3 Love song. 

26 Cant 07,08448 Palm 11 Love song. 

26 Cant 07,09 Palm 11 Love song. 

26 Cant 07,09449 Apple scent 1 Breathing similar to the fragrance of apple - Love Song. 

26 Cant 07,13450 Pomegranates 3 Love song. 

26 Cant 07,14451 Mandrakes 1 Love song. 
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26 Cant 08,02452 Pomegranate wine 1 Love song. 

26 Cant 08,05453 Apple tree 3 The tree, under which one experiences the conception 

and birth. 

26 Cant 08,09454 Cedar board 1 Love song. 

26 Cant 08,14455 Balm Mountains 2 Place name. 

27 Wis 03,15456 Root 32 The root of wisdom is everlasting. 

27 Wis 04,03457 Roots 28 The children of the wicked drive no roots in the depth. 

27 Wis 04,04458 Zweige 40 The children of the wicked drive short time luxuriant 

branches, but no roots in the depth. 

27 Wis 04,05459 Äste 7 The children of the wicked drive short time luxuriant 

branches, but no roots in the depth and the branches are 

bent. 

27 Wis 07,17.20 

(20)460 

Boughs 28 The God understands the root of the virtue. 

27 Wis 10,04461 Wood 115 Noah saved worthless Woods. 

27 Wis 13,11 Wood carvers 1 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

27 v 13,11462 Tree 78 Utensils and dead idols are carved from the same wood. 

27 Wis 13,13463 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

27 Wis 14,01464 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

27 Wis 14,05465 Wood 115 The life of the wood is entrusted (Raft). 

27 Wis 14,07466 Wood 115 Segen ruht auf dem Holz, durch das Gerechtigkeit 

geschieht. 

27 Wis 14,08467 Wood 115 Curse rests on the wood that is worshiped. 

27 Wis 14,21468 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

27 Wis 15,03469 Root 32 The root of immortality is knowing the strength of God. 

27 Wis 17,17 Branches 16 The song of the birds in the branches makes the darkness 

of fear. 

27 Wis 17,17470 Trees 63 The song of the birds in the branches makes the darkness 

of fear. 

28 Sir 01,06 [-07] 

(06)471 

Root 32 The root of wisdom is the Lord. 

28 Sir 01,20 Branches 40 The root of wisdom is the fear of God. 

28 Sir 01,20472 Root 32 The root of wisdom is the fear of God. 

28 Sir 03,09473 Root 32 The blessing of the father strengthens the roots of the 

children. - Reverence for the parents. 

28 Sir 03,28474 Roots 28 In the proud, yea, a poisonous herb has its roots. 

28 Sir 06,02-03 

(03) 

Leaves 10 Greed makes you be like a withered tree. 

28 Sir 06,02-03 

(03)475 

Tree 78 Greed makes you be like a withered tree. 

28 Sir 08,03476 Wood 115 Not quarrel with a babbler, and do not hang nor Wood 

on the fire! 

28 Sir 10,16477 Rhizome 4 God suggests the rootstock of peoples from to the 

ground and planted the humble in their place. 

28 Sir 14,18 Leaves 14 Change gender as leaves on the tree. 

28 Sir 14,18478 Tree 78 Change gender as leaves on the tree. 

28 Sir 14,20.26 

(26) 

Branches 16 His "nest" erected in the foliage of the wisdom and spend 

the night in the branches. 

28 Sir 14,20.26 

(26)479 

Leaves 10 His "nest" erected in the foliage of wisdom. 
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28 Sir 22,16480 Wood beams 1 Deliberate Council considers like a walled beams. 

28 Sir 23,25 Branches 40 Children of fornication will not take root. - Warning 

against fornication. 

28 Sir 23,25481 Root 32 Children of fornication will not take root. - Warning 

against fornication. 

28 Sir 24,12482 Root 32 Praise of wisdom. 

28 Sir 24,13 Cedar 19 Praise of wisdom. 

28 Sir 24,13483 Olive tree 19 Praise of wisdom. 

28 Sir 24,14 Palm 11 On the basis of growing wisdom. 

28 Sir 24,14 Plane 2 On the basis of growing wisdom. 

28 Sir 24,14484 Olive tree 19 On the basis of growing wisdom. 

28 Sir 24,15 Clouds of incense 2 The wisdom emanates "fragrance". 

28 Sir 24,15 Cinnamon 6 The wisdom emanates "fragrance". 

28 Sir 24,15485 Myrrh 11 The wisdom emanates "fragrance". 

28 Sir 24,16 Branches (2 X) 40 The wisdom spreads full of splendor and grace. 

28 Sir 24,16486 Terebinthe 3 The wisdom spreads full of splendor and grace. 

28 Sir 27,06487 Tree 4 The nature of the tree conforms to its fruit. 

28 Sir 37,17488 Root 32 The root of the ideas is the heart. 

28 Sir 38,05489 Wood 115 God's power was also evident in the Wood, through 

which the waters of Marah were made sweet. 

28 Sir 39,13490 Cedar 19 Who glorifies the name of God, will grow like a cedar 

waterfront. 

28 Sir 39,14491 Incense 39 Invitation to the praise of God. 

28 Sir 40,15492 Root 32 The root of the wicked is on a cliff; it does not sprout a 

branch. 

28 Sir 45,09493 Pomegranates 4 Aaron's priestly robe is decorated with images of 

pomegranates. 

28 Sir 47,22494 Root sprout 1 The elected one is David. 

28 Sir 49,01495 Incense 39 Faithfull sacrifice of Josiah. 

28 Sir 50,05.09 

(09)496 

Incense fire 1 High Priest Simeon. 

28 Sir 50,10 Branches 16 The greatness of the high priest Simeon. 

28 Sir 50,10497 Olive trees(2 X) 19 The greatness of the high priest Simeon. 

28 Sir 50,11-14 

(12) 

Poplars 2 The greatness of the high priest Simeon. 

28 Sir 50,11-14 

(12) 

Cedars 31 Simeon with the stacked Wood. 

28 Sir 50,11-14 

(12)498 

Wood 115 Simeon with the stacked Wood. 

28 Sir 50,11-14 

(14) 

Victims Wood 1 Simeon with the stacked sacrificial Wood. 

29 Isa 01,29 Grove 1 Jerusalem is being embarrassed by the (holy) oaks. 

29 Isa 01,29499 Oaks 13 Jerusalem is being embarrassed by the (holy) oaks. 

29 Isa 01,30 Oak 18 It is like an oak whose leaves wither. - Judgment on 

Jerusalem. 

29 Isa 01,30500 Leaves 14 It is like an oak whose leaves wither. - Judgment on 

Jerusalem. 

29 Isa 02,12-13 

(13) 

Cedars 31 The day of the Lord comes over the cedars of Lebanon. - 

Against the Proud. 
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29 Isa 02,12-13 

(13)501 

Oak 13 The day of the Lord comes on the oaks of Bashan. - 

Against the Proud. 

29 Isa 03,24502 Balm 26 The haughty women of Jerusalem. 

29 Isa 05,24503 Root 32 The root of the wicked shall rot. - Woes over the defiant 

Israel. 

29 Isa 06,13 Terebinthe 3 All will be destroyed as a terebinthe which you fall. 

29 Isa 06,13504 Oak 18 All will be destroyed as an oak, which one falls. 

29 Isa 07,02 Forest 11 The heart trembles as the trees of the forest in the wind 

with fear. 

29 Isa 07,02505 Trees 63 The heart trembles as the trees in the wind with fear. 

29 Isa 07,04506 Wood logs 1 The fate of the kings (of Damascus and Samaria) is 

sealed. 

29 Isa 09,03507 Structural Wood 1 The promise of the divine child who breaks the 

supporting Wood. 

29 Isa 09,09 Cedars 31 Mulberry trees are felled and cedars are planted. - 

Announcement of the criminal court against Israel. 

29 Isa 09,09508 Mulberry trees 2 Mulberry trees are felled and cedars are planted. - 

Announcement of the criminal court against Israel. 

29 Isa 09,13509 Palm branch 4 The palm branchs of the people will be cut off. - 

Announcement of the punishment over Israel. 

29 Isa 09,17510 Forest 11 The malice ignited the thicket of the forest. - 

Announcement of the punishment over Israel. 

29 Isa 10,15511 Wood 115 Assur is only a tool in the hands of God. 

29 Isa 10,18512 Forest 25 The magnificent "forest" will be destroyed. - Threat of 

Assyria destruction. 

29 Isa 10,19 Forest 25 Few trees are remained in the forest; even a child can 

count them. - Threat of Assyria destruction. 

29 Isa 10,19513 Trees 26 Few trees are remained in the forest, even a child can 

count them. - Threat of Assyria destruction. 

29 Isa 10,33 Branches 40 Trees are chopped down. - Penal statement over Judah 

and Jerusalem. 

29 Isa 10,33514 Trees 63 Trees are cut down. - Penal statement over Judah and 

Jerusalem. 

29 Isa 10,34515 Forest 11 The forest is cleared with iron; Lebanon shall falls by the 

hand of the mighty. - Threat of the destruction of 

Assyria. 

29 Isa 11,01 Roots 28 The tree stump of Jesse: its root brings forth fruit. 

29 Isa 11,01516 Tree stump 1 The tree stump of Jesse. 

29 Isa 11,10517 Root 32 The sprout of Jesse. 

29 Isa 14,08 Cypresses 9 The trees make fun about it, because nobody falls 

more. - Satirical song about the king of Babylon. 

29 Isa 14,08518 Cedars 31 The trees make fun about it, because nobody falls 

more. - Satirical song about the king of Babylon. 

29 Isa 14,29519 Root 32 From the root a viper emerges. - Announcement of the 

court at Philistines. 

29 Isa 14,30520 Roots 28 God can starve the roots. - Announcement of the court at 

Philistines. 

29 Isa 15,07521 Willow creek 1 The Willow creek is located in the south of Moab. 

29 Isa 17,06 Tree 4 Like the fruits for second harvest, only few people are 

left. 
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29 Isa 17,06 Olive trees 14 Like the fruits for second harvest, only few people are 

left. 

29 Isa 17,06 Olives 9 Like the fruits for second harvest, only few people are 

left. 

29 Isa 17,06 Branches 16 Like the fruits for second harvest, only few people are 

left. 

29 Isa 17,06522 Boughs 4 Like the fruits for second harvest, only few people are 

left. 

29 Isa 19,15523 Palm 11 No one will accomplish something more in Egypt. - 

Announcement of the court of justice upon Egypt. 

29 Isa 22,08524 Wood house 1 The weapons are stored in the woodhouse (Lebanon 

wood house). 

29 Isa 22,24525 Leaves 14 The children are like the leaves on the shoots. (In the 

german standard translating: children and 

grandchildren) 

29 Isa 24,13526 Olives 9 Drained like olives. - Announcement of the Last 

Judgment. 

29 Isa 27,06527 Root 32 Jacob will strike root again in the days to come. 

29 Isa 27,10528 Branches 40 The cows eat the branches. - The punishment of the 

enemy. 

29 Isa 27,11529 Boughs 7 The cows eat the branches. - The punishment of the 

enemy. 

29 Isa 28,04530 Fig 1 The precocious fig is eaten before harvest. - The Fall of 

Samaria. 

29 Isa 29,17531 Forest 25 The garden will be transformed into a forest. - Peace and 

happiness for Israel. 

29 Isa 30,33 Woodpile 2 Judgment of Assur. 

29 Isa 30,33532 Burning Wood 8 Judgment of Assur. 

29 Isa 32,10533 Fruit picking 2 Throughout the year, there are no more the harvest of 

fruit. - The reckless women. 

29 Isa 32,15534 Forest 25 The garden will be transformed into a forest. - The effect 

of the spirit from above. 

29 Isa 32,19535 Forest 25 The forest plunges into sudden fall. - The effect of the 

spirit from above. 

29 Isa 33,09536 Trees 63 The trees of Lebanon wither in the face of threat. 

29 Isa 33,21.23a 

(23a)537 

Mainmast 1 Image for Zion. 

29 Isa 34,03-04 

(04) 

Leaves 10 The army is shrinking like the fruit on the fig tree. - 

Judgment on Edom. 

29 Isa 34,03-04 

(04)538 

Fig tree 37 The army is shrinking like the fruit on the fig tree. - 

Judgment on Edom. 

29 Isa 36,16539 Fig tree 37 The king of Assyria promises happiness on making an 

agreement. 

29 Isa 37,18-19 

(19)540 

Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

29 Isa 37,24 Cedars 31 Sennacherib mocked God. - Isaiah promises help. 

29 Isa 37,24 Cypresses 9 Sennacherib mocked God. - Isaiah promises help. 

29 Isa 37,24541 Forests 8 Sennacherib mocked God. - Isaiah promises help. 

29 Isa 37,31542 Roots 28 The holy remnant will again take root and bear fruit. 

29 Isa 39,02543 Balm 26 The Treasury of Hezekiah. 
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29 Isa 40,16544 Burning Wood 8 Lebanon is not sufficient for the firewood for the 

victims. - Price of the grandeur of God. 

29 Isa 40,20545 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

29 Isa 40,24 rooted 1 God takes care of the realms of the earth with his 

influence. 

29 Isa 40,24546 Tribe1202 9 The tribe is rooted and withered. 

29 Isa 41,19 Ash Trees 2 The wonderful excerpt from Babel - promise of a future 

blessed by God. 

29 Isa 41,19 Myrtles 3 The wonderful excerpt from Babel - promise of a future 

blessed by God. 

29 Isa 41,19 Olive trees 14 The wonderful excerpt from Babel - promise of a future 

blessed by God. 

29 Isa 41,19 Sycamores 3 The wonderful excerpt from Babel - promise of a future 

blessed by God. 

29 Isa 41,19 Cedars 31 The wonderful excerpt from Babel - promise of a future 

blessed by God. 

29 Isa 41,19 Cypresses 9 The wonderful excerpt from Babel - promise of a future 

blessed by God. 

29 Isa 41,19547 Acacia 1 The wonderful excerpt from Babel - promise of a future 

blessed by God. 

29 Isa 43,23548 Incense 39 Israel has not really served God. 

29 Isa 44,03-04 

(04)549 

Willows 1 The children will sprout like willows. - The outpouring 

of the Spirit. 

29 Isa 44,13550 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

29 Isa 44,14 Trees 63 A tree provides wood for commodities and on useless 

idols. 

29 Isa 44,14 Oak 18 A tree provides wood for commodities and on useless 

idols. 

29 Isa 44,14 Laurel tree 1 A tree provides wood for commodities and on useless 

idols. 

29 Isa 44,14 Forest 25 A tree provides wood for commodities and on useless 

idols. 

29 Isa 44,14 Cedar 19 A tree provides wood for commodities and on useless 

idols. 

29 Isa 44,14551 Tree 78 A tree provides wood for commodities and on useless 

idols. 

29 Isa 44,15552 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

29 Isa 44,16553 Woods 4 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

29 Isa 44,17554 Woods 4 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

29 Isa 44,19 Wood block 1 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

29 Isa 44,19555 Woods 4 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

29 Isa 44,23 Forests 8 The trees are to rejoice in the redemption of Israel. 

29 Isa 44,23556 Trees 26 The trees are to rejoice in the redemption of Israel. 

29 Isa 45,20557 wooden 4 Who worshiped idols has no knowledge. 

29 Isa 53,02558 Root drive 1 The Servant of God to grow like a root out of the ground. 

29 Isa 55,12559 Trees 63 The trees applaud. 

29 Isa 55,13 Cypresses 9 In trust in God's word and reversal -"Cypresses" grow 

instead of "thorns". 
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29 Isa 55,13560 Myrtles 3 In trust in God's word and reversal –"myrtle" instead of 

"nettle" grow. 

29 Isa 56,03561 Tree 78 Strangers and persons without children are "more" like a 

dry tree. 

29 Isa 56,09562 Forest 25 The animals in the forest will eat the bodies of those who 

perished in the judgments of God. – A threat against the 

leader of the people. 

29 Isa 57,05 Oaks 13 "Idolatry" greed will go under a lush tree. 

29 Isa 57,05563 Tree 78 "Idolatry" greed will go under a lush tree. 

29 Isa 60,06564 Incense 39 The pilgrimage of the nations to Jerusalem. 

29 Isa 60,13 Sycamores 3 The future glory of Zion is decorated alike with the trees 

of Lebanon. 

29 Isa 60,13 Cypresses 9 The future glory of Zion is decorated alike with the trees 

of Lebanon. 

29 Isa 60,13565 Ash trees 2 The future glory of Zion is decorated alike with the trees 

of Lebanon. 

29 Isa 60,17566 Wood 115 Pilgrimage of the nations to the consecrated Jerusalem. 

29 Isa 61,01-03 

(03)567 

Oaks 13 Zion shall be called the oak of righteousness. 

29 Isa 64,05568 Leaves 10 All have become like unclean people, like withered 

leaves. 

29 Isa 65,06-07 

(07)569 

Incense 39 Against the idolaters. 

29 Isa 65,22570 Trees 63 The people are as old as the trees. - Eschatological 

salvation. 

29 Isa 66,03571 Incense 39 Victims of YHWH standing next things sacrificed to 

idols. - Description of the end times. 

30 Jer 01,11-12 

(11)572 

Almond branch 1 Jeremiah sees a vision of an almond branch as a sign that 

God is watching over his word and implements it 

(Hebrew pun Shaked = almond tree, schakad = wake). 

30 Jer 02,20573 Tree 78 Fornicator idolatry under every green tree (fertility rites). 

30 Jer 02,21574 Noble vine 1 The noble vine transformed to wild stock. - The faithless 

people. 

30 Jer 02,27575 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

30 Jer 03,06576 Tree 78 Fornication under every green tree. 

30 Jer 03,09577 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

30 Jer 03,13578 Tree 78 Strange Gods under every green tree. 

30 Jer 05,06579 Forest 11 The lion of the forest beats the big ones. - The heavy debt 

of Jerusalem. 

30 Jer 05,14580 Burning Wood 8 The people becomes their debt to firewood. 

30 Jer 05,17581 Fig tree 37 A strange people are eating the crop. - Severe debt. 

30 Jer 06,06582 Trees 63 Trees are chopped down. - The threat of war as a 

punishment. 

30 Jer 06,20583 Incense 39 God does not want no more sacrificies. – Defiance of 

Jerusalem. 

30 Jer 07,18584 Wood 115 Sacrificial cake for the goddess of fertility. 

30 Jer 07,20585 Trees 63 The wrath of God is pours as a result of the behavior of 

the people on the trees. 

30 Jer 08,13 Fig tree 37 No fruit. - Rejection and punishment. 

30 Jer 08,13 Leaves 10 No fruit, withered leaves. - Rejection and punishment. 
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30 Jer 08,13586 Figs 18 No fruit. - Rejection and punishment. 

30 Jer 08,22587 Balm 26 Complaint about the "wound of the people". 

30 Jer 10,03 Forest 25 The forest provides wood for utensils and for futile idols. 

30 Jer 10,03588 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

30 Jer 10,08589 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

30 Jer 10,16590 Tribe1203 9 Israel is the tribe of God. 

30 Jer 11,16 Branches 40 The fire lets the branches ugly. - Broken bundle. 

30 Jer 11,16591 Olive tree 19 The fire lets the branches ugly. - Broken bundle. 

30 Jer 11,19592 Tree 78 Jeremiah is exterminated like a tree in the sap. 

30 Jer 12,01-02 

(02)593 

Root 32 The evil-doers have struck the roots. 

30 Jer 12,08594 Forest 25 The inheritance of God turns against God, like a lion in 

the forest. - Action of God upon his country. 

30 Jer 17,01-02 

(02)595 

Trees 26 Judas’ sin of idolatry among the lush trees. 

30 Jer 17,08 Leaves 14 The righteous is like a tree by creeks of water. 

30 Jer 17,08 Roots 28 The righteous is like a tree by creeks of water. 

30 Jer 17,08596 Tree 78 The righteous is like a tree by creeks of water. 

30 Jer 17,26597 Incense 39 The Sabbath observance. 

30 Jer 21,14598 Forest 25 The Lord sets fire to the forest of the city, the Cedar 

Wood palaces. - Message to the government. 

30 Jer 22,07599 Cedars 31 The cedars (probably the palaces) be bowled. - Prophecy 

of warning in the royal palace. 

30 Jer 22,13-14 

(14)600 

Cedar Wood 21 The palace cannot be built with injustice. 

30 Jer 22,15601 Cedars 31 The king did not become king, to (presumably the 

palaces) to flaunt cedars. - Prophecy of warning in the 

royal palace. 

30 Jer 22,23602 Cedars 31 Jerusalem "nest in the cedars," but will be moaning. - 

Jerusalem fall. 

30 Jer 24,01603 Figs 18 Good (The exiles among the Chaldeans) and bad 

(Zedekiah) figs. - The two baskets of figs. 

30 Jer 24,02 Ripe-figs 2 Good (The exiles among the Chaldeans) and bad 

(Zedekiah) figs. - The two baskets of figs. 

30 Jer 24,02604 Figs (2 X) 18 Good (The exiles among the Chaldeans) and bad 

(Zedekiah) figs. - The two baskets of figs. 

30 Jer 24,03605 Figs (2 X) 18 Good (The exiles among the Chaldeans) and bad 

(Zedekiah) figs. - The two baskets of figs. 

30 Jer 24,05606 Figs 18 Good (The exiles among the Chaldeans) and bad 

(Zedekiah) figs. - The two baskets of figs. 

30 Jer 24,08607 Figs 18 Good (The exiles among the Chaldeans) and bad 

(Zedekiah) figs. - The two baskets of figs. 

30 Jer 27,02608 Yoke woods 1 The yoke of Babylon. 

30 Jer 28,10609 Yoke wood 2 The False Prophet Hananiah breaks the Yoke wood and 

gets an "iron". 

30 Jer 28,12610 Yoke wood 2 The False Prophet Hananiah breaks the Yoke wood and 

gets an "iron". 
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30 Jer 28,13611 Wood 115 The iron yoke solves the Yoke wood from (the false 

prophet Hananiah). 

30 Jer 29,17612 Figs 18 Withered figs. - God punishes enemies of his people. 

30 Jer 40,10613 Fruit 4 Fruit harvest in the land of Judah. 

30 Jer 40,12614 Fruit 4 Fruit harvest in the land of Judah. 

30 Jer 41,04-05 

(05)615 

Incense 39 On the way to the sacrifice. 

30 Jer 46,11616 Balm 26 Grief over a defeat. 

30 Jer 46,22617 Wood hackers 1 The conquest of Egypt. 

30 Jer 46,23618 Forest 25 The forest is to fall. - The conquest of Egypt. 

30 Jer 51,08619 Balm 26 "Balm" for Babylon. 

30 Jer 51,19620 Tribe1204 9 Israel is the tribe of God. 

30 Jer 52,22 Pomegranates 4 Pomegranates replica like a temple adornment. 

30 Jer 52,22621 Pomegranates 12 Pomegranates are displayed in the capitals of the 

Temples. 

30 Jer 52,23622 Pomegranates (2 X) 12 Pomegranates replica like a temple adornment. 

31 Lam 04,08623 Wood 115 The "daughter" of the people has become as dry as wood. 

31 Lam 05,04624 Wood 115 The country fell to the foreigner, now the wood must be 

paid. 

31 Lam 05,13625 Wood load 1 Shame of the nation. 

32 Bar 01,10626 Incense 39 Even after the destruction of the Temple was brought in 

his place sacrifices. 

32 Bar 05,08 Forests 8 Forests provide shade at God's command. 

32 Bar 05,08627 Trees 63 Trees provide shade at God's command. 

32 Bar 06,03628 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

32 Bar 06,10629 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

32 Bar 06,29630 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

32 Bar 06,38631 Wooden 7 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

32 Bar 06,50632 Wooden 4 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

32 Bar 06,53-54 

(54)633 

Wooden 7 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

32 Bar 06,56634 Wooden 7 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

32 Bar 06,58635 Wooden 4 Better to be an object of utility, as an idol. 

32 Bar 06,62636 Forests 8 God's power to destroy forests by fire from above. - 

Nullity of the gods. 

32 Bar 06,69637 Wooden 7 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

32 Bar 06,70638 Wooden 7 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

33 Ez 06,13 Oak 18 God wants the death of idolaters. 

33 Ez 06,13639 Tree 78 God wants the death of idolaters. 

33 Ez 08,11640 Clouds of incense 2 Desecration of the Temple by things sacrificed to idols. 

33 Ez 08,17641 Branch 8 Hold the branch on the nose. - The desecration of the 

Temple. 

33 Ezek 15,02 Wood (2 X) 115 Jerusalem, the useless Wood at the vine. 

33 Ezek 15,02 Forest 11 "Wood" is "Wood", when there is a fire. - Israel is a 

useless Wood in the vine among the trees of the forest. 
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33 Ezek 15,02642 Trees 26 "Wood" is "Wood", when there is a fire. - Israel is 

useless Wood in the vine. 

33 Ezek 15,04643 Woodes 4 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

33 Ezek 15,06 Wood 115 Jerusalem, the useless Wood in the vine. 

33 Ezek 15,06 Forest 11 Vine Wood, which grows in the forest is burned. - This 

also applies to the inhabitants of Jerusalem. 

33 Ezek 15,06644 Trees 26 Vine Wood, which grows in the forest is burned. - This 

also applies to the inhabitants of Jerusalem. 

33 Ezek 16,18645 Incense 39 Abuse of the sacrifice. - Against Jerusalem, the faithless 

wife. 

33 Ezek 17,03 Cedar 19 Unfaithfulness of the king. 

33 Ezek 17,03646 Treetop 4 Unfaithfulness of the king. 

33 Ezek 17,04647 Branch 8 Unfaithfulness of the king. 

33 Ezek 17,05-06 

(06) 

Branches 40 Unfaithfulness of the king. 

33 Ezek 17,05-06 

(06)648 

Roots 28 Unfaithfulness of the king. 

33 Ezek 17,07649 Roots 28 Unfaithfulness of the king. 

33 Ezek 17,08650 Branches 40 Unfaithfulness of the king. 

33 Ezek 17,09651 Roots (2 X) 28 Unfaithfulness of the king. 

33 Ezek 17,22 Treetop 4 Restoration (of the kingdom) by God. 

33 Ezek 17,22 Cedar 19 Unfaithfulness of the king. - Restoration (of the 

kingdom) by God. 

33 Ezek 17,22 Branch 8 Restoration (of the kingdom) by God. 

33 Ezek 17,22652 Boughs 4 Unfaithfulness of the king. - Restoration (of the 

kingdom) by God. 

33 Ezek 17,23 Branches 40 Unfaithfulness of the king. - Restoration (of the 

kingdom) by God. 

33 Ezek 17,23653 Cedar 19 Unfaithfulness of the king. - Restoration (of the 

kingdom) by God. 

33 Ezek 17,24 Trees 63 The trees know the Lord. - God provides the people 

restore, same trees. 

33 Ezek 17,24654 Tree (2 X) 78 The trees know the Lord. - God provides the people 

restore, same trees. 

33 Ezek 19,10-11 

(11) 

Branches 40 Lamentation over the princes of Israel. 

33 Ezek 19,10-11 

(11)655 

Leaves 1 The mother was like a vine-tribe. 

33 Ezek 19,12656 Tribe1205 9 Lamentation over the princes of Israel. 

33 Ezek 19,14 Branch 8 The mother was like a vine-tribe. Now the fire eats the 

fruits.  

33 Ezek 19,14 Branches 16 The mother was like a vine-tribe. Now the fire eats the 

fruits. 

33 Ezek 19,14657 Tribe1206 9 The mother was like a vine-tribe. Now the fire eats the 

fruits. 

33 Ezek 20,28658 Tree 78 Israel's faithlessness in the form of "false" sacrifice. 

33 Ezek 20,32659 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

                                      
1205 The word "tribe" occurs much more frequently, as set out below, but is used mostly for the purposes of Deriving. 

1206 The word "tribe" occurs much more frequently, as set out below, but is used mostly for the purposes of Deriving. 
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33 Ezek 21,02-03 

(02)660 

Forest 25 Judah and Jerusalem will burn like wood. - Parable of 

the forest fire. 

33 Ezek 21,02-03 

(03) 

Tree (2 X) 78 Judah and Jerusalem will burn like wood. 

33 Ezek 21,02-03 

(03) 

Forest 25 Judah and Jerusalem will burn like wood. - Parable of 

the forest fire. 

33 Ezek 21,15661 Wood 115 From the "sword" of the Lord. 

33 Ezek 23,41662 Incense 39 Abuse of sacrifice. - The allegory of the shameless 

sisters Israel and Judah. 

33 Ezek 24,05663 (Wood burning) 8 The futile purification of the city. 

33 Ezek 24,09-10 

(09)664 

Woodpile 2 Futile purification by God. 

33 Ezek 24,09-10 

(10) 

Wood 115 Futile purification by God. 

33 Ezek 27,05 Cypress Wood 8 Dirge over Tyre. 

33 Ezek 27,05665 Cedar 19 Dirge over Tyre. 

33 Ezek 27,06 Ash-Tree 1 Dirge over Tyre. 

33 Ezek 27,06666 Oak 13 Dirge over Tyre. 

33 Ezek 27,15667 Ebony 1 Dirge over Tyre. 

33 Ezek 27,17 (Olives) 9 Dirge over Tyre. - The magnificent ship. 

33 Ezek 27,17668 Mastic 3 Dirge over Tyre. - The magnificent ship. 

33 Ezek 27,19669 Cinnamon 6 Dirge over Tyre. 

33 Ezek 27,22670 Balm 26 Dirge over Tyre. 

33 Ezek 31,03 Ash-tree 1 A flourishing ash tree in Lebanon. - The Parable of the 

Pharaoh, the magnificent tree. 

33 Ezek 31,03 Treetop 4 A flourishing ash tree in Lebanon. - The Parable of the 

Pharaoh, the magnificent tree. 

33 Ezek 31,03 Cedar 19 A flourishing ash tree in Lebanon. - The Parable of the 

Pharaoh, the magnificent tree. 

33 Ezek 31,03671 Boughs 7 A flourishing ash tree in Lebanon. - The Parable of the 

Pharaoh, the magnificent tree. 

33 Ezek 31,04672 Trees 26 A flourishing ash tree in Lebanon. - The Parable of the 

Pharaoh, the magnificent tree. 

33 Ezek 31,05 Trees 63 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,05 Branches 40 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,05673 Boughs 7 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,06 Branches 16 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. All the birds had the nest in the branches. - 

Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,06674 Boughs 4 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. All the birds had the nest in the branches. - 

Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,07 Roots 28 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,07675 Boughs 1 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,08 Trees 63 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 
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33 Ezek 31,08 Plane 2 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,08 Cedar 19 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,08 Branches 40 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,08 Cypress 2 Higher (the cedar not the cypress) tree than any other due 

to the sufficient groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,08676 Boughs 7 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,09 Branches 16 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,09677 Trees 63 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,10678 Treetop 4 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,12 Cedar 19 All abandoned the shadow of felled cedar. - Picture for 

arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,12 Branches 40 All abandoned the shadow of felled cedar. - Picture for 

arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,12679 Boughs 7 All abandoned the shadow of felled cedar. - Picture for 

arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,13 Branches 16 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,13680 Tribe1207 9 Higher tree than any other due to the sufficient 

groundwater. - Picture for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,14 Trees 63 No tree should be too big more. – Image for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,14681 Tree 78 The Pharaoh is portrayed as a magnificent tree which 

perishes. 

33 Ezek 31,15 Cedar 19 No tree should be too big more. - Image for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,15682 Trees 63 No tree should be too big more. - Image for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,16 Trees (3 X) 63 No tree should be too big more. - Image for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,16683 Tree 78 The Pharaoh is portrayed as a magnificent tree which 

perishes. 

33 Ezek 31,17684 Cedar 19 No tree should be too big more. - Image for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,18 Trees 26 No tree should be too big more. - Image for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 31,18685 Trees 63 No tree should be too big more. - Image for arrogance. 

33 Ezek 34,25686 Forests 1 In the Messianic kingdom, one can sleep in the woods. 

33 Ezek 34,27687 Trees 63 The trees will bear fruit. - Image of the Messianic 

kingdom. 

33 Ezek 36,30688 Trees 63 God multiplied the fruit of the trees in order to make the 

people less dependent on others. - Promise of a new life 

33 Ezek 37,16689 Wood (3 X) 115 The reunification of Israel and Judah. 

33 Ezek 37,17690 Wood 115 The reunification of Israel and Judah. 

33 Ezek 37,18-19 

(19)691 

Wood (3 X) 115 The reunification of Israel and Judah 

33 Ezek 37,20692 Woods 2 Reunification of Israel and Judah. 

                                      
1207 The word "tribe" occurs much more frequently, as set out below, but is used mostly for the purposes of Deriving. 
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33 Ezek 39,10 Forest 25 It is collected no more Wood and beaten in the woods 

(the downfall of Gog). 

33 Ezek 39,10693 Wood (2 X) 115 It is collected no more Wood and beaten in the woods 

(the downfall of Gog). 

33 Ezek 40,16694 Palms 15 Palm representation as ornamentation of the temple. 

33 Ezek 40,22695 Palm jewelry 1 Palm representation as ornamentation of the temple. 

33 Ezek 40,26696 Palm 11 Palm representation as ornamentation of the temple. 

33 Ezek 40,31697 Palmes 15 Palm representation as ornamentation of the temple. 

33 Ezek 40,34698 Palm 11 Palm representation as ornamentation of the temple. 

33 Ezek 40,37699 Palm 11 Palm representation as ornamentation of the temple. 

33 Ezek 41,15b-

18 (16)700 

Wood 115 The temple was inside with wood clad (vision of the 

temple in the new Israel). 

33 Ezek 41,15b-

18 (17) 

Wood paneling 1 The interior of the temple. 

33 Ezek 41,17b-

18 (18) 

Palm 11 Palm representation as ornamentation of the temple. 

33 Ezek 41,17b-

18 (18) 

Palms 15 Palm representation as ornamentation of the temple. 

33 Ezek 41,19701 Palm 11 Palm representation as ornamentation of the temple. 

33 Ezek 41,20702 Palms 15 Palm representation as ornamentation of the temple. 

33 Ezek 41,21-22 

(22)703 

Wood (2 X) 115 The temple was inside with wood clad (vision of the 

temple in the new Israel). 

33 Ezek 41,25 Palm 15 Palm representation as ornamentation of the temple. 

33 Ezek 41,25704 Wood 115 The temple was inside with wood clad (vision of the 

temple in the new Israel). 

33 Ezek 41,26705 Palm 15 Palm representation as ornamentation of the temple. 

33 Ezek 47,07706 Trees 63 The temple source can grow trees. - Vision. 

33 Ezek 47,12 Leaves 10 The temple source can grow trees. - Vision. 

33 Ezek 47,12 Fruit trees 1 The temple source can grow trees. - Vision. 

33 Ezek 47,12707 Leaves 14 The temple source can grow trees. - Vision. 

34 Dan 02,46708 Incense 39 Nebuchadnezzar will sacrifice, in recognition of the 

Lord. 

34 Dan 03,46709 Resin 1 The furnace is heated for the three young men. 

34 Dan 04,07710 Tree 78 Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud tree. 

34 Dan 04,08711 Tree 78 Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud tree. 

34 Dan 04,09 Branches 16 Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud tree. 

34 Dan 04,09712 Leaves 10 Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud tree. 

34 Dan 04,11 Tree 78 Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud tree. - The tree 

should be cut down. 

34 Dan 04,11 Leafage 1 The tree is felled. - Dream of Nebuchadnezzar from the 

proud tree. 

34 Dan 04,11 Branches 16 Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud tree. 

34 Dan 04,11713 Boughs 7 Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud tree. - The tree 

should be chopped down. 

34 Dan 04,12714 Rhizome 4 Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud tree. - The tree 

should be chopped down. 

34 Dan 04,17715 Tree 78 Daniel Interprets Nebuchadnezzar's Dream of the proud 

tree. 

34 Dan 04,18 Branches 16 Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud tree. 
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34 Dan 04,18716 Leaves 10 Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud tree. 

34 Dan 04,19717 Tree 78 Daniel Interprets Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud 

tree. 

34 Dan 04,20 Rhizome 4 Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud tree. - The tree 

should be chopped down. 

34 Dan 04,20718 Tree 78 Daniel Interprets Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud 

tree. - The King is "like". 

34 Dan 04,23 Rhizome 4 Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the proud tree. - The tree 

should be chopped down. 

34 Dan 04,23719 Baumes 4 The rhizome (the reign of King) remains. 

34 Dan 05,04720 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

34 Dan 05,23721 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

34 Dan 11,07722 Root 28 A scion of her roots will occur. 

34 Dan 13,54 Cedar 19 The rescue of Susanna by Daniel. 

34 Dan 13,54723 Tree 78 The rescue of Susanna by Daniel. 

34 Dan 13,58 Oak 18 The rescue of Susanna by Daniel. 

34 Dan 13,58724 Tree 78 The rescue of Susanna by Daniel. 

35 Hos 02,14725 Fig-trees 2 God devastated the fig trees ... - trial against the faithless 

Israel. 

35 Hos 04,12726 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

35 Hos 04,13 Storax trees 1 The sin of Israel is also offered to idols under Storax 

trees. 

35 Hos 04,13 Terebinthes 1 The sin of Israel is also offered to idols under 

terebinthes. 

35 Hos 04,13727 Oaks 13 The sin of Israel is also offered to idols under oaks. 

35 Hos 09,10728 Fig tree 37 God loved the people as the first fruit of the young fig 

tree. 

35 Hos 09,16729 Roots 28 Ephraim roots bring forth no fruit, they are broken up. 

35 Hos 10,07730 Branch 8 Samaria is destroyed; his king is like a broken branch on 

the water. 

35 Hos 14,06731 Roots 28 Israel will take root like Lebanon. - Repentance as a 

condition of salvation. 

35 Hos 14,07 Branches 40 Israel will take root like Lebanon and expel branches.- 

Repentance as a condition of salvation. 

35 Hos 14,07732 Olive tree 1 Israel will take root like Lebanon and expel branches.- 

Repentance as a condition of salvation. 

35 Hos 14,09733 Juniper 1 The green juniper bears much fruit. - Repentance as a 

condition for salvation. 

36 Joel 01,07 Branches 40 Fruit trees, joy of the people. - Locusts - Repentance and 

penance. 

36 Joel 01,07734 Fig tree 37 Fruit trees, joy of the people. - Locusts - Repentance and 

penance. 

36 Joel 01,12 Trees 63 Fruit trees, joy of the people. - Locusts - Repentance and 

penance. 

36 Joel 01,12 Date Palm 1 Fruit trees, joy of the people. - Locusts - Repentance and 

penance. 

36 Joel 01,12 Fig tree 37 Fruit trees, joy of the people. - Locusts - Repentance and 

penance. 

36 Joel 01,12 Pomegranate 3 Fruit trees, joy of the people. - Locusts - Repentance and 

penance. 
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36 Joel 01,12735 Apple tree 3 Fruit trees, joy of the people. - Locusts - Repentance and 

penance. 

36 Joel 01,19736 Trees 63 Fire destroyed the trees. 

36 Joel 02,22 Fig tree 37 God listen to his people, promising fruits. 

36 Joel 02,22737 Tree 78 God listen to his people, promising fruits. 

37 Amos 02,09 Roots 28 The Amorites were strong as oaks, the Lord has 

destroyed them. 

37 Amos 02,09 Cedars 31 The Amorites were tall like the cedars, the Lord has 

destroyed them. 

37 Amos 02,09738 Oaks 13 The Amorites were strong as oaks, the Lord has 

destroyed them. 

37 Amos 03,04739 Forest 25 The lion roars in the forest unless he has prey. - God and 

the prophets. 

37 Amos 04,09 Olive trees 14 God devastated the olive trees ... - He wants to inner 

conversion. 

37 Amos 04,09740 Fig trees 2 God devastated the fig trees ... - He wants to inner 

conversion. 

37 Amos 04,11741 Wood log 2 The people are not reversed despite salvation. 

37 Amos 07,14742 Sycamores 1 Amos was a cattle breeder and sycamore planter. 

37 Amos 08,01743 Fruit 4 The people are ready for the end. 

37 Amos 08,02744 Fruit 4 The people are ready for the end. 

39 Jonah 02,07745 Roots 28 The rescue of the Prophet. 

39 Jonah 04,05746 Leafy canopy 1 Jonah sat under a canopy. 

40 Mic 04,04747 Fig tree 37 Everyone will sit under the fig tree. - General luck in the 

pilgrimage of the nations to Zion. 

40 Mic 05,07748 Forest 25 The holy remnant will be like the lion among the beasts 

of the forest. 

40 Mic 06,15749 Olives 9 No benefit from the harvest. - Speech of judgment 

against Jerusalem. 

40 Mic 07,01 Fruit picking 2 Complaint of the Prophet against his people. 

40 Mic 07,01750 Ripe figs 2 Complaint of the Prophet against his people. 

41 Nah 03,12 Figs 18 Fortresses are compared with fig trees. - Mockery of 

Nineveh. 

41 Nah 03,12751 Trees 63 Fortresses are compared with fig trees. - Mockery of 

Nineveh. 

42 Hab 02,17752 Lebanon Forest 1 About the violent. 

42 Hab 02,19753 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

42 Hab 03,17-18 

(17) 

Olive tree 19 Even if there is no happiness Habakkuk will cheer about 

God. - Prayer of Habakkuk. 

42 Hab 03,17-18 

(17)754 

Fig tree 37 Even if there is no happiness Habakkuk will cheer about 

God. - Prayer of Habakkuk. 

43 Zeph 02,14755 Cedar paneling 1 There is no more paneling in the walls, it became a 

nesting place for the animals. - The judgment of the 

neighboring peoples. 

44 Hag 01,08756 Wood 115 Wood for temple reconstruction pleased the Lord. 

44 Hag 02,18-19 

(19) 

Pomegranate tree 3 God gives blessings. - The new salvation. 

44 Hag 02,18-19 

(19) 

Olive tree 19 God gives blessings. - The new salvation. 
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44 Hag 02,18-19 

(19)757 

Fig tree 37 God gives blessings. - The new salvation. 

45 Zech 01,08758 Myrtle trees 3 The judgment of the nations and the announcement of 

the reconstruction of the house of the Lord. 

45 Zech 01,10759 Myrtle trees 3 The judgment of the nations and the announcement of 

the reconstruction of the house of the Lord. 

45 Zech 01,11760 Myrtle trees 3 The judgment of the nations and the announcement of 

the reconstruction of the house of the Lord. 

45 Zech 03,02761 Wood log 2 Yeshua is a "piece of fire wood", which has taken out the 

fire. 

45 Zech 03,10762 Fig tree 37 In the Messianic time they will invite each other under 

the fig tree. 

45 Zech 04,03763 Olive trees 14 Vision of the high priest and the son of David. 

45 Zech 04,04764 Olive trees 14 Vision of the high priest and the son of David. 

45 Zech 04,11765 Olive trees 14 Vision of the high priest and the son of David. 

45 Zech 04,12766 Olive branches 1 Two olive branches symbolize the two anointed before 

the Lord of the whole earth. - The High Priest and the 

Son of David. 

45 Zech 05,04767 Wood 115 Extermination and annihilation of the thieves. 

45 Zech 11,01768 Cedars 31 The fire shall devour the cedars of Lebanon 

45 Zech 11,02 Forest 25 The trees complain about forest decline. 

45 Zech 11,02 Cedar 19 The oaks complain about the then sunken forest. 

45 Zech 11,02 Cypress 2 The cypress complain about the then sunken forest. 

45 Zech 11,02769 Oak 13 The oaks complain about the then sunken forest. 

45 Zech 12,06770 Wood pile 1 Distress Jerusalem and salvation. 

45 Zech 14,04771 Mount of Olives (2 X) 15 The Lord will stand on the Mount of Olives. - The Day 

of the Lord. 

45 Zech 14,16772 Feast of Tabernacles 12 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. 

45 Zech 14,17-18 

(18)773 

Feast of Tabernacles 12 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. - Penalty 

when not celebrated. 

45 Zech 14,19774 Feast of Tabernacles 12 The celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles. - Penalty 

when not celebrated. 

46 Mal 03,19 Branch 8 Neither root nor branch will remain of those who do 

wrong. 

46 Mal 03,19775 Root 32 Neither root nor branch will remain of those who do 

wrong. 

47 Matt 02,11 Incense 39 The gifts of the Magi to Jesus. 

47 Matt 02,11776 Myrrh 11 The gifts of the Magi to Jesus. 

47 Matt 03,10 Trees 63 The tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is thrown into 

the fire. 

47 Matt 03,10 Root 32 The tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is thrown into 

the fire. 

47 Matt 03,10777 Tree 78 The tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is thrown into 

the fire. 

47 Matt 07,16778 Figs 18 From thistles are harvested no figs. - By their fruits you 

recognize the false prophets. 

47 Matt 07,17779 Tree (2 X) 78 The good tree bringeth forth good fruit, the bad tree 

bears bad fruit. 

47 Matt 07,18780 Tree (2 X) 78 A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, and vice versa. 

47 Matt 07,19781 Tree 78 The tree that does not bear good fruit is thrown into the 

fire. 
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47 Matt 12,33782 Tree (3 X) 78 By their fruits you can see the good or bad tree. 

47 Matt 13, 5-6 

(6)783 

(Matt 

13,55784) 

Roots 

(Carpenter) 

28 

(1) 

Parable of the Sower. 

(The carpenter's son.) 

47 Matt 13,20-21 

(21)785 

Roots 28 Parable of the Sower. 

47 Matt 13,31-32 

(31)786 

Mustard seed 5 The parable of the mustard seed. 

47 Matt 13,31-32 

(32) 

Tree 78 The parable of the mustard seed. 

47 Matt 13,31-32 

(32) 

Branches 16 The parable of the mustard seed. 

47 Matt 17,20787 Mustard seed 5 Faith is not even as big as a mustard seed. 

47 Matt 21,01788 Mount of Olives 15 The entry into Jerusalem. 

47 Matt 21,08 Branches 40 Entry into Jerusalem. 

47 Matt 21,08789 Trees 26 Entry into Jerusalem. 

47 Matt 21,19 Fig tree (2 X) 37 The barren fig tree (the people who denied the faith) 

withered. 

47 Matt 21,19790 Leaves 14 The barren fig tree (the people who denied the faith) 

withered. 

47 Matt 21,20791 Fig tree 37 The barren fig tree (the people who denied the faith) 

withered. 

47 Matt 21,21792 Fig tree 37 The barren fig tree (the people who denied the faith) 

withered. 

47 Matt 24,03793 Mount of Olives 15 From the beginning of the emergency. 

47 Matt 24,32 Fig tree 37 The leaves are blowing announces the arrival of 

summer. 

47 Matt 24,32 Branches 40 The leaves are blowing announces the arrival of 

summer. 

47 Matt 24,32794 Leaves 14 The leaves are blowing announces the arrival of 

summer. 

47 Matt 26,30795 Mount of Olives 15 Passion. 

48 Mark 04,05-

06 (06)796 

Roots 28 Parable of the Sower. 

48 Mark 04,16-

17 (17)797 

Roots 28 Parable of the Sower. 

48 Mark 04,30-

32 (31)798 

Mustard seed 5 The parable of the mustard seed. 

48 Mark 04,32 

(Mark 6,3799) 

Branches 

(Carpenter) 

40 

(1) 

The parable of the mustard seed. 

(The son of Mary.) 

48 Mark 08,24800 Trees 63 The "half healed" blind recognizes people like going 

around trees. 

48 Mark 11,01801 Mount of Olives 15 The entry into Jerusalem. 

48 Mark 11,08802 Branches 40 Entry into Jerusalem. 

48 Mark 11,13-

14 (13) 

Leaves 14 The barren fig tree (the people who denied the faith) 

withered. 

48 Mark 11,13-

14 (13) 

Leaves 2 The barren fig tree (the people who denied the faith) 

withered. 

48 Mark 11,13-

14 (13) 

Fig tree 37 The barren fig tree (the people who denied the faith) 

withered. 
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48 Mark 11,13-

14 (13) 

Fig harvest 1 The barren fig tree (the people who denied the faith) 

withered. 

48 Mark 11,13-

14 (13)803 

Tree 78 Cursing of the fruitless fig tree. - The people who 

refused withered faith. 

48 Mark 11,20804 Fig tree 37 The barren fig tree (the people who denied the faith) 

withered. 

48 Mark 11,21805 Fig tree 37 The barren fig tree (the people who denied the faith) 

withered. 

48 Mark 13,03806 Mount of Olives 15 From the beginning of the emergency. 

48 Mark 13,28 Fig tree 37 The leaves are blowing announces the arrival of 

summer. 

48 Mark 13,28 Branches 40 The leaves are blowing announces the arrival of 

summer. 

48 Mark 13,28807 Leaves 14 The leaves are blowing announces the arrival of 

summer. 

48 Mark 14,26808 Mount of Olives 15 Passion. 

48 Mark 15,23809 Myrrh 11 Wine with Myrrh to ease the condemned to death on the 

cross. 

49 Luke 03,09 Trees 63 The tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is thrown into 

the fire. 

49 Luke 03,09 Root 32 The tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is thrown into 

the fire. 

49 Luke 03,09810 Tree 78 The tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is thrown into 

the fire. 

49 Luke 06,43811 Tree (2 X) 78 A good tree can not bear bad fruit, and vice versa. 

49 Luke 06,44 Figs 18 From thistles are harvested no figs. - By their fruits you 

can see the trees (people). 

49 Luke 06,44812 Tree 78 Every good or bad tree is known by its fruits. 

49 Luke 08,13813 Roots 28 Parable of the Sower. 

49 Luke 13,06814 Fig tree 37 The barren tree is cut down. 

49 Luke 13,07815 Fig tree 37 The barren tree is cut down. 

49 Luke 13,18-19 

(19) 

Mustard seed 5 The parable of the mustard seed. 

49 Luke 13,18-19 

(19) 

Branches 16 The parable of the mustard seed. 

49 Lk 13,18-19 

(19)816 

Tree 78 The parable of the mustard seed. 

49 Luke 17,06 Mustard seed 5 Faith is not even as big as a mustard seed. 

49 Luke 17,06 Roots 28 By the power of faith. 

49 Luke 17,06817 Mulberry 1 By the power of faith. 

49 Luke 19,04818 Sycamore tree 1 Zacchaeus in a sycamore tree. 

49 Luke 19,29819 Mount of Olives 15 The entry into Jerusalem. 

49 Luke 19,37820 Mount of Olives 15 The entry into Jerusalem. 

49 Luke 21,29 Trees 63 The leaves are blowing announces the arrival of 

summer. - Warning with respect to the end. 

49 Luke 21,29-30 

(29)821 

Fig tree 37 Drifting signaled by the leaves during the summer. 

49 Luke 21,30 Leaves 14 The leaves are blowing announces the arrival of 

summer. 

49 Luke 21,37822 Mount of Olives 15 Jesus spent the night on the Mount of Olives. 

49 Luke 22,39823 Mount of Olives 15 Passion. 
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49 Luke 23,31824 Wood 115 Because if the (Crucifixion) is done with the green 

wood, what will be when it is dry? 

50 John 01,48825 Fig tree 37 The Lord knows Nathanael, who was under the fig tree. 

50 John 01,50826 Fig tree 37 The Lord knows Nathanael, who was under the fig tree. 

50 John 07,02827 Feast of Tabernacles 12 Jesus fleeing from the public. 

50 John 08,01828 Mount of Olives 15 Jesus and the woman who was taken in adultery. 

50 John 12,13829 Palm branches 4 Jesus' entry into Jerusalem. 

50 John 19,39830 Myrrh 11 Anointing the body of Jesus. 

51 Acts 01,12831 Mount of Olives 15 Ascension of Jesus. 

51 Acts 05,30832 Wood 115 Jesus was raised, which was the Wood. 

51 Acts 13,29833 Cross Wood 1 Jesus is taken down from the cross. 

52 Rom 11,16 Branches 40 If the root is holy, so are also the branches. - The image 

of the olive tree. 

52 Rom 11,16834 Root 32 If the root is holy, so are also the branches. - The image 

of the olive tree. 

52 Rom 11,17 Olives tree (2 X) 19 By grafting them in proportion to the force received. 

52 Rom 11,17 Root 32 By grafting them in proportion to the force received. 

52 Rom 11,17 Branch 8 By grafting them in proportion to the force received. 

52 Rom 11,17 Branches 40 By grafting them in proportion to the force received. 

52 Rom 11,17835 grafted 5 By grafting them in proportion to the force received. 

52 Rom 11,18 Branches 40 It is not you who supports the root, but the root supports 

you. - The image of the olive tree. 

52 Rom 11,18836 Root (2 X) 32 It is not you who supports the root, but the root supports 

you. - The image of the olive tree. 

52 Rom 11,19 Branches 40 It is not you who supports the root, but the root supports 

you. - The image of the olive tree. 

52 Rom 11,19837 grafted 5 A branch is broken in order to graft them in another can. 

52 Rom 11,21 Branches 40 God did not spare the branches to be grafted into the 

noble tree. 

52 Rom 11,21838 Tree 78 God spared the branches of the "noble tree" not. 

52 Rom 11,23 to graft 1 If wild branches are grafted in, even more so noble will 

it be. 

52 Rom 11,23839 grafted 5 The broken out is grafted again. 

52 Rom 11,24 Olive tree (3 X) 19 God did not spare the branches, which are to be grafted 

into the noble tree. 

52 Rom 11,24 Branches 40 God did not spare the branches, which are to be grafted 

into the noble tree. 

52 Rom 11,24840 grafted (2 X) 5 If wild branches are grafted in, it is even more so noble. 

52 Rom 15,12841 Root 32 The Root of Jesse. - Call for unity of the church. 

53 1 Cor 03,12-

13 (12)842 

Wood 115 Christ is the reason, on which it is developed. 

61 1 Tim 06,10843 Root 32 The root of all evil is greed. 

62 2 Tim 02,20844 Wood 115 In a large house, there are not only vessels of gold and 

silver but also of wood and clay - the one for pure, the 

other for unclean. 

65 Heb 12,15-16 

(15)845 

Root 32 No bitter root to grow. - Warning of the frivolity. 

66 Jas 03,05846 Forest 25 The power of the tongue is like that of a small fire that 

puts the forest ablaze. 

66 Jas 03,12 Fig tree 37 Each greenhouse bring him appropriate fruits. 
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66 Jas 03,12 Olives 9 Every tree brings him its own fruit. - With one voice may 

only get something, not a blessing and a curse. 

66 Jas 03,12847 Figs 18 Every tree brings him its own fruit. - With one voice may 

only get something, not blessing and a curse. 

67 1 Pet 02,24848 Wood 115 Christ who Himself carries the sins on the Wood of the 

Cross. 

72 Jude 01,12849 Trees 63 Slanderers are like trees that bear no fruit in autumn, 

dried up and uprooted twice. 

73 Rev 02,07850 Tree 78 The Tree of Life is in the paradise of God. 

73 Rev 05,05851 Root 32 The Root of David, to open the scroll and its seven seals. 

73 Rev 06,13852 Fig tree 37 Star fall from heaven like ripe figs from the tree. 

73 Rev 07,01853 Tree 78 Four angels hold back the wind through the trees. 

73 Rev 07,03854 Trees 26 Trees are spared. 

73 Rev 07,09855 Palm branches 4 Palm branches in their hands. - The designation of the 

servants of God. 

73 Rev 08,03856 Incense 39 Frankincense accompanied the prayers. 

73 Rev 08,04857 Incense 39 Frankincense accompanied the prayers. 

73 Rev 08,07858 Trees 63 The "first trumpet" - a third of the trees was burnt up. 

73 Rev 09,04859 Trees 26 Trees are spared. 

73 Rev 09,20860 Wood 115 Gods of Wood - concoction of human hands. 

73 Rev 11,04861 Olive trees 14 The two prophets of God be compared with olive trees. 

73 Rev 18,11-13 

(12) 

Woods 2 Complaint about the fall of Babylon. 

73 Rev 18,11-13 

(12)862 

Precious Wood 1 Complaint about the fall of Babylon. 

73 Rev 18,12-13 

(13) 

Balm 26 Complaint about the fall of Babylon. 

73 Rev 18,12-13 

(13) 

Incense 39 Complaint about the fall of Babylon. 

73 Rev 18,12-13 

(13) 

Cinnamon 6 Complaint about the fall of Babylon. 

73 Rev 22,02 Leaves 14 In the new Jerusalem are trees of life. 

73 Rev 22,02863 Trees (2 X) 63 In the new Jerusalem are trees of life. 

73 Rev 22,14864 Tree 78 The soul in the Pure has share in the tree of life. 

73 Rev 22,16 Root 32 Jesus is the root and the stem of David. 

73 Rev 22,16865 Tribe1208 9 Jesus is the root and the stem of David. 

73 Rev 22,19866 Tree 78 Who cuts the word of revelation, loses the share in the 

tree of life. 

 

Futher, the following descriptions of material descriptions or bushes are to be in the above 

mentioned passages in the Bible (The terms refer to the German language, because this is 

more diverse than English.): 

Wooden board: Ex 26,16.17.25; Ex 36,21.22.30. - Wooden boards: 

Ex 26,15.19.20.22.23.25.26.27.28.29; Ex 35,11; Ex 36,20.24.25.27.28.30.31.32.33.34; 

                                      
1208 The word "tribe" occurs much more frequently, as set out below, but is used mostly for the purposes of Deriving. 
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Ex 40,18; Num 3,36; Num 4,31 - Wood pieces: Ex 26,17.18.24; Ex 27,8; Ex 36,22.23.29; 

Ex 38,7; Ex 39,33; 1 King 6,9 - Wood pieces: Ex 26,19.21; Ex 36,24.26 - Bush: 

Judg 9,48.49 - Thorn: Ez 28,24 - Thornbush: Ex 3,2.3.4; Deut 33,16; Bar 6,70; 

Mark 12,26; Luke 20,37; Acts 7,35 - Thornbushs: Act 7,30 - Thorns: Gen 3,18; 

2 Sam 23,6; Job 5,5; Job 31,40; Prov 22,5; Sir 28,24; Sir 43,19; Isa 7,23.24.25; Isa 9,17; 

Isa 10,17; Isa 27,4; Isa 32,13; Isa 33,12; Isa 34,13; Isa 55,13; Jer 4,3; Jer 12,13; Hos 9,6; 

Hos 10,8; Matt 7,16; Matt 13,7.22; Matt 27,29; Mark 4,7.18; Luke 8,7.14; John 19,2; 

Heb 6,8 - Brambles: Prov 15,19; Hos 2,8; Mic 7,4; Nah 1,10 - Thorny hedge: Ex 22,5 - 

Crown of thorns: Mark 15,17 - Crown of thorns: John 19,5 - Bramble: Judge 9,14.15 - 

Bramble: 2 King 14,19; 2 Chr 25,18; Luke 6,44 - Brambles: Ps 58,10 - Branch of thorn: 

Prov 26,9 - Flagmast: Isa 30,17 - Flagpole: Num 21,8.9 - Shrub: Isa 21,13 - Shrub: 

Gen 22,13; Job 30,7 - Shrubbery: Job 30,4 - Gorse coals: Ps 120,4 – Gorse tree: 

1 King 19,4.5 – Gorse roots: Job 30,4 - Hedge: Isa 5,5 - Hedges: Isa 7,19 - Scepter: 

Gen 49,10; Ps 60,9; Ps 108,9 – Cross thorn bush: Job 40,22 - Cross thorn bushes: 

Job 40,21 - Oleander shrubs: Sir 24,14 - Vine: Num 13,23; Isa 24,7; John 15,2.4.6 - 

Vines: Ps 78,47; Ps 107,37; Cant 2,13.15; Isa 2,5.6.7; Isa 16,8; Isa 18,5; Isa 32,12; Isa 

65,21; Jer 5,10; Jer 6,9; Hos 2,14; Hos 14,8; Mic 1,6 - Vine flowers: Cant 7,13 - Chain of 

vines: Jer 5,10 - grape juice: Sir 31,25 - Stock of vine: Gen 49,11 - Scion: Jdt 16,6 - 

Sapling: Job 15,30; Sir 40,15 - saplings: Ps 80,12 - Shrub: Gen 21,15; Jer 17,6 - Shrubs: 

Ez 15,2 - Shrubs: Job 30,7 - Vermouth: Deut 29,17; Prov 5,4; Jer 9,14; Jer 23,15; 

Lam 3,15.19; Amos 5,7; Amos 6,12; Rev 8,11 - Wild sapling: Jer 2,21 - Drunkard: 

Nah 1,10 - Desert thorns: Judge 8,7.16 - Hyssop: Lev 14,4.6.49.51.52; Num 19,6.18; 

1 King 5,13; Ps 51,9; Heb 9,19 – Hyssop branch: Ex 12,22; John 19,29. 

The following words, together with other terms not mentioned, which are more or less in 

the context of tree in conjunction, will not be considered, can be found in the German 

Unity translation but in various uses in the following numbers of verses (without titles and 

headings): Beams 21, Brushwood 15, Fruit 105, Fruits 67, Fruits 27, Garden 49, Garden 

forms 1, Garden area 2, Gardens 7, Garden gate 4, planted 20, Courtyard garden 1, Cross 

33, Crosses 5; Crucify 4, Crucify 8, Crucify 1, Crucified 5, Cult pile 12, Cult pile 1, 

Asherah poles 20, cult piles 2, Ark 139, Benchmark 7, Dipstick 3, Gleaning 13, Oil 173, 

Pitch 6, Post 5, Stake 8, Stakes 2, Posts 2, Planks 2, Crossbeams 2, Crossbar 2, Crossbars 

9, Tranverse strip 5, Crossbars 9, Tendrils 10, Tendril forms 1, Climbing plant 1, Rod 11, 

Rods 7, Tendriling 1, Locking beams 5, Splinter 5, Splinters 1, Sprout 14, Sprouts 6, 

Sprössling 1, Scion 4, Shoots 41, Bar 1, Tribe1209 224 (used in most simple neologisms 

based on people in terms of lineage and the tribe being), Family tree 3, Tribal 2, originate 

11, originating 1, Tribes 41, Stammesanteile 1, Stammesanteilen 1, Tribesmen 5, 

Tribesmen 11, Tribesmens 10, Stammeseinteilung 2, Tribal leader 20, Tribal leaders 3, 

Tribal region 1, Tribal regions 2, Tribesmen 23, Head of the tribe 2, Tribal lists 6, Tribal 

                                      
1209 Earlier in nine contexts this is referred. 
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confederation 1, Tribal union 1, Stamms 2, stammst 3, stammt 37, stammte 24, 

stammten 14, Progenitor 11, Progenitors 6, Progenitors 1, Pole 1, Poles 33, Stick 19, Stick 

35, Rod 8, Rods 1, Tree trunk 76, Tree trunks 41, Sticks 1, Lintel gate 1, Girder 1, Support 

rods 2, Shoots 5, panelt 1, Panelled 1, Panelling 1, Paneled 1, Walking stick 3, Woven peg 

1, Vine stock 46, Vine stock 1, Vine stock 5, Vine stocks 2, Tent peg 3, Pegs 7, Carpenters 

7, Carpenters 1, Carpenter 1, Carpenter 1, Twelve Tribes folk 1, Stump 8, Seedling 2, 

Seedlings 1, Buds 7, Bud 4, Spice reed 6, Benchmark 7, Thresh board 1, Yoke 58, Yoke 

2, Yoke rods 3, Brushwood 3, Gorse bush 2, Castor oil plant bush 3. 

 

2.3.3.1.1. The "Image of Trees" in the Bible 

The list of passages that show a closer relation to the tree / forest, illustrate not only that 

at the time of writing of the respective text in the Scriptures, in each designated area, forest 

and trees were not uncommon, but (still) large forested areas must have existed and it 

seems that the open landscapes were dotted with trees. Is it still possible in individual 

Bible passages such as the passage on the bdellium1210 in paradise to be a work of fiction, 

so, however, not necessarily, when the passages are seen at a glance. This seems 

particularly underpinned, when the forest is used in some form as an example as in the 

fable of the King of the Forest1211 This fable, when retold in black and white, makes sense 

only if a practical reference is added to the forest. If this is missing, the whole fable misses 

its objective.1212 Trees are often used as portraits and imitations, and are thus sometimes 

even direct revelation of God in places like the Baka trees, in which God makes himself 

known to David.1213 

It is possible to discover the forest components in a variety of fields related to the 

Scriptures. Resins, fruits and individual tree species particularly denote different character 

images. The Song of the Old Testament, which is known to be counted among the literary 

genre of the love songs, prefers the apple tree, the pomegranate, balsam, myrrh and the 

frankincense as a synonym for the words love and love relationships.1214 The "dignity" to 

God is seen especially in connection with acacia wood, the state goods and the vessels of 

                                      
1210 See. Gen 2,12 " The gold of that land is good; there is also bdellium and onyx." 

1211 See. Judge 9,7-21. 

1212 The reliability of a city man’s narration of a fable, that consists of cattle, sheep and goats, is based on his basic 

knowledge about the behavior of these animals. Conversely, a person who has never seen a big city will have a 

picture of a story can do with endless rows of houses. The purpose of such comparisons, however, is undoubtedly 

the fact that the addressee can do something with these comparisons. 

1213 See. 2 Sam 5,23-24 "David inquired again of the Lord and the Lord answered him not, Go up, they umgeh in 

her back and come from the Baka trees forth up to them If you are then in the tops of Baka! -Trees hear a sound 

like steps, then hurry up, because the Lord will go before thee, to smite the host of the Philistines." 

1214 See. The instances in the Song of Songs (Cant). 
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the altar are manufactured from this wood.1215 The heavenly beings who also guardian of 

the paradise and thus "entrance post of the temple"1216 are as it were, is the olive wood - 

carved out - in the form of branch symbol of peace and life1217 - The priestly dignity and 

the dignity of the temple is again underlined with the love symbol of the pomegranate, the 

priestly robe1218 and various temple facilities1219 are yet agaain richly decorated with this 

apple symbol. The temple has often, in this respect, representations of palms1220 as 

adornment. The fig tree is a special character of the God-man relationship and 

happiness.1221 

Wealth is brought in conjunction with great forests1222 but also through big buildings of 

massive wooden pillars like the palace of Solomon1223 and the Woodhouse of Lebanon.1224 

In addition, the possession of precious woods and resins are a sign of great wealth.1225 

Absence of harvest,1226 destruction of forests or the image for it implies a withdrawal of 

prosperity and therefore a punishment from God.1227 Development of forests is thus 

associated with the blessing of God and his benevolence.1228 In wars, there was a law on 

the protection of forests, which should secure the people's survival after the war.1229 The 

                                      
1215 See. Ex 37,1 " Then Bezalel made the ark of acacia wood, two and a half cubits long, a cubit wide and one and 

a half cubits high." – See. Ex 37,10 " He (Bezalel) made also the table of acacia wood on, two cubits long, a cubit 

wide and one and a half cubits high." – See. Deut 10,3 " I [Moses] made an ark of acacia wood to, hewed two 

tablets of stone cope, like the first, and went up the mountain I held the two tablets in his hand." 

1216 See. 1 King. 

1217 See. Gen 8,11 " In the evening the dove came back to him, and behold, in her beak she had a fresh olive branch 

now knew Noach, that only a little water on Earth was." – See. Zech 4,12 " And again, I asked him: What the 

two tufts of olive branches signify the two golden pipes, the golden oil flows down the?" See. – 2 Macc 14,4 " 

That's why he came around the year 151 to King Demetrius and presented him with a golden crown with a palm 

branch, to olive branches, as they are used at the Shrine On this day, he undertook nothing." 

1218 See. Ex 28-39 – See. Sir 45,9 "Meanwhile hem he decorated with bells in the county / and sounding 

pomegranates all around you should give in his footsteps lovely sound, / so that he could be heard in the sanctuary 

and its people attentive. has been." 

1219 See. 1 King; 2 Chr und Jer. 

1220 See. 1 King; 2 Chr und Ezek. 

1221 See. Gen 3,7; Deut 8,7-8; 1 King 5,5; Hos 9,10; Mic 4,4; Zeach 3,10; Matt 21; Matt 24,32; Mark 11; Mark 

13,28; Luke 13; Luke 21,29; John 1,48-50. 

1222 See. Gen 23,17-18; Isa 60,13. 

1223 See. 1 King und 1 Chr. 

1224 See. 1 King; 2 Chr und Josh. 

1225 Here are mentioned myrrh, mastic, tragacanth, balms, Almuggim wood (AlguMin wood), ebony and sycamore 

tree. 

1226 See. Deut 28,40; Mic 6,15. 

1227 See. Isa 10,18; Isa 10,19; Isa 23,19; Isa 33,9; Ezek 21,2-3; Zech 11,2; Ps 29,9; Ezek 21,2-3; Ps 83,15-16. 

1228 See. Gen 2,9; Deut 8,7-8; Ezek 39,10; Isa 44,19-23; Ps 72,16; Ps 96, 12-13; Isa 55,12; Isa 65,22; Ezek 17,24; 

Ezek 36,30; Rev 22,2. 

1229 See. Deut 20. 
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forest also formed an economic basis within which skilled workers were employed over 

the country's borders.1230 

Wood is seen in several ways. Firstly, it serves only as a building material1231 or 

firewood1232 and thus also shows the value of idols,1233 which burn all the same, so it is even 

better to be lumber than as material for an idol.1234 Very special attention is given to the 

writing on the "lush trees" under which pagan rites take place. It is worth noting that 

throughout the trees are not portrayed in a bad sense, but misuse of these trees are almost 

regretfully noted.1235 Secondly, the trees serve as sacrificial wood1236 or even as a 

"purification timber"1237 within purification rites. Branches are also used for celebrations 

such as the Feast of Tabernacles 1238. 

The importance of the forest in the Bible is very positive. If trees are mentioned in 

supposedly negative terms, they serve as a picture of the behavior of man. The tree is 

withered, or cut always referred to people who do not comply with their nature of being 

human and therefore have to face the consequences.1239 

At one point of the New Testament, the trees are brought even quite directly in contact 

with the people. It is the site of the healing. a blind man in Bethsaida.1240 Generally this 

position is interpreted as a sign that even those who are considered to be disciples of Jesus 

can be blind without realizing it. Jesus can open their eyes even with such blind folk, even 

if these do not seem to be eyes that function immediately.1241 This theological statement is 

not to be questioned, but merely extended by one aspect that is often overlooked. It is 

                                      
1230 See. Deut, 29,9-10; Josh 9,21-27; Josh 17,15-18; 1 King 5,20. 

1231 See. Construction Reports in Scripture as stamp or palace. 

1232 See. Neh 13,31. 

1233 See. Bar 6; Dan 5; Deut 28; Jer 10; Isa 37-44. 

1234 See. Bar 6,58 "Better is about a king who shows his strength, better a useful household appliance that can 

require the owner, as such deceptive gods; better in the house a door, which is what's inside, protects, as such 

deceptive gods; better a wooden pillar in the Royal Palace as such deceptive gods." 

1235 See. Deut 12,2; 1 King 14,23; 2 King 16,4; 2 King 17,10; 2 Chr 28,4; Isa 57,5; Jer 2,20; Jer 3,6.13; Jer 17,1-2. 

1236 See. Lev; 1 King 18. 

1237 See. Ex 15,25; Lev 14.  

1238 See. Lev 23; Neh 8; 2 Macc 1; et al 

1239 See. Mark 11,13-14 and similar instances. 

1240 See. Mark 8,22-26 "They came according to Bethsaida. Then they brought a blind man to Jesus and begged 

him that he would touch him. He took the blind man by the hand, led him out of the village, his eyes smeared 

with saliva , he laid his hands and asked him: Do you see something the man looked up and said: I see men; for 

I see something that looks like trees and goes around as he again laid his hands on his eyes; now saw. . He was 

clearly the man healed and could see everything exactly Jesus sent him home, saying. go not into the village." 

1241 See. Limbeck, Meinrad (41989); 103. 
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simply the fact that here Jesus apparently present, unlike other places,1242 where he needs 

two attempts for a healing. As already stated, this is interpreted as a sign where even in 

"persistent circumstances", Jesus can open the "eyes". Significant of Mark 8,24 is 

however, is that the "half healed" people recognized as "walking around the trees". He is 

clear that this "revolving trees" are humans. He brings these trees in conjunction neither 

with animals nor anything else, but evidently only with humans. Man is thus, as it seems, 

like a tree, with the possibility of free movement. After numerous hand laying, it is now 

recognized that man is more than a tree that can walk.  

In this point, there are two particular profundities. a) By laying of hands, the man realizes 

that he is not just a tree, but more. The result is inevitably on this recognition because of 

salvation, which comes from Christ, the parallel to the tree of knowledge of good and 

evil.1243 b) Due to the healing, the convalescent gets a new quality of life; a new, a different, 

a better life. The consequence is inevitably on this new life, because of the grace that 

comes from Christ, the parallel to the tree of life.1244 Christ is in this triple image lets 

himself be seen as the tree of knowledge of good and evil and the tree of life, based on the 

comparison, the the "half healed" himself testifies that man as "about walking tree" or 

Christ as life and tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, which "goes around" in the realm. 

The invitation of Christ, that the now healed should not go into the village, underlines this 

fact. The just now "renewed" man must now internally handle a dual cure: One from the 

physical blindness and the other from the the mental and spiritual blindness - not realising 

Jesus as the true tree of knowledge of good and evil and of life. The real trees standing in 

front of the village – only on the basis of which, the comparison was possible - obviously 

help the healed, at the same time processing this experience, obviously, more than the 

curious glances of the questions and even to the "blind" villagers. 

The image of the tree, which is taught in the Scriptures, cannot be consistently considered 

due to the decline of the same as observed in Palestine. If a reason must be given, then it 

is that there is not much more than the remark that people have not stayed true to the 

instructions and mediated respect for the forest, which is already mentioned in the above 

religions. Therefore, this finding does not depicts the individual religions in a bad plight, 

but should encourage them on the need to hear more on the same, while the Bible alone 

                                      
1242 See. Mark 7,33-35 "He [Jesus] took him aside, away from the crowd, put his fingers in his ears and then touched 

the man's tongue with spittle. After that, he looked up to heaven, sighed and said to the deaf-mute: Ephphatha !, 

which means: Open yourself immediately his ears were opened, his tongue was freed from their bondage, and 

he could speak properly." – See. John 9,6-7 "When he [Jesus] said this, he spat on the ground; then he made with 

the saliva a dough, anointed the blind man's eyes and said to him: Go, wash! in the pool of Siloam Siloam 

translates: the Messenger the man went away and washed, and when he came back, he could see." 

1243 See. Gen 2,9 "And the Lord God caused to grow out of the ground every tree that is pleasant to the sight and 

good for food, in the middle of the garden, but the tree of life and the tree of knowledge of good and evil." 

1244 See. Gen 2,9 "And the Lord God caused to grow out of the ground every tree that is pleasant to the sight and 

good for food, in the middle of the garden, but the tree of life and the tree of knowledge of good and evil." 
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speaks of the large number of "forest sites" with its consistently positive imprint in an 

unique language. 

 

2.3.3.1.2. Integrity of Creation 

In the above section, passages with respect to the forest were listed and explained briefly. 

It has been found that the forest in accordance with the Scripture principle undergoes a 

positive interpretation. In this section, the concept of integrity of creation is investigated. 

The scripture strongly emphasizes the aspect of the land, which the God promises and 

delivers to His people. This promise and its fulfillment are key elements of the Old-1245 

and New1246 Testaments, particularly to have one’s own land is one of the most 

fundamental needs of the people, it is the need for a place where one can live as instructed. 

For humans, there are basically only two regions in the world: a) the area where one 

belongs, where one is at home. b) the area where one is a stranger, a guest. The man who 

has not at home is a refugee, beachcombing or excluded. The land is the place of the 

people. Without such a place, is a people "too much", having no place on earth, is 

alienated, because there is no place to call home. This is true not only for humans but also 

for animals and in a sense, also for plants. 

 

2.3.3.1.2.1. Responsibility for a certain place 

The Leviticus 25 deals with the loss of family ownership. Landlessness by means of loss 

due to economic or any other reasons displaces the entire families, consequently they 

looses their land and position in the masses, this in a manner of speaking an absolute 

displacement. The entire the 49 years of loss were refunded.1247 With these measures, the 

tragedies of displacement of the division of the people were counteracted. This regulation 

– in additon to the breaking of annual regulations – is, at the same time, adjudicated a 

deeper accountability for the place of family, clan or community. The long term 

accountability, we mean the steady sustainable management of economically less 

                                      
1245 The actual start of promise of the Land after the expulsion from paradise can be brought in conjuction with 

Gen 12,1. "The Lord said to Abram, 'Go from your country and your kindred and your father's house to the land 

that I will show thee." 
1246 In the New Testament the promise of the Land is seen with the second beatitude: Matt 5,5 "Blessed are the 

meek, / for they shall inherit the earth." 

1247 See. Lev 25,10.13 "Consecrate the fiftieth year for holy and proclaim liberty throughout all the land to its 

inhabitants! It shall be a jubilee year for you. Each of you shall return to his possession, and each of you shall 

return to his family. In this year of Jubilee, each of you shall return to his possession." 
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interesting centres, also confirms the prevention of interest.1248 Everyone in the community 

should be endowed with a new place, where he may able to live and be accountable for it. 

Thus, the mobilization of resources is implemented in the form of a solidarity tax, which 

is organized by means of non-governmental social security contributions. 

With these obligatory support, possibly in the simplest form, averts not only the economic 

collapse, in which someone’s economic survival can be ensured, but also, in the dual 

sense, mitigated on the basis of lack of other interest reimbursement in addition to the risk 

of environmental destruction. The regulation allows extensive protection of economic 

sovereignty and prevents long term decline in subjugation due to economic dependence. 

Even though these regulations are, in the literal sense, possibly never been implemented, 

still they shape not only the conscience of the individual, but also the society as a whole. 

These guidelines illustrate everyone in a striking manner, then only the people are become 

really people, if a certain equality of all – prevention of welfare cases and preservation of 

fertile lands- are guaranteed. The naming of seven times in seven years clearly shows that 

the people are not be left spared, to examine in certain time intervals whether and to what 

extent it has deviated from these ideals and this simultaneously appeal possibly more 

course of action. This "order" appeals for a solution of eco (nomic-logical) social problems 

by means of free and voluntary redistribution of all properties and the associated 

responsibilities and consequently averts the emergence of revolutionary propaganda.1249 

 

2.3.3.1.2.2. Sabbath rest in favor of Creation 

In the same way, like the blue moon are also have the sabbatical ecosocial guidelines, but 

more with an ecological orientation.1250 In this year man loses the legal right of use of land 

for the benefit of nature – the land is, ultimately, not owned by the people, but borrowed 

for six years.1251 This uncultivated year has nothing to do with the usual agrarian fallow 

                                      
1248 Lev 25,35-38 "If one of your brothrs becomes poor, and falls into poverty among you, then you shall help him, 

like a stranger or a sojourner, that he may live with you. Take no usury or interest for him; but fear your God, 

that your brother may live with you. You shall not lend him your money for usury, nor lend him your food at a 

profit. I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, to give you the land of Canaan and to 

be your God." 

1249 This view is also indicated by Prof. Dr. ADRIAN SCHENKER an seinem Vortrag: "Das Jubeljahr. Restitutio ad 

integrum - Wiedergewonnene Ursprünglichkeit. Heilung der Zeit - Bewahrung der Schöpfung - Erlösung des 

Menschen" hich was held in Einsiedeln on 3rd December 2000 and gracefully he delivered its manuscript to this 

work. 

1250 Still the social orientation has not been waived. In this year the land also "belongs" to the poor of the land. 

1251 See. Lev 25,1-7 "The Lord spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai: Speak to the children of Israel, and say to them: 

When you come into the land which i give you, then the land shall keep a Sabbath to the Lord. Six years you 

shall sow your field, and six yeras you shall prune your vineyard, and gather its fruit. But in the seventh year 

there shall be a sabbath of solemn rest for the land, a sabbath to the Lord: You shall neither sow your field nor 

prune your vineyard. What grows of its own accofd of your harvest you shall not reap, nor gather the grapes of 
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individual fields for all two to three years. During the sabbatical years the regulation 

between man and nature is provisionally suspended. The people make it clear that he 

cannot appear as an invader of the world. Every six year they will enter into a moratorium 

to which the people must maintain. This can be explained with the help of a modern 

foreign word: the man has leased the economic land for a period of six years. 

The people, by means of sabbatical year, it is clear that man, with reservations, is the sole 

owner of the land, because the world is predetermined to him, which means that we came 

into the world, which was already existed. We can only pass over our predetermined 

ownership, if we explicitly transfer it, but this will never happen, because the man has no 

absolute ownership right over air, water and soil. The man makes use of the available 

facilities, but the ownerhip is ultimately rested with the Creator. With the fallow year the 

humans are transformed into a condition, where he is no more capable to "rule" the earth. 

A special characteristic of Creation is its regular tendency to return to its "original" state, 

before it is transformed by the human work. The humans are reminded by the fact that He 

has "started" the Creation, which must be preserved in such a manner that every seventh 

year it can return to its original state. Is the nature transformed in such a way that it no 

longer retains its original position in the sabbatical year, then the man go beyond his good 

relationship to God.1252 

 

2.3.3.1.2.3. Preserving Creation 

The preservation of Creation in the Judeo-Christian tradition is not an idea originated in 

the 80s and 90s of the 20th century after the birth of Christ,1253 but it is already existed in 

the Yahwist in Genesis 2. The Yahwist places the man at the center of God’s Creation 

around the world, which in unity with God like a paradise to serve and to preserve it.1254 

The Yahwist viewed the mission of man in a manner of obedience with respect to nature. 

The man has to respect the order of "Tree in the middle of the garden".1255 The focal point 

of the garden is not man, but the "concept of respectfulness". This concept of 

                                      
your untended vine. For it is a year of reast for the land. The sabbath produce of the land shall be food for you: 

for you, your male and female servants, your hired man, and the stranger who dwells with you. Also for your 

livestock and the beasts that are in your land – all its produce shall be for food." 

1252 This view is also indicated by Dr. ADRIAN SCHENKER in his lecture: "Das Jubeljahr. Restitutio ad integrum - 

Wiedergewonnene Ursprünglichkeit. Heilung der Zeit - Bewahrung der Schöpfung - Erlösung des Menschen" 

which was held in Einsiedeln on 3rd December 2000 and gracefully he delivered its manuscript to this work. 

1253 See. Daecke, Sigrud Martin (1992); 234. 

1254 See. Gen 2,15 " The Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of it." 

1255 See. Gen 2,16-17; Gen 3,2-3 "The Lord commanded the man: You are free to eat from any tree in the garden, 

but you must not eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, for when you eat from it you will certainly 

die. The woman said to the serpent, "we may eat fruit from the trees in the garden, but did say you must not eat 

fruit from the tree that is in the middle of the garden, and you must not touch it, or you will die." 
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respectfulness not only represents the God himself, but a non-human creature: the 

"tree".1256 The non-respectfulness of this focal point makes it necessary to bring together 

itself with the reconcilation of Creation.1257  

The concept of "Integrity of Creation" has not only an anthropological or ethical point of 

view, but also also a dogmatic, a term that denotes the Doctrine of God. Here, what is 

significant is not the actions of man, but the omnipresent God is referred as the 

"conservatio creaturae" or "conservatio mundi". According to this understanding it can be 

doubted whether the the Integrity of Creation can be expressed in reference to human 

action, since as per Christian belief the Creation and hence its preservation is regarded as 

the solitary work of God: "creatio continua". There exists no serious doubt that God 

himself as Creator has not withdrawn from the world. However, human action is 

differentiated from the actions of God. Human activity is not centered around creating 

something new from nothing, but he has the ability to change the existing Creations, as 

demonstrated by the genetic engineering. This ability to change, to cultivate requires the 

right balance of preserve, to safeguard Creation. Thus, the preservation of Creation by 

God takes place in different dimensions than the preservation of Creation by man. Man 

has to preserve what he cultivated – in the broadest sense of the word – so that he can 

cultivate more.1258 

 

2.3.3.1.3. The Biblical Order of Rule to today’s Man 

The biblical order for rule has already been covered under the aspect "Man in Creation". 

At this point, the task will be from the perspective of Holy Scriptures and further engrossed 

under the backdrop of ecological questions. The Bible shows the evidence of two accounts 

related to Creation with the Yahwist1259 and the Priestly1260 source of the Pentateuch. In the 

Old Testament the theme of Creation is available only in the post-exilic writings, where it 

discussed as the central theme. However, the God of Yahwist appears not only as a tribal 

God, but as the ruler of the whole world and at least to some extent is also go above the 

boundaries of a pure clan ethos. In the contemporary historical context, compared with the 

Priestly account regarding Creation, in the foreground stand the strong peasant horizon of 

experience; preferably theologically viewed in the context of Creation, guilt and suffering. 

The Priestly narration of Creation shows rather the heavenly order of ideal Creation. 

                                      
1256 See. Drewermann, Eugen (71997); 103-104, 406-407. 

1257 See. Ribaut, Jean-Pierre (1998); 233. 

1258 See. Krötner, Ulrich H. J. (1995); 143-159. 

1259 Gen 2,4b-2,25. 

1260 Gen 1,1-2,4a. 
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By means of sin – the act of violence –the cosmos is submerged into corruption. This 

moral corruptness of cosmos by means of the act of violence makes atleast partly a 

rearrangement of Creation by the prerequisite of the Creator. This new order is created 

with the help of flood, which appeared as the second fundamental point in the Priestly 

account related to Creation and till this day represents as the valid fundamental1261 order of 

Creation.1262 

Another important reference to Creation is the "Creation Psalm"1263. The Psalm 104 

contains an absolute standpoint of Creation. It emphasizes that the earth is rife with the 

Creation of God. Psalm 8 depicts almost a balancing image, where man is shown as 

"Supreme ruler over God’s work", however not to human end in itself, but for the 

glorification of God. 

Superficially, in the New Testament the concept of Creation appeared in a modest decisive 

character. However, on closer examination the entire New Testament in its foundation 

shows the new Creation in Christ, which does not replace the existing, but only redeemed. 

The existing1264 "sighing Creation"1265 should be freed as a whole from the slavery of sin 

and loneliness.1266 The Creation, which is at liberty, that is by means of Christ, through 

him and of him ultimately it is created.1267 The redeemed become the Creation finds its 

confirmation in the New Testament, last but not least, in the book of Revelations, when 

the new, the heavenly Jerusalem is mentioned. The concept after paradise is discusseed in 

the Genesis 1- 2. According to this concept, the partial re-creation in flood and the act of 

redemption by Christ, finds evidently the Creation in the heavenly Jerusalem to its 

perfection.1268 

 

                                      
1261 In this respect, through Christ the order is changed, the redeemed of Creation is no longer a promise, but has 

already began. 

1262 See. Gen 9,1-17. 

1263 Here the main attention will be on Ps 8; 19; 33 and 104. 

1264 The renewed Creation after sins flood. 

1265 See. Röm 8,22 "Because we know that the whole Creation sighs till the present day and rests in the birth pangs." 

1266 See. Rom 8,18-27. – See. Kühschelm, Roman (1995); 251-282. 

1267 See. Col 1,15-20 "He is the image of the invisible God/the first born over all Creation. For him all things were 

created: in heaven and on earth/the visible and invisible/whether thrones or powers or rulers or authorities / all 

things have been created through him and for him. He is before all Creations/ in him all things hold together. He 

is the head of the body/the chucrch./ he is the beginning and the first born from among the dead; /so that in 

everything he might have the supremacy. For God was pleased to have all his fullness dwell in him/through him 

to reconcile to himself all things, whether things on earth or things in heaven, by making peace through his blood, 

shed on the cross." 

1268 See. Rev 21,1-14; 22,1-5. 
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2.3.3.1.3.1. The Bible and today’s ecological issues 

The Bible, in the context of modern environmental problems, is undoutedly a difficult 

challange to undertake. Justifiably, it can be argued that the ozone hole, air pollution, water 

pollution, pollution of the oceans, acid rain, genetic engineering and all other current 

environmental problems with pasture farming, agriculture and the animal husbandry 

around 3'0001269 years ago, have hardly anything in common.1270 However, the texts belong 

to that period concerning solving human problems are not irrelevant. The environmental 

problems of that period sometimes had serious impact on the individuals, similar to the 

present time. In those days whether a nation is exhausted by overusage of resources and 

produced no more fruits, at the same time threatened by famine. In contrast, today, at least 

in the Western world, no famine casualities are reported; because the potatoes from 

Waldviertel, Swiss Plateau or from United States are coming only marginally to the 

consumers. Today, the technological advancements make it feasible to easily compensate 

the localized supply shortages by means of import from around the globe. 

In earlier times, occasionally the human beings also experienced the situations, which are 

against the commandments of God, much more/significantly more holistic than what we 

revealed today similar to Hosea 4,1-31271. The human beings, who follow the 

commandments of God, also includes the nature worship1272 are not ignored and on the 

other hand acts exploitatively – from man and nature demands more, which they can really 

deliver – will experience sooner or later its consequences. It seems that nothing has 

changed. Moreover, the people of this period have also experienced the consequences of 

their own actions. In order to express it succinctly: whether people of that period, due to 

their ignorance and supposition that the forests are regenerated without human 

contribution unsustainable or due to our greed for profit, whether before 3'000 years or 

today, we destroyed the whole forest area and similarly transformed the land desolate. In 

this respect, one can without doubt draw parallels. 

 

                                      
1269 Untill approximately 5'000 years. 

1270 See. Halter, Hans (1985); 173-175. 

1271 Hosea 4,1-3 "Hear the word of the Lord, you children of Israel! /For the Lord brings a charge/against the 

inhabitants of the land:There is no truth or mercy / or knowledge of God in the land. By swearing and lying, / 

killing and stealing and committing adultery/ They break all restraint / With bloodshed upon bloodshed. 

Therefore, the land will mourn / and everyone who dwells there will wither away,with the beasts of the field / 

and the birds of the air; / evem the fish of the sea will be taken away." 

1272 See. also the above mentioned scriptures. 
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2.3.3.1.3.2. Rule does not denotes to exploit 

The Scriptures confirms how the existing versions show the order of God to man on 

Creation: to be the Sovereign. This sovereign, however, has on the basis of right and good 

relationship of man to God, in proportion to be on Secondment as this already came up 

for discussion.1273 The Man assigned by God as his to be on Secondment of the nature 

being has the responsibility as the protector of his world. The Protector –to be on 

Secondment – of the world means to have the responsibility for the fact that each creature 

survives in principle according to the intended space. This does not exculde the benefits 

of the creatures and resources mentioned in the biblical "subject matter", implied 

inevitably also to be accountable for what the human beings are responsible, the nature. 

The image of paradise shows that man is placed by God in the garden; this means that for 

the present generation also there is no difference of opinion about it, because the man is 

placed by God in the world to fulfill the same responsibility: to be on Secondment. If the 

man is not accomplishing this responsibility, this does not mean that the responsibility is 

not proper or not good, but the man practices it wrongly and possibly badly, simply not 

godly Lord is above the Creation, but rather "Godless" despot. 

 

2.3.3.2. Ecclesiastical statements and documents for Woodland and Environment 

2.3.3.2.1. The "Preliminary work" of Church 

In the following section, the opinions of the Church are pointed out, which can be 

identified in association with this work. This is because a theological ethics without 

considering Church, particularly the official statements is not in the full sense of 

theological ethics. For some time, the Church has answered these topics in the form of 

declarations, pastoral letters, opinions, papal statements and encyclicals in the 

environmental discussions. Thus, the statements of the Church’s Magisterium are 

available from the sixties of the 20th century on the issues related to technical progress, 

nuclear energy, the quality of life, prosperity and self-restraint. In this regard, it is 

important to mention the Encyclical "Mater et magistra" von JOHN XXIII. (1963), the 

Pastoral Constitution of Second Vatican Council "Gaudium et spes" (1965) and 

Encyclical "Populorum progressio" of PAUL VI. (1967). 

In 1971, even a year before the Study by the Club of Rome, under Pope PAUL VI. has 

pointed out the environmental crisis in explicit statements, especially on the occasion of 

Roman Episcopal Synod in the International Episcopal Synod developed the document 

                                      
1273 See. Also refer: Lohfink, Norbert (1974b); 138-139. 
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"De justitia in mundo", in the Sections1274 8,1275 111276 and 641277 and in the Section 211278 of 

the Apostolic Letter "Octogesima adveniens".1279 Both these documents follow numerous 

additional general statements of the Church. In a manner of speaking, the communication 

of JOHN PAUL II. forms a milestone towards the celebration of World Day of Peace on 1st 

January 1990, in which the Pope, for the first time, showed interest on the problems of 

environmental crisis in detail.1280 If the environmental issues are viewed from the 

perspective of trust on a papal letter related to environment sent to all bishops of the 

Roman Catholic Church (encyclical), then one must probably, in spite of all endeavours 

by ALFONS AUER to declare that the perspective of the Church is still at the "early stages 

of problem solving1281". However, if any one observes this commitment in the general 

context of environmental problems, then it will be recognized as extremely remarkable. 

The following statements are aimed to elucidate this commitment. Since this work is 

centered on forest and forestry, the emphasis is on the problems being tangent in these 

areas and not on the level of individual statements, which may in the comprehensive 

environmental context appear to be as repeatedly relevant. 

 

                                      
1274 See. DJM 8, 11, 64. 

1275 "... Recently ... [the people will] realise how natural resources, for example, the precious goods such as air and 

water, without which no life is possible, and all the things that belong to narrow and fragile "biosphere", on which 

the world survives, are not exhaustible, but requre a uniqe and irreplaceable features of entire human races careful 

care and protection." – DJM 8. 

1276 "... Moreover, the need of prosperous – nonetheless no matter capitalist or socialist – countries for raw materials 

and energy (as well as the harmful effects of their emission to the atmosphere and sea) reached in such an extent 

that the essential conditions of life is not recoverable on this earth, while air and water would be damaged if this 

level of consumption, pollution and rapidity of growth would take hold of the entire humanity. ..." – DJM 11. 

1277 "... So we call for the Catholics to reconsider the following suggestions ... [Payment] reasonable commodity 

prices... On a new, in which the world believes in holding its breadth, still we should points out, ... environment 

and environmental protection. Incomprehensible is how the rich nations wants to justify it to increase their access 

to the resources on the earth more and more, if the consequence is either the other nations about the miserable 

plight, or even the physical basis of life on earth at risk being destroyed. Those who are rich must satisfied with 

a materially less demanding standard of living and deal with less wastefull things of the environment, in order 

not to destroy the genetic material, into which they have to share with the rest of the humanity in accordacne with 

more severe righteousness. ..." – DJM 64. 

1278 "... Suddently, the modern man is conscious, as a result of his indiscriminate exploitation of nature leads himself 

to the risk, and even become the victim of her descration, which can be return to him. However, not only the 

material environment is a threat to human: the pollution, waste, new dieseases are also the absolute force of 

destruction. The same is valid to his human environment, he is no longer masters and can, therefore, lead in the 

near future to the living conditions that are unbearable to him. Here, it concerns a far reaching problem, which 

the whole human family will be affected. All these new perspectives must be incorporated in Christ and 

henceforth his fellow man must accept this responsibility for every shared destiny." – OA 21. 

1279 See. OA 21. 

1280 See. WFB (1990); 261-270 (Nr. 1-16). 

1281 Auer, Alfons 1984; 308. 
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2.3.3.2.1.1. The "Highest form" of Benedictine action in the responsibility of 

Woodland 

The purpose of this work possibly the most interesting ecclesiastical document is Chapter 

Four of the Constitutions of Camaldolenser Benedictine hermit of Camaldoli. The fourth 

Chapter of the Constitutions – of 1'012 by St. ROMUALD founded the monastry1282 on the 

possession of MALDOLUS from Arezzo in the northern part of Italy – was during his time 

very far and still even today be able to really elapse. The hermit should have the sovereign 

interest that the forests are in no way shrink from its actual area. On the contrary, they can 

still be increased in the form of additional plantation. The forests, for their protection, must 

be separated from (domestic) cattle by erecting fences, which must be kept away from 

fence. Likewise, for this purpose a supervisor must be appointed, who may in their work 

spare no expense. Who concerned about all these things must be very attentive in his task. 

If a tree is chopped down, then the concerned man must be accountable for it, so that the 

trees are chopped down only in places where the forest cover is not unduly reduced, 

mellowed and damage its aesthetic charming. Who let to hit a living plant without prior 

permission, must shoulder the corresponding penance. Moreover, in any case, the 

responsible authority must monitor to plant at least 4'000 to 5'000 saplings in a year.1283 At 

the same time, the General Chapter must make arrangements to rectify and punish the 

persons, who are committing error in this process.1284 Thus, this appreciative thinking in 

the Benedictine family not only attributes to an individual monastry, but also shows the 

letter of BERNHARD OF CLAIRVAUX to the Magister HEINRICH MURDACH, which er 

requested at the entrance of the monastry and in addition exerted the words: "...Faith of an 

experienced: You will find more in the forests than in the books. Wood and stones will 

teach you what you can’t listen to the teachers. ...1285" In this connection, it important to 

mention the example of ST. MEINRAD1286 who retired to the "dark forest" as a hermit. In 

this place founded the monastery Einsiedeln, which, even tody1287, maintains like other 

monasteries its forest monasteries. The maxim that is still manages support of forest 

monasteries means that it is not represented forest as timber reserve, but stands as a reserve 

                                      
1282 See. Hilpisch, Stephanus (1929); 158. 

1283 1857 & 1859 there were 30'000 seedlings. 

1284 In the original printed version: Ferruccius, Aloisius Chrysostomus (1864); 89-92, Fn 2 (S. 91+92). "Patres S. 

Eremi maximam adhibeant curam et diligentiam ut nemora nullo modo imminuantur, sed dilatentur potius et 

augeantur. Unus propterea ad abietum custodiam deputetur, qui eas fideliter custodiat, et ne parvulae ab 

hominibus vel a bestiis laedantur solicite sit intentus, et quoties incidendae sunt, adesse procuret, ut in illis locis 

et illae incidantur, quibus minus sylva imminui, aut dehonestari possit. Procurent praeterea omnino ut singulis 

annis quatuor aut quinque millia parvulae plantentur solerti cura abietes. (Constitut. Cam. Cap. IV.)" 

1285 Bernhard von Clairvaux (Bd. 2; 1992); 773-775 (Letter 106). 

1286 Born around 800 year in Süllchen between Rottenburg and Tübingen and murdered by two robbers in his 

hermitage in the "dark forest" on 21st January 861. 

1287 Since 934, i.e, after more than 1'000 yeras. 
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meditatve natural landscape in the center, primarily as environmental- and more than 

secondarily the economic concept.1288 

 

2.3.3.2.2. "Rome" and the Woodland 

To state that the Church would have not produced any new statements specifically on 

forest is basically wrong, because the speech of the Archbishop ALOIS WAGNER, the 

permanent Observer of the Holy Chair FAO, at the 13th session of the Committee of 

Forestry FAO in Rom from 10 – 13th March 1997 shows that it must be reproduced at this 

point: 

"Mr. Chairman! First of all, I am thanking you for giving 

an opportunity to me. Here I would like to formulate 

some ideas about the agenda of the committee, despite 

the fact that Holy Chair does not have the possession of 

forests, on the other hand only the famous Vatican 

Gardens! 

Nowadays the forests are destroyed around the world and 

every year a large number of forest areas are 

disappearing. In order to protect forests and other 

resources around the world, there is a future commitment 

regarding the ethical responsibility of the people, 

States and International Organizations: 

1) It is necessary to educate the youth regarding forest 

conservation and encourage planting of trees and at the 

same time respect and protect them. 

2) The advertisement of mass media should encourage the 

people regarding forest conservation and its resources. 

As you know, the trees are important for good air, clear 

water and healthy climate. 

3) It is our responsibility to request the government 

urgently to protect trees and forests before more 

incautious exploitation. 

4) The destruction of forest causes unfavourable changes 

of a large part of the land on earth and ruins human 

well-being. 

5) A major problem is the construction of main roads 

inside the forest reserves. Thus, the lack of systematic 

protection of the forest will hinder the development of 

the country. 

                                      
1288 See. Salzgeber, Joachim (1983); 343-347. – See. Salzgeber, Joachim (1984a); 58-62. – See. Salzgeber, Joachim 

(1984b); 164-168. – See. Salzgeber, Joachim (1984c); 300-305. – See. Salzgeber, Joachim (1985); 79-87. 
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6) We must question the rationality of trade 

organizations and the responsible persons related to 

trade and management, whether they understand that wood 

is more important than money, because the destruction of 

forests leads to underdevelopment and ruins human well-

being. 

7) The felling of trees will have direct impact on the 

forest cover. No reforestation or forestry resources can 

be replaced against human rights and sustainable 

development. In fact, the future generations have the 

right to have forests and good living conditions, which 

means that: In all economic activities, the trade in 

forestry products or forestry resource estimation should 

always be conducted within the framework of human 

dimensions.  

Thank you Mr. Chairman.1289" 

 

These lines show as an example in great clarity that the Church not only takes in the form 

of Papal communication stance concerning environmental issues, but also intervenes at 

appropriate places by means of their emissaries. 

 

2.3.3.2.2.1. The ecological crisis in the ethical context 

JOHN PAUL II. underlines the various elements of today’s ecological crisis, which reveals 

its moral nature, particularly the indiscriminate utilisation of scientific and technological 

progress. Here, it is to be determined that the application of certain discoveries in the 

agricultural sector – this also includes to some extent forestry – causing long-term negative 

consequences. With no intervention in an area of the ecosystem can, besides, the 

consequences in other areas and cautiously in general for the benefit of future generations. 

Simultaneously, an element of ecological crisis is the uncontrolled deforestation1290 and 

often mentioned as the careless exploitation of resources,1291 which directly harms the 

environment and therewith the entire area becomes uninhabitable due to climate 

consequences. As a fundamental moral postulation to eliminate the crisis, the Pope calls 

for the elimination of lack of respect for life. This deficiency ultimately constitutes a 

disregard even in themselves. With this deficiency pertains the genetic engineering of 

plants, whose consequence is not assessable, but still being determined. The economic 

progress is only possible with in the interest of life and the long term integrity of Creation. 

                                      
1289 This translation of the address corresponds to me in August 1997 personally by Archbishop Wagner handed 

original. – In a slightly modified version of the text is also reproduced in: DAKSU; Pt. 28. 

1290 There are primarily in the Amazon jungle and in general meant the rain forests. 

1291 See also refer: RH; 15-16. 
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These principles are not paid attention to the undermined so to speak the durability of 

sound economic possibilities.1292 "An economy, which disregards the ethical dimension 

and does not bother with it, seves for the welfare of every human being in its completeness, 

can’t be really called itself as 'economy', when anyone understands this in terms of 

reasonable and constructive management of material wealth.1293" 

The rules of ecological balance must be respected and thus, to explore and discover in an 

enlightening1294 foresight and finally the rules are usable in such a manner that its integrity 

remains preserved. Moreover, JOHN PAUL II., underlines and welcomes the demand that 

includes "right for a safer environment" in the Charter on Human Rights.1295 The respect 

of ecosystem – where mostly there is no mono cultures1296 - be expressed in the 

environmental protection, must include an education in respect of nature, shows an 

example exactly however the Christmas tree, in addition to the crib participation of 

Creation on the major festival of humanity. This symbol also brings to the expression that 

the forests and the rest of the nature are entrusted to man, so that he respect and preserve 

it. JOHN PAUL II. emphasizes the demand to protect the Creation in the World Peace Day 

message on 1999, which is quoted here: 

"The present and future of the world is depends on the 

integrity of Creation, because there is a constant 

intercation between the mandkind and nature. The welfare 

of the people is placed at the center of attention, in 

fact, it is the safest method to protect Creation, 

because in this manner the sense of responsibility of 

every individual is towards the natural resources and 

its judicious use.1297" 

 

2.3.3.2.3. "Rome" and the Environment 

2.3.3.2.3.1. Evolution of Moral character 

To observe a creature, it is essential to include the development of its moral character. The 

human being is increasingly conscious that he is not with impunity from various living or 

inanimate creatures, which necessarily include forest and wood, can avail arbitrarily. The 

Creation must have regards to all its interrationships. It must also takes into account, 

                                      
1292 See. WFB (1990); 263-265 (No. 6-7). 

1293 XXXIV (2001); 16. 

1294 It leads within these astute caution with no alternative to a sound risk management concerning long term nature. 

1295 See. WFB (1990); 265-266 (No. 8-9). 

1296 See also: PP (spec. 6-11). 

1297 XXXII (1999) 10. 
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particularly, with cautious the handling of non-renewable resources, so that it can be 

preserved for the future generations. This means that the renewable raw materials are to 

be preferred, in such a way that this is made possible for the future generations in a 

sustainable manner. To preserve these resources, it is necessary to avoid environmental 

pollution, which not only damages the environment, but also the harms human wellbeing. 

It is clear that the proper utilization of materials can’t be worked out on moral accounts, 

where undoubtedly requires a limitation regarding the utilization of these natural 

resources. The Creator entrusted the man the sovereignty, which has not only the 

biological limits, but always subjected to moral principles, which must not be violated 

with impunity, as already shown in the biblical forbid of "consumption from the fruit 

tree"1298. The economic development, therefore, requires the continuous formation of 

conscience and its direction to this moral dimension.1299 

To bring harmony in environment and in one’s own actions does not mean to ask questions 

or to ask themselves today, as JOHN PAUL II. has formulated in his speech in Schwechat 

on 10th September 1983: "The next generation will exactly ask you the same question just 

as now you are asking your elders: What have you done from your life and from the 

earth?1300" In this context, it is important to points out that the older generation can still 

learn from the younger generation.1301 In order to deal this issue as the social order with a 

clear consciousness, one must establish the intrinsic evolution of love to God and his 

neighbor. It must helps to promote the relationship between the individual and society and 

ultimately to culminate the "civilization of love1302". These Christian testimonials require 

courage and bravery, besonders in communication, action and in the lfie of each 

individual.1303 

This civilisation of love is disturbed or nonexistent when the natural environment is 

destroyed. The human beings are least bothered to preserve the natural habitas of the 

various species, although each species provides its own unique contribution to balance the 

natural habitat. JOHN PAUL II. underlines these facts, as it were the causes, in such a 

manner that the human beings in the presence of natural environment destroy the human 

                                      
1298 See. Gen 2,16-17. 

1299 See. SRS 11-34 (spec. 34). – See. CL 43. 

1300 VAS 50; 4 (P. 46-47). 

1301 See. VAS 80; 5 (P. 17-18). 

1302 SRS; (33-)34. – See also: XXXIV (2001). (This message is addressed specifically for the dialogue between 

cultures, to cultivate a civilisationof love and peace.) 

1303 See. VAS 80; 2 (P. 22). 
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environment and far too little committed for safeguarding the moral conditions of a 

reliable "human ecology1304".1305 

The statements in "Centesimus annus (38)1306" are almost appeared to be a casual 

expression of human ecology, but on the other hand, it carries a quite deeper sense. Here, 

the Pope hints at the interrelationship between natural and human environment and with 

these technical terms proposes a bridge between the two environments, both of them are 

gifted to man by God himself. Therefore, one such gift is Creation and the other is the 

human being, who has given with the free will. The human beings themselves are closer, 

than, for instance, he is close to the forest. Now, the human beings not respecting the 

natural and moral structure, with which he is created, first and foremost, in principle, he 

himself wrong and therefore, secondarily can no longer handle the Creation properly, 

because he himself has initiated is wrong.1307 The human being receives from God the 

ability to express towards any social order en route for truth and goodness; therefore he is 

bound to mention the interrelation not without means.1308 An ethical and cultural system 

that is based on the maxim of production and consumption alienates its people from other 

things due to its unilateral nature.1309 Consequently, these kinds of market oriented 

mechanisms can never accomodates the common good of all creatures. 

JOHN PAUL II. speaks about State’s task of market intervention, because the market 

ignores the existence of goods, which are by their nature neither purely goods, nor it can 

be. In order to shape these limitations, if necessary, it is important to form even solidary 

equilibrium among nations, which can give upto some abstinence of profit- and control 

role of the industry. In his opinion, such an action by the State may result in the traditional 

life styles, which may in turn required to enable all nations and people on this earth to 

have equal share on the available resources.1310 

                                      
1304 See The term "human ecology" is also referred in the introductory chapter, within the definition. ("Human 

ecology" is a branch of ecology, which examines the relationship between human being and environment. 

HELMUT KNÖTIG formulated this concept as follows: "Under human ecology we understood the ecology of the 

species Homo sapiens.") 

1305 See. CA 38. 

1306 CA 38 – See also: CA 39. 

1307 See also Lk 16,10 "He who is faithful in what is least is faithful also in much; and he who is unjust in what is 

least is faithful also in much; and he who is unjust in what is least is unjust also in much." – This verse is taken 

from the Command of Christ "by the right use of wealth" (Lk 16,9-13) and is therefore exacatly this interplay of 

dealing with onself and his handling of goods. 

1308 See to this section: CA 38. 

1309 See. RH 15. 

1310 See. CA 40, 52. 
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According to Pope John Paul II the destruction of the environemnt can be referred as a 

"social sin crying toward the sky 1311". This sin reveals a deep crisis, which comes from the 

loss of sense of God and from the absence of moral principles that guide the life of every 

human being. In other words, when the moral standards are non-existent, then the human 

being is immersed into the limitless desire for wealth and power.1312 The Gifts of God to 

the mankind must always be utilized in view of our future generations. Justice and 

humanity demand a look at our future generations to enable them to live under living 

conditions.1313 

 

2.3.3.2.3.2. The Evangelium of Life 

Another document of JOHN PAUL II., which was appeared after his World Peace Message 

in 1990 profoundly concerns enivornment, is the encyclical "Evangelium Vitae"of 25th 

March 1995. In this document the Pope welcomed in a well-meaning manner "the 

increased attention regarding quality of life and environment1314", which was particularly 

noticed in the highly developed societies. However, the title "highly developed" is not 

associated with the term "economic leading", but referred to the societies where the better 

quality of life and environmental commitments are assured. The renewed attitude towards 

environment by means of commitment to bioethics is not only considered as an endeavour 

of Christian countries, but it extends beyond faith boundaries connects the believers and 

non-believers alike in the form of a dialogueon fundamental ethical issues and make aware 

all stakeholders regarding the confrontation of the "culture of death1315" and the "culture of 

life 1316".1317 

The Good News from Life, which is the message Jesus kept in his heart, also builds the 

questions regarding the environment on the guidelines of Old Testament. The Order for 

Basic Rule of man over the earth, as it is stated in the Genesis,1318 is understood within the 

                                      
1311 EA 56. 

1312 See. EA 56. 

1313 See. VAS 22; 7 (S. 152-153). 

1314 EV 27. 

1315 EV 28. 

1316 EV 28. 

1317 See. EV 27-28. 

1318 See. Gen 1,28 "The God blessed them [the man], and God said to them, "Be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth 

and subdue it; having dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over every living things that 

moves on the earth." 
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meaning of the Book of Wisdom1319. The Order for Rule is an order with a special 

responsibility must be understood in terms of Creation – not only in terms of present 

generation, but also for the future generations. This message from Bible is an ethical guide 

to concerning the "ecological question", so that the large part of life is respected in its 

completeness by preserving natural habitats to humarn ecology as has already introduced 

in "Centesimus annus"1320 and can be found out in the above explanation. It is always been 

a fundamental truth that the Reign of Man is not arbitrary. From his existence, man is 

subjected not only to biological laws of nature, but also the moral laws, which he cannot 

be violated with impunity and is symbolically forbidden by Genesis,1321 according to it 

man is not to allowed consume fruits from each tree.1322 

The truth that comes from the realms of moratlity has a fundamental role to play. The 

moral theology must be capable to points out the vital ethical problems, it includes also in 

the field of environment, in their reflection regarding its roots in the word God. 

Furthermore, the truth of goodness serving philosophy of ethics is neither subjectivistic 

nor utilitarian. The mandatory ethics imply and presuppose a philosophical anthropology 

and metaphysics of high-quality. Therefore, these basics are already very important, 

because they enable dialogue with the people, who share other than the one of Christian 

or no faith.1323 

 

2.3.3.2.4. The Church and Woodland 

Documents and specific statements or beliefs of the Church concerning the forest, 

particularly in the affected area, are reasonably rare. This does not mean that there are no 

such statements from the Church. At this point, the question is whether it is the 

responsibility of the Church to handle to commence this segment for the area affected by 

this work, or whether it is not better to take attention to nature, in other words, the 

environment as a whole. This is also the case. The initiated relevant statements about 

handling with forests in German speaking countries can, therefore, seem to be invain. 

However, this does not mean that the management of forest would be included in the 

claims of the Church. Thus, from time to time, the German Bishops answer these explicit 

                                      
1319 See. Wisdom 9,1-3 "God of my fathers, and Lord of mercy, / who hast made all things with thy word. And 

ordained man through thy wisdom, that he should have dominion over the creatures which thou last made. And 

order the world according to equity and righteousness,/ and execute judgment with an upright heart." 

1320 See. CA 38. 

1321 See. Gen 2,16-17 "And the Lord God commanded the man, saying: Of evry tree of the garden you may freely 

eat; but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day that you eat of it you shall 

surely die." 

1322 See. EV 42, 51. 

1323 See. FR 98, 104. 
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demands in the form of catch the speaker’s eye. According to the German bishops, the 

situation of agriculture – the forestry can definitely be considered as part of agriculture – 

ensures the preservation of soil fertility, the promotion of forest and the maintenance of 

physical nature.1324 The Bischops always solicit for the new alternative production 

techniques; especially this can at the same time ensure environmental protection. 

Specifically, they demand for the application of agricultural or forestry raw materials as 

CO2-neutral energy source for energy purposes, which, however, turned out to be not only 

for heating purposes.1325  

The Church in Germany is not only concerns the environmental compatiability of forests, 

but also the conservation of tropical forests. In this purpose, the Church has in mind 

financical compensation from the rich countries to balance the current economic losses.1326 

 

2.3.3.2.5. The Church and Environment 

2.3.3.2.5.1. Clerical Impulse 

For a longer time, the Church strives to make people aware that it is not important to strive 

for what is technically possible or brings enormous financial and rapid profits, but do your 

best before God and for the future generations. Thus, the Church endeavors with many 

people to search towards the lost paradise.1327 However, before the future generations the 

notion of accountability is unachievable, if no action is listed by Christianity. Here the 

notion of action from Christianity implies the negation of greed and the hunger for power 

simultaneously for altruism in relation towards other people; in other words: thus to live 

means coexisting with others in a world, where we have equal responsibility, at the same 

time accepting that human Will is not the "imperative of the universe1328".1329 

The human Will must manifest in the creative activity, must worship God, because the 

God as Creator is omnipresent in his Creation. Before acknowledging the Creator as God, 

one must pay attention to God’s Creation both in the natural world and in the human 

history. History not only narrates the past events, but also the present and especially the 

future, it is valid not only our needs from the possibilities of the environment, but also the 

future generations have equal right over the energy and construction resources. The 

Christian ethics, while keeping this view in mind, give us a clear instruction regarding the 

                                      
1324 See. DDB H 44; 10. 

1325 See. DDB H 44; 43-46. 

1326 See. DBK K 15; 44. – Also refer: VDB 12; 32-33. 

1327 See also: Danneels, Godfried Kardinal (1991); 212-214. 

1328 SDW 1; 7. 

1329 See. SDW 1; 2-7. 
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application of resources. The prevailing economic systems are, as a result, must reconsider 

and adjust, since they are not follows these principles. These reform proposals must be 

reflected in the Central Accounting Policy.1330 

 

2.3.3.2.5.2. Pastoral deliberations 

The Creation, which hangs around so to speak as the Federal character since the beginning 

of the Spirit of God, is the work of God.1331 The social interaction of Creation is dependent 

on evolution, which in turn must be based on the ethical criteria of to be on Secondment. 

An ecological ethic comprises the message of utilitarian and individualistic moral 

principles in accordance with the persepective of Church. The ecological ethic demands 

for the adoption of the principle of universal determination of benefits of Creation and the 

promotion of of justice and solidarity as essential value. As a constituent of the society, 

the Christians did not relieve the responsibility for development models, neither that have 

led to disastrous situations in the environment and society. On the contrary, they are kept 

by means of adequate education to the people concerning the value of life and to bring the 

interrelationships between individual ecosystems. This purpose can serve the 

consolidation of spirituality of Creation, which promotes the awareness that God is always 

present in the nature; believe that God in His incarnation becomes the creature. At the 

same time, the demand at people itself is to be more frugal. This demand rests not only 

Christ as an instance for reason, but according to ST. FRANZ VON ASSISI, the Christian 

reconciliation with mand and nature has lived exemplarily.1332 He achieved his objective 

not by questioning the Commandments of God, instead implemented it in the everyday 

life.1333 

A particular significance in this context is in the local pastoral letter, the social pastoral 

letter of the Catholic Bishops of Austria of 1990, which mentions the environment without 

doubt. The pastoral letter, which runs in the same way the pastoral God in the field, points 

out that whenever the God made promises and admonitions belongs his chosen people, 

clearly indicate the life of future generations. The responsibility for prosperity should 

always make the people conscious. The bishops emphasise the ethical model, it was 

necessary to learn that the Creation and all that lives possess a divinely ordained intrisinic 

value and which is not just for the benefit of man. From this religious-ethical obligations 

result the commitment for a concrete action. Among the complete personal obligations of 

                                      
1330 See. SDW 26; 31-34, 216-238. 

1331 See. Gen 1,1-2 " In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth; the earth was without form, and void; 

and darkness was on the face of the deep. And the spirit of God was hovering over the face of the waters." 

1332 See. SDW 34; 169-175. 

1333 See also: DDB H 9; 12. 
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the individual and his immediate cohabitation pertains the responsibility for Creation, the 

natue and the environment. The Church always has the responsibility to refer this specific 

individual accountability and points to the duty concerning world wide co-operation, also 

by means of its own model. The environmental issues are not just a mere a profane subject 

matter, but a subject matter that has to be concerned with the Will of God.1334 

 

2.3.3.2.5.3. The German Bishops and Creation 

In 1980 the German Bishop’s Conference passed a declaration concerning the question of 

environment and energy supply. This document begins with a significant sentence: "The 

man may not act everything that he is capable of. The more he does, the more will be his 

responsibility. With the responsibilities he can multiply life and promote, increase the 

possibilities of damaging the life and even to destroy it.1335" The bishops call for the 

solidarity with the non-human Creation. This solidarity can manifiests itself from 

responsible handling of animal-, plants and the material world. In the long run, only the 

humans can realise that He is the Creator and is not from the Creation driven out slaves of 

his gentleman illusion. The Creation is an inheritance, which must be handled with a 

foresight into the future generations.1336 A practical way, a more responsible way within 

the Creation of the same and ultimately for the humans in the long term can be found in 

the pronounced Spirituality of Creation. Here it concerns less, because the individual 

responses to specific issues bring out God’s revelation, than on the contrary spirituality 

that corrects our behavior to the world.1337 

For such a spirituality, the origin of our faith is quite groundbreaking1338 and it results the 

basic information for a morally responsible behavior with respect to raw materials, 

environment, energy, and consequently also for handling the forest. The faith constantly 

leads us to the fundamental truth, that the humans are primarily creature and secondarily 

have certain abilities of the Creator. A high-handed Creativity of the people referred as 

absolutely an archetype of sin, because they always implies the wanting to be like God, 

whether consciously or unconsciously, intentionally or unintentionally. Therefore, the 

Spirituality of Creation not only accepts the fundamental relationship of Creation Order, 

but also internalizes the same. Also inherent is the loving responsibility for the flora not 

only / in view of the people themselves, but also the Creation as a whole. The acceptance 

of these loving responsibilities also lies in the fact that man is the only creature that has 

                                      
1334 See. Sozialhirtenbrief der katholischen Bischöfe Österreichs; 48-57. 

1335 DDB H 28; 3. – See. DDB H 46; 31-33. 

1336 See. Jesus Father - Our Father [Jesu Vater - Unser Vater]; 9. 

1337 See. Also refer the work: Unsere Verantwortung für die Schöpfung. 

1338 See. Der Mensch und seine Umwelt; 3-12. 
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the ability to change the world sustainably. In other words, "to have possibilities" implies 

that it bear its responsibilities. There is no chance to isolate from, so that man is assigned 

with the naturally associated responsibility. Therefore, each opportunity must accompany 

a parallel to balance pros and cons of the risks and reflections from the revelation. The 

scientific knowledge helps the decision making of risk assessment in the long run, which 

is based in terms of the manifestations from revelation, last but not least, the reflection on 

cardinal virtue mass,1339 prudence,1340 fortitude 1341 and justice1342 and the evangelical 

counsels of poverty,1343 obedience1344 and purity.1345 This behavior is valid in the context of 

society in its entirety and also to demonstrate every individual people.1346 

The essential concept of ecological ethic is from the German bishops perspectives of 

responsibility. A particular criterion for the responsible behavior towards the environment 

is the environmental sustainability and the conservation of natural resources, which in turn 

are the basic condition for sustainable development. Economy and ecology stands in the 

narrow referential context. The demand must, so to speak, be oriented towards an offer to 

nature, so that the offer can be remain for a long term. If an offer to nature is overused, 

then it will always be smaller, and causing an imbalance, which involves both 

economically and ecologically negative impact. The degree of constraints in this question 

means the handling of resources. A particular example in this context is the realization of 

Spirituality of Creation, the religious communitities, which continued regularly from time 

immemorial1347 the same areas and refined it with the spiritual background.1348 

 

                                      
1339 To live economically and waste nothing . (Recycling society instead of throwaway society) 

1340 The long term nature pay attention to even the "morning". 

1341 The courage "to swim against the tide" and to live in accodance with the commitments to environment and act 

in accordance with human commitment. 

1342 To think about his fellow men and not to circumcise their right to their own benefit, in addition fulfill the 

concerns and let them what they are by God’s creative Will. 

1343 Limiting our own needs to what is necessary and have the courage to place the word "We" before the "I". 

Particularly for whole people this also means not to live at the expense of other people and generations. 

1344 To respect the rights of others and the whole Creation and not to become enslaved to their won life plans. 

1345 It is for the beauty that is not affected and be in use. Recognising that "the wasted possibilities" are not lost 

opportnities, but often the prerequisite of an intellectual and spiritual fruitfulness. 

1346 DDB H 28; 3-21. – See. Schnarrer, Johannes Michael (1996b); 9-12. 

1347 Especially the way of life is the "stabilitas in congregatione (RB 4,78)" or "stabilitas loci" Especially the life 

was the "stabilitas in congregatione (RB 4,78)" bzw. "stabilitas loci" of the Benedictine monsteries and the 

principle of St. IGNATIUS VON LOYOLA recalls"Find god in all things". 

1348 See. DDB K 19; 204-206. – See. Ah 116; 88-95. – See also refer: GT 9; 224-232. 
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2.3.3.2.6. Additional "Statements" 

The responsible advocacy for the environment doest not commences until the concrete 

actions in and towards nature, rather must begin already with the transformation of ethos, 

the struggle against the "spiritual" environmental pollution. Thus, it is important to 

counteract the indifference and apathy against the general spiritual and ethical values. 

Pushing at the time when a conditions-reform seems to be an ethos reform, since this other 

to reason must in order to be productive. A significant contribution in this regard 

accomplished in the Second European Ecumenical Conference in Graz under the title 

"Reconciliation –Gift of God and Source of New Life. This Conference acknowledged the 

importance of ecological responsibility of man, particularly the Christians, for the future 

generations.1349 The Church, especially in the local Churches,1350 has a special position. In 

these places, it must remind and call in the form of a proclamation to encourage bodly the 

responsibility towards Creation.1351 The groups, which are actively advocate the integrity 

of Creation to be supported and must encourage for this work. The impact on the youth 

must be made valid, specifically also the expansion of ecological awareness. In this work 

one must not forget the "business concerns" of Church as a good example to be discussed 

further.1352 

The Church like the World and hence the nature in the mean time increasingly 

acknowledging the help of a personal Creator on the part of more famous natural 

science.1353 In the outline of these acknowledgements, it also become clear beyond the 

sphere of influence of the Church how this sublime responsibility of man for the Creation, 

in addition, physics more notably searched to find out afresh in accordance with 

"vestigium Dei", the trace of God, which was already became a key issue in 

BONAVENTURA.1354 A special responsibility falls back on the Church itself, to the laymen1355 

and particularly on each individual priest, who on the basis of his consecration becomes 

the "alter Christus"1356, in them the God becomes man and through him the God conveys 

                                      
1349 See. Ribaut, Jean-Pierre (1998); 233-243. 

1350 Due to the lack of awareness among the individuals, after the collapse of the old political system. 

1351 See. Golser, Karl (1992); 125-128. 

1352 See. Remember the five loaves; 41. – See. The Christ and the Creation; 1-4. – Our mission: The Integrity of 

Creation; 1-4. 

1353 The name mentioned hier is the Americal physicist FRANK J. TIPLER, in his book "Die Physik der 

Unsterblichkeit. Moderne Kosmologie, Gott und Auferstehung von den Toten", , appeared in 1994, he attempted 

to prove the existence of God and an everlating life on the basis of phyical caluculations. – See the work: Tipler, 

Frank J. (22002). 

1354 See here: Winkler, Ulrich (1997); 260-477. – See also: DDB H 28; 32-35. 

1355 See. CIC Can. 225, 228. 

1356 The word "alter" is latin and must be understood here in the Latin context (other/new Christus). 
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the harmony of Creation, where the God is redeemed in Christ. Therefore, the priest of 

Christ must think and act like Christ, also towards his Creation. 

The Church as a whole, above all, the Roman Catholic Church, cannot made the 

reapproachment, insufficiently or on the contrary too late to have some influence on the 

challenges concerning environmental issues. This work already highlights these 

observations– in the past and still today –by considering the initiatives of the Church in 

this direction, which began long before public debates starts.1357 Here the main 

shortcoming, which it needs to be eliminated from the worldly aspect on that background, 

is the unequal distribution of wealth, particularly in the global perspective and the growing 

awareness of responsibility.1358 

 

2.3.3.2.7. Johannes Gualbertus, the patron of Foresters 

In 1951 the Pope PIUS XII. formally proclaimed the founder of Benedictine Abbey 

Vallombrosa, GIOVANNI GUALBERTO (JOHN GUALBERT), as the Patron Saint of the 

foresters. At this point, the veracity of the legendary tales about JOHANNES 

GUALBERTUS1359 is not verified. Nevertheless, a brief sketch is marked out. A Florentine 

family feud apparently led to the murder of the eldest brother of JOHANNES GUALBERTUS. 

In turn, his family vowed for vendetta. After a long quest, JOHANNES unexpectedly met 

his enemy on a Good Friday in a hollow alleypath1360. In contrast to an unarmed and 

exhausted enemy, he is placed on horseback and is heavily armed. Suddenly, the 

defenseless murderer falls into his knees and spreads his arms crosswise to receive the 

deathblow. In view of this sight, he recalls the "avengers" of Lord, who hung exhausted 

with extended arms on the tree of cross. He then lowers the weapon, climbed down from 

the horse and embraced his family enemy. As a result, the wayside cross transformed the 

insight experience into a full reversal experience and the proselyted enters into the 

monastery of S. Miniato (Florenz). Due to a simionist Abbott installation in 1035 he left 

the monastery and for a short period stayed in Camaldoli and from 1036 onwards he lived 

inside the forest in Vallombrosa.1361 

As mentioned earlier, in the past and till now, particularly the monastery of Camaldoli is 

a model in dealing with forest. This is true not only for this monastery, but in a sense also 

                                      
1357 See. Lochbühler, Wilfried (1997); 51. 

1358 See. MM 69. – See. GS 9, 34. 

1359 ST. JOHANNES GUALBERTUS, * around 995 in Florenz, † 12. July 1073 in Passignano sul Trasimento. 

1360 Mostly cut out paths in the forest. 

1361 See. Engelbert, Pius (31996); 913. – See. Maschek, Salvator (21952); 36-38. – See. Fischer, Heinz-Joachim 

(1998); 15. 
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for the monstery in Vallombrosa. The history of these monasteries gave two incidents of 

its dissolution; first in the year 1810 by NAPOLEON and the other by the Italian Government 

in1866. In 1866, after its second dissolution, the first national institute for forestry was 

founded by Italy in the monastery building, as been voiced by the Abbot General LORENZO 

RUSSO1362 in 1998: "permit to teach what the Benedictines had pursued for centuries1363". 

In 1949, the monks have returned to the monastery and continued their old tradition, 

without their support this place has no more relevance.1364 

 

2.3.4. The conscience 

The association with nature, in our case the forest, is not properly maintained, if the 

consciousness of man is surrendered. Whether man is emanated from the pure 

etymological concept as "knowledge of the matter1365", so understood him as inner 

knowledge or awareness of his actions as self-consciousness, with knowing his own 

Will1366 or whether that includes different attitudes and expectations in the reality of moral 

life is facilitated as secondary. The priority is that in principle the man knows what his 

actions and this "stay alive", therefore, his actions are certain. "The consciousness leads 

man toward immediate awareness of his self: It makes him aware of his actions than his 

own self, and indeed as his own, which is in conflict with itself.1367" Not untill man’s 

actions related to forest is assured – upto certain level, - there exist an established 

possibility of a review of his actions with respect to accuracy and/or the goodness of the 

same. Thus, the conscience view of KANT as consciousness of inner court of justice of 

man, which cannot be wrong in this function (the subjective aspect of a conscience is 

excluded),1368 efore the statement of the Vatican II to be understood as "the most inner core 

and holy place in man, where he is alone with God, whose voice is echoed in his inner 

place1369", The sole consciousness of his actions, mainly due to the warning "voice" of 

conscience,1370 the man will remains in the end the futile person, if he does not draws 

conclusions from his actions which should "improve" where necessary.1371 The sole 

                                      
1362 Generalabt von Vallombrosa. 

1363 Fischer, Heinz-Joachim (1998); 15. 

1364 See. Fischer, Heinz-Joachim (1998); 15. 

1365 Duden 7; 241; Wissen. 

1366 See. Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 15. 

1367 Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 14. 

1368 See. Golser, Karl (1990); 282. 

1369 GS 9, 16. 

1370 See. Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 14-16. 

1371 The sole knowledge that presents an arithamatic result and for this purpose the person concerned becomes 

unrewarding, if these results are not correct. To know that with the carlculation 1+2=4 gives a result, that does 
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knowledge towards the "subject matter" of an action remains fruitless, when the 

"knowledge of the matter" is not depends on an internal value1372 that represents the 

impulse for a corrective action or atleast it can broaden the mind. For whom this work in 

question deals with should exactly be forest within the mentioned and also receives 

attention to the known interpretation1373 possibilities of the concept "Conscience" the 

meaning "knowledge of the matter" in conformity with action to provide more importance 

for further explanations in this aspect. 

JOSEF CARDINAL RATZINGER rated in the ethical discussion of nature1374 in a very high 

manner, he referred nature as a "moral entity1375" in which also declared the moral – and 

not only mathematical – reason. The act of Creation is not simply releasing a big bang, 

but entirely something else. Thus, the Creation has more deep aspects. These appear in 

the Conscience, which commensurate towards nature not individualistically or 

collectivistic calculation, but knowledge of the matter with the Creation and the same with 

the God, the Creator. This consciousness is evident that the nature of man is transparent 

towards the highest wisdom, the truth itself. The man is more "bigger", then more mature 

is his hearing ability to recognise the deeper message of Creation, the message of the 

Creator. As a result, it is visible that the harmony with the Creation to us becomes a norm 

and does not means limiting our freedom, but is an expression of our reason and our 

dignity.1376 

If the Conscience knowledge of the matter with Creation and with the God is same, then 

the Creator according to RATZINGER is inevitably means that the Conscience is a greatness, 

which requires continuous education and training. For man knowledge or knowledge with 

the matter is not something unique, rigid, but something constantly changing, as it is a part 

of inner aspiration of the people to expand his knowledge. Now, man steadily imporves 

his knowledge about nature, as he must coform the conscience adequately. The knowledge 

towards nature differs from the knowledge of the matter with nature in the form, where 

no knowledge lies in the intrinsic evaluation; the knowledge of the matter, on the other 

hand honestly, underlines these values in terms of the evaluation of right and wrong and/or 

good and bad. It can be concluded that knowledge opens up in principle the possibility of 

possible course of action; the knowledge of the matter, on the other hand, the meaning; 

                                      
not means that this result is correct. To see that the result 3 should be, is already a progress, however, remains 

futile if 4 is not changed in 3.  

1372 See. The above remarks on the value. 

1373 At this point it should not be further reproduced as conscience and in different manner it is defined (To the 

subject are of the conscience  See also: Auer, Alfons (21995). – See. Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 45-48. – 

See. Laun, Andreas 1984. – See also: Golser, Karl (1990); 278-286.) 

1374 The nature understood as environment. 

1375 Ratzinger, Josef (1990); 9. 

1376 See. Ratzinger, Josef (1990); 9. 
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the reasonableness determines only in terms of right and wrong and/or the good and bad 

course of action. 

Now the question is whether the Conscience – etymologically understood – allows only 

the personalized concerns of every individual humans or form also thecollective concerns 

of sectors of society. It is assumed from the fact that every person is adaptive, after that, 

every person can also form the knowledge of the matter, in so far as he needs it. Hence, 

the question positions itself more extensively: Can a society, at least a part of it, as a whole 

be adaptive? Is not every man ultimately leaves the learning itself? and therefore, also the 

training of the knowledge of the matter? Can a person be compelled to learn within a 

society such as a state? The question is whether a person within a society can be obliged 

to learn should not at all concerned, because for our complex of questions the society is 

irrelevant. Yet, a society is like a state basically has to enact the possible laws, which 

obliges learning of certain material to a specific segment of this society, like the 

foresters1377. Consequently, a specific segment of society cannot be learned like the group 

of foresters, but as a member he must have a learning task and willingness to learning as 

a pre condition. Hence, a social segment like the foresters can be, in a certain manner, a 

common knowledge and knowledge of the matter and which must be continuing education 

as well. This means that the foresters of a state can be partially under "common conscience 

conditions"1378 in a specific orientation like in dealing with woods, in so far in conformity 

with education bestow to the individual, which allows him to take the liberty in such a 

way among the foresters. 

Now the knowledge of the matter in the indicated sense would mean an acquired 

indispensible knowledge of the matter and which by this means of actions associated to 

indebted occupation, but yet enclosed with a compelling personal conviction. Therefore, 

a general occupational pride is already more personal than this knowledge of the matter. 

For a real conscience it needs together with the actions in relation to simply knowledge of 

the matter and the personal conviction, which is, if necessary, located in harmony with the 

approved moral convictions, the knowledge insight of the matter (Conscious insight), 

which is a more comprehensive process happening in the soul, which in the first is instance 

value evaluation. With all strengths of the soul, above all with the mind, moral value of 

the individual stands behind the standards must be affirmed and truly acting upon it.1379 

The value standing behind the moral norm can be established only with the help of the 

Creator, in so far as the nature also belongs to man by the time recognized by the Creation. 

                                      
1377 In this respect, the term "foresters" is a legally protected job. 

1378 Here the concept of "social conscience" could be introduced. Nevertheless, it is consciously decides not to work 

in this area in detail. 

1379 See. Golser, Karl (1990); 284. 
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The foresters have to deal it in two different values. Firstly, the economic value, which is 

determined by its referentiality on existential purposes of the person and this existential 

order is determined by morality, in relation to the economic factual correctness.1380 On the 

other hand, the foresters must also deal with intrinsic value of nature, which in terms of 

people is determined morally by the Creator’s Will of "to be on Secondment "1381 of people. 

Hence, for the foresters and those who are associated with forestry, which is interwined 

substantially like other branches industry with Creation, therefore, reaches not only the 

current economic values, like the cost values1382 and but also includes the utility values1383; 

it must also incoroporate the cultural values1384 and particularly the intrinsic value of the 

forest in their thinking process and the course of action. This means that forestry must be, 

together with the beneficial aspects for man, is in a position to preserve forests intrinsic 

value, in such a way that without violating man’s "to be on Secondment", what goes 

beyond a process of incorporating the ecological value. The ecological value would be 

basically in terms of a natural value, considered to be an exchange value, which in the sale 

of forest products includes an exchange of a new forest part and therefore, would simply 

describe as the principle of sustainability.1385 

However, to be on Secondment goes beyond the principle of sustainability, it also includes 

in dealing with the Creation in the holistic perspective. As God assigned man to be on 

Secondment, the man is particularly called to form his conscience and not in a way that 

the decision making has not only common good of man, but also the"Common welfare of 

Creation". This can be defined along these lines that the "delegated person" is restricted 

by means of the realization that the "to be on Secondment" is not an individual decision 

making ability and thereby the mission itself is challenged or even nullified.1386 He must 

preserve his freedom so that the freedom finds in its true sense in the choice of moral good 

and serves as liberation against moral eveil.1387 Conversely, freedom may not be 

understood in this manner, as if one’s own absolute autonomy is "I", because this to the 

                                      
1380 See. Weiler, Rudolf (1993); 29. 

1381 The concept of "to be on Secondment" is consciously incorporated here. In Chapter 3 "to be on Secondment" 

is explained in detail, because it is an integral part and crucial outcome of this work. 

1382 The main concerns of an economic enterprise is to achieve the break-even point. Nevertheless, the costs of the 

enterprise will be largely determined by demand and supply chain. 

1383 Here the main thrust will be on the economic benefit. This will ultimately determine the demand and supply 

chain. 

1384 In this context, the cultural values are not understood on the basis of forestry concept of culture (Silvicultural: 

Natural age group, by artificial generation of of valid saplings). Above all, the forest is considered as an 

inalienable property, it has an invaluable cultural value (comparable with farmers, who practice farming and also 

for green meadows). 

1385 See. Weiler, Rudolf (1993); 29-38. 

1386 See also refer: Buchheim, Hans (1980); 3-16. 

1387 See. Instruktion der Kongregation für die Glaubenslehre; 27. 
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negation of the other and the "to be on Seondment" can no longer be a reliable existence.1388 

The personal autonomy in terms of reason is for our own knowledge, must be 

fundamentally be open for the realization of individual man. Frankly, the other rational 

humans, whose uses this reasoning ability, if necessary, goes beyond their won abilities 

and thus can recognize the profound norms of morality, than the individual human 

himself. The willingness to accept from other known morality, therefore, is considered as 

the formation of conscience competence. Nevertheless, this does not mean the automatical 

realization of other constantly profound norms of morality. 

For such a fundamental conscience education in man requires not least a role model of 

those, who are working in a professional manner with the Creation – like the foresters.1389 

They must recognise that the conscience is always their internal witness of their own 

conduct, a witness of their own loyalty or unfaithful towards the order of "Secondment.1390 

The conduct in the context of "to be on Secondment", which will be a virtue, at the same 

time, requires moral work due to the moralization of the spirit of physical nature of man, 

because this is always be in his transcendental illumination of good, of which the 

primodial conscience, in his whole condition is organized.1391 

 

  

                                      
1388 See. EV 20. – See. Auer, Alfons (21995); 30. 

1389 See. Saier, Oskar (1988); 33-34. 

1390 See also: VS 57. 

1391 See. Balthasar, Hans Urs von (1975); 86-90. 
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2.4. Occupation and Work with regard to the resonsiblility of environment 

In this section, the question of responsibility of today’s foresters in the sphere of 

environmental areas of forest should be addressed in detail. For this purpose, as a 

foundation, the empirical knowledge of the foresters of USA, who for than 100 years leads 

an ethical discourse within their profession, especially with the goal to create a code of 

ethics for the foresters are also taken into consideration. 

 

2.4.1. Occupation 

The profession of the foresters1392 is considered to be a pursuit of knowledge oriented 

practice and skill based art. Within this art, the ethic is the guiding force, which facilitates 

the freedom and the responsibility of the individual. The ethical discussion and the 

discourse-ethical thinking, which seems to be relatively new to the branch of industry of 

forestry in the German speaking West, has already started in the USA at the end of 19th 

and the beginning of 20th century. This culminated the formulation of several ethical codes 

for the foresters in the USA. The code ethics for foreseters are not developed on the spur-

of-the-moment. The need for such a code was intensively debated and discussed at length. 

Ultimately, the first code of ethic in the written form was elapsed over 30 years. This first 

written code of ethic (1914) is attributed to B. E. FERNOW.1393 In 1922, FREDERICK E. 

OLMSTED declared that the ethical forestry and public welfare is one and the same thing.1394 

In 1923, the first written code of ethic was handed over in the annual meeting of the 

American Foresters. THEODOR S. WOOLSEY JR. defined forestry trade as ethic, if it was in 

the course of time acts for the benefit of humanity and allows to build normal human 

relationships. When forestry act leads to frictions and social loss, then it is an unethical 

conduct.1395 The present1396 code of ethic of Americal Foresters came into force with a 

unanimous decision taken at the Americal Foresters meeting in 1948.1397 In the past, the 

Americal Foresters have been inflenced and motivated in their struggle for ethical 

movement from the ideals of civil service. This attitude has very little impact on the 

privatisation of forestry. They are marked by the motto " the public welfare comes first.1398 

                                      
1392 The designation Foresters is used when all – or several – are meant working in the forest profession, such as 

forester, wardens, forestry workers, etc. 

1393 See. Anon (1937); 237-239. 

1394 See. Olmsted, Frederick E. (1922); 106-112. 

1395 See. Woolsey, Theodore S. Jr. (1937); 59-61. 

1396 It was somewhat revised in 1992. 

1397 See. Anon (1949); 70-71. 

1398 See. Lammi, J. O. (1994); 51. 
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In the code of ethic, the concept "Ethic" is divided into ethics, morality and religion,1399 

whereby one assumes that religion is strongly aimed at human existence and not to refer 

specifically on professional guidance. Accordingly, morality deals with the rules and 

conducts that guide a person within a social framework. On the other hand, the ethic refers 

to individual guided activities and group activities with respect to the contributions to the 

goals of a particular profession or human society as a whole.1400 Ethisches Handeln ist 

demzufolge wenn im Hinblick auf die Berufsziele oder der The ethical action is, therefore, 

if in the view point of carrer goals or to achieve progress in the human society. Unethical 

conduct, on the other hand, hinder human progress. The common good stands above the 

individual welfare. Thus, public welfare and human satisfaction are the relevant goals of 

the society. Other objectives are the sustainable use of forest raw materials, services and 

the preservation of "national heritage1401". 

This code divides the unethical conduct under three categories. 1. Deliberate bad conduct, 

2. Bad conduct due to lack of knowledge, 3. Bad conducts due to the lack of fund. ad 1: 

The most heinous violation of ethical standard is the deliberate bad conduct. This must 

leads to his/her removal from the professional guilds of the professional foresters. ad 2: 

The bad conduct due to lack of knowledge must leads to training. ad 3: Bad conduct due 

to lack of funds does not constitute any direct consequences, but it creates pressure on the 

politicians to make available the required resources. – Now a problem arises on the basis 

of violations of approved statndard, which are not rejected in principle, but are even 

accepted partly, as indicated in point 3. The concessions of American Foresters went a 

step further that the foresters should be loyal towards the employer, who must know the 

deliberate violation of the standards. If the employer cannot be brought to ethical conduct, 

then the forester would be advised to seek another job. Toady, the professional ethics has 

more meaning in forestry than 1914, as B. E. FERNOW initiated a discussion about it.1402 

2.4.1.1. Worker 

The discussion in the USA takes days that everyone to formulate an ethical model of 

conduct in their profession. In order to achieve this goal, there must be an open, 

supporting, reflective and constructive communication among the foresters are deems to 

be necessary. For the young foresters, it is seen with pleasure to have a personal mentor 

to intergrate them into these communication processes. This mentor should particularly 

points out a more personal approach: 1. Everyone should show interest, be self-confident 

and more about learning their own personal code of conduct in terms of their own motives, 

the opinions and results of his conduct. In this manner, the learning opportunities are 

                                      
1399 The facet of religion to a large extent depends on the biblical theology of Creation as discussed above in detail. 

1400 See. Lammi, J. O. (1994); 54. 

1401 Lammi, J. O. (1994); 53. 

1402 See. Lammi, J. O. (1994); 54-56. 
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available in every-day work- and family experiences. The Association of American 

Foresters - Canon 2 – specifies that the personal knowledge and the skills should be 

applied for the benefit of human society. Consequently, it is important to consider its own 

position on the basis of what is harmful and beneficial with regards to family, organization, 

community and society. Each Canon is to study and act out the respective roles of 

foresters, employers, customers and society. Special attention should be given to what 

form and feelings allowed as well as what is not suitable or feels good.1403 3. Everyone 

must recognise and learn to aceept it as a fact that, it is a fact that ignorance is the cause 

of human and technical errors. It is generally accepted that every human being is 

considered to be an imperfect being. Therfore, everyone must endeavour to learn from his 

or her own mistakes the same way as from their achievements. For everyone, it is 

necessary to explore help, support and constructive feedback in difficult and uncertain 

situations. 4. The acknowledgement of levels of control and aceepting everyone’s personal 

strength. In every area, identify your weak areas and strives for its improvement. A mentor 

is able to make a distinction between the stages of learning. Therefore, good mentors are 

searched from inside and outside the active group or organization. Thus, here courage 

means openly to engage with others based on a common line that reduces the risk: who 

does not take a chance, gains nothing. 5. Finally, it seems to be the best, which the forest 

people can exercise as a human and professional, namely the open discussion of what they 

are involved in and besides what is their course of action. The case review studies have 

the greatest potential and are in a greater way involved to avoid ethical uncertainities in 

the field of conflicts of interest, so they can possibly engage constructively in active 

groups. This opens up an opportunity to learn from each others knowledge.1404 

2.4.1.2. Legal deliberations to occupational ethic 

The reasons behind the introduction of code of ethics for professional groups can be seen 

in the context of increasing professional pride, the protection of public life and the 

environment or a professional support in the decision making processes. The voluntary 

assumed duties can also lead to the liability if standards are violated. As a rule, hardly 

anyone will accuse a forester for the violation of code of ethics. Very probably can 

however the court may be involved regarding the consequences of the breach of existing 

code of ethics, when, for example, an allegation concerning the breach of agreement is 

lodged by a customer. Theoretically, there is a possibility that on account of the existing 

code of ethics, comparable with the doctors, a kind of of "malpractice law" could be 

enacted. A code of ethic, in a manner of speaking, arranges an activity automatically, like 

an "art", in our case as a "Forest art", so there is the possibility of "malpractice", just as 

                                      
1403 At this point it important to remind the Conscience. However, here the given impression is that the conscience 

is only a thing of the "belly", of feeling. 

1404 See. Merchant, Roger (1994); 58-62. 
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"foest malpractice".1405 A code of ethic increases the responsibility and the sense of 

responsibility of professionals towards society, similar to responsibility and the sense of 

responsibility of a state towards its people and other states.1406 A breach of responsibility 

may, for example, be considered to be the wrong applicaiton of pesticides. The forest 

owners and the foresters are to be instructed to examine whether the application of 

pesticides are really necessary or other alternatives are available in this field. If the 

application of pesticides is unavoidable, then apply its minimum level and use it only for 

its specific purpose. Moreover, keep away workers and passerby from the danger place. 

The opinion of the residents must be incorporated, if they are ready to express their opinion 

in this regard.1407 

 

2.4.1.3. Ethical obligations concerning continuing forest exploitations 

The concept "preservation of yield"1408 is actually originated in Germany and in the 19th 

century this was taken over by the American environmentalists to counter the massive 

destruction of forests. According to W. DAVID KLEMPERER1409 the public forest 

management planned persistent forest exploitation can have no ethical order for the 

foresters. KLEMPERER formulated a fundamental thesis, which states that: "In the broadest 

sense, the planners have an ethical obligation to maximize the social welfare of society 

and to ensure the justice in the distribution of the resources.1410" For realizing this goal, the 

forest must be included, since it is a constitutent of the resource base. The preservation of 

yield must also include a commitment towards long term cost aspects of timber. Therefore, 

it must be intended for the yield as well as the regeneration of the forests. The annual 

yields are impossible for the small forests, while the regeneration is no longer feasible 

here. For achieving a uniform flow of crop, these forests require another crop scheme. The 

question of optimum extent of "uniform flow" (even-flow) – the "Flow chart unit" – 

according to KLEMPERER every discussion must be based on the preservation of yield. The 

logical basis of "uniform flow" must be based on the notion of stability of the community. 

The stability in the society enables a predictable pattern on wood consumption.1411 

                                      
1405 See also the Section "Human Responsibility towards nature" in this Chapter. 

1406 See. Flanagan, David T. (1994); 64-72. 

1407 See. Irland, Lloyd C. (1994); 74-81. 

1408 See the relevant sections of the first chapter of this work. 

1409 KLEMPERER the Professor at the "Virginia Polytechnic Institute" in Blacksburg, Virginia. He is a leading figure 

in Applied Mathematical Analysis concerning forestry issues. 

1410 Klemperer, W. David (1994); 91. – My basic thesis is that in the broadest sense, planners have an ethical 

obligation to maximize the present value of society's satisfactions from all its resources combined. 

1411 See. Klemperer, W. David (1994); 90-93. 
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2.4.1.4. Criteria of a code of honour (ethics) 

The philosopher JOHN LADD1412 would like to refer it as "Gadfly". He opines that the whole 

idea of an organized professional ethic, which is intellectually as well as morally, is 

illogical. Furthermore, he believes that the code of ethics has very little positive benefit 

and that prospect of negative side effects is essential by accepting the code of ethics. LADD 

ascertains that ethics and morals are spiritual principles and therefore, stands naturally in 

contrast to the "object". He concludes that ethics should be codified in the same way makes 

no sense such as medicine, anthropology and architecture. LADD saysa that: "Even if a 

substantial agreement could be reached in the code of ethics and could be used in a code 

of ethics, contradict the attempt by the idea of ethics enforcing other such principles in the 

form of ethics, which assumes that the people are autonomous moral representatives.1413" 

Nevertheless, he views a conscious sense in the establishment of of a ethical code of 

conduct, because an employed person does not make this person an expert of ethics. On 

the other hand, there is no professional qualification, which is necessary to act ethically.1414 

LADD divides the ethics into "Macro-ethics" and "Micro-ethics". The Macro-ethic 

comprises collective or social problems. That means, the problems of the members of a 

profession considered to be a group in association with the society. The Micro-ethics, on 

the other hand, involves the moral aspects – such as honesty, decency, civility – of 

personal relationships between professionals and other persons, who are their customes, 

colleagues and their employers. In both these types of ethics, the details vary considerably 

from one profession to the other.1415 

 

2.4.1.5. Objectives and secondary objectives of an ethical code of honour 

LADD states five objectives for an ethical code of conduct: 1. The code should be 

inspirational. 2. The code should sensitize the professionals, for example, in the jargon or 

increase of their awareness. 3. The code shall be disciplinary code in nature. 4. A code 

should offer advice in moral ambiguity. 5. The code is intended to demonstrate the clients 

                                      
1412 JOHN LADD is a Philosopher at Brown University, USA. 

1413 Ladd, John (1994); 113. "Even if substantial agreement could be reached on ethical principles and they could 

be set out in a code, the attempt to impose such principles on others in the guise of ethics contradicts the notion 

of ethics itself, which presumes that persons are autonomous, moral agents. In Kant's terms, such an attempt 

makes ethics heteronomous; it confuses ethics with some kind of externally imposed set of rules such as a code 

of law which, indeed, is heteronomous. To put the point in more popular, language: ethics must, by its very 

nature, be self-directed rather than other-directed." 

1414 See. Ladd, John (1994); 112-114. 

1415 See. Ladd, John (1994); 112-114. 
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and employers what they cannot expect from a member of the concerned profession. 

Besides, he also gives three secondary objectives for an ethical code of conduct: 1. The 

image of profession in the public esteem should be improved. 2. The professional 

designation of the concerned profession should be protected; however it should not 

mention each forester accordingly. 3. The code will serves as a status symbol. The 

members of the "Code-Soceity" should, thereby, move up to the social status of lawyers 

and doctors.1416 

 

2.4.1.6. Worst side effects of ecthical codes of honour 

Here, one should pay attention to four adverse effects of code of ethics: 1. A code 

convinced to state: We have a code of conduct, so all we do ethically….. 2. A code may 

state only the minimum: I did everything according to what prescribed in the code… 3. An 

ethical code of ethics can be violated to conceal what is basically unethical. 4. Depending 

on the emphasis and content, a code becomes dictatorship for its members and outsiders. 

LADD, therefore, recommends that the professional groups should place much emphasise 

on the education and training of professionals, regarding the formulation of codices. In 

advanced discussions, the members should raise the matters related to micro ethics as well 

as macro ethics and thereupon critically observe their own responsibility.1417 

 

2.4.1.7. Need of ethical code of honour 

Contrastingly, JOHN LADD, JAMES E. COUFAL1418 views a fundamental need for ethical 

code of conduct. He sees the necessity of an ethical code of conduct for foresters in the 

context of the emergence of a new social paradigm, which assigns a high value on nature. 

An attempt by the structural- and civil engineering in 1987 to find out an explanation 

regarding environmental ethics in codes, they acknowledged three motives: 1. In order to 

improve and promote public relations, the public image of the profession. 2. To introduce 

rules and a system that enforces these rules. 3. In order to promote public welfare, 

particularly to ensure the public good before personal gain. In 1981 yet another was 

pointed out: 4. In order to promote the professional pride of practioners, especially the 

professionals who are in their traditional occupations.1419 

                                      
1416 See. Ladd, John (1994); 119. 

1417 See. Ladd, John (1994); 119-120. 

1418 JAMES E. COUFAL, Professor of the State University of New York's College of Environmental Science and 

Forestry at Syracuse. 

1419 See. Coufal, James E. (1994); 346. 
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2.4.1.8. Codes, Public esteem and professional pride 

In his "The conservation ethic1420" in 1933, ALDO LEOPOLD wrote, he noticed it hardly that 

he would be a prophet of environmental movement. LEOPOLD imagined that the 

government, government regulations and the instances of government incentives give in 

relation to public land, which would in turn provide a role model corrective administration 

for private landowners. Generally, he believed that a proper human relationship with the 

land – he called as harmony – would come only when the people, especially the 

landowners, the ethics of the land becomes as part of their value system.1421 COUFAL counts 

five points in relation to the new social paradigms ("new social paradigm NSP"): 1. A high 

regards of nature. 2. A sense of empathy, which means compassion for other species, other 

people and future generations. 3. Desire for carefull planning and preparation to avoid the 

risks for people and nature. 4. An Acknowledgment of growth limits and the necessity of 

adaptability of these our beliefs and actions. There is a conviction that we need a new 

society that integrates new possibilities to guide our economic and political affairs. 

COUFAL believes that the new social paradigm will rewards the forests very much and 

viewed it not only an economic resource, but also a spiritual and philosophical resource.1422 

The enforcement of guiding rules also brought several objections: 1. Ethic is strictly a 

personal responsibility and not belongs to the society. 2. Such a declaration would opens 

up the door f our litigious society to many contentious, cost-intensive and time consuming 

law suits. 3. Environmental ethics or ethics is a subjective matter, while science is stated 

to be objective. Science is rational, environmentally dependent ethic, on the other hand, 

was emotional and therefore, irrational. In this respect, COUFAL states that "ethical reality" 

withstand the millennia, however, the "scientific truths" are changing annually, if not 

frequently, thus, the answer is who acts it rationally.1423 

 

2.4.1.9. Wilderness (Nature) 

The preservation of wilderness – the nature – is a condition of harmony between man and 

the land. The preservation of wilderness – to understand and maintain – must be our goal, 

because forest wilderness is considered to be a relationship between intellectual process 

and action. Wilderness is also the place of human origin; we need(ed) them to develop our 

original values (here it denotes the concept "came into being"). When we are in the wild, 

                                      
1420 Leopold, Aldo (1933); 634. 

1421 See. Leopold, Aldo (1933); 634-643. 

1422 See. Coufal, James E. (1994); 348. 

1423 See. Coufal, James E. (1994); 349-352. 
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there was nothing to measure the ferocity, nor there someone, which makes sure that they 

cannot be measured. Now wilderness is measured in comparision with the civilization. 

This is also reflected in our current observation of art treasures of our ancient civilizations. 

Thus, at least in three ways wilderness is an intellectual process: 1. As a scientific output 

at the initial level. 2. as a source with respect to Creation and 3. as a philosophical 

incentive. – Any change must be measured in relation to anything. Consequently the 

change in the wild ecosystems must be viewed again and again in this manner, since it 

always be dynamic. It cannot be preserved, because it is an ongoing dynamic process. The 

ethical thinking can only help to preserve the naturalness of this dynamic process, 

especially the forests. "The land is a community"; that land should be loved and respected, 

however, according to COUFAL it is an extension of ethic.1424 

 

2.4.2. Codes 

As mentioned earlier, the idea of ethical code for forestry is originated from the USA.1425 

The Americal foresters were, thus, formulated ethical code of conduct on the basis of 

pointed observations. In this context, it is important to mention the contributions of 

Society of American Foresters. Hereafter, the important codes are named and identified. 

 

2.4.2.1. Principles for foresters 

GIFFORD PINCHOT1426 offered the following advice in order to improve the behaviour of 

foresters in the public offices. Although, the rules are framed in the 1900s, still many of 

these policies can be implimented without any issues:1427 1. A public official should serve 

the general public and they do not lead. 2. Public support for the acts, which influences 

the public rights, is absolutely necessary. 3. It is difficult to consult the public, but as to 

ignore, what they are set. 4. Findout in advance what are the requirements of the public. 

If its is correct, which does not stand for the public, they will move from the act and then 

have to educate the public. 5. Apply them the news media in the beginning, at the end and 

always, whenever they want to reach out the public. 6. Release them from the attitude of 

personal arrogance, from pride over their understanding or their knowledge. 7. Approach 

them with no devious or cunning political tricks, because the forester is not a politiker. 8. 

Learn the time simply by being absolutely sincere and honest and in which try to 

                                      
1424 See. Coufal, James E. (1994); 355-358. 

1425 All "aforementioned" codes in the German language will not understood as translations, but simply as 

references. For exact application, which adheres to the original texts in English are cited in the footnotes as CJC. 

1426 GIFFORD PINCHOT was the President of the Society of American Foresters. 

1427 See. Pinchot, Gifford (1994); 2. 
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understand the position of the other. Treat them with arguments, which they can 

understand. 9. Do not be afraid, someone to trust others. Encourage them to act differently. 

You can achieve a big deal with others, what they cannot achieve by their own initiative. 

10. Never be a quibbler. If necessary and/or possible, use your conviction rather violence. 

There are many quibblers. Your sole mission is to promote unity. 11. Never make yourself 

unnecessarily and from trivial reasons their enemy. If they are more friendly, then they 

will bring many of them with more open honestness in public affairs and politics, which 

means that they have a good will. They require all the support, which they can receive.1428 

 

2.4.2.2. Ethical Code of Honour of the members of American Society of Foresters 

Preamble: The administration of the land is the basis of forestry profession. The purpose 

of this canon1429 is to guide the professional conduct of the members of Society of 

American Foresters in their relationship with the public, to their employers, including the 

customers and among themselves, as provided in the Article VIII of the Constitution of 

the Society. The compliance of these canons demonstrates our commitment to the wise 

management of ecosystems and ensuring justice and honorable professional and human 

relations, mutual trust and respect and competent services to the society. 

These canons are accepted by the members of the society and can only be changed by the 

members. The procedures for the collection of fees due to the violations of these canons 

are incorporated into the policies of council initiated regulations. The canons and 

procedures apply to all categories of membership in all forestry related disciplines, except 

for its honorary members. 

All members, who are interested to join the society, must be obliged to uphold this code 

as a condition for its membership.1430 

1. One member is recommended and exercise the administration of the land, who agrees 

with the ecologically healthy principles. 

2. The knowledge and experience of a member must be availed for the service of the 

society. A member strives for a strict, timely and growing proficiency of forestry, will 

pass on such knowledge when he is not in confidence and will name such wrong 

explanations about forestry and will corrects it. 

                                      
1428 See. Pinchot, Gifford (1994); 2. 

1429 Since in each case it handles neither explicitly canonical nor a purely theological technical term repectively in 

the plural of "Canon" and not "Canons" is used. 

1430 Canon, in this form, is effective since 2nd November 1992. 
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3. A member will make advertisement only in a dignified and honest manner. It offers 

services to the members, who are suitably qualified and well prepared. Such 

advertisements may also contain information regarding the fee structure. 

4. A member will support public comments concerning forestry related subjects by 

exact knowledge and will distort or deny any relevant information. Before the public 

statements, the member must disclose the reason and also under whose intereset it is made. 

5. A member puts into practice the services provided, which must conform the highest 

standards of quality and loyalty towards the employer. 

6. A member performs only those services for which it has the necessary training and 

experience. 

7. A member who is requested to participate in the forestry operations, which differ 

from the accepted professional standards, the employer must inform in advance the 

consequences of such action. 

8. A member is not allowed to disclose any information intentionally, which is directly 

concerned with the employer of the respective member, without the prior consent of the 

employer. 

9. A member must avoid conflicts of interest or even the possibility of a conflict. If any 

conflict originates inspite of these precautions, he must inform the employer the whole 

issue promptly and also he is in a position to solve the conflict without much delay. 

10. A member is not entitled to accept rewards or remuneration from not more than one 

employer for the same service, except that the concerned parties are already informed and 

given their consent. 

11. A member calls other experts and specialists in forestry or related areas, whenever 

the interest of the employer is best served or he advices his employer for such expert 

opinion for improvement. The member must work in harness with other professionals.  

12. A member will not damage the reputation of other members by means of 

misrepresentations or dishonest actions. 

13. A member acknowledges that he has acquired methods, ideas or other assistance 

from others. 

14. A member, who is faced with competition from others to bring forth forestry 

services, is encouraged by the potential employer based on the comparison of 

qualifications and the negotiations concerning fees and salaries. 
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15. From a member the given information produced by the candidate for an expected 

employment, an estimated remuneration or a task will be accurte, correct and be ojective 

in nature. 

16. A member, who has the knowledge of another member’s violation of this canon, 

must report to the Council on the basis of stated regulation.1431 

 

2.4.2.3. Ethical Code of Honour of the Association of Consultant Foresterter 

The canons formulate the principles meant for a professional conduct for the ACF’s 

advisory capacity pertaining to the foresters in their relation to one another, their 

employers, to the public and other foresters. The compliance of these canons ensure a 

decent, honorable, professional and personal relationships and also creates a mutual trust 

and esteem and enables to deliver the best professional performance. 

In order to apply these canons in different circumstances, which is to be put in practice, 

the Exective Committee will publishe guidelines from time to time. They are integrated 

as references and become a part of the canon.1432 

 

Professional Life 

1. The ACF Forestry Council will make use of their knowledge and skills for the benefit 

of the society. 

2. An ACF Forestry Council will work towards the exchange of information and 

experiences with other foresters for the expansion of the sphere of forestry professions 

and makes his work even as a contribution for forestry societies, their unions and 

publications. 

3. An ACF Adviory Forester makes the advertisement in a dignified manner. He asserts 

himself by means of honest and effective services to assist the prospective clients and the 

public. 

4. The professionally working ACF Advisory Forester, on the basis of their experience 

and competence, should have a good reputation. The expression of criticism against the 

                                      
1431 See. Irland, Lloyd C. (1994a); 25-27. 

1432 Effective from 31st May 1991. 
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competitors, self-praise or the support from pressure groups will degrade his profession 

and also considered to be unethical. 

The Conduct in the General Public 

5. An ACF Advisory Forester strives for the accurate and advance knowledge of 

forestry and delegates his knowledge. He avoids and condemns the spread of untrue, 

unfair and exaggerated statements about forestry. 

6. An ACF Advisory Forester makes no explanations, criticisms or arguments 

pertaining to the matters, which are at the sametime connected with public forest policies 

without showing whose favour, they are raised. 

7. If an ACF Advisory Forester is an expert in forestry matters, in a skill, which serves 

the public or a private interest, his declaration should be based on adequate knowledge of 

acts and his view is based on the whole conviction. 

8. An ACF Advisory Forester will refrain from public statements related to a technical 

problem, unless he was already informed its related facts. He will distort or conceal any 

information, in order to establish a point of view. 

9. The forestry plans and reports should be unique and contain no dual significance. 

Handling with Customers, Diretors and Employers 

10. An ACF Advisory Forester will be loyal to their customers as well as to their 

organization and faithfully fulfill their work and the task assigned to him. 

11. An ACF Advisory Forester will points out the expected consequences explicitly, if 

his professional opinion is rejected by the technically competent authorities, who are 

responsible for monitoring the technical correctness of his work. 

12. An ACF Advisory Forester will never intentionally announces the confidential 

information, which affects the business matters of the employers, directors or customers, 

unless they have given explicit permission to perform it. 

13. An ACF Advisory Forester must avoid conflicts of interests, or even keep away from 

such conflicts. 

14. An ACF Advisory Forester, without prior communication, accepts no remuneration 

whatsoever, the knowledge and consent of all the concerned partiers for the same service, 

except from his own customers, directors or employer. 
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15. An ACF Advisory Forester recommends or advices the employer or the customer, 

other experts and specialists in forestry or get involved in related fields, if the interest of 

the employer or the customer would be best served and he will voluntarily cooperate with 

them. 

16. An ACF Advisory Forester should accept no order against fee, if he is not in a 

position to offer a satisfactory preofessional implementation. 

17. An ACF Advisory Forester should never perform in association with a non-forester, 

a society or partnership, while which serves as a cover for unethical acts. However, every 

forest advisor must take responsibility for the actions of the other persons. 

18. Under no circumstances, an ACF Advisory Forester whould dare to express an 

opinion, if his work is paid on account of expert report capacity. 

19. It is unethical, when an ACF Advisory Forester receives charges for his work or as a 

mediator or on a fee or commission claim. 

Dealing with Professional Foresters 

20. An ACF Advisory Forester always makes an effort to protect the forestry profession 

collectively and individually from corruption and misunderstanding. 

21. An ACF Advisory Forester will helps to protect the profession by denying admission 

to the persons who have no good moral character or no adequate training. 

22. In publications or speeches the ACF Advisory Forester will acknowledge the merits 

of others conscientiously, especially their involvements related to knowledge and 

inventive methods and techniques, progressive ideas or their rendered assistance. 

23. An ACF Advisory Forester will not harm intentionally, directly or indirectly without 

reason, the reputation or business of other forester. 

24. If an ACF Advisory Forester has substantial and convincing evidence of 

unprofessional conduct of another forester, he can report directly to the concerned 

authority, who handles this issue. 

25. An ACF Advisory Forester never tries to dislodge another forester from his position, 

on ther hand if he convinced that this has been stopped definitely. 

26. An ACF Advisory Forester must deliver all written or oral recommendations only on 

the basis of fair and impartial investigation. 
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27. An ACF Advisory Forester requests no financial contributions for political purposes 

and not engages subordinates or any staff in this regard. 

28. Ein An ACF Advisory Forester must uphold the principle of an appropriate and 

sufficient wages for those who are employed in forest, even if they are employed in 

subordinate positions, because it concerns public interest and ensures professional 

standard.1433 

 

2.4.2.4. Ethical Code of Honour for Government services 

1. One of the highest moral principle of the employee should be his loyalty. Ask them 

about their loyalty in the context of the people, parties or government departments. 

2. Uphold the constitution, the laws and regulations of the United States and all its 

governments and never take it for party circumvention of the laws. 

3. If they work the whole day for the wages of a full day; dedicate them to fulfill their 

duties with sincere efforts and good attitude. 

4. They always endure to find out more efficiency and economic possibilities to fulfill 

their duties. 

5. Never discriminate them on someone’s wrongness by means of speicl favours or 

privileges to anybody, whether they are paid or not. Never accept favours or benefits for 

themselves or for others or for family members that could reasonably considered as a 

medium to influence governmental duties. 

6. Never commit any personal promises, which oblige the directives of the office, 

because a government employee may perform no personal work, which in turn can be 

binding on the public. 

7. Never employ them in business, which directly or indirectly commits the government 

to the service, this in turn, stands in contradiction to the conscientious fulfillment. 

8. Never use them in confidential inside information, which they have attained from the 

fulfillment of state obligations to make private profit. 

9. They unmask corruption, wherever they discover it. 

                                      
1433 See. Irland, Lloyd C. (1994a); 29-32. 
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10. They protect these principles and always conscious that a public post implies public 

trust. 

PL 96-303 is signed by the President on 3rd July 1980.1434 

 

2.4.2.5. Research Ethics Code of Honour of United States for the Department for 

Agriculture and Agricultural Research 

* I dedicate myself to the realization and promotion of valuable scientific studies, 

which conforms with the order of the Agricultural Research Service. 

* I never hinder the valuable research of others. 

* I treat, discuss, administer, judge and report my scientific knowledge to my 

colleagues in such a manner that, where harmony and quality are promoted within 

scientific debate. 

* I acknowledge the past and present contributions of the employees to my scientific 

knowledge and accept no unjustified recognition for it. 

* I maintain and improve my professional skills and to be the adviser for others. 

* I guarantee safety and huamane treatment to my fellow humans and animals and 

prevent the abuse of entrusted research resources. 

Source: United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service 129.0, 

"Procedures for reporting and dealing with the possible misconduct in science ".1435 

 

2.4.2.6. Expandability 

The present code of Society of American Forester concerns human relationships; Forester 

and Society, Colleagues, clients and even bosses. It has become fashionable to emphasise 

the human dimensions of forestry. COUFAL proposes the extension of the preamble of the 

code of ethics: to the present time: The purpose of this canon is to guide the professional 

conduct of the members of the Society of American Forester in their relationship with the 

public, to their employers, including customers and among themselves as envisaged in the 

Artcle VIIIof the Constitution of the Society. The compliance of these canons 

                                      
1434 See. Irland, Lloyd C. (1994a); 33. 

1435 See. Irland, Lloyd C. (1994a); 34. 
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demonstrates our respect for the country and our commitment to the intelligent 

management of ecosystems and ensures fair and honorable professional and human 

relations, mutual trust, esteem and competent services for the society.1436 

Proposal: This ethical code ethic is based on the belief that foresters must strive to fulfill 

three major tasks simultaneously: 1. To provide alternatives and helps to carry out the 

landowners to achieve their goals; 2. An appropriate flow of goods, services and assets 

ensure to fulfill the needs of the Society; and 3. To preserve and improve the integrity of 

the ecosystems with which they works, because both these include the country and human 

elements of these ecosystems. The purpose of this canon will be to impart professional 

leadership of the members of the Society of American Forester in dealing with the public; 

their employers include the customers they themselves and the country, which is entrusted 

with them under Article VIII of the Constitution of the Society. The compliance of these 

canons will encourage a fair professional, human and environmental relationship, mutual 

trust and respect and the competent service in the society.1437 

2.4.2.7. Countries ethic canon 

The Society of American Forester SAF took over in the autumn of 1992, introduced a land 

ethic cannon to their ethical code of ethics.1438 ALBERT C. WORRELL1439 views, in principle 

a moral problem in the administration of land, because the land on earth is controlled by 

few people, however, the humankind is dependent on land on earth. Thus, the handling of 

land requires good management of the same. The economic utilization of a property is not 

always being a good management of land. Consequently, in the case of economy the 

management of land must be addressed especially on the economic aspect, in which all 

costs should fall under the producer of the product, includes the external costs. The 

producers of all products must be charged with a pollution fee, which covers all the costs 

required to reinstate it. Such pollutions will also affect air, water and the soil. If these 

adequate pollution charges sets the subsequent total cost of a product higher than the 

consumer’s willingness to buy, it would not produce or would create a more favourable 

product, also in an ecological sense, in order to handle the trade. WORRELL believes that 

it is clearly immoral to destroy for the sake of destruction or unworthy burden on the 

landscape. Now the land is not utilized minimally, although humanity needs its products 

without delay, he will consider it as immoral. The administrators of this land must 

                                      
1436 See. Coufal, James E. (1994); 353-354. 

1437 See. Coufal, James E. (1994); 353-354. 

1438 See. The Ethical Code of Ethic of the member of the Society of American Foresters is further explained above. 

1439 ALBERT C. WORRELL is a longtime Professor at the "Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies" and 

Professor of Forest Policy at the "Yale University New Haven (CT)" in the USA. 
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seriously examine his opinion prior to any use, whther the land – even the land in question 

– is really needs the intended purpose. 

The following six points are evident from the aforementioned observations as morally 

invalid: 1. Ruining or degrading the soil resources without any objective. 2. The 

adiministrative costs imposed on someone who has unworthy or immoral intentions. 3. 

Ruining and degrading the soil resources without any specific rationale. 4. Possibly 

someone imposes land administrative costs, apart from the resulting benefits are higher 

for the parties than the total costs. 5. The management of land resources, which deprives 

human goods, that by means of wrong management brings only little benefits, however, 

is necessary for the common good. 6. The utilization of resources, which primarily 

benefits the current generation or certain segments of society, however, will harm the 

future generation disappropriately.1440 

2.4.2.8. Observations 

Here, it should be noted that the aforementioned US-American Ethical Code of Conduct’s 

main thrust lies in the deeper responsibility towards the environment than the increased 

encouragement of the image of forestry in general. For fostering this reputation in the 

profession of forester, major conditions related to environmental issues are regularly 

made. Thus, from time to time, there arises the idea that the "ethics", at least sometimes, 

rather serves as an aid to improve the prestige question of individual professions, as an 

improvement of sense of responsibility of the foresters towards environment. 

 

2.4.3. Work as participating in the act of Creation 

Shall the above effort of the forester of USA represented an ethics of forestry, now it is 

valid that man is considered as the only associated being of God, with regard to work. The 

second Vatian formulated the following: 

"One thing is certain for the believers: The individual 

and collective human activity, these tremendous efforts 

of the people over centuries, to improve their living 

conditions comply with the purpose of God. After Creation 

of man from the images of god, the man received an 

instruction from God to bring under everthing that 

belongs it to rule the world in righteousness and 

holiness and by recognizing the God as the Creator of 

all things and the totality of reality is directed 

                                      
1440 See. Worrell, Albert C. (1994); 287-291. 
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towards God, so that everything subjected to man and 

God’s name will spread all over the earth.1441" 

 

The man as an image of God enters in the form of his work at the accomplishment of 

Creation. This participation in the accomplishment of God’s Creation is documented in 

the biblical narration of Creation, if the narration of Creation represents as a form of work, 

where the God assumed different steps, that is symbolized by means of "six days" and on 

the seventh day he himself preconceives "peace"1442. This view of "Work of God" can be 

not only found in the first Book of the Bible, but also in the last Book.1443 The portrayal of 

the work of Creation in the Genesis can, therefore, be referred in a certain manner as "the 

first 'Gospel of work'1444". The God requested man to imitate his Creation; whereas man is 

an image of God. Thus, with this image, man must imitate God and never looks like the 

God. Is the God, who invokes everything into being, then the human being is the one who 

should be called to work with the being. The man is not entitled, himself to be in existence 

- in other words God – wishes to be or to have, becuase it is not just God, but only his 

image. The man ought to imitate God, while he carries out an action, at same time he is 

also at rest. This work of man is not an act which must be completed within one week. 

Thus, Christ shows us, when He says: "My father is still at work and I’am also at work.1445" 

Therefore, the God is still "at work". How these images will appear to contribute, which 

is shown by the Christ himself, when he testified it in his own work. 

This is repeatedly evident from Christ that he was a man of work.1446 The Gospel that is 

proclaimed by Jesus underlines his own actions, by means of his work and his actions. 

Thus, his Gospel can be considered as his gospel of work. Evidently, the scripture 

indicates many signs (miracles), which are labored by Jesus, than doing manual activity. 

However, it is precisely a matter of work of signs, which we can employ on the modern 

men in the professional world. If we want to relate Jesus in the context of plant cultivation 

or genetic engineering, preferably, is possible only in the sense of allegories. Although, 

                                      
1441 GS 34. 

1442 See. Gen 2,3 " Then God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it, because in it He rested from all His Work 

God had created and made." 

1443 See. Offb 15,3b " Great and marvelous are Your works/ Groß und wunderbar sind deine Taten, / Lord, God 

and Ruler of the whole Creation." 

1444 LE 25. 

1445 Joh 5,17b. 

1446 See. Mark 6,2-3 "At the Synagoge He began to teach. And many hearing Him were astonished, saying,: "Where 

did this Man get these things? And what wisdom is this which is given to Him, that such mighty works are 

performed by His hands! Is this not the carpenter, the Son of Mary, and brother of James, Joses, Judas, and 

Simon? And are not His sisters here with us? So they were offended at Him." – See. Mattew 13,55 "Is this not 

the Carpenter’s son? Is not Him mother called Mary? And His brothers James, Joses, Simon, and Judas?" 
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the scripture uses the image of the "grafting of plants",1447 however, do not want the 

imaginary impossbible, especially in the field of life care, when man’s desire is 

suscitated.1448 Nevertheless Jesus adopted himself "the unorthodox methods"1449 in order to 

help people. The reason for this may be inherent in the knowledge that the others humans 

are not its own. More probable, however, is the work from the faith of the Creator, "the 

image in the archetype God", because this faith is exactly that he cites as justification on 

another occasion.1450 

This sign of virtue (miracle) to act, is not under any circumstances a gift that was only 

owned by the Jesus Christ. The Apostles in their work found Jesus Christ1451 as an image 

of God with an intimate relationship with God; here the important aspect is the faith, which 

was necessary in order to understand such signs. 1452 If today’s man cannot accomplish 

                                      
1447 See. Rom 11,17-18 "Wenn aber einige Zweige herausgebrochen wurden und wenn du als Zweig vom wilden 

Ölbaum in den edlen Ölbaum eingepfropft wurdest und damit Anteil erhieltest an der Kraft seiner Wurzel, so 

erhebe dich nicht über die anderen Zweige. Wenn du es aber tust, sollst du wissen: Nicht du trägst die Wurzel, 

sondern die Wurzel trägt dich." 

1448 See. Matthew 6,25-34 "Therefore I say to you: do not worry about your life, what you will eat or what you will 

drink; nor about your body, what you will put on. Is not life more than food and the body more than clothing? 

Look at the birds of the air, for they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns; yet your heavenly Father feeds 

them. Are you not of more value than they? Which of you by worrying can add one cubit his his stature? So why 

do you worry about clothing? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow: they neither toil nor spin; and yet I 

say to you that even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like on of these. Now if God so clothes the grass 

of the field, which today is, and tomorrow is thrown into the oven, will He not much more clothe you, O you of 

little faith? Therefore, do not worry, saying, what shall we eat? Or what shall we drink? Or what shall we wear? 

For after all these things the Gentiles seek. For your heavenly Father knows that you need all these things. But 

seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things shall be added to you. Therefore, do 

not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about its own things. Each day has enough trouble of its 

own." 

1449 See. John 9,6-7 "When he had said these things, He spat on the ground and made clay with the saliva; and He 

anointed the eyes of the blind man with the clay. And He said to him, Go wash in the pool of Siloam. Which is 

translated: the Envoy. So he went and washed and came back seeing." – See. Mark 8,23-25 "So He took the blind 

man to Him, and begged Him to touch him. And when He had split on his eyes and put His hands on him, He 

asked him if he saw anything?.And he looked up and said, "I see men like trees, walking." Then He put His hands 

on his eyes again and made him look up. And he was restored and saw everyone clearly." 

1450 See. Mt 17,20 "See. Matthew 17,20 "So [Jesus] said to them, "Because your unbelief; for assuredly, I say to 

you, if you have faith as a mustard seed, you will say to this mountain, Mover from here to there, and it will 

move; and nothing will be impossible for you." – Luke 17,5-6 "And the Apostles said to the Lord, "Increase our 

faith." So the Lord said, "If you have faith as a mustard seed, you can say to this mulberry tree, Be pulled up by 

the roots and be planted in the sea; and it would obey you." 

1451 See. John 14,12-14 "Amen, amen, I say to you: He who believes in Me, the works that I do he will do also; and 

greater works than these he will do, because I go to my Father. And whatever you ask in My name, that I will 

do, that the Father may be glorified in the Son. I fyou ask anythings in My name, I will do it." 

1452 See. Acts of the Apostles 9,33-34 "There (in Lydda) he [Petrus] found a man named Aeneas, bedridden for 

eight years, who was paralyzed. And Peter said to him, "Aeneas, Jesus Christ heals you; rise and make your bed." 

And immediately he rose." – See. Acts of the Apostles 3,6-8 "But Peter said, "I have no silver and gold, but what 

I do have I give to you. In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, rise up and walk."And he took him by the right 

hand and raised him up, and immediately his feet and ankles were made strong. And leaping up he stodd and 

began to walk, and entered the temple with them, walking and leaping and praising God." – See. Acts of the 
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these works, it is not rested on God, but the lack of relationship of the image to the 

archetype: God. 

The purpose of the image of God to work in a godly form, which is emphasised by the 

Apostle when they say: "For you remember brethren, our labor and toil; for laboring night 

and day, that we might not be a burden to any of you, we preached to you the gospel of 

God.1453" "For you yourself know how you ought to follow us, for we were not disorderly 

among you; nor did we eat anyone’s bread free of charge, but worked with labor and toil 

night and day, that we might not be a burden to any of you, not because we do not have 

authority, but to make ourselves an example of how you should follow us. For even when 

we were with you, we commanded you this: If anyone will not work, neither shall he eat. 

For we hear that there are some who walk among you in a disorderly manner, not working 

at all, but are busy bodies. Now those who are such we command and exhort through our 

Lord Jesus Christ that they work in quietness and eat their own bread.1454" 

In addition, the Apostles does not able to utilize the faith to find a more comfortable life, 

on the other hand, helped the people, where only the Creator can help not the creature. 

The Apostle himself is not God, but knew how to make the distinction between the task 

and the mission of God. This also points a question of our time: When will our work, our 

action and our work assumptions itself conforms the spirit of Creator and where we lack 

the faith, that was inherent to Apostle, to request the Creator, thereby what came into 

existence is not negative, nevertheless brings general benefit? One answer offered in this 

aspect is the spirituality of the Gospel, which states that any work that every activity that 

is performed by man without doubt closely connected with hard work, that implies that 

everyday of his life the man must consume his bread under hardship1455 from the 

farmland.1456 

 

2.4.4. Work 

Work – therefore, the forestry work – according to the image of Christ and the Apostle is 

the legitimate participation in the work of the Creator as mentioned above. Not only that 

the Creation materialized by the Creator– the work of the Creater – has an inherent value 

                                      
Apostles 9,40 "But Peter put them all outside, and knelt down and prayed; and turning to the body he said, 

"Tabitha, arise." And she opened her eyes, and when she saw Peter she sat up." 

1453 1 Thess 2,9. 

1454 2 Thess 3,7-12. 

1455 See. Genesis 3,17 "Then to Adam He sai, "Because you have heeded the voice of your wife, and have eaten 

from the tree of which I commanded you, saying, ‚You shall not eat it: Cursed is the ground for your sake/In toil 

you shall eat of it/All the days of you life." 

1456 LE 24-27. 
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in itself, which on the one hand manifests itself in the sole existence of the relative being 

and which thereby associated with the self esteem of creatures and others based on the the 

value, which has been created before the Creator, founded by means of the dignity of the 

Creator. The work of the creatures1457 has a value, specifically those of humans. 

 

2.4.4.1. The value of human activity in Forestry 

Firstly, the value of human labor is arrived by means of what they have rendered, whereby 

the man achieves during and in the labor dominion on the earth. From this point of view, 

the man is the "object of labor1458". On the other hand, the man from the stand point of 

"subject of labor1459", because man should not dominate earth for the sake of dominion, 

but on the basis of the image of God. Essentially, this perspective leads to the personal 

dignity of the person for days, by which the value of human labor is inseparable. The 

second point of view is more crucial, because it is not for the end in itself in the prevailing 

will, but in the position of the Creator, who refers the labor to humans as a representative 

–but not identical – work of creative activity of God. As a result, human labor1460 is 

considered to be the highest value of production. In this ground, the human labor is not 

only as a factor of production in the context of capital. Such a narrow view, merely 

directed towards these two factors, will represent an economic fallacy. An exclusive view 

from the stand point of imaginary activity is not effective and would not comply with 

order of the Creator, which the existential purpose is clearly included in the activities with 

regards to content. 1461 Man must also work for his life and also for his survival. 

Accordingly, the labor must provide a commodity, which belongs to cope with the human 

                                      
1457 At this point, the term " Creatures" is chosen deliberately, but for example, one dam was designed by the beaver 

has the "value" of the secured basis of life, in this respect, a beaver is generally in a position, to realise the value. 

However, the work of the beaver may have a value for the people, for example, the beaver dam and the associated 

beavers regulate the stream in its flow of water and thus, the people who at least partically reduces the work in 

artificial regulation. 

1458 LE 5. 

1459 LE 6. 

1460 In the broadest sense, the entire activities of a human being can be included under work. 

1461 See. Gen 3,17c-19ab "In toil you (the man) shall eat of it/All the days of yur life./ Both throns and thistles it 

shall bring forth for you,/ And you shall eat the herb of the field. / In the sweat of your face you shall eat bread / 

Till you return to the ground,/ For out of it you were taken; / For dust you are, And to dust you shall return." 
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life. The allocation of such commodity can be purely political (non agricultural), 1462 

entirely a market economy (supply and demand), 1463 or possibly social economy1464. 

The evaluation of human labor is viewed not only in an economic sense, but always 

dependent on non agricultural, cultural values. In addition, it poses the fundamental 

question, the question of survival, also a question that goes beyond the meaning of work, 

which leads to spirituality, the theology of work. 1465 The work in the forestry belongs to 

the regions, where the ecological criterias are dealt in principle among an activity in the 

primary production, since it generates the basic raw material. 1466 This fact, consequently, 

is relevant for the work ethic in the area of forestry, because thereby this results the 

necessity for improving the signficiance of work, particularly in the area of forestry, thus 

has not only the significance of raw material utilisation, but also the facilitation of raw 

materials, and the productive serving of public interests on a long term basis, whereas in 

the broadest sense the preservation of possible workspaces. Work, according to the 

christian viewpoint is not lie in such a way that one day it becomes superfluous or in that 

respect it is for its own sake, on the other hand, therein participates in the work of Creation. 

This kind of conscious participation in the work of Creation within the meaning of Christ 

– as explained above – man finds himself very close to the Creator, 1467 bcomes an image, 

but never the same, because even Jesus Christ himself did not holds to be alike God.1468 

In the economic context, the labor has highest ranking, but the equal ordering principle of 

social economy requires ts regulation. Hier a moral approach for employment contract and 

macro economic offers a social partnership. The employment contract is depenedent on 

work. It determines the duties and privileges of the employers and employees; in this deal 

both the concerned parties are equally represented. The necessity of employment contract 

alone is, therefore, already formed, because only with this agreement a classification of 

work in the organization of social economy and in the social order of workplace is really 

                                      
1462 This system finds its root in communism.  

1463 Under capitalism, this system can be established.  

1464 The ongoing efforts in the relevant areas affected by this work can be found in this form in the social market 

economy. For a social market economy more and more of this aspect came from the ecololigical market 

economy.. – Also refer: Huber, Joseph (1991). 

1465 See. Weiler, Rudolf (1993); 102-103. 

1466 For the areas, where the ecological criteria is not listed, sometimes the forestry work can be the secondary 

sector, the industrial production is counted, because the existing raw materials wood will be spruced up for 

processing, but not contributed for the production of these raw materials. 

1467 See. Eph 4,6 "One God and Father of all, who is above all, and through all, and in you all." 

1468 See. Phil 2,5-8 "Let this mind be in you which was also in Christ Jesus, who, being in the form of God, did not 

consider it robbery to be equal with God, but made himself of no reputation, taking the form of a bondservant 

/and coming in the likeness of men /And being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself / and become 

obedient /at the point of death, even the death of the cross." 
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possibly in the context of authority and subordination. 1469 In the employment contract the 

relevant conditional work, however, not only refers the co-responsibility regarding the 

duties and privileges of the both the contracting partners, but also these rights and 

privileges are also to be considered in the relation to non-human of working environment. 

The non-human area of work, the field in which the work takes place or is done and its 

main reference features with regards to its work related activity, here it is important to 

mention that it is not related technical tools, on the other hand primarily concerns the 

forestry, especially the wood. Therefore, both the contracting parties must, to obtain a 

moral justification of employment contract in terms of environmental responsibility, 

include the significance of woods and the environment in their contract, in this respect 

these are not legally binding obligatory standards. 

As a basis or obligatory standard of employment contract and social partnership within 

forestry can definitely serve as a variation like the US-American moral code of ethics. In 

another way, there is already a proposal from Central Europe, which is essentially much 

more environmental related than American models. The central idea is the preservation of 

life, wherein the priority value is given to in and around four million years existing 

biological information network (the genetic pool). The employers, like the employees are 

becoming an important asset in this initiative, to recognize the new priorities in their work, 

which corresponds to the changed situation. In addition, this belongs to the recognition of 

threshold values. The attainment of these threshold values, which the nature can no longer 

compensate activities of man. As a result, the social market economy must be eco-social 

market economy, which works with the nature and not aginst it.1470 

 

2.4.4.2. Specific guiding maxims for a eco-social market economy 

HEINRICH WOHLMEYER has made concrete proposals for the establishment of guiding 

principles, which is stated below in detail: 

1. Die Z i e l e  seien e i n d e u t i g  z u  d e f i n i e r e n  und die zu deren The 

objectives are defined unambiguously and for its fulfillment, the necessary 

measures are concrete and embedded in the long term, so that the economy knows 

where they are. This is valid for the catalogue of new business ethics1471 on the 

incentive systems to the coercive measures. The modified framework must be clear, 

can serve to facilitate the basis for the individual operational business decisions – 

especially for long term decisions. 

                                      
1469 See. Weiler, Rudolf (1993); 105. 

1470 See. Wohlmeyer, Heinrich (1988); 143-147. 

1471 A such calls HEINRICH WOHLMEYER. 
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2. We must from "Verifying the proposals" (also in the clerical field!), what in 

reality a Policy of Postponement of uncomfortable and prima facie seems to be 

unpopular measures, but turn out to be concrete action. 

3. The actions should not only be declaratory in nature (further stages of alibi 

actions), because it already "burns". Here the churchs bear a high moral 

responsibility, helps to prevent it, that the future generation would carried off the 

basis of life. (You should not steal it!) 

4. In the case of imminent danger, the principle of reasonableness and the maxim 

should be "act as well you can and so imperfect you must!" (The insufficient time 

and resources, in order to achieve the perfect shield of decision making). 

 

The indispensable and essential pillars of an eco-social market economy should be: 

1. An ethics of respect for life in the diversity of its formation. (The main challenges 

of the Information Era are the recognition of genetic information and its optimum 

feed back.) 

2. Fiscal punishment (penalisation) of plundering of fossil reserves on the earth 

(Resource tax) and and the promotion of the fulfillment of demand from renewable 

resources. (Thereby the eliminating the propagating root cause of farmers 

unemployment and attaining of an end of surplus problem, which exists only as 

long as we practiced the fulfillment of demand by means of plundering of energy- 

and raw materials of this earth.) 

3. The collection of resource tax on crude oil, natural gas, coal and limited minerals 

should be used for the inclusion of non-wage labor costs and the social security 

contributions of the workers, farmers and business people in order to reduce the 

cost of human labor. This would, thereby, creates a fundamental chance (reduction 

of production factors cost price and undermines the parallel economy, in other 

words, illegal employment.) Thus, the imminent structural mass unemployment 

would take countermeasures on an extended level (workers, employees, business 

people and farmers). 

4. In addition to the taxation regarding the consumption of the finite resources on 

the earth would access of the following environmental levies (-taxes), whose income 

should be primarily utilised for restoring the environmental damages and 

secondarily to reduce the cost of human labor, particularly to enhance the traveling 

strands of social networks. 

Hereby (points 3 and 4) the human labor for the individual as well as for the careful 

nature management would be available for lower price. Above all, the economic 

price neutrality would be achieved. (A cost factor would increases and for another 

it becomes cheap – refer also the Resource Tax). 

The environmental levies, which should cause the necessary drastic change in 

human living habits, are the following: 
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4.1. Differentiated environmental taxes, product taxes, which is till now 

externalised (that is, passed on the general public) costs of "Waste management" 

and environment restoration of (generally reducing the prices) VAT specific 

product group surcharges. 

4.2. Taxes on air utilized for technical purposes. This would also apply to the 

internal combustion engines in motor vehicles. (This would unexpectedly make an 

opportunity to air saving designs like the electric car.) 

4.3. Water Consumption Tax – domestic water requirements and hygine needs are 

exempted. This would come in addition to saving water to a separate drinking and 

industrial water flows. (internal water recycling technique) as well as a storage 

and slow discharge of rainwater (soft water for economical washing etc.) 

4.4. Land Use Tax: All land uses, which are hostile to our existence, and serves no 

natural farming - in particular do not hold any vegetation cover and not expoiting 

the possibilities of obtaining a habitat for animals – are subjected to an additional 

levy. 

In our Land Transfer Laws it is stated that the agricultural- and forestry production 

in the suitable areas are to be protected, however the human beings are not 

bothered about it. Even the excessive use of concrete in our living environment is 

justified as a most wanted land freezing in the face of self-imposed (short term) 

intemperance problems. These measures would cause a boom of renaturation to 

natural areas (end of excessive use of concrete in the living environment up to real 

required space). 

5. Anchoring the recycling principle is con sidered to be one of the most important 

guiding principles of an ecologically organized economic activity across the legal 

system: 

Güter dürften nur in Verkehr gebracht werden, wenn nachgewiesen würde, dass sie 

nach Ge- oder Verbrauch entweder in industriell-gewerbliche 

Wiederverwendungskreisläufe oder in natürliche Kreisläufe geordnet eingingen. 

6. The preferableness of small, local in the ecosystem linked demand fulfilled 

systems (production-, distribution- and storage systems), in order to facilitate the 

closure of circuits and corresponds to the "basic principle" of environmental 

protection, to distribute the the pressures on the nature absorbable (integrable). 

7. The constitution of an Expert Commission in correspondence with Code-

Commission, which counsels the Minimum Standards for ecologically classified 

Fulfillment of Demand Systems and recommends as well as endeavours to its 

international acceptance similar to the code of mundialis and its promotion. 

8. Trade Policy Implementation (Advocacy) of aforementioned measures 

guarantees its compliance in the international freight traffic. Establishment of fair 

competition conditions by means of balaning towards the preservation of livelihood 

of necessary extra costs with import (surcharge on VAT) and export (in the same 

way export refund). 
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9. " I n t e l l e c t u a l  E x p o r t  t h e  N e w  O r d e , this would mean more 

precisely the calculation of the impacts and production of national consenses 

promotion for a pan-European acceptance in the supra-regional instiuttions and in 

the individual countries. With the success of "intellectual exports"can become no 

longer necessary under 8th enumerated measures, because throughout Europe the 

same standards would be valid. 

This limitation within Europe did not mean that the New Order would not be 

necessary for our world wide fulfillment of demand systems. The wisdom and the 

act with good judgement, however, recommend that Europe should be strategically 

in the initial stage. Then, from Europe this New Order could be exported to the rest 

of the world. 

If we quickly change these catalogues of measures, we would obtain the means of 

livelihood, if not - we would gradually gamble away insidious, and partially even 

galloping (deforestation, species extinction). 

By postponing the incentives, we would have to bring the sacrifice of change – but 

without sacrifice, there would be no renewal. The sacrifice would be easier for us, 

if we would bring love to nature and people out of it. It would also bring happiness, 

which cannot bring the past, absurd incarnated accumulation of dead goods. 

Around 1500 years ago AUGUSTINUS have given us the statement: "First learn to 

love and then do what you want!" We would have to (re)discover this central 

maxim... 

For Austria, progressively a neutral country with a balanced economic, scientific 

and artistic tradition – also a country, where one would accept to take the ability 

to a new humane and nature friendly civilization concept, but would results in an 

international standard obligation. An Associate from Austria, who has seen much 

around the world, reportedly said on the occasion of a UNIDO Symbosium around 

10 years ago: Dear Friend!, The greatest responsibility we invites currently on us 

is that we set an example for the developing countries, which ended with higher 

liability of their eco systems respectively due to the absence of funds for our 

"Intensive Care Unit Technology" much more deadly than ours. 

Therefore, we are required nationally and internationally! 

The national protective forests in our mountainous regions are dying and 

increasing groundwater hazards and the ristk of structural unemployment 

considered to be a warning symbol on the wall. Internationally, there are 

ramifications of the early instances of our plundering civilization, which spreads 

partly more poverty than prosperity (upto 50% unemployment particularly in 

developing countries) and perhaps would carry itself the nucleus of the"last" war. 

For both these reasons, it is about time that must be dealt with courage – 

particularly the Christians, who would carry a civilization draft of the 

comprehensive fraternity and should put into practice. In this sense, each of us not 

only carries the responsibility for the environment in the economy, but also specific 
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responsibility for the world. The present self apology patterns might not be 

accepted any more!1472 

 

The appeal for more diligent work with and within the nature is not new in Christianity. 

HEINRICH WOHLMEYER ranks with his demands and concerns in the context of great 

figures of history. TERTULLIAN wrote the people on the earth are turned out to be a burden, 

the raw materials were hardly sufficient; the nature is unable to nourish food for the human 

being.1473 CYPRIAN also shares this view that the earth is fully crowded and over 

populated.1474 In fact, the people often lived in the history above the power of nature. The 

outcome was actually customizing the promotion methods for increasing production and 

not customizing human needs to the natural power of nature. What was formed over 

millions of years in the natural course of resources on earth, which is irrevocable, is 

consumed by mankind in a few centuries. From Christian perspective, therefore, the 

relationship between man and the visible Creation, also with regard to the related 

activities, the following principles are important: 1. The destruction and damages to the 

nature contradict the Christian understanding of visible Creation. 2. The sense of 

responsibility of all people and nations towards nature must be awakened and 

strengthened. 3. How the questions related to the destruction and pollution of nature can 

be dealt with and how the destructive effect of forestry interventions can be prevented, 

here not the theology, but the respective technical discipline is responsible. A 

demonization of the economy and its research is an important aspect. The theology, on the 

other hand, is committed to indicate the respective objective sciences based on the value 

and dignity of Creation and the scientific fields, as well as the respective industries to 

respect for the proper handling and to the adequate use of earthly goods; in accordance 

with these dignity and value invoked.1475 For the professionals, this implies as an action 

criteria, to open up for the charisms and gifts of the Holy Spirit in terms of the tasks and 

decisions in the eco-social life.1476 

 

 

 

                                      
1472 See. Wohlmeyer, Heinrich (1988); 147-151. 

1473 "onerosi sumus mundo, vix nobis elementa sufficiunt..., dum iam nos natura non sustinet" – Published in: VDB 

21; 47. 

1474 "cum iam refertus est orbis et mundus impletus" – Published in: VDB 21; 47. 

1475 See. VDB 12; 32-33. 

1476 See. VAS 91; 60. 
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2.5. Chater summary 

In the first Chapter, the relationship of man in relation with the Creation of forest was 

discussed in detail. In this context, the theoretical aspects of the subject was less important, 

while more stress is given to develop the practical access to demonstrate the relationship 

in the actual sense and also expresses even today. In the Second Chapter the relationship 

of Creator with regards to forest has been examined, to enable to move to the Third 

Chapter to have an ethical conclusion. 

The central viewing point of this Chapter was the culture, God and his Creation, the man 

in Creation and his activity in terms of responsibility for the environment.  

At the beginning of this Chapter, the concept "Culture" was taken into consideration again, 

which was, however, already among other points of view, included in the First Chapter 

not in an insignificant place. In the First Chapter, the question concerning forest is mooted 

as cultural space. Here the forest was a cultural medium and cultural landscape space.1477 

On the basis of different understandings, the notion "Culture" is - as it has shown – bring 

into play for absolutely very different uses and exhibited a wide range of meanings. At 

first glance, this is very confusing, but ultimately leads to a sense, since forestry- and 

theological – philosophical thinking and arguments are not always behave in congruent as 

indicated. 

As already explained in the First Chapter, culture or silviculture has a natural age group, 

in the form of artificial regeneration (seeds or planting) justified young saplings (young 

stand): rejuvenation.1478 The cultural forest in contrast to the natural forest (or even the 

virgin forest) is a forest that has emerged with more or less anthropogenic in nature and is 

subjected to a continuous forestry management.1479 From the perspective of forestry, 

consequently the man, who cultivated the forest, thus rejuvenated artificially. As a result, 

the human cultural activity is "confined" to the artificial rejuvenation of the forest to 

achieve the people’s long term notion of keeping it as an economic entity. The definitions 

of culture are not in congruent with the theological interpretations, which state that culture 

is a "socio-historical form of development of life of masses as a whole1480" with the basic 

objective of personal development of its members by means of participation in this life 

development on the individual spheres of life. Thus, culture is the realization of value, i.e, 

way of life, discipline and order; in all three forms moral references are recognizable.1481 

According to this view, human cultural activity on forest implies something 

                                      
1477 Zu Kultur allgemein: See. Scherer, Robert (61960); 164-178. – See. Rassem, Mohammed (71987); 746-757. 

1478 See. KWFL; 438; Kultur. 

1479 See. KWFL; 438; Kulturwald. 

1480 Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 343. 

1481 See. Messner, Johannes (1955); 152. 
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complementary. The cultural activity on forest can not "only" meant the "verjuvenation of 

the forest land, but contributes to the socio-historical form of the development of life of 

masses as a whole with the objective of value development. Especially, these points show 

that the forestry acts apparently pretty difficult time to prove within the field of activity of 

the responsibility to society not only from the perspective of rejuvenation of the forest 

resources, in spite of their constant effort to act ecologically, when this is already 

expressed by the principle of sustainability. The value of woodland from forestry sector is 

sluggish, not only observed from the fiscal angle, but at the same time demonstrated by 

the cultural-historical aspects to woodland. Folk poetry and art, to refer two examples 

from the explanations of this Chapter, already for a long time together with the other one 

increased the aesthetic value of wood, which is from the forestry, such as the appearance 

does not make yet divided in an adequate manner. 

Furthermore, here God’s relationship with the Creation was revealed. It was established 

that the earthly does not owe itself to its existence. The entire nature is established as 

eternally to be found in life. According to Christian belief this is to be "found into the life" 

as "Created-Being" by God as creatureliness. The faith in Creation is understood and 

explained as faith in the Creator. Thus, the Christian faith in the Creator primarily 

conforms to the Creator, God, as the "Source of all things", as the Creator of the visible 

and invisible, the physical and "spiritual1482" beings. Withing this Creation man occupies 

an important position. In this context, references may be stated as crucial aspects, which 

states the special status of man, especially the points "Self-Revelation of the God", "the 

Image of God on Man", "God’s Order for Rule on Man", "Naming of the Animals", and 

"Goodness of the World".1483 

The focuss of this Chapter is centered around this Creature, who holds a special place in 

Creation, with humans. It was recognized that the nature of man is, in a word, love.1484 In 

a suitable manner, it could be suggested that the nature of trees will bear fruit, brings good 

fruit. Since human nature is love, therefore, he can meet the nature of the tree in the right 

manner only with love, and conversely, the tree can only meet him in the right manner by 

bringing fruits. This realisation can, last but not least, quoted more than 1200 biblical 

passages, in which "tree" or "forest" or other corresponding term is substantiated in a 

relevant form. 

Finally, the main finding of this Chapter is to be Secondment of man. The man by means 

of divinely destined to be on Secondment nature being is the guardian of his world. The 

guardian, to be on Secondment of the world means, to have the responsibility for it, that 

                                      
1482 DH 800. 

1483 See. Auer, Alfons (1984); 212-221. – See also: Krätzl, Helmut (1995); 235-249. 

1484 See. Messner, Johannes (71984); 70-72. 
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each creature basically preserves its intended place. This includes the utilization of 

creatures and resources, as shown in the biblical subjects, not explicit, but inevitably also 

implies accountable for which the man is responsible to nature. This relationship is 

significantly substantiated by the church in the work integrated statements. 

The conclusion of this chapter describes the reflection on professional life and work in 

terms of responsibility for the environment. On the basis of the examples, the efforts in 

the USA regarding the ehical code of conduct for Foresters, it was noted that forestry 

requires considerable action, which concerns the preparation of an appropriate "Ethics of 

Forestry", because the assessment of the work is shown not only economically, but also 

always be non-economic, culturally value dependent. It appears together with the 

fundamental question, the question of survival, soever always a question of going beyond 

the meaning of work that leads to spirituality, to theology of work.1485 

 

2.5.1. Brief overview of the Third Chapter 

In the following and the final Chapter, the ethical conclusion of this study is undertaken, 

the "to be on Secondment" of man, which was discussed in the Second Chapter as 

conception, requires interpretation, to raise the hermeneutical ways to the principle. 

Therefore, this work resulted in three important findings, one of which – (a) has already 

brought to light: 

a) The forestry and its associated science disciplines must make every effort to bring 

their ethics, which absolutely exists in the demonstrated method to bring an 

authentic ethic. 

b) The forestry and its associated science disciplines and also all other scientific 

disciplines with the pertinent scientific disciplines must have a philosophical 

showdown with the "to be on Secondment" of man. 

c) This work is, last but not least focused on many questions, which it has raised, for 

a broader discussion, sometimes also gives public impulse, regarding the 

responsibility of man to environment from the ethical perspective, having look upon 

to reflect on next Chapter’s newly founded principle to be on Secondment, 

particularly with the disciplines that deals with the forest. 

 

                                      
1485 See. Weiler, Rudolf (1993); 102-103. 
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C h a p t e r  3  

ETHICAL CONCLUSIONS 

3. Forestry "eco-social" ethic – a to be on secondment principle? 

In the First Chapter, the relationship of man with respect to forest was discussed in detail. 

Here, the theoretical aspects of the subject were less important, rather the practical 

approach to show how the relationship is reflected in individual areas and also finds its 

expression even today. Chapter Two examines Creator’s relationship with forest. The 

main points discussed in this chapter were culture, God and his Creation, the human being 

in Creation and the profession as well as work in terms of responsibility towards the 

environment. 

The main findings of the Second Chapter are the recognition of frequent occurances of 

histrico-cultural aspects concerning of forest in the past as well as together with the 

Creation and the Creator, which is reflected, last but not least in the content statements of 

religions. This is based on the manifold presence of "trees" in the Bible and its consistent 

positive significance and hence, the statements made by the church on the Catholic side 

with its impact directly or indirectly on the moral conscience of man and finally the "to be 

Secondment of man". The man by means of divinely destined to be on Secondment of the 

nature is the guardian of the world. The Guardian, to be on Secondment of the world 

carries the responsibility to ensure that every creature maintains the creature genus in its 

allocated space. This includes the benefit of Creatures and resources, as shown by the 

Biblical subject, not explicitly, but inevitably also implies accountable for which the man 

is responsible to nature. This relationship is significantly substantiated by the church in 

the work integrated statements and underpinned in the efforts initated by US American 

Foresters. 

This Chapter wraps up the eithical conclusion of this study, the "to be Secondment" of 

man, which was shown in the Second Chapter as a conception, that also requires 

interpretation to raise the hermeneutical approach to the principle with regards to the 

already existing observation and of common term "Mandate". In addition, some preceding 

practice oriented implementation approaches of this principle will be highlighted. These 

approaches can certainly be regarded as a bridge between the "old-" and the "newlands", 

which enters into this work, must also be deemed.1486 

                                      
1486 See. the "Prologue" of this study. 
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3.1. The existing term"Mandate" 

In the linguistic usage within the Creation- and theology mission documents, the term 

"representative of the people" is applied to describe the position of man with regard to 

Creation. The man is awarded with a "mandate".1487 

 

3.1.1. The meaning of the term "Mandate" 

Basically, the word "mandate" comprises the significances, that are acquired from the 

Latin word "Mandatum": (orally) ontract, direction, order, command, and instruction; 

especially as a juridical technical term "authority contract", by which the man freely 

assumes the errand affairs of the other.1488 In addition, it includes contract,1489 power of 

attorney; parliamentary seat, office of (elected) representative; in Trust with a State 

adminstered area; (historially) understood as decree as well as order to a subordinate.1490 

Therefore, the term "mandate" indicates three interpretive guidelines; they are politics, 

civil rights and history: 

1) Politics: Function and Mission of to be on Secondment. In the representative 

system, the independent mandate is valid, that means, to be on Secondment are not 

bound by instructions. The imperative mandate, in other words, the mandate in 

accordance with the instructions of his party, his electorates or interest groups 

bounded to be on Secondment within the scope of direct democracy and Council 

system plays an important role.1491 

2) Civil Right: A mandate as order is a procured agreement by which the official 

representatives (representative of the people) for the contracting authorities (client) 

a free deal, which must be juridical or factual nature. In general, the linguistic usage 

is also identified as contract of employment, contract for work and brockerage 

contract as order.1492 

3) History: (Mandated Territory) After World War 1st from Turkey respectively the 

German Empire separated areas, which have been subjected to a special 

administrative system, was controlled by some victorious powers under the 

                                      
1487 See. Schlitt, Michael (1992); 159. – See. Häring, Bernhard (19893); 181. 

1488 See. Wörterbuch Latein; mandatum. 

1489 See. Mandat und Markt. (1997); 16.  

1490 See. LROM1; Mandat. 

1491 See. LROM1; Mandat. 

1492 See. Bertelsmann; Mandat. 
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supervision of League of Nations. The so-called A-mandate (Iraq, 

Palestine/Transjordan (today’s Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan), Syria, Lebanon) 

has hold out the prospect of independence, they possesses a representative of the 

people supervised autonomy; the B- Mandate (Cameroon, Togo, Tanganyika, 

Ruanda-Urundi) were subject to a special administration of representation of the 

people, while the so-called C-Mandate (South West Afrika and the Pacific Island) 

were administered as an integral part of the representative of the people.1493 

Within the Catholic Church, the term "Mandatum" is understood chiefly as "Missio 

canonica" or "Canonical Power of Attorney".1494 Thus, the mandate is juridical in nature. 

According to canonical expression, "Missio canonica" is an ambiguous generic term for 

various forms of Church missions; however, in the CIC/1983 found no explicit usage I 

this regard. The facts meant with this concept are only to be found in periphrastic 

designations and comprises in terms of church mission proceedings, which is described in 

different types of legitimate participation in the official church missions.1495 On the other 

hand, the "Canonical authority" on their part to be deemed as "sacred power" or as "holy 

or spiritual authority" and qualifies the service of ordained officials.1496 

 

3.1.2. With reference to the use of the term "Mandate" and its contents 

The relationship of man towards Creation within the framework of theological discussion 

is repeatedly interpreted in the context of a "mandate" or a "trustee". MICHAEL SCHLITT 

referred man as trustee or mandatary and assigned him these responsibility concerning 

nature "a commitment to God, to themselves and to his fellow human beings, but not 

towards nature1497". This responsibility of man, generally, interpreted in the imperative 

form of the mission to rule over the earth.1498 According to MICHAEL SCHLITT, the belief 

in Creation can be found in no clearly defined catalogue like how man can or shall perceive 

this responsibility specifically, however the consequences are obviously evident.1499 The 

man is considered to the representative of God, the God on the other hand represents 

everything what is existed and at his side on earth. It is understood as representative and 

                                      
1493 See. LROM1; Mandat. – See. Also refer: Jakob, E. G. (1991); 398. 

1494 See. Kasper, Walter (31997); 1263. 

1495 See. Riedel-Spangenberger, Ilona (31998); 287. 

1496 See. Krämer, Peter (32001); 880-881. 

1497 Schlitt, Michael (1992); 159. 

1498 See. Gen 1,28 "The God blessed them, and God said to them: Be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth and subdue 

it; have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over every living thing that moves on the 

earth." 

1499 Se. Schlitt, Michael (1992); 158-60. 
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trustee of God.1500 After the "completion" of work of Creation, the Creator no longer even 

intervened, in manner of speaking to give him shape and form. Therefore, the "requisites" 

of the Creator is like a "Governor" on earth, who acts according to his intentions.1501 These 

interpretations found in their primal argument, last but not least, in addition to the 

mentioned Genesis verse,1502 in the book of Wisdom, which states: "He (the man) should 

guide the world towards holiness and justice / and the judgments must uphold the right 

dispositio.1503" Therefore, man is not an unlimited sovereign, but is a representative of 

God.1504 

BERNHARD IRRGANG points out that man views the Catholic and Protestant churches as 

the representative of the people, as the representative of God, while living in the modern 

technological age. Furthermore, he observed that within the clerical statements present the 

discursive approaches for an ecologically oriented ethics, which would, however, 

invariably tied back to the Christian ethic as a basic framework. IRRGANG holds the view 

that for PHILIPP SCHMITZ from existence results no ought. To PHILIPP SCHMITZ, such a 

natural juridical approach also the Creation account is non-obvious. Here, man is 

understood as mandatary, as representative and as deputy of God. The solidarity of God 

guarantees man’s freedom action, even if the Fall of Man makes known that man could 

neglect the purpose of Creation.1505 IRRGANG believes go out with the meaning based on 

"Christian Anthropocentrism", which, without a doubt, observed on the "contentwise-

material level" of man as the most important Creature, which is equipped with a creative 

mission, a mandate over the world. However, it is also considered that an ethical form in 

the sense of responsibility before God implies for the fellow human beings and for the rest 

of Creation. The man, especially ethicist, is seen as an "advocate of nature and 

humanity".1506 The physicist and the philosopher KLAUS MICHAEL MEYER-ABICH goes 

even further. For him, between mand and nature exists a rule of law community. For him, 

every living being, each species is a part of tree of life. Therefore, he is committed to a 

physio-centric world view.1507 How SCHMITZ, also UDO KROLZIK knows the intrinsic value 

of nature, which had been dwindled away during the "Industrial Revolution". In particular, 

                                      
1500 See. Peschke, Karl-Heinz (1995); 825. 

1501 See. Steck, Odil Hannes (1980); 104. 

1502 See. Gen 1,28 "The God blessed them, and God said to them: Be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth and subdue 

it; have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over every living thing that moves on the 

earth." 

1503 Wisdom 9,3. 

1504 See. Steck, Odil Hannes (1980); 105-108. 

1505 See. Irrgang, Bernhard (1992); 20-34, 83-86. – See. Schmitz, Philipp (1985); 126-134. 

1506 See. Irrgang, Bernhard (1992); 16-17, 63-64, 66, 69-72, 176-179. 

1507 See. Meyer-Abich, Klaus Michael (1984); 19-21, 95-99, 160-161, 173-174, 187-189 
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he emphasized the monks, who would view man as an employee to God, in terms of 

mandate.1508 

For GÜNTER ALTNER, secularization is a function of Judeo-Christian belief in Creation, 

which stresses the management of nature, concsequently the secularism of attempt was to 

get rid of those stress to take history into their own hands. The transience of natural 

existence to some extent will be dubbed only by the claim of pristine spirituality and 

transcendence and the temporality of adopted management (mandate) will turn out to be 

an eternal decree. 

For DIETRICH BONHOEFFER, the four mandates of God are viewed completely based on 

man, which allows to derive his view according to the Holy Scripture and which he brings 

towards the "Doctrine of Four Divine Manadates1509" the work (culture), the marriage (and 

the family), the authority and the Church. Here BONHOEFFER speaks of divine mandates 

and not the divine orders. He depicts his four mandates as "Mission" and not as 

"preexisting" order. However, it is noticeable that in his statements no immediate 

reference regarding Creation is given, but only shown an indirect reference about work 

and culture.1510 In his manuscript the Mandate, BONHOEFFER mentions, which for him in 

other respect the "work" and also "culture".1511 Thus, for BONHOEFFER the Creation- as 

well as the environmental approach is primarily with reference to culture. The term 

"mandate", according to him specifically founded in the revelation of Christ and by means 

of the Holy Scriptures testified divine mission, the authorization and legitimization 

towards orientation of a specific divine command, the honor of authority of an earthly 

world. At the same time, the term "Mandate" advocated by him also refers claim, 

abstraction and formation of a certain earthly sphere by means of divine command. Thus, 

the mandatary is also representative, variable of the most important.1512 

 

3.1.3. With reference to the term "Administration" 

The term "administration" has a long history of evolution. Administration in its 

rudimentary meaning refers to a line, a line which uses no more than the available 

rescources carefully, redeveloping, differentially (liking) and partly sharing for its 

                                      
1508 See. Krolzik, Udo (1979); 80-84. 

1509 Dietrich Bonhoeffer - Werke; Bd. 16; 561. 

1510 See. Dietrich Bonhoeffer - Werke; Bd. 6; 54-61. – See also: Häring, Bernhard (19893); 181. 

1511 See. Dietrich Bonhoeffer - Werke; Bd. 6; 392 (Fn 2). 

1512 See. Dietrich Bonhoeffer - Werke; Bd. 6; 392-398. 
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application and thus manifested with loyalty, what is valid to administer and to that, in 

whose order something must be administered.1513 

The Historical Development of Administrative Terms 1514 

Century Historical Situation The Ideal Christian "Ethical Response" 

1. - 4. The Hostility of Pagan 

Empire 

They live in persecuted circumstances and 

preserve the spiritual resources.  

5. - 7. The Barbaric Invasions 

of the West 

They assume flexible learning methods 

(Monasteries) to civilize and preserve culture. 

8. - 12. Arab and Turkish 

Conflicts 

They integrate ancient philosophy and 

literature in the contemporary Christian 

thought. 

13. - 15. The Trade with the East They expand the vision of the West towards a 

completely new and admired culture.  

16. The Circumnavigation 

of the Globe 

They accept the notion of a limited World, 

where the population is limited. 

17. und 18. The Scientific 

Revolution 

They develop a cosmic consciousness with the 

Earth, as part of the Universe. 

18. - 20. The Industrial 

Revolution 

They preserve human labor and they need the 

help of machine work for human (life-) 

progress.  

19. The Theory of 

Evolution 

They know about the immense span of time, 

the evolution of species. 

20. - weiter The Era of Scarcity They learn to share about the need of resources 

and power with less fortunate members of the 

human family.  

 

 

                                      
1513 See. 1 Cor 4,2 " From stewards but one requires that they turned out to be loyal." 

1514 See. Fritsch, A. J. (1994); 310. 
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3.2. Widening of "mandatarischen understandings" 

The church practice of the term "Mandate" is more or less absolutely referred – as pointed 

out above – to a sacramental post. Therefore, it is for this reason alone, above all not good 

for the spectrum contents, which is necessary for an adequate expression with respect to 

consider the wide range of meanings. In the theological discussions the term is in closely 

connected with contract, direction and guidance, order, command, instruction, "Power of 

Attorney contract", legal authority, seat in partliament, post of (elected) to be on 

Secondment, guardianship of a state administered area, historical (decree), order to a 

subordinate, trust, Governor, Vicar (Second in Command), placeholder of authority, 

ecclesiastical sacramental ministry1515 and similar things and therefore not really suitable 

for the spectrum content, which is necessary for an adequate expression with respect to 

consider the wide range of meanings. This expressiveness, which includes the term 

"Mandate", is not sufficient to be the object, to which the significance and the mission of 

human being to do justice with regard to Creation and Creator. It moves strongly in the 

area of "mission" and too little towards a well balanced self-image of human being, which 

is taken into account of the significance and and the appeal of faith of human being within 

Creation. 

 

3.2.1. Meaning of the term "to be on secondment principle" 

The notion, which is imperative to select and implies the significance and entitles a 

mission must be adequately taken into consideration– with regards to the fellow 

creatures1516 like the Creator – must include the indicated meaning 1517 follows the meaning 

in the contemporary language: Representative (Patronus, patron, counsel), Defenor 

(Defense, defender, protector), Trustee (Custodian, supervisor, guardian, provider, "legal 

guardian1518"), Lawyer (Assessor, amicus curiae, advocate), Lobbyist (Representative, 

supplent), Accountability (in a certain manner solidarity and subsidiarity) and the partner 

of the Convenant God. Since the term "Mandate" does not cover this complex meaning in 

the desired manner, a term is selected, which seems to be most suited to the understanding 

of the people of our modern age and in the active areas of work of these much needed 

fullness of meaning. In that respect, this work must be mainly viewed geographically with 

                                      
1515 See also the above explanations. 

1516 In a manner of speaking, under fellow creatures, one must understand fellow human beings, nevertheless it can 

be no sustainable action for the environment and thus also deal for the wood, if human social component is 

neglected. 

1517 Contract, transfer, order, command, Instruction, "Power of Attorney contract", authority; seat in parliament, 

office of (elected) deputies, in Trust of a state adminstered area, (historical) decree, order to subordinates, trust, 

Governor, Minister (Deputy), placeholder of authority, ecclesiastical sacramental office. 

1518 In terms of proper understanding of the Existence of God, as it is described in the Second Chapter, understood 

in the context of fatherhood. 
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issues related to German speaking countries, the term have its source around the general 

understanding and synthesis in the right manner suitable only in the German language. 

Thus, the term "to be on Secondment" is consciously employed, because this seems most 

likely to meet the standards. 

The need for such a concept rationale results from the findings of human position within 

Creation, which is stated in the first two Chapters. Moreover, the term "to be on 

Secondment" in the theological discussion in this manner, as effective in the present study, 

is a new concept and therefore, to a large extent not having "biased" with meaning 

acceptation. 
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3.3. Principle 

The term "Principle" derives from the Latin "principium" and primarily means: 1. 

generally (intrinsic and metaphorical) Beginning, origin, basis, fundament, principle, 

basic standard, rules, basic principle, guideline; often principio "from the beginning, at 

first"; 2. In particular a) (philosophical) reason, impetus, basic force, the beginning of all 

actions and desires; basic substance, pluralistic elements; specifically principia naturae 

(Naturalia) "Basic impulses"; the first voice (Curia); c) (military) I) forefront encounter, 

Front, II) Headquarters, Main square or – street in the camp; d) The physics proposition 

or legality in very general nature; e) The legality, idea, which is appropriate to reason, 

after some effects; Scheme, according to which something is established. 

Reasoning principles (Postulate/Axiom1519) are on the other hand the formal principles; the 

material principles are, for example, the casual principles, the individualist principles 

(principle of Individuation), the Being- (the reality-) and epistemological principles. In 

ethics, the principle will be understood a norm1520.1521 

Therefore, a principle is the one from which noble, whereupon or by which something is 

or becomes real, possible or necessary. All this can refer to nothing but that- and/or what-

(thus-) being. This aspect of "on the basis (of)" can methodologically be descriptive, 

explanatory and/or specially given functions, whereby the mixture ratios are quite 

possible. Thus, principles can be the initial beginning (origin) or secondary or derived. 

The principles can be the "essence" of a thing, the internal structure, related to or come 

along with it. As a result, what is priniciple cannot be accidental, since this would imply 

the opposite meaning of the principle.1522 The term "principle" is in a subject, which as a 

whole the foundation or in certain enquiry underlines ontologically or constructively be 

inherent, which indispensibly occupies with the Creation Order, are still the First 

Principle, on whose basis something either exists or arises or becomes known.1523 

Principles, criteria and standards contain the morally right things; attitudes and motives 

                                      
1519 The postulate/axiom in the old logic and mathematics (ARISTOTLE, EUKLID) is an unprovable, sightful and 

unquestionable in its principle, which serves as the starting point for the deductive systems; so the logical 

postulates (the principle of identity, of contradiction, of the impossible third) or the geometrical postulate of 

EUKLID'S. – In the modern funadamental research the postulate is said to be any desired phrase, which is applied 

in a system as absolute premise. – The Value-Postulates (FRANZ BRENTANO, MAX SCHELER) are evidently 

principles of moral feelings and desires. 

1520 Standard/Norm (general) means the average mass, yardstick, postulation, as a rule for consistant (normal, 

consistent with the standard; contrast: abnormla, aberrant) or as a law for the Will and actions. 

1521 See. LROM1; Prinzip. – See. Bertelsmann; Prinzip. – See. Wörterbuch Latein; principium. 

1522 See. Holz, Harald (32001); 595. 

1523 See. Seckler, Max (32001); 595-598. 
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will bring moral good to the concept. Principles such as attitudes are in the ethical 

language evolvements of responsibility. 

 

3.3.1. With reference to the existing principle of Social Doctrine 

At this point, it must consciously refer the principles of Social doctrine and not the 

"ecological/economic principles" such as the principle of sustainability, because the action 

of man within the Creation always in a more or less fierce manner intensive, which has an 

impact on the society. Thus, the "the ecological/economic principles" and the social 

principles are always viewed, which affects the environment, as eco-social principles. 

The Christian and Catholic social ethics exhibit a systematic Christian-social ethic’s 

fundamental concept, which shows the character of a principle treatise. At the same time, 

it handles the socio- ethical systematization of that primary wisdom by means of being 

and destiny of man, which forms the basis of this discipline. 

The composition of principle treatise can be related only in the social context. The 

principle treatises are, therefore, constantly upadate in its intricacies and rewrite as the 

case may be, however, this does not necessarily mean that the basic behavior patterns of 

human beings – which in a certain manner indicate the evolution caused sometimes little 

modifications – must not be considered in due form and consequently time and again also 

restricts the variability of such treatise. There are opinions, which indicate that the ethic 

for the technological era must satisfy three conditions: "a) The principle of orientation is 

replaced by a problem orientation, that means, formal (universal) and material (situational) 

principles are integrated in order to decide differentiated. b) In the dissent enabling 

pluralism to evolve a ethical procedure model. c) The subsequent orientation of 

technological business obtains priority that means it is a question of ethos to think ethical 

responsibility.1524" Without doubt, this approach should not be ignored, but it needs to 

integrate something, that should and can be integrated, because without the integrable, 

there is no integration. Accordingly, it is already alone, still to acquaint more opportunities 

involving principles. 

The central principles of social ethics are the four principles like personality, solidarity, 

subsidiarity and the public welfare.1525 In the following section, the contents of these 

principles should be briefly summarized, however, it always touch the area of social with 

its segment regarding the interaction between people. It seems to be meaningful the 

question of principle addresses from the perspective of social ethics, than from the 

                                      
1524 Zimmerli, Walther Ch. (21993); 316. 

1525 Within the principle treatises, still further concepts are known, which are not considered here like the principle 

of freedom and the principle of participation. – See. Weiler, Rudolf (2001a); 23-24. 
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perspective of environmental ethic, but the human action and the necessary actions in the 

nature have mostly also the social impact as already shown above. 

 

3.3.1.1. Charater principle (Individual principle / Personal principle) 

Since all the areas of social space involves the interaction of human being, every ethical 

reflection concerning socal presuspposes human concept and his destiny, which on 

account of his referentiality to existence proportion and the rational activity of human 

being has constantly ideological implications, which in turn deliberately included in the 

Christian social ethics as a philosophical point of view. In the Christian social ethical 

reflection focusses the concept of human being as "Person". As such, he is also bring into 

being is reflected in the Pontifical Circular "Mater et Magistra" of JOHN XXIII: 

 

"The Social Doctrine, which is traditional and 

proclaimed by the Catholic Church, remains undoubtedly 

for ever and ever in validity. According to this highest 

principle the human being must be the Bearer, Creator 

and the aim of all social constitution. In fact, the 

human being, if he is by nature with being and at the 

same time appointed to a higher order, which go beyond 

the nature and this overcomes at the same time. This 

supreme principle abides and protects the inviolable 

dignity of the human Person.1526" 

 

 

The principle of human dignity (Individual principle/Personal principle1527) defines man 

as an spiritual-moral character and dignity and responsibility acting being, in order to 

pursue each particular purpose of life, which is oriented more than socially. Every human 

being it is valid to recognize his nature regarded as person, if the human existence is 

organized or should be fruitful; this principle should be based on the existence of man. 

The man has a nature, which is endowed with reason and freedom of will that is arised 

                                      
1526 MM 18-20. 

1527 This term is preferred by JOHN MESSNER because personality is closely seen with self-realization in context. – 

"His true self of human being is not after its nature, this distinguishes him just before; to realize his true self, his 

moral determination. 'Self-realization' thus becomes a fundamental concept of our ethics. The direction of self-

realization is the human rejected by his constitutional explanatory nature ...; by virtue of the provision on this 

self-realization in self-responsibility of human's personality. Because of this self-realization assigned the true self 

as a personality, moral values are personality values, namely the decisive for the true humanity." – Messner, 

Johannes (21954/32001); 176-177. 
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from this nature, are to be deduced. The rights and obligations are universal and inviolable 

and cannot, therefore, in any way whatsoever, are disposed.1528 The principle of human 

dignity is intended to help, which does not lack the the rationale of the person as an image 

of God, natural being with sovereignty, self realisation and responsibility. 

 

3.3.1.2. Principle of Solidarity (Solidarism) 

The principle of solidarity traces back to HEINRICH PESCH'S idea of solidarity 1529, which is 

raised by JOHANNES PAUL II as specifically the principle of solidarity, when he says: "... 

the State directly provides its contribution, when he sets according to the Principle of 

Solidarity in the defence of certain limits...1530" and he destined this as "a definite and stable 

determination, itself constitutes common good, in other words, for the welfare of all and 

every, because we are responsible for everybody.1531" 

Solidarity implies that man is capable of "collective Being", of existential sympathy. Man 

is like the Individual Principle highlighted on the one hand Individual stand, on the other 

the social stand as illustrated by the Principle of Solidarity. However, both may well lie 

together in a pressure ratio. However, to the Personal Being essentially belongs to the 

Social-being and is stated on the Solidarity Principle, which the common attidutde also 

plays an important role for the environment. Solidarity as a principle, together with the 

realization into certain necessitites for interpersonal basic relations, even much more, one 

of the distinction of the individual and to realize the consequent complete position, which 

is to be put into action theorectically as well as practically.1532 From the ethical 

consequences of sociality of the individual person results the Principle of Solidarity. 

                                      
1528 See. PT 9. 

1529 See. Pesch, Heinrich (3+41924); 432-433. "The Solidarism, broadly defined, is that every social system, which 

argues the solidarity association of people as such and as the members of the natural community of family and 

state, i.e., the essence of particular community brings appropriate validity, at the same time advocates a historical 

necessity, preferably strong rich evolution by means of public spirit, but also legally regulated, cooperative, 

representative and corporate association in conformity with social standing and working life. Addition to 

weakness, regulation of force by means of the solidarity association of people, by mutual consideration and 

allowance, in accordance with the demand of justice and kind, in terms of arranged cooperation and reciprocal 

effect in the different forms of natural and independent, public and private community, pursuant to their natural 

and historical characterstics, with focus on the true well-beings of all partners as the ultimate objective conception 

- briefly as the communal thought, without exaggeration, to the rights of individual person and at the same time 

the social entirety, the freedom like adequate social responsibility and fundamental reckoning, this is the essential 

additional contents of the solidarity system." 

1530 CA 15. 

1531 SRS 38. 

1532 See. Weiler, Rudolf (19861); 77-81. 
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3.3.1.3. Principle of Subsidiarity 

The idea, which is referred to this principle, goes back in the distant past.1533 However, the 

fundamental formulation of the Principle of Subsidiary is found probably in the encyclical 

"Quadragesimo anno" of 1931. Due to its significance, the essential points are mentioned 

here: 

"Even if it applies,what clearly confirms history is 

that under the changed circumstances some 

responsibilities, which were earlier carried out easily 

by smaller communities, can be mastered only by the 

majority, nevertheless, the most, yet, those constant 

unalterable highest serious socio-philosophical 

principle becomes recorded, at which even there is no 

doubt to argue: like that,what the individual person can 

afford from his own initiative and with his own strength, 

he is not deprived of and it may be assigned the social 

activity, as it offends against the justice, which, the 

smaller and minor communities can afford and lead to 

good end, for large and superior communities can makes 

use of it; at the same time, it is very unfavourable and 

confused whole social order. Every social activity, 

without a doubt, its very nature and idea is to realize 

subsidiary; this activity should support the members of 

the social body, but must never be destroyed or absorbed. 

The matters of secondary importance, which must undergo 

only the matter concerning important tasks, the state 

authority should convey also to the smaller communities. 

Thereby, it stands only for the independent, superior 

and effective for those tasks, which falls in its 

exclusive competence, because it alone can do it: by 

means of guidance, emphasis, supervision and mastery, 

according to circumstances and necessity. That is why 

the rulers of the state keep themselves convinced: the 

better will be by means of strict observation of the 

Principle of Subsidiarity to hold the hierarchy of 

different socialization, all the more the social 

authority and valuable social power will remain more 

effective, the better and happier it is also with the 

state.1534" 

 

In this principle, it is important that what the smallest element cannot afford, it should be 

                                      
1533 See. Nell-Breuning, Oswald von (61962); 826-833. 

1534 QA 79-80. 
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carried out by the larger appropriately. The principle of Solidarity is not a formal legal 

principle, but on the contrary a justice seeking principle. It demarcates certain advance 

rules regarding conscious behaviour necessary in certain situations and the respective 

responsibilities. As a result, thereby it also determines the eseential structure and function 

of the pluralistic society and obtains the legal character. Fundamentally, the rights are 

derived from the nature and its order, as well as, from the society, so that it deals with the 

norms of the positive legislation, which is established by the authorities of political entities 

and are legitimized by means of moral-legal nature. This entails that the principle remains 

changeable and for practice this cannot be rigid.1535 

 

3.3.1.4. Principle of Common good 

From the mentioned three principles1536 arise the Principle of Common Good. The 

Principle of Common Good dates back from the tradition of ARISTOTLE and became 

crucial point of classification with THOMAS OF AQUIN as "bonum commune". Thus, the 

term gained great influence on the philosophical imprint of natural justice view and is also 

used in the application of modern social ethics, which is preoccupied as the name is 

already included with the society. The purpose of society is "the support, whom all need 

for the entire independent fulfillment of the existential goals founded tasks of life. Since 

the support is made possible by means of solidarity of all members of the social unity, in 

addition, one need by all, it means public welfare or common benefit or social welfare.1537" 

The public welfare is, thus, receives its purpose due to the nature of man to which it is 

attached. This purpose, in turn, has to go beyond the formal element of society. Thus, a 

value character is attached to the public welfare, since it is aligned to it, which lets the 

humans to be more and more humans and thus each realization of a person leads to 

absurdity, which goes against the fulfillment of purpose of public welfare. The public 

welfare is based on the dignity of man and considered to be obligatory, in all the 

dimensions of society, beginning from the basic unit of society, the family beyond all the 

areas of public life upto greatest possible unity,1538 which can absolutely be the mankind 

in the globe. 

The public welfare can be understood in two different respect: Firstly, it can be understood 

in terms of good findings or state of a social thing or community on the basis of which it 

is able to help its members, to facilitate or in order to facilitate by its own efforts, what 

                                      
1535 See. Weiler, Rudolf (19861); 87. 

1536 The principle of Human dignity (Individual principle/Personal principle), Solidarity principle (Solidarism) and 

Subsidiary principle. 

1537 Messner, Johannes (71984); 189. 

1538 See. Messner, Johannes (71984); 189-217. – See. Weiler, Rudolf (19861); 81-85. 
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they strive for, that is for their own welfare, their own perfection or strives to achieve their 

collective goal.1539 Secondly, it can be understood regarding with respect to its goal, on 

which it refers these instrumentality: the socialized person’s common welfare to all its 

fellow members, provided that it can be sought only in social cooperation. In spite of or 

just on the basis of these understanding scope, therefore, it goes to recognize the term 

public welfare a good, which becomes possible not by the individuals alone, but rather 

mutual agreement and collective work (cooperation), also possible in the integration of 

several. The interaction at the social level may not end in an idle state, but is shaped 

according to the principle of justice, so that all the persons are involved, although each 

case brings profit not in an equal proportion. Any kind of value realization strives in this 

sense is in conformity with the achievement of an public welfare objective, in this respect, 

it has at least two bargaining for one goal, which represents a good, is arranged and 

realized.1540 The welfare principle owns an ethical requirement for being supposed, so that 

the society is always be "humane" and every particular individual becomes more humans, 

on the other hand, the human person can never become bare means of public welfare, 

without these it would lose its significant basis.1541 

 

3.3.1.5. Necessary addendum to be on secondment principle in the existing principles 

Basically, the subject matter of social ethics principle – briefly referred as social principles 

– in those fundamental certainities about the nature and destiny of man that forms the basis 

of the discipline. Besides, it is about the manifold interaction between the individuals, 

which in turn form the society.1542 All the aforementioned principles are, therefore, "pure" 

social principles, hence includes "except" the human beings and its interaction has no areas 

of influence in specific ways. This does not mean that, for example, work is not a sphere 

of influence, but this is more or less committed in a strong manner the interaction of human 

cooperation and therefore, not under direct involvement of the environment, but stands 

implicitly. Ultimately - as already stated – about the social ethical systematization of those 

fundamental certainities about the nature and destiny of man – essentially connected to 

humans without explicit inclusiveness of the environment and their interaction in the 

contemporary world of man – which forms the basis of the discipline.1543 Thus, the already 

real "deficiency", can be spoken generally as shortage, that brought the so far mentioned 

                                      
1539 See. GS 26. 

1540 See. Kerber, Walter (1993); 339. 

1541 See. Messner, Johannes (71984); 189-217. 

1542 See. Anzenbacher, Arno (1997); 11, 178. 

1543 See. Anzenbacher, Arno (1997); 11, 178. 
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social principles. This is should be by no means a criticism against the above mentioned 

principles, but it is valid in the context of tradition. 

A possible reassessment or extension of point of view is substantially connected with the 

question of intrinsic value, with the question of inherent value of the environment, as has 

been discussed and clarified with respect to forest in the Second Chapter of this work. 

What possess no value, which can, if at all, not in the same quality be inherent a reciprocal 

effect as this is the case, if a value exists. That every human individual has the one and the 

same value in terms of an intrinsic value, which might arguably sooner than the 

indisputable since the declaration of human rights1544, although the same is not complied 

with all others. Therefore, it exists between each other, which have an intrinsic value 

correlation. Since now the nature, as pointed out in the Second Chapter of this work, has 

also an inherent intrinsic value, on the basis of that there is the people, who can recognize 

these, consists of necessity of an adequate, although not equally natured interplay between 

man and nature, like between man and man. An "Eco-social principle1545" is, therefore, the 

manifold interactions between human beings and on the one hand its living planet and 

environment, respectively on the other hand the nature, which in its totality in turn 

constitutes the Creation, are creatures. Thus, the new principle, which is known as "the 

Eco-social principle", is a real social principle and as a consequence, within the ethics also 

has a social-ethical principle, this satisfies so far not explicitly included interactions 

 

3.3.2. Definition of the term "To be on secondment" as principle 

Since the principles are the primal, on whose foundatation is the basis of which something 

either existed or come into existence or known, must also consider the principles, what is 

the foundation of opposites and simultaneously to stand inside the Creation, is: "the 

sustainable vital existence" of man. Ths "sustainable vital experience" of man on his part, 

in turn, is nothing else than the life of "preservation impulse". Basically, from plants and 

animals it can be assumed that it is not important to preserve its species, but to pass their 

own genes and at the same time acting it unconsciously, at best instinctively. The life of 

plants and animals, regardless to be ordained to grace the whole Creation on man,1546 can 

be abstracted in their entity on this point of passing of their own genes. Thus, the "whole 

Will" is directed towards – more precisely the whole instinctive behavior or the life 

instinct – the non-human creatures in his "sustainable vital existence" on this supporting 

pillars. If substantiation could be viewed that the non-human living beings, apart from the 

                                      
1544 On 10th December 1948 (unanimously, but abstention by Communist countries) the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights (Declaration of Human Rights) was adopted in the form of an No-obligatory International Law 

Recommendation. 

1545 Here, this term serves only as an auxiliary term. 

1546 Ever since the God in Jesus Christ has become man. – Also refer the Second Chapter of this work. 
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evolution-related changes, no environmental changes in the significant sense, brings 

about, also viewed as a cultural achievement, in this respect man wants to call evolution 

conditioned changes at all cultural achievements, as this was adequately doctored in the 

two preceding chapters. 

The competence of man as an uninterrupted instinct habituated behavior and to act with 

the environment in harmony by the expanding "Will" in his capabilities – respectively the 

life instincts - have an effect on his "sustainable vital existence", since man continuously 

searches for new possibilities in his way of life, which confirms the fact that man is the 

only creature on earth, who repeatedly invents new tools.1547 However, this objective fact 

of constantly changing way of life does not imply that man is free from the concerns of 

desire, which, in principle, stimulates to multiply it.1548 The possibility of concrete 

intervention in the environment by means of its constant new tools, the man merely 

enhances the evolution connected change of other living creatures and gives it more than 

other creatures to influence the possibility of "vital existence". Thus, the possibility of 

"sutainable vital existence" of his own nature and that can also concretely influence the 

nature of others; in other words, from a "sustainable vital existence" can make a "limited 

vital existence"1549 Admittedly, this ability, though not in a conscious manner, is also 

possible for other creatures. However, only the man is in a position for such a conscious 

change and purposeful stimulation or their conscious and deliberate counteraction. 

Since the nature of man is not focused on destruction, although his ability for complete 

destruction of earth, which is inherent, however in love – as clarified in the Second 

Chapter of this work – it cannot comply with the "whole Will" of man, restrict the 

"sustainable vital existence" and change the "limited vital existence". Consequenty, it 

belongs to the basisc human nature to promote "sustainable vital existence.1550 

Man can benefit this in the right manner only by means of the intrinsic or specific behavior 

in terms of his rationality – because man is a rational being. This will be determined by 

the the indispensable rational behavior based on the spiritual and physical motives of his 

nature predestined purposes, validity of rationale, for the reason that by means of 

rationalisation of reason and rational Will, the man partly acquires this from the 

                                      
1547 One of these ever-changing tools keep them as reader of this work indeed in their hands. – Also refer especially: 

Aiello, Leslie (1998); 1-85. 

1548 It includes man, who voluntarily and consciously renounce the possibility of passing of their own genes, in 

which they must live in the complete consequences of celibately, on the other hand what is not mentioned the 

fact that these people are free from the abovesaid desires, nevertheless they must seek to overcome it voluntarily. 

1549 Even to render a "unsustainable vital existence". 

1550 It can be viewed that the foundation of human-being, Whatness, appertain, is to promote the "sustainable vital 

existence (Existence in Actuality), which is based in the natural essence (the essence al reality) and thereby is the 

reason for existence. 
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comprehensive objectivity of his nature stipulated behavior of moral being, the timeliness 

desire, respectively the correctness of rationality as pointed out by MESSNER.1551 The nature 

of man’s predestined purposes, according to MESSNER is considered for his existential 

purposes, are self-preservation, self-perfection, welfare, expansion of empirical 

knowledge, knowledge enhancement, procreation, safeguarding of peace, safeguarding of 

system and the knowledge of God.1552 In the first place, however MESSNER, he pointed out 

the idea of self-preservation. 

Human beings realization of self-preservation in real life can, thus, not only be in 

accordance with instinct action, but must act rationally, which is validated again and again 

by means of empirical methods. The experience of man in dealing with forest – clearly 

shows that man needs forest for its self-preservation. Yet, this rationality not only helps 

man to realize the empirical knowledge, at the same time as "preserves" the species – 

indeed the whole Creation, in order to "protect" himself and to maintain his life in a 

sustained manner, but he also exhibits, so to speak, on which basis, on which principle 

this condition is underlined. 

For self-preservation, as pointed out earlier, the man is compelled to protect his 

environment. The "conservation of environment", conversely, not the basis of human 

action, but is the result of this action. The basis of action can be the beginning of knowing, 

a basic rule of action. The basis, the principle is consequently that from what, whereupon 

or by means of which the objective is or become really, possible or necessary. Thus, the 

principle is pertains to be "being", the internal structure of actions. This internal structure 

of action with regards to the environment is justified in the function, in the relationship of 

man towards the environment. This function or rather the relationship is not of an 

overriding importance (uninvolved), coordinative or underling nature, but must be on the 

fact, on that the rational establishment of empirical knowledge. 

 

3.3.3. "To be on secondment" as Principle 

Man sees itself as a "coordinative" member of the entire creature in nature; he must act in 

accordance with this view. He would, therefore, intends to benefit the basis of existence 

of fellow creatures in an appropriate manner. The utilization of natural resources, which 

would go beyond the survival, therefore is inappropriate. Every other purpose would have 

to be negated, especially in the higher cultural way of life. That such a focused way of life 

contradicts the nature of the human being, needs to be, in particular, hardly emphasized. 

The relationship of "superordinate" towards nature will inevitably leads to an ignorant 

                                      
1551 See. Messner, Johannes (71984); 41. 

1552 See. Messner, Johannes (71984); 42. – Weiler, Rudolf (1996); 81-88 (especially 85-86). 
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handling of the environment and as a result, contradicts the timeliness need of self-

preservation. A categorical "superordinate of being" leads to the destruction of human 

being and the "coordinative-Being" guides the human nature to inconsistent 

"stagnation",1553 equal to animal. Thus, man requires a different relationship with/to nature. 

A relationship in "subordinate"nature on his part amounts to the diktat of the environment 

beyond human actions and thus, contradicts the timeliness need of self-preservation and 

welfare. That is why, man must find out a different approach to makes sure that man is 

not equal to animals, but at the same time not to deprive of his livelihood; he must from 

his "overriding importance" of nature to become "to be on Secondment" to nature. A 

natural "superordinate" of man never logically "to be in contact with" his fellow creatures 

seriously, but primarily refer it for a moment on himself, egoistically. A nature 

"coordinative" man perceives neither himself and his own nature in accordance with the 

"objective", nor his fellow creatures intrinsically and consequently, helps neither himself 

nor his fellow creatures. A "to be on Secondment" man is always in his self-perfection and 

essentially self-conscious in the welfare, if not prevented completely.  

The relationship towards nature/environment must be logical, which does not restrict both 

the right to exist of the environment and the freedom of human beings. This relationship 

is found neither in the "superordinate -being" or in the "coordinative-being" nor in the 

"subordinate-being as stated earlier, on the other hand "to be on Secondment", thus, 

remains to be, referred above as "Secondment". 

Here, man can observe this concept with the parliamentary representative of responsibility 

towards his fellow creatures and himself in a proper manner. This responsibility within to 

be on Secondment nature now belongs to meanings, which are discussed above.1554 Hence, 

man assigns himself and the nature a meaning and ultimately allows this to come to 

himself. Man is not only given the ability to disturb the wide-ranging interaction in the 

ecological balance of nature for a long time, but also – and as the only living being on the 

earth´- to accept the events into his responsibility. This ability relating to responsibility is 

only assigned to man. Responsibility is always having responsibility for something and to 

someone.1555 The "in favour of something" related to "action" and "to somebody" has been 

handled in detail in the Second Chapter already dealwith the concept "accountability 

                                      
1553 The changes in the sense of biological evolution is absolutely incorporated. 

1554 Contract, direction, order, command, instruction, "power of attorney contract”, legal authority, seat in 

parliament, office of (elected) representative, guardianship of a State administered area, (historical) decree, order 

to a subordinate, trust, Governor, Viacr (deputy), variable contracting entities, Church sacramental office. – 

Representatives (Patronus, patron, attorney), Defender (Defense, custodians, protector), Curator (administrator, 

supervisor, conservator, provider, "Custodian (For the purpose of right understanding of Lord-Being – as 

described the Second Chapter – understood in the light of Fatherhood)"), Advocate (official expert, counsel, 

interceder), Lobbyist (stakeholders, supplent), responsibility (in the sense of solidarity and subsidiarity), partner 

of divine covenant. 

1555 See. Spaemann, Robert (21993); 113-118. 
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obligations" under the section "It includes ‘religious’, one can explicitly view forest not 

from an economic angle". From responsibility, there is no discourse, where the precise 

instructions are followed, but is filled with a scope of discretion on its own competence 

and ultimately this must be accounatable.1556 Responsibility can never be viewed without 

the concept of obligation, because under the moral facts the responsibility coexits 

instantaneously along obligation. Moral responsibility is to be really observed in a twofold 

manner: "to begin with, however, man knows that he is accountable for a particular action; 

furthermore, however, in the philosophical meaning he is also responsible for the 

elaboration of his moral view and character, whereby, nature and consequences are 

dependent on its instant effects1557". Thus, a sense of responsibility for the individual action 

and a sense of responsibility related to human moral self are recognizable. This implies 

that the sense of responsibility refers not only an action in the proper sense, but also 

habitual attitudes, ethos, desires and thoughts, also with respect to the environment.1558 

No living being except the human being can represent themselves, without referring 

others. Since, the humans are not only able to represent themselves, but also represents 

other living beings, in this unique nature the destiny implies to themselves, also represents 

the fellow creatures; hence it is his responsibility to all living beings and its livelihood to 

surrender all its created facilities. Thus, in this sense the purpose of human life is integrated 

not only to himself, but to the entire non- human nature. The sphere of activity of ethos is 

extended not only quantitatively, but also qualitatively for human beings. Man perceives 

not only this responsibility as his own, but consciously – to behave responsibly – intrinsic, 

does not exist the danger of an arrogant attitude towards nature, rather he thrives for a 

symbiosis with nature. In this "symbiotic attitude" of man does not searches nature either 

to be "humanized" nor himself to be "dehumanized", because he is arguably distinguishes 

between "social world" and "environment". 

The "social world", which consists of his fellow human beings, is valid, since this 

relationship is not "symbiotic" in nature, to represent human; on the other hand, the 

"environment", which consists of the remaining nature, is valid, since this is relationships 

is "symbiotic" in nature, to represent as human. The human action must be characterized 

by the concept of rationality and responsibility and not determined by the arbitrary 

provisions, in view of the fact that the human ethos may not be composed of a biological 

fact, but from the stand point of man as a moral subject. The nature and thus, the forest 

constitute a significant proportion of this nature, belongs to an intrinsic value,1559 which is 

to be recongised not only by man, but which the man represents himself and the 

                                      
1556 See. Spaemann, Robert (21993); 113-118. 

1557 Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 65. 

1558 See. Messner, Johannes (21954/32001); 64-67. 

1559 Also refer the relevant passages in the Second Chapter. 
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environment and must exercise in comparision with his action in responsibility. In other 

words, man stands for a "to be on Secondment relationship" towards nature and 

consequently to forest.1560 

What knid of value of man, who also has special attention of a certain kind, as already 

discussed under the Section "It is ‘religious’, the man can, not only view forest 

economically" of the Second Chapter. 

In this Section, the viewpoint of friendship is discussed in detail. The friendship extends, 

because it exists for its own sake and as a result will have a significance on the entire other 

concerning matters on all areas of the friend, as of – in this case the higher intrinsicality,1561 

whose friends we have the possibility of being1562 - also on nature. Necessary for this 

"extended" friendship is now implicitly the nature as it is, without human intervention. 

What one knows is, one can love more easily and what one loves, one is ready to protect, 

to defend, to cure, to represent: to be on Secondment. Thus, the friendship with nature 

fosters unique nature conservation concept, this is not as something that provides the 

superior with the assigned, but as a safeguard in the secondment sense within a genuine 

bond of threatened friends, whom one represents. 

The Creation of man1563, with all its features alone, necessitates recognizing the special 

position, however, not revealed implicitly regarding Creator’s special relationship with 

this creature. The biblical statement - man is an image of God1564 - on the contrary clearly 

underlines the higher relationship quality with the other creatures. It is also evident that 

the whole Creation was created by the Creator.1565 With the incarnation of the Creator in 

his Word 1566, in turn, once again preserves this relationship. Now the God is no longer God 

and the man is no more than the depiction of his image. The God, in reality, is "man" and 

                                      
1560 Also refer: Auer, Alfons (1984); 54-56. 

1561 As thie ehigher essentialities can be viewed as God. 

1562 See. John 15,15 Christ said: "No longer do I call you servants, for a servant does not know what his master is 

doing; but I have called you friends, for all things that I heard from My FatherI have made known to you." 

1563 "The Creation of Man" "is understood " human origin in the evolutionary sense.  

1564 Gen 1,26a "And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness." 

1565 The Creation is created to God and not on a condition before Creation, thus, not on a "Condition of 

nothingness." Therefore, the Creation is not leads to "Nothingness", but on a being within God. In other words, 

the Creation, which is recreated by Christ, becomes new. – See. Mathew 19,28 "So Jesus said to them (the 

Apostles), Assuredly, I say to you, that in the regeneration, when the Sond of Man sits on the throne of His glory, 

you who have followed Me will also sit on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel." 

1566 See. John 1,1.14: "In the beginning was the Word, / and the Word was with God, / and the Word was God. And 

the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we beheld His glory, / the glory of the only begotten Son of the 

Father, full of grace and truth." 
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the man is being deified.1567 This involves, however, not only the dignity of these 

deifications, but also to protect, nurture and maintain the "liability" of Creation in the holy 

human on a strong basis.1568 The man, who lives in contrast to the sub-human world by an 

incarnation of God in a statisfactory "intimate relationship" towards the Creator God, thus, 

preserves himself be validated his "to be on Secondment" of the Creator. The Man is, due 

to his special relationship with the Creator and from the Creator preserved instruction, 

without doubt designated as the "Crown of Creation". This Crown of Creation of man is 

however, always expressed by means of an acknowledgment, that means man’s 

deification of God.1569 Even after the failure of the creatures to comply with the instructions 

of God, consecutively, the God intervened in their world and purify it. Furthermore, He 

endorsed Creation and designated the man with his blessings,1570 like earlier with the 

Creation.1571 Moreover, He integrates all creatures into his covenant. On behalf of all 

creatures, God addressed, in a manner of speaking, as their Secondment.1572 

The Scripture authenticates – as shown by the previous annotations – the mandate from 

God to man’s sovereign over Creation, to become the master of it. This reign, however, 

has to be accomplished on the basis of correct and harmonious relationship of man to God: 

in relation to the Secondment-being, as discussed earlier in the broader perspective.1573 The 

man by means of God assigned Secondment of nature-being is the guardian of the world. 

As a guardian, the Secondment of the world signifies his responsibility to ensure, in 

principle, every creatures survival in its intended place. This includes the benefit to the 

creatures and resources, such as the biblical "to subdue", not from, but necessarily also 

implies accepting the responsibility for what you are responsible: the nature. The image 

of paradise presents that man was placed by God in the garden, this meant nothing else 

for the contemporary humans that God has placed man in the world in order to accomplish 

the same task, to be his Secondment. Provided that if the man does not accomplish this 

                                      
1567 See. John 10,34: " Jesus answered them: Is it not written in your law, ‚I said: You are Gods?" – See. Ps 82,6 " 

I said, "You are gods / And all of you are children of the Most High." 

1568 See. Gen 2,15: " Then the Lord God took the man and put him in the garden of Eden to tend and keep (conserve) 

it." 

1569 See. Schlitt, Michael (1992); 156-160. 

1570 See. Gen 9,1 " So God blessed Noah and his sons, and said to them: "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the 

earth!" 

1571 See. Gen 1,22.28 "And God blessed them, saying, Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, and 

let birds multiply on the earth. And God blessed them: and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and 

replenish the earth, and subdue it; and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the heavens, 

and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth." 

1572 See. Gen 9,9-10.16-17 "And as for Me, behold, I establish My covenant with you and with your descendants 

after you, and with every living creature that is with you: the birds, the cattle, and every beast on the earth with 

you, of all that go our of the ark, every beast on the earth. The rainbow shall be in the cloud, and I will took on it 

to remember the everlasting covenant between God and every living creature of all flesh that is on the earth." 

1573 See also refer: Lohfink, Norbert (1974b); 138-139. 
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task, this means that the task is not right or not good, but that the man exercises it wrongly 

and possibly in a wicked manner, simply not godly Lord towards Creation, but rather a 

"godless" despot. 

As pointed out in the previous Chapter, fundamentally the foresters have to perform with 

two different"values". Firstly, the economic value, which is determined by his moral 

relatedness on the vital purposes of man and his order of existence, in relation to the 

economic factual realities.1574 Secondly, with the intrinsic value of nature, which is 

determined by the morality of man in consequence of the creative Will of man’s to be on 

Seondment-being. For the foresters and those who are associated with forestry, which is 

substantially interwoven with the Creation, like other sectors of economy, therefore, it is 

not merely enough to include the current economic values, like cost values1575 and the 

utility values1576, it must the cultural values1577 and particularly the intrinsic values of 

forestry in thinking and action, as pointed out earlier. This means that: The forestry must 

be in a position, on which the forest, in addition, preserves the valuable aspects related to 

the intrinsic significance of man, the fact that man violates his order of "to be on 

Secondment-being", which goes beyond a process of incorporating ecological values. The 

ecological value could be seen principally in terms of natural values, an exchange values, 

which in the "selling/disposal" of forest products include the exchange value of a new 

forest things and therefore, would only refer to the principle of sustainability.1578 

The "Seondment-being", however, - as already pointed out – surpasses the principle of 

sustainability; it includes dealing with Creation in a more holistic view. Especially, when 

the man is considered to be God appointed Secondment, forms his conscience and in this 

regard, the decision-making process has not only the common welfare of man, but also 

the focus of "commaon welfate of Creation" and in a manner "the man is to be on 

Secondment" through his accomplishment of his "Secondment-being" does not restrict his 

own decision-making ability and hinders or even eliminates his mandate.1579 He must 

preserve his freedom and so that it finds its true meaning in the choice of moral good and 

serves as liberation aginst evil morals.1580 Nevertheless, freedom may not be understood in 

                                      
1574 See. Weiler, Rudolf (1993); 29. 

1575 For an economic enterprise the work is mainly centered on to achieve break even point. The costs of operation 

of an enterprise are largely determined by its supply and demand. 

1576 In this context the primary importance is given to economic benefit. Ultimately, it is important to determine 

supply and demand factors. 

1577 Here, the cultural value is not understood in the sese of forestry cultural concept (Forest culture: Natural stage 

of life, by means of artificial regeneration of saplings. As an inalienable property, the forest, abover all, has an 

inestimable cultural value (compared with farmers, who practice farming and take care of the green meadows). 

1578 See. Weiler, Rudolf (1993); 29-38. 

1579 See. Buchheim, Hans (1980); 3-16. 

1580 See. VAS 70; 27. 
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such a manner as if one’s own "I" has the absolute autonomy, because this will leads to 

the negation of other and the "Secondment-being" would let no longer live with 

credibility.1581 The personal autonomy, in the terms of rational application of knowledge 

by the individual must be, in principle, open-minded. The open-mindedness of other 

rational people, their rational application, if applicable, should go beyond their own 

competence and thus, can recognize the profound norms of morality, as the individual 

human being itself. The willingness to accept other recognized morals pertains to the 

ability of conscience formation. However, this does not mean that humans will always 

recognize the more profound norms of morality. 

For such a basic conscience formation in the humans, last but not least, need to deal with 

a role model, of which the occupation is on account of Creation – like the foresters.1582 

They must recognize that the conscience has always be an inner witness of their own 

actions, be witness of his own faithfulness or unfaithfulness with respect to the 

determination of "to be the Secondment-being".1583 The action in terms of "to be the 

Secondment-being", which will be a virtue, really as a moral work requires the moral view 

(Durchsittlichung) of spiritual body of man, because this transcentally illuminated good is 

always be with him, the primodial conscience, is moulded in his whole disposition.1584 

The Secondment-being and anything that, what is inherent in the meaningful concept, 

show the livelihood of human life. Without the Secondment-being in human life, the man 

realizes to bother his own livelihood and in this manner interfers the "sustainable vital 

existence" of the same – as discussed earlier - whereby the survival of man in the long run 

is not exactly impracticable, but it is affected. The Secondment-being is not only valid to 

the existence of individual human beings, it not only forms the basis, foundation of 

individual human beings, but also brings the society as a whole to realize the Secondment-

being in the each individual living (every human being), in order to secure a "sustainable 

vital existence". Thus, the Secondment-being is the foundation of society – which 

constantly and time after time comes across the interplay (interactions) between the 

individual human beings; in our observation beyond the aspect of social environment, into 

that environment – consciously or unconsciously, and consequently represents a norm of 

human action within the society – with their areas that includes family, knowledge and 

ability, economy, politics and law, as well as culture and religion1585 - because the action 

according to the fundamentals of Secondment-being primarily is an action for the human 

being, soceity, the social environment and its future and only secondarily an action for the 

                                      
1581 See. EV 20. – See. Auer, Alfons (21995); 30. 

1582 See. Saier, Oskar (1988); 33-34. 

1583 Also refer: VS; 57. 

1584 See. Balthasar, Hans Urs von (1975); 86-90. 

1585 See. Anzenbacher, Arno (1997); 12. 
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environment, therefore also represents a social ethical principle. As a social ethial 

principle, yet the Secondment-being can, sometimes, view as a continuation of the 

principle of public welfare. From the standpoint of environmental ethics, it is no longer 

possible, at the same time from the social ethical view it is justifiable, because this is the 

main task, that is directed towards the interaction of individuals of human society. 

However, the environmental ethic must put more emphasis on the interaction of the social 

environment of man and his environment.1586 

The actions based on the principle of social ethics are always being an action for and 

within the society. An action in accordance with the principle of Secondment-being is 

primarily an action for the human being, the society, the social environment and only 

secondarily to the environment, because human actions can be viewed as an action that 

never without the reference to its performer, simply denotes the human being. In addition, 

the human actions related to the environment will affect sooner or later all too often to the 

human being itself, although cannot assume that human actions are not tangent inevitably 

direct to the actions of "individual human being". Accordingly, the Secondment - being is 

not only an option, since the adherence to the Secondment-being or not compliance with 

the same decision about lfie and even survival of human beings and concomitantly the 

society and therefore is a principle. 

 

  

                                      
1586 For social environment and environment, See the definition in the Introductory Chapter of this work. 
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3.4. With reference to the existing proposals for action 

The acquired knowledge, which refers man not "only" as a mandate in terms of dealing 

with nature –specifically with the forest, but in reality as an element of nature’s 

Secondment of nature itself, as a result of the conscientiousness contract towards God, 

demands a new reasoning and actions about factors and attitudes of the human being. The 

Christian ethics, which also refers to the de facto existed convictions and faith based 

context must opens an appreciation of values, is stipulated these newfound ethical 

principles – these principles – of "to be on Secondment" included as universally valid in 

its future considerations, especially the principle of "to be on Secondment" has been made 

understandable by means of this work. This applies in an adequate manner towards the 

synecology within the scientific disciplines of ecology, biology and the sociology. The 

responsibility against each other balances the instrinsic importance and goal of all 

creatures, corresponding to their differences in case of conflict with the human beings, has 

seems to be, henceforth, in the consciousness of "to be on Secondment". Based on the 

findings of this study, the humans not only have to itemize the morally challenging options 

in favour of the environment within individual criterias, pursuant to which the ethical 

judgements and standard insights are gained, but also to measure the individual itemized 

criterias and approaches to the principle of "to be on Secondment".1587 

The meaning and purpose within this work is not concerned with the itemized 

classification of various criterias in the context of forestry. In this work, an attempt was 

undertaken to induce the principles of "to be on Secondment" by means of particular 

individual cases and numerous issues, which was partly deliberately left open, in order to 

pave the way for a new alternative approaches and evaluation possibilities to the 

itemization- and identification of criterias as well as to facilitate the progress of human 

beings, which go beyond the option on behalf of environment – and thus also for the forest 

and as a consequence a far reaching and obligatory anthology and available act and new 

criterias and thereby offers associated approaches, especially to some extent the references 

were given in the previous Chapter within the meaning of itemization of criteria and 

identification of criteria as well as the approaches of human beings. 

Now it is an object of further scientific work to determine whether in the field of 

theological or forestry discipline, which in each case acquires or now measures the newly 

developed insights on the principle of "to be on Secondment" and if necessary to align 

under the aforementioned ethical discourses and sociological knowledges as well as the 

knowledge from the areas of sociology, psychology and economics. Therefore, it is 

important to pay attention to connect the ecological legality in the moral judgements 

naturally with the subject matter. 

                                      
1587 Also refer: Virt, Günter (1988b); 22-23. 
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A short glance regarding some criteria1588 and demands, which have already been made 

known by other authors, should be referred here briefly;1589 not least in order to points out 

the objective possibilities, with which the plurality criteria has to work with the ethical 

judgement with respect to the existing environmental situation in the forest. For this 

purpose GÜNTER VIRT ennumerates a number of criterias and also emphasizes that 

responsible and prudent assessment in case of problems and conflicts presuppose a clear 

preferential rules for realizing a solution. These criteria, which actually ought to be self-

evident in terms of environmental responsibility are worth mentioning here: 

1. Base criterion: the protection and care of those realities, which form the base, 

would, under similar conditions, prevail over those first built on them ('primum 

vivere, deinde philosophari'). 

2. Integration criterion: In case of conflict, wide-reaching assurances of livelihoods 

will earn the preference over those on a narrower basis. This would lead to the 

preference of realization and respect of those claims arising from the system human 

- plants - animals-earth, which were derived human social systems. 

The laws in the economy, shaped by human interests, are therefore, in case of 

conflict, subordinate to the laws of ecology. For, man and all the important social 

institutions of man have a future, only when the extra-human creations also have 

future. 

An ecological ethic cannot therefore be deployed as part of a business ethic, but 

can be justified only from the specific problem itself. 

3. Priority criteria: Existential interests of the poor in the present and future 

generations would have precedence over less urgent needs that we could meet 

today. 

4. Precautionary criterion: The necessary action to avoid environmental damage 

and pollution have priority over subsequent, tedious and much more expensive 

damage, whose side-effects can very often be reduced only less effectively. 

5. Cause criterion: The causer of environmental damage is to be made liable before 

the law and also before everyone else. Only after serious examination, no causative 

person or polluter group can be identified, then the costs may be passed on to the 

community. 

6. Cooperation criterion: Since environmental damage at or on national borders is 

usually not halted, necessary measures of cooperation among countries and states 

take precedence over any solely national rules. (Ecumenical Assembly in Basel No. 

74: 'Our goal is international environmental governance') 

                                      
1588 The criteria cited now by any means do not asertain any claim on completeness. Besides, in specific cases 

several criterias are taken into consideration. 

1589 These criterias and demands can be absolutely as a certain retrospect on "old country”. – Also refer this works 

"Prologue" as well as the Section "Forest eco-social” ethic – "Secondment-being a principle". 
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7. Reversibility criterion: In cases of unavoidable acceptance of damage, reversible 

measures take priority over those, that caused irreversible or long-lasting 

consequences (for example, nuclear waste,1590 for the disposal of which no real 

solutions have been found yet). 

8. Circular flow criterion: In the case of predictable accumulation of waste, the 

possibility of their introduction into the cycle of nature is to be kept open. As long 

as nature is in order, self-healing would still be possible. No major units as such 

should therefore be created other than those, within which a contribution in cycles 

could still be met without major transport costs. 

9. Regeneration criterion: Under otherwise same conditions, renewable energy 

sources take precedence over non-renewable energy sources. Research and 

investment in the field of renewable and sustainable energy prevail over measures 

with respect to other energy sources. 

10. Economy criterion: energy saving always enjoy priority over all other 

measures.1591 

 

In a lecture at the Vienna Catholic Academy, HEINRICH NOLLER summarized 12 theses, in 

which he wanted to activate "antibodies to the suicidal act1592" He knows, considering what 

is happening today, that his call to people to exercise their responsibility for Creation, is 

categorically unrealistic. He thinks however, that his presentation should really be 

appreciated only if people listen to themsevles and if they trust their common sense, which 

would talk to them in a way in which they will be unable to befool themselves much 

longer: 

1) The unrestrained use of our powerful technology shall cause global 

environmental destruction. 

2) Our economic system ('free market economy') supports and fosters the 

uninhibited use and does not take up ethical responsibility. 

3) Our economic system is not able to bring prosperity for all. It thus lacks the 

fulfillment of its most impressive promise. Although it makes the rich richer, it also 

makes the poor poorer at the same time. - Example: the statement currently 

promoted by Caritas that 30'000 people died in Austria under the poverty line every 

year. 

4) Our economy is therefore not only ecologically but also socially incompatible 

and irresponsible. It destroys its own foundations. 

                                      
1590 For the forest hereabouts, think of the type of crops, such as the "Spruce monoculture" and the occurrence of 

the bark beetle. 

1591 See. Virt, Günter (1991); 8-9. – Similarly in: Virt, Günter (1988b); 23-24. 

1592 Noller, Heinrich (1997); 8. 
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5) The destruction cannot be countered by technology that is called 

environmentally friendly, at least not as long as it would be used without 

restrictions. 

6) Should the diverse destruction be stopped, it requires a profound change in 

attitudes and behavior. Of fundamental importance is the ethical requirement of a 

very cautious use of technology. 

7) Today's world economy is a mega-machine that annually grabs increasing 

amounts of earth's resources, and this ultimately transmutes into mountains of 

garbage and countless pollutants of air, water and earth. - Permanent economic 

growth is therefore a fundamentally upturned - and unattainable - goal. 

8) Globalization, which is hailed and acclaimed today, means an increased 

international competition towards global destruction. 

9) Minimum requirement for a socially responsible business should be to make 

available to all, goods that are the indispensable in life, without violating human 

dignity. Moreover, in principle, only so much goods can be available, as is 

ecologically sustainable. Wasting is irresponsible. 

10) Survival of all must take precedence over a still better life for a few. 

11) Our economy claims to bring completion and fulfillment to the world by further 

adding to the already vast amounts of goods. Better would be to turn attention to a 

line from SAINT EXUPERY (contextually): A thing is not perfect when one can add 

nothing more to it but when nothing can be taken away from it. Only within such 

an understanding would caution - perhaps the highest and most important of all 

virtues in a world full of overwhelming technology- become a desirable ideal. 

12) Of the powers that powered us towards unrestrained use of technology and 

made us blind the worldwide destruction of creation, advertising is one of the 

strongest yet the least perceived. It mirrors an ideal world, one that is continuously 

perfected and completed by technology and one in which we indiscriminately waste 

and throw away. - To curb advertising would, therefore, be a high ethical 

demand.1593 

 

According to HEINRICH WOHLMEYER, the circular economy has no alternative. If we do 

not try to implement it strongly, in WOHLMEYER's opinion, Europe will slide into civil 

war-like conditions and also be a potential victim of terrorism and military aggression in 

this circumstance. The key elements for the necessary course correction, in his opinion, 

are as follows: 

- Reform of the world trade regime towards fair trade, given independent 

wealth authorizing means. 

                                      
1593 See. Noller, Heinrich (1997); 8-12. 
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- Reform of the world financial economy towards accumulation levy and 

transfer taxation. 

- Against this background, the realisation of the principles of circular 

economy, by whcih the solar orientation of energy supply, reduction and 

recycling orientation of the material currents and decentralization 

(regionalization) constitute core strategies. 

- This could also be applied to counter the the banes of our time, the 

structural rise in unemployment and the increase in social and regional 

inequality.1594 

 

In his work "Environmental Ethics MICHAEL SCHLITT puts forth nine criteria for human 

intervention in nature: 

1) Obligation towards knowledge acquisition – Department-encompassing 

Method: In order to explore the predetermined nature of the framework within 

which human life is possible, knowledge of ecological systems and laws is 

necessary. This also includes the examination of environmental stress limits 

and risks. In the areas referred to here, there is an obligation to knowledge 

acquisition, whereby an approach which encompasses all departments is 

indispensable. ... 

2) The principle of double effect and some preferential rules: Actions with double 

effect would only be responsible if they undermined the value (universal to be 

formulated), through which it should be realized (and in certain respects and 

temporarily, possibly also achieved), in the long run and in entirety. ... The 

principle of double effect justifies or tolerates the acceptance of a particular 

evil, which is indispensable for achieving a necessary good, under four 

conditions...: 

1. The action, which causes the negative effect, need not be bad (that 

is, under all circumstances) by itself. 

2. The intention of the agent must be exclusively directed towards the 

positive result aspect. The negative effect should not be intentional, 

but only admitted. 

3. The negative effect must arise as immediately the good effect, 

because otherwise it would be a means of achieving the good effect 

and thus intended. 

4. There must be a correspondingly serious reason to take the 

negative effect into account. Action that is directed towards a 

                                      
1594 See. Wohlmeyer, Heinrich (1996); 25. 
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particular goal must be avoided, when the side effects do not add 

up in a rational proportion.1595 

To determine in which the way one can realize at best the targeted level on 

the whole and in the long term, the following preferential rules, inter alia, 

prove themselves as helpful...: 

1. All things being equal, a fault-friendly approach is to be preferred 

over an approach that is intolerant of an error (cf. Criterion 7). 

2. Under otherwise similar conditions, an approach that is only likely 

to have a negative result is to be preferred to another approach, 

which has a negative effect with certainty. 

3. Other things being equal, among negative effects or viles which are 

inevitable, the one of shorter duration is to be preferred to the effect 

with longer duration. 

4. Other things being equal, a procedure that is inclusive of the 

welfare of the majority and not the minority should be preferred. 

3) In certain circumstances, claims that would result from the natural conditions 

have had priority: natural processes or as conditions viewed as "natural" 

could in themselves never become binding norms of human behavior. - The 

realization and respecting of claims that would result from the natural 

conditio field could hold priority in certain circumstances over those claims 

derived from the social condition field. Both quantitative (population growth) 

and the quality (standard of living) material growth of people are determined 

by the claims of natural condition field. ... 

4) The well-being of future generations: Human lifestyles and enslavement of the 

environment should not be at the expense of future generations. ... 

5) Protection of animal and plant species and their habitats: Man should not 

destroy biodiversity. - Since currently diverse numbers of species are 

threatened with extinction and man can not simultaneously take protective 

measures for all these species, man has to take into account several criteria 

of different landscapes and landscape complexes when assessing the need to 

protect wild animals and plants.1596 ... 

6) Criteria for accountability of risks of modern technology:1597... 

7) Error-tolerant Approach to Intervention in Nature: In order to be able to take 

responsibility for unintended negative consequences of human intervention in 

nature, an error-tolerant approach is necessary. ... 

                                      
1595 See also: Böckle, Franz (1985); 311-315. 

1596 Naturality, vulnerability, irreplaceability, diversity, rarity, perfection, representativeness, surface size and 

degree of isolation. 

1597 To this end, he ennumerates 11 Theses. 
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8) Active and Creative Design of creation: Not only is the preservation of 

creation is called for, but active and creative design and change is also the 

need of the hour. ... 

9) Beauty: The beauty of nature is not accidental, but a necessary condition of 

human life. Therefore, aesthetic values should not be overlooked in shaping 

the environment. ...1598 

 

In his work "The Groans of Nature" HANS KESSLER ennumerates two ecological 

imperatives: 

1) " Decrease the consumption, damage, pollution and 
destruction of nature and its creatures, wherever 

and whenever it is possible in yourself and in your 

sphere of influence. Only that much of 

environmental damage should occur, as inevitably 

needed for life of human dignity (something on the 

lines of the valid setting formulated by MATTHIAS 

CLAUDIS: 'God give me daily, only so much I need 

for life'). 

2) Drastically reduce your consumption of energy, 

water, soil and other goods of the earth, place 

yourself at noticeably lower burden of our natural 

resources! Build from the waste! Live simpler!1599" 

 

The joint declaration of the Protestant and Catholic Churches "Taking Responsibility for 

Creation" calls for a new lifestyle and provides the following criteria to be fundamentally 

rethought upon: 

- The recognition of ecological system relationships and responsible living 

and acting with consciousness of these relationships. 

- Giving up of behavioral and consumption patterns that work at the expense 

of the natural environment, and practicing new behaviors. 

- A change in the usual disposal habits (eg. avoid unnecessary waste, 

elimination or at least reduction of mixed waste in favor of more complex 

sorting of waste into glass, paper, compost, metal, hazardous waste etc.). 

- Willingness to pay the price for products which are produced in an 

environmentally friendly manner and thereby, to pay for expensive 

products. 

                                      
1598 See. Schlitt, Michael (1992); 183-261. 

1599 Kessler, Hans (1998); 80, 82. 
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- A move towards moderation, humility, discipline of life, proximity to nature, 

humanity (solidarity with the poor nations of the Third World). 

- The acquisition of new skills and environmentally conscious ingenuity (for 

example, the virtue of self help and improvisation with things that are more 

cumbersome, simpler but closer-to-nature). 

- Responsible commitment of the responsible citizen, which includes the 

democratic opposition against damage and pollution of the environment 

both locally and in the wider context and taking into account environmental 

policy commitment in the larger process of policy formulation.1600 

 

According RUDOLF WEILER, the cost side of the problem with regard to the maintenance 

of ecological balance and environmental protection, has been recognized, is that the action 

is to be directed by the recognized principle that the polluter pays. Accordingly, the costs 

of environmental protection over the first (purchase) price and only secondarily are to be 

covered through the general public or the tax payer. The second is especially true, when 

people who cause the damage are difficult to detect and catch and are not domiciled in 

their own country and therefore a country has to pay for cross-border damage which it has 

not caused. A specific temptation is to be seen in the short-term profit motive for goods 

of primary production is well in the choice of industrial plants, without regard for 

environmental stresses and the strains of monocultures. Environmental damage, such as 

the annual loss of millions of hectares of forest, do not affect just those nations which no 

longer have any ‚forest‘as such, but all nations. 

As regards the responsibility to future generations, the task of reforms falls at the doorstep 

of the policies of today according to RUDOLF WEILER, in that these take ensure that all 

existing knowledge and all resources are fully utilized. So to say, to compensate for the 

ten times higher fossil fuel and mineral fuel consumption of the average citizen in 

developed countries than those in developing countries, there exists a tipping of scales by 

solidarity contributions to environmental protection, for example, through multilateral 

measures such as a World Fund and global environmental planning. In financing such a 

project, there exists the opportunity divert money from military defense to protecting the 

environment. 

The prevention of environmental damage must however enjoy precedence over a possible 

repair. For this purpose, there exists a devise in all the strata of society, starting with the 

smallest unit of society, the family, because ultimately every person within hisor her little 

local area is called forth for the care of the environment.1601 

                                      
1600 See. (Taking Responsibility for Creation) Verantwortung wahrnehmen für die Schöpfung (1985); 43-44. 

1601 See. Weiler, Rudolf (19892); 199-201. 
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All these contributions are listed only to illustrate the great efforts and endeavours, which 

have come into existence because of an option for the environment. Given an option for 

the environment, because that is also part of being an option, many uncertainties open, so 

there are - as this work shows - the principle of the clearer structures of the Subordinate 

Being in the future dealings with environmental problems, with the woodland handling of 

forestry and others areas of human life which have not been discussed here, which are all 

connected with nature, even so the human environment. 
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3.5. Final conclusion 

The prophetic voices declare that all human beings have the right to basic necessities.1602 

While respecting the principle of to be on Secondment – being, this extends to the fact 

that the human being has not only the right to basic necessities, but also to makes sure the 

responsibility that together with the humans do not deny the basic necessities to the non- 

human nature, above all this would otherwise in due course again missing to the humanity. 

The tradition that promotes the prophetic words, illustrates that it must be connected with 

appropriate actions.1603 This action, which in the sense of to be on Secondment-beings 

expands to the whole Creation,1604 once again finally reaches to the benefit of the human 

being.1605 In this sense, to be on Secondment-being is a kind of harmony of the living 

beings, without a doubt belongs to the human being with the whole Creation – particularly 

with the forest as pointed out in the first two Chapters – necessarily, as addressed in the 

words of brotherhood,1606 peace/Salvation (Shalom1607),1608 Messianic era1609 or joy1610 

Harmony and prosperity comprise not only prosperity and luck, but also service and 

communion as revealed by the actions of Christ.1611 This action is extended in the sense of 

to be on Secondment-being for all intents and purposes as well as for the Creation. 

The Bible offers various proposals and directives of action of human being on Creation, 

which is established on the existing principle of on Secondment-being. First of all, the 

economical use of resources are mentioned. We find various fundamental ideas, which 

cannot be handled by human creatures, speciallyin the Book of Genesis: Gen 1,1-25:1612 

                                      
1602 See. Fritsch, A.J. (1994); 300. 

1603 See. Act 2,44-45 "And all the believers were together, forms a community and had everything in common. 

They sold their possessions and shared it with those who had in need." 

1604 See. Rom 8,19 "For the earnest expectation of the Creation waiteth for the manifestation of the sons of God." 

1605 See. Rom 8,23 "And not only they, but ourselves also, which have the first fruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves 

groan within ourselves, waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body." 

1606 See. Ps 133,1 "Behold, how good and how pleasant it is, / For brethren to dwell together in unity." 

1607 ~Alv' 

1608 See. Ps 35,27 "Let them shout for joy, and be glad, that favor my righteous cause: Yea, let them say continually, 

JHWH be magnified, Who hath pleasure in the prosperity of his servant.'" 

1609 See. Isa 11,6 "The wolf shall dwell with the lamb, / and the leopard shall lie down with the young goat,/and the 

calf and the lion and the fattened calf together; / and a little child shall lead them." 

1610 See. Joël 2,21-22 "Fear not, O land!/ be glad and rejoice; / For the Lord has done marvelous things! / Do not 

be afraid, you beasts of the field; / For the open pasters are springing up, / And the tree and the vine yield their 

strength." 

1611 See. John 13,13-15 "You call Me Teacher and Lord, and you say well, for so I am. If I then, your Lord and 

Teacher, have washed your feet, you also ought to wash one another’s feet. For I have given you an example, 

that you should do so I have done to you." 

1612 Gen 1,1-25 "In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth; the earth was without form, and void; and 

darkness was on the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of the waters. Then God 

said, ‚Let there be light‘; and there was light. And God saw the light, that it was good; and God divided the light 
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...God is the Creator of all things on earth...; Gen 1,26-31:1613 The earth is gifted and plays 

a role in the entire human history.; Gen 1,27:1614 The man and the woman are created as an 

image of God.; Gen 1,31:1615 Everything created by God is good.; Gen 2,15:1616 Mankind 

was placed on earth to cherish and cultivate.; Gen 2,20:1617 Humanity has the power over 

the Creatures and to name the animals.; Gen 2,16-17:1618 Humanity is committed to counter 

                                      
from the darkness. God called the light Day, and the darkness He called Night. So the evening and the morning 

were the first day. Then God said ‚Let there be a firament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide the waters 

from the waters.‘ Thus God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under the firmament from 

the waters which were above the firmament; and it was so. And God called firmament Heaven. So the evening 

and the morning were the second day. Then God said, "Let the waters under the heavens be gathered together 

into one place, and let the dry land appear‘; and it was so.And God called the dry land Earth, and the gathering 

together of the waters He called Seas. And God saw that it was good. Then God said, ‚Let the earth bring forth 

grass, the herb that yields seed, and the fruit tree that yields fruit according to its kind, whose seed is in itself, on 

the earth‘; and it was so. And the earth brought forth grass, the herb that yields seed according to its kind, and 

the tree that yields fruit, whose seed is in itself according to its kind. And God saw that it was good. So the 

evening and the morning were the third day. Then God said, ‚Let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens 

to divide the day from the night; and let them be for signs and seasons, and for days and years; and let them be 

for lights in the firmament of the heavens to give light on the earth‘; and it was so. Then God made two great 

lights: the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night. He made the stars also. God set them 

in the firmament of the heavens to give light on the earth, and to rule over the day and over the night, and to 

divide the light from the darkness. And God saw that it was good. So the evening and the morning were the 

fourth day. Then God said, ‚Le the waters abound with an abundance of living creatures, and let birds fly above 

the earth across the face of the firmament of the heavens.‘ So God created great sea creatures and every living 

thing that moves, with which the waters abounded, according to their kind, and every winged bird according to 

its kind. And God saw that it was good. And God blessed them, saying, ‚Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the 

waters in the seas, and let birds multiply on the earth.‘ So the evening and the morning were the fifth day. Then 

God said, ‚Let the earth bring forth the living creature according to its kind: cattle and creeping thing and beast 

of the earth, each according to its kind‘; and it was so. And God made the beast of the earth according to its kind, 

cattle according to its kind, and everything that creeps on the earth according to its kind. And God saw that it 

was good." 

1613 Gen 1,26-31 "And God said, Let vs make man in our Image, after our likenesse: and let them haue dominion 

ouer the fish of the sea, and ouer the foule of the aire, and ouer the cattell, and ouer all the earth, and ouer euery 

creeping thing that creepeth vpon the earth. So God created man in his owne Image, in the Image of God created 

hee him; male and female created hee them. And God blessed them, and God said vnto them, Be fruitfull, and 

multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it, and haue dominion ouer the fish of the sea, and ouer the foule of 

the aire, and ouer euery liuing thing that mooueth vpon the earth. And God said, Behold, I haue giuen you euery 

herbe bearing seede, which is vpon the face of all the earth, and euery tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree 

yeelding seed, to you it shall be for meat: And to euery beast of the earth, and to euery foule of the aire, and to 

euery thing that creepeth vpon the earth, wherein there is life, I haue giuen euery greene herbe for meat: and it 

was so. And God saw euery thing that hee had made: and behold, it was very good. And the euening and the 

morning were the sixth day." 

1614 Gen 1,27 "So God created man in His own image; in the image of God He created him; male and female He 

created them." 

1615 Gen 1,31 "Then God saw everything that He had made, and indeed it was very good. So the evening and the 

morning were the sixth day." 

1616 Gen 2,15 "Then the Lord God took man and put him in the garden of Eden to tend and keep it." 

1617 Gen 2,20: "So man gave names to all cattle, to the birds of the air, and to every beast of the field. But for man 

there was not found a helper comparable to him." 

1618 Gen 2,16-17 "And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, ‚Of every tree of the garden you may freet eat; 

but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day that you eat of it you shall surely 

die." 
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unwarranted utilization (Tree of knowledge of good and evil). Because we believe in the 

future, we cannot simply exploit the earth, as if we are no longer be alive in the future.1619 

At the same time, we cannot posses goods beyond our death, therefore, it is not worthwhile 

to amass wealth more than what is necessary for our survival.1620 Therefore, God assigned 

his human beings a limit for their accumulation.1621 God sees himself as the ultimate owner 

of this land, the human being is only the administrator and therefore, is accountable of 

guilty.1622 In addition, the Bible presents an order, not to exploit the land over the masses, 

but to preserve it.1623 Likewise, the Bible lays to equalize the property injustice 

periodically.1624  

Secondly refers to "remediation" of earth within the meaning of remedition of 

environmental damage. The constant call in the Bible regarding restriction and self-

discipline has much more underlying cause: human tendency to offend and violate 

limitations. When man offends, the earth is harmed; when God forgives, the earth is healed 

and the humanity and the earth again form unity.1625 Sin creates disharmony, the repentance 

establishes prosperity or once more environmental balance. Each human being is 

responsible for his own offence. Everybody must expiate his own sins.1626 Hence, "social 

                                      
1619 See. 1 Cor 15,32-33 "What do I gain if, humanly speaking, I fought with beasts at Ephesus? If the dead are not 

raised, ‚Let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we die.‘ Do not be deceived: ‚Bad company ruins good morals." 

1620 See. Luke 12,20 "But God said to him, ‚Fool! This night your soul will be required of you; then whoose will 

those things be which you have provided?" – See. Prov 23,4 "Do not toil to acquire wealth; be discerning enough 

to desist." 

1621 See. Ex 16,16 "This is the thing which the Lord has commanded: ‚Let every man gather it according to each 

one’s need, one omer for each person, according to the number of persons; let every man take for those who are 

in his tent." 

1622 See. Lev 25,23 "The land shall not be sold permanently, for the land is mine; for you are strangers and sojourners 

with Me." 

1623 See. Lev 25,4 "But in the seventh year there shall be a sabbath to the Lord. You shall neither sow your field 

nor prune your vineyard." 

1624 See. Lev 25,24-31 "And in all the land of your possession you shall grant redemption of the land. If one of your 

brethren becomes poor, and has sold some of his possession, and if his redeeming relative comes to redeem it, 

then he may redeem what his brother sold. Or if the man has not one to redeem it, but he himself becomes able 

to redeem it, then let him count the years since its sale, and restore the remainder to the man to whom he sold it, 

that he may return to his possession. But if he is not able to have it restored to himself, then what was sold shall 

remain in the hand of him who bought it untill the Year of Jubilee; and in the Jubilee it shall be released, and he 

shall return to his possession. If a man sells a house in a walled city, then he may redeem it within a whole year 

after it is sold; within a full year he may redeem it. But if it is not redeemed within the space of a full year, then 

the house in the walled city shall belong permanently to him who bought it, throughout his generations. It shall 

not be released in the Jubilee. However, the houses of villages which have no wall around them shall be counted 

as the fields of the country. They may be redeemed, and they shall be released in the Jubilee." 

1625 See. Rom 8,22 "For wee know that the whole creation groaneth, and trauaileth in paine together vntill now." 

1626 See. Deut 24,16 "Fathers shall not be put to death for their children, nor shall children be put to death for their 

fathers; a person shall be put to death for his own sin." 
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sins" must be also expiated by the community. Therefore, a fragile ecology demands 

immediate remediation, so that the earth can quickly perform "forgiveness".  

Thirdly be valid for the "like" of the earth, in the sense that the earth has to appreciate the 

concerns of all beings. Connected with the social sin, we must recognize that we have the 

obligation to preotect the earth for future generations, because God is not only for us, but 

is a more constant God.1627 Earth concern includes this responsibility for the future 

generations, also the resources on earth. Everybody on earth must be concerned, especially 

if your neighbour forgets to remediate self-inflicted environmental damages. Every 

environmental abuse is a social sin and damages the whole ecological structure. Social 

responsibility is never divided equally by all. Therefore, Christians must specifically 

believe in social sin and particularly concerned, inspired by Col 1,24.1628 If we ignore this 

and remain silent, we become accomplices in the "social crime". The loyality to the Judeo-

Christian tradition includes a number of actions like the dissemination of polluter of air, 

water and land (in particular the forest), the strengthening of regulations to limit noise- 

and other burdens, serious proper indications of house pollutants, environmental education 

in the family etc.Silence in the face of wrongdoing is an expression of disloyality and 

denies the prophetic call and consequently invalidates the coexistence. 

Fourthly, the "division" of earth can be observed in the meaning of division of goods with 

less previlieged people and countries.1629 For the human beings, this earth is not 

unconditional. We are "entrusted" to preserve it for a definite time and then we will die 

like the withering grass; however, the earth remains to exist after our individual death. 

Even during the days of the Apostles, there was a sense of sharing with alien people. In 

such a manner, PAULUS asked the Christians in Greece to support the Church of 

Jesusalem.1630 The story of LAZARUS1631 speaks of partly, indeed as a matter of fact from 

                                      
1627 See. 2 Macc 1,2 "May God you do good and remember his convenant that he made with his faithful servants 

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob." – See. Matt 22,32 "I am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of 

Jacobs? God is not the God of the dead, but of the living." 

1628 Col 1,24 "I now rejoice in my sufferings for you, and fill up in my flesh what is lacking in the afflictions of 

Christ, for the sake of His body, which is the Church." 

1629 Here it specifically reminds the (preferential) "Option for the poor". 

1630 See. Rom 15,26 "For those of Macedonia and Achaia have decided to make a collection for those of the poor 

among the saints who are at Jerusalem." 

1631 See. Lk 16,19-31 "There once upon a time there was a rich man, who was clothed in purple and fine linen and 

fared sumptuously every day. But there was a certain beggar named Lazarus, full of sores, who was laid at the 

gate, desiring to be fed with the crumbs which fell from the rich man’s table. Moreover, the dogs came and licked 

his sores. So it was that the beggar died, and was carried by the angels to Abraham’s bosom. The rich man also 

died and was buried. And being in torments in Hades, he lifted upon his eyes and saw Abraham afar off, and 

Lazarus in his bosom. Then he cried and said, ‚Father Abraham, have mercy on me, and send Lazarus that he 

may dip the tip of his finger in water and cool my tongue; for I am tormented in this flame. But Abraham said, 

‚Son, remember that in your lifetime you received your good things, and likewise Lazarus evil things; but now 

he is comforted and you are tormented. And besides all this, between us and you there is a great gulf fixed, so 

that those who want to pass from here to you cannot, nor can those from there pass to us. Then he said, ‚I beg 
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the missing part. There are many places in the Scritpure that urges this division.1632 The 

division is an integral part of biblical message. This division within the Judeo-Christian 

tradition is the best form of communication between those who have something and those 

who are in need. Christ also confirmed this in conformity with our own request.1633 

According to the principle of to be on Secondment-being, this can definitely be the nature 

in need. 

Fifthly is to pay attention to the "management" of material goods knowingly that man is 

the Secondment and thus, he is committed to the principle of to be on Secondment. With 

the growing consciousness man can only looks forward to the trustee and not the possessor 

of the earth that improves the personal attitude in its environment: Less waste, more profits 

(better exploitation of what one utilized), enhanced plants- and animal protection, better 

allocation of resources (especially concerning forests and therefore the timber resources) 

etc. With the changes of hearts, there appears the consciousness regarding the whole 

tradition, in which the vision of a "new heaven and a new earth" is included.1634 The old is 

not good enough, although the Creation was good. The creative action is a long lasting 

process. It is a part of nature, which acts for betterment and it is a part of human nature, 

plants and also to help the animals as well as to assist other people towards a better quality 

of life. 

It may be true that finally in our contemporary cultural history the documentary intentions 

towards nature conservation could turn out to be as an unconscious will and be too late. 

However, on condition that "Kantian as Christian", the charitableness of goodwill is rather 

than a success, to a certain extent is to determine his motive, consequently, as long as the 

                                      
you therefore, that you would send him to my father’s house, for i have five brothers, that he may tetify to them, 

lest they also come to this place of torment. Abraham said to him, ‚They have moses and the prophets; let them 

hear them.‘ And he said, ‚ No, father Abraham; but if one goes to them from the dead, they will repent.‘ But he 

said to him, ‚If they do not hear Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded though one rise from the 

dead." 

1632 See. Deut 24,19 "When you reap your harvest in your field, and forget a sheaf in the field, you shall not go 

back to get it; it shall be for the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow, that the Lord your God may bless you in 

all the work of your hands. " – See. Deut 24,20-21 "When you beat your olive trees, you shall not go over the 

boughs again; it shall be for the stranger, the fatherless and the widow." – See further: Jas 2,15-16 "If a brother 

or sister ins naked and destitute of daily food, and one of you says to them, ‚Depart in peace, be warmed and 

filled,‘ but you do not give them the things which are needed for the body, what does it profit?" – See also: 

1 Tim 6,18 " Let them do good, that they be rich in good works, ready to give, willing to share." – See also: Lev 

25,35 "If one of your brethren becomes poor, and falls into poverty among you, then you shall help him, lide a 

stranger or a sojourner, that he can live with you." 

1633 See. Matt 25,37.40 "Then the righteous will anser Him, saying, ‚Lord, when did we see You hungry and feed 

You, or thirsty and give You drink? ..... And the King will answer and say to them, ‚Assuredly, I say you, 

inasmuch as you did it to one of the least of these My brethren, you did it to Me‘." 

1634 See. Isa 65,17 "The former troubles are forgotten / And because they are hidden from My eyes. For behold, I 

create new heavens and a new earth‘ / And the fomer shall not be remembered or come to mind." – See. Rev 

21,1 "Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first earth passed away, and the sea 

was no more." 
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goodwill stands for the production and preservation of cultural harmony with nature in 

question, even the post modern culture, the culture of atomic age also fulfills from the 

decrees of this will.1635 It only remains to follow an appropriate action to the will.1636 

In the Second Chapter the complicity with nature is discussed in detail, refers in the sense 

of one’s own formation of conscience. If this complicity with the nature is neglected by 

the individual conscience, then it will leads to an erroneous conscience. However, taking 

into account of this complicity with nature, man can attain a true conscience and thereby 

achieves the right foundation for an liberal question of conscience in terms of working 

with the forest. As a result, that can be a conscience conclusion towards an appropriate 

moral decision in the right way, which is a creative and independent act. Thus, it is not the 

subjective conclusion about the truth, but the decision on the existence- and value basis, 

which is determined on the basis of moral good and rightly lived morality. This existence- 

and value basis must be, in turn, based on the principle of to be on Secondment-being, 

precisely with regards to the morality, that is affected by the forest, more or less related to 

human beings individually predetermined values in the cultural way of life, which defines 

life as ideal, in reality to render long-lasting positive creative values. Thus, the basic 

principle of to be on Secondment-beings must consistently influence the human behavior 

and be recognizable in it. Regarding the application of the principle of to be on 

Secondment-being, it is a matter quite specifically about the transformation in conditions 

and customs with regard to the social interaction of human beings with its fellow human 

beings on the forest, at the same time the human beings with the forest and the nature; 

with reference to the rationalization of social question, whereby it may not deny the 

possibility of an opportunity for dialogue. The business according to the principle of to be 

on Secondment, specifically with respect to forest, is rooted in human beings "Love 

towards Nature"1637 and be in the "Nature of the thing"1638 and therefore limited to the 

accuracy of the subject. The basic principle is thus identified and be ready to serve the 

interdisciplinary contributions of any kind connected with the ecological legality in moral 

judgement.1639  

The principle of to be on Secondment-being by no means subtracts the basic duties, the 

fundamental virtues, basic right or the basic situations of moral character realization, but 

becomes more expanded and incorporates the already included contemporary world, also 

the environment, in this case especially the forest. One of the fundamental duty of the 

                                      
1635 See. Lübbe, Hermann (1986); 14. 

1636 Also see (in the analogous sense): Jas 2,18.24 "Someone will say, ‚You have faith, and I have works.‘ Show 

me your faith without your works, and I will show you my faith by my works. You see then that a man is justified 

by works, and not by faith alone." 

1637 Also see the discussion about the nature of human beings and the nature of the trees. 

1638 Also specifically see discussion of the Second Chapter of this work. 

1639 See. Weiler, Rudolf (2001a); 13-26. 
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human being is self-contemplation, self-knowledge, self-discipline and selflessness. The 

self-contemplation is concerned with the human existence and in the extended sense the 

existence with the nature. First of all, the human being is in reality against themselves. 

With the acquisition and development of his self-esteem, he cannot escape from his 

internal questions, but must refocuses on the reason of his being, which also implies his 

to be on Secondment. Self-knowledge is the prerequisite that the human can make use of 

his freedom and his superior self or I against the external influences, also able to realise 

to be on Secondment in respect of the nature. The self-discipline is concerned with 

especially the behavior in terms of nature, it is true to work for a decision making process, 

in order to master self-discipline in his life in the to be on Secondment and to gain real 

pleasure. The selflessness is pertained to the orderliness and care of internal validity 

impulses in conjunction with the value consciousness and true self-love, whereby the 

contempt of nature –this also counts forest – destroys basic needs and thus, acts against 

the true self-love and this merely contradicts the selflessness. 

One of the fundamental virtues of human being pertains to the sense of responsibility, 

charity, humility and the reverence. The sense of responsibility is strengthened by means 

of virtue and as a result, it presupposes morally good behavior. For the purpose of cardinal 

virtues, the responsiblity must be on the sensual impulses by way of discipline and 

criterion, on the cravenness and internal weakness by courage and bravery with respect to 

human coexistence on justice, respectively with reference to the necessary knowledge and 

the use of intelligence, thus directed towards the four difficulties of human life. A strong 

sense of responsibility to protect morality needs standards, objective value goals for the 

behavior. This responsibility also expands to – as shown above – the non-human Creation 

in terms of to be on Secondment, which by means of its elevation to the principle in 

standard, turned out to be the objective value goal. The charity, which by harmonization 

of duty of love towards fellow human beings with the love to God1640 attains a transcendent 

dimention and reinforcement, is an expression of humaneness, which must be preserved 

for generations and thus comprises the affection of the people towards non-human 

Creation by virtue of evangelizing mission of gospel message.1641 Humility implies the 

dimension of courge to serve, 1642 is thus not from human wages, but from inner enrichment, 

value gain in human life or even in the faith supported eternal life,1643 The reverence 

                                      
1640 See. Matt 22,37-39 "Jesus said to him, ‚You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your 

soul, and with all your mind.‘ This is the first and great commandment. And the second is like it: ‚You shall love 

your neighbour as yourself." 

1641 See. Mark 13,10; 16,15 "Before the end, the gospel must first be preached to all nations. .... And He said to 

them, "Go into all the world and preach the gospel to every creatures!"  

1642 See. Matt 20,26-27 (Mark 10,43-44) " Yet it shall not be so among you; but whoever desires to become great 

among you, let him be your servant – And whoever desires to be first among you, let him be your slave." 

1643 See Luke 18,28-30 (Mt 19,27-30; Mark 10,28-31) "Then Peter said, ‚See, we have left all and followed you‘. 

So Jesus said to them, ‚Assuredly, I say to you, there is no one who has left house or parents or brothers or wife 
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distinguishes the attitude with respect to real values, not only towards their own dignity 

and that of each other persons, but also to the intrinsic value of Creation like as discussed 

above. 

Among the basic necessities of human beings, the life reckons in love, the life in the good 

ordered polity and the life within the living environment. The life in love means to stick 

with the basic principle valid for all human beings, which is based on the correlation 

between love and being loved and in such a manner decides and facilitates the fulfillment 

of the power of love of human beings. The predisposition towards love searches for a final 

and complete fulfillment, which in turn symbolizes God.1644 The life in the well-ordered 

community also belongs to the basic necessities of the human being, because this is always 

dependent on society. A good social order requires value guarantee and appropriate 

justification in respect of dignity of man, however, good social order is an decisive 

prerequisite, which cannot be left to arbitrariness or ideologies. Life within the living 

environment belongs to the most essential basic necessities of the human being, it cannot 

survive without a life-sustaining living environment in our sense humane and sustainable 

existence. If the humanity lacks these life-friendly habitat in the long term, sooner or later 

they will "lose" their lives. Therefore, man is obliged to have a life-friendly and 

consequently a life sustaining living environment or where appropriate. On the other hand, 

this can be done in the proper and valuable way only in accordance with the principle of 

to be on Secondment-being. 

The basic situation of moral personality fulfillment of the human being is based on the 

spiritual situatedness, the psychological-, biological grounds and the sociological 

conditions. Spiritual situatedness signifies every man’s own rational nature, which though 

be subjected to the developments and influences, however, should be unfolded properly. 

The psychological grounds, on the other hand, describe the psyche, which is reflected by 

means of emotional world and under routines, demands no liability. At this order/routine 

also includes the reflection on value objectives and its meaningfulness. These meaningful 

value objectives is also counts the emotional internalization of to be on Secondment-being 

of human being, which opens up the human being beyond the interpersonal and divine 

relationship outside the special relationship with nature. The biological ground determines 

the sensuality in relation with the behavior of man. By biological instincts, they can also 

counter the moral routines of human nature into an absolute instinct. With respect to be 

on Secondment-being of human being lies in this instinct also a potential, which can be 

borne in mind. For example, paying attention to the nutritional instinct teach that it should 

                                      
or children, for the sake of the kingdom of God, who shall not receive many time more in this present time, and 

in the age to come eternal life." 

1644 See. 1 Corr 13,13 "And now abide faith, hope, love, these three;/ but the greatest of thes is love." – See. 1 John 

4,8.16b "He who does not love does not know God; for God is love. ... God is love, and who abides in love abides 

in God, and God in him." 
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not be on the way to the supersaturation, i.e., should uphold Benedictine Rule of Life 

dimension. The sociological condition addresses the socio-economic cooperation, by 

which the healthy person is classified in the society, but the economic activity is always 

be connected with the moral and creative fulfillment of life and understanding. Here lies 

the special power of to be on Secondment, which attaches to each work an expansion of 

meaning with respect to the particular human responsibity for Creation.1645 

Man represents a special position within the Creation order, he has an overwhelming 

share, but "only" a percentage, since he is not its creator and it cannot be so. He can only 

change the existing one, but cannot really call new1646 one into existence, whereby he lacks 

an absolute autonomy and recognizes only his relative autonomy and therefore, he is 

appointed by the rational nature to the co-creative being, faced with the title "to be on 

Secondment" of fellow creatures. Each person is, thus, involved into the responsibility, 

which can be recognized also from the personal- and social nature of the human being.1647 

Applied ethics in the area of foresty, specifically related to the human being and the forest 

as discussed in this work, must not only assumes that the human being is a person and not 

a commodity, but also the fact that the fellow creatures possess an intrinsic value1648 and 

hence, based on this reason alone the person may not be used arbitrarily, not to point out 

that the human being makes impossible by means of pure arbitrary use of sustainable 

existential being.1649 

 

                                      
1645 See. Weiler, Rudolf (2001b); 70-78. 

1646 See further explained above.  

1647 Moreover, this approach is also incorporated today mostly as a generally accepted principle of equality (all the 

human beings are equal before law and have the equal human right and thus also have equal human 

responsibilities). 

1648 See further explained above. 

1649 See also refer: Weiler, Rudolf (2001c); 95-96. 
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3.6. Epilogue 

Regardless of the fact that while reading this book carefully, the reader may occasionally 

points their finger to dispute the distinction between the accurateness of empirical and 

intellectual/rational ethics. In philosophical terms, the intellectual benefit is inevitably 

based on experience, which always be in whatever form, must be expanded. As such, there 

is "no intellectual", but only in variations, the identification of empirical guidelines. 

Conversely, the readers of this work may have noticed that the word "intellectual" always 

denotes a transcendental trait within this area of study. This occurance is not accidental 

and not put out of place, but the opinion of the author is almost causal. Ethics in general, 

however specifically in the field of environment and economy, should not be for the sake 

of morality, like the moral principles (standards) related treatises and scientific disciplines, 

the transcendental and faith in God are out of consideration, in other words: You must 

know have prior knowledge about the prophetic traits incorporated into it. Practically, this 

should be justified in an paradoxical manner. If Noah lead his life and moral action 

independently, though with full virtue and conviction, then it would be an empirical 

character and thereby applies to all universal general knowledge or scientific observations 

existed in his environment during that point of time, certainly he would have destined the 

same fate similar to his indirect surroundings, he would have drowned in the large 

floods.and his life would be in danger. There was no obvious justification, in the middle 

of the dry land to build an ark with its "huge" size, what would it clearly recognizes to his 

contempories by means of its travesty.1650 Because he, on the other hand pay attention to 

the voice of the supernatural, voice of God and then generally speaking adopted the 

"scientifically" observed well exaggerated precaution – against the universal ethos - he 

and his existence were saved.1651 To whom this example is too strange, he would be pointed 

out to the divine standard against which God tests and judges the human being 

(plumbline), who had not left the Sodom, he would not been warned by the messengers. 

There is no discernible scientific justification that brings the dissolute life of the people of 

Sodom in direct connection with the destruction of the city. Here, the "swift" leaving of 

the city seems to be inappropriate. However, simply listening to these non-scientific 

arguments of "Prophets" (messengers) in the human sense saves the plumbline and his 

life.1652 The cause of this lifesaving, if argued further as by Noah, is to search one of the 

conventional socities inherent high ethical values; through which the inner reflecting facts 

and events have "better" ethics. On the other hand, this ethics is not something "sent from 

heaven", but in turn is based on experience, certainly not only to an immanent, but also to 

a special transcendental experience: the experience of God. Therefore, ethics can neither 

                                      
1650 Assuming that man recoginises the real possibility of a flood, for example in the region of present-day Black 

Sea and thus the possibility of an existence of the/a "Noach". 

1651 See. Gen 6,1-9,29. 

1652 See. Gen 19,1-29. 
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purely be empirical or purely be intellectual/rational, but both these theories of knowledge 

must be combined and be recognized beyond the possibility of "divine transmission"1653 

and also to be considered serious. 

A very special symbol, which should not be forgotten, is also the expected "environmental 

encyclical" of Pope Francis. It is, as we have seen, is not the first statement of World 

Church concerning the environment, but the first opinion by a encyclical that exclusively 

emphasizes the environmental issues. This is a big step and the author wants to 

congratulate Pope Francis for his courage, the author of this work has already worked with 

Pope John Paul II, Pope Benedict XVI and also with Pope Francis together with many 

others towards such a goal. 

 

 

 

                                      
1653 Under "divind transmittion" it is understood as the transfer and the transmitting of divine "messages" to the 

people, which conveys, also generally speaking disclosed or can be inspired.such messages always contain the 

knowledge required for the human beings, which can be implemented with a new (or already known) knowledge, 

that he learned by transmitting, can convert his life. Assuming that there is no life without God, withou him there 

is no knowledge. God himself makes the "knowledge" belongs to the human being, which by means of his greater 

or lesser skills, since everything is given by God and this knowledge can be used for good or bad.  Thus, standing 

before all knowledge and expericence, it is rational/intellectual, empirical or direct from God in his transcendental 

transfer options (like inspiring), divine transmitting. This is expressed in various treatises on cause and effect. 

Without cause, there is no effect. That what happens "between" the cause and effect may be referred in general 

terms as transmitting. 
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4. Index 

4.1. Index of Abbrevations 

The abbreviations conform – unless otherwise defined in the list of abbreviations and 

bibliography respectively commonly used – according to the abbreviations of the work: 

Lexikon für Theologie und Kirche; Kasper, Walter / Baumgartner, Konrad / Bürkle, Horst 

/ Ganzer, Klaus / Kertelge, Karl / Kroff, Wilhelm / Walter, Peter (Hg.); 3. Auflage, 11 

Bände; Freiburg, Basel, Rom, Wien 1993ff. und dem Nachschlagewerk: Duden - 

Taschenbücher: Wörterbuch der Abkürzungen: Rund 38'000 Abkürzungen und was sie 

bedeuten; Werlin, Josef; 3. Auflage Mannheim, Wien, Zürich 1987. All the references 

related to the Bible follow according to the usages in: Die Bibel; Freiburg, Basel, Wien 

1980 (Standard Translation). They are specified below, as it can not be assumed that all 

readers of this work have profound knowledge in it. 

The underlined abbreviations always refer to bibliography. In order to assist the readers 

as possible, except the sections notified as exceptions, all abbreviations that are referred 

are listed here. 

4.1.1. Special characters 

& and 

≙ corresponds to 

* born on the 

@ Spider monkey / at the rate sign (characters in e-mail addresses) 

+ plus / and 

= equal to / belongs to 

§ paragraph 

© copyright 

® registered trademark 

°C degrees Celsius 

† passed away on / sign for an abbot or bishop 

€ Euro 

™ trademark 

 fallen on 

 presumably / near / approximately 
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4.1.2. General Abbreviations 

a are 

A Austria 

AAS Acta Apostolicae Sedis (Apostolic) 

Abs./pg. paragraph 

ACF Association of Consulting Foresters 

AG Ad gentes 

AG/jsc joint-stock company 

AGDW Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher Waldbesitzerverbände (Working 

Group of German Forest Owners Associations) 

AGÖF Arbeitsgemeinschaft Ökologischer Forschungsinstitute 

(Association of Ecological Research Institute) 

Ah/wa Arbeitshilfen / working aids 

aid Auswertungs- und Informationsdienst (Evaluation and 

information service) 

AKV Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Katholischen Verbände (Working group 

of the Catholic Associations) 

AKW / AKWs (NPS) Atomkraftwerk / Nuclear power station 

APA / apa Austria Presse Agentur / Austrian Press Agency 

ARGE SVA Arbeitsgemeinschaft Schöpfungsverantwortung (Working group 

for Responsible Creation) 

ARGE Arbeitsgemeinschaft (Working Group) 

Art. article 

As arsenic 

As2O3  arsenic oxide 

ASS Acta Sanctae Sedis 

Aufl./ed. edition 

Aug. August 

babyl. babylonian 

BD Holz Bundesverband Deutscher Holzhandel (Federal Association of 

German Timber Trade) 

Bertelsmann Bertelsmann Universallexikon in 20 volumes 

bes./esp. especially 

Bible Unless otherwise stated: Standard translation: 

The passages of the Bible conform the standard translation in 

Germany 

BOKU / BoKu Universität für Bodenkultur (University of Agricultural Sciences) 

BRD Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Federal Republic of Germany) 

Brockhaus Brockhaus Encyclopedia in 24 volumes 

BUND Bund für Umwelt und Naturschutz Deutschland (Association for 

the Environment and Nature Conservation Germany) 

Buwal Bundesamt für Umwelt, Wald und Landschaft (Federal Office for 

the Environment, Forests and Landscape) 

bzw./resp. respectively 

C-14-Method radiocarbon dating (carbon-14 method) 
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ca./ab. about 

cal calorie 

Can. canon 

Cap. / c. chapter 

CCD convention on the fight against desertification 

CCEE Council of European Episcopal Conferences 

CDB Convention on Biological Diversity 

CD-ROM / CD-Rom Compact Disc - Read Only Memory 

CEA Association of European agriculture 

CEF European Forestry Commission 

CEPF Confederation of European Forest Owners 

CH Switzerland (Confoederatio Helvetica) 

CIC Codex Iuris Canonici - Code of Canon Law 

Cites / CITES Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of 

Wild Flora and Fauna (Washington Endangered Species Act) 

CL Christifideles laici 

cm3 cubic centimeter 

CO carbon monoxide 

CO2  Carbon dioxide (carbonic acid) 

Constitut. Cam. Constitutions of the Camaldolese Benedictine hermit of 

Camaldoli 

CSD Commission on Sustainable Development 

CSEL Corpus scriptorum ecclesiasticorum latinorum 

CSFR Czech and Slovak Federative Republic (1990 to 1992) 

CT Connecticut 

D Deutschland (Germany) 

d. Ä. Senior (der Ältere /dem Älteren) 

DAKSU Dokumente und Aussagen der Kirche zu Schöpfungs- und 

Umweltfragen - Eine Sammlung der Aussagen des katholischen 

Lehramtes über ökologische und ökosoziale Probleme unserer 

Gegenwart (Documents and statements of the Church of creation 

and the Environment - A collection of statements of the Catholic 

Magisterium on ecological and eco-social problems of our time) 

DDB Die Deutschen Bischöfe (The German Bishops) 

DDBH Die Deutschen Bischöfe. Hirtenschreiben, Erklärungen (The 

German bishops. Pastoral letters, declarations) 

DDBK Die Deutschen Bischöfe. Erklärungen der Kommission (The 

German bishops. Observations of the Commission) 

DDR Deutsche Demokratische Republik (German Democratic 

Republic) 

DDr. doctor, doctor 

Dez./Dec. December 

DFWR Deutsche Forstwirtschaftsrat (German Forestry Council) 
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DH Kompendium der Glaubensbekenntnisse und kirchlichen 

Lehrentscheidungen (Compendium of creeds and ecclesiastical 

teaching decisions) 

d.h./t.m. das heisst / this means 

Di. / Tu. Dienstag / Tuesday 

DIN Deutsche Industrie-Norm(en) / Deutsches Institut für Normung 

(German industrial standard(s) / German Institute for 

Standardization) 

Dipl.-Des. Diplomdesignatus (Bachelor before accepting of the Master 

Thesis) 

Dipl.-Ing. Diplomingenieur (graduate engineer) 

Dipl.-Theol. Diplom Theologe (Master in theology) 

DJM De justitia in mundo 

DM Deutsche Mark (German mark) 

DNA Desoxyribonukleinsäure (desoxyribonucleic acid) 

DNS deoxyribonucleic acid 

Do. / Th. Donnerstag / Thursday 

Dr. Doctor 

Dr. h. c. honorary doctorate (Doctor honoris causa) 

DRS See: SR DRS 

Duden 7 Duden - Etymologie 

Duden T 23 Duden - Taschenbücher: Wörter und Gegenwörter: Wörterbuch 

der sprachlichen Gegensätze 

Duden T 4 Duden - Taschenbücher: Lexikon der Vornamen 

EA Ecclesia in America 

EDV elektronische Datenverarbeitung (electronic data processing) 

Effor2 See: NFA 

EFI European Forest Institute 

EG Europäische Gemeinschaft (European Community) 

Eidg. / eidg. Eidgenössische / eidgenössisch(e) (Swiss) 

E-Mail / e-meil (electronic mail 

EMAS Environmental Management- and Audit-System 

EMAS-system erroneously also called Eco-Audit 

em. / emer. Emeritus 

En endnote 

EN europäische Norm (European Standard) 

Erkenntnisbaum Baum der Erkenntnis von Gut und Böse (Tree of Knowledge of 

Good and Evil) 

etc. et cetera 

ETH (L / Z) Federal Institute of Technology (Lausanne / Zurich) 

EU European Union 

Eur Ing (eng) European engineer 

EuS Ethics and Social Sciences 

EV Evangelium vitae 

e.V. eingetragener Verein (registered association) 

evtl. eventuell (possibly) 
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EWG Europäische Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft ( European Economic 

Community) 

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

FAZ Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung für Deutschland; Frankfurt 1 

(1949)ff. [(Nr. ... Wochentag, T. M. J.; S.)] 

FCCC United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

Feb. February 

Febo Federation Europénne du Négoce de Bois (European Timber 

Trade Association) 

Fm / fm Festmeter / Solid cubic meters (1 Fm = 1 m3 solid wood under 

without stratification gaps) 

Fn / FN footnote 

FR Fides et ratio 

Fr. Friday 

Freiburg (i. Br.) Freiburg in Breisgau 

Fribourg Freiburg in Switzerland 

FSC Forest Stewardship Council 

g gram 

GAU grösster, anzunehmender Unfall (greatest, credible accident) 

Gen Genetic disposition / unit of heredity / Generation 

gr. greek 

GS Gaudium et spes 

GT Gemeinsame Texte (collective texts) 

GUS Gemeinschaft Unabhängiger Staaten (ab 1991) / Commonwealth 

of Independent States (from 1991) 

Gut Zitiert! Gut Zitiert! (Righly cited / Good Quotes) 

h / std. hour / Stunde 

ha hectare 

hbr. Hebrew / in Hebrew 

HDRG Handwörterbuch zur deutschen Rechtsgeschichte (Dictionary to 

German legal history) 

HDSW Handwörterbuch der Sozialwissenschaften (Dictionary of the 

Social Sciences) 

HeLa Helene Lang 

HeLa-cells Cancer cells of the cervix of Helene Lange 

Hg. / pub. Herausgeber / publisher 

Hg. et al. /pub.et al. Publisher and other unnamed publisher 

HKG Handbuch der Kirchengeschichte (Handbook of Church History) 

Hl. / hl. holy 

Hl. Geist/Spirit Heiliger Geist (Holy Spirit) 

htm / html / HTM(L) HyperText Markup Language 

http://www. Website (Hypertext Transport Protokoll://World Wide Web) 

HZB Holz-Zentralblatt. Unabhängiges Organ für Forst- und 

Holzwirtschaft; Stuttgart, 1 (1874)ff. [ (Nr. ; S.) ] 

i. Br. in Breisgau 
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IFAD International Fonds for Agricultural Development 

IffA Institut für forstliche Arbeitswissenschaft (Institute of Forestry 

Work Science) 

IKWL Immanuel Kant's sämmtliche Werke (Immanuel Kant's collected 

works) 

IKWP Kant's works 

IM Inter mirifica 

Ing / Ing. Ingenieur (engineer) 

inkl./incl. inclusive 

I.O.H.E. International Organisation for Human Ecology 

IPF / IPF4 Intergovernmental Panel on Forests 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

ITW Initiative Tropenwald (initiative tropical forest) 

J Joule 

Jan. January 

Jerusalem IA Jerusalem - Eine interaktive Reise durch 5000 Jahre (Jerusalem - 

An interactive journey through 5000 years) 

Jh. /cent. Jahrhundert / century 

Jr / Jr. / jr. / Jnr / jun. junior / the Younger 

Jul. July 

Jun. June 

K2CO3  Potash (potassium carbonate) 

KAB Katholische Arbeitnehmer-Bewegung (Catholic Workers 

Movement) 

Kap. / chap. Kapitel / chapter 

kath. / cath. Katholisch / catholic 

Kathpress Katholische Presseagentur (Catholic Press Agency) 

KEK Konferenz Europäischer Kirchen (Conference of European 

Churches) 

kg kilogram 

kipa / KiPa Katholische Internationale Presseagentur (Catholic International 

Press Agency) 

kJ kilojoules 

KK Kleines Konzilskompendium (Small council Compendium) 

KKK Katechismus der Katholischen Kirche (Catechism of the Catholic 

Church) 

KKT Katechismus nach dem Beschluss des Konzils von Trient für die 

Pfarrer (Catechism after the decision of the Council of Trent for 

the parson) 

km kilometer 

km2  Square kilometre 

Know-how On research and experience based knowledge about the 

manufacture and use of products. 

KSL Katholisches Soziallexikon (Catholic Social Lexicon) 

Ktn. Kärnten (Carinthia) 

KU Kritik der Urteilskraft (Critique of Judgement) 
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k. u. k. kaiserlich und königlich (Imperial and Royal) 

KWFL Das Kosmos Wald- und Forstlexikon (The Cosmos forest and 

wooded Lexicon) 

kWh kilowatt hour 

KZ concentration camp 

lat. latin 

LBE Lexikon der Bioethik (Encyclopedia of Bioethics) 

LE Laborem Exercens 

LROM LexiROM 

LThK Lexikon für Theologie und Kirche (Encyclopaedia for Theology 

and Church) 

LUP Lebensräume unseres Planeten: Wälder (Habitats of our planet: 

Forests) 

LWE Lexikon der Wirtschaftsethik (Encyclopedia of Business Ethics) 

LWF langfristige Waldökosystem-Forschung (long-term forest 

ecosystem research) 

m meter 

m2  square meters 

m3  cubic meter 

Mag. Magister 

Mi. / We. Mittwoch / Wednesday 

Mia. / Mrd. Milliarde(n) / billion(s) 

Mio. / Mill. Million(s) 

MJ Megajoules 

MM Mater et magistra 

Mo. Monday 

NC North Carolina 

n. Chr. / A.C. nach Christus / after Christ 

NFA new financial equalization (Effor2) 

NGO / NGOs non-governmental organization / non-governmental organizations 

associated with the United Nations 

NLChM Neues Lexikon der christlichen Moral (New Dictionary of 

Christian morality) 

Nov. November 

NOx  Nitrogens / nitrogen oxides 

Nr. number 

NSP new social paradigm 

O Oxygenium (oxygen) 

O3  ozone 

OA Octogesima adveniens 

Oberfürstl. Durchl. Oberfürstliche Durchlaucht (Upper Princely Highness) 

Öko (eco) ökologisch / ökonomisch (ecologically / economically) 

Öko-Audit Environmental Management System (See. EMAS-System) 

Öko-Institut Institut für Angewandte Ökologie (Institute for Applied Ecology) 

Okt./Oct. October 
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OÖ Oberösterreich (Upper Austria) 

ORD L'Osservatore Romano. Wochenausgabe in deutscher Sprache; 

Vatikanstadt 1 (1971)ff. [ (Nr./Jahr; S.) ] 

ORF Österreichischer Rundfunk (Austrian Broadcasting Corporation) 

O. Univ.-Prof. Ordentlicher Universitäts-Professor (A full professor) 

ÖS Österreichische Schillinge (Austrian Schillings) 

OSB Benedictine (Ordo Sancti Benedicti) 

ÖVAF Österreichische Vereinigung für Agrarwissenschaftliche 

Forschung (Austrian Association for Agricultural Research) 

PEFC Pan-European-Forest-Certification 

PEFCC Pan European Forest Certification Framework - Common 

Elements 

Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy; See also: Dr. 

PJ petajoules 

PP Pope 

PP Populorum progressio 

Prof. professor 

PT Pacem in terris 

QA Quadragesimo anno 

RB Benedicti Regula 

RGG Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart (Religion Past and 

Present) 

RH Redemptor Hominis 

Rm / sm Raummeter / space meter (1 Rm ≙ 1 m3 stacked wood) 

S. holy 

Sa. Saturday 

SAF Society of American Foresters 

Sbg. Salzburg 

SDW Stimmen der Weltkirche (Voices of the World Church) 

See. compare 

See also additional reference 

See also refrred: enhanced secondary reference 

See also especially: besides specific reference 

See the Work: reference to a whole work 

See also u.a. besides exemplary reference 

See to that: besides reference 

Sen. / sen. senior / the older 

Sept. September 

SG Kanton St. Gallen (Schweiz) / Canton of St. Gall (Switzerland) 

SJ Jesuit / Society of Jesus (Societas Jesu) 

So. / Su. Sunday 

SO2  sulfur dioxide 

SR DRS Schweizer Radio der deutschen und rätoromanischen Schweiz 

(Swiss Radio German and Romansch Switzerland) 

SRG Schweizer Radio- und Fernsehgesellschaft (Swiss Broadcasting 

Corporation) 
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Sr. Königl. Maj. Seiner königlichen Majestät (His Royal Majesty) 

SRS Sollicitudo rei socialis 

St. Sanct 

STh. Summa theologiae (Thomas von Aquin) 

Super-GAU allergrösster (übergrösster), anzunehmender Unfall - (greatest 

(about the greatest), credible accident) 

t ton 

TKSL Texte zur katholischen Soziallehre (Texts for Catholic social 

theory) 

TV television 

u. / a. and 

u.a. unter anderem / unter anderen (inter alia / among others) 

u.a.m. und anderes mehr (and much more) 

übers. / transl. Übersetzung / translation 

UdSSR Union der Sozialistischen Sowjetrepubliken (bis 1991) - Union of 

Socialist Soviet Republics (to 1991) 

UN United Nations - (See. UNO) 

UNCED UN-Conference on Environment and Development 

UNESCO / Unesco United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 

UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

UNO United Nations Organization 

USA United States of America 

usw. / u.s.w. etc. 

u.v.a.m. and much, much more 

v. von (of) 

v.a. vor allem (especially) 

VAS Verlautbarungen des Apostolischen Stuhls (Pronouncements of 

the Holy See) 

Vat. II Vatikanum II (See. Literaturverzeichnis – Konzilskompendium 

[Bibliography - Council Compendium]) 

v. Chr. / B.C. vor Christus / before Christ 

VDB Der Vorsitzende der Deutschen Bischofskonferenz (The 

chairman of the German Bishops' Conference) 

vorm./form. formerly 

VS Veritatis splendor 

WaG Bundesgesetz über den Wald (Waldgesetz) (Federal Law on 

Forest (Forest Act)) 

WaV Verordnung über den Wald (Waldverordnung) (Regulation on 

Forest (Forest Ordinance)) 

WCED World Commission on Environment and Development 

WFB Botschaft seiner Heiligkeit Papst Johannes Paul II. zur Feier des 

Weltfriedenstages (Statement of His Holiness Pope John Paul II. 

To celebrate the World Day of Peace) 

WFC World Food Council 

WFP World Food Programme 
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XXXII Botschaft seiner Heiligkeit Johannes Paul II. zur Feier des 

Weltfriedenstages 1. Januar 1999; (1.1.1999). - Statement of His 

Holiness John Paul II. To celebrate the World Day of Peace 1 

January 1999 

XXXIII Botschaft seiner Heiligkeit Johannes Paul II. zur Feier des 

Weltfriedenstages 1. Januar 2000; (1.1.2000). - Statement of His 

Holiness John Paul II. To celebrate the World Day of Peace 1 

January 2000 

XXXIV Botschaft seiner Heiligkeit Johannes Paul II. zur Feier des 

Weltfriedenstages 1. Januar 2001; (1.1.2001). - Statement of His 

Holiness John Paul II. To celebrate the World Day of Peace 1 

January 2001 

z.B. zum Beispiel (for example) 

z.Z. zur Zeit / zur zeit (currently) 

 

 

4.1.3. Abbrevations of Bible scriptures 

1 Chr 1 Chronicles 

1 Cor 1 Corinthians 

1 John 1 John 

1 Kgs 1 Kings 

1 Macc 1 Maccabees 

1 Pet 1 Peter 

1 Sam 1 Samuel 

1 Thess 1 Thessalonians 

1 Tim 1 Timothy 

2 Chr 2 Chronicles 

2 Cor 2 Corinthians 

2 John 2 John 

2 Kgs 2 Kings 

2 Macc 2 Maccabees 

2 Pet 2 Peter 

2 Sam 2 Samuel 

2 Thess 2 Thessalonians 

2 Tim 2 Timothy 

3 John 3 John 

Acts Acts 

Am Amos 

Bar Baruch 

Cant Song of Solomon 

Col Colossians 

Dan Daniel 

Deut Deuteronomy (5 Moses) 

Eccl Ecclesiastes 

Eph Ephesians 
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Esth Esther 

Ex Exodus (2 Moses) 

Ezek Ezekiel 

Ezra Ezra 

Gal Galatians 

Gen Genesis (1 Moses) 

Hab Habakkuk 

Hag Haggai 

Heb Hebrews 

Hos Hosea 

Isa Isaiah 

Jas James 

Jdt Judith 

Jer Jeremiah 

Job Job 

Joel Joel 

John John 

Jonah Jonah 

Josh Joshua 

Jude Jude 

Judg Judges 

Lam Lamentations 

Lev Leviticus (3 Moses) 

Luke Luke 

Mal Malachi 

Mark Mark 

Matt Matthew 

Mic Micah 

Nah Nahum 

Neh Nehemiah 

Num Numbers (4 Moses) 

Obad Obadiah 

Phil Philippians 

Phlm Philemon 

Prov Proverbs 

Ps Psalms 

Rev Revelation 

Rom Romans 

Ruth Ruth 

Sirach Sirach 

Titus Titus 

Tob Tobit 

Wis Wisdom of Solomon 

Zech Zechariah 

Zeph Zephaniah 
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4.2. References 

Referencing style: 

- Footnotes: Within the footnotes only the contributions with the citation of 

the (first) author – respectively beginning with the title of the source work or 

scientific resources – are referred with his publication and its year, in which, 

the multiple publication of the same author in an year’s time is indicated in 

alphabetic character for the identification of titles by means of bibliography.  

- Article: The term "Article" in front of italicized titles within the citation 

refers the contribution within a journal. Without the term "Article" in italics 

deals with the printed titles, this always indicates the contributions in the 

books. 

- Edition: A superscript number prior to a within bracket shows the year/date 

of the edition. Likewise, a superscript number after the title or a title 

abbreviation also points to edition. 

- Volume: A promising superscript behind inside bracket marks the year/date 

of the volume. If a volume number stated behind a title, then this stands as 

follws: (Vol. / Bd. ...) 

- Internet quotes: Internet quotes are stated in accordance with the pattern 

followed by US universities. 

- Specific Information: Separate necessary information will be set in 

accordance with the entries in the bibliography within the square bracket, 

then again in parentheses, references made.  

- Footnotes include "See." respectively "See……", sofar this "See." literature 

references are, however, meant to imply the attribute ‘compare’, primarily 

points to the references which is secondary or supplementary literature and 

secondarily references which on the other hand substantiate the literature. 

Therefore, the literature citations are often referred as – as already pointed 

out – rather indicative than conclusive. 
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4.2.1. Sources 

The texts quoted from the holy Scriptures are in accordance with the standard translation 

("Einheitsübersetzung") of the Catholic Bible Institute, GmbH, Stuttgart, 1980. 

Provided that, in this work the source texts are cited with the quotation marks, which are 

indicated in connection with the bibliographical references in square brackets 

[Abbrevation / abbr .: ...]. 

Die Bibel; Freiburg, Basel, Wien 1980. 

Der Koran (übersetzt von Rudi Paret); Paret, Rudi; 5. Auflage Stuttgart, Berlin, Köln 

1989. [Abk.: Koran (Kapitel, Vers)] 

 

 

4.2.1.1. Source material 

Acta Apostolicae Sedis; Rom 1909ff. [Abk.: AAS] 

Acta Sanctae Sedis; Rom 1865-1908. [Abk.: ASS] 

Arbeitshilfen, Sekretariat der Deutschen Bischofskonferenz (Hg.), Bonn 1970ff. [Abk.: 

Ah] 

Bernhard von Clairvaux. Sämtliche Werke lateinisch/deutsch; Winkler, Gerhard B. / 

Altermatt, Alberich / Farkasfalvy, Denis / Zakar, Polykarp (Hg.); 10 Bände Innsbruck 

1990-1999. 

Corpus scriptorum ecclesiasticorum latinorum; (Hg.) Geroldi, C. Filius et.al; Editum 

consilio et impensis Academiae litterarum caesareae Vindobonensis - Wien, Prag, 

Wien 1866ff. [Abk.: CSEL (Vol.)] 

Der Vorsitzende der Deutschen Bischofskonferenz, Sekretariat der Deutschen 

Bischofskonferenz (Hg.), Bonn 1974ff. [Abk.: VDB] 

Die Deutschen Bischöfe. Erklärungen der Kommission, Sekretariat der Deutschen 

Bischofskonferenz (Hg.), Bonn 1991ff. [Abk.: DDBK] 

Die Deutschen Bischöfe. Hirtenschreiben, Erklärungen, Sekretariat der Deutschen 

Bischofskonferenz (Hg.), Bonn 1967ff. [Abk.: DDBH] 

Gemeinsame Texte, Sekretariat der Deutschen Bischofskonferenz (Hg.), Bonn 1990ff. 

[Abk.: GT] 
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Kleines Konzilskompendium; Rahner, Karl / Vorgrimler, Herbert (Hg.); 19. Auflage 

Freiburg, Basel, Wien 1986. [Abk.: KK] 

Kompendium der Glaubensbekenntnisse und kirchlichen Lehrentscheidungen; 

Denzinger, Heinrich; 37. Auflage Freiburg, Basel, Rom, Wien 1991. [Abk.: DH] 

Stimmen der Weltkirche, Sekretariat der Deutschen Bischofskonferenz (Hg.), Bonn 

1977ff. [Abk.: SDW] 

Texte zur katholischen Soziallehre; Bundesverband der Katholischen Arbeitnehmer-

Bewegung Deutschlands - KAB (Hg.); 7. Auflage Kevelar 1989. [Abk.: TKSL] 

Verlautbarungen des Apostolischen Stuhls, Sekretariat der Deutschen Bischofskonferenz 

(Hg.), Bonn 1975ff. [Abk.: VAS] 

Dietrich Bonhoeffer - Werke; Bonhoeffer, Dietrich; (Bethge, Eberhard / Feil, Ernst / 

Gremmels, Christian / Huber, Wolfgang / Pfeifer, Hans / Schönherr, Albrecht / Tödt, 

Heinz Eduard (Hg.); 17 Bände; München 1986ff. 

Synode 72; Bistum Chur (Hg.); Chur 1977. 

Die Weltfriedensbotschaften; Johannes Paul II. PP; Squicciarini, Donato (Hg.); Berlin 

1992. [Abk.: WFB] 

 

 

4.2.1.2. The source text of Popes and Second Vatican Council 

Pius XI.: 

Quadragesimo anno (15.5.1931); in: AAS 23 (1931) 177-228. Dt. Übers. in: TKSL 101-

162. [Abk.: QA] 

 

Johannes XXIII.: 

Mater et magistra (15.5.1961); in: AAS 53 (1961) 401-464. Dt. Übers. in: TKSL 211-

280. [Abk.: MM] 

Pacem in terris (11.4.1963); in: AAS 55 (1963) 257-304. Dt. Übers. in: TKSL 281-330. 

[Abk.: PT] 

 

Zweites Vatikanisches Konzil: 

Ad gentes (7.12.1965); in: AAS 58 (1966) 947-990. Dt. Übers. in: KK 607- 653. [Abk.: 

AG] 
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Gaudium et spes (7.12.1965); in: AAS 58 (1966) 1025-1120. Dt. Übers. in: KK 449-

552. [Abk.: GS] 

Inter mirifica (4.12.1963); in AAS 56 (1964) 145-157. Dt. Übers. in: KK 95-104. [Abk.: 

IM] 

 

Paul VI.: 

Populorum progressio (26.3.1967); in: AAS 59 (1967) 257-299. Dt. Übers. in: TKSL 

445-480. [Abk.: PP] 

Octogesima adveniens (14.5.1971); in: AAS 63 (1971) 401-441. Dt. Übers. in: TKSL 

497-533. [Abk.: OA] 

 

Johannes Paul II.: 

Redemptor Hominis 4.3.1979; in AAS 71 (1979) 257-324. Dt. Übers. in: VAS 6. [Abk.: 

RH] 

Predigten und Ansprachen von Papst Johannes Paul II. bei seiner apostolischen Reise 

nach Brasilien (30.6. bis 11.7.1980); Dt. Übers. in: VAS 22. 

Laborem Exercens (14.9.1981); in: AAS 73 (1981) 577-647. Dt. Übers. in: VAS 32. 

[Abk.: LE] 

Ansprachen und Predigt von Papst Johannes Paul II. aus Anlass seines Besuches bei 

internationalen Organisationen in Genf (15.6.1982); Dt. Übers. in: VAS 40. 

Predigten und Ansprachen von Papst Johannes Paul II. bei seiner Pilgerreise nach 

Lourdes am 14. und 15. August 1983 und seiner Pastoralreise nach Österreich vom 

10. bis 13. September 1983 (14./15.8., 10.-13.9.1983); Dt. Übers. in: VAS 50. 

Sollicitudo rei socialis (30.12.1987); in: AAS 80 (1988) 513-586. Dt. Übers. in: KK 659-

727; bzw. in: VAS 82. [Abk.: SRS] 

Christifideles laici (30.12.1988); in AAS 81 (1989) 396-431. Dt. Übers. in: VAS 87. 

[Abk.: CL] 

Drei Ansprachen beim Rombesuch der deutschen Bischöfe (1.1988); Dt. Übers. in: VAS 

80. 

Botschaft seiner Heiligkeit Papst Johannes Paul II. zur Feier des Weltfriedenstages am 

1. Jänner 1990 (1.1.1990 (8.12.1989)); Dt. Übers. in: WFB 261-270 (Nr. 1-16). [Abk.: 

WFB (1990)] 

Botschaft seiner Heiligkeit Papst Johannes Paul II. zur Feier des Weltfriedenstages am 

1. Jänner 1991 (1.1.1991 (8.12.1990)); Dt. Übers. in: WFB 277-288. [Abk.: WFB 

(1991)] 
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Centesimus annus (1.5.1991); in: AAS 83 (1991) 793-867. Dt. Übers. in: VAS 101. 

[Abk.: CA] 

Botschaft seiner Heiligkeit Papst Johannes Paul II. zur Feier des Weltfriedenstages am 

1. Jänner 1992 (1.1.1992 (8.12.1991)); Dt. Übers. in: WFB 301-308 (Nr. 1-9). [Abk.: 

WFB (1992)] 

Veritatis splendor (6.8.1993); in: AAS 85 (1993) 1133-1228. Dt. Übers. in: VAS 111. 

[Abk.: VS] 

Evangelium vitae (25.3.1995); in: AAS 87 (1995) 401-522. Dt. Übers. in: VAS 120. 

[Abk.: EV] 

Fides et ratio (14.9.1998); in: AAS 91 (1999) 5-88. Dt. Übers. in: VAS 135. [Abk.: FR] 

Ecclesia in America (22.1.1999); in: AAS 91 (1999) 737-815. Dt. Übers. in: VAS 141. 

[Abk.: EA] 

Botschaft seiner Heiligkeit Johannes Paul II. zur Feier des Weltfriedenstages 1. Januar 

1999; (1.1.1999). Dt. Übers. in: 

<http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/messages/peace/documents/hf_jp-

ii_mes_14121998_xxxii-world-day-for-peace_ge.html>; 07. April 2001. [Abk.: 

XXXII (1999)] 

Botschaft seiner Heiligkeit Johannes Paul II. zur Feier des Weltfriedenstages 1. Januar 

2000; (1.1.2000). Dt. Übers. in: 

<http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/messages/peace/documents/hf_jp-

ii_mes_08121999_xxxiii-world-day-for-peace_ge.html>; 07. April 2001. [Abk.: 

XXXIII (2000)] 

Botschaft seiner Heiligkeit Johannes Paul II. zur Feier des Weltfriedenstages 1. Januar 

2001; (1.1.2001). Dt. Übers. in: 

<http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/messages/peace/documents/hf_jp-

ii_mes_20001208_xxxiv-world-day-for-peace_ge.html>; 07. April 2001. [Abk.: 

XXXIV (2001)] 

Die Schöpfung ist das erste Buch der Offenbarung Gottes, die Gott dem Geist und dem 

Herzen des Menschen anvertraut hat. Vor dem Angelusgebet in Les Combes im 

Aosta-Tal am 15. Juli; (15.7.2001) Dt. Übers. in: ORD; Vatikanstadt 29/2001; 1. 

 

 

4.2.1.3. Miscellaneous Doctrinal and Clerical Source Text 

De justitia in mundo (Dokument der römischen Bischofssynode 1971); in: AAS 63 

(1971) 923-942. Dt. Übers. in: TKSL 535-559. [Abk.: DJM] 
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Codex Iuris Canonici - Codex des kanonischen Rechtes [auctoritate Ioannis Pauli PP. II. 

promulgatus]; 2. verbesserte und vermehrte Auflage Kevelaer 1984. [Abk.: CIC] 

Katechismus der Katholischen Kirche; Ecclesia Catholica (Hg.); München, Wien, 

Leipzig, Fribourg, Linz 1993. [Abk.: KKK] 

Katechismus nach dem Beschluss des Konzils von Trient für die Pfarrer; Pius V. (Hg.); 

deutsche Ausgabe Kirchen/Sieg 1970. [Abk.: KKT] 

 

 

4.2.1.3.1. The texts of German Bischops‘ Conference 

4.2.1.3.1.1. The German Bishops 

Gesellschaftliche Grundwerte und Menschliches Glück (7.5.1976). [Abk.: DDB H 9] 

Zukunft der Schöpfung - Zukunft der Menschen (1980). [Abk.: DDB H 28] 

Pastorale Anregungen zum Problem der Arbeitslosigkeit (2.3.1982). [Abk.: DDB H 31] 

Zur Lage der Landwirtschaft (25.9.1989). [Abk.: DDB H 44.] 

Christliche Verantwortung in veränderter Welt (27.9.1990). [Abk.: DDB H 46] 

Bevölkerungswachstum und Entwicklungsförderung (12.1993). [Abk.: DDB K 15] 

Handeln für die Zukunft der Schöpfung (22.10.1998). [Abk.: DDB K 19] 

 

 

4.2.1.3.1.2. Statements of the Holy Apostolidc excellence 

Instruktion der Kongregation für die Glaubenslehre über die christliche Freiheit und die 

Befreiung (22.3.1986); in: AAS 79,1 (1986) 554-559. Dt. Übers. in: VAS 270. [Abk.: 

VAS 70] 

Leitlinien für das Studium und den Unterricht der Soziallehre der Kirche in der 

Priesterausbildung (27.6.1989). Dt. Übers. in: VAS 91. [Abk.: VAS 91] 

 

 

4.2.1.3.1.3. Voices of the World Church 

Wort zu Europa; Europäische Bischofskonferenzen (29.6.1977.). [Abk.: SDW 1] 

Wirtschaftliche Gerechtigkeit für alle: Die Katholische Soziallehre und die 

amerikanische Wirtschaft; Bischofskonferenz der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika 

(13.11.1986). Dt. Übers. in: SDW 26. [Abk.: SDW 26] 
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Die europäischen Bischöfe und die Neu-Evangelisierung Europas; Rat der europäischen 

Bischofskonferenzen - CCEE (10.1991). [Abk.: SDW 32] 

Neue Evangelisierung - Förderung des Menschen - Christliche Kultur; 

Lateinamerikanische Bischöfe (12.-28.10.1992). Dt. Übers. in: SDW 34. [Abk.: SDW 

34] 

Christentum und Kultur in Europa. Gedächtnis - Bewusstsein - Aufgabe; (1.1.1993). 

[Abk.: SWD 33] 

 

4.2.1.3.1.4. The Chairman of the German Bishop’s Conference 

Bischof Kettelers Erbe verpflichtet; Höffner, Josef Kardinal (1977). [Abk.: VDB 5] 

Wirtschaftsordnung und Wirtschaft; Höffner, Josef Kardinal; (23.9.1985). [Abk.: VDB 

12] 

Der Staat Diener der Ordnung; Höffner, Josef Kardinal (22.9.1986). [Abk.: VDB 13] 

 

 

4.2.1.3.1.5. Aids 

Arbeitslosigkeit (5.11.1982). [Abk.: Ah 29] 

Rahmenordnung für eine Mitarbeitervertretungs-Ordnung (25.11.1985). [Abk.: Ah 47] 

Im Dienst der menschlichen Gemeinschaft; Justitia et Pax, Päpstliche Kommission 
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Josef Kardinal; Presseamt des Erzbistums Köln (Hg.); Köln 1979. 
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Regensburg, Köln 1989. 
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München, Stuttgart, Limburg, Regensburg, Köln 1995. 
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Mandat und Markt. Perspektiven evangelischer Publizistik; Kirchenamt der 

Evangelischen Kirche in Deutschland (Hg.); Frankfurt am Main 1997. 
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Sozialhirtenbrief der katholischen Bischöfe Österreichs - Der Mensch ist der Weg der 

Kirche; Sekretariat der Österreichischen Bischofskonferenz; Wien 1990. 

Unsere Aufgabe: Die Bewahrung der Schöpfung. Eine Handreichung für 
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Gesamte Waldfläche der Gemeinden und Korporationen 1995; Bundesamt für Statistik 
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Land- und Forstwirtschaftliche Betriebszählung 1990 - Hauptergebnisse Österreich - 

Teil Forstwirtschaft; Österreichisches Statistisches Zentralamt (Hg.); Wien 1993. 
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Weimar 1994. 

Sancti Thomae Aquinatis, Doctoris Angelici (= Ed. Marietti), Turin, Rom 1948ff. 
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Jürgen; Berlin, Stuttgart (1980) 1989-1995. 

Enzyklopädie der Religionen; Elser, M. / Ewald, S. / Murrer, G (Hg.); Augsburg 1990. 

Gut Zitiert!; Hemming EDV-Beratung GmbH (Hg.); Speyer 1997. [Abk. Gut Zitiert! (; 

Begriff.)] 
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Handbuch der Kirchengeschichte; Jedin, Hubert (Hg.); 7 Bände; Freiburg, Basel, Wien 

1985. [Abk.: HKG] 

Handbuch der Schweizer Geschichte; Hürbin, Joseph; Band 1; Stans 1900. 
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Kleines Philosophisches Wörterbuch; Müller, Max / Halder, Alois (Hg.); 11. Auflage 

Freiburg, Basel, Wien 1984. 

Konkordanz zur Einheitsübersetzung der Bibel; Schierse, Franz Joseph; Düsseldorf, 

Stuttgart 1985. 

Lebensräume unseres Planeten: Wälder; Bertelsmann Lexikon Verlag GmbH, 

Bertelsmann Elektronik Publishing; Gütersloh, München 1995. [Abk.: LUP (; 

Begriff.)] 

Leitfaden für die Anfertigung von Diplomarbeiten und Dissertationen in der 

Forstwirtschaft und verwandten Fachgebieten; Huss, Jürgen; 2. Auflage Frankfurt am 

Man 1994. 

Lexikon der Bioethik; Kroff, Wilhelm / Beck, Lutwin / Mikat, Paul (Hg.); 3Bände, 

Gütersloh 1998. [Abk.: LBE] 

Lexikon der Ethik; Höffe, Otfried (Hg.); 4. Auflage München1992. 

Lexikon der katholischen Dogmatik; Beinert, Wolfgang (Hg.), Freiburg 1987. 

Lexikon der Öko-Irrtümer, Fakten statt Umweltmythen; Maxeiner, Dirk / Miersch, 

Michael; München, Zürich 2000. 

Lexikon der sprichwörtlichen Redensarten; Röhrich, L.; 2 Bände; Freiburg i. Br. 1973. 

Lexikon der Wirtschaftsethik; Enderle, Georges / Homann, Karl / Honecker, Martin / 

Kerber, Walter / Steinmann, Horst (Hg.) Freiburg, Basel, Wien 1993. [Abk.: LWE] 

Lexikon für Theologie und Kirche; Buchberger, Michael (Hg.); 10 Bände; Freiburg 
11930ff. [Abk.: LThK1] 
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Lexikon für Theologie und Kirche; Höfer, Josef / Rahner, Karl (Hg.); 14 Bände; Freiburg 
21957ff. [Abk.: LThK2] 

Lexikon für Theologie und Kirche; Kasper, Walter / Baumgartner, Konrad / Bürkle, 

Horst / Ganzer, Klaus / Kertelge, Karl / Kroff, Wilhelm / Walter, Peter (Hg.); 11 

Bände; Freiburg, Basel, Rom, Wien 31993ff. [Abk.: LThK3] 

LexiROM 1.0; Microsoft Corporation und Bibliographisches Institut & F.A. Brockhaus 

AG; Mannheim 1995. [Abk.: LROM1 (; Begriff.)] 

LexiROM 2.0; Microsoft Corporation und Bibliographisches Institut & F.A. Brockhaus 

AG; Mannheim 1996. [Abk.: LROM2 (; Begriff.)] 

Neues Handbuch theologischer Grundbegriffe; Eicher, Peter; 5 Bände; München 1991. 

Neues Lexikon der christlichen Moral; Rotter, Hans / Virt, Günter (Hg.); Innsbruck, 

Wien 1990. [Abk.: NLChM] 

Österreichische Geschichte 378 - 907, Grenzen und Räume; Wolfram, Herwig; Wolfram 

Herwig (Hg.); Wien 1995. 

Österreichische Geschichte, Ökonomie und Politik; Sandgruber, Roman; Wolfram, 

Herwig (Hg.); Wien 1995. 

Staatslexikon6; Görres-Gesellschaft (Hg.); 6. Auflage, 11 Bände; Freiburg 1957-1970. 

Staatslexikon7; Görres-Gesellschaft (Hg.); 7. Auflage, 5 Bände; Freiburg, Basel, Wien 
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Taschenbuch theologischer Fremdwörter; Brändle, Werner; Gütersloh 1982. 

Umwelt. Lexikon ökologisches Grundwissen; Kuchenbuch, Michaela (Hg.); München 

1995. 

Wörterbuch Latein; Rossipaul, Lothar; Version 1.0 München 1993. 
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Epilogue of Prälat em. O. Univ.-Prof. DDr. Rudolf Weiler 

The author of "Forest Ethics", having with the author of this preface, University Prof. 

Prälat DDr. RUDOLF WEILER, Emeritus Professor of Ethics and Social Sciences Catholic 

Theology faculty at the University of Vienna, in addition to his years of research work 

attended a special seminar. Besides, during his study HANGARTNER paid due attention to 

the doctrine and the tradition of classical natural law and its dynamic development as laid 

down by the last Pope, especially now JOHANNES PAUL II in the spirit of the great work of 

my predecessor at the Vienna Institute, the holy priest and the scientist JOHANNES 

MESSNER. As a result, his work is to be valid on the spirit of a natural law and dynamic 

ecological socio-ethical study. The whole attention was centered on the traditional 

Christian Moral Law of Nature. At the same time, he counters the contemporary demands 

of the human being for complete independence in moral decisions, on purely utilitarian 

balancing of competent interests placing morality for the benefit of an individualistic 

subjective advantage rules of human beings in the context of modern world’s growing 

secularized, moral value of freedom emphasizing consumer society. 

The study of HANGARTNER rightly establishes the claim that it is a socio-ethical work. 

This study simultaneously points to – understood ethically and theologically –the principle 

of to be on Secondment-being of humans with respect to the reality on earth. In this way, 

it propagates the perspective of the idea of Creation, thereby, the origin of being in a 

"natural metaphysics" of human mind (HENRI BERGSON), in that sense also the religious 

ideas in human life. 

The forest on this earth is considered to be the Creation of God with an human eye and 

still even more in view of biblical divine revelation, witnessing the act of God in the world, 

from variety of species and the determination of Creation in human history. In the history 

of salvation and redemption, he stands in a special relationship with the fate of the 

individual and collective living of man and is thus, also the character and order of moral 

responsibility of every man and all men with respect to forest and trees as Creature and 

character of God in favour of time and eternity. 

From his line of decent as of craftmen-,fruit- and silviculturists family, HANGARTNER has 

brought to the forest a special forester relationship. From his personal priestly mission as 

theologian, he understood in the preachings more as servant and guardian of the divine 

mysteries as visible here in the form of his literary word. Behind this study, the reader 

notices very clearly that ultimately he handles "Forestry Ethics" by proclaiming the 

nobility of the divine Creator and Saviour! 

Forest and tree, symbol of the Creator and Saviour, are also the signs of successful human 

life in dealing with this earthly good in the productive functioning of men and humanity 

as a whole in accordance with the viewpoint of ecology. First of all, these are conform 
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with ecological validy and similarly to the moral good in relation of men and to the ethical 

order. The orientiation of this order requires the personal question of conscience in 

accordance with an ultimately universally understood relevant standard as Conscious law. 

For this purpose, specifically science become as ethics and social ethics as the teachings 

of difference between good and evil in the individual and social life and its cultures. 

"Forest ethics" is not as secondary science understood with the criterion of ecological 

validity with emphasis on the forest in its biological character. Indeed, it confronts man to 

that woods as also affected. It includes him in its environment! This means that he is as 

human being challenged to moral social interaction of the forest in the entire process of 

his historical reality, for personal and social interaction on behalf of whole mankind. In 

the recent history, the human being is emerged as confined, politically effective global 

actor in the international association, for example, the UN, with respect to forest. The 

human and social groups in the course of cultural history, all tribes, individual princes or 

also the entrepreneur at its head are in the past even over and over again emerged with 

good or bad influence to the forest. 

Not the forest itself has proved that it has ethos. It showed Bios, generated its vtial energy, 

its biological nature and naturalness. However, ethics is the science of good in comparison 

with evil and relates this difference on human behavior to the forest and its nature. In that 

case the question of who is this man, how he behaves, whether good or bad for the forest 

and its objectivity? At first, he must seeks to recognize the objectivity of forest, in order 

to take moral responsibility concerning the consequences of his actions towards forest. 

But then, after the endeavour concerning the right knowledge, his actions are to be being 

tested in accordance with his appropriate responsibility of his conscience. The conviction 

of his conscience confronts the crucial ethical or moral issues of permissiveness of his 

ecologically right behavior based on good and evil. 

The human oral behviour, which is "subjected to forest", first of all, correlates his 

assessment from foresty knowledge. The knowledge about the nature of forest is a 

prerequirement and obligation than legality for ethically good behavior, from which 

conscience is subsequently applied according to the moral criteria, that is originated from 

the nature of man. In so far is every man and similarly every collective humane not only 

as to be on Secondment of his own self-interest and his utilitarian consideration in and 

with his active environment. 

Currently, there are many ethical approaches and theories to examine and authorise human 

behavior, which is equally collectively objectified as can be justified individually 

subjective. In actual fact, this lacks the idea of objectivity and at same time, the universal 

validity of the standard for humans. The main reason is the absence of internal insight in 

the power of human logic and moral reasoning and thus on reality. Bear in mind the Papal 

encyclicals of recent years: Veritatis splendor und Fides et ratio. Many ethical schools of 
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thought and streams of the present day searches only preliminary information under 

exemption with definite moral search for truth or lookout only for useful hypotheses, 

limited purely on empirical, open to trial and error. Thereby they are regularly restricted 

to ethical skepticism, which is connected with anthropological disbeliefs about the reality 

of life of man than cultural being with spirit, soul and body. 

How one can succeed in such historic-cultural far-reaching crisis situation or humanity’s 

mere scientific discourse about the factual issues without search for truth, even to the 

exclusion of humanistic ethical foundation, in the anthropology beyond ecological and 

other factual issues in the matter of survival and the decisions pertaining to human 

existence, is the problem! 

The writer of this preface is adhere to a natural law basis to and around the preparation of 

a moral law from human rationality in the view of classical and Christian natural law 

theory contrary to the errors of the time beyond man and the Creation. Here he emphasized 

it with pleasure, in the terms of "Forestry ethics" also with HANGARTNER. In particular he 

referred to the experience of man and the society in dealing with the natural and cultural 

environment in its reality. Does exists no experience of the present in the minds of man at 

the moment always anew owing to knowledge and conscience and legality of his true and 

moral association with the natural good of the forest? 

Here the point is to recognize in particular why the principle of "to be on Secondment-

being" of the people is so clearly emphasized. The "Forestry ethics" is first of all ethics 

and then the natural science of forestry. The rational principle (Logos) of integrity in 

human life conforms in the reality of this life’s ethics and custom (Ethos und Nomos) of 

morality. This is originated from the human existence and requires answer to the questions 

of who I am, where I go, ultimately on the essential question of human life! The answer 

is not the forest, it finds itself in the human being, in his lfie according to being and 

consciousness. Consequently, ethics and socil ethics answer, which as a science of reason 

of being, come from the reality and not only from empirical phenomena and rather take 

as a basis assumption. 

The Forestry ethics should not – nowadays moreoften in comparison consider the Bio-

ethics for instance – be originated from the Bios of the "trees", but inferred in the moral 

judgment, that are derived from the rationality of man acquired criteria of morality for 

good and evil. (See. RUDOLF WEILER, Prinzipienethik und Bindestrichethiken, in: Egon 

Kapellari, Herbert Schambeck (Hg.), Diplomatie im Dienste der Seelsorge. Graz 2002, 

400-408). The forestry and the scientific insights on forest are, on the other hand, how 

they in the reality of human culture acquired knowledge base for the ever increasing 

knowledge of man in relation to the nature of the forest, which in pursuant to the "nature 
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of things" in rightfully assigned and humane and therefore, must undergo sustainable 

utilisation of the forests by man. 

This shows more specifically the essentaial feature of ecologically longstanding social 

ethics, with the concept of ecology, which comes from man’s family entity on this earth. 

This raises the demand for proper measures and the resultant virtues, therefore to view 

about the virtues in favor of and for the human beings in his being. As a result, the general 

criterion of morality in the tradition of classical ethics answers, for which the reformer of 

natural law ethics in the 20th century, that at the beginning, the Viennese Catholic Ethicists 

and social scientist JOHANNES MESSNER coined the term on the "existential purpose" of 

man as the ethical life criterion. On it, justifiably the author of the "Forest Ethics" may 

also be competent in view of the ecological validity. In his work, this view of 

HANGARTNER emblematically referred as an example from the so-called "independent" 

moral theologians and ethicists, which he consider very clearly contrary to the fact that 

with ecological preferential regulations alone cannot be found enough with ethical 

environmental decisions. 

The retraction of theological argumentation without ethics, in retun, in the secularized 

societies is no substitute for the genuine Dialogue of the Sciences. In this dialogue, indeed 

the theology is included like the ethics and philosophy, otherwise as in the narrow 

understanding an scientific discourse among the claim of renunciation of truth in the wake 

of an empiricist scientism. 

Nothing but from the nature of man is to find out the pursuit of truth– therefore, also from 

the Natural law, viewed from man, ultimately by the Creator – seeing as God, the 

orientation of human culture – at this point in dealing with the forest as environment. This 

is valid particularly for the expansion of ethics in social ethics and its principles in the 

outcome of the principle of common good. Because the utilitarian balancing of competing 

interests and biocentrism alone obstruct the view of human conscience for the search in 

accordance with an ultimate criterion for the environment. The solution based on natural 

law with reference to moral reason and universal conscience norms constitute the 

demarcation for the responsible ecological research and technology, with respect to the 

evaluation, ultimately the risks and dangers in handling the environment, to a certain 

extent, are universal. Especially when dealing with the forest policy, the politics require 

its objective of common good, the habitat of forests for human civilization like the ethical 

utilitarian impulses as well as with technological insouciance. 

Therefore, the "Forestry Ethics" of HANGARTNER offers the basic principle and more 

specifically valuable help for the political implementation of the submitted principles. 

Thus, in addition to introduction, based on this recommendation a short overview of the 

lay out and course of this work should be provided to the reader. 
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At the beginning, HANGARTNER deals with the theme "Mand and his Creation Forest". It 

specifically focuses on the biological history of the forest. Thereupon, the forest is placed 

into the history of man. Thus, the evolution of the forest and with the development of the 

human habitat are very closely correlated. It is followed by the representation of the forest 

as cultural space in union with history of the forest from the early Middle Ages to the 

industrialized society. In its biodiversity, the forest is already subjected to human 

intervention, particularly by the economic utilization of the forest, more importantly its 

negative impact on the environment. This is followed by the topic of forestry in terms of 

its social aspect. Here the issue of socially beneficial ownership problem is dealt with the 

point of view of "Forest as an asset". 

The second Chapter discusses the fundamental theme "The Creator and the Creation 

Forest". Under the title "Culture" the main focuss is on man’ responsibility towards forest. 

Thereby, the matters comes up for discussion, which go beyond human expertise on 

forestry, but yet to place forest in relation to the way of life of man in the course of 

development of forest. In so far, the subtitle meets the "historic-cultural aspects about 

forest". 

However, man not only recognizes the value of the forest economically, but also includes 

religiously based cultural perspective. Thus, the author continues the Chapter justifiably 

with the subtopic "God and his Creation" and "Man and his Creation". This gives him an 

opportunity to pursue his religious perspective of forest from the special position of man 

and his responsibility for good also from the view of other religions of the humanity. The 

section "The forest in Christianity and in the Church" offer the author an opportunity to 

have a special compilation of passages in the Old and New Testment about the forest, 

which might have seemed in this form and density so far not yet in the literature. The 

appended ecclesiastical statements and documents regarding forest and environment 

represent on the other hand a valuable collection of relevant texts. 

The following observations for conscience as joint knowledge with the Creation show 

aptly the importance of conscience formation and continuing education of the same in the 

humanity by reference of man to God, the Creator and the forest. Specific action maxims 

for an eco-social market economy summarises the author subsequently on the pages from 

347-356. 

The observations of HANGARTNER towards human ecology are principally viewed in 

contrast even today in the theological circles employed sociological observations. They 

refer a quote of these words from the Encyclical Centesimus annus (see page no. 307) and 

leads in line with HANGARTNER towards a proper understanding of the language of Pope 

JOHANNES PAULS II. inthis encyclical, also with reference to other quotations of the Pope. 

Thus, it is to be perceived, how this in the first place the sociological way of speaking 
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underlies the natural human environment according to the notion of Creation. The factual 

correctness and trueness are get in contact with the matter of faith of the Pope. In such a 

mmaner, the Pope with the technical terminology of ecosociology "so to speak a bridge 

between both the ‘environments’, both of which are bestowed to man by God" (Page no. 

307). This means that the economic utilization of the forest cannot be separated from 

man’s responsibility towards Creation. Human ecology is valid not to an environmental 

ethic without taking into consideration of the fundamental law of utilization of the forest 

according to social ethics, thus something in relation to the nature of the thing with 

reference to man and the morality provided to him. 

Finally, an attempt is made to draw an ethical conclusion from the "to be on Secondment-

being "of man, provided that the "to be on Secondment-being" for forestry will be 

ascertained now for the ethical principle. Man is the to be on Secondment of nature and 

thus, guardians of the world and specifically includes the forest. HANGARTNER pursues in-

detail the term "mandate" within the story of Creation and theology mission texts. His 

sense is valid for the authority or the order of administration. In doing so HANGARTNER 

outlines the principles of the social doctrine of the Church in the traditional social ethical 

formulation of the catholic social doctrine, in doing so includes specifically the principle 

of common good and the principle of subsidiarity. 

On the subject of environmental ethics, he highlights the observation of "to be on 

Secondment-Being" principle, the fact that, explicitly man has "not only a right on the 

basic necessities, but also the obligation to ensure that together with his fellow beings, he 

should not be marginalize the basic requirements of the non-human nature, because this 

would in the long run, as a consequence, adversely affect man" (Page 397. This provides 

him an opportunity, the classical objectives of the Catholic social doctrine in line with 

justice and ultimately the social love in relationship with preservation and protection of 

forest to be placed in the context of environmental ethics. 

The objectively very well readable work is strengthened with tables, sketches and pictures. 

A detailed catalog of journals and articles about primary and secondary literaur is given. 

Finally, there is an overview of "Forest related passages" in the Bible with their respective 

section in verbatim. With special reference to the successful clarification of the meaning 

of the term "social ecology" by Pope John Paul II and the elaboration of the concept of 

environmental ethics meant for forestry on the eco-social principle as the mandate of the 

people for the environment in terms of traditional Christian social ethics and the Catholic 

social doctrine is at this point emerged as a fundamental work for the comprehensive 

ecological knowledge, which is recommended on every respect and especially also from 

the pastoral point of view for consideration. 

Vienna, 2016 em. o. Univ.-Prof. Prälat DDr. Rudolf Weiler. 
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1 Gen 1,11 "And God said, Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit 

after his kind, whose seed is in itself, upon the earth: and it was so." 

2 Gen 1,12 "And the earth brought forth grass, and herb yielding seed after his kind, and the tree yielding fruit, 

whose seed was in itself, after his kind: and God saw that it was good." 

3 Gen 1,29 "And God said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of all the 

earth, and every tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat." 

4 Gen 2,4-5 "generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were created, in the day that the Lord God made 

the earth and the heavens, And every plant of the field before it was in the earth, and every herb of the field before 

it grew: for the Lord God had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and there was not a man to till the ground." 

5 Gen 2,9 "And out of the ground made the Lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight, and good for 

food; the tree of life also in the midst of the garden, and the tree of knowledge of good and evil." 

6 Gen 2,12 "And the gold of that land is good: there is bdellium and the onyx stone." 

7 Gen 2,16-17 "And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, Of every tree of the garden thou mayest freely eat: 

But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in the day that thou eatest thereof 

thou shalt surely die." 

8 Gen 3,1 "Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of the field which the Lord God had made. And he said 

unto the woman, Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden?" 

9 Gen 3,2 "And the woman said unto the serpent, We may eat of the fruit of the trees of the garden:..." 

10 Gen 3,3 "...But of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the garden, God hath said, Ye shall not eat of it, 

neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die." 

11 Gen 3,6 "And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a 

tree to be desired to make one wise, she took of the fruit thereof, and did eat, and gave also unto her husband 

with her; and he did eat." 

12 Gen 3,7 "And the eyes of them both were opened, and they knew that they were naked; and they sewed fig leaves 

together, and made themselves aprons." 

13 Gen 3,8 "And they heard the voice of the Lord God walking in the garden in the cool of the day: and Adam and 

his wife hid themselves from the presence of the Lord God amongst the trees of the garden." 

14 Gen 3,11 "And he said, Who told thee that thou wast naked? Hast thou eaten of the tree, whereof I commanded 

thee that thou shouldest not eat?" 

15 Gen 3,12 "And the man said, The woman whom thou gavest to be with me, she gave me of the tree, and I did 

eat." 

16 Gen 3,17 "And unto Adam he said, Because thou hast hearkened unto the voice of thy wife, and hast eaten of the 

tree, of which I commanded thee, saying, Thou shalt not eat of it: cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow 

shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life." 

17 Gen 3,22 "And the Lord God said, Behold, the man is become as one of us, to know good and evil: and now, lest 

he put forth his hand, and take also of the tree of life, and eat, and live for ever!" 

18 Gen 3,24 "So he drove out the man; and he placed at the east of the garden of Eden Cherubims, and a flaming 

sword which turned every way, to keep the way of the tree of life." 

19 Gen 6,14 "Make thee an ark of gopher wood; rooms shalt thou make in the ark, and shalt pitch it within and 

without with pitch!" 

20 Gen 8,11 "And the dove came in to him in the evening; and, lo, in her mouth was an olive leaf pluckt off: so 

Noah knew that the waters were abated from off the earth." 

21 Gen 12,6 "And Abram passed through the land unto the place of Sichem, unto the oracle oak. And the Canaanite 

was then in the land." 

 

22 Gen 13,18 "Then Abram removed his tent, and came and dwelt in the oak of Mamre, which is in Hebron, and 

built there an altar unto the Lord.." 
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23 Gen 14,13 "And there came one that had escaped, and told Abram the Hebrew; for he dwelt in the oaks of Mamre 

the Amorite, brother of Eshcol, and brother of Aner: and these were confederate with Abram.." 

24 Gen 18,1 "Then Abram removed his tent, and came and dwelt in the oaks of Mamre, which is in Hebron, and 

built there an altar unto the Lord." 

25 Gen 18,4 "Let a little water, I pray you, be fetched, and wash your feet, and rest yourselves under the tree." 

26 Gen 18,8 " And he took butter, and milk, and the calf which he had dressed, and set it before them; and he stood 

by them under the tree, and they did eat." 

27 Gen 21,33 "And Abraham planted a tamarisk in Beersheba, and called there on the name of the Lord, the 

everlasting God." 

28 Gen 22,3 "And Abraham rose up early in the morning, and saddled his ass, and took two of his young men with 

him, and Isaac his son, and clave the wood for the burnt offering, and rose up, and went unto the place of which 

God had told him." 

29 Gen 22,6 "And Abraham took the wood of the burnt offering, and laid it upon Isaac his son; and he took the fire 

in his hand, and a knife; and they went both of them together." 

30 Gen 22,7 "And Isaac spake unto Abraham his father, and said, My father: and he said, Here am I, my son. And 

he said, Behold the fire and the wood: but where is the lamb for a burnt offering?" 

31 Gen 22,9 "And they came to the place which God had told him of; and Abraham built an altar there, and laid the 

wood in order, and bound Isaac his son, and laid him on the altar upon the wood." 

32 Gen 23,17-18 "And the field of Ephron, which was in Machpelah, which was before Mamre, the field, and the 

cave which was therein, and all the trees that were in the field, that were in all the borders round about, were 

made sure Unto Abraham for a possession in the presence of the children of Heth, before all that went in at the 

gate of his city." 

33 Gen 30,37 "And Jacob took him rods of green white poplar, almond and plane trees; and pilled white strakes in 

them, and made the white appear which was in the rods." 

34 Gen 35,4 "And they gave unto Jacob all the strange gods which were in their hand, and all their earrings which 

were in their ears; and Jacob hid them under the oak which was by Shechem." 

35 Gen 35,8 "But Deborah Rebekah's nurse died, and she was buried beneath Bethel under an oak: and the name of 

it was called tears Oak." 

36 Gen 37,25 "And they sat down to eat bread: and they lifted up their eyes and looked, and, behold, a company of 

Ishmeelites came from Gilead with their camels bearing tragacanth, mastic and ladanum, going to carry it down 

to Egypt." 

37 Gen 40,19 "Yet within three days shall Pharaoh lift up thy head from off thee, and shall hang thee on a tree; and 

the birds shall eat thy flesh from off thee." 

38 Gen 43,11 "And their father Israel said unto them, If it must be so now, do this; take of the best fruits in the land 

in your vessels, and carry down the man a present, mastic, a little honey, tragacanth and ladanum, pistachios and 

almonds." 

39 Gen 49,22 "Joseph is a fruitful tree even a fruitful tree by a well; whose branches run over the wall." 

40 Gen 50,2 "And Joseph commanded his servants the physicians to embalm his father: and the physicians 

embalmed Israel." 

41 Gen 50,26 "So Joseph died, being an hundred and ten years old: and they embalmed him, and he was put in a 

coffin in Egypt." 

42 Ex 7,19 "And the Lord spake unto Moses, Say unto Aaron, Take thy rod, and stretch out thine hand upon the 

waters of Egypt, upon their streams, upon their rivers, and upon their ponds, and upon all their pools of water, 

that they may become blood; and that there may be blood throughout all the land of Egypt, both in vessels of 

wood, and in vessels of stone." 

43 Ex 9,25 "And the hail smote throughout all the land of Egypt all that was in the field, both man and beast; and 

the hail smote every herb of the field, and brake every tree of the field." 

44 Ex 10,5 "And they shall cover the face of the earth, that one cannot be able to see the earth: and they shall eat the 
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residue of that which is escaped, which remaineth unto you from the hail, and shall eat every tree which groweth 

for you out of the field." 

45 Ex 10,15 "For they covered the face of the whole earth, so that the land was darkened; and they did eat every 

herb of the land, and all the fruit of the trees which the hail had left: and there remained not any green thing in 

the trees, or in the herbs of the field, through all the land of Egypt." 

46 Ex 15,25 "And he cried unto the Lord; and the Lord shewed him a wood, which when he had cast into the waters, 

the waters were made sweet: there he made for them a statute and an ordinance, and there he proved them." 

47 Ex 15,27 "And they came to Elim, where were twelve wells of water, and threescore and ten palm trees: and they 

encamped there by the waters." 

48 Ex 25,3-7 " And this is the offering which ye shall take of them; gold, and silver, and brass, And blue, and purple, 

and scarlet, and fine linen, and goats' hair, And rams' skins dyed red, and badgers' skins, and acacia wood, Oil 

for the light, balms for anointing oil, and for sweet incense, Onyx stones, and stones to be set in the ephod, and 

in the breastplate." 

49 Ex 25,10-11 "And they shall make an ark of acacia wood: two cubits and a half shall be the length thereof, and a 

cubit and a half the breadth thereof, and a cubit and a half the height thereof. And thou shalt overlay it with pure 

gold, within and without shalt thou overlay it, and shalt make upon it a crown of gold round about!" 

50 Ex 25,13 "And thou shalt make staves of acacia wood, and overlay them with gold!" 

51 Ex 25,23-24 "Thou shalt also make a table of acacia wood: two cubits shall be the length thereof, and a cubit the 

breadth thereof, and a cubit and a half the height thereof. And thou shalt overlay it with pure gold, and make 

thereto a crown of gold round about!" 

52 Ex 25,28 "And thou shalt make the staves of acacia wood, and overlay them with gold, that the table may be 

borne with them." 

53 Ex 25,33 "Three bowls made like unto almonds, with a knop and a flower in one branch; and three bowls made 

like almonds in the other branch, with a knop and a flower: so in the six branches that come out of the 

candlestick." 

54 Ex 25,34-35 "And in the candlestick shall be four bowls made like unto almonds, with their knops and their 

flowers. And there shall be a knop under two branches of the same, and a knop under two branches of the same, 

and a knop under two branches of the same, according to the six branches that proceed out of the candlestick.." 

55 Ex 26,15 "And thou shalt make boards for the tabernacle of acacia wood standing up!" 

56 Ex 26,26-27 "And thou shalt make bars of acacia wood; five for the boards of the one side of the tabernacle, And 

five bars for the boards of the other side of the tabernacle, and five bars for the boards of the side of the tabernacle, 

for the two sides westward!" 

57 Ex 26,32 "And thou shalt hang it upon four pillars of acacia wood overlaid with gold: their hooks shall be of 

gold, upon the four sockets of silver." 

58 Ex 26,37 "And thou shalt make for the hanging five pillars of acacia wood, and overlay them with gold, and their 

hooks shall be of gold: and thou shalt cast five sockets of brass for them." 

59 Ex 27,01 "And thou shalt make an altar of acacia wood, five cubits long, and five cubits broad; the altar shall be 

foursquare: and the height thereof shall be three cubits." 

60 Ex 27,6 " And thou shalt make staves for the altar, staves of acacia wood, and overlay them with brass!" 

61 Ex 27,20 "And thou shalt command the children of Israel, that they bring thee pure oil of pounded olives beaten 

for the light, to cause the lamp to burn always." 

62 Ex 28,33-34 "And beneath upon the hem of it thou shalt make pomegranates of blue, and of purple, and of scarlet, 

round about the hem thereof; and bells of gold between them round about: A golden bell and a pomegranate, a 

golden bell and a pomegranate, upon the hem of the robe round about." 

63 Ex 29,39-40 "The one lamb thou shalt offer in the morning; and the other lamb thou shalt offer at even: And with 

the one lamb a tenth deal of flour mingled with the fourth part of an hin of beaten oil of pounded olives; and the 

fourth part of an hin of wine for a drink offering." 
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64 Ex 30,1 "And thou shalt make an altar to burn incense upon: of acacia wood shalt thou make it." 

65 Ex 30,5 "And thou shalt make the staves of acacia wood, and overlay them with gold!" 

66 Ex 30,23-25 "Take thou also unto thee principal balm, of pure drops-myrrh five hundred shekels, and of sweet 

cinnamon half so much, even two hundred and fifty shekels, and of sweet calamus two hundred and fifty shekels, 

And of cassia five hundred shekels, after the shekel of the sanctuary, and of oil olive an hin: And thou shalt make 

it an oil of holy ointment, an ointment compound after the art of the apothecary: it shall be an holy anointing oil." 

67 Ex 30,34-35 "And the Lord said unto Moses, Take unto thee sweet spices, stacte, and onycha, and galbanum; 

these sweet spices with pure frankincense: of each shall there be a like weight: And thou shalt make it a perfume, 

a confection after the art of the apothecary, tempered together, pure and holy." 

68 Ex 31,1-5 "And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying, See, I have called by name Bezaleel the son of Uri, the son 

of Hur, of the tribe of Judah: And I have filled him with the spirit of God, in wisdom, and in understanding, and 

in knowledge, and in all manner of workmanship, To devise cunning works, to work in gold, and in silver, and 

in brass, And in cutting of stones, to set them, and in carving of wood, to work in all manner of workmanship." 

69 Ex 35,4-9 "And Moses spake unto all the congregation of the children of Israel, saying, This is the thing which 

the Lord commanded, saying, Take ye from among you an offering unto the Lord: whosoever is of a willing 

heart, let him bring it, an offering of the Lord; gold, and silver, and brass, And blue, and purple, and scarlet, and 

fine linen, and goats' hair, And rams' skins dyed red, and badgers' skins, and acacia wood, And oil for the light, 

and balm for anointing oil, and for the sweet incense, And onyx stones, and stones to be set for the ephod, and 

for the breastplate." 

70 Ex 35,24 "Every one that did offer an offering of silver and brass brought the Lord's offering: and every man, 

with whom was found acacia wood for any work of the service, brought it." 

71 Ex 35,28 "And balm, and oil for the light, and for the anointing oil, and for the sweet incense." 

72 Ex 35,30-33 "And Moses said unto the children of Israel, See, the Lord hath called by name Bezaleel the son of 

Uri, the son of Hur, of the tribe of Judah; And he hath filled him with the spirit of God, in wisdom, in 

understanding, and in knowledge, and in all manner of workmanship; And to devise curious works, to work in 

gold, and in silver, and in brass, And in the cutting of stones, to set them, and in carving of wood, to make any 

manner of cunning work." 

73 Ex 36,20 "And he made boards for the tabernacle of acacia wood, standing up." 

74 Ex 36,31-32 "And he made bars of acacia wood; five for the boards of the one side of the tabernacle, And five 

bars for the boards of the other side of the tabernacle, and five bars for the boards of the tabernacle for the sides 

westward." 

75 Ex 36,36-38 "And he made thereunto four pillars of acacia wood, and overlaid them with gold: their hooks were 

of gold; and he cast for them four sockets of silver. And he made an hanging for the tabernacle door of blue, and 

purple, and scarlet, and fine twined linen, of needlework; And the five pillars of it with their hooks: and he 

overlaid their chapiters and their fillets with gold: but their five sockets were of brass." 

76 Ex 37,1 "And Bezaleel made the ark of acacia wood: two cubits and a half was the length of it, and a cubit and a 

half the breadth of it, and a cubit and a half the height of it." 

77 Ex 37,4 "And he made staves of acacia wood, and overlaid them with gold." 

78 Ex 37,10 "And he made the table of acacia wood: two cubits was the length thereof, and a cubit the breadth 

thereof, and a cubit and a half the height thereof." 

79 Ex 37,15 "And he made the staves of acacia wood, and overlaid them with gold, to bear the table." 

80 Ex 37,19 "Three bowls made after the fashion of almonds in one branch, a knop and a flower; and three bowls 

made like almonds in another branch, a knop and a flower: so throughout the six branches going out of the 

candlestick." 

81 Ex 37,20-21 "And in the candlestick were four bowls made like almonds, his knops, and his flowers: And a knop 

under two branches of the same, and a knop under two branches of the same, and a knop under two branches of 

the same, according to the six branches going out of it." 

82 Ex 37,25 "And he made the incense altar of acacia wood: the length of it was a cubit, and the breadth of it a cubit; 

it was foursquare; and two cubits was the height of it; the horns thereof were of the same." 
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83 Ex 37,28 "And he made the staves of acacia wood, and overlaid them with gold." 

84 Ex 38,1 "And he made the altar of burnt offering of acacia wood: five cubits was the length thereof, and five 

cubits the breadth thereof; it was foursquare; and three cubits the height thereof." 

85 Ex 38,6 "And he made the staves of acacia wood, and overlaid them with brass." 

86 Ex 39,24 "And they made upon the hems of the robe pomegranates of blue, and purple, and scarlet, and twined 

linen." 

87 Ex 39,25-26 "And they made bells of pure gold, and put the bells between the pomegranates upon the hem of the 

robe, round about between the pomegranates; A bell and a pomegranate, a bell and a pomegranate, round about 

the hem of the robe to minister in; as the Lord commanded Moses." 

88 Lev 1,7 "And the sons of Aaron the priest shall put fire upon the altar, and lay the wood in order upon the fire." 

89 Lev 1,8 "And the priests, Aaron's sons, shall lay the parts, the head, and the fat, in order upon the wood that is on 

the fire which is upon the altar." 

90 Lev 1,12 "And he shall cut it into his pieces, with his head and his fat: and the priest shall lay them in order on 

the wood that is on the fire which is upon the altar." 

91 Lev 1,17 "And he shall cleave it with the wings thereof, but shall not divide it asunder: and the priest shall burn 

it upon the altar, upon the wood that is upon the fire: it is a burnt sacrifice, an offering made by fire, of a sweet 

savour unto the Lord." 

92 Lev 2,1 "And when any will offer a meat offering unto the Lord, his offering shall be of fine flour; and he shall 

pour oil upon it, and put frankincense thereon." 

93 Lev 2,2 "And he shall bring it to Aaron's sons the priests: and he shall take thereout his handful of the flour 

thereof, and of the oil thereof, with all the frankincense thereof; and the priest shall burn the memorial of it upon 

the altar, to be an offering made by fire, of a sweet savour unto the Lord." 

94 Lev 2,15 "And thou shalt put oil upon it, and lay frankincense thereon: it is a meat offering." 

95 Lev 2,16 "And the priest shall burn the memorial of it, part of the beaten corn thereof, and part of the oil thereof, 

with all the frankincense thereof: it is an offering made by fire unto the Lord." 

96 Lev 3,5 "And Aaron's sons shall burn it on the altar upon the burnt sacrifice, which is upon the wood that is on 

the fire: it is an offering made by fire, of a sweet savour unto the Lord." 

97 Lev 4,11-12 "And the skin of the bullock, and all his flesh, with his head, and with his legs, and his inwards, and 

his dung, Even the whole bullock shall he carry forth without the camp unto a clean place, where the ashes are 

poured out, and burn him on the wood with fire: where the ashes are poured out shall he be burnt." 

98 Lev 5,11 "But if he be not able to bring two turtledoves, or two young pigeons, then he that sinned shall bring for 

his offering the tenth part of an ephah of fine flour for a sin offering; he shall put no oil upon it, neither shall he 

put any frankincense thereon: for it is a sin offering." 

99 Lev 6,5 "The fire shall ever be burning on the altar, it must not go out and the priest shall every morning lay 

wood. He put on it the burnt offering and let rise to him the fat portions of the peace offerings in smoke." 

100 Lev 6,7-8 "For the food offerings following law applies: One of the sons of Aaron bring it before the Lord toward 

the front of the altar, lifts off from a hand full of fine flour with the oil and the whole thereon incense from, and 

takes it as a memorial portion for the Lord on the rise altar pleasing odor in smoke." 

101 Lev 11,32 "Every object falls to the one of these animals, when they are dead shall be unclean, each wood unit, 

dress, fur, rough stuff and every commodity. You have to immerse such an object in the water; he is unclean until 

the evening and then again purely." 

102 Lev 14,4 "...Then shall the priest command to take for him that is to be cleansed two birds alive and clean, and 

cedar wood, and scarlet, and hyssop." 

103 Lev 14,6 "As for the living bird, he shall take it, and the cedar wood, and the scarlet, and the hyssop, and shall 

dip them and the living bird in the blood of the bird that was killed over the running water." 

104 Lev 14,49 "And he shall take to cleanse the house two birds, and cedar wood, and scarlet, and hyssop." 

105 Lev 14,51 "And he shall take the cedar wood, and the hyssop, and the scarlet, and the living bird, and dip them 

in the blood of the slain bird, and in the running water, and sprinkle the house seven times, ..." 
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106 Lev 14,52 "... And he shall cleanse the house with the blood of the bird, and with the running water, and with 

the living bird, and with the cedar wood, and with the hyssop, and with the scarlet, ..." 

107 Lev 15,12 "And the vessel of earth, that he toucheth which hath the issue, shall be broken: and every vessel of 

wood shall be rinsed in water." 

108 Lev 19,23-25 "And when ye shall come into the land, and shall have planted all manner of trees for food, then 

ye shall count the fruit thereof as uncircumcised: three years shall it be as uncircumcised unto you: it shall not be 

eaten of. But in the fourth year all the fruit thereof shall be holy to praise the Lord withal. And in the fifth year 

shall ye eat of the fruit thereof, that it may yield unto you the increase thereof: I am the Lord your God." 

109 Lev 23,33-34 "And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying, Speak unto the children of Israel, saying, The fifteenth 

day of this seventh month shall be the feast of tabernacles for seven days unto the Lord." 

110 Lev 23,40 "On the first day beautiful tree fruit, palm fronds, branches of leafy trees and willows of the brook, 

and be take seven days before the Lord your God, happy!" 

111 Lev 24,2 "Command the children of Israel, that they bring unto thee pure oil olive beaten for the light, to cause 

the lamps to burn continually." 

112 Lev 26,4 "... Then I will give you rain in due season, and the land shall yield her increase, and the trees of the 

field shall yield their fruit; ..." 

113 Lev 26,20 "And your strength shall be spent in vain: for your land shall not yield her increase, neither shall the 

trees of the land yield their fruits." 

114 Lev 26,36 "And upon them that are left alive of you I will send a faintness into their hearts in the lands of their 

enemies; and the sound of a shaken leaf shall chase them; and they shall flee, as fleeing from a sword; and they 

shall fall when none pursueth." 

115 Lev 27,30 "And all the tithe of the land, whether of the seed of the land, or of the fruit of the tree, is the Lord's: 

it is holy unto the Lord." 

116 Num 5,15 "Then shall the man bring his wife unto the priest, and he shall bring her offering for her, the tenth 

part of an ephah of barley meal; he shall pour no oil upon it, nor put frankincense thereon; for it is an offering of 

jealousy, an offering of memorial, bringing iniquity to remembrance." 

117 Num 11,7 "And the manna was as coriander seed, and the colour thereof as the colour of bdellium." 

118 Num 13,20 "... And what the land is, whether it be fat or lean, whether there be trees therein, or not. And be ye 

of good courage, and bring of the fruit of the land. Now the time was the time of the firstripe grapes." 

119 Num 13,23 "And they came unto the brook of Eshcol, and cut down from thence a branch with one cluster of 

grapes, and they bare it between two upon a staff; and they brought of the pomegranates, and of the figs." 

120 Num 15,32 "And while the children of Israel were in the wilderness, they found a man that gathered wood upon 

the sabbath day." 

121 Num 15,33 "And they that found him gathering wood brought him unto Moses and Aaron, and unto all the 

congregation." 

122 Num 16,6-7 "This do; Take you censers, Korah, and all his company; And put fire therein, and put incense in 

them before the Lord to morrow: and it shall be that the man whom the Lord doth choose, he shall be holy: ye 

take too much upon you, ye sons of Levi!" 

123 Num 16,17 "And take every man his censer, and put incense in them, and bring ye before the Lord every man 

his censer, two hundred and fifty censers; thou also, and Aaron, each of you his censer!" 

124 Num 16,18 "And they took every man his censer, and put fire in them, and laid incense thereon, and stood in the 

door of the tabernacle of the congregation with Moses and Aaron." 

125 Num 16,35 "And there came out a fire from the Lord, and consumed the two hundred and fifty men that offered 

incense." 

126 Num 17,5 "That should the Israelites be a cautionary sign that no unauthorized person, no one who does not 

belong to the descendants of Aaron, may approach the Lord to burn incense for him; otherwise he's just as it had 

announced the Lord through Moses to Korah and his followers." 

127 Num 17,10-11 "Abandon this community because I may consume them in a moment. Then Moses and Aaron 
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fell prostrate on her face and Moses said to Aaron, Take the censer, put fire therein from the altar, and lay incense 

on it; then go quickly to the congregation and atone it! Because from the Lord wrath has gone out and the plague 

has already begun." 

128 Num 17,12 "Since Aaron took as Moses commanded, and ran into the midst the people who were assembled. 

And really, the plague had already begun among the people. Aaron put incense into the pan and atoned the 

people." 

129 Num 17,20 "Then the rod of him whom I have chosen, leaves will get. So I will bring before me the murmurings 

of the silence with which they harass you." 

130 Num 17,23 "When Moses came to the tent of the testimony the next day, there was the rod of Aaron, representing 

the house of Levi, turned green; He threw out branches, blossomed and bore almonds." 

131 Num 19,6 " And the priest shall take cedar wood, and hyssop, and scarlet, and cast it into the midst of the burning 

of the heifer." 

132 Num 20,5 "And wherefore have ye made us to come up out of Egypt, to bring us in unto this evil place? it is no 

place of seed, or of figs, or of vines, or of pomegranates; neither is there any water to drink." 

133 Num 24,5-6 "How goodly are thy tents, O Jacob, and thy tabernacles, O Israel! As the valleys are they spread 

forth, as gardens by the river's side, as the oaks of lign aloes which the Lord hath planted, and as cedar trees 

beside the waters." 

134 Num 31,20 "And purify all your raiment, and all that is made of skins, and all work of goats' hair, and all things 

made of wood." 

135 Num 33,9 "And they removed from Marah, and came unto Elim: and in Elim were twelve fountains of water, 

and threescore and ten palm trees; and they pitched there." 

136 Num 35,18 "Or if he smite him with an hand weapon of wood, wherewith he may die, and he die, he is a 

murderer: the murderer shall surely be put to death." 

137 Deut 4,28 "And there ye shall serve gods, the work of men's hands, wood and stone, which neither see, nor hear, 

nor eat, nor smell." 

138 Deut 6,10-12 "And it shall be, when the Lord thy God shall have brought thee into the land which he sware unto 

thy fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give thee great and goodly cities, which thou buildedst not, 

And houses full of all good things, which thou filledst not, and wells digged, which thou diggedst not, vineyards 

and olive trees, which thou plantedst not; when thou shalt have eaten and be full; Then beware lest thou forget 

the Lord, which brought thee forth out of the land of Egypt, from the house of bondage." 

139 Deut 8,7-8 "For the Lord thy God bringeth thee into a good land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains and 

depths that spring out of valleys and hills; A land of wheat, and barley, and vines, and fig trees, and pomegranates; 

a land of olive trees, and honey, ..." 

140 Deut 10,1 "At that time the Lord said unto me, Hew thee two tables of stone like unto the first, and come up unto 

me into the mount, and make thee an ark of wood!" 

141 Deut 10,3 "And I made an ark of acacia wood, and hewed two tables of stone like unto the first, and went up 

into the mount, having the two tables in mine hand." 

142 Deut 11,30 "[Are they not on the other side Jordan, by the way where the sun goeth down, in the land of the 

Canaanites, which dwell in the champaign over against Gilgal, beside the oracle oak?]“ 

143 Deut 12,2 "Ye shall utterly destroy all the places, wherein the nations which ye shall possess served their gods, 

upon the high mountains, and upon the hills, and under every green tree." 

144 Deut 16,13 "Thou shalt observe the feast of tabernacles seven days, after that thou hast gathered in thy corn and 

thy wine." 

145 Deut 16,16 "Three times in a year shall all thy males appear before the Lord thy God in the place which he shall 

choose; in the feast of unleavened bread, and in the feast of weeks, and in the feast of tabernacles: and they shall 

not appear before the Lord empty, ..." 

146 Deut 16,21 "Thou shalt beside the altar of the Lord thy God which you build yourself, no cult pile, planting no 

wood." 
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147 Deut 19,4-5 "And this is the case of the slayer, which shall flee thither, that he may live: Whoso killeth his 

neighbour ignorantly, whom he hated not in time past; As when a man goeth into the wood with his neighbour 

to hew trees, and his hand fetcheth a stroke with the axe to cut down the tree, and the head slippeth from the 

helve, and lighteth upon his neighbour, that he die; he shall flee unto one of those cities, and live." 

148 Deut 20,19 "If you besiege a city a considerable time, to attack and conquer, then thou shalt their trees no harm, 

by sending the ax against them. You can eat from the trees, but does not make the idea that trees on the field were 

the man himself, so that they should be besieged by you." 

149 Deut 20,20 "Only the trees which thou knowest that they are no fruit trees, you may cause damage. You are 

allowed cases and it build siege works against the city that wants to fight you until they finally fall." 

150 Deut 22,6 "If a bird's nest chance to be before thee in the way in any tree, or on the ground, whether they be 

young ones, or eggs, and the dam sitting upon the young, or upon the eggs, thou shalt not take the dam with the 

young." 

151 Deut 24,20 "When thou beatest thine olive tree, thou shalt not go over the boughs again: it shall be for the 

stranger, for the fatherless, and for the widow." 

152 Deut 28,36 "The Lord shall bring thee, and thy king which thou shalt set over thee, unto a nation which neither 

thou nor thy fathers have known; and there shalt thou serve other gods, wood and stone." 

153 Deut 28,40 "Olive trees grow everywhere in your country, but you have no oil to anoint yourself. Your olive 

tree has dropped the olive." 

154 Deut 28,42 "All thy trees and fruit of thy land shall the locust consume." 

155 Deut 28,64 "And the Lord shall scatter thee among all people, from the one end of the earth even unto the other; 

and there thou shalt serve other gods, which neither thou nor thy fathers have known, even wood and stone." 

156 Deut 29,9-10 "Ye have now all set up before the Lord your God: your leaders, tribal leaders, elders and 

scorekeepers, all the men of Israel, your children, and old men, your wives, and the stranger in your camp, from 

woodworkers to the water carrier." 

157 Deut 29,16 "And ye have seen their abominations, and their idols, wood and stone, silver and gold, which were 

among them." 

158 Deut 29,17 "Lest there should be among you man, or woman, or family, or tribe, whose heart turneth away this 

day from the Lord our God, to go and serve the gods of these nations; lest there should be among you a root that 

beareth gall and wormwood, ..." 

159 Deut 31,10-11 "And Moses commanded them, saying, At the end of every seven years, in the solemnity of the 

year of release, in the feast of tabernacles, when all Israel is come to appear before the Lord thy God in the place 

which he shall choose, thou shalt read this law before all Israel in their hearing." 

160 Deut 33,10 "They shall teach Jacob thy judgments, and Israel thy law: they shall put incense before thee, and 

whole burnt sacrifice upon thine altar." 

161 Deut 34,1-3 "And Moses went up from the plains of Moab unto the mountain of Nebo, to the top of Pisgah, that 

is over against Jericho. And the Lord shewed him all the land of Gilead, unto Dan, And all Naphtali, and the land 

of Ephraim, and Manasseh, and all the land of Judah, unto the utmost sea, And the south, and the plain of the 

valley of Jericho, the city of palm trees, unto Zoar." 

162 Josh 8,29 "And the king of Ai he hanged on a tree until eventide: and as soon as the sun was down, Joshua 

commanded that they should take his carcase down from the tree, and cast it at the entering of the gate of the 

city, and raise thereon a great heap of stones, that remaineth unto this day." 

163 Josh 9,21 "And the princes said unto them, Let them live; but let them be hewers of wood and drawers of water 

unto all the congregation; as the princes had promised them." 

164 Josh 9,23 " Now therefore ye are cursed, and there shall none of you be freed from being bondmen, and hewers 

of wood and drawers of water for the house of my God." 

165 Josh 9,26-27 "And so did he unto them, and delivered them out of the hand of the children of Israel, that they 

slew them not. And Joshua made them that day hewers of wood and drawers of water for the congregation, and 

for the altar of the Lord, even unto this day, in the place which he should choose." 

166 Josh 10,26 "And afterward Joshua smote them, and slew them, and hanged them on five trees: and they were 
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hanging upon the trees until the evening." 

167 Josh 10,27 "And it came to pass at the time of the going down of the sun, that Joshua commanded, and they took 

them down off the trees, and cast them into the cave wherein they had been hid, and laid great stones in the cave's 

mouth, which remain until this very day." 

168 Josh 17,15 "And Joshua answered them, If thou be a great people, then get thee up to the wood country, and cut 

down for thyself there in the land of the Perizzites and of the giants, if mount Ephraim be too narrow for thee." 

169 Josh 17,17-18 " And Joshua spake unto the house of Joseph, even to Ephraim and to Manasseh, saying, Thou 

art a great people, and hast great power: thou shalt not have one lot only: But the mountain shall be thine; for it 

is a wood, and thou shalt cut it down: and the outgoings of it shall be thine: for thou shalt drive out the Canaanites, 

though they have iron chariots, and though they be strong." 

170 Josh 19,33 " And their coast was from Heleph, from oak to Zaanannim, and Adami, Nekeb, and Jabneel, unto 

Lakum; and the outgoings thereof were at Jordan." 

171 Josh 24,26 "And Joshua wrote these words in the book of the law of God, and took a great stone, and set it up 

there under an oak, that was by the sanctuary of the Lord." 

172 Judg 1,16 "And the children of the Kenite, Moses' father in law, went up out of the city of palm trees with the 

children of Judah into the wilderness of Judah, which lieth in the south of Arad; and they went and dwelt among 

the people." 

173 Judg 3,13 "And he gathered unto him the children of Ammon and Amalek, and went and smote Israel, and 

possessed the city of palm trees." 

174 Judg 4,4-5 "And Deborah, a prophetess, the wife of Lapidoth, she judged Israel at that time. And she dwelt under 

the palm tree of Deborah between Ramah and Bethel in mount Ephraim: and the children of Israel came up to 

her for judgment." 

175 Judg 4,11 "Now Heber the Kenite, which was of the children of Hobab the father in law of Moses, had severed 

himself from the Kenites, and pitched his tent unto the oak of Zaanaim, which is by Kedesh." 

176 Judg 6,11 "And there came an angel of the Lord, and sat under an oak which was in Ophrah, that pertained unto 

Joash the Abiezrite: and his son Gideon threshed wheat by the winepress, to hide it from the Midianites." 

177 Judg 6,19 "And Gideon went in, and made ready a kid, and unleavened cakes of an ephah of flour: the flesh he 

put in a basket, and he put the broth in a pot, and brought it out unto him under the oak, and presented it." 

178 Judg 6,26 "And build an altar unto the Lord thy God upon the top of this rock, in the ordered place, and take the 

second bullock, and offer a burnt sacrifice with the wood of the grove which thou shalt cut down." 

179 Judg 9,6 "And all the men of Shechem gathered together, and all the house of Millo, and went, and made 

Abimelech king, by the oak of the pillar that was in Shechem." 

180 Judg 9,8 "The trees went forth on a time to anoint a king over them; and they said unto the olive tree, Reign thou 

over us!" 

181 Judg 9,9 "But the olive tree said unto them, Should I leave my fatness, wherewith by me they honour God and 

man, and go to be promoted over the trees?" 

182 Judg 9,10 "And the trees said to the fig tree, Come thou, and reign over us!" 

183 Judg 9,11 "But the fig tree said unto them, Should I forsake my sweetness, and my good fruit, and go to be 

promoted over the trees?" 

184 Judg 9,12 "Then said the trees unto the vine, Come thou, and reign over us!" 

185 Judg 9,13 "And the vine said unto them, Should I leave my wine, which cheereth God and man, and go to be 

promoted over the trees?" 

186 Judg 9,14 "Then said all the trees unto the bramble, Come thou, and reign over us!" 

187 Judg 9,15 "And the bramble said unto the trees, If in truth ye anoint me king over you, then come and put your 

trust in my shadow: and if not, let fire come out of the bramble, and devour the cedars of Lebanon." 

188 Judg 9,37 "But Gaal went on and said: Look, people are coming down from the middle of the land, and another 

company come from the direction of the oracle-oak." 
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189 Judg 9,49 "And all the people likewise cut down every man his bough, and followed Abimelech, and put them 

to the hold, and set the hold on fire upon them; so that all the men of the tower of Shechem died also, about a 

thousand men and women." 

190 Judg 15,5 "And when he had set the brands on fire, he let them go into the standing corn of the Philistines, and 

burnt up both the shocks, and also the standing corn, with the vineyards and olive trees." 

191 Judg 21,6 "And the children of Israel repented them for Benjamin their brother, and said, There is one tribe cut 

off from Israel this day." 

192 1 Sam 6,14 "And the cart came into the field of Joshua, a Bethshemite, and stood there, where there was a great 

stone: and they clave the wood of the cart, and offered the kine a burnt offering unto the Lord." 

193 1 Sam 8,14 "And he will take your fields, and your vineyards, and your olive trees, even the best of them, and 

give them to his servants." 

194 1 Sam 10,3 "Then shalt thou go on forward from thence, and thou shalt come to the oak of Tabor, and there shall 

meet thee three men going up to God to Bethel, one carrying three kids, and another carrying three loaves of 

bread, and another carrying a bottle of wine." 

195 1 Sam 14,2 "And Saul tarried in the uttermost part of Gibeah under a pomegranate tree which is in Migron: and 

the people that were with him were about six hundred men." 

196 1 Sam 17,2 "And Saul and the men of Israel were gathered together, and pitched by the valley of terebinths, and 

set the battle in array against the Philistines." 

197 1 Sam 17,7 "And the staff of his spear was like a weaver's beam; and his spear's head weighed six hundred 

shekels of iron: and one bearing a shield went before him." 

198 1 Sam 17,19 "Now Saul, and they, and all the men of Israel, were in the valley of terebinths, fighting with the 

Philistines." 

199 1 Sam 21,10 "The priest replied, The sword of Goliath the Philistine, whom you killed in the valley of terebinths, 

is here wrapped in a cloth behind the ephod. If you want to take it, take it! Besides this, there is none here. David 

said: No other is equal to him; give it to me." 

200 1 Sam 22,6 "Saul heard David and the men he had with him had been discovered. He was sitting in Gibeah under 

the tamarisk upon the height. He had the spear in hand and all his servants were standing around him." 

201 1 Sam 30,11-12 "Man attacked there on the ground an Egyptian and brought him to David. They gave him bread 

to eat and water to drink, also pressed figs and two bunches of raisins. When he had eaten, returned his spirits; 

for he had already eaten a bite of bread more than three days and three nights and drank no drink of water." 

202 1 Sam 31,13 "Then they took the bones, buried them under the tamarisk of Jabesh and fasted for seven days." 

203 2 Sam 5,11 "And Hiram king of Tyre sent messengers to David, and cedar trees, and carpenters, and masons: 

and they built David an house." 

204 2 Sam 5,23-24 "And when David enquired of the Lord, he said, Thou shalt not go up; but fetch a compass behind 

them, and come upon them over against the baka trees. And let it be, when thou hearest the sound of a going in 

the tops of the baka trees, that then thou shalt bestir thyself: for then shall the Lord go out before thee, to smite 

the host of the Philistines." 

205 2 Sam 6,5 "And David and all the house of Israel played before the Lord on all manner of instruments made of 

cypress wood, even on harps, and on psalteries, and on timbrels, and on cornets, and on cymbals." 

206 2 Sam 7,1-2 "And it came to pass, when the king sat in his house, and the Lord had given him rest round about 

from all his enemies; That the king said unto Nathan the prophet, See now, I dwell in an house of cedar, but the 

ark of God dwelleth within curtains." 

207 2 Sam 7,7 "In all the places wherein I have walked with all the children of Israel spake I a word with any of the 

tribes of Israel, whom I commanded to feed my people Israel, saying, Why build ye not me an house of cedar?" 

208 2 Sam 15,30 "And David went up by the ascent of mount Olivet, and wept as he went up, and had his head 

covered, and he went barefoot: and all the people that was with him covered every man his head, and they went 

up, weeping as they went up." 

209 2 Sam 18,6 "So the people went out into the field against Israel: and the battle was in the wood of Ephraim." 
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210 2 Sam 18,8 "For the battle was there scattered over the face of all the country: and the wood devoured more 

people that day than the sword devoured." 

211 2 Sam 18,9 "And Absalom met the servants of David. And Absalom rode upon a mule, and the mule went under 

the thick boughs of a great oak, and his head caught hold of the oak, and he was taken up between the heaven 

and the earth; and the mule that was under him went away." 

212 2 Sam 18,10 "And a certain man saw it, and told Joab, and said, Behold, I saw Absalom hanged in an oak." 

213 2 Sam 18,14 "Then said Joab, I may not tarry thus with thee. And he took three darts in his hand, and thrust them 

through the heart of Absalom, while he was yet alive in the midst of the oak." 

214 2 Sam 18,17 "And they took Absalom, and cast him into a great pit in the wood, and laid a very great heap of 

stones upon him: and all Israel fled every one to his tent. - ..." 

215 2 Sam 21,19 "And there was again a battle in Gob with the Philistines, where Elhanan the son of Jaareoregim, a 

Bethlehemite, slew the brother of Goliath the Gittite, the staff of whose spear was like a weaver's beam." 

216 2 Sam 24,22 "And Araunah said unto David, Let my lord the king take and offer up what seemeth good unto 

him: behold, here be oxen for burnt sacrifice, and threshing instruments and other instruments of the oxen for 

fire wood." 

217 1 Kgs 5,5 "And Judah and Israel dwelt safely, every man under his vine and under his fig tree, from Dan even 

to Beersheba, all the days of Solomon." 

218 1 Kgs 5,13 "And he spake of trees, from the cedar tree that is in Lebanon even unto the hyssop that springeth 

out of the wall: he spake also of beasts, and of fowl, and of creeping things, and of fishes." 

219 1 Kgs 5,20 "Now therefore command thou that they hew me cedar trees out of Lebanon; and my servants shall 

be with thy servants: and unto thee will I give hire for thy servants according to all that thou shalt appoint: for 

thou knowest that there is not among us any that can skill to hew timber like unto the Sidonians." 

220 1 Kgs 5,22 "And Hiram sent to Solomon, saying, I have considered the things which thou sentest to me for: and 

I will do all thy desire concerning timber of cedar, and concerning timber of cypresses." 

221 1 Kgs 5,24 "So Hiram gave Solomon cedar trees and cypress trees according to all his desire, ..." 

222 1 Kgs 5,32 "And Solomon's builders and Hiram's builders did hew them, and the stonesquarers: so they prepared 

timber and stones to build the house." 

223 1 Kgs 6,9 "So he built the house, and finished it; and covered the house with beams and boards of cedar." 

224 1 Kgs 6,10 "And then he built chambers against all the house, five cubits high: and they rested on the house with 

timber of cedar." 

225 1 Kgs 6,15 "And he built the walls of the house within with boards of cedar, both the floor of the house, and the 

walls of the cieling: and he covered them on the inside with wood, and covered the floor of the house with planks 

of cypresses." 

226 1 Kgs 6,16 "And he built twenty cubits on the sides of the house, both the floor and the walls with boards of 

cedar: he even built them for it within, even for the oracle, even for the most holy place." 

227 1 Kgs 6,18 "And the cedar of the house within was carved with knops and open flowers: all was cedar; there 

was no stone seen." 

228 1 Kgs 6,20 "And the oracle in the forepart was twenty cubits in length, and twenty cubits in breadth, and twenty 

cubits in the height thereof: and he overlaid it with pure gold; and so covered the altar which was of cedar." 

229 1 Kgs 6,23 "And within the oracle he made two cherubims of olive tree, each ten cubits high." 

230 1 Kgs 6,29 "And he carved all the walls of the house round about with carved figures of cherubims and palm 

trees and open flowers, within and without." 

231 1 Kgs 6,31 "And for the entering of the oracle he made doors of olive tree: the lintel and side posts were a fifth 

part of the wall." 

232 1 Kgs 6,32 "The two doors also were of olive tree; and he carved upon them carvings of cherubims and palm 

trees and open flowers, and overlaid them with gold, and spread gold upon the cherubims, and upon the palm 

trees." 
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233 1 Kgs 6,33-34 "So also made he for the door of the temple posts of olive tree, a fourth part of the wall. And the 

two doors were of cypresse tree: the two leaves of the one door were folding, and the two leaves of the other door 

were folding." 

234 1 Kgs 6,35 "And he carved thereon cherubims and palm trees and open flowers: and covered them with gold 

fitted upon the carved work." 

235 1 Kgs 6,36 "And he built the inner court with three rows of hewed stone, and a row of cedar beams." 

236 1 Kgs 7,2 "He built also the house of the forest of Lebanon; the length thereof was an hundred cubits, and the 

breadth thereof fifty cubits, and the height thereof thirty cubits, upon four rows of cedar pillars, with cedar beams 

upon the pillars." 

237 1 Kgs 7,3 "And it was covered with cedar above upon the beams, that lay on forty five pillars, fifteen in a row." 

238 1 Kgs 7,7 "Then he made a porch for the throne where he might judge, even the porch of judgment: and it was 

covered with cedar from one side of the floor to the other." 

239 1 Kgs 7,11 "And above were costly stones, after the measures of hewed stones, and cedars." 

240 1 Kgs 7,12 "And the great court round about was with three rows of hewed stones, and a row of cedar beams, 

both for the inner court of the house of the Lord, and for the porch of the house." 

241 1 Kgs 7,18 "And he made the pillars, and two rows round about upon the one network, to cover the chapiters 

that were upon the top, with pomegranates: and so did he for the other chapiter." 

242 1 Kgs 7,36 "For on the plates of the ledges thereof, and on the borders thereof, he graved cherubims, lions, and 

palm trees, according to the proportion of every one, and additions round about ..." 

243 1 Kgs 7,42 "... And four hundred pomegranates for the two networks, even two rows of pomegranates for one 

network, to cover the two bowls of the chapiters that were upon the pillars, ..." 

244 1 Kgs 8,65 "And at that time Solomon held a (tabernacle)-feast (seven days), and all Israel with him, a great 

congregation, from the entering in of Hamath unto the river of Egypt, before the Lord our God, seven days and 

seven days, even fourteen days." 

245 1 Kgs 9,11 "(Now Hiram the king of Tyre had furnished Solomon with cedar trees and fir trees, and with gold, 

according to all his desire,) that then king Solomon gave Hiram twenty cities in the land of Galilee." 

246 1 Kgs 9,13 "He said, What cities are these which thou hast given me, my brother? - It is called the land of Cabul 

[like dry wood] to this day." 

247 1 Kgs 10,2 "And she came to Jerusalem with a very great train, with camels that bare balm, and very much gold, 

and precious stones: and when she was come to Solomon, she communed with him of all that was in her heart." 

248 1 Kgs 10,10 "And she gave the king an hundred and twenty talents of gold, and of balm very great store, and 

precious stones: there came no more such abundance of balm as these which the queen of Sheba gave to king 

Solomon." 

249 1 Kgs 10,11 "And the navy also of Hiram, that brought gold from Ophir, brought in from Ophir great plenty of 

almug trees, and precious stones." 

250 1 Kgs 10,12 "And the king made of the almug trees pillars for the house of the Lord, and for the king's house, 

harps also and psalteries for singers: there came no such almug trees, nor were seen unto this day." 

251 1 Kgs 10,17 "And he made three hundred shields of beaten gold; three pound of gold went to one shield: and the 

king put them in the house of the forest of Lebanon." 

252 1 Kgs 10,21 "And all king Solomon's drinking vessels were of gold, and all the vessels of the house of the forest 

of Lebanon were of pure gold; none were of silver: it was nothing accounted of in the days of Solomon; ..." 

253 1 Kgs 10,25 "And they brought every man his present, vessels of silver, and vessels of gold, and garments, and 

armour, and balm, horses, and mules, a rate year by year." 

254 1 Kgs 10,27 "And the king made silver to be in Jerusalem as stones, and cedars made he to be as the sycomore 

trees that are in the vale, for abundance." 

255 1 Kgs 13,13-14 "And he said unto his sons, Saddle me the ass. So they saddled him the ass: and he rode thereon, 

and went after the man of God, and found him sitting under an oak: and he said unto him, Art thou the man of 

God that camest from Judah? And he said, I am." 
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256 1 Kgs 14,23 "For they also built them high places, and images, and groves, on every high hill, and under every 

green tree.“ 

257 1 Kgs 17,10 "So he arose and went to Zarephath. And when he came to the gate of the city, behold, the widow 

woman was there gathering of wood: and he called to her, and said, fetch me, I pray thee, a little water in a vessel 

that I may drink!" 

258 1 Kgs 17,12 "And she said, As the Lord thy God liveth, I have not a cake, but an handful of meal in a barrel, and 

a little oil in a cruse: and, behold, I am gathering two woods, that I may go in and dress it for me and my son, 

that we may eat it, and die." 

259 1 Kgs 18,23 "Let them therefore give us two bullocks; and let them choose one bullock for themselves, and cut 

it in pieces, and lay it on wood, and put no fire under: and I will dress the other bullock, and lay it on wood, and 

put no fire under." 

260 1 Kgs 18,33 "And he put the wood in order, and cut the bullock in pieces, and laid him on the wood, and said,." 

261 1 Kgs 18,34 "Fill four barrels with water, and pour it on the burnt sacrifice, and on the wood And he said, Do it 

the second time. And they did it the second time. And he said, Do it the third time. And they did it the third time." 

262 1 Kgs 18,38 "Then the fire of the Lord fell, and consumed the burnt sacrifice, and the wood, and the stones, and 

the dust, and licked up the water that was in the trench." 

263 2 Kgs 2,24 "And he turned back, and looked on them, and cursed them in the name of the Lord. And there came 

forth two she bears out of the wood, and tare forty and two children of them." 

264 2 Kgs 3,19 "And ye shall smite every fenced city, and every choice city, and shall fell every good tree, and stop 

all wells of water, and mar every good piece of land with stones." 

265 2 Kgs 3,25 "And they beat down the cities, and on every good piece of land cast every man his stone, and filled 

it; and they stopped all the wells of water, and felled all the good trees: only in Kirharaseth left they the stones 

thereof; howbeit the slingers went about it, and smote it." 

266 2 Kgs 5,26 "And he said unto him, Went not mine heart with thee, when the man turned again from his chariot 

to meet thee? Is it a time to receive money, and to receive garments, and oliveyards, and vineyards, and sheep, 

and oxen, and menservants, and maidservants?" 

267 2 Kgs 6,4 "So he went with them. And when they came to Jordan, they cut down wood." 

268 2 Kgs 6,6 "And the man of God said, Where fell it? And he shewed him the place. And he cut down a wood, 

and cast it in thither; and the iron did swim." 

269 2 Kgs 12,11-13 "And they gave the money, being told, into the hands of them that did the work, that had the 

oversight of the house of the Lord: and they laid it out to the carpenters and builders, that wrought upon the house 

of the Lord, And to masons, and hewers of stone, and to buy timber and hewed stone to repair the breaches of 

the house of the Lord, and for all that was laid out for the house to repair it. Howbeit there were not made for the 

house of the Lord bowls of silver, snuffers, basons, trumpets, any vessels of gold, or vessels of silver, of the 

money that was brought into the house of the Lord." 

270 2 Kgs 14,9 "And Jehoash the king of Israel sent to Amaziah king of Judah, saying, The thistle that was in 

Lebanon sent to the cedar that was in Lebanon, saying, Give thy daughter to my son to wife: and there passed by 

a wild beast that was in Lebanon, and trode down the thistle." 

271 2 Kgs 16,4 "And he sacrificed and burnt incense in the high places, and on the hills, and under every green tree." 

272 2 Kgs 17,10 "... And they set them up images and groves in every high hill, and under every green tree." 

273 2 Kgs 18,31 "Hearken not to Hezekiah: for thus saith the king of Assyria, Make an agreement with me by a 

present, and come out to me, and then eat ye every man of his own vine, and every one of his fig tree, and drink 

ye every one the waters of his cistern: ..." 

274 2 Kgs 19,17-18 "Of a truth, Lord, the kings of Assyria have destroyed the nations and their lands, And have cast 

their gods into the fire: for they were no gods, but the work of men's hands, wood and stone: therefore they have 

destroyed them." 

275 2 Kgs 19,23 "By thy messengers thou hast reproached the Lord, and hast said, With the multitude of my chariots 

I am come up to the height of the mountains, to the sides of Lebanon, and will cut down the tall cedar trees 

thereof, and the choice cypress trees thereof: and I will enter into the lodgings of his borders, and into the forest 
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of his Carmel." 

276 2 Kgs 19,30 "And the remnant that is escaped of the house of Judah shall yet again take root downward, and 

bear fruit upward." 

277 2 Kgs 20,13 "And Hezekiah hearkened unto them, and shewed them all the house of his precious things, the 

silver, and the gold, and the balm, and the precious ointment, and all the house of his armour, and all that was 

found in his treasures: there was nothing in his house, nor in all his dominion, that Hezekiah shewed them not." 

278 2 Kgs 22,5-6 "And let them deliver it into the hand of the doers of the work, that have the oversight of the house 

of the Lord: and let them give it to the doers of the work which is in the house of the Lord, to repair the breaches 

of the house, Unto carpenters, and builders, and masons, and to buy timber and hewn stone to repair the house." 

279 2 Kgs 25,17 "The height of the one pillar was eighteen cubits, and the chapiter upon it was brass: and the height 

of the chapiter three cubits; and the wreathen work, and pomegranates upon the chapiter round about, all of brass: 

and like unto these had the second pillar with wreathen work." 

280 1 Chr 9,29 "Some of them also were appointed to oversee the vessels, and all the instruments of the sanctuary, 

and the fine flour, and the wine, and the oil, and the frankincense, and the balm." 

281 1 Chr 9,30 "And some of the sons of the priests made the ointment of the balm." 

282 1 Chr 10,11-12 "And when all Jabeshgilead heard all that the Philistines had done to Saul, They arose, all the 

valiant men, and took away the body of Saul, and the bodies of his sons, and brought them to Jabesh, and buried 

their bones under the terebinth in Jabesh, and fasted seven days." 

283 1 Chr 11,23 "And he slew an Egyptian, a man of great stature, five cubits high; and in the Egyptian's hand was 

a spear like a weaver's beam; and he went down to him with a staff, and plucked the spear out of the Egyptian's 

hand, and slew him with his own spear." 

284 1 Chr 12,41 "Even those who lived up to Issachar, Zebulun and Naphtali go near her, brought on donkeys, 

camels, mules and cattle food brought for maintenance: flour, fig and raisin cakes, wine, oil and a large amount 

of cattle and sheep; for there was joy in Israel." 

285 1 Chr 14,1 "Now Hiram king of Tyre sent messengers to David, and timber of cedars, with masons and 

carpenters, to build him an house." 

286 1 Chr 14,14 "Therefore David enquired again of God; and God said unto him, Go not up after them; turn away 

from them, and come upon them over against the baka trees!" 

287 1 Chr 14,15 "And it shall be, when thou shalt hear a sound of going in the tops of the baka trees, that then thou 

shalt go out to battle: for God is gone forth before thee to smite the host of the Philistines." 

288 1 Chr 16,33 "Then shall the trees of the wood/forest sing out at the presence of the Lord, because he cometh to 

judge the earth." 

289 1 Chr 17,1 "Now it came to pass, as David sat in his house, that David said to Nathan the prophet, Lo, I dwell in 

an house of cedars, but the ark of the covenant of the Lord remaineth under curtains." 

290 1 Chr 17,6 "Wheresoever I have walked with all Israel, spake I a word to any of the judges of Israel, whom I 

commanded to feed my people, saying, Why have ye not built me an house of cedars?" 

291 1 Chr 20,5 "And there was war again with the Philistines; and Elhanan the son of Jair slew Lahmi the brother of 

Goliath the Gittite, whose spear staff was like a weaver's beam." 

292 1 Chr 21,23 "And Ornan said unto David, Take it to thee, and let my lord the king do that which is good in his 

eyes: lo, I give thee the oxen also for burnt offerings, and the threshing instruments for fire wood, and the wheat 

for the meat offering; I give it all." 

293 1 Chr 22,3-4 "And David prepared iron in abundance for the nails for the doors of the gates, and for the joinings; 

and brass in abundance without weight; Also cedar trees in abundance: for the Zidonians and they of Tyre brought 

much cedar wood to David." 

294 1 Chr 22,14-16 "Now, behold, in my trouble I have prepared for the house of the Lord an hundred thousand 

talents of gold, and a thousand thousand talents of silver; and of brass and iron without weight; for it is in 

abundance: timber also and stone have I prepared; and thou mayest add thereto. Moreover there are workmen 

with thee in abundance, hewers and workers of stone and carpenters, and all manner of cunning men for every 

manner of work. Of the gold, the silver, and the brass, and the iron, there is no number. Arise therefore, and be 
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doing, and the Lord be with thee." 

295 1 Chr 27,28 "And over the olive trees and the sycomore trees that were in the low plains was Baalhanan the 

Gederite: and over the cellars of oil was Joash, ..." 

296 1 Chr 29,2 "Now I have prepared with all my might for the house of my God the gold for things to be made of 

gold, and the silver for things of silver, and the brass for things of brass, the iron for things of iron, and wood for 

things of wood; onyx stones, and stones to be set, glistering stones, and of divers colours, and all manner of 

precious stones, and marble stones in abundance." 

297 2 Chr 1,15 "And the king made silver and gold at Jerusalem as plenteous as stones, and cedar trees made he as 

the sycomore trees that are in the vale for abundance." 

298 2 Chr 2,2 "And Solomon sent to Huram the king of Tyre, saying, As thou didst deal with David my father, and 

didst send him cedars to build him an house to dwell therein, even so deal with me." 

299 2 Chr 2,7 "Send me also cedar trees, cypress trees, and algum trees, out of Lebanon: for I know that thy servants 

can skill to cut timber in Lebanon; and, behold, my servants shall be with thy servants." 

300 2 Chr 2,8 "Even to prepare me timber in abundance: for the house which I am about to build shall be wonderful 

great." 

301 2 Chr 2,9 "And, behold, I will give to thy servants, the hewers that cut timber, twenty thousand measures of 

beaten wheat, and twenty thousand measures of barley, and twenty thousand baths of wine, and twenty thousand 

baths of oil." 

302 2 Chr 2,12-13 "I'll send you a capable, wise man, Hiram-Abi, the son of a woman dani matic. His father is from 

Tyre. He knows how to carry out works in gold, silver, bronze, iron, stone, wood, red and blue purple, fine linen 

and crimson, to get all the engravings and designing any plan that is applied to him. He is with your artists and 

artists of my lord David your father cooperate." 

303 2 Chr 2,15 "And we will cut wood out of Lebanon, as much as thou shalt need: and we will bring it to thee in 

floats by sea to Joppa; and thou shalt carry it up to Jerusalem." 

304 2 Chr 3,5 "And the greater house he cieled with cypress tree, which he overlaid with fine gold, and set thereon 

palm trees and chains." 

305 2 Chr 3,16 "And he made chains, as in the oracle, and put them on the heads of the pillars; and made an hundred 

pomegranates, and put them on the chains." 

306 2 Chr 4,13 "... And four hundred pomegranates on the two wreaths; two rows of pomegranates on each wreath, 

to cover the two pommels of the chapiters which were upon the pillars, ..." 

307 2 Chr 7,8 "Also at the same time Solomon kept the (tabernacle) feast seven days, and all Israel with him, a very 

great congregation, from the entering in of Hamath unto the river of Egypt." 

308 2 Chr 8,13 "Even after a certain rate every day, offering according to the commandment of Moses, on the 

sabbaths, and on the new moons, and on the solemn feasts, three times in the year, even in the feast of unleavened 

bread, and in the feast of weeks, and in the feast of tabernacles." 

309 2 Chr 9,1 "And when the queen of Sheba heard of the fame of Solomon, she came to prove Solomon with hard 

questions at Jerusalem, with a very great company, and camels that bare balm, and gold in abundance, and 

precious stones: and when she was come to Solomon, she communed with him of all that was in her heart." 

310 2 Chr 9,9 "And she gave the king an hundred and twenty talents of gold, and of balm great abundance, and 

precious stones: neither was there any such balm as the queen of Sheba gave king Solomon." 

311 2 Chr 9,10-11 "And the servants also of Huram, and the servants of Solomon, which brought gold from Ophir, 

brought algum trees and precious stones. And the king made of the algum trees terraces to the house of the Lord, 

and to the king's palace, and harps and psalteries for singers: and there were none such seen before in the land of 

Judah." 

312 2 Chr 9,16 "And three hundred shields made he of beaten gold: three hundred shekels of gold went to one shield. 

And the king put them in the house of the forest of Lebanon." 

313 2 Chr 9,20 "And all the drinking vessels of king Solomon were of gold, and all the vessels of the house of the 

forest of Lebanon were of pure gold: none were of silver; it was not any thing accounted of in the days of 

Solomon; ..." 
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314 2 Chr 9,24 "And they brought every man his present, vessels of silver, and vessels of gold, and raiment, harness, 

and balm, horses, and mules, a rate year by year." 

315 2 Chr 9,27 "And the king made silver in Jerusalem as stones, and cedar trees made he as the sycomore trees that 

are in the low plains in abundance." 

316 2 Chr 16,14 "And they buried him in his own sepulchres, which he had made for himself in the city of David, 

and laid him in the bed which was filled with sweet odours and divers kinds of balm prepared by the apothecaries' 

art: and they made a very great burning for him." 

317 2 Chr 24,12 "And the king and Jehoiada gave it to such as did the work of the service of the house of the Lord, 

and hired masons and carpenters to repair the house of the Lord, and also such as wrought iron and brass to mend 

the house of the Lord." 

318 2 Chr 25,18 "And Joash king of Israel sent to Amaziah king of Judah, saying, The thistle that was in Lebanon 

sent to the cedar that was in Lebanon, saying, Give thy daughter to my son to wife: and there passed by a wild 

beast that was in Lebanon, and trode down the thistle." 

319 2 Chr 27,4 "Moreover he built cities in the mountains of Judah, and in the forests he built castles and towers, ..." 

320 2 Chr 28,4 "He sacrificed also and burnt incense in the high places, and on the hills, and under every green tree." 

321 2 Chr 28,15 "And the men which were expressed by name rose up, and took the captives, and with the spoil 

clothed all that were naked among them, and arrayed them, and shod them, and gave them to eat and to drink, 

and anointed them, and carried all the feeble of them upon asses, and brought them to Jericho, the city of palm 

trees, to their brethren: then they returned to Samaria." 

322 2 Chr 32,27 "And Hezekiah had exceeding much riches and honour: and he made himself treasuries for silver, 

and for gold, and for precious stones, and for balm, and for shields, and for all manner of pleasant jewels." 

323 2 Chr 34,11 "Even to the carpenters and builders gave they it, to buy hewn stone, and timber for couplings, and 

to floor the houses which the kings of Judah had destroyed." 

324 Ezra 3,4 "They kept also the feast of tabernacles, as it is written, and offered the daily burnt offerings by number, 

according to the custom, as the duty of every day required." 

325 Ezra 3,7 "They gave money also unto the masons, and to the carpenters; and meat, and drink, and oil, unto them 

of Zidon, and to them of Tyre, to bring cedar trees from Lebanon to the sea of Joppa, according to the grant that 

they had of Cyrus king of Persia." 

326 Ezra 5,3 "At the same time came to them Tatnai, governor on this side the river, and Shetharboznai, and their 

companions, and said thus unto them, Who hath commanded you to build this house, and to make up this wood 

work?" 

327 Ezra 5,8 "Be it known unto the king, that we went into the province of Judea, to the house of the great God, 

which is builded with great stones, and timber is laid in the walls, and this work goeth fast on, and prospereth in 

their hands." 

328 Ezra 5,9 "Then asked we those elders, and said unto them thus, Who commanded you to build this house, and 

to make up these wood work?" 

329 Ezra 6,4 "With three rows of great stones, and a row of new timber: and let the expenses be given out of the 

king's house." 

330 Neh 2,7-8 "Moreover I said unto the king, If it please the king, let letters be given me to the governors beyond 

the river, that they may convey me over till I come into Judah; and a letter unto Asaph the keeper of the king's 

forest, that he may give me timber to make beams for the gates of the palace which appertained to the house, and 

for the wall of the city, and for the house that I shall enter into. And the king granted me, according to the good 

hand of my God upon me." 

331 Neh 5,11 "Restore, I pray you, to them, even this day, their lands, their vineyards, their oliveyards, and their 

houses, also the hundredth part of the money, and of the corn, the wine, and the oil, that ye exact of them." 

332 Neh 8,4 "And Ezra the scribe stood upon a pulpit of wood, which they had made for the purpose; and beside 

him stood Mattithiah, and Shema, and Anaiah, and Urijah, and Hilkiah, and Maaseiah, on his right hand; and on 

his left hand, Pedaiah, and Mishael, and Malchiah, and Hashum, and Hashbadana, Zechariah, and Meshullam." 

333 Neh 8,14 "And they found written in the law which the Lord had commanded by Moses, that the children of 
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Israel should dwell in booths/tabernacles in the feast of the seventh month." 

334 Neh 8,15 "And that they should publish and proclaim in all their cities, and in Jerusalem, saying, Go forth unto 

the mount, and fetch olive branches, and pine branches, and myrtle branches, and palm branches, and branches 

of thick trees, to make booths/tabernacles, as it is written." 

335 Neh 8,16 "So the people went forth, and brought them, and made themselves booths/tabernacles, every one upon 

the roof of his house, and in their courts, and in the courts of the house of God, and in the street of the water gate, 

and in the street of the gate of Ephraim." 

336 Neh 8,17 "And all the congregation of them that were come again out of the captivity made booths/tabernacles, 

and sat under the booths/tabernacles: for since the days of Jeshua the son of Nun unto that day had not the children 

of Israel done so. And there was very great gladness." 

337 Neh 9,25 "And they took strong cities, and a fat land, and possessed houses full of all goods, wells digged, 

vineyards, and olive trees, and fruit trees in abundance: so they did eat, and were filled, and became fat, and 

delighted themselves in thy great goodness." 

338 Neh 10,35 "And we cast the lots among the priests, the Levites, and the people, for the firewood offering, to 

bring it into the house of our God, after the houses of our fathers, at times appointed year by year, to burn upon 

the altar of the Lord our God, as it is written in the law." 

339 Neh 10,36 "And to bring the firstfruits of our ground, and the firstfruits of all fruit of all trees, year by year, unto 

the house of the Lord, ..." 

340 Neh 10,38 "And that we should bring the firstfruits of our dough, and our offerings, and the fruit of all manner 

of trees, of wine and of oil, unto the priests, to the chambers of the house of our God; and the tithes of our ground 

unto the Levites, that the same Levites might have the tithes in all the cities of our tillage." 

341 Neh 13,4-5 "And before this, Eliashib the priest, having the oversight of the chamber of the house of our God, 

was allied unto Tobiah: And he had prepared for him a great chamber, where aforetime they laid the meat 

offerings, the frankincense, and the vessels, and the tithes of the corn, the new wine, and the oil, which was 

commanded to be given to the Levites, and the singers, and the porters; and the offerings of the priests." 

342 Neh 13,9 "Then I commanded, and they cleansed the chambers: and thither brought I again the vessels of the 

house of God, with the meat offering and the frankincense." 

343 Neh 13,15 "In those days saw I in Judah some treading wine presses on the sabbath, and bringing in sheaves, 

and lading asses; as also wine, grapes, and figs, and all manner of burdens, which they brought into Jerusalem 

on the sabbath day: and I testified against them in the day wherein they sold victuals." 

344 Neh 13,31 "And for the firewood offering, at times appointed, and for the firstfruits. Remember me, O my God, 

for good!" 

345 Jdt 3,8 "But he did destroy all their high places, and cut down their groves gods. He was given the power to 

destroy all the gods of the earth. All nations should worship only Nebuchadnezzar and call all the tribes and 

nations him as God." 

346 Jdt 10,5 "Your servant she gave a bottle of wine and a vessel of oil; she filled a bag with barley flour, dried figs 

and pure loaves, packed all these things carefully and placed it on her servant." 

347 Jdt 15,12 "All women in Israel rushed to see Judit, and sang her praises. When she lined up her honor at a 

celebration dance, Judit took leafy branches in his hand and was also the surrounding women thereof." 

348 Jdt 15,13 "She and her companions sat down wreaths of olive branches, and she went before all the people and 

led to the solid ranks of women. It was followed by all the men of Israel in weapons and with wreaths adorned. 

Of all lips sounded praises." 

349 Esth 2,7 "And he brought up Hadassah [Myrtle], that is, Esther, his uncle's daughter: for she had neither father 

nor mother, and the maid was fair and beautiful; whom Mordecai, when her father and mother were dead, took 

for his own daughter." 

350 Esth 2,12 "Now when every maid's turn was come to go in to king Ahasuerus, after that she had been twelve 

months, according to the manner of the women, (for so were the days of their purifications accomplished, to wit, 

six months with oil of myrrh, and six months with balm, and with other things for the purifying of the women." 

351 1 Macc 1,55 "Before the doors and in the squares they offered incense." 
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352 1 Macc 4,38 "Since they saw the sanctuary desolate lie the altar was desecrated. The gates had been burned in 

the atria weeds grew as in a forest or on a mountain and outbuildings had fallen." 

353 1 Macc 6,34 "The elephant was thought the juice of grapes and mulberries before, to provoke them to fight." 

354 1 Macc 6,37 "Every animal wore a fixed, well-secured wooden tower, which was strapped skilfully, to four 

soldiers who fought from the tower, and its Indian arm." 

355 1 Macc 10,21 "In the seventh month of the year 160 Jonathan put on the Feast of Tabernacles the holy robe. He 

raised troops and gained a lot of weapons." 

356 1 Macc 10,30 "From today, I renounce forever the third portion of the proceeds of the fields and on the half of 

the income of the trees, which I am entitled from Judea and from the three districts of Samaria and Galilee, which 

have been connected to Judea." 

357 1 Macc 11,34 "We confirm to them the possession of Judea and the three districts Efraim, Lod and Ramathaim. 

These are equipped with everything that belongs to them, separated from Samaria and beaten to Judea. For all 

that sacrifice in Jerusalem, applies the to replace the royal taxes that collected and how far each year from the 

proceeds of the fields and trees of the King." 

358 1 Macc 13,37 "The golden crown and the palm branch that you sent, we have received. We are ready, once and 

for all to make peace with you and to instruct the authorities to grant you discount." 

359 1 Macc 13,51 "On the twenty-third day of the second month of the year 171 the Israelites moved under the music 

of harps, cymbals and zithers with hymns and songs in the castle one; they carried palm branches in their hands 

and sang songs of joy because Israel was from. freed a dangerous enemy. " 

360 1 Macc 14,8 "They built in peace their land / soil yielded its fruit, / the trees of the field their fruit." 

361 1 Macc 14,12 "Everyone sat under his vine and his fig tree, / and no one troubled them on." 

362 2 Macc 1,9 "And now the day of the Feast of Tabernacles Written penalized month Kislev! In 188." 

363 2 Macc 1,18 "Let us celebrate the purification of the temple on the twenty-fifth of Kislev. That is why we felt it 

was our duty to you notify them, so that you may be able to celebrate as the day of the Feast of Tabernacles and 

as the days of the fire. (the latter remember the day,) after the construction of the temple and the altar again 

offered up to the Nehemiah first victims." 

364 2 Macc 1,21 "When they told us to have no fire found, but only a thick liquid, he ordered them to draw some of 

it and bring it to him. The victim was prepared. Then let Nehemiah of the priests the firewood, and what was on 

it, sprinkle with this viscous water." 

365 2 Macc 10,6 "They celebrated for eight days a merry feast in the manner of the feast of tabernacles; while they 

thought that they had spent the Feast of Tabernacles like wild animals in caves in the mountains until recently." 

366 2 Macc 10,7 "They took rods which they had bound with green leaves, in the hand and leafy branches - even 

palm branches - and offered up the praise, who had paved the way for the purification of the place which is his 

property." 

367 2 Macc 14,4 "That's why he came around the year 151 to King Demetrius and presented him with a golden 

wreath with a palm branch, to olive branches, as they are used in the sanctuary. On this day, he undertook 

nothing." 

368 Job 5,3 "I have seen the foolish taking root: but suddenly I cursed his habitation." 

369 Job 8,16-17 "He is green before the sun, and his branch shooteth forth in his garden. His roots are wrapped about 

the heap, and seeth the place of stones." 

370 Job 13,25 "Wilt thou break a leaf driven to and fro? and wilt thou pursue the dry stubble?" 

371 Job 14,7 "For there is hope of a tree, if it be cut down, that it will sprout again, and that the tender branch thereof 

will not cease." 

372 Job 14,8-9 "Though the root thereof wax old in the earth, and the stock thereof die in the ground; Yet through 

the scent of water it will bud, and bring forth boughs like a plant." 

373 Job 15,32 "It shall be accomplished before his time, and his branch shall not be green." 

374 Job 15,33 "He will shake off his unripe grape like the vine, and cast off his blossom like the olive tree." 

375 Job 18,16 "His roots shall be dried up beneath, and above shall his branch be cut off." 
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376 Job 18,19 "No sapling no tribe stays him none who survive him in his people, / the place of his stay." 

377 Job 19,10 "He hath destroyed me on every side, and I am gone: and mine hope hath he removed like a tree." 

378 Job 24,20 "The womb shall forget him; the worm shall feed sweetly on him; he shall be no more remembered; 

and wickedness shall be broken as a tree." 

379 Job 29,19 " My root was spread out by the waters, and the dew lay all night upon my branch." 

380 Job 36,30 "Behold, he scatters his lightning about him and covers the roots of the sea." 

381 Job 40,17 "He moveth his tail like a cedar: the sinews of his stones are wrapped together." 

382 Job 40,22 "Buckthorn bushes cover him with shade, / poplars on the river surrounded it." 

383 Job 41,19 "He esteemeth iron as straw, and brass as rotten wood." 

384 Job 42,14 "And he called the name of the first, Jemima; and the name of the second, Kezia [cinnamon blossom]; 

and the name of the third, Kerenhappuch." 

385 Ps 1,3 "And he shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water, that bringeth forth his fruit in his season; his 

leaf also shall not wither; and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper." 

386 Ps 29,5 "The voice of the Lord breaketh the cedars; yea, the Lord breaketh the cedars of Lebanon." 

387 Ps 29,9 "The voice of the Lord swirls oaks up, / she travels all the forests bare. / In his palace are all calling: O 

glorious God! " 

388 Ps 37,35 " I have seen the wicked in great power, and spreading himself like a green bay cedar tree." 

389 Ps 38,1 "[A Psalm of David. For incense.]" 

390 Ps 45,9 "All thy garments smell of myrrh, and aloes, and cassia, out of the ivory palaces, whereby they have 

made thee glad." 

391 Ps 50,10 "For every beast of the forest is mine, and the cattle upon a thousand hills." 

392 Ps 52,10 "But I am like a green olive tree in the house of God: I trust in the mercy of God for ever and ever." 

393 Ps 70,1 "[For the choirmaster. By David. For incense.]" 

394 Ps 72,16 "There shall be an handful of corn in the earth upon the top of the mountains; the fruit thereof shall 

shake like te trees of Lebanon: and they of the city shall flourish like grass of the earth." 

395 Ps 74,5-6 "A man was famous according as he had lifted up axes upon the thick trees. But now they break down 

the carved work thereof at once with axes and hammers." 

396 Ps 78,47 "He destroyed their vines with hail, and their sycomore trees with frost." 

397 Ps 80,10 "Thou preparedst room before it, and didst cause it to take deep root, and it filled the land." 

398 Ps 80,11 "The hills were covered with the shadow of it, and the boughs thereof were like the goodly cedars." 

399 Ps 80,14 "The boar out of the wood doth waste it, and the wild beast of the field doth devour it." 

400 Ps 83, 15-16 "As the fire burneth a wood, and as the flame setteth the mountains on fire; So persecute them with 

thy tempest, and make them afraid with thy storm!" 

401 Ps 92,13 "The righteous shall flourish like the palm tree: he shall grow like a cedar in Lebanon." 

402 Ps 96,12-13 "Let the field be joyful, and all that is therein: then shall all the trees of the wood rejoice Before the 

Lord: for he cometh, for he cometh to judge the earth: he shall judge the world with righteousness, and the people 

with his truth." 

403 Ps 104,12 "By them shall the fowls of the heaven have their habitation, which sing among the branches." 

404 Ps 104,16-17 "The trees of the Lord are full of sap; the cedars of Lebanon, which he hath planted; Where the 

birds make their nests: as for the stork, the cypresse trees are her house." 

405 Ps 104,20 "Thou makest darkness, and it is night: wherein all the beasts of the forest do creep forth." 

406 Ps 105,33 "He smote their vines also and their fig trees; and brake the trees of their coasts." 

407 Ps 118,27 "God, the Lord, enlighten us. With branches in your hands / closes you together to dance in / up to the 
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horns of the altar! " 

408 Ps 128,3 "Your wife will be like a fruitful vine within your house; your children will be like olive shoots around 

your table." 

409 Ps 144,12 "That our sons may be as young trees grown up in their youth; that our daughters may be as corner 

stones, polished after the similitude of a palace." 

410 Ps 148,7.9 "Praise the Lord from the earth, ye dragons, and all deeps: Mountains, and all hills; fruitful trees, and 

all cedars, ..." 

411 Prov 3,18 "She is a tree of life, to them that lay hold vpon her: and happy is euery one that retaineth her." 

412 Prov 7,16-17 "I haue deckt my bed with couerings of tapestrie, with carued workes, with fine linnen of Egypt I 

haue perfumed my bed with myrrhe, aloes, and cynamom." 

413 Prov 11,28 "He that trusteth in his riches, shall fall: but the righteous shall flourish as green leaves." 

414 Prov 11,30 "The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life: and hee that winneth soules, is wise." 

415 Prov 12,3 "A man shall not bee established by wickednesse: but the roote of the righteous shall not be mooued." 

416 Prov 12,12 "The wicked desireth the net of euill men: but the roote of the righteous yeeldeth fruit." 

417 Prov 13,12 "Hope deferred maketh the heart sicke: but when the desire commeth, it is a tree of life." 

418 Prov 15,4 "A wholesome tongue is a tree of life: but peruersnesse therein is a breach in the spirit." 

419 Prov 25,11 "A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in pictures of siluer." 

420 Prov 25,20 "Like one who loosens his garment in cold weather. Whoever sings verses to a wicked heart is like 

vinegar on baking soda. Just like a moth to a garment, and a worm to wood, so too does the sadness of a man do 

harm to the heart" 

421 Prov 26,20 "Where no wood is, there the fire goeth out: so where there is no tale-bearer, the strife ceaseth." 

422 Prov 26,21 "As coales are to burning coales, and wood to fire; so is a contentious man to kindle strife." 

423 Prov 27,9 "Anointing oil and incense rejoice the heart, / cordiality of a friend enjoys more than fragrant wood." 

424 Prov 27,18 "Whoever maintains the fig tree shall eat its fruit. And whoever is the keeper of his master shall be 

glorified." 

425 Qoh 2,5 "I made gardens and orchards. And I planted them with trees of every kind." 

426 Qoh 2,6 "I made mee pooles of water, to water therewith the wood that bringeth foorth trees." 

427 Qoh 10,8-9 "He that diggeth a pit, shall fall into it; and who so breaketh an hedge, a serpent shall bite him. Who 

so remoueth stones, shall be hurt therewith: and hee that cleaueth wood, shalbe endangered thereby." 

428 Qoh 11,3 "If the clouds be full of raine, they emptie themselues vpon the earth: and if the tree fall toward the 

South, or toward the North, in the place where the tree falleth, there it shall be." 

429 Qoh 12,5 "... Likewise, they will fear the things above them, and they will dread the way. The almond tree will 

flourish; the locust will be fattened; and the caper plant will scattered, because man shall go into the house of his 

eternity, and the mourners shall wander around in the street - ..." 

430 Cant 1,13 "A bundle of myrrhe is my welbeloued vnto me; he shall lie all night betwixt my breasts." 

431 Cant 1,17 "The timbers of our houses are of cedar; our ceilings are of cypress." 

432 Cant 2,3 "As the apple tree among the trees of the wood, so is my beloued among the sonnes. I sate downe vnder 

his shadow with great delight, and his fruit was sweete to my taste!" 

433 Cant 2,5 "Stay me with flagons, comfort me with apples, for I am sicke of loue." 

434 Cant 2,13 "The fig tree putteth foorth her greene figs, and the vines with the tender grape giue a good smell. 

Arise, my loue, my faire one, and come away!" 

435 Cant 2,17 "Until the day be cool, and the shadows flee away, Turn, my beloved, and be thou like a roe or a young 

hart Upon the mountains of balm." 

436 Cant 3,6 "Who is this / that because from the steppe climbs / in columns of smoke clouded with myrrh and 

frankincense, / of all perfumes the merchant?" 
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437 Cant 3,9-10 "A sedan chair, King Solomon rooms / from the wood of Lebanon, occupied the post in silver, / the 

rest in gold, the seat in purple / inside with stones [with wood of charity]." 

438 Cant 4,3 "Thy lips are like a threed of scarlet, and thy speach is comely: thy temples are like a piece of a 

pomegranate within thy lockes." 

439 Cant 4,6 "If the day goes by and the shadows grow, / I will go to the mountain of myrrh, / the hill of frankincense." 

440 Cant 4,10 "How beautiful is your love, / my sister bride; how much sweeter your love than wine, / the smell of 

your perfume is more precious than all balm fragrances." 

441 Cant 4,13-14 "A pleasure garden sprouts from you / pomegranates with choice fruits, / henna cones, nard 

blossoms, nard, crocus, sweet cane and cinnamon, / all frankincense trees, myrrh and aloes, / surfers balm." 

442 Cant 4,16 "Northwind, awake! South, bring! / Blow upon my garden, / let flow the balm smells! Let my beloved 

come into his garden / and eat the delicious fruit." 

443 Cant 5,1 "I have come into my garden, my sister bride; / I have gathered my myrrh, the balm; eat my honeycomb 

with the honey / drink my wine and my milk. Friends, eat and drink / be drunk on love!" 

444 Cant 5,13 "My cheeks are like balm beds, / sprout in herbs, his lips like lilies; / She drops of liquid myrr." 

445 Cant 5,15 "His legges are as pillars of marble, set vpon sockets of fine gold: his countenance is as Lebanon, 

excellent as the cedars." 

446 Cant 6,7 "As a piece of a pomegranat are thy temples within thy lockes." 

447 Cant 6,11 "In the nut garden I descended, / To see after the shoots of palm, / to see whether the vine drives, / 

bloom the pomegranates." 

448 Cant 7,8 "This thy stature is like to a palme tree, and thy breasts to clusters of grapes." 

449 Cant 7,9 "I said, I will goe vp to the palme tree, I will take hold of the boughes thereof: now also thy breasts 

shall be as clusters of the vine, and the smell of thy nose, like apples, ..." 

450 Cant 7,13 "Let vs get vp earely to the vineyards, let vs see if the vine flourish, whether the tender grape appeare, 

and the pomegranates bud forth: there will I giue thee my loues." 

451 Cant 7,14 "The mandrakes [Loveapples] giue a smell, and at our gates are all maner of pleasant fruits, new and 

olde, which I haue laid vp for thee, O my beloued." 

452 Cant 8,2 "I would leade thee, and bring thee into my mothers house, who would instruct me: I would cause thee 

to drinke of spiced wine, of the iuice of my pomegranate." 

453 Cant 8,5 "Who is this that commeth vp from the wildernesse, leaning vpon her beloued? I raised thee vp vnder 

the apple tree: there thy mother brought thee forth, there she brought thee forth, that bare thee." 

454 Cant 8,9 "If she be a wall, we will build vpon her a palace of siluer: and if she bee a dore, we will inclose her 

with boards of Cedar." 

455 Cant 8,14 "Away, away, my love, / like a gazelle, a young stag / mountains on the balm." 

456 Wis 3,15 "For glorious is the fruit of good labours: and the root of wisedom shall neuer fall away." 

457 Wis 4,3 "However, the large group of children of the wicked is of no use; / She is a fake plant, / drives no roots 

in the depth / and fails to take a secure base." 

458 Wis 4,4 "For though they flourish in branches for a time: yet standing not fast, they shall be shaken with the 

winde: and through the force of windes they shall be rooted out." 

459 Wis 4,5 "The unperfect branches shall bee broken off, their fruit unprofitable, not ripe to eate: yea meet for 

nothing." 

460 Wis 7,17.20 "He gave me unerring knowledge of things, / so I understand the structure of the world and the 

activity of the elements ... the nature of the animals and the ferocity of the beasts, / the power of the spirits and 

the thoughts of men, / the diversity of plants and the virtues of roots." 

461 Wis 10,4 "For whose cause the earth being drowned with the flood, wisedome againe preserued it, and directed 

the course of the righteous, in a piece of wood, of small value." 

462 Wis 13,11 "As a woodcarver sawed a suitable tree from debarked round him cleverly edited it carefully and 
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made it a useful device for daily use." 

463 Wis 13,13 "And taking the very refuse among those which serued to no vse (being a crooked piece of wood, and 

ful of knots) hath carued it diligently when hee had nothing else to doe, and formed it by the skill of his 

vnderstanding, and fashioned it to the image of a man ..." 

464 Wis 14,1 "Againe, one preparing himselfe to saile, and about to passe through the raging waues, calleth vpon a 

piece of wood more rotten then the vesell that carieth him." 

465 Wis 14,5 "Neuerthelesse thou wouldest not that the works of thy wisedome should be idle, and therefore doe 

men commit their liues to a small piece of wood, and passing the rough sea in a weake vessell, are saued." 

466 Wis 14,7 "For blessed is the wood, whereby righteousnesse commeth." 

467 Wis 14,8 "Curse contrariwise makes the shaped by hands of wood and its creator, him because he has worked 

there, that, as it was called God, although it is transitory." 

468 Wis 14,21 "The world, this has become the undoing: The people have settled under the pressure of misfortune 

or ruling power, stone and wood the name that can be shared with no one." 

469 Wis 15,3 "For to know thee is perfect righteousnesse: yea to know thy power is the roote of immortality." 

470 Wis 17,17 "The whistling of the wind, the melodious singing of birds on the branches of trees, the noise 

impetuous flowing water, the wild thunder of falling rock, ..." 

471 Sir 1,6 [-7] "The root of wisdom - to whom was it revealed / her plans - who sees through it?" 

472 Sir 1,20 "The root of wisedome is to feare the Lord, and the branches thereof are long life." 

473 Sir 3,9 "The blessing of the father strengthens the root, / but the curse of the mother uproots the young plant." 

474 Sir 3,28 "For the wound of the proud there is no cure, / because a poisonous herb has in him its roots." 

475 Sir 6,2-3 "Extoll not thy selfe in the counsell of thine owne heart, that thy soule bee not torne in pieces as a bull. 

Thou shalt eat up thy leaues, and loose thy fruit, and leaue thy selfe as a dry tree." 

476 Sir 8,3 "Striue not with a man that is full of tongue, and heape not wood vpon his fire!" 

477 Sir 10,16 "God covers the tracks of the peoples / her rootstock he beats off to the ground." 

478 Sir 14,18 "As budding leaves on green tree / - one withered, the other continues to grow - so are the families of 

flesh and blood: / one dies, the other ripens." 

479 Sir 14,20.26 "Blessed is the man who meditates on wisdom, / of an effort to realization ... of building its nest in 

their leaves / and spending the night in their branches, ..." 

480 Sir 22,16 "Wooden beams, recessed into the wall, / dissolves at no vibration: So is a heart, having regard to 

deliberate Council; / Est despondent at any time." 

481 Sir 23,25 "Her children shall not take root, and her branches shall bring foorth no fruit." 

482 Sir 24,12 "And I tooke roote in an honourable people, euen in the portion of the Lords inheritance." 

483 Sir 24,13 "As a cedar in Lebanon, I grew up, / like a wild olive tree on Mount Hermon." 

484 Sir 24,14 "As a palm tree in Engedi I grew up, / how oleander bushes in Jericho as a magnificent olive tree in 

the lowland, / how a plane tree by the water I grew up." 

485 Sir 24,15 "How cinnamon and fragrant spice tube / how best myrrh I poured perfume from as galbanum, onyx 

and stacte, / how clouds of incense in the holy tent." 

486 Sir 24,16 "As the turpentine tree, I stretched out my branches, and my branches are the branches of honour and 

grace." 

487 Sir 27,6 "The fruite declareth if the tree haue beene dressed: so is the vtterance of a conceit in the heart of man." 

488 Sir 37,17 "The root of the plans is the heart. /" 

489 Sir 38,5 "Was not the water made sweet with wood, that the vertue thereof might be knowen?" 

490 Sir 39,13 "Hear me, ye pious sons, and you shall prosper / like the cedar that grows on watercourse." 

491 Sir 39,14 "You will smell exude as incense, / her will blossom like the lily drive. Raise the voice and sings in 

the choir, / praise the Lord for all his works!" 
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492 Sir 40,15 "The children of the vngodly shall not bring forth many branches: but are as vncleane roots upon a 

hard rocke, ..." 

493 Sir 45,9 "And he compassed him with pomegranates, and with many golden bels round about, that as he went, 

there might be a sound, and a noise made that might be heard in the Temple, for a memoriall to the children of 

his people." 

494 Sir 47,22 "But God 's love not given up / and left unfulfilled none of his words. He has his elect the scion and 

son not eradicated, / the descendants not blotted his friend. So he gave Jacob a radical left / and David a root out 

of himself." 

495 Sir 49,1 "The name Josiah is like fragrant incense, / spicy and prepared by the perfumers. His memory is as 

sweet as honey in my mouth / and like a song at the banquet of wine." 

496 Sir 50,5.9 "How wonderful when he looked out of the tent, / when he stepped between the curtain: ... like incense 

fire on the food offerings, / like a gilded vessel, driven with a hammer / and studded with precious stones, ..." 

497 Sir 50,10 "... like a luxuriant olive tree full of fruit, / like a wild olive tree branches with juicy." 

498 Sir 50,11-14 "(How wonderful,) when he had the beautiful garments created / and clothed with all jewelry when 

he ascended the raised altar / and the enclosure of the sacred space filled with luster when he took the victims 

pieces from the hands of his brethren, / while stood even with the stacked wood. Ring surrounded him the crown 

of his sons / like young cedars of Lebanon. How poplars by the stream stood around / all the sons of Aaron in 

their glory, the fire sacrifice of the Lord in her hand / before all the assembly of Israel, until he had the service 

completed at the altar / and ordered the victim Wood for the Supreme." 

499 Isa 1,29 "For they shall be ashamed of the oaks which yee haue desired, and yee shalbe confounded for the (holy) 

groves that yee haue chosen." 

500 Isa 1,30 "For yee shall be as an oak whose leafe fadeth, and as a garden that hath no water." 

501 Isa 2,12-13 "For the day of the Lord of hosts is / over all that is proud and lofty, / on every high - it is lowered -

, all towering cedars of Lebanon / and all the oaks of Bashan, ..." 

502 Isa 3,24 "Then you have mustiness take balm / knitting instead Belt, Bald instead artful curls sackcloth instead 

festive clothing, / yes, shame instead of beauty." 

503 Isa 5,24 "Therefore as the tongue of fire devoureth the stubble, and as the dry grass sinketh down in the flame, 

so their root shall be as rottenness, and their blossom shall go up as dust; because they have rejected the law of 

Jehovah of hosts, and despised the word of the Holy One of Israel." 

504 Isa 6,13 "But still, there will be a tithing within her, and she will be converted, and she will be put on display, 

like a terebinth tree and like an oak which extends its branches. And what will remain standing within her will 

be a holy offspring " 

505 Isa 7,2 "And they reported to the house of David, saying: Syria has withdrawn to Ephraim. And his heart was 

shaken, with the heart of his people, just as the trees of the forest are moved by the face of the wind." 

506 Isa 7,4 "And you shall say to him: See to it that you are silent. Do not be afraid. And have no dread in your heart 

over the two logs of wood of these firebrands, nearly extinguished, which are the wrath of the fury of Rezin, king 

of Syria, and of the son of Remaliah." 

507 Isa 9,3 "For as in the day of Midian you break the oppressive yoke, / the carrying wood on our shoulders, the 

rod of the driver." 

508 Isa 9,9 "The bricks have fallen, but we will build with squared stones. They have cut down the sycamores, but 

we will replace them with cedars." 

509 Isa 9,13 "Therefore the Lord will cut off from Israel head and tail, palm-branch and rush, in one day: ..." 

510 Isa 9,17 "For impiety has been kindled like a fire: it will devour brier and thorn, and it will burn in the dense 

forest, and it will be interwoven with the ascending smoke." 

511 Isa 10,15 "Should the axe glorify itself over him who wields it? Or can the saw exalt itself over him who pulls 

it? How can a rod lift itself up against him who wields it, or a staff exalt itself, though it is only wood." 

512 Isa 10,18 "And the glory of his forest and of his beautiful hill will be consumed, from the soul even to the flesh. 

And he will flee away in terror." 
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513 Isa 10,19 "And what remains of the trees of his forest will be so few, and so easily numbered, that even a child 

could write them down." 

514 Isa 10,33 "Behold, the Lord God of hosts, / beats with terrible violence off the branches. The mighty trees are 

cut / and everything is high, low." 

515 Isa 10,34 "And the dense forest will be overturned with iron. And Lebanon, with its exalted ones, will fall." 

516 Isa 11,1 "And there shall come forth a shoot out of the stock of Jesse, and a branch out of his roots shall bear 

fruit." 

517 Isa 11,10 "And it shall come to pass in that day, that the root of Jesse, that standeth for an ensign of the peoples, 

unto him shall the nations seek; and his resting-place shall be glorious." 

518 Isa 14,8 "Even the cypress trees and the cedars of Lebanon / make fun of you: Since you are lying on the ground, 

no one comes forth / to fell us." 

519 Isa 14,29 "Rejoice not, O Philistia, all of thee, because the rod that smote thee is broken; for out of the serpent's 

root shall come forth an adder, and his fruit shall be a fiery flying serpent." 

520 Isa 14,30 "And the first-born of the poor shall feed, and the needy shall lie down in safety; and I will kill thy root 

with famine, and thy remnant shall be slain." 

521 Isa 15,7 "Therefore the abundance they have gotten, and that which they have laid up, shall they carry away over 

the brook of the willows." 

522 Isa 17,6 "Only a radical left / as in the harvesting of olive trees for gleaning: two or three ripe olives in the top 

branches of the tree, / four or five of its branches - / says the Lord, the God of Israel." 

523 Isa 19,15 "Neither shall there be for Egypt any work, which head or tail, palm-branch or rush, may do." 

524 Isa 22,8 "And he took away the covering of Judah; and thou didst look in that day to the armor in the house of 

the forest; ..." 

525 Isa 22,24 "But if all the many members of his father's house with children and grandchildren [children like leaves 

on the saplings] hanging on him, all the pots, the pots and jars, ..." 

526 Isa 24,13 "For thus shall it be in the midst of the earth among the peoples, as the shaking of an olive-tree, as the 

gleanings when the vintage is done." 

527 Isa 27,6 "In days to come shall Jacob take root; Israel shall blossom and bud; and they shall fill the face of the 

world with fruit." 

528 Isa 27,10 "For the fortified city is solitary, a habitation deserted and forsaken, like the wilderness: there shall the 

calf feed, and there shall he lie down, and consume the branches thereof." 

529 Isa 27,11 "When the boughs thereof are withered, they shall be broken off; the women shall come, and set them 

on fire; for it is a people of no understanding: therefore he that made them will not have compassion upon them, 

and he that formed them will show them no favor." 

530 Isa 28,4 "And the fading flower of his glorious beauty, which is on the head of the fat valley, shall be as the first-

ripe fig before the summer; which when he that looketh upon it seeth, while it is yet in his hand he eateth it up." 

531 Isa 29,17 "Is it not yet a very little while, and Lebanon shall be turned into a fruitful field, and the fruitful field 

shall be esteemed as a forest." 

532 Isa 30,33 "Yes, long ago a fire pit is prepared, / for the king it is intended; / Deep it is and far; a woodpile is there 

fire and firewood in abundance, / the breath of the Lord blows it like a stream of brimstone." 

533 Isa 32,10 "About a year and day you will tremble, / even if you are so sure of himself now; because the harvest 

is destroyed, / there is no fruit harvestv." 

534 Isa 32,15 "Until the spirit shall be poured upon us from on high, and the wilderness shall be a fruitful field, and 

the fruitful field shall be counted for a forest.." 

535 Isa 32,19 "But it shall hail in the downfall of the forest; and the city shall be utterly laid low." 

536 Isa 33,9 "The country wilts in mourning meaning / Lebanon is ashamed, dry up his trees. The Sharon-level has 

become the steppe / defoliated are Bashan and Carmel." 

537 Isa 33,21.23a "Yes, there the Lord our Mighty God will be. / It is a place with wide rivers and streams. No 
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rowing boats drive on them; / No pomp ship sails on it, because the ropes are slack / she does not hold the mast 

tree firmly, / you can stretch no more sailing." 

538 Isa 34,3-4 "The slain hoofs you, / the stench of their corpses on rising, the mountains drip with their blood, / melt 

all the hills. As a scroll rolled up the sky together, / his army forlorn, like leaves withered on the vine, / like fruits 

shrink on the fig tree." 

539 Isa 36,16 "Hearken not to Hezekiah: for thus saith the king of Assyria, Make your peace with me, and come out 

to me; and eat ye every one of his vine, and every one of his fig-tree, and drink ye every one the waters of his 

own cistern, ..." 

540 Isa 37,18-19 "It is true, Lord, the kings of Assyria have destroyed all the nations and ravaged their country and 

cast their gods into the fire. But these were not gods, but the work of human hands, wood and stone; why could 

destroy them." 

541 Isa 37,24 "By thy messengers thou hast defied the Lord; / You said: With my numerous car I drove to the top of 

the mountains, / to the furthest corners of Lebanon. I felled its tall cedars, / its finest cypresses, came to its 

remotest heights, / in the thicket of its forests." 

542 Isa 37,31 "And the remnant that is escaped of the house of Judah shall again take root downward, and bear fruit 

upward." 

543 Isa 39,2 "And Hezekiah was glad of them, and showed them the house of his precious things, the silver, and the 

gold, and the balm, and the precious oil, and all the house of his armor, and all that was found in his treasures: 

there was nothing in his house, nor in all his dominion, that Hezekiah showed them not." 

544 Isa 40,16 "Lebanon is not sufficient for the firewood, / its wild beasts is not enough for the victims." 

545 Isa 40,20 "He that is too impoverished for such an oblation chooseth a wood that will not rot; he seeketh unto 

him a skilful workman to set up a graven image, that shall not be moved." 

546 Isa 40,24 "Yea, they have not been planted; yea, they have not been sown; yea, their stock hath not taken root in 

the earth: moreover he bloweth upon them, and they wither, and the whirlwind taketh them away as stubble." 

547 Isa 41,19 "In the desert I plant cedars / acacia, olive trees and myrtle. In the steppe I use cypress, / plane trees 

and ash trees." 

548 Isa 43,23 "You have not offered me the ram of your holocaust, and you have not glorified me with your victims. 

I have not burdened you with oblations, nor have I wearied you with incense." 

549 Isa 44,3-4 "For I will pour water upon him that is thirsty, and streams upon the dry ground; I will pour my Spirit 

upon thy seed, and my blessing upon thine offspring: and they shall spring up among the grass, as willows by 

the watercourses." 

550 Isa 44,13 "The carver measures the timber with the measuring line, / he creates the image with the pen / and 

carves it with his knife; he outlines it with his circle / and forms the shape of a man, the magnificent image of a 

man; / In a house, it is to live." 

551 Isa 44,14 "Precipitate a cedar, selects an oak / or otherwise a mighty tree, which was allowed to be more / than 

the other trees in the forest. Or you plant a laurel tree, / the rain can be large." 

552 Isa 44,15 "The wood take people for heating; / To make a fire and warm to it. Also stoking to the fire and 

therefore bakes bread. / Or carves it into a god / and prostrate themselves before him; to make a graven image / 

and falls in front of him on his knees." 

553 Isa 44,16 "Part of the wood, he burned with fire, and with part of it, he cooked meat; he boiled food and was 

filled. And he was warmed, and so he said: Ah, I am warm. I have gazed at the fire." 

554 Isa 44,17 "And the residue of the wood he maketh a god, even his graven image; he falleth down unto it and 

worshippeth, and prayeth unto it, and saith, Deliver me; for thou art my god!" 

555 Isa 44,19 "And none calleth to mind, neither is there knowledge nor understanding to say, I have burned part of 

wood in the fire; yea, also I have baked bread upon the coals thereof; I have roasted flesh and eaten it: and shall 

I make the residue thereof an abomination? shall I fall down to the stock of a tree." 

556 Isa 44,23 " Sing, O ye heavens, for the Lord hath done it; shout, ye lower parts of the earth; break forth into 

singing, ye mountains, O forest, and every tree therein: for the Lord hath redeemed Jacob, and will glorify himself 

in Israel." 
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557 Isa 45,20 "Assemble yourselves and come; draw near together, ye that are escaped of the nations: they have no 

knowledge that carry the wood of their graven image, and pray unto a god that cannot save." 

558 Isa 53,2 " For he grew up before him as a tender plant, and as a root out of a dry ground: he hath no form nor 

comeliness; and when we see him, there is no beauty that we should desire him." 

559 Isa 55,12 "For ye shall go out with joy, and be led forth with peace: the mountains and the hills shall break forth 

before you into singing; and all the trees of the fields shall clap their hands." 

560 Isa 55,13 "Instead thorns cypress, / instead of nettles myrtle. This is done for the glory of the Lord / as an eternal 

sign which will not be cut off." 

561 Isa 56,3 "Neither let the foreigner, that hath joined himself to Jehovah, speak, saying, Jehovah will surely separate 

me from his people; neither let the eunuch say, Behold, I am a dry tree." 

562 Isa 56,9 "All ye beasts of the field, come to devour, yea, all ye beasts in the forest!" 

563 Isa 57,5 "ye that inflame yourselves among the oaks, under every green tree; that slay the children in the valleys, 

under the clefts of the rocks." 

564 Isa 60,6 "The multitude of camels shall cover thee, the dromedaries of Midian and Ephah; all they from Sheba 

shall come: they shall bring gold and incense; and they shall show forth the praises of the Lord." 

565 Isa 60,13 "The glory of Lebanon will come to you, / cypress, plane trees and ash trees at the same time to adorn 

my holy place; / I honor the place where my feet rest." 

566 Jes 60,17 "For brass I will bring gold, and for iron I will bring silver, and for wood brass, and for stones iron. I 

will also make thy officers peace, and thine exactors righteousness." 

567 Isa 61,1-3 " The Spirit of the Lord the Lord is upon me; because the Lord hath anointed me to preach good 

tidings unto the meek; he hath sent me to bind up the broken-hearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and the 

opening of the prison to them that are bound; to proclaim the year of the Lord favor, and the day of vengeance 

of our God; to comfort all that mourn; to appoint unto them that mourn in Zion, to give unto them a garland for 

ashes, the oil of joy for mourning, the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness; that they may be called oaks 

of righteousness, the planting of the Lord that he may be glorified." 

568 Isa 64,5 " For we are all become as one that is unclean, and all our righteousnesses are as a polluted garment: 

and we all do fade as a leaf; and our iniquities, like the wind, take us away." 

569 Isa 65,6-7 "Look, everything is written down with me / and I will not be silent, / but pay them home, as they 

deserve; I pay them their wages from their debt / and the guilt of their fathers, says the Lord. Because they burned 

incense on the mountains / and me taunted on the hills, so I consider it their job to / and pay them home, as they 

deserve." 

570 Isa 65,22 "They shall not build, and another inhabit; they shall not plant, and another eat: for as the days of trees 

shall be the days of my people, and my chosen shall long enjoy the work of their hands." 

571 Isa 66,3 "Whoever immolates an ox, it is as if he slaughters a man. Whoever sacrifices a sheep, it is as if he is 

smashing the head of a dog. Whoever offers an oblation, it is as if he is offering swines blood. Whoever makes 

remembrance with incense, it is as if he is blessing an idol. All these things, they have chosen according to their 

own ways, and their soul has taken delight in their own abominations, ..." 

572 Jer 1,11-12 "The word of the Lord came to me: What do you see, Jeremiah? I said, A Almond branch I see. And 

the Lord said to me: You have seen correctly; for I watch over my word and run it." 

573 Jer 2,20 "For of old time I have broken thy yoke, and burst thy bonds; and thou saidst, I will not serve; for upon 

every high hill and under every green tree thou didst bow thyself, playing the harlot." 

574 Jer 2,21 "Yet I had planted thee a noble vine, wholly a right seed: how then art thou turned into the degenerate 

branches of a foreign vine unto me!" 

575 Jer 2,27 "For they say to a wood, You are my father, and to a stone, You have conceived me. They have turned 

their back to me, and not their face. But in the time of their affliction, they will say: Rise up and deliver us!" 

576 Jer 3,6 "The Lord said also vnto me, in the daies of Iosiah the king, Hast thou seene that which backsliding Israel 

hath done? she is gone vp vpon euery high mountaine, and vnder euery greene tree, and there hath plaied the 

harlot." 

577 Jer 3,9 "And by the act of her fornication, she defiled the land. For she committed adultery with that which is 
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stone and wood." 

578 Jer 3,13 "Only acknowledge thy iniquity, that thou hast transgressed against the Lord thy God, and hast scattered 

thy ways to the strangers under every green tree, and ye have not obeyed my voice, saith the Lord." 

579 Jer 5,6 "Wherefore a lion out of the forest shall slay them, a wolf of the evenings shall destroy them, a leopard 

shall watch against their cities; every one that goeth out thence shall be torn in pieces; because their transgressions 

are many, and their backslidings are increased." 

580 Jer 5,14 "Therefore - thus saith the Lord, / the God of the armies: Because you lead such speeches, / see, so I'm 

doing my words / in your mouth to the heat of fire and this people there for firewood, / which is consumed by 

it." 

581 Jer 5,17 "And they shall eat up thy harvest, and thy bread, which thy sons and thy daughters should eat; they 

shall eat up thy flocks and thy herds; they shall eat up thy vines and thy fig-trees; they shall beat down thy fortified 

cities, wherein thou trustest, with the sword." 

582 Jer 6,6 "For thus says the Lord of hosts: Cut down her trees, and build a rampart around Jerusalem. This is the 

city of visitation! Every kind of false claim is in her midst." 

583 Jer 6,20 "To what purpose cometh there to me incense from Sheba, and the sweet cane from a distant country? 

your burnt-offerings are not acceptable, nor your sacrifices sweet to me." 

584 Jer 7,18 "The children gather wood, and the fathers kindle the fire, and the women knead the dough, to make 

cakes to the queen of heaven, and to pour out drink-offerings unto other gods, that they may provoke me to 

anger." 

585 Jer 7,20 "Therefore thus saith the Lord: Behold, mine anger and my wrath shall be poured out upon this place, 

upon man, and upon beast, and upon the trees of the field, and upon the fruit of the ground; and it shall burn, and 

shall not be quenched." 

586 Jer 8,13 "When gathering, I will gather them together, says the Lord. There are no grapes on the vine, and there 

are no figs on the fig tree. The leaves have fallen. And I have given them the things that have passed away." 

587 Jer 8,22 "Is there no balm in Gilead? is there no physician there? why then is not the health of the daughter of 

my people recovered?" 

588 Jer 10,3 "For the customs of the peoples are vanity; for one cutteth a wood out of the forest, the work of the 

hands of the workman with the axe." 

589 Jer 10,8 "Together, they will all be proven to be unwise and foolish. The doctrine of their vanity is made of 

wood." 

590 Jer 10,16 "The portion of Jacob is not like these; for he is the former of all things; and Israel is the tribe of his 

inheritance: Lord of hosts is his name." 

591 Jer 11,16 "The Lord called thy name, A green olive-tree, fair with goodly fruit: with the noise of a great tumult 

he hath kindled fire upon it, and the branches of it are broken." 

592 Jer 11,19 "But I was like a gentle lamb that is led to the slaughter; and I knew not that they had devised devices 

against me, saying, Let us destroy the tree with the fruit thereof, and let us cut him off from the land of the living, 

that his name may be no more remembered." 

593 Jer 12,1-2 "Certainly, O Lord, you are just. But if I may contend with you, while still speaking what is just to 

you: Why does the way of the impious prosper? Why is it well with all those who transgress and act unfairly? 

You planted them, and they took root. They are prospering and bearing fruit. You are near to their mouths, but 

far from their hearts." 

594 Jer 12,8 "My heritage is become unto me as a lion in the forest: she hath uttered her voice against me; therefore 

I have hated her." 

595 Jer 17,1-2 "The sin of Judah is written with a pen of iron, and with the point of a diamond: it is graven upon the 

tablet of their heart, and upon the horns of your altars; whilst their children remember their altars and their 

Asherim by the green trees upon the high hills." 

596 Jer 17,8 "For he shall be as a tree planted by the waters, that spreadeth out its roots by the river, and shall not 

fear when heat cometh, but its leaf shall be green; and shall not be careful in the year of drought, neither shall 

cease from yielding fruit." 
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597 Jer 17,26 "And they shall come from the cities of Judah, and from the places about Jerusalem, and from the land 

of Benjamin, and from the plain, and from the mountains, and from the south, bringing burnt-offerings, and 

sacrifices, and meat-offerings, and incense, and bringing sacrifices of praise, to the house of the Lord." 

598 Jer 21,14 "But I will visit against you according to the fruit of your intentions, says the Lord. And I will kindle 

a fire in its forest. And it shall devour everything around it." 

599 Jer 22,7 "And I will prepare destroyers against thee, every one with his weapons; and they shall cut down thy 

choice cedars, and cast them into the fire." 

600 Jer 22,13-14 "Woe to one who builds his house with injustice and his upper rooms without judgment, who 

oppresses his friend without cause and does not pay him his wages. And he says: I will build a broad house for 

myself, with spacious upper rooms. He makes windows for himself, and he builds the roof out of cedar-wood, 

and he paints it with red ocher." 

601 Jer 22,15 "Shalt thou reign, because thou strivest to excel in cedar? Did not thy father eat and drink, and do 

justice and righteousness? then it was well with him." 

602 Jer 22,23 "O inhabitant of Lebanon, that makest thy nest in the cedars, how greatly to be pitied shalt thou be 

when pangs come upon thee, the pain as of a woman in travail." 

603 Jer 24,1 "The Lord revealed to me, and behold, two baskets full of figs were set before the temple of the Lord, 

after Nebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon, carried away Jeconiah, the son of Jehoiakim, king of Judah, and his 

leaders, and the craftsmen and engravers of Jerusalem, and led them into Babylon." 

604 Jer 24,2 "One basket had very good figs, like the figs that are first-ripe; and the other basket had very bad figs, 

which could not be eaten, they were so bad." 

605 Jer 24,3 "And the Lord said to me: What do you see, Jeremiah? And I said: Figs: the good figs are very good, 

and the bad figs are very bad and cannot be eaten because they are so bad." 

606 Jer 24,5 "Thus says the Lord, the God of Israel: Just like these good figs, so will I regard as good the captives of 

Judah, whom I have sent from this place into the land of the Chaldeans." 

607 Jer 24,8 "And just like the very bad figs, which cannot be eaten because they are so bad, thus says the Lord: so 

will I regard Zedekiah, the king of Judah, and his leaders, and the rest of Jerusalem, those who have remained in 

this city, and those who are living in the land of Egypt." 

608 Jer 27,2 "So the Lord said to me: Do ropes and yoke-woods, and put it to you on the neck!" 

609 Jer 28,10 "Then the prophet Hananiah took the yoke-wood from the neck of the prophet Jeremiah and broke it 

in half." 

610 Jer 28,12 "After the prophet Hananiah had taken and broken the yoke-wood from the neck of the prophet 

Jeremiah, the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah:" 

611 Jer 28,13 "Go, and you shall say to Hananiah: Thus says the Lord: You have broken chains of wood, and so you 

will make for them chains of iron." 

612 Jer 29,17 "... Thus says the Lord of hosts: Behold, I will send among them the sword, and famine, and pestilence. 

And I will make them like the bad figs, which cannot be eaten, because they are very bad." 

613 Jer 40,10 "As for me, behold, I will dwell at Mizpah, to stand before the Chaldeans that shall come unto us: but 

ye, gather ye wine and summer fruits and oil, and put them in your vessels, and dwell in your cities that ye have 

taken." 

614 Jer 40,12 "Then all the Jews returned out of all places whither they were driven, and came to the land of Judah, 

to Gedaliah, unto Mizpah, and gathered wine and summer fruits very much." 

615 Jer 41,4-5 "And it came to pass the second day after he had slain Gedaliah, and no man knew it, That there came 

men from Shechem, from Shiloh, and from Samaria, even eighty men, having their beards shaven, and their 

clothes rent, and having cut themselves, with offerings and incense in their hand, to bring them to the house of 

the Lord." 

616 Jer 46,11 "Go up into Gilead, and take balm, O virgin daughter of Egypt: in vain dost thou use many medicines; 

there is no healing for thee." 

617 Jer 46,22 "The sound thereof shall go like the serpent; for they shall march with an army, and come against her 

with axes, as hewers of wood." 
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618 Jer 46,23 "They have cut down her forest, says the Lord, which was not able to be counted. They have been 

multiplied more than locusts, and they are without number." 

619 Jer 51,8 "Babylon is suddenly fallen and destroyed: wail for her; take balm for her pain, if so be she may be 

healed." 

620 Jer 51,19 "The portion of Jacob is not like these; for he is the former of all things; and Israel is the tribe of his 

inheritance: Lord of hosts is his name." 

621 Jer 52,22 "And a capital of brass was upon it; and the height of the one capital was five cubits, with network and 

pomegranates upon the capital round about, all of brass: and the second pillar also had like unto these, and 

pomegranates." 

622 Jer 52,23 "And there were ninety and six pomegranates on the sides; all the pomegranates were a hundred upon 

the network round about." 

623 Lam 4,8 "Their face has been blacked more than coals, and they are not recognized in the streets. Their skin has 

adhered to their bones; it dried out and became like wood." 

624 Lam 5,4 "We have drunken our water for money; Our wood is sold unto us." 

625 Lam 5,13 "Young men had to hand mills hauling / under the timber load broke boys together." 

626 Bar 1,10 "And they said, Behold, we haue sent you money, to buy you burnt offerings, and sinne offerings, and 

incense, and prepare yee Manna, and offer upon the Altar of the Lord our God, ..." 

627 Bar 5,8 "Moreouer, euen the woods, and euery sweet smelling tree, shall ouershadow Israel by the 

commandement of God." 

628 Bar 6,3 "Now shal ye see in Babylon gods of silver, and of gold, and of wood, borne upon shoulders, which 

cause the nations to feare." 

629 Bar 6,10 "They also adorn the gods of silver, gold and wood, with garments as people. These gods can not 

protect against dirt and worm damage itself." 

630 Bar 6,29 "How could you call them gods? Even women bring them sacrifices, these gods of silver, gold and 

wood." 

631 Bar 6,38 "Stones from the mountains balance the wooden, covered with gold and silver gods. Who worships, is 

confounded." 

632 Bar 6,50 "They're only wooden, covered with gold and silver structures; it will be recognized after all that they 

are illusions. Any peoples and kings it will be clear that those are not gods, but the work of human hands, and 

that they no inherent divine potency." 

633 Bar 6,53-54 "Do not hold court with them and liberate not, the wrong has been done; because they are powerless 

like crows between heaven and earth. Although Seizes even fire the temple of wood, plated with gold and silver 

gods, then flee their priests, and save themselves, but they themselves burn it as the bar." 

634 Bar 6,56 "How can adopt a there or believe that they are gods? Neither from thieves nor from robbers, they can 

save themselves, these wooden, covered with silver and gold gods." 

635 Bar 6,58 "Better therefore is a king who shows his strength better a useful home appliance that can require the 

owner, as such deceptive gods; better in the house a door, which is what's inside, protects, as such deceptive 

gods; better in the royal palace a wooden pillar as such deceptive gods." 

636 Bar 6,62 "And the fire sent from aboue to consume hilles and woods, doth as it is commanded: but these are like 

unto them neither in shew, nor power." 

637 Bar 6,69 "For as a scarcrow in a garden of Cucumbers keepeth nothing: so are their gods of wood, and laid ower 

with silver and gold." 

638 Bar 6,70 "And likewise their gods of wood, and laid ower with silver and gold, are like to a white thorne in an 

orchard that every bird sitteth vpon: as also to a dead body, that is cast into the darke." 

639 Ezek 6,13 "And you shall know that I am the Lord, when your slain will be in the midst of your idols, all around 

your altars, on every exalted hill, and on the summits of all the mountains, and under every dense tree, and under 

every leafy oak: the places where they burned sweet-smelling incense to all their idols." 

640 Ezek 8,11 "And there stood before them seventy men of the elders of the house of Israel, and in the midst of 
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them stood Jaazaniah the son of Shaphan, with every man his censer in his hand; and a thick cloud of incense 

went up." 

641 Ezek 8,17 "Then he said unto me, Hast thou seen this, O son of man? Is it a light thing to the house of Judah that 

they commit the abominations which they commit here? for they have filled the land with violence, and have 

turned again to provoke me to anger: and, lo, they put the branch to their nose?" 

642 Ezek 15,2 "Son of man, what has preceded the wood of the vine / wood before all other shrubs, / that grow 

among the trees of the forest.?" 

643 Ezek 15,4 "No, you would throw the fire before the feeding. / Then the two ends of the wood are consumed by 

fire and has the glow recorded its center, / it is still capable of / to make something of it?" 

644 Ezek 15,6 "Therefore - thus saith the Lord God: / How the wood of the vine, / the among the trees of the forest 

grew, the fire gave to be devoured, / so I treat even those who live in Jerusalem." 

645 Ezek 16,18 "And hast taken thy broidered garments, and covered them: and thou hast set my oil and my incense 

before them." 

646 Ezek 17,3 "And you shall say: Thus says the Lord God: A large eagle, with great wings and elongated pinions, 

full of feathers with many colors, came to Lebanon. And he took the top of the cedar." 

647 Ezek 17,4 "He tore off the summit of its branches, and he transported it to the land of Canaan; he placed it in a 

city of merchants." 

648 Ezek, 17,5-6 "And he took from the seed of the land and placed it in the ground for seed, so that it might take 

firm root above many waters; he placed it at the surface. And when it had germinated, it increased into a more 

extensive vine, low in height, with its branches facing toward itself. And its roots were underneath it. And so, it 

became a vine, and sprouted branches, and produced shoots." 

649 Ezek 17,7 "And there was another large eagle, with great wings and many feathers. And behold, this vine seemed 

to bend its roots towards him, extending its branches toward him, so that he might irrigate it from the garden of 

its germination." 

650 Ezek 17,8 "It had been planted in a good land, above many waters, so that it would produce branches and bear 

fruit, so that it would become a large vine." 

651 Ezek 17,9 " Speak: Thus says the Lord God: What if it does not prosper? Should he not pull up its roots, and 

strip off its fruit, and dry up all the branches that it has produced, and let it wither, though he is without a strong 

arm and without many people to pull it up by the root." 

652 Ezek 17,22 "Thus saith the Lord God: I myself take a piece / from the high tops of the cedar / and plant it on. A 

tender bough from the top branches will I break down, / I plant it on a towering mountain." 

653 Ezek 17,23 "In the mountain of the height of Israel will I plant it; and it shall bring forth boughs, and bear fruit, 

and be a goodly cedar: and under it shall dwell all birds of every wing; in the shade of the branches thereof shall 

they dwell." 

654 Ezek 7,24 "And all the trees of the regions will know that I, the Lord, have brought low the sublime tree, and 

have exalted the lowly tree, and have dried up the green tree, and have caused the dry tree to flourish. I, the Lord, 

have spoken and acted." 

655 Ezek 19,10-11 "Your mother was like a vine in the garden, / planted by the water. Full of fruits and tendrils he / 

its numerous water. He had strong branches / suitable for scepter of rulers; its growth was high, / he stood up in 

the clouds. Well, he was seen in his height / and because of its dense leaves." 

656 Ezek 19,12 "But in anger it brought him out / and threw it on the ground. The east wind dried from him / torn 

down its fruit. Its strong tribe withered. / Fire consumed him." 

657 Ezek 19,14 "And fire went out from the branches to the tribe / and consumed its fruit. No strong branch was 

more to him / not scepter of rulers. - A lament is this song; / To lament it has become." 

658 Ezek 20,28 "For when I had brought them into the land, which I sware to give unto them, then they saw every 

high hill, and every thick tree, and they offered there their sacrifices, and there they presented the provocation of 

their offering; there also they made their sweet savor, and they poured out there their drink-offerings." 

659 Ezek 20,32 "And the plan of your mind will not occur, saying: We will be like the Gentiles, and like the families 

of the earth, so that we worship what is wood and stone." 
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660 Ezek 21,2-3 "Son of man, set your face against the way of the south, and pour in drops toward the south, and 

prophesy against the forest of the field of the meridian. And you shall say to the meridian forest: Listen to the 

word of the Lord. Thus says the Lord God: Behold, I will kindle a fire in you, and I will burn up within you every 

green tree and every dry tree. The flame of the kindling will not be extinguished. And every face will be burned 

up within it, from the south, even to the north." 

661 Ezek 21,15 "It has been sharpened, so that it may cut down victims! It has been polished, so that it may shine! 

You are disturbing the scepter of my son. You have cut down every wood." 

662 Ezek 23,41 "You sat upon a very beautiful bed, and a table was adorned before you, on which you placed my 

incense and my ointment." 

663 Ezek 24,5 "Take the choice of the flock, and also a pile of fire wood for the bones under the caldron; make it 

boil well; yea, let the bones thereof be boiled in the midst of it" 

664 Ezek 24,9-10 "Therefore - thus saith the Lord God: Woe to the bloody city. / I too tory a large pile of wood on, 

I heap up the wood, / I light the fire, cooking the meat, / I pour the broth from / [and the bones be burned]." 

665 Ezek 27,5 "From cypress from Senir-mountain / they built all your planks, a cedar from Lebanon they took / to 

build on thee the mast." 

666 Ezek 27,6 "Of the oaks of Bashan have they made thine oars; they have made thy benches of ivory inlaid in 

boxwood, from the isles of Kittim." 

667 Ezek 27,15 "The men of Dedan were thy traffickers; many isles were the mart of thy hand: they brought thee in 

exchange horns of ivory and ebony." 

668 Ezek 27,17 " Judah and the land of Israel were your traders. Wheat, olives, wax, honey, oil and mastic they gave 

for your merchandise." 

669 Ezek 27,19 "Wine from Uzal they gave for your goods. Hammered iron, cinnamon and sweet cane belonged to 

your merchandise." 

670 Ezek 27,22 "Traders of Sheba and Raamah traded with you. For the best balm for all kinds of precious stones 

and gold, they gave thy merchandise." 

671 Ezek 31,3 "In Lebanon there was a [ash tree] cedar. The splendor of their branches gave ample shade. / High 

was her habit / and into the clouds towered their tops." 

672 Ezek 31,4 "The waters nourished it, the deep made it to grow: the rivers thereof ran round about its plantation; 

and it sent out its channels unto all the trees of the field." 

673 Ezek 31,5 "Therefore its stature was exalted above all the trees of the field; and its boughs were multiplied, and 

its branches became long by reason of many waters, when it shot them forth." 

674 Ezek 31,6 "All the birds of the heavens made their nests in its boughs; and under its branches did all the beasts 

of the field bring forth their young; and under its shadow dwelt all great nations." 

675 Ezek 31,7 "Thus was it fair in its greatness, in the length of its branches; for its root was by many waters." 

676 Ezek 31,8 "No cedar in God's garden was comparable to her. / No cypress had branches such as, / no plane so 

powerful branches. None of the trees in the garden of God / her resembled in beauty." 

677 Ezek 31,9 "I made it fair by the multitude of its branches, so that all the trees of Eden, that were in the garden of 

God, envied it." 

678 Ezek 31,10 "Therefore thus said the Lord God: Because thou art exalted in stature, and he hath set his top among 

the thick boughs, and his heart is lifted up in his height, ..." 

679 Ezek 31,12 "And strangers, the terrible of the nations, have cut him off, and have left him: upon the mountains 

and in all the valleys his branches are fallen, and his boughs are broken by all the watercourses of the land; and 

all the peoples of the earth are gone down from the cedars shadow, and have left him." 

680 Ezek 31,13 "On their felled tribe to sit down all the birds of the sky, the wild animals live in its branches." 

681 Ezek 31,14 " To the end that none of all the trees by the waters exalt themselves for their hight, neither shoot up 

their top among the thick boughs, neither their trees stand up in their hight, all that drink water: for they are all 

delivered to death, to the nether parts of the earth, in the midst of the children of men, with them that go down to 

the pit." 
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682 Ezek 31,15 "Thus saith the Lord God: If the cedar falls into the underworld, then I let the tide in the deep dry 

up, I cover them; I hold back its streams so that the abundance of water dried up. Because of them I wrap Lebanon 

into mourning and all the trees of the field fainting." 

683 Ezek 31,16 "Through the din of its fall I will shake the nations when I throw the tree into the underworld, down 

to those who have fallen into the grave. Then comfort themselves in the underworld all the trees of Eden, the 

finest and best trees of Lebanon, all the trees in the water." 

684 Ezek 31,17 "For they too plunge with her into the underworld, down to those who were slain by the sword. And 

all who lived in the shadow of the cedar are scattered among the nations." 

685 Ezek 31,18 "To whom can you be compared, O famous and sublime one, among the trees of pleasure? Behold, 

you have been brought down, with the trees of pleasure, to the lowest part of the earth. You will sleep in the 

midst of the uncircumcised, with those who have been slain by the sword. This is Pharaoh, and all his multitude, 

says the Lord God." 

686 Ezek 34,25 "And I will make a covenant of peace with them. And I will cause the very harmful beasts to cease 

from the land. And those who are living in the desert will sleep securely in the forests." 

687 Ezek 34,27 "And the tree of the field will yield its fruit, and the land will yield its crop. And they will be in their 

own land without fear. And they shall know that I am the Lord, when I will have crushed the chains of their yoke, 

and when I will have rescued them from the hand of those who rule over them." 

688 Ezek 36,30 "And I will multiply the fruit of the tree, and the increase of the field, that ye may receive no more 

the reproach of famine among the nations." 

689 Ezek 37,16 "And as for you, son of man, take up a piece of wood for yourself, and write upon it: For Judah, and 

for the sons of Israel, his companions. And take up another piece of wood, and write upon it: For Joseph, the 

wood of Ephraim, and for the entire house of Israel, and for his companions " 

690 Ezek 37,17 "And join these, one to the other, for yourself, as one piece of wood. And they will be united in your 

hand." 

691 Ezek 37,18-19 "Then, when the sons of your people will speak to you, saying: Will you not tell us what you 

intend by this? you shall say to them: Thus says the Lord God: Behold, I will take up the wood of Joseph, which 

is in the hand of Ephraim, and the tribes of Israel, which are joined to him, and I will put them together with the 

wood of Judah, and I will make them one piece of wood. And they will be one in his hand." 

692 Ezek 37,20 "Then the pieces of wood, on which you have written, will be in your hand, before their eyes." 

693 Ezek 39,10 "And they will not carry wood from the countryside, and they will not cut wood from the forests. 

For they will kindle the weapons with fire. And they will prey upon those who had preyed upon them, and they 

will plunder those who had plundered them, says the Lord God." 

694 Ezek 40,16 "And there were slanting windows in the chambers and at their fronts, which were within the gate 

on every side all around. And similarly, there were also windows in the vestibules all around the interior, and 

there were images of palm trees before the fronts." 

695 Ezek 40,22 "And the windows thereof, and the arches thereof, and the palm-trees thereof, were after the measure 

of the gate whose prospect is toward the east; and they went up unto it by seven steps; and the arches thereof 

were before them." 

696 Ezek, 40,26 "And there were seven steps to ascend to it, and a vestibule before its doors. And there were engraved 

palm trees, one on each side, at its front." 

697 Ezek 40,31 "And its vestibule was toward the outer court, and its palm trees were at the front. And there were 

eight steps to ascend to it." 

698 Ez 40,34 "And it had a vestibule, that is, at the outer court. And the engraved palm trees at its front were on one 

side and the other. And its ascent was by eight steps." 

699 Ezek 40,37 "And its vestibule looked toward the outer court. And an engraving of palm trees at its front was on 

one side and the other. And its ascent was by eight steps." 

700 Ezek 41,15b-18 "The interior of the temple hall and the vestibule, which leads from the courtyard to the temple 

were paneled. The scope of the closed window and the three cornices that ran from the threshold to round, were 

made of wood; as there was from the floor up to the windows - the windows were concealable - and up through 

the door openings up a wood paneling. On all the walls all around, even on the walls to the interior and outside, 
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the paneling was divided into fields in which carved cherubim and palm trees were to be seen, depending on a 

palm tree between two cherubim. Each cherub had two faces:..." 

701 Ezek 41,19 "... The face of a man was closest to the palm tree on one side, and the face of a lion was closest to 

the palm tree on the other side. This was depicted throughout the entire house all around." 

702 Ezek 41,20 "From the floor, even to the upper parts of the gate, there were cherubim and palm trees engraved in 

the wall of the temple." 

703 Ezek 41,21-22 "The square threshold and the face of the sanctuary were one sight facing the other. The altar of 

wood was three cubits in height, and its length was two cubits. And its corners, and its length, and its walls were 

of wood. And he said to me, This is the table in the sight of the Lord." 

704 Ezek 41,25 "And there were made on them, on the doors of the temple, cherubim and palm-trees, like as were 

made upon the walls; and there was a threshold of wood upon the face of the porch without." 

705 Ezek 41,26 "Upon these were the oblique windows, with the representation of palm trees on one side as well as 

on the other, at the sides of the vestibule, in accord with the sides of the house, and the width of the walls." 

706 Ezek 47,7 "And when I had turned myself around, behold, on the bank of the torrent, there were very many trees 

on both sides." 

707 Ezek 47,12 "And above the torrent, on its banks on both sides, every kind of fruit tree will rise up. Their foliage 

will not fall away, and their fruit will not fail. Every single month they will bring forth first-fruits. For its waters 

will go forth from the sanctuary. And its fruits will be for food, and its leaves will be for medicine." 

708 Dan 2,46 "Then king Nebuchadnezzar fell on his face and adored Daniel, and he commanded that they should 

offer in sacrifice to him victims and incense." 

709 Dan 3,46 "The servants of the king, who had thrown into the furnace, the three men, now did not cease to heat 

the furnace with resin and tow, pitch and brushwood." 

710 Dan 4,7 "This was the vision of my head on my bed. I looked, and behold, a tree in the middle of the earth, and 

its height was exceedingly great." 

711 Dan 4,8 "The tree was great and strong, and its height reached up to heaven. It could be seen all the way to the 

ends of the entire earth." 

712 Dan 4,9 "Its leaves were very beautiful, and its fruit was very abundant, and in it was food for the whole world. 

Under it, animals and beasts were dwelling, and in its branches, the birds of the sky were sheltered, and from it, 

all flesh was fed." 

713 Dan 4,11 "He cried out loudly, and he said this: Cut down the tree and prune its branches; shake off its leaves 

and scatter its fruits; let flee the beasts, which are under it, and the birds from its branches." 

714 Dan 4,12 "Nevertheless, leave the stump of its roots in the earth, and let it be bound with a band of iron and brass 

among the plants, which are close by, and let it be touched by the dew of heaven, and let its place be with the 

wild animals among the plants of the earth." 

715 Dan 4,17 "The tree that you saw was lofty and strong; its height reached toward heaven, and it could be seen 

throughout the whole world." 

716 Dan 4,18 "Whose leaves were fair, and the fruit thereof much, and in it was food for all; under which the beasts 

of the field dwelt, and upon whose branches the birds of the heavens had their habitation." 

717 Dan 4,19 " This tree are you, O king, who has been greatly esteemed, and you have grown strong. And you have 

increased your power, and it reaches towards heaven, and your rule is to the ends of the whole earth." 

718 Dan 4,20 "Yet the king also saw a watcher and a holy one descend from heaven and say: Cut down the tree and 

scatter it; however, leave the stump of its roots in the earth, and let it be bound with iron and brass, among the 

surrounding plants, and let it be sprinkled with the dew of heaven, and let his feeding be with the wild beasts, 

until seven periods of time pass over him." 

719 Dan 4,23 "But, since he commanded that the stump of its roots, that is, of the tree, should be left behind, your 

kingdom will be left for you, after you have realized that power is from divinity." 

720 Dan 5,4 "They drank wine, and they praised their gods of gold, and silver, brass, iron, and wood and stone." 

721 Dan 5,23 "But you have lifted yourself up against the Lord of heaven. And the vessels of his house have been 
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presented before you. And you, and your nobles, and your wives, and your concubines, have drunk wine from 

them. Likewise, you have praised the gods of silver, and gold, and brass, iron, and wood and stone, who neither 

see, nor hear, nor feel, yet you have not glorified the God who holds your breath and all your ways in his hand." 

722 Dan 11,7 "And a transplant from the germination of her roots will stand up, and he will come with an army, and 

will enter into the province of the king of the North, and he will abuse them, and will hold it fast." 

723 Dan 13,54 "So if you have this woman really seen, tell us: What kind of a tree which, under the you've seen the 

two together? He answered: Under a cedar." 

724 Dan 13,58 "Now tell me: What kind of a tree which, under the you both caught? He answered: Under an oak." 

725 Hos 2,14 "And I will corrupt her vines and her fig trees, about which she said, These rewards, they are mine, my 

lovers have given them to me. And I will place her in a narrow forest, and the beasts of the field will devour her." 

726 Hos 4,12 "My people ask counsel at their wood, and their staff declareth unto them; for the spirit of whoredom 

hath caused them to err, and they have played the harlot, departing from under their God." 

727 Hos 4,13 "Celebrate sacrifice upon the tops of the mountains, / on the hills they bring is incense, under oak, 

storax-trees and terebinths, / whose shade is so pleasant. So your daughters to prostitutes / and your daughters 

will commit adultery." 

728 Hos 9,10 "I found Israel like grapes in the wilderness; I saw your fathers as the first-ripe in the fig-tree at its first 

season: but they came to Baal-peor, and consecrated themselves unto the shameful thing, and became abominable 

like that which they loved." 

729 Hos 9,16 "Ephraim has been struck; their root has been dried out: by no means will they yield fruit. And even if 

they should conceive, I will execute the most beloved of their womb." 

730 Hos 10,7 "Samaria is destroyed, / his king is like a broken branch on the water." 

731 Hos 14,6 "I will be like the dew; Israel will spring forth like the lily, and his root will spread out like that of the 

cedars of Lebanon." 

732 Hos 14,7 "His branches will advance, and his glory will be like the olive tree, and his fragrance will be like that 

of the cedars of Lebanon." 

733 Hos 14,9 "What Efraim has nothing to do with idols? / I, yes I, hear him, I look after him. I'm like the green 

juniper, / me you'll find much fruit." 

734 Joel 1,7 "He has put my vineyard into desolation, and he has pulled off the bark of my fig tree. He has stripped 

it bare and cast it away; its branches have become white." 

735 Joel 1,12 "The vine is withered, the fig tree withered. / Pomegranate, date palm and apple tree, all the trees of 

the field are withered; / Yes, withered is the joy of the people." 

736 Joel 1,19 "To you, O Lord, I will cry out, because fire has devoured the beauty of the wilderness, and the flame 

has burned all the trees of the countryside." 

737 Joel 2,22 "Animals of the countryside, do not be afraid. For the beauty of the wilderness has sprung forth. For 

the tree has borne its fruit. The fig tree and the vine have bestowed their virtue." 

738 Amos 2,9 "Yet I exterminated the Amorites before their face, whose height was like the height of cedars, and 

whose strength was like the oak. And I crushed his fruit from above and his roots below." 

739 Amos 3,4 "Will a lion roar in the forest, unless he has prey? Will the lions young cry out from his den, unless he 

has taken something?" 

740 Amos 4,9 "I have smitten you with blasting and mildew: the multitude of your gardens and your vineyards and 

your fig-trees and your olive-trees hath the palmer-worm devoured: yet have ye not returned unto me, saith the 

Lord." 

741 Amos 4,11 "I brought upon you a mighty destruction / as that imposed God once on Sodom and Gomorrah; you 

were like a wooden log, / which one brings out from the fire. And yet you have not returned to me - / saith the 

Lord." 

742 Amos 7,14 "Then answered Amos, and said to Amaziah, I was no prophet, neither was I a prophet's son; but I 

was a herdsman, and a dresser of sycomore-trees." 

743 Amos 8,1 "Hus hath the Lord God shewed unto me, and beholde, a basket of summer fruit." 
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744 Amos 8,2 "And he said, Amos, what seest you? And I sayde, A basket of summer fruite. Then said the Lord 

unto mee, The ende is come upon my people of Israel; I will not againe passe by them anymore." 

745 Jonah 2,7 " I descended to the root of the mountains. The bars of the earth have enclosed me forever. And you 

will raise up my life from corruption, Lord, my God." 

746 Jonah 4,5 "Since Jonah left the city and sat down east from the city down. He was there a canopy of leaves and 

sat down in his shade, waiting to see what happened to the city." 

747 Mic 4,4 "And a man will sit under his vine and under his fig tree, and there will be no one to fear, for the mouth 

of the Lord of hosts has spoken." 

748 Mic 5,7 "And there will be a remnant of Jacob within the Gentiles, in the midst of many peoples, like a lion 

among the beasts of the forests, and like a young lion among the flocks of sheep, who, when he will pass through 

and trample down and seize, there is none who can rescue." 

749 Mic 6,15 "You will sow, and not reap. You will tread the olives, and not be anointed with oil, and crush the 

grapes, and not drink the wine." 

750 Mic 7,1 "Woe is me! For I am as when they have gathered the summer fruits, as the grape gleanings of the 

vintage: there is no cluster to eat; my soul desireth the first-ripe fig." 

751 Nah 3,12 "All your fortresses will be like trees with their green figs. If they are shaken violently, they will fall 

into the mouth of the one who devours." 

752 Hab 2,17 "For the iniquity of forest of Lebanon will cover you, and the devastation of animals which will deter 

them from the blood of men, and the iniquity of the earth and the city, and of all who dwell therein." 

753 Hab 2,19 "Woe to him who says to wood, Awaken, to the silent stone, Arise. Is it able to teach? Behold, it has 

been entirely covered with gold and silver; and there is no spirit at all in its inner workings." 

754 Hab 3,17-18 "For the fig tree will not flower, and there will be no bud on the vines. The labor of the olive tree 

will be misleading, and the farmland will produce no food. The sheep will be cut off from the sheepfold, and 

there will be no herd at the manger." 

755 Zeph 2,14 "And flocks shall lie down in the midst of her, all the beasts of the nations: both the cormorant and 

the bittern shall lodge in the upper lintels of it; their voice shall sing in the windows; desolation shall be in the 

threshholds: for he shall uncover the cedar work " 

756 Hag 1,8 "Ascend to the mountain, bring wood and build the house, and it shall be acceptable to me, and I shall 

be glorified, says the Lord." 

757 Hag 2,18-19 "Take heed what happens from now on, from the twenty-fourth day of the ninth month, the day on 

which the foundation stone of the temple of the Lord was laid. Take heed, if the seed remains in the memory and 

if vine and fig tree, pomegranate and olive tree still bear no fruit. From now on I will donate blessing." 

758 Zech 1,8 "I saw by night, and behold, a man riding on a red horse, and he stood among the myrtle trees, which 

were in the chasm. And behind him were horses: red, speckled, and white." 

759 Zech 1,10 "And the man that stood among the myrtle trees answered and said, These are they, whom the Lord 

has sent in order to walk through the earth." 

760 Zech 1,11 "And those who stood among the myrtle trees answered the angel of the Lord, and they said, We have 

walked through the earth, and behold, all the earth is inhabited and is at rest." 

761 Zech 3,2 "The angel of the Lord said to Satan: The Lord rebuke thee barriers, Satan; Yes, the Lord who has 

chosen Jerusalem rebuke thee barriers. Is this man not a wooden log which has ripped out of the fire?" 

762 Zech 3,10 "On that day, says the Lord of hosts, every man will call his friend from under the vine and from 

under the fig tree." 

763 Zech 4,3 "And there were two olive trees upon it: one to the right of the lamp, and one to its left." 

764 Zech 4,4 "And I went on and asked the angel who talked with me, 'Lord, what are these olive trees?" 

765 Zech 4,11 "And I responded and said to him, What are these two olive trees to the right of the candlestick, and 

to its left?" 

766 Zech 4,12 "And I responded a second time and said to him, What are the two olive branches, which are next to 

the two golden ridges, in which are the pouring spouts of gold?" 
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767 Zech 5,4 "I will bring it forth, says the Lord of hosts, and it will approach to the house of the thief, and to the 

house of him who swears falsely by my name, and it will remain in the midst of his house and will consume it, 

with its wood and its stones." 

768 Zech 11,1 "Open your gates, Lebanon, and let fire consume your cedars." 

769 Zech 11,2 "Howl Cypress! Because the cedar has fallen; yes, the mighty were destroyed. Howl, ye oaks of 

Bashan, because the impenetrable forest is come down." 

770 Zech 12,6 "In that day, I will set the governors of Judah like a flaming furnace among wood, and like a flaming 

torch among hay. And they will devour, to the right and to the left, all the surrounding peoples. And Jerusalem 

will be inhabited again, in her own place, in Jerusalem." 

771 Zech 14,4 "And his feet will stand firm, in that day, upon the Mount of Olives, which is opposite Jerusalem 

towards the East. And the mount of Olives will be divided down its center part, towards the East and towards the 

West, with a very great rupture, and the center of the mountain will be separated towards the North, and its center 

towards the Meridian." 

772 Zech 14,16 "And all those who will be the remnant of all the Gentiles that came against Jerusalem, will go up, 

from year to year, to adore the King, the Lord of hosts, and to celebrate the feast of tabernacles." 

773 Zech 14,17-18 "And this shall be: whoever will not go up, from the families of the earth to Jerusalem, so as to 

adore the King, the Lord of hosts, there will be no showers upon them. But if even the family of Egypt will go 

not up, nor approach, neither will it be upon them, but there will be ruin, by which the Lord will strike all the 

Gentiles, who will not go up to celebrate the feast of tabernacles." 

774 Zech 14,19 "This will be the sin of Egypt, and this will be the sin of all the Gentiles, who will not go up to 

celebrate the feast of tabernacles." 

775 Mal 3,19 "For behold, the day comes, it burns as a furnace: / As are all arrogant and unjust to chaff and the day 

that cometh shall burn them up, / saith the Lord of hosts. / Neither root nor branch will remain them." 

776 Matt 2,11 "And they came into the house and saw the young child with Mary his mother; and they fell down and 

worshipped him; and opening their treasures they offered unto him gifts, gold and incense and myrrh." 

777 Matt 3,10 "For even now the axe has been placed at the root of the trees. Therefore, every tree that does not 

produce good fruit shall be cut down and cast into the fire." 

778 Matt 7,16 "You shall know them by their fruits. Can grapes be gathered from thorns, or figs from thistles?" 

779 Matt 7,17 "So then, every good tree produces good fruit, and the evil tree produces evil fruit." 

780 Matt 7,18 "A good tree is not able to produce evil fruit, and an evil tree is not able to produce good fruit." 

781 Matt 7,19 "Every tree which does not produce good fruit shall be cut down and cast into the fire." 

782 Matt 12,33 "Either make the tree good and its fruit good, or make the tree evil and its fruit evil. For certainly a 

tree is known by its fruit." 

783 Matt 13,5-6 "Then others fell in a rocky place, where they did not have much soil. And they sprung up promptly, 

because they had no depth of soil. But when the sun rose up, they were scorched, and because they had no roots, 

they withered." 

784 Matt 13,55 "Is not this the carpenter's son? is not his mother called Mary? and his brethren, James, and Joseph, 

and Simon, and Judas?" 

785 Matt 13,20-21 "Then whoever has received the seed upon a rocky place, this is one who hears the word and 

promptly accepts it with joy. But he has no root in himself, so it is only for a time; then, when tribulation and 

persecution occur because of the word, he promptly stumbles." 

786 Matt 13,31-32 "He proposed another parable to them, saying: The kingdom of heaven is like a grain of mustard 

seed, which a man took and sowed in his field. It is, indeed, the least of all seeds, but when it has grown, it is 

greater than all the plants, and it becomes a tree, so much so that the birds of the air come and dwell in its 

branches." 

787 Matt 17,20 "Jesus said to them: Because of your unbelief. Amen I say to you, certainly, if you will have faith 

like a grain of mustard seed, you will say to this mountain, Move from here to there, and it shall move. And 

nothing will be impossible for you." 
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788 Matt 21,1 "And when they had drawn near to Jerusalem, and had arrived at Bethphage, at the Mount of Olives, 

then Jesus sent two disciples..." 

789 Matt 21,8 "Then a very numerous crowd spread their garments on the way. But others cut branches from the 

trees and scattered them on the way." 

790 Matt 21,19 "And seeing a certain fig tree beside the way, he approached it. And he found nothing on it, except 

only leaves. And he said to it, May fruit never spring forth from you, for all time. And immediately the fig tree 

was dried up." 

791 Matt 21,20 "And when the disciples saw it, they marvelled, saying, How did the fig tree immediately wither 

away?" 

792 Matt 21,21 "And Jesus responded to them by saying: Amen I say to you, if you have faith and do not hesitate, 

not only shall you do this, concerning the fig tree, but even if you would say to this mountain, Take and cast 

yourself into the sea, it shall be done." 

793 Matt 24,3 "Then, when he was seated at the Mount of Olives, the disciples drew near to him privately, saying: 

Tell us, when will these things be? And what will be the sign of your advent and of the consummation of the 

age?“ 

794 Matt 24,32 "So, from the fig tree learn a parable. When its branch has now become tender and the leaves have 

sprung forth, you know that summer is near." 

795 Matt 26,30 "And after a hymn was sung, they went out to the Mount of Olives." 

796 Mark 4,5-6 "Yet truly, others fell upon stony ground, where it did not have much soil. And it rose up quickly, 

because it had no depth of soil. And when the sun was risen, it was scorched. And because it had no root, it 

withered away." 

797 Mark 4,16-17 "And similarly, there are those who were sown upon stony ground. These, when they have heard 

the word, immediately accept it with gladness. But they have no root in themselves, and so they are for a limited 

time. And when next tribulation and persecution arises because of the word, they quickly fall away." 

798 Mark 4,30-32 "And he said: To what should we compare the kingdom of God? Or to what parable should we 

compare it? It is like a grain of mustard seed which, when it has been sown in the earth, is less than all the seeds 

which are in the earth. And when it is sown, it grows up and becomes greater than all the plants, and it produces 

great branches, so much so that the birds of the air are able to live under its shadow." 

799 Mark 6,3 "Is this not the carpenter, the son of Mary, the brother of James, and Joseph, and Jude, and Simon? 

Are not his sisters also here with us? And they took great offense at him." 

800 Mark 8,24 "And looking up, he said, I see men but they are like walking trees." 

801 Mark 11,1 "And as they were approaching Jerusalem and Bethania, toward the mount of Olives, he sent two of 

his disciples." 

802 Mark 11,8 "Then many spread their garments along the way; but others cut down leafy branches from trees and 

scattered them on the way." 

803 Mark 11,13-14 "He saw from afar a fig tree having leaves, and went to look for fruit. But he found the tree 

nothing but leaves; because it was not the season for figs harvest. He said to him: In eternity no one shall eat fruit 

from you. And his disciples heard it." 

804 Mark 11,20 "And when they passed by in the morning, they saw that the fig tree had dried up from the roots." 

805 Mark 11,21 "And Peter, remembering, said to him, Master, behold, the fig tree that you cursed has withered." 

806 Mark 13,3 "And as he sat at the Mount of Olives, opposite the temple, Peter, and James, and John, and Andrew 

questioned him privately: ..." 

807 Mark 13,28 "Now from the fig tree discern a parable. When its branch becomes tender and the foliage has been 

formed, you know that summer is very near." 

808 Mark 14,26 "And having sung a hymn, they went out to the Mount of Olives." 

809 Mark 15,23 "And they gave him wine with myrrh to drink. But he did not accept it." 

810 Lk 3,9 "For even now the axe has been placed at the root of the trees. Therefore, every tree that does not produce 

good fruit shall be cut down and cast into the fire." 
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811 Luke 6,43 "For there is no good tree which produces bad fruit, nor does an evil tree produce good fruit." 

812 Luke 6,44 "For each and every tree is known by its fruit. For they do not gather figs from thorns, nor do they 

gather the grape from the bramble bush." 

813 Luke 8,13 Now those upon rock are those who, when they hear it, accept the word with joy, but these have no 

roots. So they believe for a time, but in a time of testing, they fall away." 

814 Luke 13,6 "And he also told this parable: A certain man had a fig tree, which was planted in his vineyard. And 

he came seeking fruit on it, but found none." 

815 Luke 13,7 "Then he said to the cultivator of the vineyard: Behold, for these three years I came seeking fruit on 

this fig tree, and I have found none. Therefore, cut it down. For why should it even occupy the land?" 

816 Luke 13,18-19 "And so he said: To what is the kingdom of God similar, and to what figure shall I compare it? 

It is like a grain of mustard seed, which a man took and cast into his garden. And it grew, and it became a great 

tree, and the birds of the air rested in its branches." 

817 Luke 17,6 "But the Lord said: If you have faith like a grain of mustard seed, you may say to this mulberry tree, 

Be uprooted, and be transplanted into the sea. And it would obey you." 

818 Luke 19,4 "And running ahead, he climbed up a mulberry tree, so that he might see him. For he was to pass near 

there." 

819 Luke 19,29 "And it came to pass, when he had come nigh to Bethphage and Bethany, at the mount called the 

mount of Olives, he sent two of his disciples " 

820 Luke 19,37 "And when he was now drawing near to the descent of mount of Olives, the entire crowd of his 

disciples began to praise God joyfully, with a loud voice, over all the powerful works which they had seen." 

821 Luke 21,29-30 "And he told them a comparison: Take notice of the fig tree and of all the trees. When presently 

they leaves from themselves, you know that summer is near." 

822 Luke 21,37 "And in the day-time he was teaching in the temple; and at night he went out, and abode in the mount 

that is called the mount of Olives." 

823 Luke 22,39 "And departing, he went out, according to his custom, to the Mount of Olives. And his disciples also 

followed him." 

824 Luke 23,31 "For if they do these things with green wood, what will be done with the dry?" 

825 John 1,48 "Nathanael said to him, From where do you know me? Jesus responded and said to him, Before Philip 

called you, when you were under the fig tree, I saw you." 

826 John 1,50 "Jesus responded and said to him: Because I told you that I saw you under the fig tree, you believe. 

Greater things than these, you will see." 

827 John 7,2 "Now the feast day of the Jews, the Feast of Tabernacles, was near." 

828 John 8,1 "But Jesus continued on to the Mount of Olives." 

829 John 12,13 "…took branches of palm trees, and they went ahead to meet him. And they were crying out: 

Hosanna! Blessed is he who arrives in the name of the Lord, the king of Israel!" 

830 John 19,39 "Now Nicodemus also arrived, (who had gone to Jesus at first by night) bringing a mixture of myrrh 

and aloe, weighing about seventy pounds." 

831 Acts 1,12 "Then they returned to Jerusalem from the Mount of Olives, which is next to Jerusalem, within a 

Sabbath days journey." 

832 Acts 5,30 "The God of our fathers has raised up Jesus, whom you put to death by hanging him on a wood." 

833 Acts 13,29 "And when they had fulfilled everything that had been written about him, taking him down from the 

cross-wood, they placed him in a tomb." 

834 Rom 11,16 "For if the first-fruit has been sanctified, so also has the whole. And if the root is holy, so also are 

the branches." 

835 Rom 11,17 "And if some of the branches are broken, and if you, being a wild olive branch, are grafted on to 

them, and you become a partaker of the root and of the fatness of the olive tree, ..." 

836 Rom 11,18 "... do not glorify yourself above the branches. For though you glory, you do not support the root, 
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but the root supports you." 

837 Rom 11,19 "Therefore, you would say: The branches were broken off, so that I might be grafted on." 

838 Rom 11,21 "For if God has not spared the natural branches, perhaps also he might not spare you." 

839 Rom 11,23 "Moreover, if they do not remain in unbelief, they will be grafted on. For God is able to graft them 

on again." 

840 Rom 11,24 "So if you have been cut off from the wild olive tree, which is natural to you, and, contrary to nature, 

you are grafted on to the good olive tree, how much more shall those who are the natural branches be grafted on 

to their own olive tree " 

841 Rom 15,12 "And again, Isaiah says: There shall be a root of Jesse, and he shall rise up to rule the Gentiles, and 

in him the Gentiles shall hope." 

842 1 Cor 3,12-13 "But if anyone builds upon this foundation, whether gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay, or 

stubble, each ones work shall be made manifest. For the day of the Lord shall declare it, because it will be 

revealed by fire. And this fire will test each ones work, as to what kind it is." 

843 1 Tim 6,10 "For desire is the root of all evils. Some persons, hungering in this way, have strayed from the faith 

and have entangled themselves in many sorrows." 

844 2 Tim 2,20 "But, in a large house, there are not only vessels of gold and of silver, but also those of wood and of 

clay; and certainly some are held in honor, but others in dishonor." 

845 Heb 12,15-16 "Be contemplative, lest anyone lack the grace of God, lest any root of bitterness spring up and 

impede you, and by it, many might be defiled, lest any fornicator or worldly person be like Esau, who, for the 

sake of one meal, sold his birthright." 

846 Jas 3,5 "So also the tongue certainly is a small part, but it moves great things. Consider that a small fire can set 

ablaze a great forest." 

847 Jas 3,12 "Can a fig tree, my brethren, yield olives, or a vine figs? Neither can salt water yield sweet." 

848 1 Pet 2,24 "He himself bore our sins in his body upon the wood of the cross, so that we, having died to sin, would 

live for justice. By his wounds, you have been healed." 

849 Jude 1,12 "These ones are defiled within their banquets, enjoying themselves and feeding themselves without 

fear; waterless clouds, which are tossed about by winds; autumn trees, unfruitful, twice dead, uprooted; ..." 

850 Rev 2,7 "Whoever has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the Churches. To him who prevails, I will give 

to eat from the Tree of Life, which is in the Paradise of my God." 

851 Rev 5,5 "And one of the elders said to me: Weep not. Behold, the lion from the tribe of Judah, the root of David, 

has prevailed to open the book and to break its seven seals." 

852 Rev 6,13 "And the stars from heaven fell upon the earth, just as when a fig tree, shaken by a great wind, drops 

its immature figs." 

853 Rev 7,1 "After these things, I saw four Angels standing above the four corners of the earth, holding the four 

winds of the earth, so that they would not blow upon the earth, nor upon the sea, nor upon any tree." 

854 Rev 7,3 "saying: Do no harm to the earth, nor to the sea, nor to the trees, until we seal the servants of our God 

on their foreheads." 

855 Rev 7,9 "After these things, I saw a great crowd, which no one could number, from all the nations and tribes and 

peoples and languages, standing before the throne and in sight of the Lamb, clothed in white robes, with palm 

branches in their hands." 

856 Rev 8,3 "And another Angel approached, and he stood before the altar, holding a golden censer. And much 

incense was given to him, so that he might offer upon the golden altar, which is before the throne of God, the 

prayers of all the saints." 

857 Rev 8,4 "And the smoke of the incense of the prayers of the saints ascended, in the presence of God, from the 

hand of the Angel." 

858 Rev 8,7 "And the first Angel sounded the trumpet. And there came hail and fire, mixed with blood; and it was 

cast down upon the earth. And a third part of the earth was burned, and a third part of the trees was entirely 

burned up, and all the green plants were burned." 
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859 Rev 9,4 "And it was commanded of them that they must not harm the plants of the earth, nor anything green, 

nor any tree, but only those men who do not have the Seal of God upon their foreheads." 

860 Rev 9,20 "And the rest of men, who were not slain by these afflictions, did not repent from the works of their 

hands, so that they would not worship demons, or idols of gold and silver and brass and stone and wood, which 

can neither see, nor hear, nor walk." 

861 Rev 11,4 "These are the two olive trees and the two lampstands, standing in the sight of the lord of the earth." 

862 Rev 18,11-13 "And the businessmen of the earth shall weep and mourn over her, because no one will buy their 

merchandise anymore: merchandise of gold and silver and precious stones and pearls, and of fine linen and purple 

and silk and scarlet, and of every citrus tree wood, and of every tool of ivory, and of every tool from precious 

stone and brass and iron and marble, and of cinnamon and black balm, and of fragrances and ointments and 

incense, and of wine and oil and fine flour and wheat, and of beasts of burden and sheep and horses and four-

wheeled wagons, and of slaves and the souls of men " 

863 Rev 22,2 "In the midst of its main street, and on both sides of the river, was the Tree of Life, bearing twelve 

fruits, offering one fruit for each month, and the leaves of the tree are for the health of the nations." 

864 Rev 22,14 "Blessed are those who wash their robes in the blood of the Lamb. So may they have a right to the 

tree of life; so may they enter through the gates into the City." 

865 Rev 22,16 "I, Jesus, have sent my Angel, to testify to these things for you among the Churches. I am the Root 

and the Tribe of David, the bright morning Star." 

866 Rev 22,19 "And who takes away from the prophetic words of this book, God will his share in the tree of life and 

in the holy city away, which are written in this book." 


